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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENIZI.OF THE INTERIOR,P

'BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

1Vashington, June 17,1919.
SIR: I tun submitting herewith the report of a survey of public.

education in the State of Alabama, including all schools that receive
any part of their support from the treasury of the State.

The survey was made under rny'direction, at tho request of the Ala-.
bama Survey Commission, created by act of legislature as set forth in
the introduction to this report. On June 9, 10, and 11 the report was
submitted by me to the Survey Commission, thrcrugh Dr. Harold W.
Foght and Dr. Sain,e.1 P. Capen, specialists in rural education and
higher,education, respectively, in this Bureau, and was approved and
received by the commission.

I recommend that the report be published as a'bulletin of the Bu-
reau of Education for distribution among the citizens of Alabama
and students of education throughout the country.

Respectfully submitted.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

P. 13, CLArroN,
4'omfin,issioner.
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AN EDUCATION AL STUDY OF ALABAMA;

INTRODUCTION.

An act of the Legislature of the State of Alabama, containing the
followinii- provisions, was approved by the governor February 6,
1919:

1. That the governor shall appoint a commission of five persons to
make a study of the public educational system of Alabama, including all ,
schools and educational institutions supported in whole or in part from public
funds, to determine the efficiency of the same and to report its findings, with
recommendations for increased efficiency and economy, to the governor on or
before July 1, 1919.

2. That the said commission is empowered to employ expert assistants in the
several fields of public education in hicti the State is engaged.

3. That the said commission and its employees shall have free access to all
public records. All public school and educational institutions, teachers, 'in-
structors,faculties, officers, and employees shall furbish all information and
assistance. In their power in making such a study as is contemplateramder
this act.

4. That said commission shall, in addition to other work specified by this
act, direct special attention to the feasibility and the advisability of consolidat-
ing any of the existing State educational' institutions or departments thereof,
of eliminating any institution or institutions, and of coordinating and unifying
the work of any or all institutions under one board of management and control.

6. That there is hereby appropriated, ouof any money in thetreasury not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $10,000 for the purpose of de
frAying the cost of the study hePein proposed.

On the 11th of March, 1919, the Alabama Education Commission
created by this act met in the capitol at Montgomery to outline' the
'wok of the survey and to listav,, to comments oh the plan by Dr.
Wallace G. Buttrick, of the Gegral Education Board, and to Dr.
Philander P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of Education.

The commission passed the following resolutions:
Whereas the Educational Oommission has been created In accordance with an

act of the legislature approved February 6, 1919; and
Whereas this commission must submit its report to the governor on or before

July 1, 1919; add
Whereas the scope Of the work .prescribed in said act comprehends the entire

public-school system of Alabama; and
Whereas the discharge of this duty will necessitate the collection and tabulation

. of certain technical and scientific information by experts; and
9



10 AN EDUCATIONAL STUDY OF ALABAMA.

Whereas the United States Bureau of Education Is the legally constituted head
of the public-school system in. this country : Therefore, be It
Resolved., 1. That the United States Bureau of Education is hereby invited

and requested to newt the task of making the scientific study of the entire
public-school system of Alabama, upon the terms and in keeping with the plan

.outlined by Dr. P. P. Claxton. United States Commissioner of Education.
2. That so much of a sum of $8,500 as may be necessary be set aside from the

State appropriation of $10,000 to pay the expenses of_ those working under
the direction Of Commissioner Claxton for the provision of clerieal help and
supplies and honoraria to three or four men outside of the staff of the Bureau
Who are also to be asked to serve In an advisory capacity.

8. That the Commissioner of Education and those working under his direction
be clothed frith all the authority conferred under Section Ill of the act to secure
Information that may be deemed necessary to make a full and complete survey
of public education in Alabama, and to this end to require the production of
papers, records, and Information under oath from any person or persons en-
gaged in public school work.

4. That the Commissioner of Education and his stuff report the results "f said
investigation and findings to the commission by June 6.

In accordance with these resolutions the Commissioner of Educa-
tion began the work of the survey March 12. The actual field work
continued from that date until the 31st of May. Because of the very
brief time available for the study, an unusually large number of per-
sons were engaged in it. Their names and their respective contribu-
tions to the report appear in the following paragraphs. .

The interrelations of the higher institutions were judged to present
. certain complications. On this ground it seemed advisable to it'sso-

date with the Bureau's regular staff for the investigation of these
institutions an adviSory committee made up of representatives of van--
this 'Oases of higher education.. The members/fah is committee were
resident E. A. Al rma.n, of the University of Virginia ; Dr. C. R.
Mann, chairman t e advisory board of the committee on education
inalipecial train g of the War Department; President A. F. Woods,
of the Maryland State College; and Dr. Horace D,Arnold, formerly

-dean of the graduate school of medicine of ,Harvard University; who
Was called in as a special adviser in illgand to medical education.

Dr. H. W. Foght had general charge of the field work gild the prep-
aration of the manuscript, except the sections relating to higher edu-
cation. Di. Samuel P. Capeilhad charge of the investigation of the
higher, institution's and the preparation of this section of the report.

The field studies were organirkd under several group headings, and
NA study in charge of the survey 'personnel enumerated below :

'1. General School Organization and -4-eitninietration.--.-Dr. H. W.
Foght,

Q. History of i'duoation in A kthenta.7--Mr. William 8. Hood,
sion'.ef school legislation, Bureau of .Education.
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3. Rural and Agricultural Education,.Mrs. Katherine M. Cook,
specialist in rural education, Bureau of Education; Walter S.
Deffenbaugh, specialist in education in villages and wns,

Bureau of Education; Mr. C. H. Lane, regional directo , the
Federal Board for Vocational Education, and Dr.' W.
Foght.

4. City Schools. Mr. P. W. Horn, superintendent of schools,
Houston. Tex.; Dr. Frank F. Bunker, specialist in city school ,
systems, Bureau of Education; and Dr. J. J. Didcoct, profes-
sor of secondary education, George Peabody College for
Teachers.

5. Higher Education.Dr. Samuel P. Capen; Dr. Chester D. Jar-
vis, specialist in agricultural education, Bureau of Education;
Dr. Walter C. John, specialist in lanthgrant college statistics,
Bureau of Education; and Mr. J. J. Pettijohn, director of the
extension division, Bureau of Education.

6. PreParation of Teachers.Dr. Willis E. Johnson, president
Northern Normal and Industrial College, Aberdeen, S. Dak.;
Dr. H. W. Foght ; and Dr. Samuel P. Capen.

7. Special Education:
Negro Education.Mr. Walter B. Hill, special collaborator, Bu-

reau of Educ'ation ; Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones. special, collabo-
ratOr, Bureau of Education ; and Mr. Jackson Davis, general

field agent, General Education Board.
School He.alth and Physical Education.Dr. Hiram Byrd, the

United States Public Health Service; Dr. Willard S. Small,
specialist in school hygiene and sanitation, Bureau of Educa-
tion; and Miss Martha Stevens, director of health education.

Home' Economics.Miss Carrie A. Lyford, specialist in home
economics, Bureau of Education.

Home and School Gardening.Mr. John L. Randall, regional
director, nited States School Garden Army.

Education of Delinquents, Defectives, and Illiterates.Dr. H.
W. Foght.

The recommendations relating to higher education were submitted
to the members of the advisory committee on June 2, and Messrs.
Mann and Woods concurred in all. President Alderman dissented
from Recommendations 15 c-4, 15 j,15 k, 15 n, and 15.o-1.

On June 7 the chapters dealing with higher education were pre-
sented to the presidents of the University of Alabama and the Ala-
bama Girls' Technif,a1 Institute, in Montgaiery. On the 8th and
9th of June these same chapters were presented to the president
of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, in Montgomery. The pur-
pose of these conferences was to.correct any possible misstatements
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of fact. As a result of them a few minor changes were made in the
phraseology of the report and one recommendation was changed.

On June 9, 10, and 11 Messrs. Foght and Capen presented the re-
port of the survey committee to the Alabama Education Commis-
sion, at Montgomery.

The staff of the Bureau of Education and its associated investiga-
tors gratefully acknowledge their obligation to the members of the
Alabama Education Commission or their many courtesies and hearty
cooperation throughout the study; to the State department of educa-
tion for valuable help in procuring and compiling educa.tional sta-
tistics; to the director of the department of archives and history for
valuable documentary information; and to the heads of the State's
educational institutions, the county and city superintendents, and
the teachers of the State for valuable advice and constant cooperation.



Chapter I.

ALABAMA, THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE.

Main, topographicalleatwre8.Alabama is situated in the east
South Central Division of States, in the heart of the " cotton king-
dom." It contains an area of 51,279 square miles, 711 square miles
'of this being water.' The State falls naturally into two great topo-
graphical divisionsthe Appalachian area and the coastal plain,
the dividing line betkveen thetwo running roughly from the north-
western part of the State through Tuscaloosa to Montgomery, thence
swinging in a bold curve toward a point near Columbus, Ga. The
mean elevation above sea level is about 600 feet 'To the north and
east of this line the. surface rises gradually to 1,800 feet, with oc-
casional heights of 2,400 feet in the Talladega Mountains. To the
south of the dividing .line, the surface falls gradually toward the.
south and west till the tidal plain is reached. The .main axis and
watershed of the Appalachian area runs through Coosa, Clay, and
Cleburne Counties. East of this lies the Talladega Mountains, a
rugged mountain ridge east of which lies the AShland Plateau with
an altitude of nearly 1,00 feet. To the west and north of the moun-
tain axis lies the fertile Tennessee Valley, fringed on the south by a
great mountain " rim," rich in coal and iron and limestone.

The Tennessee Valley, or more correctly speaking, Tennessee
Plateau, is traversed the whole width of the State by the Tennes-
see River. This is the blue-grass section of Alabama. Its soil is in
the -main a deep red clay, well-drained and.easy of culture. Thia
section of the State is well suited to the production of the staple
grains and live stock. The Tennessee River offers gTat possibili-
ties for development of water power, the most noted natural reser-
voir being located at Muscle Shoals. South of this river plateau
rises a low ridge of mountains known popularly as the "rim," un-
derlaid with rich deposits of iron, coal, limestone, and marble. The
great Birmingham industrial district forms the heart of this:section.

The Alabama black belt, so called because of its rich black muck
soil, embraces et great rolling prairie southward of the Appalachian
area and extending to the coastal plain. Its soil is remarkablyler-
tile, despite the fact that it hai.been "cottoned" for upward of a
hundred -eirs, under the indifferent plantation system that is now be-
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ginning to pass away. By degrees farming in the black belt is be-
coming diversified; live stock and alfalfa. have already transformed
some parts of it, and soon the entire belt should become one of the
greatest stock-growing and dairying sections of the South.

The gulf coastal plain embraces the entire southern portion of the
State south of the prairie black belt. Its topography varies from
level to gently rolling lands, watered by small streams, which in
the main afford a good drainage system. The soil is largely a sandy
loam particularly well adapted for truck farming and fruit growing.
In places this region contains pine and oak uplands, with here and
there, toward the coast, pine barrens, much of which is yet largely
undeveloped. .

Early spread of population influenced by this topography.In ad-
dition to the bold curving Tennessee in the north, the. State is

traversed by the great Alabama-Tombigbee River system, navigable
for many miles northward from Mobile Bay. Of the tributary
rivers the Coosa drains the rich Coosa Valley, noted for its agri-
cultural wealth and famous also for its unlimited water power.
The Warrior is also rioted for its great possibilities in water power
and for its wealth in agricultural lands. These rivers have all
played a great part in the development of the State. In the early
historic days the population moved northward from Mobile, follow-
ing the deep-water courses. Others came southward from Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, down the river of this name, where they passed
by land over the rim to the Warrior and Tombigbee, down which
they gradually spread. Other pioneers from North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia advanced down the Coosa River into the heart
of the State. Meanwhile there was a gradual inflow of Georgians
along the entire eastern border of the State.

Climate of the State.The climate of Alabama is regulated largely
by such controlling factors as elevation above, sea level, geographical
trend of the highlands, and the proximity to the Gulf of Mexico.
Fortunately for the State; these have combined to give Alabama
a comparatively uniform climate, with no great extremes in the
temperature. It is true the summers are long, but they are seldom
oppressive. .'The nights are fairly cool. The average temperature
for the State is 63 degrees Fahrenheit, with 61 degrees in.the north
and 65 degrees in the south. The Average summer maximum temper-
ature is 90 degrees, while the average winter minimum is 35 degrees.

The annual average precipitation is 51 inches; the region of least
precipitation is near the center of -the State, where it is 48 inches.
The greatest is along the coast, 'where Vin, places it reaches as. high
as 68 inches. The coast line is visited by occasional deetonctive sub-
tropical storms, while the central section of the State is liable to
drouthy conditions, most likely to occur between May and November.
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Occupations of the people.Alabama is preeminently an agri-
cultural State, notwithstanding the fact that it contains a rapidly
growing industrial section. centering abut Birmingham. It ranked
eighteenth among. the 48 Stares as regards population both in 1910
and 1900. In 1910 the density of population for the entire State
was 41.7 per square mile, the. corresponding figure for 1900 being
35.7. The population is Mostly rural. In 1910, of the entire popula-
tion, 17.3 per cent resided in incorporated cities and towns, with a
population of 2,500 and over; in 1900 only 11.3 per cent.

Birmingham is the one great industrial city of the State; Mobile
and Montgomery are the only other cities above 25.000 popu-
lation. Anniston, Bessemer, Gadsden, and Selma are other cities
having more than 104)00 population in 1910; since that time Tusca-
loosa. has likewise reached this population. `These cities contain
about 14 of the total 17.3 per cent urban population in the State.

The census of 1910 places the whole number of farm operators at
262,901 persons. This includes owners operating farms, as well as
tenants and renters.. Persons engaged in manufacturing come second,
with 81.972 persons. This group includes both salaried officials and
wage-earners. Mining of coal and iron and quarrying of limestone.
and marble engage about 32,000 persons.

The agricultural system.The land surface of Alabama is 82,-
818,568 acres. Of this area 21,732,312 acres are rated as tillable.
But of this amount not more than 9,000,000 acres have been cleared,
and of this area again only about 8,000,000 acres have been kept open
for cultivation. Indeed, fully 62 per cent of- the State's tillable
lands'are not now under the plow, and of'the acreage that is utilized
much needs draining and terracing before it can be farmed effec-
tively. The State has not yet emerged fully from the old "land
economy " period of agriculture, which in the South was marked
by the old plantation system of owners, overseers, and slave land
tillers. Since the reconstruction period the system has- suffered
largely from absentee landlordism and tenant farming.. The large
plantations are gradually, however, being reduced in size and the
number of operators is increasing accordingly. In 1910" there were
262,901 operators of all kinds; of these, 103,929 were classed as
owners, 648 as managers, and 158,826, or 60.2 per cent of all, as
tenants, known variously as share tenants, share-cash tenants, and
cash tenants.

The old system of farming has proved economically unsound.
The colored tenants have made no headway. In ordinary years
they are " carried " by the landowner, the overseer, or local mer.:
chants until the crops are made. .If the crops ar8 good both owner
and tenant have a fair margiin. But in exceptional timessu
the lastly° or a* yeant7pie sysixen lAan been b do
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low cotton prices in 1913-14 made the beginning of the break; it was
aided by the boll-weevil plague and the destructive flood in 1916.
This seeming calamity was'probably the most fortunate thing that
could have happened. Because of it the one-crop system is now
yielding to diversified farming. Cotton culture has been reduced to
55 per cent of what it was four years ago. This reduction has been
more than made up in value by increasing crops of corn, alfalfa,
hay, velvet beans, peanuts, and raising better live stock. Because of
shortage in labOr many plantations are being turned into dairy or
stock farms; alfalfa and cowpeas are produced in increasing acre-
age to provide fodder and to supply Iumus and nitrogen for the
land. Pure-bred stock, both dairying and beef types, hal been
introduced from the North. This has revolutionized the live-stock
industry and has actually doubled the number of cattle in the State
in three years',time. An era of scientific agriculture is apparently
about to take its beginning in the State.

Growth in manufacturing industries.No State ismore fortunately
situated in regard to urban industries than is Alabama. The Bir-
mingham district is rich in bituminous coal and iron ore-; and the
limestone necessary for fluxing the iron is abundant in the same
region. The Coosa-Alabama River system affords unlimited power
possibilities, and the raw cotton is produced within easy reach of
the cotton mills. In 1879 only 10,000 wage earners were employed
in manufactures in the State; by 1910 this group of workers had
reached about 83,000. The total value of manufactured products
increased during this time from $13,566,000 to $145,9t2,000, or more
than tenfold. The growth in manufacturing has been so tremen-
dous as almost to overshadow for the time being, in the minds of
"many, what must always continue to hold the first place in the
State's activitiesi. e., agriculture.

Population: Its increase and distribution.In 1910 the total pop-
ulation of the State was 2,138,093. In 1917 it is estimated at 2,363,-
989. There has been a steady increase since the first census' was
taken in 1820. From 1900 to 1910 the increase was 16.9 per cent.
In density the population varies greatly. The population of the
counties varies from 12,855 in Winston County to 226,476 in Jeffer-
son County, the latter embracing the industrial center df Birming-
ham, which alone contributes 6.2 per cent of the total population of
the State. Alabamahas 36 cities, as defined by the United States
Census Bureau, and 46 cities according to the State definition, which
counts as cities all incorporated places of 2,000 population and
upward.

In, common with most States, Alabama has shown a gradual de-
cline, in the percentage growth in rural,pppnlatian as 4;)ampared with
the growth 41_ urban po ulation. In 1890 the

per
represented

48.9,per cekit of the- and in 1900, 88.1 per 'eant0.Sith the still
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greater decline, 82.7 per cent in 1910. However, on the basis of
aggregate growth, the rural population increased during the decade
1900-1910 by 406,496 people, while the cities added only 218,196.

Racial composition and charocteriAtia of the population.Ala-
bamit 'offers no great social or economic problem so far as the white
race is concerned. Of the white population now in the State, 84.1
per cent were born .there. The others have come, in the main, from
Georgia. Tennessee, Mississippi, and otheouth Central and South
Atlantic States. In 1910 there were only 51,373 persons of foreign
birth in the State. .This solidarity and lack of influx in population
has to a degree deprived the State of the advantages that accrue from
a wholesale mingling of population from section to section. The
native white population is made up chiefly of descendants of the
early-colonials of good Anglo-Saxon, Scotch, Irish, and Huguenot
ancestry.

The colored race.In 1910, of the whole population, 908,282 per-
Sons, or 421 per cent., were negroes. It constitutes 75 per cent or over
in 11 counties in the so'called black belt, while in 10 of the-mountain
counties the percentage of negro population is negligible.

'Like other Southern States, Alabama has the problem o,f two races.
The negroes form a vital part of southern life, and have both aided-
and hindered its development. They are largely a landless popula-
tion, largely improvident, and poor, so that the slightest economic
pressure. is likely to set in motion a negro movement of some dimen-
sions.

Such a Movement has been going on since 1916. The boll weevil and
the greet floods of that year had impoverished the colored popula-
tion and made them eager *respond to the great labor call from the
North due to the war. During.the summer of 1916 the negroes began
leaving the State in such numbers as to constitute a real migration.
By the middle of 1917, according to the best estimates, 75,000 persons,
or 8.3 per cent of the total neat) population, had abandoned the State.
Since that time the movement Ras slackened, but it has by no means
yet come to an end.

Thq heaviest losses,Ctve naturally been-in black-belt territory. Of
the 11 black-belt counties which in 1910 had a negro population
amounting to 75 per cent or more of the total population, "eight
form a section extending from Montgomery County westward to the
State of Mississippi. These are Dallas, Green, Hale, Lowndes, Ma
rengo, Perry, Sumter, and Wilcox. The remaining three, Bullock,
Macon, and Russell connect Montgomery County with the State of
Georgia'to the east. It is from these counties that negroes have gone.
literally by the thousands. Some of the counties have log, 25 per cent
or more of their total negro population within the past 18. months..

=Negro Migration in une-rr, U. 8. Mopartnient of Lator.Buliotin, 1919
1198016-49--2
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While the immediate causes of the migration were economic, much
of it can also be explained in a desire for social betterment, and par-
ticularly for improved educational advantages.

Prevalence of illiteracy.In 1910 Alabama ranked forty-sixth in
the United States in adult illiteracy. Two States onlySouth Caro-

I

I

S

0

a

2 °

A

lina and Louisianaranked lower. The accompanying map shows
that 22.9 per cent of the entire population above 10 years of
age were classed' as illiterates. By far the larger per cent of these
illiterates, are colored, it is true; but the percentage is alarmingly;
large among the white population also.
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At the present time (biennial school census, 1918) there are in the
State an aggregate of 334,559 white children between the ages of 10
and 20, inclusive. Of this number, 311,108 were returned by the cen-
sus as literate and 23,451 as illiterate. Similar ages for 1914 gave an
aggregate of 306,857, of which number 280,598 were classed as literate
and 26,259 as illiterate. That is to say, one white child in every 14
in 1918 approximately three years above compulsory attendance age
had not yet learned to read and write; for 1914 the ratio was even
worse, being one in every 12.

Conditions among the colored children are much worse. In 1918
there were 226,732 colored children from the ages of 10 to 20, in-
clusive. Of these, 161,986 were classed as literate and 64,746 as illit-
erate; corresponding ages for 1914 gave an aggregate of 240,814
colored children, of whom 170,567 were classed as literate and 70,246
as illiterate. lii other words, one out of every three colored children
in 1914 who should have been in school for upward of three years
could neither read nor write. In 1918the ratio was still one to three.

These figures consider only the children of school age, and bear
direct witness that the public - school facilities of the State are quite
inadequate and the, compulsory law only poorly t nforced. It proves
also that the State must invest much more in education than it has
done, and must equalize the investment better between the races than
it has done, if this unfortunate condition is to be remedied in the
near future.

In the population beyond school age the illiterates are by no means
limited to the older people who are beginning to pass away; it is
quite prevalent among the very youth who have the destiny of the
future in their hands. This is, evidenced by the astonishing dis-
closures in the registration under the recent selective draft. Ala-
bama had approximately 10,000 young men of draft age wholly illit-
erate in a total registration of 172,727, or one in each 17 pa-sons.

How the wealth. of the State is utilized for education.Alabama
is potentially a rich'State. The'acttial accumulated wealth is, how-
ever, not so great as might be expected. Nor is this wealth well dis-
tributed! The mass of the Negro population is poor and landless and
of little tax ability. Great wealth is exceptional and of recent origin,
and, is limited in the main to the industrial regions. The large
planters have been kept "And poor" by the indifferent system of
one-crop farming, but in spite of this some of them liSce bico* me
wealthy by holding their lands for the unearned increment. On the
other hand, it must not,be assumed that Alabama is unable to support
well a modern system-of public schools. The State has not in past. -

iyears utilized its resources so or so effectively as it should have
done, all of which is shown clearly in following chapters of this re-
port. The Stale has the ability to do vastly more than it has done.
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The crux of the whole matter is how to readjust the State's unsatis-
factory tax system; how to equalize taxes among the rich and poor;
and how to enforce the revenue code fairly over the State?
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Figure 1 shows graphically the increase in the State's actual
Inoperty valuation and its assessed valuation. A glance at the figure

icates that the total resources have increased satisfactorily for
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several decade's, and especially so since 1910. It is, in fact, rapidly
outstripping the growth in population. But the assessed valuation
has not increased in the same proportion.. At no time since 1880 has
the assessed valuation reachedthe 'required "GO per cent of its fair
and reasonable cash value," and at the present time (1919) it its
xearcely more than one-third ofvthe legal requirement. (See ChapterI XXIV.) .

The average wealth per inhabitant in the State is $1,250, on a
fair basis valuation. On this basis the total resources available for
each child in the State 5 to 18.years of e (the normal attendance
age), would be about $4,000 as against $894 per child on the present-
assessAd valuation. This means that if the property were assessed
at GO per cent of its real value the present tax rates w111(1 produce
more than $24 for the education of each child (5 to 18 years) instead
of the present amount of lees than $7.

That Alabama has the ability toinyest much more in education
than it has (tone in the past goes unchallenged. The State went over
the top gliiriously in all its war finance activities, subscribing more
than $30,000,000 alone for the fourth Liberty loan. Alabama has paid
Federal takes in increasing volume, fr9m $463.000 in 1914 to $19,-
132,000 in 1918, with an estimated tax of $30,000,000 for 1919. It
is reasonable to assume that wilful the people of Alabama begin to
realize the seriousness of the prevailing conditions in their schools,
because of the present inadequate financial flipport, they will "go
over the top" as cheerflilly in their efforts to make democracy safe
through the best type ofeducation as they di 111 when the foundations
of this democracy were threatened' y a forei 1 enemy.. r



CHAPTER IL

FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AS INDICATED
BY CHARACTER AND RESOURCES OF ALABAMA.

Any effective system of education must take hold on the life of the
people for whom it is designed, and must be such as to make them
intelligent about the life they live, the work they do, the social and
political units of which they are a part, the forces and laws of the
universe with which they constantly deal and on an understanding of
Which their welfare and life may depend. The-educational system
of a democracy must insure to all full, free, and equal opportunity
for that kind and degree of education that will develop most coin-
pletely the native ability of each.and the highest degree of man-
hood of all, with the fullest possible measure of the sweetness and
light which we call culture. It must prepare for life, for making a
living by some form of-useful, intelligent, and skillful work, and for
the duties and responsibilities of-Citizenship. It should inchide body,
mind, and sisal. Its aim should. be individual happiness and social.
welfare.: Its justification isthe service of intelligence and good will
which-results-in material wealth, social purity, civic righteousness,
and political stability and power. For its support. therefore, it Ns,
first and indisputable claim on all the resources of the_State and all
the wealth of the people. The principles involved in such education
are universal, but their application is dependent on local environment
and historical. conditions.

Being an organism and not an artificial creation out of hand, a
of education can be improved by wise and thoughtful de-

velopment rather than by destructive criticism and rash attempts
toward-radical revolution. Yet it must be quick to respond to the
-new and changing needs of the people it serves, and those who direct

its-development must be keen both to understand the presgnt_and
discerw_the needs of the future. In making the recommendations
included in this reportit is assumed that these principles are under-
stood-by the people of Alabama, and their representatives in State,
city, and-county councils.

In ahundance and variety of natural resources and in possibilities
of material wealth, Alabama ranks very high., Some day, the State

. will be the home of many mijlioris of people, rich and 'progressive
22
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beyond all present compare. In area Alabama is as large as Eng-
land, with her population of thirty-five millions. Its soil and climate
are adapted to a very wide range of profitable agriculture,, includ-
ing all or most of the staple crops of the United States cotton, corn,
'wheat, rye, oats, grasses, clovers, beans and other legumes, white-
and sweet potatoes, sorghum and sugar cane, and all the fainits, nuts,
-berries, and vegetables common to temperate and semitropical dim-.
ates. Wind currents and rainfall are such that excessive floods and
droughts, and consequent destruction and failures of crops, are im-
possible. The forest wealth is great, and, under proper care, con-
stantly and rapidly renews itself. According to the present esti
mates of the United States Geological Survey there are in the coal
measures nrthe State seventy billion tons of coalenough to supply
the world at its present rate of consumption for a hundred yearsand
a billion and a half tons of iron ore of high grade. Last year the
State supplied two-thirds of the graphite produced in the United
States and its possessions. Marble, limestone, clays, and other bui14-
ing materials are found in quantities sufficient to furnish the home
supply for all time and for export to neighboring States. The water
power, when fully developed, with a possible thousands of millions
of horse-power hours, will be sufficient to supply the needs of indus-
tries employing millions of workers. Stretching north and south
from the rim of the middle Tennessee basin 'to the Gulf, halfway
between the Atlantic Ocetin and the Mississippi River, Alabama lies
athwart the path of all the roads from the northeast to the south- ,
ivest and the northwestirthe southeast, and is therefore assured of
easy access to markets in every direction. Fiftek.sn hundred miles of
navigable rivers and a great harbor looking out over the Gulf toward
Mexico, the West Indies, South America, and the Panama Canal will,
when fully developed, give her cheap transportation and easy access
to the markets of the world. The industrial possibilities of the State
are ittaicatiml by the fact that coking coal, soft iron ore, and lime
for flux are found in the same hills, these hills being 'clothed with
forests of valuable timber, and that, as nowhere else in the world,
the cotton mill and the steel mill stand side by side in the same
industrial town, and both obtain all their raw materials from the
country immediately surrounding them.

A rich and rare array of material resources is this, but capable of
full defelopment and use only by an equally wide range of intelli-
gence, scientific knowledge, and techniCal skill. Through the very
nature of her resources, Alabama calls aloud for a well-devised, lib-
eral, and well-supPorted *system of practical and vocational education
for the. great masses of her people,. both white and colored, No-
where will such educitiog yield a richer matitcial. reward or the
want of it -1)64 more disastrous results.
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Education for agriculture and rural life.Agriculture has been,
is, and no doubt will long remain the occupation and source of sup-
port and wealth for a very large part of the people of Alabama.

Were the State a one-crop State, limited in possibilities by soil and
climatic conditions to a very few crops closely related in nature and
in methods of cultivation and harvesting, but growing abundantly
in a-virgin soil not needing drainage to make it productive or care
and skill to save it from erosion and depletion, Alabama's problems

f' of agriculture would be fewer and simpler than they are. Effective
methods of cultivation might then be acquired principally by tradi-
tion, and this part of the life of the State would depend somewhat
less on the work of the schools than it now does. The same would be
true if farming were carried on under a feudal system, or under con-
ditions that would permit a few intelligent and well-trained men to
direct the work of the many, who would then need only to follow
faithfully the directions given-65.'14r leaders. But the conditions
are, as already shown, far different, and the folly of attempting to
carry on the State's chief industry without educational preparation
for it has been sufficiently demonstrated.

With all its rich possibilities Alabama is still in practice, especially
in its most fertile sections, largely a one-crop State. In a section in
which every acre might with proper drainage be made productive, on
which the most modern lavor-saving machinery might be used with-
out obstacles of stones or hillsides, which would produce abundant
harvests of corn and small grains, clovers, grasses, beans, peanuts, and
potatoesrand which has been shown to be well adapted to profitable
live -stock growing, white and colored farmers, land owners and ten-
ants, cultivate only a small fraction of the land, for the most part
with the simplest implements and tools, with little or no use of mod-
ern labor-saving machinery or pf steam, gasoline, or electric power,
growing a crop the amount of which is strictly limited to the possi-
bilities of the use of the hoe in an essential part of its culfivation and
the sole use of the fingers of the human hand in its harvesting. Since
no part of this crop can be used for either food, clothing, or shelter,
or for any other purpose until it has undergone a Fong j*ocess of
manufacture requiring complex machinery and large investments of
capital, and since no other crops are grown in sufficient quantity to

'supply these needs, it must all be sold by the farmers for whatever
.price is offered at the time they must sell. Any crop so produced
and so marketed must., except under abnormal conditions, be sold at
a price 'nnly sufficient to insure a continuance of its production. Those
who buy and sell and manufacture it make all the profits, and those
who grow it and sell it in its raw state will pay to others the profits

, on all the things they buy for their meager support.
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So agricultural Alabama has not grown rich and can not until
conditions are changed radically. Only 1 acre in 4 being cultivated
and productive, the hard-earned profits of this fourth acre must
carry the burden of taxation not only for itself, but for. the 3 non-
prodluctive acres also, unless the taxes on the fourth acre are reduced
to an amount no larger than the 1 productive acre should pay. So
the State as a whole does not grow rich from its aFicultural lands,
nor can it ever do so until its agricultural people. st.-hite and colored,
are so instructed and trained that they can and will, under their own
initiative and direction, as American farmers must, make better and
fuller use of the great and varied agrictiltural possibilities.

All this means that the State of Alabama must, at whatever cost
may be necessary, at the peril of falling relatively further behind in
agriculture than it now is, establish and Ettaintaln schools for all its
rural people, not only through the primary grades but at least through
the years of the junior high school and for as many as possiblethe
more the betterthrough the senior high school also. The courses
of study in these schools must be given a rich agricultural content,
growing out of the life and work of the people and turning bark into
these a largelinotint of scientific knowledge and practical skill.

The teachers of these schoOls must be educated and trained for the
work of instruction in the subjects of agriculture and rural home
making and for wise and effective leadership in the rural communi-
ties in which they teach, and they must lie paid such wages as will
induce the best of them to remain until and after they have gained the
professional knowledge, skill, and povirr that come only from sac -,
cessful experience. Schools must be so consolidated and so equipped
as will enable teachers and pupils to do their-TM work. A healthy
public sentiment and well-administered attendance laws must insure
the Tegultrf and prompt attendance of the children of school age, and
no parent or guardian, however ignorant, careless, or avaricious, must
he permitted to rob any child of the opportunity which the State pro=
vides for its education and to cheat the State out of the profits which
would come to it from the full and right education of the child.
Junior and senior high schools in open country, villages, and towns
must teach the possibilities of agriculture in Alabama by experi-
mental and demonstration plats and farms and through well-directed
home projects. Special agricultural schools with adequate support
must offer at 'owest possible cost for board and lodging practical in-
struction in agriculture and home making for those boys and girls
who have passed the high-school age without acquiringithe general
education necessarj, to enable them to enter the ordinary high
school, or who for other reasons can profit more by attendance at
these agricultural schools than by attendanokat other echools,, The
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College of Agriculture of the Polytechnic Institute should so increase
its equipment for teaching agriculture and so diversify this work
that it may be able to educate and train large numbs of leaders and
directors in all kinds and phases of agriculture which may be profit-
ably developed within the Statemen of knowledge, skill, and vision
to see and to understand, to promote and to develop. This school
must also train women for equal leadership in developing and improy-
ing the home life of the State and in the economic use of that which
the State produces or imports for the home.

Indu8trial education. The products of the field, of the forests, and
the mines of the State may continue to be solid at low prices as raw
material or in a low state of manufacture in which the cost of ma-
terial is the principal element, and labor and skill and taste only
minor elements; or they ray be changed into products in which skill,
labor, inventive ingenuity, and cultivated, productive taste count for
much more than raw material and multiply original Values many
times. Whether the one or the other thing shall take place will de-
pend not so, much on capital, which is mobile and which flows readily
to those places where abundant raw material and skill and energy
exist, and which with a little help is quickly created by these,
but rather on the education which the State shall provide .for its
people in its cities and industrial centers. There is abundant proof
that skill and desire and energy and understanding, all the result of
education, will attract to the place where they are found both capital

.'and raw material, enhancing the value of both.
Abundance and variety of raw material and of the sources of power,

mildness of climate, and cheapness of living all mark Alabama, and
especially the part of it above the line of falls, as the proper home
of large and varied industries in textiles, woods, and metals; but
these are as yet hardly more developed *in is the agriculture of the
State, and for the same reason. For :ndustrial kno*ledge and skill

' the State..has relied almost wholly on the outside World and has been
content with fprnishing its share in unskilled labor at the low price
of unskilled labor when therd has b ..n a demand for it, and only to
the extent of the demand created by the educated and trained else-
where. As a result the industries of the State have not benefited its
own people as they might have done. .

The remedy is industrial and technical education in elementary
and high schoolSall-day schools, part-time schools, and evening
schoolsin all the actual and potential industrial communities of the
State, and in the fuller development of courses in all phases of en-
gineering in the State 'University. and Polytechnic Institute. The
lame industrial cities must sooner or later establish and maintain

"isehnitil schools of secondary and higher grade. For the present
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the courses of study in the city schools need to be enriched with a
larger content of the sciences of chemistry and physics and their
practical applications in the shop and mill. Courses in designing for
textiles, wood, leather, brd'ss, iron, steel, and stone should be provided.
All junior and senior high schools should be equipped with labora-
tories and shops. Courses of study should be lengthened to the full
12 years, common in the cities of most of the States, to give time for
the new and additional work thus required.

In the cities and industrial centers, as in the country, standards of
requirements for teachers should be raised. Their preparation should
be made more definite, and the wages paid them should be made such
as will hold the best in the service of tschools.

For men and women in the industri , who have passed the high-
school age, and for those who must go to work before completing
the high school, ample opportunity for further instruction must be
offered in evening and part-time schools, either at the schoolhouses
or in the plants where they are employed. Wherever given, this
instruction should be free and under the direction of the public-school
authorities as a part of the system of public educatkm.

'Health and physical education.No amount of mental education
can make a people efficient;prosperous, and happy if physical devel-
opment is neglected; nor can any amount of material wealth com-
pensate for lack of health. The warm climate of Alabama, the
sluggishness of its streams in their lower courses, and the marshy char-
acter of much of the land, yet undrained, give rise to many diseases
unknown in other climates and increase the prevalence of others. A
recent health survey of the State revealed the fact that an average of
approximately one-quarter of all the people are sick all the time.
More than a thikl of the young men examined for admission to the
Army were found unfit for full military service. These facts indi-
cate a very large and unnecesary amount of suffering and an equally
great loss in productive power. Men unfit for military service are
also, to an extent at least, unfit for productive labor. If 500,000
people are sick all the_time, as revealed by the health survey re-
ferred to, we have some basis for a rough calculation of the cost.
Let us suppose only one-half of these are of producing age, a very
low timate, and that the productive power of these would average
onl $500 a year if they were wellagain a low'estimate. We have
t s a loss of $125,000,000 a year in the productive power of this
State. Add to this the loss of the time of those who care for the
sick and the loss through reduced efficiency of those who have been
sick, even after they are counted as well, and to, these add the
loss threugh the low rate.of efficiency of the hundreds of thouaanda
who.have not been fully developed physically and are thereforelack-,
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ing in strength, hardihood, and control of body, and the $125,000,000
may well be doubled. A loss too large is this for a State like Ala-
bama to continue to bear, if it can be avoided. And 111uch of it can
be'avoided. Most of the diseases from which the people of Alabama,
and especially the people of the open country and rural villages and
towns, suffer are easily preve table, and The open climate, the pos-
sibilities of outdoor life, and the great variety and abundance of
foods that can be made available, all should contribute to the better
health of the people. All that is needed is good sanitary engineering
everywhere, a wide knowledge of preventive medicine on the part of
all physicians, a proper care for the health of children in school and
home, instruction in regard to diet and the elementary principles of
health, the establishment of right health habits, and such physical
education and training as will contribute to health in the Alabama
climate and make for strength and bodily control. Such care, in-
struction, and training should be made an essential part of the work
of all schools and the Polytechnic Institute, Girls' Fechnial Insti-
tute, and the university, with its school of medicine, should train
sanitary engineers, teachers of health and physical training, and
physicians in sufficient number to supply all the needs of the State.

Commercial education--Until quite recently the commerce of Ala-
bama was very simple and rudimental: and even now, despite the
magnificent harbor at. Mobile, it is almost wholly domestic.. There
has been, therefore, little demand for commercial edlication and for
the preparation of stenographers, typewriters, clerks, end office secre-
taries. But with the improvement of agriculture and the develop-
ment of industries in Alabama and the beginning of the new com-
mercial era of the United States a large increase in the commercial
and business life of the State may be expected. The advantages of
the port of Mobile for Latin American trade should add a consider-
able element of foreign commerce. This will call for business and
commercial courses in the high schools, especially in the cities, and
for a school of commerce at the State university. Since this kind of
education is for the public welfare-and the service of the States as
organized society, it should be supported by the public as freely as
agricultural and .industriq education.

Education for citizenship. All forms of right education are in a
very real sense education for citizenship, since they contribute to
self-support, efficiency; public service, clean and healthy living, and a
right understanding of one's place in society and in the economy of
the State. But in a democracy like that of Alabama it should be
counted an inalienable right of children to have such instruction and
training in the things pertaining more directly to civic and political
life as will enable them, when grown to manhood and womanhood,
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to assume the responsibilities of citizenship understandingly and per-
form the duties thereof intelligently, with good will, and ^ffectively.
In Alabama most or all of the problems of civic and pot, ;cal life
and the responsibilities and duties of citizenship common tt, other
democratic States exist in greater or less degree. Many of the:- are
complicated and made more difficult and new ones are created b) the
fact that here two races, widely different in origin, nature, develop-
ment, and traditions, live side by side on the same soil and under a
form of government which requires equal rights before the law for
ull, without regard to racial or other conditions. It is therefore
doubly important that the schools of this State should provide proper
instruction and training in those things relating directly to civic and
political life. Lack of education in these things might prove fatal
at any tithe.

Tcaclu:rs.For such schools as Alabama must maintain and for
such education as the public welfare, requires to be given in these
schools, teachers of the best ability will be. needed. The highest in-
terests of the State require that the teachers of the children of the
State, white and colored, in schools of all grades, in city and country,
shall be omen and women of good native ability, good general educa-
tion, and possessed of the professional knowledge and skill necessary
for success in this highest and most difficult of all jvork. Possibly
a democracy has no higher function than that of set .cting and plac-
ing and keeping in the schools such teachers. So long as Alabama
undertakes to run its schools and educate its children with teachers
having no better education and training than the majority of the
teachers of the State now have, it must be doomed to disappointment.'
The State and its responsible officers must remember that if there be
good reason why the children of one community should be given
teachers of good native ability, well educated and well trained, so
that the money, time, and opportunity of the children may be used
to good advantage, there is equal reason why the children of any and
all other communities should be given teachers of no less ability.
It is recommended in this report that the four clam " A " normal
schools for white people and the normal sc lored people
shall be more fully developed, and that w' hin the next four years
the State appropriation for their support shall be increased to $85,-
000 for each school. But it should not be supposed that these schools
thus supported will ever be able to furnish an adequate supply of
teachers for the schools of the State. Alabama must expect to spend
not less than a half million dollars a year on normal. schools before
the supply of adequately prepared teachers will be suacient to meet
the needs. Until something like this is done, the work of many of
the schools must continue to be unsatisfactory. Money spent for the'
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preparation of teachers may well be considered as an insurance fund,
protecting the public against loss of the money otherwise invested in
the schools as well as against loss of the time of the children and the
opportunity which the schools are supposed to offer them, and which.
once lost, is lost irrevocably.

Education for individual culture, social purity, and idealimIn
urging education for production and citizenship, the survey commis-
sion would not be understood as having sympathy with any theory of
education or of social economy which would make of any class of
the people merely good working cattle or industrial machines, how-
ever effective, to be cast aside when better can be made of wood or
steel. Nor does it understand that the performance of civic and
political functions, however intelligent and wise, i , the highest
expression of human life, or the proper preparation erefor the
most important thing in education. The development of the
mind, the training of the powers of observation and reason, the cul-
tivation of the imagination, the purification of the heart, the forma-
tion of the will, the things that make for that indefinable something
called "good breeding," are still mare important. Of the value of
this element of education, however, the people and the schools of Ala-
bama have had a fuller appreciation than they have had of other
elements. In their aristocracy of education it has held a high place.
Unfortunately, it has been the heritage of too few, and has too
often lacked the 'accompanying strength and practical efficiency of

.---other elements. It is to be hoped that all that was best in the old
education, designed for the few, may be saved as a tra:/isforming
hnd refining element in the more democratic education of all. So
long as the roots of the present and the future hold in the past there
is good reason to believe that it will be so.

The education of all the people.In writing this previsionof what
education in Alabama should be and in making recommendations for
the improvement and development of the State's system of public,
schools, it is remembered that the population of Alabama is made up
of two races, differitn$ in many other respectsas widely as they differ
in complexion, and that fully 40 per cent of the people are of African
descent, former slaves or the children and grandchildren of those
who were slaves only a little more than half a century ago. The diffi-
culties and cost of maintaining a doublevystem of schools for two
races, and the prejudices against the education of Negroes, which is
still strong in the minds of many of the good people of the State, have ,
not been forgotten. Nevertheless, the committee unhesitatingly recom -
mends that th3 State and its local communities undertake the task of
the fullest and best possible education of all its people. of both races,
ttnid *um° the burden 'and responsibility of providing adequate

1, 4/
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schools for all the children of both. The interests of each race de-
pend to a very large extent upon the education/of the other, and the
welfare of the State depends on the educatioA of both. This is the
more easily seen when it is understood that education is not alone br
chiefly for the profit of the individual educated, but for the service of
society, State, and Nation; for the increase of material wealth, for
safety from disease and crime, for civic righteousness, and the fuller
attainment of the higher ideals. Alabama can never be as rich, as
strong, as free from disease and crime as she might and should be,
andwan never begin to attain the ideals long held by a large majotqty
of the best of her people so long as the 40 per cent of her population
which is colored are condemned to poverty, weatEness, disease, crime,
superstition. and low ideals, through ignorance and lack of proper
education and training. However much one may wish it were other-
wise, the two races in Alabama are bound up in the sheaf of life
together. 'heir destinies are inextricably intertwined. Neither can
rise or fall without affecting the other for good or ill. Industrial
and agricultural efficiency and commercial prosperity require the
education of all. Ignorant white farmers are an incubus upon the
agriculturalAdevelopment of any State. So, also, are ignorant
Negro farmers. Unskilled and inefficient white workmen retard
industrial development,. So do unskilled and inefficient Negro work-
men.

The ideals' of Alabama demand absolutely that the two races beeducated separately. Along with this should go the further demand
that each race be educated in the way that will develop the particular
kind of efficiency of which it is most capable, and which will assure
its own happiness and welfare and its highest possible service to so-
ciety, State, and Nation. This is due not only to the State as a whole,
but the highest welfare of each race depends on it. There is no
conflict of interest here. The prosperity of the peLple of either race
in Alabama demands that there be the fullest and best education ofthe people of the other race as well as of its own. If either race is
inferior in the things necessary to the welfare of the State, material,
civi or spiritual, it should have special help in making up this de-
ficie cy. If either has possibilities beyond the other for service in
any articular field, these possibilities should be fully developed for
the of both races and of the State. This does not mean social
equality or social mixing. The figure of speech, wise as eloquent,
used by Booker T. Washington in his Atlanta Exposition address
many years ago, still holds and shall hold: " In all things purely so-
cial, separate as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things essentialto mutual progres3." Not by keeping Negroes from acquiring edu-
cation can the white race retain its place of leadership, but by direct-
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ing the ignorant Negroes aright and preparing them to become indus-
trious and clean members of society.

It will no doubt finally cost approximately as much in proportion
to numbers to educate the children of one race as it will to educate the
children of the other. If, through native ability, the childre'n of one
race respond more readily to the processes of education and profit
more by them, the very lack of equal ability in the children of the
other race may well be accepted as in indication of greater need for
all that education can do for them. Toward greater equality in edu-
cation and in expendituNes on the schools of the two races the State
should, and no dottbt will, move as rapidly as conditions will permit.

The survey committee fully understands that such a program of
education as is outline in this report can not be put into full oper-
ationation at once, but it h es that it will so commend itself to the good
sense of the people of Alabama that they will within a few years
adopt all that is most essential in it and finally go far beyond its
formal recommendations.

To provide adequate means of education for all the people of the
State will cost much money, and the State is still comparatively
poor. But the people have not forgotten the cry
of her great son, whom they have since honored by placing his statue
in the Capitol at 'Washington: "We are too poor not .to educate,"
and\his oft-repeated argument to show that .only through education
can the State and its people ever grow rich. Nor should they need to
be reminded of his declaration that in a democracy every dollar of
wealth is under first mortgage for the education of all the children
of all the people. Since Curry lived and pleaded with the people of
Alabama and other States of the South to make education their first
interest and to maintain .their schools despite their poverty, these
States, and Alabama among them, have emerged from their 40 years
of wandering in the wilderness of poverty and uncertainty. They
have taken new courage and are now beginning to claim for their
children opportUnities of education as good as the best and to feel

1 that they are able to do for them whatsoever they will. Not Curry
alone, but' most of the greatest and best of the leaders, of the State,
have understood and urged the importance of adequate education
for all the people at the public expense. In her new-found strength,
Alabama may well heed the advice of her leaders whom she has
delighted to haor.

1
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Chapter III.

HISTORY OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN ALABAMA.

Early backgrounds.A study of the development of the Alabama
school system is at once disappointing and reassuringdisappoint-
ing because of the numerous failures that night have been averted
and the many promising beginnings that attained little success;
reassuring because of the high points here and there reached, the
absence generally of any considerable retrograde movement, and the
presence in every period of at least a small coterie of able and far-
seeing friends of public education.

Like other Southern States, Alabama, followed the theory of
Thomas Jefferson and developed its educational system from the top
downward: The system was developed from the top downward, in
fact, in a double sense, for not only was the State university estab-
lished more than two decades before there was any general system
of public schools, but the scheme of public school support likewise
had its origin at the topin Federal grants and State appropriations
or subsiNesand 'for many years local taxation, either county or
district, played little part in the provision of the School revenues.

The first school in what is now Alabama was established in 1779,
at the boat yard on Lake Tensas not far north of Mobile.1 Thirty-
two years h1ter, in 1811, an academy in Washington County, then a
part of Mississippi Territory, was chartered by that young Com-
monwealth, and in 1818 St. Stephens Academy was incorporated at
the old town of St. Stephens in the same county; these appear to
have been the same institution. In 1§12 Green Academy made its
appearance at Huntsville in the Tennessee River Valley. Such were
the beginnings bf education in the territory, which on December 14,
1819, became the State of Alabama.

On its admission to the Union Alabama received the usual Fed-
eral grants of lands for educational purposps. These comprised the
sixteenth section in each township for the endowment of the com-
mon schools and two townships, or 46,080 acres, for a "seminary of
learning." Two facts in connection with the grant for the common
schools are of special interest. In the early years of the State's
history the funds derived from these lands constituted the only pub-
lic source of revenue for the schools;, no intra-State public funds

Plekett's Alabama, Owen's ed., p, 40P,

119801.-19-3
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were provided until after the establishment of the Mobile school
system, in 1826. The variation of value of these lands and their
failure to produce anything like adequate school revenue for the
State as a whole, added to an improvident habit of thinking which
they begot in the popular mind, gave rise to difficulties that were
still to be seen Cr easily traced many years after the grant was made.

'The second notable fact is that, like other Federal grants for common-
school purposes prior to the admission of Michigan, in 1837, the grant
to Alabama was made, not to the State -for the use alike of all the
schools within its borders, but to the several townships within the
State. Granted in thi,s way, the sixteenth section became in each
case the property of the township in which it was situated, though
the State was made the trustee. Obviously the Government's policy
pursued after 1837 was preferable to that of giving land to the town-
ship as was done in Alabama. For naturally the be:;t, lands were
the first to be settled and soon became the homes of the wealthiest
part of the population, and in consequence the more valuable school
endowments were in the wealthier communities. The Goveranent's
gift was therefore most bountiful where least needed and most nig-
gardly where the needs were greatest. This condition, which only
added to the self-sufficiency of the well-to-do communities, particu-
larly in the Black Belt, and its companion evil, the aversion of the
well-to-do to the free school, which was thought of only as an institu-
tion for "indigent persons," were bulky obstacles in the way of the
public-school movement in the State.

It seems safe to assume that such schools as existed in Virginia,
the Carolinas, Georgia, and Tennessee, from which emigrants re-
moved to Alabama, were carried, by these emigrants to their new
homes, though the Alabama school may have taken somewhat different
forni. Writing of life as it flourished in the town of Montgomery in
the early twenties, Prof. Petrie says: "A wholesome respect, at least,
was shown for learning in the prompt establishment of schools and
in the advertised arrival of such sturdy books as Murray's Gram-.,
mar, Webster's Speller, Watt's Psalms and Hymns, and (for lighter
use) song and dream books." 1 But these were not free public schools,
nor yet were they public shools, in any preserit-day sense. They
were, in a word, subscription schools. A teacher who was thought
qualified was permitted to organize a school, or interested citizens
of the community would make the preliminary arrangements, and
the teacher was pail by means of tuition fees usually in a manner
guaranteed in advance by a form of subscription. These schools,
though of the nature of private institutions, soon began to be subsi-
dized with the income of the township school lands or of the endow-

I George Petrie, " Montgomery the Cradle of the Confederacy." In Powell', Historiclawns the Southern .8tatee,"
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ment derived therefrom. But in all probability there were many
communities of the State in which not even this primitive type of
school was organized. --

Beginnings in Mobile.By act of January 19,18'26, the Legislature
of Alabama passed the first law in the State that saw in the pro-
vision of schools a public responsibility. This act applied to Mobile
County and created a board of school commissioners whose function
was to "establish and regulate schools" and otherwise to promote
the education of the youth of the county. Public funds were pro-
vided from such sources as land grants, certain fines and penalties,
taxes on auction sales and shows, small fees on suits in court, and
25 per cent of the " ordinary county tax." From this auspicious be-

, ginning, one might expect to find that the county school commis-
sioners organized public schools and conducted them in some degree
of accord with present-day practice, but such was not the case. As a
matter of fact, Alabama, even in one of its most advanced comfit
ties, was not yet ready to provide public schools. .1110

For a quarter of a century the schools of Mobile struggled, some-
times for existence, and at other times to hold a bit of ground that
had been gained, but always there was want of adequate public sup-
port and proper administrationas a public enterprise. The money
derived from the sources of revenue provided in the law were gen-
erally figed to subsidize private institutions, the school commissioners
being little more than agents for the receipt and distribution of
these moneys; and Barton Academy, a pubic- school building erected
in 1835-36, was 'rented to private schools and for other private pur-
poses. There was even a proposal in 1852 to sell this academy, but the
time had come riow for the public school. The people, thoroughly
aroused, voted overwhelmingly against the proposal to sell, and thus
marked the beginning of a public-school system in fact. The schools
were reorganized under a new law, and on a public basis, and the
system thus inaugurated has, with improvements from time to time,
continued to the present day.

The State systemWhile the Mobile scrrools, were corning through
their struggle from 1826 to 1852, those of the State at large were
running a somewhat parallel but even more laggard course. A law
of 1819 did little more than direct that the proceeds of the sixteenth
section of land be used for educational purposes, but in 1823 a,some-
what clearer conception emerged in an act which provided for dis-
trict trustees and the organization of schools. These schools,however,
were to be supported by subscription or tuition fees in the case
of parents or guardians able to pay, and the income of school lands
and funds was applied to payment for the tuition of poor children.
Here is seen in clear outline the old idea that a free school was for
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.
"indigent persons" only. Such as there was of public school was
hybrid public and private.

No very important change in the school law was made prior to-
1839. In that year the State bank and its branches Pere directed to

pay out of their net profits $150,000 annually to the schools, and in
1840 this amount was increased to $200,000. Thus the State, in 18 ,

began to participate in the support of schools within its borders, ut,

as has too often been the case, a merf makeshift was mistaken f r a
sound system of support of public institutions. In 1843 the State
bank, owing to its mismanagement and the long period of financial
depression then prevalent, was unable longer to survive the strain,
and this source of school support went out of existence. The schools

now settled back to the tuition-fee basis; even the permanent funds, .
which included -the surplus revenue fund of 1836 and were in
large measure invested in the stock of the State bank or otherwise
involved with its assets, were lost with the fall of that institution,
though the State's resultant indebtedness to the school fund was sub-_
sequently recognized and honestly assumed. To the mistaken policy
of the Federal Government in granting school lands as it did at the
time Alabama was admitted, to the misconception of the people
of the State in regarding these grants as practically all that was
-needed in financing education, and to the aversion of the well-to-do
dominant class to free schools, there -was now added for a time an-
other retarding'element, the discouragement that always attends the
loss of money or pro . And moreover, the dominant political
forces now had mnal excuse for doing little or nothing to pro-
mote public ueation.

Another cause of loss from the resources of the schools was the
failure in early years of some purchasers of sixteenth-section lands
to pay all of the purchase price and the failure in some cases to sell
the landsat the highest market value. The low estimate which was
placed on public-school resources in that day and the tendency to-
ward neglect and mismanagement-of the school lands were conducive
to dishonest practice on the part of those who were willing to take
much value for little or nothing paid. Nor was the legislature always
blameless, for not only did it fail to enact constructive legal measures
for husbanding the school endowments, but it also fell into th prac-
tice of extending by special acts the time of payments on lend ptu-
chatleci and otherwise encouraging deliquency on the part of atbtors
to.the school fund. It is the old story of mismanagement and tend-
ency to dishonesty in connection with that which came as a gift and
without salty of effort by the recipient.

Through the long period of vicissitudes and difficulties which beset .

the schools prior to the enactment of the public-school law of 1854

, theri was. probably no time when public education was witboutvmany
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friends in the State. If the educational profession is thought of,
there was no State in the South which had an abler group of men.
Among these were Dr. Basil Manly, president of the University of
Alabama from 1837 to 1855, and one of the best-knOwn southern
edudators in ante-bellum times. Associated with him at the univer-
sity was a group of faithful and scholarly professors, among whom
were Dr. Frederick A. P. Barnard, afterwards president of Colum-
bia College, New York; Prof. Michael Tuome3r, who made a geologi-
cal survey of the State; and Prof..I. W. Mallet, F. R. S., afterwards
of the University of Virgina. In the field of secondary education
was Dr. Henry Tutwiler, for many years head of the Greene Springs
Academy, in Greene County, and father of Julia S. Tutwiler, a dis-
tinguished Alabama educator and social worker of post-belluin times
and principal of the State Normal School at Livingston from 1883
to 1913.

Nor was education without friends in other vocations, for it
counte.4 among its advocates many ministers and no inconsiderable
number'of leading men. The legislature early had a "committee on
education," and an old chronicle' tells us that thi; committee in sev-
eral years submitted " able reports," but an able report seems to
have been then& sufficient by the dominant element in the legisla-
ture of the thirties and fcities. In 1837 Daniel P. Bestor, a Baptist
minister, entered the legislature from Greene County. He wat
thoroughly imbued with the educational 4)irit and determined, if
possible, to improve the school law. Through his efforts a special
committee on education was created, and he became its chairman,
but another " able report" was all that he ever had to show for his
pains. He retired from the legishiture in disappointment, and per!
haps in disgust. The Rev. Mr. Bestor was in the field too soon for
positive accomplishment, but such efforts as his would presently tar
fruit.

It should be said, in mitigation of the neglect of the common
school by the political leaders, that there was much else to engross
their attention. Between 1820 and 1850 the white population of
the State increased from 85,451 to 426,514, or 499 per cent; and the
number of slaves mounted up from 41,879 to 842,844, an eight-fold
increase. To keep legislation abreast with the State's material growth
was no small task.

The coming of the public school.In the school of experience, as
Dr. Weeks suggests,' Alabama was learning to keep school. By a
process of empiricism the State was developing its own type of
public-school system, there being littleof the best educational prac-
tice to learn from near-by States.

I Garrett, INIAte Yea in Alabama.
Stephen B. We Ellstory Publie School It &tattoo Is Alabama. p.
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It was in the decade immediately preceding the Civil War that
public schools in fact came into existence throughout the State. By
act of February- 15, 1854, the legislature provided for a State dis-
tributive school fund including a direct appropriation, a county
school tax, a State superintendent of education, boards of county
school commissioners, township trustees, and for the examination
and certification of teachers.

The first State superintendent was William F. Perry, ,afterwards
a general in the Confederate Army. He immediately set about the
organization of the smaller administrative units, the enumeration
of the children, and the general supervisory work of getting the
system in motion. The legislature in 1856 amended the school law at
several minor points and in one important particular. The latter
embOdied a provision for county superintendents of schools.

Perhaps a better understanding of the occasion of the establishment
of the public-school system of Alabama may be had if the reader will
turn aside fo ief notice of the men, three in number, who are gen-
erally credit ith the leading part imtputting through the legisla-
ture, the schoo aw of 1854. In the senate the man who wielded most
influence in this respect was Robert M. Patton, of Lauderdale County,
and afterwards governor of the State, who was born in Russell
County, southwestern Virginia, in 1809, and whose parents had
removed with him to Alabama when lie was still a child. His father
was a native of Ireland and belonged to that sturdy stock known
in this country as Scotch-Irish Presbyterian. When this fact is
considered it is not hard to understand how young Patton came to be
a friend of education. There were many of the Scotch-Irish stock
among the settlers of north Alabama.

The chairman of the committee on education in the lower house
and the man who drafted the educational bill was Alexander B. Meek,
who was born in Columbia, S. C., but who, like young Patton, was
brought by his parents to Alabama in his early childhood. He was
graduated from the university and became a lawyer. In the adminis-
tration of President Polk he resided about two years in Washington
as a legal adviser in the Treasury Department. Returning to Ala-
bama., he became United States attorney for the southern district of
the State and soon thereafter established his residence in Mobile.
Being a man of literary attainments and an able lawyer, and having
had a period of residence at the National Capital, he was eminently
fittbd to assume the chairmanship of the important committee to
which he was assigned and to obtain for his conliittee a respectful
hearing.

It will be noted that Mr. Patton represented the extreme north-
western part of the State, and Mr. Meek the southern end. From
Talladega County, in north-central part, there came a young rep-"
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resentative not yet 30 years old, who was also placed on the house
committee, and who soon showed himself an able lieutenant of the
chairman. This young man was Jabez Lamar Monroe Curry. Born
in Georgia in 1825, he had been brought by his father to Alabama
when about 12 years of age, but returned to Georgia for his college
education and studied law ift Harvard University. Thus, like his
able chief pn the committee, young Mr. Curry had come under strong
extrastate influences which had no doubt given him a broader view
of the meaning and function of the public school. The State was
fortunate in having three such men as Patton, Meek, and Curry; it
was doubly fortunate in having them in the legislature at the same
time and at the same task. Before them opposition hitherto effective
must now crumble.

A brief survey of the Alabama school system as it existed in the
half decade immediately preceding 'the outbreak of the Civil War
must suffice here. Writing of the establishment of the systeT many
years after his incumbency as the first State superintendent of edu-
cation, Gen. William F. Perry, said: "Alabama was the first of the
cotton States, and one of the first of the slave-holding States to
enter upon such an undertaking."' But some allowance should prob-
ably be made for Gen. Perry's father-like enthusiasm over the school
system the beginnings of which had taken form under his care.
What is probably nearer a correct statement is that between 1856
and the outbreak of the war Alabama had one of the most effective
school systems in the whole South and apparently the most effective
in the lower South. In his. last published report,' before the schools
of the State entered the twilight of the Civil War period, State
Supt. G. B. Dural reported 180,160 children in .the State between
6 and 21 years of age, and 98,274, or 54.5 per cent, enrolled in school.
The total expenditure given for that year was $564,210.46. In that
pel'iod the State school funds were apportioned on the basis of the
school census, but the State superintendent was instructed to elimi-
nate, as far as possible, the inequalities due to the fact that some
townshipb possessed large endowVients while others had little or none.

The instruction of slavee.Historical writers have given little or
no concern to negro education in slave times. Presumably this *ant
of concern has been dile to the assumption that there was no such
thing as the instruction of slaves, but as a matter of fact there was.
No inconsiderable number of negroes in Alabama came out of slavery
with the ability to read and write. At least three causes operated to
give to a small proportion of the slave population a modicum of text-

1 W. F. Perry, The Genesis of Public Education In Alabama, In Transactions of Alabama
Illat. Soc., vol. 1. 1807-98.

For the year ending Nov. 30, 1858.
Bee C. G. Woodson, The Education of the Negro rain to 1881.
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book instruction. These were (1) the clandestine efforts of anti-
slavery enthusiasts; (2) the profits accruing to some masters by
reason of the ability of their slaves k read,. write, and otherwise
transact business; and (3) the kindness of young masters and mis-
tresses in instructing their servants. There was, moreover, a more
or less general feeling that negroes might be permitted to learn to
read their Bibles, and what is known as " voeational trainirt" was
widespread. But the fear of insurrectionary influence and the spread
of abolitionist propaganda led to the legal regulation of slave as-
semblies and to the creation of the patrol system and. as the aboli-
tionists became more insistent, the education of slaves, in the case
of individuals as well as in assemblies, was prohibited by law. In
making this prohibition, Ajabania was neither first nor last among
the slave States but occupied a middle ground; its law was enacted
in 192.2 These laws generally had the effect of preventing organ-
ized effort, to instruct the slaves, so that such literacy as negroes pos-
sessed when emancipated was of the sort that young masters and
mistresses had chosen to give, in disregard of the law, to their favor-
ite servants.

Private aeattetnies.Before the ante bellum period of public edu-
cation is passed, -it is -well to note briefly the private academy, which
sprang up and flourished in that period. From the admission of.
the State to the enactment of the public-school law of 1854, one of
the principal forms which educational measures in the legislature
took, was rhe incorporation. of academies, numerous such Measures
being considered by. each legislature: In 1850 there were in Ilabluna
16 such institutions with 380 teachers, 8,290 pupils, and an esti-
Mated income of $224,279.3 Academies throughout the country were
in general of two classes: (1) Those whose function was to meet
the local school needs, elementiry as well as secondary; and (2)
those designed to serve a wider clientele and organized with gram-
mar and grades with a view to drawing boarding pupils. .
The academies of Alabama were largely of the former type. State
Superintendent Duval, in his report. of 1858, noted the beginning of
the decline of the academy in that State.

Higher education. Alabama has no great number of institutions
of higher learning, .but in the opinion of many it has enough, if
those that have been established were only more generously sup-...
ported and their usefulness consequently more widely extended. The
State UniVersity vas the first of these institutions to be founded.
It was provided for by legislative act of December 13, 1821, but not
until April 17, 1831, was it formally opened. Its chief source of

The occasion of the negro', feat of the "patteroller."
*Clayt Digest of the Laws of Alabama, p. 548.
"American ;aortal of lidotstioo."vol. 1, p. 868.
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support has been throughout its history the grants of lands made by
Congress. The proceeds of the first of these grants, on the failure
of the State bank, ceased to have actual existence and have since
constituted only a paper fund, or an indebtedness of the State to the
university. The present constitution guarantees to the university
$36,000 annually as interest on its funds. In 1865 a body of Federal
cavalry destroyed nearly all of the university buildings, but in 1884
Congress made somewhat tardy but generous restitution in the form
of an additional land grant of two townships, or 46,080 acres. Much
of this has proved to be mineral land.

The Alabama Polytechnic Institute, formerly called the Agricul-
tural and Mecltilical College, was established at Auburn in 1872
when the State 19gislature assented to the provisions of the first
Morrill Act of Congress, enacted in 1.862. It is the State htnd-
grant college for white persons. The corresponding institution for
the. colored race is the Agrheulttlal and Mechanical College for
Negroes, which was organized as aState institution at Normal, near
Huntsville, in 1875.

A State institution of junior-college grade is the Alabama Girls'
Technical Institute, knova prior to 1911 as the Alabama Girls'
Industrial School. It was established by legislative enactment in
1893 and was opened at Montevallo

Public normal-school education was permanently inaugurated in
the State in 1873, when the Florence Wesleyan University wasiven
to the State'by the Methodist Church on condition that it be used
for training teachers and 'was thus made the State Normal School
at Florence. Schools of like grade and character were established at
Jacksonville and Livingston in 1883, and the Troy Normal School
followed in 1887. Two other schools for white persons, now known
as " Class B Norm 1, Schools," were later established at Daphne and
Moundville. The training of negro teachers was established on a
permanent basis w the opening of the Agricultural and Mechani-
cal College for Negroes and, hike since been extended to the normal
school-at Montgomery apd to Tuskegee Institute.

Outlin.e hielery of private arnd denominational in,stitutiana.
Spring Hill College, a Catholic institution founded by the Jesuits
near Mobile in 1830 and chartered in 1836; Judson College, a Bap-
tist school for girls founded at Marion in 1838 and opened January
7, 1839; Howard College, Baptist, an institution opened as a college
for men at Marion in 1841, but projected several years earlier as a
manual labor school, removed to Birmingham in 1887; Athens Col-.
lege' for Women, Methodist, chartered ip 1843 and located at Athens;
Southern University, Methodist, incorporated in 1856 and opened in
1859 at Greensboro, united with Birmingham College in 1918; SL
Bernard College; Catholic, founded by ,the Benedictine Order at St.
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HISTORY OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN ALABAMA: *0

Bernard in 1892 and chartered in 1893; Birminghadi College, Metho-
dist, opened at Birmingham in 1898, united with Southern Univer-i.
sity as indicated above; Woman's College of Alabama, Methodist,
founded at Montgomery in 19Q6. Two notable institutions for the
colored race are Talladega College, opened in 1867 under the auspices
of the American Missionary Association, and Tuskegee Institute,
nonsectarian, established by act of the legislature of 1881.

The Civil War and 4i'econstruction.Reverting now to the public
school, we come to a period of Alabama history which all but saw the
destruction of the great work of Meek, Curry, Patton, and Perry,
and which in effect, directly and indirectly, retarded educational
progress for more than a quarter of a century after its ghastly specter
finally withdrew. Though reduced in number, deprived of a large
measure of their support, and showing an attenuated enrollment, the
schools of the State managed to struggle along through,' the war
period and to maintain their general organization. The system,
however, seemed to come to worse straits in the years immediately
following. In the administration of Gov. Robert M. Patton, which
extended from December 30, 1865, to July 13, 1868, when the Recon-
struction govetnment was inaugurated, some of, the school funds
seem to have been used " to meet other pressing debts of the State,"
there being sale counties to which no funds at all were paid, or, at
least, which did not draw their share. Of public school moneys at
this time I)r. Weeks says:' "The total apportionment for 1866 was
$413,389.07, of which $362,223.60 was drawn and $51,625.09 undrawff.
In 1867 the figures were $290,250.12 apportioned, $133,195.83 drawn,
and $157,054.29 andrawn. The sum apportioned for schools Decem-
ber 1, 1867, to July 1, 1868, was $45,41146." But no wrongdoing is
imputed to Gov. Patton's administration ; those were trying times.

The Reconstructionists who came into full power with the adoption
of the constitution of 1868 set up a school system of a new sort in
Alabama. The constitution proyided for O. State board of education
with legislative powers in respect to the schools and with administra-
tive control over the whole system, from the university downward.
The old educational fund was declared a " perpetutil fund,',' and the
State was obligated to pay inth.est on it; " one-fifth of the aggregate
annual revenue of the State" was to be set aside for schools, and
local and poll taxes were authorized.

Three outstanding facts in connection with the schools of the Recon-
struction. period were a strong centralized State control, an apparent
effort to provide more public funds, and a provision in the constitu-
tion that the schools should be entirely free; Some of the results
obtained were a top-heavy, inefficient, and otherwise questionable

1.Wsoks. History of PUblie 'Education In Aiabaiaa;_p.
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practice a systen without sufficient fundS.to provit e .absolutely free
Schools, as they. purported to be, for reasonably long terms and with
the right kind of .teachers; and a feeling of hostility on the part.of
.most of the white people to anything that had its origin with NVItat
they chose to call the" carpetbagger " and the "scalawag."

. On the displacement, of the constitution of 1868 by that of 1875 .

and under the new constitution the enactment of the laws of; 1477 .

.,and 1879, the Reconstruction school ,systetn.except for a Vestige here
and there, passed' into desuetude, and a new system, founded .for-
the most. part on the laws of 1854 and 1856, arose instead. When

... the "men of the old school" regained control of their Stake they
simply returned to the -point whence they had left off at the out-

., break of the,Jvar. Of the effects of Reconstruction Dr. Weeks says:
*" The constitution of 1868' and the Reconstructionists -did little for
'education in Alabama. 'There is no ground, for the claim that.'
ReConstruction and the Freedmen's Bureau founded (or even sub-
stantially advanced) the cause of public education, in that state-

A quarter ,century of recoupe.at and resumption of progieas.
To sum- up from the beginning of the 061 War, it may be said that
the strife, turbulence, financial strain, and, final despair' of tho'war

years following
..: that the.YeconstrUction system, exotic, unwelcome, and inLsmanagel,
.- . 'Was a nlisfit; anu that anew order must arise from the ruins of the

old.
: 'the constitution of 1'875 omitted the provision for a State board
Of education. As a 'result. of this omission the State ; edhcational
institutions each passed to the control. of a board of trustees, and
the general supervision of the common schools was vested in the
State superintendent of education. The constitution no longer ap-
plied one-fifth.of the- income of t.L. State to schools, but provided
a State appropriation of $100,000 and directed that more ihonld

,

be appropriated when the finances of the State should warrant.
- The intereat on the school: fund. Was pledged, .and' a poll . tax for

the benefit of the schools of the several. counties Where -collec

Considerable hold in. the State,. were not 'proltid for, except in.- .

was autliorized. - Local: property taxeS,' which had ever obtaine

Mobile County, which. still .retained its separate sYstera,but local
revenues for teneral purposes might,, so long as the Constitutional :
Iiinitation.was 'ilet..--evoeStied, be appropriated in part to sehooli: .,

This practice beeanie,:iVidespread in incorporated.-- munieigaliiies,
. but attained little: vogue in the case of counties.. tn. the later. years

..=. of period heratonsideke4.1Cieyi eountieP availed. themselves of ',.,the privilege.
Kr-

"Weeks, History otiOducsilon la, Alsbama..p. 114.
_. 4
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Under the new order .county superintendents were apppftted by
the State superintendent and,continued to be so appointed until 1889,
when they became elective. The unit of local school administration
was. tilt township, except in the case of incorporated municipalities
and of districts Gren tea by special acts of the legitslature, of which
there came to be many. _Territory not organized as municipal or
special school districts remained under township organization until
1903. One township trustee was at-first the local adininistrative
officer, but the number Was later increased to three. Teachers were
certificated by county superintendents. The practice of supplement-
ing public funds with subscriptions and tuition fees continued. The
ba.4is of apportionment of State funds was the school census, as it
had been under the laws of 1854 and 1856. Negro education, which
had begun in Gov..Patton's administration' and-had been extended by
the reconstructionisls, Was continued in this period. The constitution
of -1868 was silent on the matter of separate schols for negroes, but in
that of 1875 we find that " separate schools shall be provided for the
children of citizens of African descent."

Such, in brief outline, was the..school system provided by the con-
stitution\of 1875 and'supplementary acts of the legislature passed in
1877; 'and 1879. Little radical change; was made in the school law
between 18791. and 1898, but soine -noteworthy new provisions were
added. Facilities for training:teachers were extended; more liberal
provisiohs ..tvere made for the development of city school systems;
and by .1895 a chain of congressional district agricultural schools,
one in each such district, had been developed from a beginning with
a single branch experiment station in.1885.

For the school year 1898 -9t there were. rei')orted:634,061 children
of school age (7-12). Of this number, 433,733 were enrolled in school,
and an average of 341,138 were in daily attendance. The total
receipts for school purposes amounted to 8916,450', and an average
term of 100 days was maintained.'

Outing, the last quarter of the nineteenth century, it may. be said
that the Alabama schools showed progress, .but a progress scarcely
commensurate with the material growth of the State. and therefore
inadequate to the need. For, when the 'people started their school
systetii anew, after the passing of the Civil War and Reconstruction
period, theY. had fallen behind educationally, and there was need of
overtaking the States that had gone ahead. That this ;deed was not
fully recognized. and beet is the leading count in the indittment
against the Alabama pe$ple with reference to their school system
between 1875 'and 1898.. The State was progressing educationally,
'and commetidably so, b t its progress was made relatively to its own
past and not to the i.advancement in oter States. 'It. was the

Il.eport TT. e. co;i1m14144! of toueaitan, t 'opt Wink et Dili."'
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custom of some orators to point with pride to Alabama's educational
achievements, but these orators 'usually confined their comparisons
within the State.

The dawn of better things. By the year 1898 it was clear that a
new day was at the dawning. From the time of its adoption, the
educational article of the constitution of 1875 had been unsatisfactory
to,many of the friends of education. The want of authority to pro-
vide local public funds was the chief point of attack, and a number
of cities and towns even went to the extremity of seeking to stretch
the. constitutional limitation and make a local school levy. But the
supreme court of the State, true to the high standard which it has
long maintained, refused io read into the constitution what had not
been put there by the framers, and local taxation specifically for
school purposes was declared unconstitutional. The " Hundley
amendment," a proposal to provide for a district taxof 2,1 mills on the
dollar, was submitted to the voters in 1894, but the State was at that
time stirred to its depths by a bitter political contest between the
Democratic and Populist Parties, and the period of financial depres-

- sion was then at its worst; so the amendment was lost, But the
outlook was widening, and the time *as at hand for a forward move-
ment. Many of the northern counties, and some of those in the south,
were undergoing great industrial development ;,cities and towns either
took new life or sprang up from the beginning to be consider-

. able centers of population; and the people were more and more recog-
nizing the need of increased intelligence.

-In 1898 John W. Abercrombie, a man who 'knew to its remotest.
limits the educational system of the State, came to the superintend-
ency of education. The times were changing, and ivith them the
quality of the State superintendency. Mr. Abercrombie saw, as few
if any of his predecessors had seen, the fundamental needs of the
schools and dared to tell the whole 'truth with regard to them.
With the question as to how much the new superintendent con-
tributed to the changed viewpoint of the people, we shall not con-
cern ourselves,; questions of the influence of personality have always
perplexed the historian. But the fact is of great concern that in
the last years of the century the people began fast to become for-
ward looking and showed a growing desire to know precisely what
their educational status was. "With the administration of Mr. Aber-
crombie begins the Mode-mere of public education in Alabama," says
Dr. Weeks.

Mr. Abercrombie was superintendent from October, 1898, to July
' 1, 1902, when he resigned to accept the presidencl of the State uni-

versity. His recommendations tc the legislature 'Jere in accord with
the best educational practice of the time, and some of them were em-
bodied in law before lw -left the superiatenclency. They compre-
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hended local taxation, adjustment of the poll-tlax law, apportionment
of funds within the counties on the basis of average attendance, qnali- .
fied county superintendents to devote all their time to school work,
State certiAcation of teachers, improved school buildings:. employ-
ment and payment of teachers according to grade of certificate held,
absolutely free schools for five months each year, compulsory school
attendance, a single board of control for the congressional district
agricultural schools, regulation of degree-conferring institutions, and
appropriations for summer normal schools. In the incumbency of
Mr. Abercrombie thelegislature provided for a system of State cer-
tification of teachers, State uniformity of textbooks, a five-months
term of free school, and for a convention to frame and submit to the
people a new State constitution.

Education and the new constitution.. The constitution proposed
by the convention organized to frame it was ratified by vote of the
people and went into effect in November, 1901. 'Under-its provisions,
the superintendent of education remained the chief administrative
and supervisory officer of the schools, but, with other State officers,
was made ineligible as his own successor. The administration of the
common schools and of the higher institutions remained, in fact,
substantially as before. It was in the matter of school support that
the most noteworthy changes were made, but even here there was no
radical change in policy. The State remained the chief source of
support, and the loc. alilistrict was still denied the right to tax itself.
A substantial increase in the aggregate school 'funds, however, was
provided. An obligatory State school tax of 30 cents on the hundred
dollars was provided for, and a 10-cent county .tax was authorized.
Only in the case of a few specified cities was it district tax permis-
sible, but the older practice of levying a local tax for general muni-
cipal purposes and appropriating to the schools from the fund thus
provided was still valid. Again Mobile County was permitted to
retain its separate system.

From these constitutional provisions the schools received decided
impetus, but tho& who had hoped for much from the convention
must have felt keen disappointment True, the State as such was
now contributing generously to the.support of public education, but
the much-needed local self-help, far from being encouraged, was
positively. denied.

'Under the new constitution two adverse conditions continued as
they obtained prior to its adoption. First, the schools in rural com-
munities suffered more than those of the cities for want of funds,
for the cities had recourse to appropriations from their general mu-
nicipal revenues and were able by this means to maintain reason-
ably good schools, while the rural community had to rely on the
state and county tales alone; and .these were insufficient in the

L._
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greater part of the State. The second adverse condition was the
provision from State funds for the schools for whites of the Black
Belt to the detriment of the schools for the Negroes of that part
of the State. State funds are apportioned under the constitution
to counties on the basis of the number of persons between 7 and 21
years of age, and these funds are distributed within the counties
in the discretion of the county school authorities. As a result, in
the Black Belt section of the State; the white schools are provided for
from State funds alone and without the provision of local taxation,
and the Negro schools receive less than their proper share. Thus the
people of the Black Belt, feeling no need of local school funds and
being therefore indifferent, if not positively opposed to local taxation,
have continued one of the retarding elements in the educational de-
velopment of the State.

Some of the lay enacted in years immediately following the adop-
tion of the new cqnstitution have already been mentioned. Further
legislation enacted in succeeding years included the revision of the
certification and textbook laws, the substitution of the county school
district for the older township organization and community district
except in the case of iicorporated municipalities of 2,000 population
or more, the establishment of county high schools, the provision for
schools for dependent and delinquent children, the plactment of the
normal schools for whites under a central State board, the reorgani-
zation of the district agricultural schools, the appropriation of money
for rural schoolhouses and for the development of rural-school libra-
ries, and in 1915 a compulsory-attendance law.

The progressive school legislation of 1915.The most important
recent change in the State's school law was embodied in the consti-
tutional amendment submitted by the legislature of 1915 and ratified
by the people in November, 1916. 'This added to the taxes already

. authorized a 3-mill county school tax when voted by a majority of
the.electors and a 3-mill district tax when likewise voted After the
county's decision to levy a county tax of 3 mills, The machinery was
now provided for supporting a system of free public schools in fact,
machinery which, from the birth of the State, the framers of consti-
tutional provisions hadoseemed loath to see pass to the hands of the
people. Two things of prime importance remained to be done.
First, the permissible taxes yemaineckto be voted in the several coun-

..ties and districts, and secondly, the property valuation of the State
needed to be raised to a point where it would .produce adequate
revenue for the support of the schools and other public enterprises.
The first of these has already been in large measure accomplished.

As the educational leaders become more aggressive and forward-
looking in the closing years of the past century, so they have con-
tinued in more recent years. The recommendations and efforts of all
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recent State superintendents have generally been if accord with the
best educational thought of the country, and whatever shortcomings
may be charged to their administrations have probably been due more
to the circumstances than to the personal element.

The principal fault of the Alabama educational system has been
the century-old disposition of the people, particularly the molders of
policies, to look too much upon education as something to be bought
in the market by the well-to-do or to be provided by the State at an
irksome personal sacrifice on the part of the individual taxpayer. If
now the people will clearly see a public responsibility in the provi-
sion of schools and will wisely put ample public money in them as
an investment paying large dividends, the State may soon take edu-
cational rank suited to its great material advantages.

119801° 19-4
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Chapter IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STATE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.

GENERAL STATE ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION.

The superintendent of education the most important State admin-
ietrative official in Alabama.Education. is the most important busi-
ness of the State. It will become even more important in the years
to come as the enlarging conception of the Nation's ek.icational needs
become more firmly fixed in the lives of the people. In Alal-Zria the
superintendent of eaucatilm administers more than one-half the funds
raised by State taxation. This amounts to several million dollars a .

year. He is charged with "general supervision over all the educa-
tional interests of the State" and partly with the " care and improve-
ment of the common schools and the promotion of public education. "'
In a sentence he is, under the State constitution, the administrative
and supervisory head of the whole State system of public education,
and his authority extends de to the State's higher educational
institutions also. The State superintendency in Alabama is, there-
fore, a big man's tasknone in the State is more important or more
difficult, if one takes into consideration the constitutional and finan-
cial limitations of the office.

Legal limitations of the Superintendency. By constitutional pre-
scription the "powers, duties, and compensation" of the State super-
intendent "shall be fixed by law. "' This has given the legislature
broad discretionary powers, which have been used here as in many
other States unintentionally to limit the administrative and super-
visory efficiency -of the office. The State superintendency is more
important than the presidency. of either the university or the Poly-
technic Institute, but popularly the office is not so classed or ranked.
It is a political office; the tenure is limited by law to one term of
four years, and the salaryfixed by law at $3,000 per annumis so
low that the.exceptionally capable men who have of late. years held
it have done so at a real financial sacrifice.

Education should be" wholly removed from party politics. This
needs no argument. Alabama, ha's for many years chosen its city
superintendents from the ablest available candidates, regardless of
political affiliation or residence. Since 1915 Alabama county sitper-

'General Public School Laws of Alabama, 1915; par. 1885.
a Constitution of Alabama, Art. XIV, sec. 262.
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intendents have likewise been appointed regardless of politics, with
most satisfactory results.

The greatest objections to electing the State superintendent of edu-
cation by the general electorate are the folloWing:

1. This method of selection limits the field from which to choose,
as the superintendent must be a citizen of the State. In States where
the superintendent is appoin&d by the State board of education or
by the governor he may be selected from the country at large. Such
freedom of selection is clearly in the interest of better service.

2. Where the 'State superintendent is selected by popular vote the
salary is fixed by law. The salary can not be adjusted to fit the per-
son desired, but a person must be found to fit the salary.

3. Where the State superintendent is elected by popular vote the
term of office is short.c two to four yearsand reelection is uncertain,
This lack of continuity in the service is a serious handicap to the..
superintendent and the service, however capable the superintendent
may be.

4. This method of selection makes the office, political, and subjects
it to all the fluctuations of party and factional politics.'

Permanent professional superintendents in. other Staten. The
trend of the times is to make the State superint8hdent an appointive
official. This-is now so in 17 leading States. In most of these States
there are no limitations in regard to previous residence. The super-
intendents are, as a matter of fact, appointed from the country at
large, chiefly for their professional ability and success. As recent
illustrations of this modern way of choosing superintendents may
be mentioned New Jersey selecting a commissioner of education from
Indiana, Pennsylvania selecting its superintendent of public instruc-
tion from New York, Massachusetts obtaining its commissioner of
education from Maine, and Maine in turn recruiting its State superin-
tendent of education from Nebraska. But it would probably not. be
necessary to go far afield for this official; the important thing is to
make the office appointive.

One or another of two different systems is commonly followed in
choosing a professional State superint6dent. The governor may ap-
point him or he may be elected by a State board of education.
The .latter method is considered. the more satisfactory. Where the
choice is left to the governor there is at least the old danger of con-
tinuing the office in politics. If chosen by a nonpolitical State
board of education this danger is minimized. The first appointment
might be probationary fora term sufficiently long to demonstrate the
appointee's fitness for the office. Reappointment should be made
for. an indefinite term of years, the State board retaining the right

See Manual of Bducational. Leglislatiou, Bu. of Edge., But., 1919, No. 4, p. 12.
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to remove the incumbent from office for misfeasance or malfeasance.
With the administrative freedom possible under such a permanent
organization as this, the State superintendent would be able to raise
the office to the importance given it in the constitution, and which
it must reach if the best interests of school education are to be
conserved in the State.

It may also be observed that the States which have permanent
professional superintendents likewise pay better salaries than the
other States do. The following are some of the States which place
a premium on scholarship, experience, and general fitness, by ap-
pointing their superintendents, and the salaries paid them : Pennsyl-
vania, $12,000; New York, $10,000; New Jersey, $10,000; Massa-
chusetts, $6,500; Rhode Island, $5,000; Minnesota, $5,000, and Ohio,
$4,000.

Present organization of the State department of education. The
State superintendent is charged, under law, with many important
administrative, inspectional, and supervisory duties. He adminis-
ters the State's general educational fund; he keeps account of the
capital of the sixteenth section and other trust flinds; he apportions
the State's funds to the several county boards of education and ex-
amines the accounts of these boards. Aside from his duties,as the

direction

financial administrator of education, he is charged with the
direction and supervision of all the urban rural schools, both
elementary and secondary. He is expected to supervise all these
schools, to help and direct county and city superintendents of schools,
and the teachers working under their direction. He is likewise
president or member of many boards, including the State board of
examiners, the Stata library commission, the State illiteracy com-
mission, the State high-school commission, and the State vocational
board, all of which call for expenditure of much time and energy.
He must also prepare and present an annual report .to the governor
and prepare occasional reports on other educational subjects; all
this he does in addition to his voluminous correspondence which
covers all phases of school administration and supervision in the
State.

To carry out these manifold duties and responsibilities to the letter
would require a much greater staff of assistants than the law allows.
It is important that the legislature realize that it avails little to
charge a \State superintendent with many administrative, super-
visory, inspectional, judicial, and other duties unless it gives him a
sufficient "inside" and "outside" staff of assistants to help carry
out his educational plans.

Now, what provision has the State made to supply the office of
State superintendent witti an effective staff of assistants! The statutes
limit him to one chief clerk, two bookkeepers, and one stenographer.
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This staff may have been sufficient when the office was organized,
but it is wholly inadequate now. It is true that the genius for
organization on the part of the present superintendent and his imme-
diate predecessor has drawn together at the State department's
offices an exceptionally efficient staff of workers; some of whose sala-
ries are provided by special legislative appropriation, and some by
private foundations or by public subscription. The General Educa-
tion Board pays the salaries of two rural-school agents, one for
white and one for colored schools. The staff of the Alabama illit-
eracy commission is maintained by private subscription, and the
State board of examiners and the State institute and teacher-training
staff, which are also considered as part of the department of educa-
tion, are paid by direct State appropriation.

As was mentioned above, the office is well organized and perform*
a great service to the State; but it is highly important that the leg-
islature come to the superintendent's assistance at this time and fur-
nish the enlarged clerical force requested by the State superintendent
in his annual budget, which is referred to later in this chapter. Not
alone are clerks and stenographers needed; the 175 odd secondary
schools should be inspected and classified by a State high-school in-
spector working out from the State department; a technically trained
examiner of accounts is needed to check up the books of the county
boards of education and other boards that receive State educational
funds. This is quite apparent when one recalls that practically one:
half of the State's entire revenue is expended in education. These
and other assistants must be provided to make the department as
efficient as the State superintenden would like to make it.

A larger conception of the ortance of the office.The public
conception of the functions of the State superintendency has under-
gone marked changes in recent. years. The thinking public are begin-
ning to realize that there is no more important office in the gift of the
State than this office which is charged with the education of the fa-.
tare citizens of the State. . The. State superintendent has, in most
States, been a political functionary liable to all the fluctuations and
changes in party politics. His usefulness 'has generally been limited
because of poor financial support. The old superintendency is still
limited to the mechanical routine of office administration iii many
States. This is highly unfortunate. In Alabama. the State super-
intendent of education has always exerted considerable influence in
shaping educational policies. The legislature should now make him
the real head of the educational system of the State by removing the
office from political influence, by dignifying it with a salary commen-
surate with its high importance, and in other ways increasing the
direct pews'', of the superintaident. In fact a complete reorganiza-
40n of the of4e8 seems highly neeeeeart thoirder to r4015 the 11111)61,'
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intendant the' chief adMinistrative official of the State-wide school
administrative system recorrmended by. the survey committee in
later paragraphs ei this chapter.

The State school system not organized as a. well-articulating or-
ganism.The State system of schools, from the elementary schools
to the higher educational institutions, is administered by a multi-
plicity of boards, each ambitiouA to further the immediate interests
of its own small part of the school system, even at a cost of admin-
istrative efficiency and finturciat loss to the schools as a whole. The
school system of Alabama has not developed by natural outward
growth but rather by periodical accretion, by adding to from time
to time regardless of the effect on the schools as an organized whole.
Whenever a new school has been brought into existence through legis-
lative enactment, it has been provided with a board of its own.
Many schools have come into existence on account of strong *cal
influence and for no other reason, regardless of whether they really
articulated in the established system or not.

The University of Alabama, the Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, the six normal schools for
white teachers, the district agricultural schools, county high schools,
the Northeast Agricultural and Industrial Institut$, the Agricultural
and Mechanic Arts College for Negroes, the Moiltgomery Normal
School for Negroes, Tuskegee Institute, and the two schools -for deaf
and blind, the Alabama Industrial School for Boys, the State Indus-
trial School for Girls, and the Alabama Reform School for Juvenile
Negro Lawbreakers, are all administered under separate boards
whose administrative activities are limited only by the statutes under
-which they were organized. It is true that the governor and State
superintendent of schools, and occasionally other officials, are ex
officio members of these boards; but, as is the case generally with ex
officio members, tlieir influence on the several boards is not sufficient
to bind the schools into a well-articulating organism.

PROPOSED REORGANIZATION OF THE PRESENT STATE SYSTEM
OF ADMINISTRATION.

Even the most casual study of the Alabama school system will dis-
close that the functions and purposes of the many educational insti-
tutions maintainqd in part or in whole by the State have never been
clearly defined. This has natuplly led to much waste financially and
to much unnecessary duplication of work. This is true of the three
higher institutions and is equally true of such institutions as the dis-
trict agricultural schools and the county high schools.

The great problem of Alabama is nssw how best to reorganize its ed-
,, uwitio business; how best to create from the many educational f rag-

oriphirstien a.txong enough to 4o.: the work effectively and
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economically and in a large, constructive way. The State depart-
ment of education was created under the constitution to head the edu-
cational business of the State. The task confronting the people is
how best to strengthen this central authority, how to make it more,
effective and efficient. without depriving the people of their rights.

This reorganization can be brought about by adopting one of two
plans: -

(1) By reorganizing the educational institutions in the Stateele-
mentary and higherunder one powerful State board of education,
whose executive head should be an appointive State superintendent
of education, or

(2) By continuing the three boards of the University of Alabanita,
the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and the Alabama Girls' Technical
Institute, as at the present time; discontinuing all other boards of
trustees and reorganizing, their schools under a powerful State board
of educittion, whose executive head should be an appointive State
superintendent of education ; and organizing a State Council of Edu-
cation to serve as a clearing-house board for the boards of the, univer-
sity, the Polytechnic Institute, the Girls' Technical Institute, and the
State board of education. F

The administrative boards in charge of the State's higher institu-
tions.The University of Alabarha and the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute are controlled by separate constitutional boards, and the
Alabama Girls' Technical Institute by a board of trustees organized
under legislative enactment. The trustees of the university are self-
perpetuating, and form, to all practical purposes, a close corporation.
This form of organization has certain advantages in matters of busi-
ness efficiency, but there is always a danger that a board constituted
as this gradually loses the intimate relation that it should have with
the people of the State, since the board members are not directly
amenable to the demands of the people. To be sure, ever trustee
elected or reelected by the self-perpetuating board must be confirmed
by the senate. The boards of trustees of the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute and the Alabama. Girls' Technical Institute are appointed
by the governor, by and with the consent of the senate. These boards
also ai* permanent. The members are appointed for 12 years and
retire in groups in such a way that only one-third of the membership
is new from time to time.

these three boards of trustees are considered in detail in late; chap-
ters. They may therefore be passed by in the present discussion. It
is well, however, to reemphasize at this juncture that the function.
these three boards is much alike, whether applied to the university,
the Polytechnic Institute, or the Technical Institute. The survey
committee is. convinced that the State would be served well if all
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three of these boards were Merged into one central State board of 11

.

education in common with the other boards of trustees maintained
fpr other schools. However, because of certain rather fundamental
differences in policy and manitgement, endowments, etc., of the several
schools, the committee believes that these three boards may as well
continue as now coi:stituted. (See Chapte XIX.)

Establishment of the State board of edYeation.The survey com-
mittee believes that the desired reorganization can best be brought
about by establishing a State board of education and giving it Tull
control over the elementary and secondary schools of the State, over
the normal schools for white teachers, the Agricultural and Mechan-
ical College for Negroes, the Montgomery Normal School for Negroes,
schools for the deaf and blind, the Alabama Industrial School for
Boys, the Industrial School for Girls, the Alabama Reform School.
for Juvenile Negro Law-breakers, and the State School for Feeble-
minded Children (if established), and to absorb the functions of
the interim State board for vocational education created by the
present legislature to meet the temporary requirements of the Smith-
Hughes Act, and all other boards which are now headed up in the
State department of education*

This State board should primarily be a lay board representing the
larger educational the professional
side of education and the administration of .their general policies to
the new appointive executive official, the State superintendent of
schools.. The board should be composed of nine members, to be n
appointed by the governor, by and'with the advice and consent of the
senate; the term of office to be 12 years; not more than three members
to retire each quadrennium, thus perpetuating the board and making
it permanent. Vacancies should be filled by the governor. The ap-
pointment should be for absolute worth and regardless of residence,
occupation, party affiliation, religion, or sex, provided that no mem-
ber be chosen from ,the county in which a higher institution of learn-
ing is situated. The members should serve without remuneration.
except a reasonable pee diem and actual traveling and other necessary
expenses.

The general powers and duties of the State board of education
should be :

1. To have general oversight and control of the elementiry and
secondary schools of the State and all other educational institutions,
except the university, the Polytechnic Institute, and the Technical
Institute.

2. To elect a State superintendent of schools to be the, executive
official of the board.

8. To act as a State vocational board to administer the Smith-
1-lughes'Act as it applies to.this State.
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4. To supplant and perform all the powers and duties df the
present State Normal School board, the State high-school commis-
sion, the State illiteracy commission, the State textbook commission,
and all other boards and "commissions now administering schools and
other educational institutions in this State other than the aforesaid
boards of the three higher educational institutions.

5. To require uniform records and reports, in form to be to pre-
scribed by the State superintendent of education, from all educational
institutions supported by the State, and from all other organizations
doing educational work and receiving State accreditment and recog
nition.

6. To classify and standardize, under the direction of the State
superintendent, the public schools of the State.

7. To prescribe the standards and courses of study for the State
normal schools, e educational departments of the denominational
schools accredited under State law, and such other teacher-training
institutions as may' be established by law.

8. To adopt rules and regulations for the sanitary inspection of
schools, and for the physical examination of school children; and in
conjunction with other State authorities to see that the rules relating
to school health, compulsory education, and child conservation are
enforced.

9. To have general control of the schools for the deaf and the
blind, the industrial schools for boys and girls, both white and ,col-
ored. and the school for feeble-minded children when eskablished.

10. To transmit to the governor an annual report, covering all
the activities of the three higher State institutions of learning, and
of the State department of education in its relation to all public ele-
mentary and secondary schools, and all other educational institutions
under its jurisdiction:

11. To perforia .such other duties and functions as may be pre-
scribed by
'The State superintendent of education.--,Under this proposed re-

organization the superintendent of schools would become the ekecu-
tive official of the State board of education to carry out in detail the
educational' p'of4cies of this board. He should beiippointed by the
State board for professionak ability and successful educational ex-
perience, regardless of residence or party affiliatiyfi. After a pro-
bational service to prove his ability, he should be reappointed for

I

an° indefinite term of years or at least for a period not less than
five years. His salary should be commensurate with the importance
of the office, and in keeping with what is being kaid for this service in
the most progressive States in which .the office is appointive.

1. The State superintendent a ethication should be the executive
official of the State board of education and eiectOlve head of thf:
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Stfite department of education, and should enforce all the rules and
regulations made in conformity to the law by the State board for the
public elementary and secondary schools and all other schools under
its jurisdiction.
' 2. He should have supervision of all the different divisions of the
State department of education and should be held responsible by the
State board for the proper administration of the duties of each sub-
division. s

8. He should, in cooperation with the heads of the State's teacher-
training' institutions, and in conformity, with law, prescribe courses
of study for these training schools, adopt methods and standards for.
the certification of teachers, and for validation of teaching creden-
tials from other States.

4: He should personally diAct all other educational activities
wherein the State departnienti of education under' law cooperates
with the presidents and faculties of the higher institutions of the

. State. through the State council of education.
5. He should have such other powers as under law belong to the

office of superintendent of education.
The enlarged State department of education. Figure 2 shows in

a graphic manner how the ,enlarged State department of education
should be' organized. The governor represents the will of the people

..-in appointing the State board of education. This board in turn does
_ its work largely through its executive official, the State superin-

tendent of education, who heads the 10 divisions of the State de-
partmerit of education.

. The State department of education, it will be seen', is planned as
10 administrative division's, all of which, in this State, should he
organized.immediately, if not already in oration. Other divisions
may be_added, or- these reorganized from time to time as it may be
deemed necessary.

(1) The Executive Division should have charge of the bu;ness
management of the department and keep the books and records of
the State board of education. The chief clerk of the department
should head this division. He should also be Secretary of the State
board of educittion. The salary of the chief clerk is fixed by statute

e. tat 0,800. The salary of so important a position should not be less
than $3,000. Because of the volume of work in this division due to
the large Atate fudds administered by the department, it:iieeds two
bookkeepers, one special examiner of accounts, and at least two

. stenographers, and one stenographer and fillS clerk-17 perso.ns in all.
'nil) bookkeepers' salaries are also statutory, being fixed at $1,800
each. These salaries should be increased to at least $2,400 each. The
eiatniner of accounts mast be an expert and should supplant the
piesent*fite examiners, who &m not give the department of °dues,

lion'tbstamount of time it.'requires because so many nds are
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made upon them , by other departments in the State government.
The accountant is urgently needed to check up th4 State's accounts
with the county boards of education and boards of other' institutions
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that are receiving *tate moneys for educational purposes. The,
budget of this division, including expense money for the accountant
and increases for stenographers, would approximate $15,700 pet

-annum.
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(2) Legal and School Land'g Division. This important division
should remain under the immediate direction of the superintendent,
who has power, under law, to interpret the school code and decide
matters of controversy arising under it. If the legislature reestab-
lishes a permanent State school-fund by absorbing the present paper
fund, this division willbecome exceptionally important. In any case
the superintendent must administer all the remnants of the school
lands. The department of education should have its own appraiser
of land, the value of which is at the present time largely prolf-
lematical. A.-speciaf land agent should be attached to this division
whose du it would be to cooperate with the State auditor and the
State department of justice in clearing up the State's titles to the
remaining school lands. The total budget of the division would
approximate $5,000 per annum.

(3) Teachers' Certification and Placement Division. The division
Should continue the work now in charge of the State board of ex-
aminers, and should be closely correlated in its activities with the
division on Teacher-training and Educational. Extension. Indeed,
it would be quite feasible to place the head of the latter division in
charge of the two. This division' should maintain a placement
bureau for teachers of this and other States desiring to find teaching
positions. A small registration fee of, say, $1 might be charged,
which -would in a measure defray theexpensesof.:maintaining the
bureau. One clerk should be added for this pntpo4e. The annual,
budget of the division is now $12,500, This diNjSion is,self,suppo'rt-
ing from the fees.paid by teachers ind requires no 'special appropria-
tion from the treasury. The same. Would he true of the additional
staff member to have dhargt 'of the placement bi.u.au. The personnel
of the division would numla4 three hosrdinemberic .63(3 permanent
stenographeFs, and-Acasional. elerk.al help fors'grading papeiWtte.

(4) Plie:Diviakin of ,7;,eaciter4t.rai*nii,.oasd E.4tifttional Extension...
This division ehould.direet all; the leac)iertraiaing-a4iiitirsO the
clipsittu04.7111ithet::dotieltiideri:.tbg head of State
ixtension ;61. in cooriatioii.,??Stifiatiblished 0.4inc7training
tuthms. tIttet deRftrtsient =taw: yieseat directs

fut$.a wally id each of theIT:cuunties, for whi'414pur
two'colored'institute instructors:-areiecittited, The Stati;:...,

'-'department !alight. well reotgatOkita pounti institute ")
itewitjx..State Readitg Circle

.,itopetrtied4ith the normal schools for :therrixiie* of aiding. teachers
11iervice to se6utie sdpieidiiling0 tescheittriiiiThi,#ti-
tOostkt'0e,Stat'Instasd of, as noiff fir Cre4it;o0eartiOstei,

discipt444.14041),-411,14.43j.(06Vx TtiO;Stdtta.
''4A1006046*-16444003:,

4-106filusi '41t4ktik legjdgtiv aPProiniat***
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budget of the division for the present year was $15,500. The State
should inake a straight legislative appropriation of $15,000 a year
for this division, which, in conjunctioi with the division on teacher's
certification and placement, should be able to do an etcellent piece
of work in assisting to train, place, and certificate teachers.

(5) The Division:of Publicity and Stoti8ties. The State depart-
ment would `do the teachers of Alabama a. great service if it were
to publish a periodical dealing with educational ptogress in the
State and Nation, and particularly keeping the teachers informed triV
all departmental policies, legislative rulings, etc. This divigioti
hould-have charge of such an organ of the department and also of
the statistical and clerical work of the office. One person of good,
ability could do the work with odditime assistance of other members
of the department. All the State's department reports, recbrds,
blanks, courses of study, and manuals should be prepared through
this division. The State superinteildent's estimate for printing
allowance for the ensuing year is $13,000. This is conservative.
The total budget of the division would approximate $16,000.

(6) The Division of Elementary Schools. This division should
haVe charge of elementary education in the open country districts and
in the towns Of less than 2,000 population. It should devise means to
improve llie salools and through field propaganda and expert advice
to county sperinteiidgnta and sispervlsors.kid in improving school.
work throughout the State. School consolidation should also be
centered in this divisisiu, RS-Should all school building improvement
under the special ;.rurtil school buildings4,,,improvemetit law." Two
rural scho9l svervisOrs.one each for whitOand colored schoolsare-' engtged. inthis work, but their salaries and expe7s.are paid by the
General Education Board, The budget of thii division .would
Proximate $1,500 pg annum or stenographic NIZO2*. ,

(11 The Divitrie01.Seco-ti Eclocation: The State department
has n& one to inspeot, and suPerVise tholargo number of secondary

;,Schttols thax receive: State aid. :this-is, unfortunate. The State has
''44as xight to require high,stanclardk efScienky from thiS9 schools

in' i-eturn .foettlie large atnoturt 'wit** spent, on the district agri-.
Cultural schoolk and.,the co*nty.0,i1 p .schopla., All .gtate aid to

.; ,secondary sOuso 9 (area Ler. con y on e:ex-b '1;4 Ping* whorl th
,*.lellente of Work clOne and ailti),Pm'n(trovide4iy thoiounty or conirt

tOr..th:is: type of Statttaitlecl 1.(8ee' Chapter IX.)
tdory cohboi hisliectiOn vioit14.051ikeAlle tlekritrpe4.to add to

stfr:A.E4g1100404: iu1143rkiiKbr tolte less thai
fi2AN:s# Sotaisidad iktite Staii.*Ipetiinian'dehtlihuaget,, with

e$13gOelbelbellia0-4.041 $8,9oo. I ,
i. s.s:;700.,2*.e 1.rialtX 0:4 i",kirt;74/:
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physical education should be left entirely in the hands of the public-
school teachers, As school health and physiCal education are educa-
tional functions. This matter is explained fully in Chapter . Such
a division should be organized without delay to enforce all legislation
in regard to school health and sanitation. It should direct health in-
spection of school children throughout the State and ,direct the
county school health supervisors or school nurses in their local ac-
tivities. The division should. also prepare plans and specifications
for public school buildings to be constructed in the State. This
would require the full time of one health expert and at least part time
of a capable architect. The budget would approximate $5,700 per
annum.

(9) T fie Division of Vocational Education. The division should
have actual charge of the work in vocational education intrusted by
the State and Federal Governments to the State board of education.

PROPOSED ORGAZILZATION OF
THE EDUCATIONAL. COUNCIL.

Flo. 8.

One director of vocational education would at the present time be
sufficient to cover the field well.

(10) Division of Exceptional Education. The schools for defec-
tives, delinquents, and feeble-minded children should' be under the
immediate control of the State board of education, as the functions
of these schools are primarily educational. The State superin-
tendent should have direct charge of this division, although an edu-
cational expert of high rank would be in practical charge of the
educational work in the schools. The full rime of two persons would
probably be needed to reorganize and maintain the work in excep-
tional education.
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The Alabama illiteracy commission should also be added to this
division, at least until such times as Federal aid may be. granted .

to supplement State funds. The State needs two organizers, one
for each race, and several part-time county workers for this pressing
task. The budget for salaries and expenses would amount to $10,000
per annum. This work,has heretofore been carried forward through
private philanthropy, but must be taken over by the State, if illit-
eracy is to be blotted out.

The State Edueational Council.This, as suggested above, should
he organized as a clearing -house board to have charge of and settle.
all educational matters of common interest to the schools directed by
the State board of education, and to the schools under the three
aforementioned boards of the higher educational institutions. The
board might well be planned with a membership of nine persons
three representatives from the State board of education, one of whom
must be the State superintendent, who shall be permanent chairman
of the board ; and two representatives from each of the three other
boards and schools, one to be the president of each school, and the
other a boar(' member. The board would supplant the present ex,
officio relationships of the higher and other educational institutions
of the State, and would provide them instead with a stronger botnd

would be able to coordinate the activities of all the schools
on a more satisfactory plane than. is now the case. Detailed discus- -
sion of the functions of this council appears in Chapter XX.

Recommendations: for closer and more effective State administra-
tion of education.A liberal forward-looking policy in administra-
tion of the State's school system is imperative if Alabama is to get
the fullest returns for its State investment in public education. To
this end the survey committee recommends:

(1) Organization of a State board of education to have full charge .
and control of all public elementary schools and such other schools
as are included in the discussions in this chapter, except the Uni-
versity of Alabama, the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and the Ala-
bama Girls' Technical Institute. ,

(2) Appointment of the State superintendent of education by the
new State board of education.

(3) Enlargement of the powers and duties of the State superin-
tendent and State board of education in agreement with the details
set forth above.

(4) Organization of a State council of education to consist of
members from the State board of education and the State's higher
institutions of learning, with powers and duties as prescribed above.

(5) PaSsage of such amendments to the constitution of Alabama as
may be necessary to consummate the changes prekribed above.



Chapter V.

COUNTY SUPERVISION OF SCHOOLS.

The progres sive county unit cu.:, of 1915.Few States can boast
of such a satisfactory school organization and administration law as
can Alabama. The year 1915 will go down as a memorable one in
the educational history of the State. Then was passed the constitu-
tional amendment providing for county and local taxation; then was
a nacted the new county organization act which h5s at least made
it ible for Alabama to reorganize its country and village schools
on,a sound modern business basis. The law has not yet had time to
demonstrate its full value, but it has already done much toward the
educational rejuvenation of Alabama's rural districts, probably more
than all the legislation of several decades past. It marks the begin-
ning of a new era for rural and village school organization in better
schoolhouses and school equipment and in a better spirit of school
work. Most or all of the criticisms of this law seem to arise from
those who have suffered some personal loss or inconvenience by it.

Before making a closer study of the law, it is well to emphasize
the more urgent reasons why schools of this and other States should
supply thelest possible kind of supervision in rural districts. The
teachers of rural Alabama are meagerly prepare for their work and
are, generally speaking, inexperienced. If teachers ever needed ex-
pert supervision, these rural teachers do. Their problems are the
most serious and difficult in the whole field of education; yet. they
have been obliged to shift for themselves, without the help of expert
supervisors. Under the old law many rural schools were scarcely ever
visited. ' One holdlover superintendent interviewed by the survey
ovpittee confessed that he was unable even to locate all his Awhite

. I 001S, to say nothing of the colored. Such occasional visitation as
rural schools had under the old law is of little value, particularly

if ,ie supermtendent has only a limited amount of professional abil-
ity d experience to draw upon when he does make the visit.

Th new rural schools must be reorganized to meet the needs of
Hcienti c agriculture. .VItis is bound to multiply the teachers' daily
tasks. s e superintendents under the old regime failed utterly in
readjusting the course of study to answer the occupational needs of
the people, and even the new superintendents vrill have their hands

I will succeed but indifferently unless they are given the assist-
subject- superviiors;
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The old and new Alabama law contraeted.Alabama is one of 21
States having county or semicounty plans of school organization
and administration. Prior to 1915 the State was classed as a semi-
county unit State. Now it is recognized as a county unit State of
purest type. The contrast of the old and the new laws is set forth
so clearly and convincingly in a pamphlet recently published by the
State department of education that it is reproduced here in parallel
columns.'

OLD LAWS. NEW LAWS.
PERSON N

Five members, four elected by the Five members elected from the
chairman of the district trustees, the county at large by the legal voters,
county superintendent being the fifth both men and women being eligible.
An n.

QUALIFICATION s.
L

Qualified elector of the county. Good moral character, at least a fair
elementary education, good reputation
for honesty, business ability, public
spiritedness, and interest in the good
of public education.

TERM OF OFFICE-

Four years, the terms of all mem-
bers being contemporaneous.

Six years, one or two members 're-
tiring at the end of each two-year
period.

GENERA I. DUTIES.

To have entire control of the public
schools within their respective coun-
ties, unless othkerwlse provided by law;
to make rules and regulations for the
government of yte schools; to acquire,
purchase, lease, +receive. hold, and con-
vey property for school purposes ex-
cept where otherse provided; to sue
and contract.

SPECIFIC

(a) Telplace the county superin-
tendent of education upon a salary
basis, requiring him to give full time
to the supervision of the schools.

(b) To elect a county treasurer of
public school funds.

(c) (No corresponding power.)

To have entire control of the public
schools within their respective coun-
ties, unless otherwise provided by law;
to make rules and regulations for the
government of the schools; to acquire,
purchase, by the institution of condem-
nation proceedings if necessary, lease,
receive, hold, and convey the title to
real and personal property for school
purposes except where otherwise pro-
vided by law; to sue and contract.

DUTIES..

(a) To elect a county superinten-
dent of education, prescribe his duties
and fix his salary.

(b) To elect a county treasurer of
public school funds.

(o) To elect a successor of any mem-
ber whose place becomes 'vacant by
death, resignation, or otherwise, until
the next regular election.

County oraugsationand actmtnlitrstion of schools is visa. .

119801°-19----5
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(d) To select teachers upon nomi-

nation by district trustees and to em-
ploy assistant superintendents and fix
their salaries. .4

(e) To erect, repair, and furnish
schoolhouses, fix wages of employees
and have control of the public school
funds of the county except as other-
wise provided by law.

(1) Upon proper application, publi-
cation and notice, to rearrange the
boundaries of any school district.

(g) (No authority to transport pu-
pils at-public expense.)

(h.)

(i)

r

(k)

(d) To select upon nomination Of
the county superintendent of ethics-
don, teachers, assistant superintend-
ents, supervisors, and office assistants
and fix their salaries.

(e) To erect, repair, and furnish
schoolhouses, fix wages of employees,
determine the Incidental fees and have
entire control of the public school
funds of the county except as other-
wise provided by law.

(15 To fix the boundaries of school
districts and locate schools with refer-
ence to convenience, efficiency, and
economy.

(g) To consolidate schools and pro-
vide for the transportation of pupils
at public expense.

(h) To appoint from one to three
trustees for each school.

(f) To enforce compulsory attend-
ance as required by law.

(I) To dismiss the county superin-
tendent or any other einploj-ee for
cause or when in the opinion of the
board the best interests of the schools
require it.

(k) To provide for taking the
school census.

REMUNERATION.

Two dollars a dap for each day's Actual traveling and hotel expenses
work, for'not more than ten days in Incurred in attending meetings of the
any one year. board for riot more than 12 meetings

in any one year.

SALARIES OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS.-

Pour per centum of funds disbursed, Salary of not less than $1,000 a
not to exceed $1,800 from State funds year.
per annum, or salary of not less than
$1,000 a year. 4 -

strong points in the law.The new law contains many strong
is which are readily apparent to unprejudiced people. The most

important are these:
1. The new 'Comity boards are elected by the direct vote of the
alified voters of the county, and therefore represent the electors

y instead of, as formerly, the district trustees only
The new county boards are permanent and their service is con-

nous. ThiA was ,impossible under the old law because the terms
member', expired at one and the same time.
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3. The new boards are free from the domination of self-seeking
county superintendents, who, as members of the old boards, had the
power to assist in fixing their own salaries.

4. The new board is elected from over the county at large and not
from commissioner districts. Under this method it is possible to
make the selection from among the very ablest men of the entire
county. It tends to eliminate selfish interests, which were liable to
develop under the old plan.in the more local commissioner districts.

5. T .e new board is free to equalize the educational advantages of 4"---
all tile county to the needs of all the people in the county. Thus
local bickerings are disappearing...

6. The board now appoints the county superintendent regard-
less of residence, religious creed, political adherence, or sex. This is
one of the strongest points in the lawthe best fitted person gets
the position.

7. The county board is now directly accountable to the people who
elect them instead of to the local trustees as heretofore.

8. Under the new law the most important educational powers and
duties are centered in the county board and its executive official,
the county superintendefft, because experience has demonstrated con-
clusively that the local boards of trustees are generally unfit., both by
training and experience, to administer the important educational
affairs of the schools.

9. The new organization is democraticif democracy stands for
the greatest degree of individual freedom compatible with the best
interests of the majority of the people. It is just as deincTatic as the
efficient policy pursued in Alabama cities in selecting city super-
intendents or in appointing county health officials or county surveyors
or other similar specialists, of whose qualifications the general electo-
rate is unable to judge.

Some reasons why the old law was superseded.Alabaxna wisely
abandoned the old system because it had failed to give its rural
population the kind of public-school education that is demanded in
every forward-looking agricultural State. Under the old system the
two outstanding obstacles to good ,business management and educa-
tional , efficiency were the political. county superintendent and tl,
large authority of the local board of trustees. A study of the latter
has disclosed that:

1. The local district boards of trustees were ineffective and im-
practicable. The State had approximately .6,000 such boards under
the old law, each in charge of the three trustees. This made a small
army of approximately 18,000 members in the State. An average
county had about 260 trustees. Such an organization was inexcusable
in any way one might consider it. It is unreasonable to expect tat
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/I' in an ordinary county 260 men could be found suited by temperament
and training to fill all these positions and willing to give this time
to the duties of the office. Even if the men could have been found,
there was neither business reason nor educational -reason for bring-
ing such a large force into the management of the schools.

2. The board members of t,en misdirrrrted their elf orts.Many board
members gave their time freely to the schools and in some instances
to good purposes, but generally their efforts were misdirected, because
they lacked knowledge of educational needs.

3. Selection of teachers. Teachers were chosen by the local boards,
who did much as they pleased in these matters. Some counties which
had superintendents of exceptional personality, it is true, allowed
these educators a free hand in placing teachers; but this condition
was, unfortunately, exceptional. The prevailing practice of select ing
teachers by local boards has led to serious abuses which need not he

mentioned here. Suffice it to reassert that the average school board
in rural districts has been unable to choose teachers wisely. Small
districts were unable to meet modern community needs. The small
one-teacher district did not have within it.Nboundaries what was
necessary to make a modern community school, The small schools
have been deVoting their energies to the "tool subjects" almost
exclusively. Few pupils completed the prescribed course of study.
The schools were not organized to attract and hold the larger boys
and girls, and most of the schools were unable to provide the social
aspects required of modern education. The small, one-teacher
district has unquestionably been responsible for the following funda-
mental wealc,esses, from which all the schools in the State are suffer-
ing: Nonattendance of a large per cent of the school population,
irregularity of attendance, and great wastage in attendance due to
lack of interest in prescribed school work. ,

The county unit of organization. in other States.Twenty -one States
are' organized wholly or in part on the county-unit basis for school
administratithi. Of these, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, New Mexico, North Carolina, Tennessee, and
Utah may be classed as of the pure'county type; that is, in 'which
practically the entire management of the.schools rests with the county
board of eduqation. Arizona; California, Delaware, South Carolina,
Texas, Virginia, and Washington belong to the mixed or semicounty
type, in which the authority is divided between the county board, and
township or local district boards. Of the above States, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Utah, and New Mexico have recently changed from the
district unit of organization to the county unit, and Ohio and Texas
from the district unit to the semicounty organization. The most
recent Cate to reorganize on the new plan is New &exit% whose

J
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State superintendent reenforces the faith that Alabama leaders have
in the system when he says:

We now have the county hoard of education whicb, has charge of all the
schools in the county. This Is a wise provision, as it centralizes the admin-
istration of the county schools. It has already stopped all financial leaks, and
better qualified teachers are being employed. It is a great deal more economical
than the old system, as all counties are required to work under.lbe budget
system.

It is generally conceded that satisfactory progress in school con-
solidation, in the establishment of rural high schools and the intro-
duction of practical agriculture, home economics, and other industrial
work of value is in many States chiefly. due to the new bustur-
like county unit organization. Utah may be taken as an illustration.
Since the State has been organized on 'the county unit system all
the small schools, except 40, have been consolidated. This small
group remaining is scattered over the edge of the desert. A well-
planned system of county supervision by assistant superintendents
and subject supervisors has supplanted the old inspectorial methods
with close effective schoolroom supervision.

R. Ito the county board 'members are.---A careful study of the per-
sonnel of the county boards of education has convinced the survey
committee that in most of the counties of Alabama, strong, capable
persons are now being chosen for the important task of reorganizing
the schools. Exceptions to this ruleare in counties where the people
do not yet seem to appreciate their new prerogative and have pei-
niitted the elections to go by default to members of the old regime,
who in turn have retained in office the fornier county superin-
tendents regardless of their ability and qualifications.

The county boards usually comprise prominent farmers, bankers,
lawyers, merchants, and other professional and business men who
have the interests of the schools at hea'rt and are willing to devote
their time to the upbuilding of education in their own county. In
Montgomery County, by way of illustration, the chairman of the
board is a whola4ale hardware merchant ; the other members includ-
ing a leading dry goods merchant, an abstractor and capitalist, and
two prominent farmers. These five men and their executive official,
the county superintendent, are in the midst of a scliool reorganiza-
tion that bids fair to reconstruct the whole system of county schools'
in Montgomery County during the next six years. (See Chapter V.)

The qualifications for membership.on county boards of education
as fixed by law are none too high, bfit it would probably be unwise
to make liny changes in them at the present time. The county super-
intendents, in 'a questionnaire sent them by the survey committee,
were asked "Are the present qualifications for membership on the
County board of education satisfactory? " It is quite sion:ficant
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that 43 superintendents answered in the affirmative,. 2 only in the
negative, and 22 made no answer whatever. A late, majority of
superintendents seem to be satisfied with the qualifications of their
administrative boards. It is interesting in this connection to know
that when asked in regard to the requirements for 'their own qualifi-
cations only 19 county superintendents held these to be satisfactory,
47 believed they should be increased, and 1 failed to answer.

Tr ho the Alabama county superintendents are.the personnel of
county superintendents compares favorably with that of other States.
The superintendents are better paicj than in 'many States and the
tendency is to supply the much needed supervisory and clerical help.
This could not have been said a few years ago. Forty-four new
stparintendents have come into office since the act of 1915 went into
effect. A number of hold-over superintendents Are likewise well
qualified for the office they hold.. Many of the superintendents were
interviewed by the survey staff, five members of which spent much
ti in study of rural and village schools, accompanied by the county

. The following detailed tabulation was compiled from questioli-
naires answered by each of the, county superintendents of the State :
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q8 A1P IMIVOATIOBIAL STUDY OF ALABAMA.

A careful study of the table will disclose that with few exceptions'
the hold-over superintendents are the poorest paid, have the least
supervisory and clerical help, and 'work on the meageeest annual
budgets. This becomes more significant when it is known that of the
24 superintendents who hold academic or professional degrees only
5 hold-over superintendents hold such degrees.

Great importance of the superiotendfney requires superior educa-
tional qualifications and successful eaperterbee.Educators are gen-
erally agreed now that the rural schools can beinade into satisfactory
educational institutions for America's rural population, (1) througii
organization into community schools of the consolidated or one-
teacher type (see Chapter VII), (2) through close professional super-
vision. Both of these are possible under the new organization. The
old-time superintendent was looked upon as little more than a func-
tionary whoge business it was to visit schools, make statistical reports,
and help out in occasional teachers' institutes. Not so now. Thu
superintendent is the professional representatiie of the county board
in its important tasks in financing, organizing, and rebuilding
schools, in selecting' teachers and in directing these teachers in
classroom 'and community activities. He should be an agricultural
expert, a general rural life expert, understanding and sympathizing
with the needs of modern rural life. No person of meager academic
and professional preparation and limited experience can fill this im-
portant office satisfactorily.

In general the county superintendent should be a person of unlim-
ited energy, be a 'good mixer, and have the tact to get along with
people. He should have foresight and imagination to see and plan
.progressive things fot the schools.' He should have good knowledge

Aloof men and women " and the ability to cqmpel willing and loyal sup-
' port from them."

In a fipecific Way the Alabama county superintendents should be
required to possess academic and profes.%ionV education at least
equivalent to graduation from the Standard normal schools of the
State and to have had three years' successful experience it teaching
(the higher the standard of qualificatio the better). He should
also hold a county superintendent's.profeikonal certificate issued by
the State department of e4ucation and based on (t) general educa-
tion, (2) known administrative ability, (3) known supervisory suc-
cess, (4). general personality and force of chstacter, (5) general
professional Bpi*. This would give the county boards of education
a definite basis oa which to act when they are calletljipoit to select the
superintendent

rMobile County is a bold-over counts will& should sot be considered in this. catesa
as It had the equivalent or a county unit orpsizatioa for mitny years. before 1915, WA
been organised under special legislative enactment. because of this organization it

. bag boos UN." owlet comity " of Ur /fate



COUNTY SUPERVISION OF SCHOOLS.

An effective catontY school organization.Whether it be in Ala-
bama or in some other State, the county school organization, to be
thoroughly effective, must make provision for a well centralized busi-
ness administration without depriving the people of their local
Initiative in school matters. The county board and the county super-
intendent should administer the general school affairs and equalize
educational advantages to all the people of the county, expending the
school funds of the county_ for the general maintenance of all the
schools. Each school community or school district, should be repre-
sented by at least one local trustee appointed by the county board
of education or elected by the legal voters of the district, with the
provision that all incorporated t'owns and cities above 1,000 popula-
tion shall select their own local boards of education, and have the
right both to levy taxes and to issue bonds for extraordinary school
purposes,- such as acquiring additiont4 land sites, erecting new build-
ings, etc... This is a guaranty of local autonomy and local interest..

Figure 4 shows what the " amplified " Alabama county organization
should be for educational efficiency. The county board of educa-
tion shottld not put all the, burden of administration on the shoul-
ders of, the county superintendent and Luis professional staff. The
board ought to be on intimate terms with the local trustees (who
under the present law have been ignored in some counties), with the
attendance officer (who has an important function in the school
system), with the county board of Wealth, and with the county school
nurse or director of school health, which latter official is indispensable
in a well-planned county system; and through these persons the
county boards must be on terms of acquaintanceship with the parents
and homes in the county.

However, the board of education should never undertake details -

of administration which belong to the superintendent and his as-
sistants. The county superintendent, finally, must be, supplied with
a staff of assistant superintendents and #ubject supervisors, in order
to give his schools real supervision. These supervisors, like the
county. superintendent, should have professional qualifications and
teaching gifts commensurate*with the iikiportance of their positions.

Reorganization for closer and more effective county supervision.'
Good beginnings have been' planned for expert school organization
and suPervision of the rural and village schools in Alabama. It is
imperative to strengthen and enlarge these beginnings; to this end
the survey committee recommends: '

1. Requirement that all candidates for county superintendent, not
including the present incumbents, shall have minimum academic, and
professional, tullifications equivalent to graduatiottfrom the standard
(class A) no al schools of the State, and at last three ye*rs' suc-
cessful experi nee as teaches or supervisor in this or other States, and
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COUNTY SUPERVISION OF SCHOOLS. 'Te

hold,, at the time of the appointment to office, a professional county
superintendent's certificate issued by the State department of educa-
tion on the basis of the foregoing qualifications, end ample evidence
that the candidate (1) is an able administrator, (2) is of strong
personality and good character, (3) has exceptional professional
spirit.

2. Requirement that no person shall hereafter be appointed as
assistant superintendent or subject supervisor who does not hold a
State professional certificate vtilid in Alabama.

3. Appointment of an assistant county superintendent in each
county employing 100 or more,teachers, and a subject supervisor in
each county for every 50 teachers or fraction thereof.

4. Maintenance of high standards among the county superintend-
ents sand their assistants

(a) By holding an annual t4school"of one week's duration under
charge of the State superintendent for all the county super-
intendents, this provision to be made mandatory and all
traveling and living expenses to be defrayed from county
educational funds.

(b) By granting county superintendents and their assistants leave
at full pay to attend summer school every second or third
year.

(o) By furnishing at State expense each county superintendent
for his own use, or the use of his assistants, one-half dozen
or more of the lekding educational books of the year.

5. Amendment of the present county board law to provide that
all incorporated towns and cities above 1,000 population shall select
their own local boards of education, and be authorized in issue bonds
for extraordinary purposes, such as acquiring additional land sites,
erecting new buildings, etc., in addition to the right of leiying the
present three-mill district tax.

Ili

4



Chapter VI.
SCHOOL POPULATION, ENROLLMENT, AND ATTENDANCE.

4

Effectiveness of a school system determined by how fully it is
tailized.The effectiveness of a school systein can be determined to a
large extent by the degree to which it is utilized by the public. If
the system is well organized and carefully administered and super-
vised, a large proportion of the school population may be expected
to enroll.. If the teachers in charge are well prepared and have the
ability to sustain good interest in school work, and the course of
study is well adapted to community needs, a good per cent of the
enrollment willhe in daily attendance; butlf on the other hand the
people of the State fail to make full use of the schools established for
their children, as indicated by a low rate'of enrollment and irregular
attendante, it is reasonable to assume that the schools have failed to
attract and hold the children and their parents, because they have

. failed to provide the typo of education required by that particular
community.

On this basis it will appear that the State of Alabama ranks low
in sustained school interest; and, considering the small number of
children making daily use of them, the schools cost the State high.
Poor schools are alwayr expeq.sive schools.

The school population.The total school population of 4100ma,,_
is (in 1918) 769,808, which embraces all persons over 7 awl der
21:years of age. Of this number, 454,478 are white and 315,430 col-
ored. It appears, however, that many Alabama children enter school
at 6 years otage and some at 5; but very few remain in the elementary
or secondary schools beyond 18 years of age. Normally, children
,should enter school when they have finished their sixth year and they
should complete the twelfth yearthe last year of high schoolin

'their eighteenth year. In Alabama the public school course is in-
tended to cover only 11 years. Children altering at the legal age of
7 should graduate at 18. The normal school age in a large majdrity,
of the States is 6 to 18,4clusive, and should be made so for 'Alabama.

The State makes provision fora biennial school census; the last
census was taken in 1918. Figure 5 tells in a graphic manner the
increase and decrease in school population by races. The white school
population is seen to have grown steadily from about'890,000 in 1910
to about 454,000 in.1918. This' indicates a healthy growth in *hits

80 9



BUREAU OF EDUCATION BULLETIV, 1919, NO. 41 PLATE S

A. A NEGRO SCHOOL IN ONE OF THE LARGER ALABAMA TOWN&

B. MOBILE COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NEGROES.

.



BUREAU OF EDUCATION BULLETIN. 1919. NO. 41 PLATE 6

A. A dilapidated school building with home- 4. B. A badly lighted and badly furnished
made furniture. iR Montgomery County. schoolroom.

Ita

C. These homernod., desks and benches are
the entire equipment of this school.

a

-

D. Tpis,o..itbudding serves the school of an
aristocratic suburVin community.

E. There can not be mush Inspiration ;In
teachIng suth a four-grade school as this.

Five grades in this small school.



BUREAU 13F EDUCATION

A. An antiquated school interior.

C. An old cabin used for a school.

F. TypICal'of the poorer kind of school.

BULLETIN. 1919. NO. 41 PLATE 7

B. Attractive white children in a ramshackle
school

D. Ncie the Seating of these children.

F. This schoolhouse was a Negro cabin.



411
BUREAU OF EDUCATION BULLETIN. 1919. 140. 41 PLATE 8

A. A BETTER TYPE OF OUTDOOR TOILET IN ESCAMB A COUNTY'.

. B. OPEN STOCK WELL SUPPLYING A NEAR-BY RURAL SCHOOL.

N



SCHOOL POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE. . $1

population as a whole. The bridcertfiene, for colored children, tells
a different story. Up to 1914 the colored school population grew
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steadily, although not so rapidly as the white; but with the outbreak
of the European war, the northern labor demands began to draw
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*, SCHOOL POPULATION AND ATTENDANCE./

many colored families from the State. Then, in 1916, unprecedeiriect
floods stept the 'State and the boll weevil added to the disaster:',,,,
These helped to swell the northward movement to the dimensions of..
a real migration. The last four years have probably reduced the
colored population by 100,000 persons, indudirig a school population-
of about 37,000.

Figure 6 gives this school population and divides it as compui-
sory attendance population, and elementary, se,condapy, and coner.
population. This graph also contains the total school population
on which the State bases its school apportionmenta thing that is
clearly unfair, Since many of the persons included as " popu-
lation" are well past their .school life, already having taken upon
themselves life responsibilities as married. people.

Figure 7 is based on the total school population in figure 6 and
shows strikingly how yerysfew children of school age actually make

LOSSES 'UP THROUGH THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 1914.

Gt. Lan StInilirip MOXAMMOOMMALUVOMJ
4,,:03,47),VWX,

32,728 PUPILS WERE ENROLLED

842,529
CHILL/MEN
IN SCHOOL
POPULATION

31,233 IN THE HIGH 4CHOOLS

353,774

WHITE E"), .Th.COLORED
no. 7.

t .
use of the schools provided by the State, and 'particularly how few
children complete the elementary school and advance to high school
and college. In a total census of 769,807 children in 1918, only
M2,529 children Are enrolled in elementary schools. Of this number

. 32,728.nre in high school, and 8,039'in college and normal school.
Of the persons` who enter the higher institutions of learning, on, .y a
very small per cent finally graduate frdm college. . .

Percentage of sctoo? .' population.Alabyna ranks forty-third
among tire 48 States.: on the basis of school enrollment. This
graph is:; based on I915-16 statistics (the last ']able M-
formation' for the whole country). It 'gives Ala am s publite
school" enrollment at 69.1 per cent. The State returns. for 1 18 would
increase this to 70 per Fent, but the returns from several of the more
backward eo4ties are .so obviously inaccurate (see Table 2) that

it was foitnaltd,iisatai to use, in place of them, figures for 1917, as

mat !mama '
IN THE.

ELEMENTARY,
SCIi0OLS

TWA! OKIpiles 14101. attetadIps dleiglet agrlifilb.tral ip:bOols who*.



84 AN EDUCATIONAL STUDY OF ALABAMA.

indicated in the table. tlabama, accordingly, remains in forty-third
place, with an enrollment of only 69 per cent of the school popula-
tion, New 'Mexico, with its abnormally large Spanish - American
population, hand Louisiana, with its Creole element, alone, taking
a lower rank.

Table 2 is a striking illustration of how the different counties vary
in school interest, as judged by school enrollment and school attend-
ance. For example, while certain counties have upward of K pet
cent of school population enrolled, others drop as low as 41 peroant.

. This indicates 'a,very serious condition of educational ingitferencel
for which county boards of education and county superintendents
are largely responsible. It is not right to permit any county to neg-
lect its evident duty, as has been the case with a large number of
counties, as seen in Table 2. On the basis of total school population,
the enrollMent in one county is only 17 per cent of the total school
population, and in another instance only 20 per cent of the school
population. In the former case, only 1,671 children in a total school
population of 9,319, and in the latter 21)76 children in a total of
12,039, are in daily attendance. To complete an elementary school
course. of 7 or 8 year's is not too much to be expected of any citizen,
but for a county deliberately to neglect to enforce the first essential in
democracy, i. e., the State's educational needs, is ltle short. of crimi-
nal. It was President James Madison who said. "A popular govern-
ment without public education is but thel prelude_to a farce or
tragedy, or both."

TABLE 2.-School popuiathm, enrollhient, sad attrnda nee 1.11 countiol. 1918.

Counties.
Total
school

population.
1918.

Euro 11,1 in public
schools.

Moran attendance
in public schools.

Attendance on
Nisi' °rwlm°1population.

Number. Per amt.

_1
Number.

Per oent
of enroll.
' meet. ,

Per cent. Rank.

)utaun.
Baldwin.
Barbour
Bibb
Blount
Bullock
Butler
Calhoun
Chambers
Cherokee
Chilton
Choctaw
Clarke

=Me
Orem
Colbert
°mashr

er

i"3
, .

i,, . e

a

I.

6,824
0,915

12,056
7,737
8,961

11,071
10,003
16,919
14,602

7,218
7,015
7,089
9, 460
7,723
4, 01

10,430
10,033

8,406
5,127

11,373
8,03

11,334
7,900

18,018

3,855
5,139
6,404
6,873
7,347
5,312
7,070
9,976
9,844
5,516
6,100, 4,966
6,604
6,361

. 3,912
7,743
6,1120
6,708
4,846
9,846
11,n0
9,204
5,328
9.174

I

4

66
74
63
76
81
48
76
69
07
76'
80
70
59
52
64
74
65
SO
86
84
de

. 81
61
58

2, .
3,003
3, 004
3,479
8,171
3,386
6,349
6,305
6,856

x,108108
4,000
3,401
4,175
3,201
3 122,
4,546
3,932
4,431
3,340
6 573,
3,173
6,270
4,095
6,9415

61
68
66
39
71
64

. 70
63

- .70
te
75
68
74
52
84
68
57

.86
77
66
67
65
77
74

,..

.

34
43
30
45
ea
31
83
32
47
43
to
48
44

43
44
61
89
53
66
47
36
56
11
2

ea
39
63
32

6
61
11

60
92
45

4

X
34
41
21
21
44
11

1

, 21
46

I
11
at



SCHOOL POPITLATIDN AND ATTENDANCE. 86
TABLE 2.-School population, enrollment, and attendance. etc.-Continued.

Counties.

.

Total
school

population.
191&

Enrolled in public
schools.

-

A verare attendance
in public schools.

Per cent
of enroll.

went.

A ttendaitoe on. . . . .
ol scnclioo:

Number. Per cent. Number. Per rent. Rank.

De Kalb 11,170,5 9,130 77 5,152 50 44 37Elinor,' 9,9M 6,810 69 4,251 43 43Escam but 8,058 6,041 75 3,619 00 4S 33Etowah 14,263 11,301 79 5,615 50 39 51Fayette 5,957 6,525 i en 11,687 67 62 2Franklin 7,101 6,244 73 3,655 70 51 15Genera 9,778 9,677 161 4,678 48 48 21Greene 5,607 2,276 40 2,065 92 37 54Hale 9,324 5,064 Si 2,878 57 31 62Henry 7,051 4,856 69 2,732 56 39 52Houston. 11,155 10,590 1 78 6, MA 58 56' 8Jackson 11,856 8,348 70 4,823 58 41 47Jefferson 89,654 59,711 67 38,870, 65 43 43Lamar 6,507 5,953 187 3,437 58 53 13Lauderdale 14, 516 10,575 72 7,453 70 51 16Lawrence 7,827 6,177 79 3,590 58 46Lee 1 771 6, 200 58 3,877 63 36 tLimestone 373 7,555 73 4,592 61 44 38Lowndes 9,806 4,660 48 3,375 71 34 64Malxna 8,649 5,721 66 3,321 58 38 53Madison 15,522 12,142 77 7,822 64 50 17Marengo 12,360 5,895 48 3,766 64 30 64Marion 7,503 6,961 181 11,499 65 60 5Marshall.. 11,249 9,161 81 5,157 36 46 28Mobile 23,033 15,331 67 10,344 67 45 34Monroe 9,430 6,883 73 4,451 65 47 21Montgomery 27,219 15,781 58 10,050 63 37 56Morgan. 12.057 9,364 78 6,018 65 50 18Perry 9,310 6,055 66 4,028 67 43 44Pickens. 9,350 7,544 81 3,277 43 35 57Pike 10,454 9, 213 88 4,833 51 46 29Randolph . 9, 627 8,150 85 5,478 67 57 7Russell 9,319 2,590 28 1,671 64 17 67Shelby 8,590 6,836 80 5,307 78 62 3ER. Clair 8,233 6,776 83 3,760 55 46 MSumter 12,039 4,227 32 2,676 63 20 64Talladega 12,014 10,771 85
.

5,840 14 46 31Talispoosa 10,230 10,157 79 - 4,477 44 43 45Tuscaloosa 16,024 12,267 77 8,816 72 55 ICWalker 14,278 12,983 179 6,473 54 49 IIWashington 5,085 3,616 71 2,115 59 42 44Wilms 10,845 4,482 41 2,763 62 26 65Winston 4,947 2,429 49 2, 226 91 45 38

789,805 540,051
,r--

69 63 35
Total 337,254

Enrollment basal on 1917 report because of apparent error.

Plainly, a county which is not sufficiently awake to its responsi-
bilities to the community in educational matters to compel all those
children to enroll in school who ought to be in school should not re-
ceive State educational funds based on school population (7 to 21,
inclusive). A more equitable method would be to apportion them
directly on the basis of aggregate daily attendance. This is emi-
nently fair and would probably awaken these counties to their re-
sponsibilities to the. State at Urge.

The coilipuLsory school attendance act.-Aii attendance act was
passed in 1916 which aims to guarantee to every child a reasonable
amount of educational opportunity in the State. The requirements
of the law are low, and the machinery required for its enforcement
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quite inadequate. By reason of this, the school enrollment and school
attendance have made no marked improvement since the law's en-

- actment. Any lain is difficult to enforce unless public sentiment is
back of it. Public school education is comparatively new in Ala-
bama and same people still cling to the select school idea and their

/ so-called personal rights in the mat r of educating their own chil-
dren. This fallacious doctrine has een slow to yield to belief in
personal responsibility toward the larger social groupthe State:
Another reason for lax enforcement of the law is stated quite frankly
by many educators in the following manner : If the law were to be
strictly enforced, and all children of school age (falling within the
compulsory requirements) should actually appear in ,school, there
-would be neither schools nor teachers enough in the State to accom-
modate them. If, for example, 90 per cent of the school population
should become enrolled (and this per cent can reasonably be expected
-under good conditions), the white teachers now in the schools would
average 45 pupils each, and the colored teachers 104 each.

It will be necessary to make much greater investment in material
plant, and in instructors, if the law is to be enforced; for a citizen
undeniably has the right to demand of the State decent, sanitary
school premises, and reasonably well-prepared teachers in return for
relinquishing to the State cpntrol of his children for 6 or 7 hours
daily.

These are the salient points of the law :
1. The attendance period is between the ages of S and 15 years

inclusive.
2. The minimum attendance during such period is 80 days, al-

though county board;.of.education have the authority to re-
duce it to 60 days for any particular school. '

3. The compulsory period begins at the opening of the school in
the fall, unless the county board directs otherwise.

4. These children are exempted under the law
(a) Children who have finished the seventh grade.
(b) Children who live more than 2i miles from the school

unless transportation is furnished.
(o) Children who are physically or mentally incapacited.
(d) Children who are attionding private or parochial schools.
(e) Children who arst_tuiable.to_alOnd.on accountofpoverty.

6. Attendance officers are provided to investigate cases of non-
attendance reported to them by the teachers, and to enforce
school attendance.

6. Habitual trionts may be committed to State institutions for
juvenile Anders, and their guardians may be fined or im-
prisoned.
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Compulsory education laws are intended to assure every child such
educational opportunities as the State offers. The laws are intended
to protect future citizens, and, through them, protect the State
against selfish, narrow-minded, and ignorant guardians who would
traffic in the labor of their children or wards, and so deprive them of
equal educational opportunities with other children. Compulsory at-
tendance laws certainly are not intended to hamper the fair-minded
citizen or in any way encroach on his rights. They are merely in-
tended to itptect him and his'cliildren from the withering effects of
ignorance and illiteracy common among the indifferent and selfish.
The compulsory attendance laws of the State should, therefore, be
so strong and free from loopholes as to give the commonwealth real
protection from self-willed and calculating individual& The Ala-
bama law is not satisfactory in these respects. It should be amended
by the present legislature in several essentials, as the following
analysis shows:

1. The attendance period-8 to 15, inclusivecan be made satis-
factory as soon as the minimum attendance requirement is modified
and not before. What good will it do to designate a period of years
as compulsory attendance period if annual attendance can be legally
satisfied in SO or 60 days of actual attendance? In practice, how-
ever, this has interfered with the study hin-
dered the progress of the rest.of the school, without being of great
value to the attendance child himself. The age-grade tables, shown

'later in this section, prove conclusively that there are large num-
bers of children 15 years of age and over who have not advanced
beyond the first, second, or third grade. This is because these chil-
dren enrolled late, or are irregular in attendance. This destructive
praaice should be stopped by law at once, as much for the sake of
the regularly enrolled children whose work is hindered as for the at-
tendance children themselves.

2. The minimum attendance period is 80 days and may be reduced
to 60 days. The trend of the times is to make the schools long-time
schools, keeping open 9 or mole months in the ye ;r. States that
have had compulsory laws for a period of years are gradually learn-
ing to make the "attendance period" correspond to the regular
school year so that, during the compulsoiy attendance years, chil-
dren must attend school throughout the regularly, appointed school
term. This is none too much, but it would make it possible for the
ayeraq citizen to complete at least the 7 -year elementary education,
without which Alabamacan not expect that degrpo of intelligent
leadership which the State has reason to expect of all its .citizens.
The survey committee is convinced, that the 80 and 60 duty minimum

. attendance eiguses should be dropped, and all children of compulsory
. .
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attendance age be required to attend throughout the regular school
term. Furthermore, work permits should be issued only on educa-
tional requirement equivalent to completion of the fourth grade
instead of as now a minimum of 60 days' attendattce during the
previous Year.

3. In the matter of exemptions
(a) Children who have completed the elementary school course

and hold the county superintendent's certificate to this effect
should be excused from further legal attendance.

(b) Children who live more than 21 miles fromchool should not
on that account be excused. It is the business oca-
tional authorities to see to it that these children get4rqual
educational advantages with their neighbors. Until It be-
comes feasible to provide accessible schools, transportation
should be provided at public expense, or the children be
boarded at public expense near a neighboring school.

(c) Children should not be exempted on the plea of poverty. The
State shoultl, if investigation disclosed the necessity, furnish
books; and in any Alabama county the people will certainly
find sufficient clothing to enablt any child to attend school
if their attention is called to the need.

(d) The most searching examination should precede granting of
exemptions on the plea thatthe children's work is needed
at home, or to support otheembers of the family. This
excuse is often abused and forms, perhaps, the most serious
loophole in the law.

4. In general, the provisions for enforcing the law have not the
necessary "punch" for successial enforcement. No one person is
seemingly responsible for the enrollment and attendance of the chil-
dren. Provisions should' be made for a chief attendance officer
responsible ultimately to the State department of education to direct
the county boards of education- and county superintendents and local
attendance officers and teachers in their efforts to bring the school
population into school. In him should be vested the ultimate author-
ity and respon.ility. He should also direct the biennial school,
census.

School enrollment and altezaclance.An effective school system not
alone enrolls a large per cent of the children, but it holds all who are
physically and mentally fit to daily attendance until they have at
least finished the elementary course. Inclement weather, bad roads,
long distance to school, and, particularly, lagginenterest in school
studies contribute to irregularity of attendance: In an efficient school
system schools are organized wherever they are needed, and the school
work is made interesting and attractive enough to sustain in'the child
a desire to be regular in attendance.
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Alabama is contending against many difficulties and can not be ex-
pected to provide anything like ideal school conditions for some
years; but even after accounting for such handicaps as a two-race
school system and meager school support school attendance is very
unsatisfactory. This is graphically illustrated in figure 8, which
shows that, in addition to an e-nrollment of only 69 per tent of the
whole school population, 63 per cent of this enrollment only is in.
daily attendance and 35 per cent only of the whole school population.
This condition calls for serious consideration and early remedy.

Viewed in the light of the nation as a whole, Alabama ranks forty-
third in attendance, and May-third in enrollment. This is undeni-
ably additional argumentr in favor of clanging the constitutional
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provision which apportions State school funds on the school popula-
tion to an aggregate attendance basis. This yould be a great induce-
ment to boards of education and school communities to enroll -and
hold in school a large per cent of the school population in order that
they might get in return a good share of the State educational funds:

Age -grade records. Normal chi' lren, who in Alabama enter school
at 7 years of age, are expected to advance one grade a year and finish
the seventh year of the elementary school at the age of 14. If the
children enroll at later than 7 they can not expect to complete the
course at 14; likewise, if they are irregular in attendance, the same
condition will prevail. The survey committee has gathered data..on
253,483 children, white and colored, in all kinds of schooli, to ascertain
how early the children actually enter school and how well sui3tained
is their continuance in school. Tables 8, 4, and 6 give the en-
rollment, by year* for white children in rural, village (places below
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2,000 people), and city schools. The,double columns, embraced be-
tween the heavy black lines, Contain the " nornial age" pupils; i. e.,
pupils who are in classes where they normally belong if they entered
school at 7, aod have advanced one grade a year since that time.
Those to the left and below these lines are ", under age," or ahead of
their classes because they are younger than they should be in their
respective classes. For the same reason, all to the right and above
the heavy lines are " over age," or behind in their classes.

A first glance at the tables shows that many children enter school\sbefore they re 7, indeed almost. as many as would have entered if tly
law of entre e had read "six years." In this respect the State law
should be changed to comply with the popular demands which, in this
instance, coincide with the natural school age. For whether or not
the State changes the entrance age from 7 to 6, the children will man-
age some way to gain adjjlittance to school.
.,

TABLE 3.Whitr schoolsRural.
AGF.-GRADE OF PUPIL q.

Grades.

11

II I
IV
V
vI

VII
VIII

Total of egee..
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.

os 1-s cot

c 0

.s 23 s

0 0 0

511 7,531 1 8 9 3 3,80;1,532 842 1 9 5 1 1 6 58
81 , 1 94 802 1,954 1,159 447 209 64
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...... 73 L956.1,7 1,194 78. 336 11 77 9,656

12 64 1,811 1,14 680 310 194 8,356
7 1 3421,2'76 1,132 / 515 8,835

26, 95 404 557 390 311 86 2,596
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TABLE 4./tide schoolsPlaces below 2,000 population,
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. . .
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300
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743
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267
484
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61

72
118
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IN
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18
22
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234
248
338
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396

10
11

89
62
61

165
304
544

.6
"" 3

7
17
29
66

171
217

3

5
4

61

1

9, 283
5,503
5,083
5,000
4,206
8;734
3,315
2,079

NI Ea ,003144,011 4721,6191,610 966 we 278 36,233
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Grades. td
v

t'O"

0

249 1,4
II 72 217
III 27
IV
V
VI
Vii

Total 271 1,727

TABLE 5.White schools cities.

AGE-GRADE OF PUPILS.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

.91

Gto
0 0

ra
f'0

I3,7101,857. 6341 323 145 87 27
1,441 2,2381,26 682 345 181 83

142 886 2,177'1, 49? 687 .443 217
49 1881,1201,913'1,444 782,
6 59 3141 987 1 611 1,319 764

I 64 2431 96A 1,4291,126
4; 191 6871,210

5,348 5, 224
! I

5,519,5,6765,411 4,9191,

i. Pl.
6.0.6.0...0.

t'°;° >'°I
0 0 0 0 0 ,2

6 1

'8,654
43 11 4.... l .... 6,534

11T 47 11.... ....! .... 6,196
212 79 27 5 ....!.... 6, 323
151 137 481 9 2.... 6,609
642 244 76 11 21.... 4, 826
954 48.41 177, 61 4.... 3,809

2,34911,0671 330. WI' 9,.... 41,851

Te

HIGH SCHOOL.

PIr3t year } Il.
1

2.51 ,101 601 1,11 827 449 432 3;

1

1

35
3,349Second year " , 1

' I 1 122 424 484Third year . ' . 1 69 207 383 219 80' 9 2'967015Fourth year .... . .... :1. 1 78 17 174 24 156 72 005

Total 1 .

I 1

.
2,51 170 72311,687 1,865 1,4* 882 270 1221 7,236

. ' i
1

A 1.'W pupils listed In fifth year of high school not Included.

Tables 6. 7, and 8 give the alr, grades of colored children in
rural, village, and city schools:

TABLE 6.Colored schoolsrural.
AGE-GRADE OF PUPILS.

i, ii icl.P. iV. id Li illii i'd iti lr.:
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I 284'4, , .... 1792,5181,646 1,1 796 34 162 79 19,456Ii 800 , 5651,2 1,131 087 6 3. 157 65 23 1 8,097III 411 924 1 1,051 61 1151 14 67114IV 298 71 924 1, 14:' 834 5 329 1 43 5,486V 13 r. I 471 604 61 527 324 17 3,302VI 1r 34 225 1 114 1,710VII P 4! 9 124 11 000VIII r 7 412

Total daps 7634,6135,1066, 5,189 4, 4,4.14, 955 3,26,1 2,2791, 78 401 46,079
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TAiti.E.7. Colored schools- below, 2.000 population..
AGE -GRADE oF PUPILS.
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TABLE 8.Coloy=1 schools Citif s.

AGEGRADE OF PUPILS.

ELEMENTARY SClioCil,
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Tables Nand 10 show conclusively that, (1) an overwhelming num-
ber of school children are over age, and thus behind the grades in
which they normally belong, and that, (.2) the wastage and losses
up through the grades are regrqtably large. To be more specific.
in .Table 9 we find that in an eniollment of 126,193 white rural and
village children; only 5.5 per cent are ahead of their grades, and Pi
per cent are classified as normal, while 54.4 per cent are over agein
other words, that more than onetalf of all the children in these
schools aitl laggards, and this mainly beckuse of late entrance and
poorly sustained attendance. 'Conditions are considerably better in
city schools, as is siown in Table 10. Here 4.3 per cent are under
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age, and 52.1 per cent are of normal age, and 43.6 per cent over age.
In normal age the city schools show an improvement over the rural
school of exactly 12 per cent. This indicates the superiority in or-
ganization and general efficiency of Alabama's city schools ova- the
village and rural schools.

-
T.NBLE 9.-Hurat and village children nioler normal itgc, of normal a fie, mut over

age,: ( Witite sche0/8.)

Number in each grade.

rat 1 .
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agt. age.
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249
7.39
1119
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379
297
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Normal Over ago.age.
Under Normal Over
,age. age.

5,189
3, 679
3,013
3,033
2, 5913
2,388
1, 897

3,118
2,016
3,014
3,048
2,632
2,141
1,682

21,797 18,250

. 8,554 2.9
8,534 3.7
8,196 2.7
8, 323 3.8
5,609 6.8
4,828 6.2
3,809 6.

_ L_.
41,851 4,3

60.6
50.3
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48.
46.3
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49. R

=111b
36.5
40.0
48. 7
48.2
4d. 9
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44.2

52.1 41.8

Tables 11 ancli12 give, on the percentage basis, the " under age."
44 normal age;" and " over age " ratings of these colored children.

It will be readily noticed that conditions are much worse among
the colored schdol population than among the white. Table 11 shows
that only 30.4 per cent o,fthe 63,248 colored rural and village children
are of normal age, while the unusally large number o 66.1 per cent are
over age. When applWd to the city children (Table 12), it is found
that 32.3 per cent are of normal age, and 65 per cent over age. This
condition is serious. It shows definitely that the colored schoorpopu-
lation is neglected. No one seems interested in the enforcement of
the compulsory attendanst so far as the Negroes are concerned.
Indeed, if the law were enforced, it would soon appear that the State
has not the material equipment, nor the teachers, to take care of this
school population. Many superintendents have shown a stArtling
indifference to the colored rtiral schools. Under the old regime,
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prior to 1015, some county superintendents did not even pretend to
supervise the colored schools. Now conditions are better, but far
from what they should be. Not much can be expected in the way of
efficiency so long as the school *stem permits its enrolled school
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children to come and go much as they please. Not until strict meas-
ures nre taken to enforce a better enrollment and greater regularity
of kttendance can the overwhelming age-grade retattion be
remedied.

TABLE 11. -Mural and village children under normal age, of normal age, and
over aye. (Colored schools.)

Oradea.

Number In each grade.

Total In
each grade.

Per cent In each give

Under
age.

Normal
age.

Over age. Under Normal
age. age.

Over
age.

II
III

IV
V
vi
VII

Total

1,014
432
306
179
122
94
88

11,583
3,048
1, 793
1,289

745
485
263

13,4121
8,110
0,869
6,180
3,998
2,298

953

26,218
11508
8.770
7,648
4,865
2,877
1,274

3.9
8.7
3.5
3.4
2.5
3.2
5.3

44.2
20.3
20.5
16. 8
15.3
16.8
19.9

51.9
70.0
76.0
80.8
82. 2
80.2
74.8.

2, 215 19,198 41,835 63,248 3.6 30.4 66.1
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TABLE 12.City children under normal age,. of normal age, and over age.
(Colored schools.)

Grades.

Number in each grade.

I ln
grade'

Per cent In each grade.

Under
MG.

Normal
age.

Over age. Under
age,

Normal
age.

Over
age.

I
II.
11 I
I V
V
VI
VII

Total

79
108
136
11313
73
62
38

k410
1,163

904
687
473
285
188

4,093
3,435
2,237.
1,868
L 303

771
\- 4811

-

7,581
1,703
3,277
2,648
1, 909
I, 118

713

I.
2.3
4.1
4.3

-3. 8
5.8
5.

45.
24.7
27.5
25.1

24.6
25.4

3

51.
73.
68.4
761
71.4
69.

4 68.1

605 7,689 14,255 21.949 2.7 32.3 6.5.

Wastage up through the grades.Figure 11 is a pyramidal ar-
rangement illustrating the loss of pupils up through the grades. It
is based on the reports of '253,433 pupils. Grade 1 contains 78,309
pupils, white and colored. Grade 2 contains 41,157 pupils. The
number finally drops to 15,948 in the seventh year, or about ohe-fifth
of the number given in the first grade.

Length of school year.The next question is, how many days in
the year are the schools open for school 'purposes, and how does
the length of the Alabama school year compare with school terms in
other States? Table 13 answers the first query, and figure 12 the
second. The school year has practically stood still for 4 years, so
far, as length is concerned. City schools for white children average
nearly 9 months in lenkth ; the other schools have terms altogether
too short for a standard school year's work.

TABLE 13.Length of school term, in days.

Years.
Rural. Urban. Combined.

White. Colored. Whito.iColored. White. Colored.

1917-18 123 87 178 ill 132 1021916-17 119 89 178 174 130 1011915-16 118 90 177 175 129 1061914-15 88 179 175 132 1011013-14 118 87 174 151 135 101

The graphic chart (10) ranks Alatama as the thirty-eighth State
on basis of length of school term.

It will require greatly increased funds to give Alabama school
terms long enough to meet the urgent present needs. Meanwhile, in
this State, as elsewhere, the ultimate solution of school ter5is and
school attendance will lie in well-taught, all-year schools; i. e., com-
munity schools with permanent teachers living on the school premises.
12 months in the year, keeping school open at least 180 days annually,.
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and occupying themselves with other kinds of community education
the remainder of the year.

Just when school should be closed for vacation is another impor-
tant matter. Educators are beginning to realize that vacation time
should, so far as possible, be regulated by the work needs of the
community. It is quite certain that these conditions vary- greatly-in
Alabama. from the horticultural belt near the Gulf through the
cotton-producing Black Belt to the Tennessee Valley, with its varied
crop production. The school program should be planned with regard
to these needs, not, however, by shortening the school term, but by
regulating the attendance of certain grades of pupils by the work
neetig of the community. Thus, during fruit-picking time or cotton
planting or picking time, school work of the upper grades may be
discontinued entirely fora certain specified time, and the daily
program readjusted to gi4 to the lower grades the time formerly.
devoted to the advanced grades. This should be a matter'of dis-'
missing grades rather than children of certain ages; otheawise it
would upset the entire program and would result in the same chaotic
condition that now prevails in many of-the schools. It is true that
so long as the schools are troubled with the large. number of over-age
pupils that they now are, this plan will be difficult to enf?rce. The
purpose would be to ingie the program more flexible, but not to close
the school or let the children come and go at ex.eryoneWbeck and
call. A program of this kind could be planned by the county super-
intendents working in conjunction with the State department, and if
thoroughly well done would help to overcome difficulties and even
injustices done certain sections of the State.

Cola itions 8unorwriz5d.Alabama has invested large sums of
money ih permanent school plaAts, which, while in no wise satis-
factory or filling all the demands of modern, schools, are all that &-
State has seen its way clear to. provide. This investment is not
utilized to best advantage; nor 'does it receive the care and upkeep
that it should have. The ctief low lies in indifferent organization
and administration, and in a iteaching process' that does not give the
children the type of instructron needed in this great agricultural
State. This is proved by the comparatively small enrollment of
school population and very low daily attendance. In enrollment of
school population, and in daily attendance as well, the State ranks

'rty -third in the nation as a whole. This is a poor shoviing. If
the daily attendance were reckoned onalkhool population instead,of
on enrollmeint only 85 per cent of the school population would be
in school daily. Thi, school year is only 182 days long, and the

-average-niunber of days{ attended by each pupil enrolled is 85o4ly
. -three States making a worse shoring The average number of days,

infforr4:-r-4
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attended by each child of school age is 45. The schools ought to be
reorganized on the all-year plan. As a beginning the school year
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should be lengthened to 9 months of 0 school days each. An aver-
age pupil's school life in Alabama is surprisingly short because of
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late enrollment and irregular attendance Very few rural children,
unfortunately, get the advantages of secondary and higher schools
despite the fact that the State supports 9 district agricultural schools
and cgqty high schools in a majority of the counties. Nearly all
the culture and all the technical and practical education of Alabama
agricultural folk must he acquired in the small schools during the
short period now allotted to school life. Every thoughtful person
will agree that the level of culture necessary to practical leadership
can not be elevated much until radical changes are made in the
organization of the small'schools, chiefly the outlying rural schools.

Recommendations for improviil School attendance and effective-
ne88 of clas8 organization.On the basis of the foregoing discussion
the survey committee recommends:

1. That steps be taken to change the " School Population Age"
to include all children between 6 and 18 years, inclusive, but no per-
son older than 16 years should be excluded from school.

2. That the school entrance age be changed from 7 years to El
years.

3. That constitutional provision be made for apportioning the
State school funds on some other basis than the present school popu-
lation (see Chapter XXIV).

4. That provision be made for a chief attendance officer, as mem-
ber of -the State department of education.

5. That the compulsory attendance law be changed as follows:
(a) Remove the '80-day and 60-day attendance minimum and re-

quire all normal children to attend school throughout the
regularly provided school term.

(b) Issue work permits only to pupils who have completed the ,
fourth grade, and can furnish satisfactory evidence thereof,
instead of as now being based on 60 days' attendance during
the previous year.

(c) Safeguard, the law by limiting its eeemptions as prescribed
above in this chapter.

6. 'That a system of records be perfected by the State department
of education to be used in transferring pupils from community to
community, to make evasion of school attendance impossible

7. That the school year be lengthened to 0 months of 20 school '
days each.

8. That all the schools gradually be reorganized' as "all-year
schools," in charge of professional teachers.



Chapter VII.

THE RURAL SCHOOLS OF ALABAMA.

The deed of unifying and equalizing educational opportunities.
For practical school purposes Alabama may be considered a rural
State. Agriculture is now and will contimie to be the occupation
of the majority of the people, though mining, commerce, and in-
dustry are important and growing occupations. There are few large
Cities in the State. The people live almost wholly in small commu-
nities, mining camps, and on the farms. The rural schools and those
outside the larger centralized places are the schools in Which the
majority of the children of the State receive their education. More-
over, it is with these schools that the State itself, through legal and
administrative provisions, is most concerned and for which, with
liberal equalizing and standardizing funds, it can and should do
most. Experience in all States shows that cities and towns with
their more concentrated resources and cosmopolitan populations are
better able and more disposed to provide, ample school facilities f9r
their children. Yet the prosperity, progress, and growth of the
State are dependent upon the intelligence of the people of the farm;
and small communities in a greater degree, in so far as they outnum-
ber those in the cities. In these days of easy migration it is of littl(
-value even to the cities themselves to educate city children and neglect
those in the surrouhding communities upon which they depend for
the enlargement and replacement of their own population. Cer-
tainly the State's interest is to provide a system such that all the
children within its borders may have a. equal chance for-,an
education.

Alabama is in particular need of tut' fying and equalizing educa-
tional opportunity, and of encouraging local initiative and interest
in a far greater degree. The resources of the State will never be de-
veloped to their fullest capacity or its possibilities fulfilled until there
is a more nearly universal appreciation of the value of education
among the people and a greater effort is put forth to provide better
schools. Already there are signs" that agricultural and industrial
resources are developed most fully by persons from other States,
because of the lack of edgcated and trained leadership from within.
The greatest wealth of any State is in an educated population.

100-
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Without trained people Alabama's vast riches in minerals, timber,
and fertile soil are but useless materials. It can not be counted
among the progressive States until the mass of its people are edu-
cated at least to the degree obtained from good elementary and
secondary schools.

AdrainWration. of the rural schools. Alabama has made some
striking improvements as far as the method of administration for
open country and small community schools is concerned. The adop-
tion of the county unit of administration and the proviision for county
taxation were great strides in the direction of progress. In the coun-
ties observed by the committee the county tax is making possible im-
provements hitherto undreamed of, though of course quite inadequat3
to the real needs. The committee found the income from the county
tax used for better buildings, longer terms, and higher salaries for
teachers. Apparently the,county boar& are making every effort to
the end that the meager sums provided for school support shall fill
as many needs as possible (see section on finance). There are many
indications -that the people, in the majority of the counties, are rap-
idly obtaining a realization of the need for further progress that will
justify the removal of the three mill tax limitation.

The personnel of the comity boards is remarkably fine. In many
cases members of the committee attended meetings
members of the boards. They were found without exception to be
capable, interested and forward looking. Meetings were carried on
in a business.like manner. The boards are apparently made up of the
counties' most representative citizens, farmers, business men, pro-
fessional men, housewives, and the like. No records were kept under
the obi regime, and therefore comparisons are not possible. But the
business like methods adopted under centralization in the purchase
of supplies and carrying on of other business must result in a large
measure of economy.
. While equality of opportunity is not accomplished throughout the

State, it is in a measure accomplished skithin the counties. The
county board assures the same term in all schools, and in so far'as pos-
sible with present limitations (which are discussed later), pays the'
same salaries and endeavors to secure the same quality of teachers.
The system promises far greater progress than has yet been made
toward the accomplishment of least a minimum standard in build-
ing and equipment requirements. The system. has been in .operation
but a short time, and the money furnished is still altogether insuffi-
cient. Yet one has only to compare conditions under the old regime
as still in evidence with the efforts being made by the new one to
realize the magnitude of the improNiement already accomplished.

The essfeity- superintendent. The county . superintendent is the
executive4Icer of .the. board and is appointed by the board for a
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period and at a salary fixed by it. The board is not limited in its
selection to the county or State, but is free to engage the best person
obtainable and to pay all the financial condition permits. The
boards are taking advantage of this in many counties. Salaries paid
are as high as $5,000. Of the 67 county superintendents in the State
only 5 receive less than $1,500. These salaries, while reasonable,
are not liberal as compared with other States. Pennsylvania, for
example, pays its county superintendents from $2,000 to $9,000. New
Jersey pays all county superintendents $3,000 per year. In Alabama.
assistant supervisors, from 1 to 15, are provided in 19 counties, while
33 county superintendents have from one to four clerks. The observ-
ers found the supervisory force inadequate in all cases but one.

The educational qualifications of the superintendents are in most
cases fairly good. Of the 67 superintendents, 36 have attended col-
lege from one to four years; 27 have attended normal school one or
more years. Of these, 5 are within the group of 36 college attendants,
making a total of 48 who have from one to four years of higher edu-
cation. Twenty-four have college degrees. . Nine of the acting super-
intendents have neither college nor normal training. Of these, 6
belong to the hold-over group. All but 1 report some preOious expe-
rience. In 22 of the counties the superintendents selected under thp
old system were reappointed by the county boards. In the other 45
new superintendents were employed.

The county superintendents in the majority of the counties have a
free hand in engaging and placing teachers, in interpreting the
course of study within the limitation set by the State, in adjusting the
salary scales, in overseeing buildings, and the -like, and are not
hampered by the board of education in carrying out the duties of an
executive officer. In a few cases, the old idea of permitting local
trustees to engage and dismiss teachers still exists. In one or two
cases observed thil, plan resulted in the dismissal of several teachers
during the year. limner, the custom has practically been aban-
doned and may be left to die a natural' death, as the people realite
more and more the advantages of the new system.

Profefsionai supervision of rural echools.Expert supervision is
,perhapethe most important factor in rural school efficiency. Poorly
trained and inexperienced teachers congregate in the.country, espe-
cially in one-teacher schools. Small schools are difficult to organize.
They are either so crowded as to render the teacher's time entirely
inadequate, or so small as to obviate the possibility of interest. The
most difficult problems in organization, discipline, course of study,
and method confront the rural teacher. If left to meet them alone
chaos usually results: Careful direction, intelligent advice, and ,con-
strfictive criticism are nowhere so necessary as in rural schools.
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Supervision includes carrying alit a plan for training teachers in
service, such that by it a poor corps may be developed into a good one
and one originally good may be made better. The supervisor must
have personality and magnetism; ability to inspire others with loy-
alty to his efforts and to develop that eRprit de cormwhich char-
acterizes the staff of an efficient system. He must in addition be able
to kive general and specific instruction in carrying out plans for the
conduct of the system through circulars, letters, visits, teachers' meet-
ings, and in all other *ays at his command. This necessitates close
association with teachers in the classroom. They must be assisted and
directed spe:ifically in methods of work, use of material, interpreta-
tion of the course of study and other difficult problems as they arise
in the classroom., This can not be done through visits alone. The-
supervisor who depends on this method of supervision wholl; will
not meet with real success, since a sufficient number of such vils is
a physical impossibility. He cen no more depend on individual work
than can the teacher wko has 40 children in one classroom. The
teachers must be dealt with in groups according to their needs, ability,
training, and experience. Thus supervision is largely a matt:er of
organization and leadership.

The supervisor is also a medium to promote good understanding
between the teacher and the community. He works from the point
of view of the system as a whole, of which each individual school is
a component palt. He has a broader view and more knowledge of
the work than the teacher, and is not hahipered so much by routine
and detail.

This conception of supervision is emphasized here because it is one
which, in the opinion of the committee, is not realized in Alabama.
The supervisor is too often a visitor giving a little help now and
then, infrequent and not to the point. Supervisors do not work with
a view to definite accomplishment of a few things at a time, under-
taking more and more as the staff is trained. It is possible to progress
along general lines, while at the same time concentrating on certain
ends, accomplishing them one at a time. The system so supervised
will be good not in spots only; Some schools will, of course, be better
than others, but a good system shows definite accomplishment in all
schools, not in a few. The fact that there are untrained and inexperi-
enced teachers in the State does not wholly excuse the supervisor, any
more than slowneis of some pupils excuses the teachers for lack of
progress on the part of the class. These conditions designate situ-
ations or persons for concentration of effort, but not impossibility of
achievement. This statement should not be interpretedito imply that
boards are justified in employing untrained teachers. Only in rare
cases can they be made wholly satisfactory. Superiision should begin
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where normal school training leaves off. It can not accomplish its'
mission fully if required to do more.

The kind of supervision needed in Alabama can not be supplied
wholly by the county superintendent. Until the counties ore better
organized under the provisions of the new law and are supplied with
buildings, equipment, and a trained teaching force, the county super-
intendent should be relatively free to devote the greater part of his

2 SUPERVISORS

3 SUPERVISORS

Eg4 SUPERVISORS

EM 5 SUPERVISORS

6 SUPERVISORS

SUPERVISORS

METRO 7SUPERVISORS

ALABAMA COUNTIES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO MINIMUM
NUMBER OF SUPERVISORS NEEDED -EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIAL

SUBJECT SUPERVISORS.
BASED ON ENROLLMENT FOR1918.

MAP. 8.

time. to administration.' Grade supervisors to assist the county super-
intendent are needed in all counties at &both the ratio of 1 supervisor
to 40 teachers. Primary supervisors shbuld in most cases be engaged
first, since observation shows that the weakness of the school work
lies largely in the poor training given in the lower grades. In addi-
tion to these, special subject supervisors for cooking and sewing,

soon as possible.
music, industrial arta; and physical education should be secured
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The committee desires to emphasize the necessity of selecting for
this work persons whose qualifications fit them far.the demands sug-
gested here. The supervising officer shovh1 be fitted by education,
training, and experience for his duties. He shovld have at least
four years of college work, including professional training in super-
vision, administrltion, and teaching methods in addition to both
supervising and teaching experience. He must combine with these,
qualities of leadership and personality, ability to organize teachers
for work arid to train them to carry out his plans. No motives such
as those of friendship, place of residence, and the like should enter
into the t mploynient of such important officers. The board should
be guided by personal and professional qualifications only. Indeed
it would be highly desirable and conducive to better ideals and stand-
ards if part of the supervisory force. were selected from outside the.
State. Salaries, of course, must be liberal enough to appeal to well-
qualified persons, or results need not be expected. \

In 35 of the 67 counties the county board of education pays a por-
tion of the salaries of the home demonstration agents. The amount
varies, but probably averages about $500 throughout the State. The
committee observed the work of these agents in most cases with par-
ticular care in the hope of finding some substantial benefit to the
schools. Relatively little work educative in its quality was found.
The amount paid by the county boards of education seems to the
committee quite out of proportion to the results obtained. In one
case the county agent is also an assistant county superintendent. 'In
the other counties the agents rarely work through the schools or add
in any way to their efficiency. In some cases, notably in Jefferson
County, the work done in the schools under direction of the special
supervisor is apparently duplicated by county agents as to articles
made and projects taught, though these differ slightly in methods.
One county board, paying a number of its teachers-$40 per month for
7 months, or an annual salary of $280 contributes $535 to the salary
of the county agent,,who does not even report to the county superin-
tendent of schools, gad considers her responsibility to be to authori-
ties other than the county board. However good work of this charie-
ter may be in its general influence, it is not believed by the committee
to be an economical investment on the part of the county boards of
education at present, while they are so seriously handicapped for
funds. The first inteiest of the county boards is the schools. When
funds Sufficient to `pay for trained teachers and supervisors are se-

.. cured they may then afford to help pay county agents provided their
work is correlated with the school work and done under the direction
of the county board of education.

School sit,* and grounds.The modern consolidated schoOl is the
center of the community life, education and recreation, and should
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be appropriately planned with this end in view. A healthful, con-
venient, beautiful, and well-drained site should be selected for the
schoolhouse. There must be plenty of ground for a garden and an
experimental plat where agriculture is taught, as well as ample room
for play. The buildings should be properly placed on the ground
to allow space for ball games, and surrounded by necessary walks,
grass, and shrubbery. Shrubbery of wonderful color and variety was
abundant in Alabama during the visits made by the survey committee ;
one had only to transplant it from nearby places to make the school
yard attractive and beautiful. Yet in only one group of all those
visited was real interest in beautifying the school ground found.
This is sometimes due to the fact that proper sites have not been se-
lected, but more often it is tie to thoughtlessness and neglect. Gen-
erally speaking, rural schoo need much more ground than they now
have. No school should be placed on a plot smaller than 15 acres, and
from 15 to 25 acres are necessary for consolidatedrschools of any size.

Rural school buildings:Tim quality of school instruction is in-
fluenced by the teaching background furnished by the immediate
school environment and the interest in the community. A com-
munity's attitude toward education may be measured, in sonic de-
gree . at least, by the generosity with which it furnishes suitable
buildings and equipment and provides for their upkeep and proper
maintenance., ,If the public is indifferent it may expect this 'indif-
ference to be reflected in the attitude of the teacher and the children.
Moreover. a competent, self-respecting teacher, with the right ideals,
for a schoolroom, will not accept a position in a community which
does not show enough interest in the school to furnish a building
which satisfies at least the minimum requirements of comfort and
'convenience and which Can not be made an attractive place in which
the children and teacher may take pride. Mark Hopkins ald
log may have beetri very well before 'the, days of modern arrange-
ments for convenience and sanitation in schoolhouses. At present
the demand for trained teachers exceeds the supply. It is, not neces-
sary to suffer the handicaps of unsanitary buildings and poor equip-
ment. Good teachers seek positions in a community which ;lifers
favorable conditions for school work and superintendents can not
Persuade theme to accept positions in entirely unattractive and un-
equipped buildings.

This is, however, but one phase of the matter. Children are en-
-titled to be housed during school hours and school days in buildings
-which are at least comfortable and sanitary and which have the
equipment necessary for good work. It is especially desirable that

;the rural school should set high standards of hygiene. Rural om-
.muatiew lack beards.of health and the sanitary arrangements and
regulations prevalent in, cities.. The record for diem* and mor--

. . . .
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school should not only protect the .physical well-being of the chil-
dren but should educate the tastes of the community to an apprecia-
tion of better conditions.

STANDARD RATIO OF GLASS AREA
TO FLOOR SPACE AND MEDIAN RATIOS
DR THREE GROUPS, °F ALABAMA SCHOOLS

ACCEPTED STANDARD MEDIAN FOR 1445 SCHOOLS

no%

MEDIAN MR 534 'SCHOOLS MEDIAN FOR 1166 SCHOOLS.

Flo. 18.

zWo

School buildings in Alabama do not conform to these ideals. The
majority of them are left-overs from the time when money fo1 .
schoolhouses was obtained by subscription and the buildings built
by the neighborhood carpenter or volunteerst Less than 15 per cent
.of the buildings observed by the committees were painted, although
paint would have been well worth the money spent for it from the
standpoint of preservation alone, since practically all the buildings
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are frame. Stoves are almost universally unjacketed and the Pipes
in bad condition. Only a few of the larger new buildings have
ventilating and heating facilities. Members of the committee made
their visits during the pleasant days of the early spring, but were
impressed with the probability of inadequate heat and ventilation
which must prevail during the cold months. Cross lighting, insuf-
ficien lighting, improper window placing, or the absence of shades
endanger the eyes of the children in SO per cent of the buildings
visited.

Very few, even of the new buildings, have separate auditoriums.
It is a common practice among two or three, or even eight and nine
room schools, to fit the building with folding doors of some kind
that admit: of 'opening two or more rooms into one to serve the
purpose of an auditorium. This is very well as a temporary expedi-
ent, but is unsatisfactory, especially for large, well-planned, and
expensive buildings. In the first place ,there are few which fit or
close satisfactorily. They are not in any sensesound,proof, arc often
unsightly and occupy space which, because of *its relation to the
seating, should be. used -for blackboards. It was no able,. too, that
in misty new buildings the rooms provided for specia work such as
manual training, cooking, and :sewing, were not appropriate in size..
shape, location, etc., for the purpose they were intended.
At the same cost, or a trifling additional cost, manAchool conveni-
ences suclotas closets and cloakrooms can be provided if the matter

. is given due consideration before the building is .completed. These
and similar matters indicate that some one who makes a special study
o school architectureshould be employed in the State department
o education to make suggestions atid recommendations in all cases
w re school buildings are being constructed.

he committee believes it worth while for those intrusted with the
ruction of schoolhouses to give more serious considerations to

th use of basements. Ordinarily, a given amount of room in a
batement is not so expensive as it is above ground, and useful space
may be secured in this way at relatively small cost. Basements add
to the substantial appearance and wear of buildings, and shield them
tram moisture and unwholesome ground sir. If light and well-
constructed, they supply additional room for storage of fuel and
supplies; a location for toilets, and for play rooms where directed
exercises, games, and gymnastics may be held during inclement
weather.

The condition of repair found in the buildings visited was exceed-
ingly unsatisfactory. Wooden steps as approaches to buildings are
very common and in most cases were found broken or with
missing. The

are
of schools , are not painted, inside or out.

Blackboards are unfit for use,, cracked and shiny and broken in many
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places. . Shades are torn and hanging half off the rollers: Window
glass are broken, and a general appearance of neglect, misuse, and
lackof care is prevalent in the counties. visited. It may be added
that not all of these bad conditions are due to lack of money. Often
failitre.to make buildings wholesome and attractive is duo more to
lack of intelligence and vigorous supervision than to lack of money.
Opportunities are not tilwaytailized, because definite guidance and
suggestion are wanting. MT..ids on the: part. of supervisors and
teachers are as yecessttry as money. .

Pcp/vorbiondition of outbui/dinip.Outlmildings are an impor-
tant and ttocsksary part of the school phint. Wood and coal sheds
which might well replace the disfiguring piles. of fuel in the balls,
around the stoves, and under the house would add the appearance
of a large number of Schools. io,A schoolhouse with no basement is
unsightly in itself and is much Worse in appearance if made the
storehouse for umeed and broken desks, chairs, and t he like and made
to serve the purpose of coal and wood house in addition.

THIS CONDITION REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION I
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Flo. 14. P
The committee is convinced that school officers and the people of

rural districts in Alaiwna.haveitot a *11 appreciation of the itp-
portanee, both morally and physically,. of furnishing schools with
toilets which are and can be kept clean and sanitary. The datscol
lected from the teachers show in itself a serious condition. Yet
observation proves that the real situation is even worse. Many
of the toilets reported do not comply. with the simplest require-
ments of decency and privacy. Some of those which furnish
shelter-are in a conuition altogether indescribable.. Outside toilets.

I are objects of degradation for the rowdies of the community and even.are
the boys of the school. Obscene markings add to the conditions

of filth. Many teachers questioned about the care of the toilets
answered that they themselves had not visited them, and they had not
been cleaned during the school year.

In one county in which new toilets had been installed, which were
therefore in fair condition, no pits had been dug nor any provision
made for the use of chemicals. Such conditions become in a few
months a+ menace to the health of the children and the community.
Authorities concede that no permanent relief may be looked for
from hookworm or typhoid fever until sanitary toilets are usecit If
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thesa were not supplied in the homes, as so many teachers explained,
the matter is of still greater-importance. It should be remembered
that a good, sanitary, decent toilet, system if installed in the schools
will in time improve standards in this respect for the homes. When
necessary, children should be taught the proper upkeep of toilets. It
is a good lesson in health and community civics. Whatever neighbor-
hood conditions may be, the, schools, in order to set standards of
decency and decorum, must have toilets which are above reproach.

Condition of cleanliness and order in the schools.It is difficult
to think of educating children except in surroundings that exemplify
the cardinal virtues of cleanliness and order. One can not conceive
of teachers and children sitting in the midst of dirt and disorder and
accomplishing anything even in the fundamentals of an elementary
education. Yet this was found almost universally in the school-
rooms visited throughout the State. The visitor is repelled by the
condition of the room, almost to the exclusion of unbiased judgment
of the quality of the instruction. Sweeping is often done by the
children during the recess or noon hour. Sometimes the visitor
waited outside the bifilding for the process to be accomplished.
Sweeping mixtures, oils, dust cloths, etc., are not used to any extent.
Sweepings are frequently left under stoves, bookcases, or other con-
venient pieces of furniture. Corners were full of dust-collecting
trash. Bookcases, and sometimes teachers' desks, wert_Tiled withh
debris.

The following from an 'observer's 'notes is an example of a very
prevalent, if not typical condition:

A bookcase relatively new contained books in disorder, and of two
glass doors, one was broken. On top, covered with dust, were the
following: A globe; a phonograph record, sn old salt box, two books,
three old half,uSed notebooks, a glass with faded flowers and a little
water, a plate, a tin pail, a torn shade; a chalk box, a screw driver.

;Unfortunately, carelessness of thit kind is not cofifined to un-
trained and inexperienced teachers. Graduates of normal schools
and the higher institutions of the State were among the worst of-
fenders. Members of the committee visiting these institutions found
little encouragement for the expectation that teachers graduated
from them would establish better conditions or instill higher ideals
in this respect. Rural schools can not touch the lives of children nor
train a generation Of people who appreciate better living for country
folk if the schools continue such gross neglect of these matters which
lie at the foundation of education and refined living. Moreover, con-
sidered only from the physical side, dust is the abiding place of
geirmsit and, when stirred up in clouds during the school day or left
to.tecumulate in unused places where a breith of air may lift it to the
b en hine line, it beeoinin;dingeroue to loath.
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The classroom, Tie modern schoolroom is a workshop, a study,
and a living room.- It should, therefore, be a pleasant place to work
in, should have books and materials for study, and should be as beau-
tiful to lire in as a favored home. Not that it should belike the

SOURCES OF W A T E R S U P P L Y IN 648
ALABAMA. RURAL AND VILLAGE SCHOOLS
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home, but'as well adapted to its purpose& The classroom furnishes
the immediate background for instruction and conditions its quality
akmuch as the personality of the teacher.

Besides a clean room, well aired, lighted, heated, and made com-
fortable, a minimum amount of equipment is necessary. Good seat-
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ing arrangements should be furnished ; adjustable desks are beSt;
others should be fitted to the size of the children they accommodate.k There should be a good globe; such maps as are needed to illustrate
the subject matter studied ; supplementary and reference books suit-
able to the grade; good blackboards, properly placed ; illustrative
and handwork materials; and at least one unabridged dictionary,
even if the children are supplied with smaller ones-tit their desks. The
committee found the schools in the State very poorly equipped, judged
by the abovea very modest standard. Slate blackboards were found
in one school only. Some counties are placing a fair quality of boards
such as hyloplate and beaver board in all the schools. This at least
should be required' if better ones can not be obtained. The shiny,
unpainted, worn and broken boards, commonly found, are a severe
-test to the eyes of the children, and can not be used effectively by the
teacher. In many cases e children are housed in large rooms suit-
able only for halls, with a blac and on the stage too far away to
be seen by the children. This in itself renders the building unfit for
use. There is a great need throughout the State for a far more liberal
allowance for all equipment, particularly good blackboards.

Globes and maps are very necessary, and are rarely found in the
schools. Less than 10 per cent were supplied with both. Observers
found teachers teaching latitude and longitude without globe, map,
or blackboard. Sometimes none were supplied. Sometimes teachers
were so unaccustomed to the use of material that they tried to teach
all subjects without illustration. Supply closets, supplementary and

ference material are .almost entirely wanting. Even schools with
tate libraries have no supplementary readers or the most necessary
ference books. In some schools in which secondary grades are

taught there is fair equipment for manual training, cooking, and
sewing, and a laboratory for agriculture and chemistry, but no globe,
map, dictionary, or encyclopedia for the elementary grades. In one
school v. seventh grade class in geography was observed studying the
comparative size, climate, and surface of the European countries and
the United States; no reference material of any sort or globe or map
was at hand. There was, in the same school, o: so-called " school
library" of several hundred books,. good bookcases, and office furni-
ture valued at $450. The committee does not wish to imply that
libraries and office furniture are not important and valuable. It
wishes to suggest the necessity of intelligent selection and the impor-
two of using good judgment in securing supplies and equipment
the simple and most necessary things first.

Daily attendance in the rural schools. -- Something of the effective-
ness of a school system may be judged by the .extent to which it is
utilized, by those for whom it is intended. A well organized and ad-
Ministered ,system Will enroll a large percentage of the school pop-
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lotion and keep them in regular attendance throughout the school
term. To this end the school organization, compulsory attendance
law, and popular - interest contribute.

As one measure of daily attendance the committee noted in a large
nukber of schools in each of the counties 'visited the actual member-
ship of the school at one time and actual number present on the day
of the visit. The result is shown in Tables 13 and 11. It is apparent
that in ninny cases the absentees outnumber thosepresent. The data
were collected at a time of year when there was every reason to expect
children to be present. Near the close of the term parents and chil-
dren know that promotion depends on constant attendance. The ex-
cuse of helping'with farm work offered in many cases is untenable
and entirely insufficient to explain absence among smaller as well as
larger children and in nonfarming as well as farming communities.
Of course, teachers, however good, can not achieve results unless
children attend school with reasonable regularity.

CloR 8room instruction.The committee observed several hundred
teachers at work in all parts of the State. Of these, 70 per cent were
practically untrained. While many of those included in above had
had some dermal training, it was not enough to influence their teach-
ing in any marked degree. Approximately two-thirds were teach-
ing for the first time in the schools in which they were visited. The
majority had some teaching experience, but it was obtained in most
cases in unsupervised systems, and was therefore as apt to be useless
or even harmful, through the establishment of incorrect habits of
procedure, as valuable. .

While the final test of the efficiency of any school is found in the
quality of the classroom instruction, one must keep in mind, in judg-
ing it, the contributory circumstances which condition it. Among
rural schools there is practically no supervision worthy of being
characterized as professional. The teachers must depend for asso-
ciation, inspiration, and encouragement on the people of the com-
munity, and for educational ideals and methods entirely on them-
selves. Under such conditions much can not be expected except from
highly trained, efficient, and experienced teachers of which there are
very few. Classrooms are as above described with little equipment,
and presenting an appearance of general disorder and carelessness.
The teacher in the typical Alabama rural schools may justly be com-
pared so far as surroundings are concerned to the'farm house keeper,
isolated' socially and spiritually and without modern conveniences or
ideals of living. Under such circumstances work which should be
pleasant and inspiring becomes dull drudgery. There are, of course,
some exceptional conditions and exceptional teachers, but the systan
as a whole must be pictured as described.
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The spirit of the teaching force is not above what one would ex-
pect to find in such surroundings. Indeed, it is doubtful if teachers
with proper ideuls and self-respect would tolerakke conditions ob-
served. Cleanliness, at least, is always possible. The teaching corps
as a whole lacks ideals, energy, aggressiveness, and that inspiring
attitude, which, when it exists, compensates in part at least for the
lack of professional and scientific qualities in the methods of teach-
ing. One may be capable, interested, and interesting in his work,
anxious to avail himself of every possible means to become a better
teacher, obviously watching for and profiting by his own failures,
even though he lacks professional training,-skill, or an education
adequate for the needs of the schoolroom. This is the thing, which,
for want of a better term, called professional spirit, one misses even
more than the lack of training on the part of the teacher. The school
day is a monotonous routine of formal memorizing of lessons. There
is no interest, inspiration of vision, beyond the completion of the
formal day of hearing recitations.

It is practically useless and impossible under such circumstances
to discuss the instruction observed in relation to fundamental princi-
ples of teaching. Modern ideas and methods are quite disregarded,
and do not apparently enter into the consideration of the majority
of teachers. The recitation is a lesson-hearing process in Which the
pupil is expected to memorize the material found in the textbook
and repeat it. In many cases the teacher is himself unfamiliar with
it, and entirely unprepared either. as to subject matter or methods of
instruction. lie merely attempts to follow the text closely enough
to find out that the pupils' effort is either successful or unsuccessful.
The result is approved or disapproved without much spirit, and no
incentive to do better or help in ways of doing it are given to the
pupil. 4signments observed were always by pages or lessons. Dis
cussions or explanations of causes were rare; interruptionp by the
children at their seats frequent; drill lessons were slow and monoto-
nous; reading expressionless and apparently not understood by the
readers or of interest to them. History was simply reading the
textbook, often very poorly, or mTmorizing it. Geography follotved
the questions in the book, and grammar was the learning of a few
definitions in book terms.

Neither story telling, dramatization, music, art, physical education,'
nor any sort of industrial or vocational education was found except
in one county. Oral work as a method of teaching language and lit-
erature was not observed. There was no silent reading, though this
is more important than oral reading. The value of, illustrative ma-
terial, of seat and industrial work, and of correlation among subjects
is eptirely overlooked. These are mentioned merely as examples of
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the omissions, with no attempt to enumerate them all. Discipline,
in the sense of preservation of an atmosphere of work rather than
one of idleness, is very poor. School taeLS are accomplished not so
much in the spirit of joyous work or play as in the spirit of drudgery.
Idleness among children not reciting is prevalent. The kind of teach-
ing which leads to the cultivation of initiative or encourages the use
of judgment is rarely found. Discrimination between items of im-
portance and those of little value is not common even among teach-
ers. There is practically no effort to teach it or to help the children
to interpret and learn through the things of immediate interest in
their surroundings. Teachers were rarely able to give the pupils
help in regard to better preparation f the work of the next lesson.
The observer left most classes with aWp-seated impression that the
teachers had given little thought to methods of instruction other than
those concerned with memorizing the material found in the various
textbooks used.

One unfortunate circumstance which leads to lack of professional
spirit and interest is the itinerancy hf the teachers. This, of course,
is not confined to Alabama, but it is accentuated here by low salaries,
poor buildings, the general lack of interest, and failure to provide
proper equipment. The notes of one observer show that 68 per cent
of the teachers in one county observed were teaching for the first
time.in their respective positions. Naturally, there is little tendency
to establish a reputation when one moves about constantly.

The rate with which children are promoted and the rapidity and
success with which they progress through the grades show that the
plan of organization, the course of study, and the quality of the teach-
ing which prevail need fundamental change and improvement. The
promotion rate is much lower than it should he, especially in the
lower grades and the rate of retardation is excessive. See Table 15.
General school experience and the testimony of the teachers as well
as observation convince the committee that irregular attendance is a
leading cause. This is due, in part, to the fact that the attendance
law is inadequate and poorly enforced, but by no means wholly to this
cause. A very general lack of school interest, poor teaching, and a
course of study not practical enough in its appeal to the interests of
th community and the children are more determining influences.
P rmanent improvement must come through a general toning up of

le system in all directions. Unfortunately, the teachers are not
always careful to set an example of regularity and promptness.
Rooms are generally in disorder. Programs are not complied with.
Recesses are given when convenient instead of at the regular periods.
Such irregularities as these were .commonly observed by the com-
mittee. Such laxness of organization and maintenance does not add

1
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to the respect which the people have for the school, nor aid in their
sympathetic cooperation toward a more vigorous enforcement of the
compulsory-attendance law.

Proposed reorganization of school grades. The schools of the
State are organized on the basis of 7 elementary and 4 secondary
grades. The aim of this oreanization is apparently to cut the usual
12-year course 1 year and accomplish practically the same amount of
work. Very few of the newer subjects, such as music, droving and
vocational arts, recreation, and the like were found in the rural
courses. The county high schools in many instances offer vocational
agriculture, home economics, and manual training. Industrinl and
commercial subjects are not given. The'secondary work is of the old
formal type, e. g., 4 years of mathematics was found very generally.
Often the one- teacher schools include in their courses 8, 9, and-10
grades.

Naturally the work is badly done, not only in the upper grades,
but throughout. Forty-minute periods for the high-school classes
mean all too many 5, 10, and 15 minute periods in the elementary
classes. The division of grades and work among teachers is entirely
unequal, and in favor of the high-school pupils, who are always fewer
in number, but whose demands on the teacher's time for both prepara-
tion and recitation are correspondingly greater. As an example
this tendency, a, case may be cited, of a one-teacher school, including
8 grades, in which the visitors heard a 30-minute reskftion in Latin
with one pupil. Few-of the teachers of high-school subjects visited
were prepared for high-school work. To give one illustration, a
principal of a 10-grade school visited, who happened just then to be
conducting a class in geometry, was a "graduate" of a 10-grade
school and of no higher school. Similar instances are not uncommon.

Under these conditions good school work can not be expected.
The pupils in the high-school grades were usually found struggling
with topics in arithmetic and formal grammar, which should have
been mastered in the seventh grade or below. One class observed,
"juniors" in a school offering four years of secondary work, were
responding poorly to the teacher's efforts to. explain how to differ-
entiate among simple, complex, and compound sentences. The physics
classes observed in schools of this kind were all of the textbook
variety.' No equipment for science was found outside of county high
schools, and often very little in these. Infact, this type of organiza-
tion lends itself to superficial work all along the line.

Other indications of the need of reorganization and a new course
of study are found in the age-grade data compiled in Tables 3, 4,
and 5. Not alloverage children are necessarily retarded, but a large
percentage of them are. The unusual number of these children in
'Alabama is due in part to ,poor attendance, as has been, explained.
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However, this does not account for all of it nor for the low rate of
promotion. The latter is especially serious in view of he fact that
attendance drops off so heavily at the close of the term, classes
therefore consist of selected pupils among the total who should be in
the grade. Again the promotion rate is lower in the first than in any
other grade, reversing the normal order. There is very lt,pe reason
for nonpromotion in the lower grades. Its existence tro;".:96 great an
extent in Alabama is due in part to the fact that end-of-the-term ab-
sentees and irregular attendants must go back to the beginning and
repeat the whole instead of part of the work of the grade. It follows
that such children rarely stay in school long enough to complete the
whole course. Again, if the system were elastic and adaptable enough
to accommodate itself to the individual needs there would be a larger
group of accelerates. The proportion is pitiful:IT...small. It can not
be that there are so few really capable children. It must be due to
too much rigidity in the organization and a course whose require-
ments are not fitted to the interests or ability of the children.

The six, three, an4, three plan.The committee recommends that
the present 7-4 year plan be abandoned, and the G-3-3 plan be
adopted. The first six years for the elementary grades, the follow-
ing three for the junior high school, and the final three years for the
senior high school. No one or two teacher schools should now
attempt more than the 6 elementary school grades; ' .Ler four teachers
might be required for any school having 9 grades. The junior high
school may be established in schools which are large enough,to em-
ploy four or more teachers. They should be so located that children
in the country too far to walk maybe transported in wagons or
motor trucks. The distance for transportation may be somewhat
greater than is feasible when transporting the younger children of
the elementary grades. The equipment necessary for efficient junior
high-school work is simple and inexpensive.. The larger buildings
now in the course of construction amid the modern ones of recent
construction are appropriate and adequate in most cases or can
easily be made so.

The senior high schools will require more and teachers
who have at least four years of colleg training, and who have
majored in the subjects they expect to teach. Some such teachers
are needed also in junior high schools, but graduates of class A
normal schools will be eligible as teachers for the greater part of
this work. One or two senior high schools will be sufficient in the
Majority of counties and will probably be as many as one county can
afford to equip and maintain on an effective basis" Senior high
schools should, by all means, be located as favorably as possible for
easy access from all parts of the county and the board of education
should make such arrangements as are necessary to transport or
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house students from remote portions of the county. A suggestive
plan for the organization of a county on the 6-3-3 basisis pictured
in figure 16.

A new and quite different course of study will be necessary in
order that this plan may meet its full possibilities. The first 6
grades will as now be concerned chiefly with the fundamentals.
Topics for teaching purposes should be organized in relation to and
from the point of view of the experiences and environment of the
children from rural Alabama. The course should not ignore. as it
now does, the distinctly modern phases of education. Music and liter-
ature, the fine and industrial arts should he taught with emphasis
on appreciation. Nature study, elementary agriculture, and school
gardening, play acl recreation, sanitation and hygiene, some form
of industrial work or sewing, dramatization and story telling should
all have generous provision in the course. It should aim especially
to be helpful to teachers in the organization of subject matter and
methods of teaching. Among other things, it should impress upon
them the idea that memorization of the textbook is not the aim of
school education. This familiarLtextbook tendency is a serious
matter in the State. It may account, in some measure at least, for
the lack of vital, aggresive interest felt by the public in the schools.

The course should set up ideals and standards and be definitely
and specifically planned to meet. conditions as they exist in the
schools and communities of the State. It must he revised frequently
as conditions change and materials are tried and proved in the school-
room.* It should be elastic enough to permit of free ad'aiptation and
supplementing under the direction of county supervisors. A good
course of study is the result of constantly conducted and directed
experimentation on the part of teachers and specialists in subject
matter and methods.

The junior high school grades should include some electives, but
because children at this age are not yet mature enough tc' decide for
themselves, the list of required subjects should be long and that
of electives short. The latter may be increased the second and
third year. The required subjects in the' junior high school
should include at least three years of English, two of mathe-
matics, three years of history, including European beginnings
and advanced American history, one year of civics and com-
munity civics, one year of geography and elementary science, three
years of physical education, one year of hygiene dhd sanitation, anti
three years each of music, art. and current events. It may also in-
clude some of the following, the remaining ones to be offered as elec-
tives: Home economics, industrial arts, agriculture and one or two
other sciences, animal husbandry, voeatibnal guidance, commercial
subjects, Latin, and two modern languages. The senior high school
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course should continue the vocational and acadertic courses begun in
the junior high school, with a higher deg?eaff _specialization in view.
All senior high schools should prepare for 41-rege and give some de-
gree of'preparation for the chosen vocational field.
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Progress in school consolidation.Progress in school consolidation
in Alabama began with the new law for the county unit of adminis-
tration enacted in 1915. Prior to that time consolidation of schools
and transportation of pupils were confined to two counties, Mobile
and Sumter. This law gives to county boards of education full
authority to fix boundaries of school districts; locate schools, provide
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for transportation of pupils, and engage teachers. Since its passage
at least one consolidation has been effected in each of 48 of the 67
counties. Seven counties, Conecuh, Escambia, Jefferson, Lauderdale,
Madison, Montgomery, and Monroe, have made notable progress
either in the number of consolidations,actually accomplished, or in
the adoption by the county board of a program outlining plans for
the future. Among the best consolidations may be mentioned Five
Points, in Chambers County; Pike Road, Montgomery County;
Riverton, Madison County ; Alliance and Corner, Jefferson County;
Marbury, Autauga County ; Wag-arville, Washington County.

There are at present.208 consolidated schools in the State, of which
141 are in the open country, 58 in rural villages, and 9 in towns and
cities.

The school farm. or experimental plot has as yet gained little head-
way as a part of the hool plant in Alabama. The average area of
land on which consol ated schools have been erected is four acres.
Only 2 per cent have additional acreage for farm purposes. Ilow-
ever, a movement is under way which it is hoped will accomplish, the .

purchase of larger plots. A. few of the county boards are insisting
on the donation of larger tracts as one consideration for the location
p.nd erection of consolidated school buildings.

Practically all buildings are wooden structures, built :recording to
the State plans. The funds are obtained by public subscription
raised in local communities, supplemented by State aid. A few, 32
per cent to be exact, have separate auditoriums. The number sup-
plied with live stock, farm machinery, and equipment for agricul-
ture,' home economics, and shop work is negligible. Only 12 are
supplied with teachers' homes, each of which is erected ou'the school
grounds, and occupied by a principal engaged for 12 mont1c4. Better
plants are difficult to'obtain under present conditions since there is
no legal way to issue bonds or interest-bearing warrants to obtain
money for use in constructing and equipping buildings.

Transportation is provided in the majority of the consolidated
schools. It has proved satisfactory in all cases to parents and teach-
ers. Here, as elsewhere, it reduces tardiness and encourages better
attendance. At present there are 123 transportation wagons convey-
ing 2,601 children daily. The average distance is four and one-tenth
miles and the average daily cost is 14 cents per pupil. There are 123
drivers employed, 88 of whoM were selected by means of competitive
bids. They receive,on'an average, $59.per month. Eighty-three or
two-thirds of the transportation vehicles are owned by private indi-
viduals, usually the drivers. Forty-one, the remaining third, are
owned by the boards of education. Bonds are not required except
by about 25 per cent of the employing. boards. The amount of the
.b.ond required is usually $200.
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Unfortunately, exact data concerning education, salaries, tenure of
teachers, length of term and attendance are not obtainable because
records have been kept only since 1917. Such information as can be
obtained indicates that teachers with more experience and with better
academic and professional training are employed since consolidation.
In Mobile County the length of service of teachers employed under
consolidation is four and eight-tenths years, while under the old sys-
tem it was one and four-tenths years.

The length of term in consolidated schools has increased 25 per
cent as compared with the old system. The average salary of prin-
ciaals has increased from $560 to $990, and of teachers from $350 to
$57t). The increases are due both to lengthening of terms and higher
salaries. The increase in enrollment in Vie new over the old system is
12.5 per cent in counties from which data are obtaoinable.

The committee believes that the outlook for extending consolidation
in Alabama is very good. The laws are favorable, the county boards
as a rule are alive to its.value, and the people are appreciative ofthe
possibility of obtaining better school facilities for tlIgir children
through consolidation than in any other way. The State is an ideal
one so far as climatic conditions ate concerned, the people not dis-
tributed over a large territory, but concentrated in communities to a

influences exerted by the best consolidated schools throughout the
country. The great need is for money enough to equip and maintain
satisfactory buildings and to phy capable teachers. Teachers' cot-
tages should be built to ,a far greater. extent. The difficulty of
securing comfortable, convenient, and pleasant boarding places is dis-
couraging to good teachers. So far as the general disposition of
communities a appreciation of school officers is concerned, thecon-
solidation idea i gaining headway in Alabama. As soon as schools
can be better anted the State should make rapid and progressive
strides in this particular.

Recommendations for improvement of rural school conditions.In
addition to the recommendatiohs offered elsewhere in this report
concerning special matters and particular counties the following
are Of general application:

(1) Consolidation should be encouraged through State aid. This
should be provided by the State board from the funds at their dis-
posal when division is made as recommended in another chapter of
this report. A liberal amount should be set aside for this purpose
and a continuing appropriation for teachers' salaries should be made.

(2) The employment of assistants to the county superintendent in
the supervision of rural schools should be encouraged from the same
fund. A benus'should be offered of probably $500 to each supervisor,
with the regulation that this amount should not exceed one-third of
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the total salary, the remainder to be paid by the county board of
education.

(3) Minimum qualifications, educational and professional, should
be established through the. enactment of the minimum salary law
recommended in another chapter. Graduation from class A nor-
mal school or equivalent education and training should be required.
This standard may be approachea gradually and will not be retro-
active.

(11) The school sites, size of ground, kind of building, and equip-
ment supplied should be subject to the approval of a State. school.
architect appointed by and acting under the direction of the State
board of education. No State funds should be supplied unless the
minimum requirements exacted by the State board are fulfilled.

,(5) The State board of education should arrange for the reor-
ganization of the school system, on the G--3-3 plan as described in
this chapter, and should supervise the formulation of a course of study
adapted to this form of organization. This course should be pre-
pared by specialists in subject matter and methods and teachers. It
shouldadmit of adaptation and supplementing to fit the needs of
different counties and communities.

'3
TABLE 13..4 tterulanrc on day of risit.

Co. miles.
Enroll-
ment.. Present. Percent.

Jefferson 1, 790 1,Ill 62.06

Colbert 624 371 59.45

Eecsinbie 609 403 66.36

Bullock 490 395 79.15

Total 3,622 2, 280 64.45

TART.): 14.AGendatfee record of opproxiniatel 1,500 children in two counties.

Group 1.TOTAI, NUMBER ATTENDING, 719. NUMBER ATTENDINU LESS TIIAN
100 DAY/1 378, OR 52.57 l'ER CENT.

Days. Children. Days.
1

Children. Days. Children.

to 10 85 66 to 70 17 126 to 130 10

11 to 15 ,10 71 to 75 28 131 to 135 19

16 to 20 16 76 to 80 27 130 to 140 11

21 to 25 21 81 to 85_ 27 141 to 145_ 3

26 to 80 11 80 to 90_ 33 146 to 150_ 8

81 to 85' 14 91 to 95 9.6 151 to 155 17

86 to 40 - 18 96 to 100 26 1:56 to 100 19

41 to 45 13 101 to 105 26 101 to 165 20

48 to 50 12 106 to 110 26 168 to 170 24

51 to 55- -4 20 111 to 115 18 krt to 175 42

56 to 60 14 116 to 120 51 11? to 180 40

61 to 85 .8 121 to 125 7
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Group 11.TOTA I. NUMBER ATTENDINfi, 751. NUMBER ATTENDING LESS THAN
100 DAYS, 3541, Olt 47.00 PER CENT.

Days. Children. Days. child rem Days.
to 1.0 36 66 to 70_ 18. 126 to 130 18

11 to 15 .1.4 Ti to 75_ 131 to ___ 16
16 tO 20 21 76 to 80 19 136 to 140 23
21 to 25 14 SI. to 85 19 141 to 145 27
26 to 30 11 86 to 90 18 146 to 150__ _ 27
31 to 35 3. 91 to 95_ 24 151 to 155 28
36 to 40 17 90 to 118) 24 136 to 100 37
41 to 45 17 101 to 105 30 191 to 165 19
46 to 50___.. 17 100 to 110_ 29 166 to 170_ 31
51 to 55 9 111 to 115 2' 171 to 175 26
56 to GO 11) 116 to 120 19 176 to 180 19
61 to 65 5 121 to 1257 22

Tatn.v, 15.Promotion and failure rem al of .!..,000 children in rural elementary
Athoolx.

Grade.

1 95
2 66
3 62
4 71
5. .... 68
it 63

54

Number
in class
at end

of term.

t

Number
per

meted
at end

of term.

Per cent
pro.

muted
at end

of term.

Number; Number
In clads 1

at end meted
of term. at end

Per cm'

niotell
at end

of term.

Number
eln"at end

of

Number
pro-

noted
at end

of term,

Per cent
pro-

motcd
M end

of term.

54 561 97: 78 32 21 66
47 711 73 37 34 65
43 821 54 50 93 30 21 70
59 83 42. 38 90 26 19 70
51 771 40 36 16 74
47 741 as 31 89 14 64
44 811 34 I 27 79 16 9 56

TABLE 113. --NI/01111111W of age !optic data for the Mate.

Schools.
Number
normal

age.

Number
under

White schoolsPlaces below 2,001 population 17,422 2,056
Per cent 45 56 5.37

White schoolsRural 35,105 5,400
Per cent .. 37.65 5.79

Bullock County 103
Per cent 49.04 .47

Colbert County 664 89
Per cent 29.59 4.75

Jefferson County-100 white schools....... . ....... 4,253 1 367
l'or cent 33.02 lb. at

Number
over Total.
age.

18,754
49.06

52 731
64.56

106
50.47
1 229
6. 6.5
7,257
66.35

3s,in .
93,236

210

1,872

12,877

TABLE 17.Tenure of service among teachers visited by the committee (time in
present poxition),

Counties One Two Three Four rive or
MOM. year. years. years. yowl. years.

, .

Per ten* Per cgra. Per cent. Per rent. Per cent.
Colbert 68.73' Mk 79 12.5 *
Jefferson ,-.
Bullock

54.16
es

92.91,
90 8 4

11.11
12



Chapter VIII.
SOME TYPICAL ALABAMA COUNTIES.

The plan of the State survey contemplated an extensive investiga-
tionief conditions in all of the schools, chiefly rural, which are under
the jurisdiction of the county boards of education. This was accom-
plished through: (1) General observation on the part of the com-
mittee throughout the State ; and (2) special intensive studies of
conditions in selected counties. These are shown in the map accom-
panying the chapter. The result of these studies is given in -the
following pages. There is in each case a brief survey of school con-
ditions as theyare, and certain recommendations based on these,
which, if followed, will in the opinioj of the committe result in
improvement of the schools.

The counties were selected as typical of certain 'economic and
industrial conditions and occupations characteristic of the State as a
whole or of a large section of it. Since school conditions correspond
to and are influenced by these it is believed that the recommendations
given and the suggestions offered for each county and the group as a
whole will be suggestive to other counties in the State. Moreover,
the committee has endeavored to emphasize in connection with each
county the distinctive accomplishment which .has bvn or is being
made therein and suggestions for consistently carrying into effect this
and other ideas. Throughout the chapter certain ideals are set
forth and certain recommendations are made which will be as sug-
gestive to other counties as they are to those for which they are given.
School officials may study them and in the light of their own condi-
tions adopt such as will be applicable.

_

I. MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

Montgomery County has just begun a, complete reorganization of
its entire rural schOol.system. It is included among those selected
for special study beca* it illustrates what can be done with ample
.funds when adniinisteied M an efficient and business-like manner.
It is also worthy of emulation on the part of other counties in the
State in which conditimis are similarly undeveloped and in which
the idea of schOol consolidation as a county policy has not taken root.

In .1917 Montgomery County was a striking illustration of the
deplorable conditions that prevailed over a large section of the State
before the effects of the recent progressive legislation began to be

1.2(
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felt. The county, outside of the city of Montgomery, was obliged to
depend wholly on the meager State appropriations for maintenance
bf its schools. Unfortunately it had long suffered from the effects of
a political county superintendency, as appears most strikingly froin
the following summary' of conditions as they prevailed when Dr.
W. F. Feagin resigned the office of State superintendent of education
to accept the no less important office of county superintendent,
swayed, no doubt, by a desire to show what might be done in Ala-
bama under right conditions. And what better illustration can one
desire than this to illustrate the effect of the new effective county
organization law in contrast with the old political regime.

Valuation of school property.The total valuation of the 47 white
schools outside the city of Montgomery was $34,420, which was $3,080
less than one-half the value of the Montgomery county jail and site
and $3,080 less than one-fourth the value of the courthouse, site,
furniture, and fixtures.

The total value of the buildings and land was $25,075 or one-third
of the value of the jail and site, and one-sixth of the value of the
court house, furniture, fixtures, and site. Of the $34,420 invested in
school property in the county, only $15,665 or less than one-half be-
longed to the State and county. In other words, the value of all
school property of those schools with titles vested In the State was
$5,335, or less than the cost of three of the best motor trucks used in
constructing the county roads. The total value of all supplies and
equipment, including musical instruments and libraries, was only
$5,875, or $1,125 less than the cdst of one motor truck used in build-
ing the roads of the county.

All school equipment in .the county outside of the city of Mont-
gomery was equal in value to less than one-seventh of that of
the machines owned by the county and used in making the county's
good roads. " Seven to one" was the ratio of the county's investment
in equipment for making roads, as compared with its investment in
equipment for making men and women.

General equipment of the schools.-The school equipment was of the
meagerest sort. Thus. there was no equipment fot teaching indus-
trial work in any of tlke schools of the county aside from three oil
stoves and two old work benches with not more ,than enough tools
far one workman. Playground equipment was piactically unknown.
There Was only one school in the county with any playground ap-
paratus, and this consisted of an old swing and a giant stride. Four
schools had tennis courts and one of them had a basket-ball court
and baseball diamond. Thin marks the total of the equipment, and
conveniences placed'at the disposal of the children.

I dee The Physical and Health Condition* of the Montgomery County Runt" Schools
le:Whitt Cbildask a report to the toasty booed d *death" 1911.
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Dealeg and teaching equipment There were 2,592 white children
of school age in the county at the time the study was made. Of
this number 1,928 were enrolled in the schools. It might, gilder strict
enforcement:of the compulsory education law, be possible to increase
the number in attendance to 2,200. Of comfortable seatings there
were in all 1,145 or just enough for about one-half if all the children
were in school.

All kinds of desks were in use, home-made and purchased. In one
school there were as many as 13 different kinds of desks. Only 19
out of the 47 schools were supplied with teachers' desks. In many
schools not one-half of the entire number of desks were suited to the
children seated in them. As may be seen in the accompanying
photograph, little children were often seated at decs which were far
too high for them, while others were obliged to u desks altogether
too small. The teaching equipment was no better. Only seven
schools, all told, were equipped with globes; only five had readi
charts; either commercial or home-made; and although music,
long been considered a part of the daily work of every school in the
State, not a single school in the entire county was supplied with any.
kind of music chart or other means of instructing in the fundamental
principles of this art.

Sanitary conditions. The general sanitary conditions were almost
beyonlideseription. Only 2 of the 47 schools reached the standard
requirements of 20 per cent of light (measured in area of window
space); and 15 at 10 per cent or less. The light and exposure were
generally placed without regard to health or comfort. Many of the
schools had light from three directions, the front and two sides.
Two buildings were properly ventilated, the others received their
ventilation by means of doors and windows and through cracks and
openings in the floor and walls of the loosely constructed buildings.

The' water supply for the schools came principally from the open
well of a nearby farm or from.. an untested spring in the vicinity of
the school. All cistern water came from the top of the decaying
school.buildings and stood in open cisterns, often without being fil-
tered. Eleven schools had water supply on the grounds, 10 were
supplied with water brought in buckets froth a distance. Many of
the home wells from which water was secured are located near horse...
lots convenient fat. the watering of the stock, and insanitary in the
extrenit The water surface of these wells range in depth from six
inches in one instance, to 700 feet in another.

The ,condition of the school toilets beggars description. Three
schools in the county had no toilets for either boys or girls. In
these schools the children were obliged to usethe woods, a situation
often embarrassing, especially during the winter months after the
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trees and bushes had dropped their leaves. Twentytei,ght of the
47 schools had no kind of toilet or outhouse for the boys and, as in
the case of the three instances mentioned above, the boys were
obliged to find cover in the woods.

Effect of these conditions on the development of rural life in he
country.Such educational conditions as these just descri are
certain to react on the everyday social life of the people. I is im-
possible to separate the economic ilife of an agricultural pop lation
.front its school life, which is expected to furnish the educated leader-
ship of the community. Montgomery County boasts some of the
best roads in the State, but the stimulus which resulted in their con-
struction did not emanate from the country districts. It came from
the city of Montgomery. Neither this nor any other rural county
in the State can expect to organize a really satisfactory agricultural
life before their houses educational have been put in order. The
rick soil is here waiting for intelligent treatment; this the modern
kind of agricultufal community schools can provideand these
schools are now beginning to be erected in the county.

Voting the 3-mill tax the first step.Montgomery County had
first to be freed from the political superintendency with all that goes
with it. Then it needed money, much money. When the constitu-

went into effect the way was cleared. After a
vigorous campaign of education the city and outlying rural districts
voted faVbrably upon the 3 -mill tax. The larger per cent ofL the
county tax is paid the city of Montgomery. This is eminently
fair, inasmuc p the city draws largely upon the surrounding rural
communie s for its sustenance. The whole people of the county
thus indorsed the pending reorganization of the schools.

Plan adopted for rebuilding the entire school system,.Map 5
above gives the location of all the schools of the county in 1917,
41 of which are white and 71 colored. The white-school population
is comparatively sparse, so that a genuine community organization
could be realized only ihrough school consolidation. The colored-
t,chool problem, on the other hand, is not one of consolidation, but
rather one of enlargement and reconstruction of the present school
plants. The colored population is large and well distributed over
the county; their schools are included in the reconstruction scheme,
but the pr4ent plan contemplates rebuilding the white scllogls first.

'The reorganization under toay.The map shows graphically how
the work of reorganization is proceeding. One splendid school has.
just been organized at Pike Road which provides excellent educa-
tional facilities for about one-sixth of the area of the county. A
similar school is now being erected at Pine Level. This will receive
the white children trbin a second one-sixth of the county.? These
two schools will thus provide School facilities for all the white dill-

._
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.4. LOWNDES COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NEGROES.

B. ESCAMBIA COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NEGROES. 'AND TgACHERS' HOME.
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A. SCHOOL AT MUSCODA.

An attractive building belonging to the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co.

B. SCHOOL AT DOCENA.

A good modern structure erected by the Tennessee Coal. Iron & Railroad Co.
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A. ATTRACTIVE SCHOOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS AT BAYVIEW; OPERATED BY
THE TENNESSEE COAL IRON & RAILROAD CO.

B. SPLENDID NEW CONCRETE SCHOOL BUILDING OPERATED BY THE TENNESSEE
COAL, IRON & RAILROAD CO., FAIRFIELD,



BUREAU OF EDUCATION BULLETIN...1919, NO, 41 PLATE 12

A. SCHOOL AT SHAWMUT.

ThIS.iS one of a large number of typical cotton -mill schools.

R. TEACHERS' HOME AT SHAWMUT,

The teachers pay $14.50 per month for board and lodging.

C. PRINCIPAL'S HOME AT SHAWMUT.
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dren of the eastern third of Montgomery County. A county high
school is likewise under construction at Ramer in the southern part
of the county. This will provide general high-school facilities for
all the rural children of the county. When the plan of reorganiza-
tion is fully realizedand this may take many years-10 or 11
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MAP 5.

modern schools will furnish the white population with as complete a
system of elementary and secondary schools as can be found any-
where in the country. -

"The new eclwola plairvned for a n agricultural population.The new
schools are planned for agricultural people. They are landed schools..
Pike Road school is erected on 80 acres of rich farm land. Pine
Level has fully 60 acres, and -Ramer 68. The schools will soon be
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supplied with permanent homes for the teachers'; so that they may
live in the community; they serve 12 months iii the year, to devote
part of their time to ordinary school activities, and the rest to draw-
ing home and school closer together. -Agriculture of the practical
kind and the important phases of home economics and other indus-
trial activities will have great place in the work of the day in these
schools, although, assuredly not to the exclusion of the literary or
cultural schools. The purpose is to train for Montgomery County
a capable agricultural people, ready and eager to live wholesome,
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JEFFERSON COUNTY

happy, and remunerative lives on Montgomery County's rich agricul-
tural lands. This will be the county's greatest financial investment.

II. JEFFERSON COUNTY.

Jefferson is the richest and most densely populated county in the
State. Its resources are industrial, mining, commercial, and agri-
cultural. Rich deposits of coal, iron, and limestone make possible
the manufacture of pig iron, steel, and numerous. by- products. The
county is underlaid with an almost limitless supply of soft coal of
good quality. Birmingham, the largest city in the State, is im-
portant as a trade and railroad center. Field crops, hogs, and cattle
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raised in 1918 are valued at over $6,000,000. Surely a county so
favored in natural wealth may be expected to be generous in pro-
viding for the education of its children.

The total population of file county in 1910 wa6 226,476, of which
51.6 per cent were native white of native parentage, and 40.5 per
Cent negro. The foreig&born population was very small. Doubtless
it is somewhat larger at present. It is, however, still true that the
problem of educatirk foreigners is relatively slight. The schools are
concerned largely with native whites and negroes. The school census
for the county in 1918 was 32,418, of which 1,062, or 3.2 per cent, were
illiterate. This represents a substantial decrease since 1910.

School attendance.The enrollment in the county schools for 1918
was about 78 per cent of the census, a very fair record. The percent-
age of attendance to enrollment, however, was but 58 per cent. This
means an average daily absence of about 10,500 children who are
enrolled. Members of the conimittee kept a record, in a large num-
ber of schools, of school membership, and number present on the day
visits were made. A few of theSe data are shpwn in the table below.
The visits made by the committee were made in April. There is no
real reason why the attendance on the whole should not remain at a
normal ratit until the close of the term, even though the 80 days of
compulsory attendance had expired at the time the schools were
visited. Voluntary attendance is a measure of the .attenuating or
holding power of the school, and of the appreciation on the part of
the parents of the need of education and the effectiveness of their
school system. Doubtless the extension of the _compulsory period
to include the full term of school will remedy the matter in part.
Corrective measures will, however, be incomplete until the schools are
better organized and the work sufficiently practical to appeal to the
children's desire for education and the community's ambition for
improvement in conditions of living.

Attendance on day of visit, Jefferson County, Ala.
Per cent present, 62.061

nrollinoot

_

18
100

.50
21
11
83
80
18

175
44

Present.
A7
..4

100
'42
36
16
7

32

2

155
24

Present.
37 _ _ 22

248 173
at 30
61 _ _ 29
59 27
18 11
24 22
so .33
30 20
62 27
20
50 .11P 9

1,

Present.
24

23
28
17

30
16
24
13

790 " 1,111
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School buililln0.Jefferson County has not yet achieved definite
progress in the matter of furnishing adequate and suitable housing
facilities for the school children. No district tax is levied in the
county. The entire support conies from State'funds and county tax.
If provision for building other than 'the county special tax fund
were made and the StNte and county funds could all be used for
maintaining schools, the income would probably be sufficient. How-

.ever, the income from these two funds is entirely inadequate for both
purposes. Abbut 40 of the 135 white school buildings were visited.
Of these fully 50 per cent are characterized in the observer's notes as

poor" or "very poor."
The majority of the school buildings in use were built on the old

plan of onupanity subscription. They are in every way unfitted for
school purposes under modern conditions, and many are in a state
bordering on decay. Tottering old buildings, propped on all sides
to keep them from falling to pieces or blowing over, buildings sag-

' ging in the center due to lick of foundation and long use, are Wu°
rums rare. Floors old, worn, iiwen, with boards missing and-large
cracks; door knobs missing with old pieces of wire or a nail through
the handle; porches and wooden steps at the entrance in such bad
repair as to be unsafe; walls unpainted and smoky; blackboards in it
poor coedition with no frame or chalk rail; and other similar condi-
tions are by no means uncommon in this, the richest county in the
State. According to the report or the county superintendent of
schools for the year beginning October, 1917; and ending October,
1918, the value of school buildings and sites was $381,02. The
school population in July of the same year was 32,468, making the
per capita valuation of school property; based on school population,
$11.72. Bulletin No. 55, issued by the State department of education
in 1916, gives the.per capita viLltr.tion of buildings for the State as
$18.38.

School housekeeping. Janitor service is furnished for all bald-
.ings. The amount spent for this purpose in 1917-18 was $14,157.85.
It might..,be expected that the school housekeeping would compy
with requirements of reasonable cleanliness. The observation of thft
committee failed to verify such an expectation. If tI4,is carelessness
in housekeeling were confined to the old, unpainted, weather-beaten
buildings, it would not be so surprising. A few of the oldest of the
buildings,' those in 'which the teachers showed some interest rand
pride in their surroundings, were relatively clean; while the new
buildings were thamefqlly dirty.' The whiff glass was ,smeared
and dingy. Pie boards and chalk rails apparentlylad not seen soap
and water since school oraid. Floors were littered with dig and
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papers. Sweepings were left under stoves and in corners. Unused
and broken pieces of desks, curtain poles, old rags, and similar waste
material collected dust in corners. The tops of bookcases were catch-
alls for dust and unused materials. In one ,case the principal's
office, furnished expensively in new mahogany, with a conference

.table, chairs, teacher's desk, built-in bookcases, and several `hundred
books, which might easily be attractive and beautiful if given the
most ordinary care, had degenerated into a shabby, dusty, unpleasant,
and ip every way uninviting place. Instances like the above are by
no means isolated or unusual. Indeed, they follow the rule. Only
occasionally, and with surprise, did the visitors find reasonably clean
buildings.

The majority of the schools are heated by stoves. With one or
two exceptions they were found to be rusty, with pipes often old and
tumbling down; if unused they were piled in a corner or on the
platform, collecting dust. AuditoriumS, especially those supplied
with stages not used for school classes, are storing places for old
trash of every description. These conditions were found in schools
teaching hygiene through health crusades, toothbrush drills, and the
like. Some teachers seem entirely unaware of the conditions.
Others adept a laissez-faire attitude:toward the school and the equip-
ment and are prolific in excuses, such as the janitor is poor, or the
school has no proper equipment. The same carelessness was noted
in the upkeep of toilets, yet no one assumes responsibility for the bad
conditions found. Some teachers explain that the difficulty is due to
the homes from which the children come. So far from excusing con-
ditions, this, if true, emphasizes the necessity of stressing these
matters with even greater care. Where are the children to get ideals
or acquire habits of cleanliness if not in the schools?

The teachers. Jefferson County has a 9-month school term. The
salaries of teachers are shown in Table 18. Owing to the difficulty of
getting good boarding places at large number of the teachers live in
the near-by cities of Birmingham and Bessemer. Some of the mining
companies, notably the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co., furnish cottages,
for the teachers. The county itself provides only one. The county
superintendent and board of education have established a minimum
requirement as follows: (1) Normal school graduation or its equiva-
lent in college work, or (2) a .high-school diploma with 16 months'
successful experience. They have inaugurated also a system of classi-
fying teachers, scaling salaties according to eslucational qualifications
and success in teaching.
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TABLE 15.Schedule of Salaries of teachers.

Experience. A Grade. II C rade. C G rade.

Inexperienced. 860. 00 $55.50 $50.101 year's experience- 62.50 57.50 12.502 years experience. 65 00 60. 00 15.108 years experience. 67. 50 62.304 years experience 70.0) 65.505 years experience 72.50 67.506 years
7 years
8 years

experience 75.30experienoe
. 77.30experience 80. 15)

70.11)

Salaries: N umber
receiving.

$50 to $60 127
$80 to $65_ 45
$65 to $70 87
$70 td $75 20.
$75 to $80_ 40
$80 and over 109

Totah_ 428
The classifying is done by the supervisory force on the basis of the

following points in preparation and teaching success: (1) Prepara-
tion, 21 points; (2) teaching ability, 27 points; (3) business, 15.
points; (-4) personality, 19 points; (5) loyalty, 10 points; (6) com-
munity interests, 8 points. Total, 100 points. The superintendent
makes every effort to retain successful teachers in the system. The
salary scale acts as one incentive. In addition, the successful teaeh-
ers are moved to the more desirable schools near Birmingham and
Bessemer as a reward foigood work. The scheme is a commendable
one. Its complete success depends on the judgment and the ability
of the supervising staff to carry out the plan intelligently. The com-
mittee believes the idea worth special commendation, particularly as
it encourages longer tenure and rewards actutl teaching ability

The staff of teachers in Jefferson County, as might be expected-
owing to the longer term and better salaries, is of higher grade than
in other counties judged on the basis of training and experience.
(See Table 19.) The length of service in the county is also longer,
marking a distinct advance in the teaching staff. The prineipals are
not, in the opinion of the committee, always fitted-by training, ex-
perience, ability, and presonality to fill Positions of such importance.
As compared with the other teachers they are not always the beat in
thegroup. The idea of promotion already established as a reward
for successful teaching might well be extended to the selection of
principals. This would give an opportunity for good teachers to
aspire to a principalship regardless of sex, and would encourage eon-
tinned training and intelligent v -iIrt Principals should have free
time for supervision; &est of them teach several-classes and some
have no vacant periods at all.
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Tima N.Education belAtut the elementary yreacd of teachers iii,.(Ocrsea

County.

i'ears ef education beyond elementary grades.
Number

of
teachers
hSvin-

Per omit

1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
8 years

S
8

15
V........ . ..... . ..... . ...... ...... 90... . ....... ..... I 63

!Total teachers reporting

2
13

300

7.33
KS 00
25.00
3L00

.66
4.88

100.00

Supervision of the sckools.Jefferson C?unty has-inaugurated a
complete plan for supervision. The staff ,iS composed of the cea4ty
superintendent, two assistant superintendents, .four special suliect..
supervisors, 'Eand 10 supervising principals. 1See, map' 'T.)
superintendent and one assistant superintendent )ind the four
special subject supervisors have as their field the county as a:whole:-
The other assistantsuperintendeut,is in charge of the group. :of schools
which are financed its pert by the Tennessee Coalljrun & alailroad
CO. The present plan has been in operation for.about.tivo years. The
salary of the county superintendent is $5,00 of the assistant 'Super-
intendent in the employ of the county, $2,100, and that of each of the
special subject suPorvisors and the supervising principals, $1,320,,
with an annual traveling allowance of $300.

The plan of supemiSiim 1s agood one, and many benefidi'al results'
were observed. Compared to'counties with less supervision, the disi-
pline i better, seating arrangements are improved, repairs receii74
more anti better attention, and the most necessary equipment iimore..
apt to be supplied promptly. Attendance is no dbubt improved bYilie.
careful attention which the supervisors are able to give to the en,-
forcement of the compulsory attendance law. Supervision also resiiiii.'7%
ii171,etter'.gritdingir.inore children complete the seventh grade, and the
perCentage.;of proniotions is higher because of the frequent visits and
assistance" rendered to teachers by ineMberi-ittho,supervisory staff.
The supervising principals reach-- eVer:i schootlithd each teacher
about once in two Weeks, the eiiunty stiperintendent'and assistant
supervisors aud special subject Supervisors less.tftea',..bat 'from One
to three times in a year at least. In, this way the teachers become 'So-
custOmed to regular bisapection at reasonably -Short intervals. Such

.supervisionsives a niqive for system -and regularity in:the-conduct '-
of the school It is suggestive to the Untittined leachers, and help*.
those with professional trashing to retain interest and pride in pro-
fessional ideals. and rneUiod
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From the point of view of modern ideas of professional super-
vision the results are disappointing. The work of the special sub-
ject supervisors (discussed more fully under another heading) and
of the supervising principals is not of a high quality. In the
opinion of the committee the, supervising principals are hampered
by too much stress *on unimportant details, mechanical equipment,
supplies, and the like. There is a noticeable lack of professional
attitude, unity of purpose, and definite aims'on the part of teachers,
a condition quite inexcusable in a county with a large number of
supervisors. The influence of strong, intelligent leadership, ability
to organize and to instill loyalty and enthusiasm among the teaching
staff is not apparent. This is not due to absence, of conscientious
effort on the part of the supervisors. On the whole, they are an
intelligent, hard-working, and earnest body.' It is due, in the opinion
of the committee, to lack of professional training for supervisory
work; of a real cAcetition of the purposes of supervision; of ideals
for a good school system and familiarity with good modern schools.
Successful teaching experience does not necessarily' constitute suf-
ficient qualification for supervision. Ideals, breadth of view, ability
to lead and organize are of paramount importance. The committee
believes it is a mistake to select all the supervising staff from within

* the county. Some of them should come from outside the county or
even outside the State. Too much inbreeding of educational ideas
is not conducive to success. The salaries are too low to be com-
mensurate with the duties assigned or the results which should l.(
expected from a well-ordered plan of supervision.

Special and vocational subjects.--Jefferson County is the only one
by the committee in which manual training, home economics,

usic, and art are included in the regular course of study and are in
charge of special supervisors. The surrvisor of manual training
teaches in the county high school a large part of his time. The other
three subjects are in the hands of persons who devote all thpir time
to supervision. In the case of home economics and art, the teachers
are organized into groups and paid by the county board for attend-
ance at Saturday teachers' meetings, where special instruction is
given by the supervisor. The music supervisor attempts to accom-
plish her work wholly through visits to schools, outlines to teachers,
and work at the annual institute held before school begins. The

.special supervision for the subjects named has been in Vogue in the
county for a number of years, and in xt.lepst two cases the present
supervisors have been at work in the comgyinere.th.an five years.

. There is every reason to expect the woritsin tjiese SubjectS to show
significant results. Such expectations were, hoithr, almost entirely
unhilfilled, so far as the committee's obsertation goes. Poor'reanits

, are aue in part to the following conditions: (1) There is little eviaen\*
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of careful organization of groups of teachers, or ability on the part
of the supervisor to accomplish results through the teachers them-
selves rather than by working with the children. Except in occa-
sional cases, and for special and definite purposes, the rural super-
visor can not obtain results if he depends entirely on his ability to
reach the children directly. This is in most vases a physical impos-
sibility. The results of supervision are successful only in so far as
the teachers are led to adopt an enthusiastic attitude toward, teach-
ing the special subject and are trained and definitely directed in

MAP 7.

MAP OF

JEFFERSON COUNTY
SHOWING SUPERV193N0'SINICI5

OF SUPERSORYPAINOWL5

methods of carrying out the plans of the supervisor. In paying
teachers for attendance at group meetings the board is showing the
disposition to furnish ample opportunity for accomplishment, but the
supervisors have apparently failed to fulfill the possibilities. (2)
There is very little correlation between the academic and vocational
subjects, and practically no relation between the vocational subjects

..rond the real and practical employment of the knowledge gained
'through their study. To illustrate, the home economies teaching
'Should result first in clean housekeeping. Yet the school buildings
notable foi:lack of cleanliness were often those in which there were
ePecial.roome fitted and well equipped fOr the teaching of thiagaub-

.
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jest. Even the rooms themselves used for eooking demonstrations
and teaching were often far from clean or orderly. Schools in which

manual training is taught were often those most needing a, few nails
or screws or other simple repairs. It is difficult to see that teaching
these subjects is of great value unless it affects the habits of the chil-
dren and the upkeep of their immediate surroundings.

The objects made in manual training shops most commonly ob-

served by the committee, even in schools in which some high school

subjects were taught, were coat hangers, paper files, and towel racks.

One reason for the introduction of vocational subjects into the school
curriculum is their practical value to boys and girls in the everyday
activities of life. Jefferson is an industrial and agricultural county,
and should be an ideal situation for the teaching of vocational sub-

jects. It is apparent from the appearance of the children and the
community that there is special need of vocational training. Yet

little of the work seen was such as would vitally touch the lives and.

habits of the children.
The results of art supervision were more apparent than that of

the other subjects. In the primary grades paper cutting, colored
Work in flowers, birds, and the like, were often found associated with

the work of the school. Similar correlations were not, however, ap-

parent in the upper grades. Some very good work was seen, and in

some cases it was well arranged in the room for display or. for the

purpose of beautifying the room. It is, hbwe,ver, very disappointing
that systematic and continuous supervision of art, extending over a
period of years, should not result in higher appreciation of such
simple art principles as order and cleanliness and that the educa-

tiOnal influence of a few good pictureA or even clean walls should be

so entirely overlooked.
The committee found no evidence of supervision in the teaching of

music. Some regular music lessons were heard, and in a number ,of

instances the children sang during the visit of the observer. The

results were almost uniformly poor. The music teaching wits not
even distinguished by the selection of songs suitable for the different
age groups. Training for tone rproduction and musical apprecia-

tion was apparently entirely lacking.
School organization. The schools are organized on the regular

plan prevalent in the State of seven elementary and four high
school grades. There are two 4 -year county high schools, one at
Boyles and one at Allianc; and 125 of the county pupils are trans-

. ported to high schools in Bessemer and Birminghafir. Unfortu-
nately, a number of smaller schools are attempting to teach two and
three years of secondary school work. This is in most cases of little
valg", since the teachers have no special preparation foi high-school

is inadequate, and the teachers in the upper
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grades are required to give too. much time to high-school subjects
at the expense of the lower grade rooms. However, the department
of edification has adopted a scheme for fouf-year high schools
throughout the county. This plan, when ih operation, will place a
high school within easy access of all the children in the county. The
scheme is to be financed chidly through organizing the districts out-
lined in the map as special tax districts for high-school purposes. It
is hoped that. the 3-mill levy in these tax districts will furniAl special
funds for Buildings and maintenance.

0
thes
te'acl
from

f the 133 white schools, 29 are one-teacher schools. Some of
e-will be abandoned the coming school year.. There are 24 two-
ier and 22 three-teacher schools. The other buildings have
four to nine teachers. Consolidation, therefore, is not a serious

or unsolved problem. Complete consolidation will eventually be
accomplished in so far as posible by carrying -out the plans of the
board. The roads are good, and transportation is satisfactory. At
present 564 children are being transported to 14 schools at an ex-
penditure of approximately $14,500.
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ition to elementary and high day schools, 52 night schools
Aeration during the year 1917-18. Fewer are in operation

present year, largely owing to the frcts4that sbldiers who
large part of the attendance are no longer there and that
a. epidemic made attendance irregular and even impos-
y cases. However, the night-school idea is a very com-
e, and the board should be congratulated on the estab-
this, the one organized plan for night school under
istration in She State.
.tims.(1) The present old and insanitary buildings
ced with modern ones. Scho
r can c' gable teachers be obtained, unless reasonable
ivay of buildings and equipment are supplied. Be-
,ssity of so many buildings, the committee believes
an buildings of a relatively inexpensive character,

e, modern and Attractive. It would also seem good.
y for .supplying present demand's and on the unit
ses, the buildings observed were larger than im-
d to justify.
lg staff should be made up of persons of ability

of higher education and special training in
thods of supervision and successful supervis-
should be selected without regard to county
more money can not be appropriated for this
believes better results would 1::e obtained
visors at twice the present salary. As soon
ble additional supervisors can be added.
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Probably a salary of at least $2,500 or $3,000 per annum will be
necesssary. to secure qualified persons. At least one should be a
specialist in primary work.

(3) Teachers, and 6pecially,principals, should be better paid,
and higher qualifications should 'demanded. Any county in the
immediate vicinity of a large city must pay good4alaries or the city.,
will take annually the best members of its teachinR 'force It is par-.
ticularly desirable that principals capable of administration and
supervision be obtained. This will necessitate higher salaries and
demand higher qualifications. It will also necessitate at least half
a school day free for administration and supervision. Good prin-
cipals are particularly necessary in a rural system, where close super-
vision is otherwise impossible.

(4) A course of study better adapted to conditions in the county
should be installed. The committee recommends here, as elsewhere,
the 6-3-3 plan. Jefferson County is an ideal situation for the adop-
tion of such a plan with industrial and agricultural courses of study.
Junior high schools should provide agricultural courses, and should
begin vocational guidance, the study of citizenship, industrial arts,
and home economics. The courses should be vocational in the sense
of offering industrial, home economics, and agricultural training,
altd cultural in the sense of preparing for college entrance those
stInlents who desire to take professional couPses.

Tennessee Coal, Iron di Railroad Co. Schools.The most inter-
esting educational experiment in the State, observed by the com-
mittee, is conducted by the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. in
connection with its social welfare department. There are 21 of these
known as the T. C. I. Schools in Jefferson County. The company
furnishes buildings, employs a superintendent and special teachers,
and supplements the salaries of the regular teachers. This work is
done in complete cooperation with the county. The superintendent
is the assistant county superintendent, but is paid entirely by the
company.

Special emphasis is placed on the work in physical education car-
ried on in the schools by the regular teachers supervised by a specialist
in the subject. Cooking and sewing are also stressed and are taught
in the welfare cottages located near the schoolhouses, with a special
director in charge. These cottages are duplicates of those built by
the company for its employees and are furnished simply, but in good
taste, with such furnishings is the workmen can afford. They serve
as demonstration cottages for the community as well as classrooms
for the children. Schoolhouses are built by the company and,fitted-
into the scheme of landscape artistry adopted. sites are carefully
selected. The architecture, harmonizes with the village scheme, to
which the schoolhouse and grounds often add. the finishing touch.
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Buildings are particularly attractive and conform to the best modern
ideas of school architecture, both 'outside and inside. The grounds
are laid out with trees, shrubbery, school gardens, inclosed tennis and
basketball courts, and other equipment for recreation. The majority

'of the buildings visited have auditoriums, cloakrooms, supply closets,
and other school conveniences. There are adjustable desks, supple-
mentary reading material, and good working equipment in all schools.

The school housekeeping and general upkeep are worthy of special
notice and may well serve as a model for other schools in and out of
the county. Janitors are furnished in all cases, and the work is super-
vised by the teachers. Floors are clean and well kept. Blackboards
and windows are washed with soap and water regularly. The walls
are decorated in good colors and the interior of the rooms presents a
pleasant a ppea ranee..

The salaries furnished by the county for teachers are supplemented
sufficiently by the company to enable the superintendent to secure
professionally trained and experienced persons. Social work is re-
quired by the company and special stress is placed on personality and
fitness for this additional service. The classroom work observed is
of splendid quality. The teaching staff shows good organization, en-
thusiasm, loyalty, and a high degree of professional spirit, As an
example of this, the May Day program of the colored schools held at
Westfield, May 3, may be cited. The program consisted of a pageant,
introducing setting up drillg, folk dances, and the like. Children
marched and drilled with soldier-like perfection. They showed
splendid training, all of which was given by the regular teachers
none of whom had had previous experience or training in this kind of
workunder the direction of the supervisOr of physical 'education:
The interest of the community was shown by an attendance of prob-
ably 2,000. The program was carried out without& hitch, and order
on the grounds was perfect throughout the day.

This is one example of the organization and supervision which pre-
vails throughout the system. As a whole it is an object lesson in
efficiency which may well be studied by other, county and city sys-
tems in the State. It shows conclusively and on the ground what
can be done by the expenditure of reasonable funds, business man-
agement, and professional service. Conditions are not different in
any essentials from those of the surrounding territory. What can
be accomplished here can be accomplished elsewhere in the State
with similar management and expenditure.

If a private corporation can get value received from the money
spent on these schools in the added efficiency and happiness of its
employees, will not the cough), and State benefit at least in the same
proportion from similar methods in school improvement! There
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Ed. WE demonstrate conclusively that the ideals advocated in this
report are possible of achievement in Alabama; that education is a
good business investment; that schools outside of cities can be as
good as those within them; that people appreciate good schools, and
good buildings; and that teachers and children under trained leader-
ship are _capable of doing good work and are happy in doing it.

III. BULLOCK COUNTY.

Bullock County is selected for intensive studs as typical of the
so-called black-belt portion of the State. It is located near the east-
ern boundary, south of the central portion. The surface is rolling
and uneven generally, but level in the western or " prairie " section.
Here stock raising is carried on quite extensively, the land lending
itself to the growth of grasses and sonic grains. Some stock, chiefly
hogs, are raised in the remaining portions, but cotton, corn, and tea-
nuts arc by far the most abundant crops.

Population.The population is practically all native; there are
but 15 foreign-born persons between the ages of 10 and 20 according
to the 1910 census. The county has a large Negro population. Of
a total of 30,196, but 5,500 are white. The rate of illiteracy is very
high. Of the total males of voting age in 1910. 38 per cent were
illiterate. Of the population between 10 and 2/ that is, entirely
within the legal school age and including the compulsory attendance
age, 7,886 or 23 per cent approximately are illiterate: It is especially
unfortunate that not alone adults, but about 2,000 children actually
of school age are not being reached by the public schools even in
the limited degree necessary to overcome absolute illiteracy.

Resource8.Two branches of the Central of Georgia, and the
Birmingham and Southeastern Railways traverse the county. These
roads give ample, egress for the productions of the county, which
are almost exclusively farm crops. That the county has a rich soil
and possibilities of great prospekity, is indicated by the fact that the
farm crops and beef and pork produced in 1918, are valued at
$6,969,000. In addition to theactual production as given above,
there are in the county at present 28,000 cattle, 40,000 hogs, 105 regis-
tered bulls, 475 registered cowA: The amount of bank deposits'in the
county, July 1, 1918, was $1,083,677.99, while those of the same date
in 1914 were but.$536,075.50. It is interesting to.note in this connec-
tiorrthat the total tax valuation of the county for 1918 was $5,200,000,
and was exceeded 'by'. the annual production' to the extent of ap-
proximately $1,700,000. This is additional evidence of conditions
in the State referred to' in another chapter concerning the necessity
df raising the tax valuation for assec:sment purposes, and indicates a
very wide divergence between the present assessed valuation- and the
true vaiiiation of county property.
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Farming.Bullock County is among those in the State in which
cotton was cultivated to the'exclusion of other crops until 1914.
While diversified farming and stock raising are improving conditions
materially, old methods of farming art still in vogue among a large
part of the population. Very little modern farm machinery is in
use.. The Jack of good farm buildings, 'machine sheds, silos, and
other similar characteristics of successful farm communities is very
marked. The'schools have so far exerted practically no influence in
the introductioi of intelligent and scientific farm methods. Land
which will produce such prolific crops as have been indicated above
with the poor methods of farming now in vogue promises to be
exceedingly rich if scientific methods were followed. A'.

School conditions.Bullock is one of the eight counties in the
."State which has no county 'tax for school purposes. With the ex.-

ception of Union Springs; the only town of over 2,000 inhabitants,
the }vide depend entirely on State funds, dog-and poll taxes to
educate leir children. Like certain other counties referred to in
a previc)us chapter it has not yet assiwittcd the true idea of the
meaning of public education. A number of white schools supple-
ment the term afforded by the county fromfone to two months, and,
in a few _cases supplement the teachers' salaries. About four- fifths
of the colored schools are supplemented both in length of term and
teachers' salaries by subscriptions from the community.

The State apportioned to the county for 1918 $2.86 per capita of
school population, white and colored. The average per capita ex-
penditure for teachers' salaries in white schools varies from $11.36
to $78 per annum, averaging $36.96 for the county. as a whole. The
term is,six months in white schools and three months in colored. Of
the total amount received from the sources mentioned above, $28,060
is spent in teachers' salaries; $2,384 for transportation; 2,900 forlip
administrative expenses, including salaries of the count superin-
tendent and county home demonstration agent and other office ex-
penses, a total of approximately $32,000. For a county which can
produce crops valued at $6,969,000 a year, this expenditure is very
meager, indeed. Even if the county alone, without State aid, paid
this amount, it would mean an expenditure of but tour-tenths of 1.
per cent of its annual income for the education of its children.
i Consolidation, of schoole.1Since the law providing for the county
unit of administration went into effect, or for about one and a half
years, the county board of education and the county superintendent
of schools have promulgated the consolidation idea among the people
of the county and have promoted centralization of school facilities,
or lorthed plans for doing so, Omit as rapidly as roads and other
conttbuting conditions permit. The consolidation so far effected has. :.
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been brought about by closing a few small schools and transporting
the children to larger schools already in existence. The county
board has in contemplation a plan to rediStrict the county with a
view to effecting gradually a reasonably complete plan for the con-
solidation of elementary schools. At present 101 childrenare trans-
ported at an expense of $2,384.50 to ten schools. The per capita ex-
pense of transportation averaget $23.60, ranging from $11.17 to
$47.33.

high- school facilities.Bullock has no county high school. The
district high school at Union Springs is the only accredited public
four-year high school in the county. Several of the larger rural
schools, such as Midway, Perote, and Inverness, include the upper
grades, the eighth, ninth, and tenth. Secondary school subjects are
taught in these schools by the principal assisted to sonic extent by
teachers regularly employed in the elementary grades. Here as else-
where this practice should be discontinued. It results in an injus-
tice not alone to the pupils of the elementary grades, who are de-
prived of the necessary amount of attention on the part of their own
teachers, but to high-school pupils also. A high school worthy of
the name requires specially trained teachers and equipment in the
way of science laboratories and reference libraries.

So far as real secondary education is concerned, Bullock County
furnishes no facilities for its rural children. In connection with
the redistricting plan, referred to in a preceding paragraph, the
county board should keep in mind as its ultimate goal a system or-
ganized on the c-3 -3. plan, explained filly in another chapter. One-
teacher schools should teach only the first six grades. Junior high
Schools, including the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, should be
located in strategic places throughout the county, drawing on a
larger territory than can one and two teacher schools. At least four
teachers are necessary for schools with junior high-school courses.
Of these, Bullock County needs several. The full time of three or
more teachers and proper library and laboratory facilities will be

. necessary for an efficient senior high school. One or two will prob-
ably suffice for the county for some years at least. Pupils who are
prepared to enter senior high schools are old enough to travel lc.ng
distances. Transportation should be furnished by the county.

School buildings.The school bUildings of the county, considered
as a whole, are old, in poor condition, insanitary, inappropriate, in-
convenient, and in every way unfitted for the purposes they serve.
They have been built by the communities in which they are located
with funds subscribed by the patrons. In a few cases there are State
buildings built by tie community with the help of State funds
These are more modern than the others and built with some idea of
approp4tamee and eaaitat4oa They are frequently unpainted and

ri
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almost entirely unequipped. A few old two-story buildings,' built
originally and sometimes still used for lodge purposes, are fitted up
for schools.

There are few cloakrooms. Children hang their hats and coats on
the walls or throw them over unused desks or their own desks.
Blackboards are entirely insufficient in amount and poor in quality.

° No slate boards were seen; hyloplato, beaver board, and painted
boards are the most common. Double desks prevail throughout the
county and in most cases they are not fitted in size for the children
who use them. Many schools have not proper provision for supply-
ing water, but use the neighbor's well, or a nearby spring, often
impure. The water within the rooms5is sometimes kept in proper
sanitary coolers, but frequently no such provision is made and the
open pail and the common dipper still prevails. In the rural schools,
playground equipment is entirely unknown. It is very ,common to
find the yard in bad condition, Uttered with papers and brush, the
ground beneath the building used as a storehouse for all manner of
useless articles, and the building itself, especially as to walls and
floors. decidedly unclean. Such a condition of affairs can not but
lead to the utter neglect of a very important part of the education
of children, including the cultivation of habits of physical cleanli-
ness in their person and in their surroundings. The situation in re-
gard to toilets is a disgraceful menace to the health and morals of the
children. Some schools have no toilets. Many have but one, in such
bad repair as scarcely to afford decent shelter ; boards missing, doors
hanging, and similar serious oversights prevail. Many rural schools
make no effort whatever to supply and maintain toilets for the boys,
considering it either unnecessary or impossible. The few schools
which are supplied with two toilets, do not provide means for caring
for and cleaning them. This is apparently no one's responsibility.
Conditions are, therefore, exceedingly bad in many cases. No sani-
tary toilets were seen outside of the school in Union Springs, in
which their care is far from satisfactory.

Classroom instruction.The teaching observed in the various dass-
rooms exemplified the poor work described ip a preceding chapter.
There is a very marked lack of professional spirit. /There is no
esprit de corps among the teachers of the county, ruf unity of pro-
cedure. Each school, and in many cases each teacher, practically
goes his own way, free to have as good or as poor s school as he sees
fit, with little regard to conditioris in other rooms or other schools of
the county. There are a few trained teachers. Most of them, how-
ever, lack professional training or a sufficient a4nount of academie
education to make good work possible. So long as the county pays

11980e-19-10
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small salaries and maintains a term of but Six months, it can not be
expected that professionally trained people will aspire to teaching
positions in it. At present the majority of women teachers get $60 a
month. The principals, all of whom are men, receive from $100 to
$125. The teaching is largely repetition of the material found in the
book and the teachers can best be characterized as " keeping school "

and " hearing lessons."
Sakai attendance.School attendance in the county is very poor.

The following table, made from data collected from schools visited by
members of the committee, is one indication of this. All that
was said concerning school attendance in the State in a preceding
chapter is exemplified at its worst in Bullock.County. Lack of schoor
interest, old and poorly equipped school buildings, short terms, and
underpaid teachers always donduce to carelessness and irregularity in
attendance. Children 'can not be expected,to have more respect for
the schools or value education more highly than their elders.

Attendance on day of visit, Bullock County, Ala.
(Per cent present, 79.15.]

Enrollment : EnrollmentContinued. Enr011mentContinued.
Present. Present. Present.

24 12 38 25 14 9

19 _ 15 32 24 29 18

17 10 . 40 35 27 25
20 10 27 23

100 100 38 33 499 395
14 13 8 5
21 11 31 27

-

Recommendations. (1) The money provided for school purposes
must lie substantially increased. Both county and district taxation
will be necessary to maintain good schools. New buildings should '
replace those now in use throughout the county except in tliose cases
in which State buildings are now provided. This will require some
bonded indebtedness if satisfactorily accomplished.

(2) The term should be lengthened in both white and colored
schools. 'More and better teachers are essential and higher salaries
must be paid to secure them.

(3) Professional, supervision is essential to good results in school
work: A primary supervisor should be engaged immediately. The
home demonstration agent should be primarily a county supervisor
working under the direction of the_ county superintendent. She
should assist in the supervision of the upper grades and correlate
the school studies with the club work. The clubs may then the
organized and directed 1)y the teachers under the supervision' of the
borne demonstration agent.
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(4) Additional and closer supervision should be supplied through
principals who are capable, experienced, and professionally trained.
Until" complete consolidation is accomplished, certain districts
should be formed in the county in which from two to five schools to-
gether employ one person who acts ok supervising principal for the
group. The principal should have plenty of free time for super-,
vising and an expense allowance for transportation among schools,

(5) A director of school health (see plan outlined in another
chapter of this report) is particularly essential in this county. Sani-
-tary conditions of the school sites and buildings as well as health'
conditions among children need immediate attention.

< (6) Adequate arrangements must be made for the enforcement of
the compulsory atiendancelkw. The large numbeilof illiterates and
poor school attendance sow this to be necessary.

IV. COLBERT COUNTY.

iwo counties, Colbert and Madison, are selected for dis&ission as
typical of that portion of the State known as the Tennessee Valley.
The population of Colbert County is chiefly white, with a total of
24,80.2, of whom 15,352, or 61.9 pet cent, are white, and 9,444,, or 38.1
pctr cent, are colored. The percentage of illiteracy among those
years of age and over is 20.7 per cent' for both races. Ten per cent
of this is among the whites, and 37.5 per cent among the negroes.
The total number'of illiterate persons between the ages of 10 and 20
years, or of school age, is 996.

Physical resources.Colbert County has relatively a low valuation
with great stretches of unimproved and practically waste land. Tus-
cumbia, the county seat, is an industrial center in *which are located
nitrate plants now under Government management. Sheffield, a few
nfiles distant, has similar conditions. The remainder of the county is
entirely agricultural. The northern part is relatively level, and
given oyer to the cultivation of citrn and cotton. The southern part
is hilly, and contains much unimproved and waste land.

The total money value of farm crops, cattle and hogs, produced in
1918, was $4,304,000; that of the industrial centers surrounding Tus-
cumbia and Sheffield is not available. Cotton is by far the most im-
portant farm crop, the value \ of that produced in 1917 was over
$2,006,000. Cattle and hog raising is increasing in importance, al-,
though the value of thoroughbred stock raising as a paying business
is not.yet appreciated,in the county. The lands, however, are fitted
to produce abundant crops, corn, small grains, and grasses. The
assessed valuation of property for tax purposes in$9,200,000. ,

c.
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School conditione.The schools are supported by State funds,
county, and poll taxes. A statement of receipjs and expenditures
for 1918 follows:

RECEIPTS.

County tax $27, 600.00
Poll tax 2, 014.50
State_ 32.1712. 48

Total 62, 326.98

DISBURSEMENTS.

For teachers' salaries $56, 000. 00
For libraries' 1, 880.00
Maps, globes, etc 534.00
Salaries 3, 950.00
°Bine expenses 250.00

Total 62, 614.00

Of the $62,000 spent in 1918 for school purposes, the county itself
furnished through county taxation and poll taxes, $28,600. This
amounts to about seven-tenths of 1 per cent of the income for the
same year. The remaining 54 per cent of the total expenditure was
received from the State. Colbert is one of those counties which gets
from the State for school purposes more than it pays into the State
treasury in the form of taxation for all purposes, an amount equal
to 54 per cent of the total spent for schools.

From an educational standpoint, the county is almost entirely
undeveloped. The buildings are exceedingly poor, and are of the
type built years ago by community subscription. Lighting, heating,
ventilation, and other sanitary requirements were entirely over-
looked when the buildings were erected. There are a few new State,
buildings with sufficient ground and with proper provision for con-
venience and sanitation, but these are entirely insufficient in number.
At the beginning .of the present school year certain minimum re-
quireinents were exacted by the county Wad of education from the
local communities. Some idea of the difficulties encountered by the
present board and the superintendent may be gained from the fact
that of the a white school building% 35 were required to build new
toilets before school opened for the present year, making a total of.
70 new toilets placed in the county last fall.

In 'fact, at the beginning of the present school year, October, 1918,
the county board and the county superintendent, who then entered
upon the duties, of his office, were confronted with a situation similar
to that already described in Montgomery County. Buildings were

Money spent for libraries came from the State, the county commissioners, and the
oceninuniths. . 4.,'S
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'altogether bad, teachers untrained and inefficient, salaries hiw, the
term short and divided into two sessions. The schools were entirely
unequipped, neither books, globes, maps, nor blackboards other than
painted walls having been supplied. There were no desks except
those of the homemade variety in the majority of the schools.
Drastic measures were needed immediately. The county board had
taken an advanced step, made possible by the recently enacted law,
and engaged a superintendent from outside the county, of long ex-
perience and professional qualifications. They next enacted certain
regulations concerning minimum requirements expected of local corn-

SCHOOL MAP
COLBERT COUNTY

TOWN SOIOOLS

® NUNN. Jumps pass somas
TWINUOWNSCNOOLS

1:10 OtSTIZNEA SCNOOLS
+ COUNTY NI1N 5010a

m Ap 8.

munities, teachers, and school officers. Briefly, the most important of
theee'were as follows:

1. Every school must be supplied with a woodshed and sufficient wood, ready
cut.

2. Stoves must be bought and stovepipes must be riveted and fastened so.
that they can not fall.

3. Sufficient and proper light must be provided by rearranging and cutting
new windows %there necessary.

4. Satisfactory school desks must be provided for all schools.
5. No 'common drinking cups will be allowed on the school grounds, and some

kind of water container 'with a cover and faucet must be provided.
6. Some arrangement for keepliatg down dust In the schoolroom must be made:
7. Toilets must be provided for both boys anti girls on every school grounds.
8. Sufficient usable blackboards, maps, charts, a globe and reasonable library

factliiles must be provided. .

NOMAny school failing to provide the above within a reasonable time after
school ovens all be discontinued-until after such Is provided.

9. A contliebus term of at least-6 months each year will be provided.
10. Classes must be so combined as to reduce the number of recitations

per day to not more thits 25 for one teacher.
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11. All teachers shall dismiss their schools sm Thursdayafternoou once every
six weeks for the purpose of meeting in a county teachers' conference which
all teachers shall be required to attend.

These regulations were .carried out by the trustees and teachers in
all schools observed by the committee. The board placed patent
desks in all of the schools not previously equipped with them-, 24
'feet of blackboard; one good map ; a globe, and small library. This,
represents a splendid accomplishment for one year, but is, of course,
entirely inadequate to the actual needs of the schools. Many of the
old school buildings, repaired and equipped with desks, unilateral
light, etc., are such as to make additional expenditure of doubtful
economy. So long as the county or district is not able to provide
the housing facilities adequately by assuming bonded indebtedness,
it must build, equip, and maintain schools both from State funds
and county tax revenue. These funds are insufficient for mainte-
nance alone: A sacrifice must therefore be made either in the kind
of buildings furnished or in the quality of instruction given, as
represented by the length of term and teachers' salaries. The county
board and superintendent have cast their lot on the side of instruction
by paying larger salaries and trying to secure more trained teach-
ers. This is recognized as a necessary though unfort ate choice.

School aupervis-ion.The distinctive advance madWq- the county
educationally is toward professional supervision. The great bulk
of time and attention, as well as money, is placed on the improvement
of the classroom teaching. 'While by no means completely _accom-
plished, the committee found greater advance toward professional
supervision than in the other counties visited. This Is evidenced by
the systematic plans for the carrying on of special work and -*finite
accomplishment along particular lines. There is evidence of a
proper conception of organized supervision; a corps of teachers
working in a unified manner toward definitellends; some professional
spirit ;,loyalty to the system, and unity oteducationalpurPose.

The course of study prescribed for the county is definitely divided
into an elementary course of six grades, and a rural high-school
Course of three grades. The rural high schools are located at

,strategic points with reference to as -many surrounding six-year
schools as topography and road conditions permit.. (See accompany-
ing map.) Eight session's of not less than six months each (the
minimum term adopted by the county board) are required for com-
pletion of the elementary course and four sessions for that Of the
high school: Home project work, supervised by the county super-
intendent and his assistant, is given school credit in 'the last two
years of the elementary course and throughout the rural high-school
course. At least two years of home project work, are required for
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the completion of the high-school course. A certain minimum of.
library reading is also required. Following are the home project
courses: Management of hogs; management of cows ; management
of -poultry ; growing and canning of vegetables; growing of corn;
growing of peanuts; cooking; sewing; making home conveniences;
home care of the sick.

Supervision is carried on chiefly in the following ways: First,
through, teachers' meetings which occur every six weeks in the office of
the county superintendent. These the teachers are required to attend.
They are furnished in advance with definite subjects for discussion
or instruction at, these meetings. An opportunity is given the
county superintendent to give necessary directions for the carrying
out of proposed plans, and for the teachers to ask questions or discuss
their needs in regard to them. Second, weekly letters outlining plans
for teaching the elementary school subjects, including farm subjects
through the home project work, are sent to each leacher. Third,
reasonably frequent visits by the county superintendent and his as-
sistant are suede to all schools for the purpose of checking up the
methods, of following outlines and other instructions, and of assisting
the teachers in better methods of work.

A splendid effort is being made to link the school and home and to
make the school work practical by teaching farming, especially those
phases of it most needed in the countysto:I raising, for example.
In promulgating this work the superintendent has placed in each
school 15 selected books on agriculture, and an annual subscription to
1` The Progressive Farmer." All schools visited were equipped with a
rag-doll seed tester, and were making germination seed tests of corn.
Emphasis is being placed on the necessity of thoroughbred stock rais-
ing for the county, and in this connection attractive agricultural
posters are on the walls, and animal booklets are being made in con-
nection with the language and agricultural classes.

The teachers. The seat of a State normal school is at Florence,
only a few miles by trolley from the county seat of Colbert County.

)!'his is partially accountable for the fact that-many of the teachers
have had training in this school. Nearly half of those visited were
graduates of a normal school, or had equivalent education and train-
ing. About two-thirds were teaching for the ant time in the schools
visited, and about one-third had no previous experience. Tables 20

and 21 show the education, salaries, and experience in full of the en-
tire staff, exclusive of the tewns.
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TABLE 20.Education beyond the elementary grades, of teachers in Colbert
County.

Yell of education beyond elementary grades.

iyear
I years
8 years
4 yaws
6 ran

years
7 years
S years

Total teachersreporting

Number
of I

teachers Percent

3 5
7

13 23
2514 1

9 16
10 17
2 3

1 1+

56

Tanta 21.Experience and salaries of teachers.

Experience.
Number

ofumbers Salaries.

having-

Number
of

teachers
receiving.

Noss
1 year or lump
1 to 2 yaws
2 to 3 rani
8to4ran
4 to 6 yaws
5 to 6 years
6 to7 years
7 to 8 years
8 to 0,yeers
10 years and over

12
11 Sao. to
9 62.60
8 66 DO
8 70.00
6 76,00
6 80.00
2 85.00
0 90.00
3 95.00

1

1

18
22
11
3
3
4
1

Attendance on day of visit, Colbert County, Ala.

Per cent present, 59.45.)

Enrollment : Present Enrollment : Present. Enrollment : Present.
72_ 80 87 25 28
ss 10 38 28 50
25 20 59 84 25 18
48 23 83 42
22 18 25 (524 371
35 18 25 17

Reoomint;ndatiom.(1) The total school expenditure must be sub-
stantially Increased. Money for maintenance through increased tax-'
ation and for buildings through bonded indebtedness will be nec-

ary.
\ (2) New modern buildings should replace those now used, except

in\those places in which there are now State buildings. Probably
90 per cent of buildings observed were unfit for use.

(3) The term should be increased in length to nine months.
(4) More and better teachers are needed and higher salaries and t

for rui%l high schools on the 6-8 plan should be completed by one or
' (5) Better high-school facilities are needed. The plan outlined

longer term are both necessary to procure them.
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two senior high schools well located. The present county high school
serves a small community only and is not a county high school in
the right sense of the term. .

V. MADISON COUNTY.-,,
..

General background.'-'41adison County is in the northern part of
the State in the Tennessee. Valley. It is one of the richest and most
productive of the strictly farming counties. The county seat, Hunts-
ville, located near the center of the county, is the site of five large
cotton mills. The Louisville & Nashville and the Southern Railways
traverse the county. The population of Huntsville is between seven

. and eight thousand. That of the county, as a whole, is 47,041.
Corn and cotton are the most important and valuable of the farm

crops. The total value of the farm crop production for 1918 was
$12,500,000. The population is made up of 59 per cent native whites
of native parentage, about 1 per cent foreign born or children of
foreign'-born parents, and 40 per cent negroes. Of the population
between 10 and 21 years of age 2,004, or about 17 per cent, are
illiterate.

.

School .conditions.The school officials of Madison County are
making a special effort toward consolidation of schools and securing
modern buildings. Though a complete program is in no sense ac-
complished in this county, the buildings are on the whole better than.
in the other counties visited. A number of new schoolhouses, built
on the State plan, especially two - teacher and five- teacher schools were
observed. Ilese are equipped with new desks and hyloplate black-
boards. Five new buildings of this chdracter were built in 1918,
and four ad'ditionkl ones are in contemplation for 1919. During the
past year the county spent $21,691 on buildings and permanent im-
provementi. More than half of this money was raised by subscrip-
tion. The f lowing statements concerning the status of schoolhous-
ing are furni ed by the county superintendent:

-
Buildings owned by the State 84
Building owned by the county 2
Buildings owned by private individuals or communities 21

.Modern buildings meeting State requirements _ 88
School buildings with two toilets 85
School buildings with one toilet 17
School buildings with no toilets 5
Schools equipped with two sanitary toilets 11
School huildings equipped with hylo plate blackboards in good condition 88
Total white schools 57
Total colored schools 35 .

High-school facilities.-Madison County needs far better high-
school facilities for the children in rural communities. The high
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school at Huntsville is open to children outside the district only on
the payment of tuition. The county high school is located at the ex-
treme southeast portion of the county near the Jackson County line.
It is alto4her inaccessible to children outside its immediate vicinity.

Number ofTeachers' training: teachers.
Elementary education only 1
One year high sohool training 1
Two years high school training 10
Three years high school training 11
Four years high school training 32
One year'higher education 15
Two years higher education 21
Three years higher edtication 16
Four years higher education 16

Teachers' salarleS:
Number receiving $40 to .$45,50 3
Number receiving $45 to $50 1

Number receiving $50 to $55 21
Number receiving $55 to $60 19
Number receiving $60 to $65 40

The schools are supported from funds received from the State and
a county tax of 3 mills. The valuation for county taxing purposes
is $13,500,000. The amount received from the State
for schools for the year was $104,521. Of this total $5,100 is for
keep of the office of the county siperintendent; $79,489 for teachers'
salaries; $4,508 for maintenance; $3,095 for transportation ; and
$1,006 for Other expenditures. The remainder Nas spent for build-
ings and permanent improvements.

The situation in Madison County, so far as upkeep of buildings
and grounds is concerned, is unfortunately no improvement on the
conditions as described for the State as a whole in a preceding chap-
ter. There are, as stated, a number of new buildings. Most of
these are well painted and attractive from the outside, bid the ma-
jority, even of the new buildings, show utter neglect from the stand-
point of cleanliness and care. The old buildings visited were in ex-
ceedingly bad condition.4*Most of them are unfit for school pur-
poses from every standpoint.

The teacher8. Comparatively little actual teaching was seen
in the county, as the visits were made near the close of the term.
Examinations were being conducted and preparation for closing en-
tertainments were being mader in many' of the schools. Such teach-
ing as was observed does not depart from 'the kind described in the
preceding chapter on conditions in the State. Some overcrowded
rooms were found in the lower grades, and as occurred in Most cases
in the schools of Alabama, the children in, the higher grades were
few? while the lower gradeg wens entirely overcrowded. The county.
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is another example of the fact that the attempt to do high-seh(x)I
work results disastrously for all concerned.

The county high-school pupils are housed in an old building which
was formerly a private school. It is in very bad repair and entirely
unfitted from the point of view of sanitation, convenience, comfort,
and equipment to supply the requirements of modern school hous-
ing. It is located on a good site of about 5 acres of ground. Re-
cently the county built an annex for home economics and manual
t ,ining. The annex is a very good building, though pporlY equipped
for teaching the subjects for which it was intended. It seems to
the committee an unfortunate waste of money. It is-badly in need of
tare. The shower baths, which should be an attractive part of the
school; are not only unused but are becoming entirely ruined from
neglect and abuse.

There are three teachers in the county high school, all of whom
have normal or college training. The annual enrollment is M. but
when visited by the committee only 28 were in regular attendance.
Of these 18 live in the immediate vicinity of the school, that is, in the
town in which it is located. There are no good, reasonably priced
boarding facilities, so that only those children near enough to reach
the school from their homes can attend.

Besides the-equiptnent for manual training and cooking and sew-
ing, which if kept clean and in good condition would probably be
quite adequate for a small high school, there is some equipment for
the teaching of physics and chemistry. The total is valued by the
county superintendent at about $1,000. The school is supported al-
most entirely by the State, from which it receives $3,000 per year.
The county supplied $200 and $300 were received from other sourced
during the past year.

The high school is in every sense a State suppbrted, local, rather
than a county high school. This feeling on the part of the county
board accounts for the fact that practically none of its support comes
from that source. The building needs extensive repairs to make it at
all fit for use. In fact, if the high school is to remain in its present
location, the building should .be replaced by a new one of modern
type. Present conditions ought not to continue.

The committee is of the opinion that the county board would not
be justified in placing the kind of buil4ings needed for a county high
school in a rich county like "Madison in so remote a location as the
present one. Good high-school facilities are badly needed, and should
be made accessible to as great a number of children as. possible
through convenient location and through the provision df means of
transportation and boarding arrangements. The committee believes
that the 7-4 plan prevailing in the county should be discautinued
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and the 6-3-3 plan installed. Under this arrangement the high
school at Gurley would give good service as a junior high school,
several of which are needed. It appears feasible and economical
for this portion of Madison County to unite with certain communi-
ties in the western portion of Jackson County. This inter-county
arrangement would provide sufficient funds for maintaining a good
junior high school, and as soon as pPrrnitted by legislative action, the
territory could be made into a taxing and bonding district, and then
a proper building could be provided. When the new plan of organ-
ization is put into operation, one or two well-equipped senior high
,schools should be placed by the county board in carefully selected ac-
cessible places.

Recommendations. (1) More generous school support and money
for buildings is needed in this as in other counties, and should be
provided soon. The committee believes that school building is pro-
gressing in this county rapidly, but considering the need for more
schoolhouses additional funds are essential.

(2) A continuous term of nine months should.be established. The
present term is Coo short and its division into two parts intensifies
its inadequacy.

(3) A course of study adapted to rural community needs and pre-
pared for the 6-3-3 organizaticin should be provided. The county
has practically no vocational interests other than farming and would
be a very suitable county in which to put in operation the plan as
recommended with a course of study having a distinctly rural
tendency.

(4) The county is very much in need of closer supervision follow-
ing the plan recommended in Chapter VII. The facts that consolida-
tion is becoming more and more extended; that the shape and sire of
the county make it possible to reach schools with relative ease; and
that the population is relatively evenly distributed, makes the super-
visory problem one which can be solved effectively through the county
superintendent and a corps of assistant supervisors.

VI. ESCAMBIA COUNTY.

Escambia County is selected as typical of the grass and timber
section of thelState. It is located in the southwest part and borders
on Florida. The county is rectangular in shape; about 54 miles long
by 18 miles wide. Two branches of the Louisville & Nashiille
Railroad and the Florida & Gulf Railroad cross the county. Brew-
ton, the county seat, is the largest town and is located near the center
of the county. There is a county high school at Atmore h`the south-
east cornet: of the county, and one additional four -yeai high. school
located at Brewton.
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Physical resources.The surface is generally le'vel; the soil rich
and adapted to the growth (4 fruits, especially oranges and peaches.
Raising of early strawberries is an important industry. Lumbering
is probably the most productive industry of the comity. Data on,the
value of lumber and turpentine produced and fruit crops are not
available. The total value of field crops, cattle, and togs produced
in 1918 amounts to $1,269,000. It seems reasonably to believe that
this amount would be substantially augmented by the value of straw-
berries, peaches, oranges, turpentine, and lumber. Timber is rated
as the chief output. There are extensive stretches of dricut timber-
lands. Many portions of the county are indeed sparsely *tiled be-
cause of this, and one drives many miles through virgin timber to
reach the schools found in the settlements on cleared land.

Unquestionably the county has economic possibilities and a bright
future when the land is cleared and placed under cultivation. At
present, .however, 'timberlands are taxed on a very small valuation,

' from $1.25 to $4.50 per acre. Some idea of the amount of undeveloped
and unsettled land may be gained from the fact that in spite of low

- valuations nearly 85 per cent of the total tax revenue is from the
lumber and railroad companies. Land is retained in large tracts and
there are relatively few small owners. In general the tenant farmers
and the employees of lumber companies support the homes from
which school children come. The total population of the county in
1910 was 18,889, of whom 13,156, or 69 per cent are white, and 5,569,
or 30 per cent, approximately, are negro. There are in the county
590 persons from 10 to 20 years of age, that is of school age, who are
illiterate. This is 12/ per cent of the total-population from 10 to
20,s

System
ear

taxation. Escambia County is one of the few in the
State which levies not only a county tax, but a local district tax in
all but two of the districts. In addition to the county and district
levies, three districts have succeeded in. borrowing money through
notes of the trusteesthe amounts are respectively $1,000, $1,500, and
$2,000. This money is used for buildings and repairs. To pay these
notes the district pledges its local tax for as many years as are neces-
sary to pay the full amount of indebtedness. This means, of course,
that no additional expense is involved. The. notes merely represent
drawing in advance on regular tsx fund. The plan enables a district,
however, to provide a buildinii if an inexpensive one will serve,
imm&liately, when otherwise a delay of several years is necessary.
The assessed valuation of the county is $7,466,284. The receipts for
the school year just closing were as follows: From State funds,
$22,565; from county tax, $21,566; from district tax, $17,538, a total

. . of $60,965. Of this amount $6,820 was spent fob repairs and equip-
.-
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ment; $3,646 for administrative expenses, and the. remainder for
buildings and teachers' salaries.

, .:
School sanitation.Here, as elsewhery choice must be made be-

tween decent buildings in-which to house the school children, and
reasonable classroom efficiency as represented in teachers' salaries and
length of term. To secure both is patently impossible with the totally
inadequate funkls at the disposal of the board. The board of educa- .

tion, therefore, after. consideration, decided that buildings fit to
shelter children must be obtained first-- -even at a sacrifice of other
essentials. Distinctive progress ha's been made toward this end
though it is far from completely accomplished. Black boards of
hyloxlate in sufficient quantities and patent, desks have been installed
this year in practically all the school buildings, replacing painted
boards and honicinade benches.

This county, like many others in Alabama., had entirely disre-
ga d sanitary essentials when pfeviding buildings. There was a
di
iit

aceful lack of toilets such as satisfy; the-: demands of mere de-
cency. Thirteen schools are now supplied with two. sanitary
toilets built iccording to the State plans. Fifteen additional schools
have two toilets of some kind, not sanitary, )19wever, and some
of them in very bad condition. Eighteen schOols still have but
one, and twelve have hone whatever. ..

Pure water within reasonably easy access and available at all times
fordrinking purposes as well as for washing hands is obviously a
simple necessity for every school. However, neighbors' wells or im-
.pure springs have fdr years been the source of supply for the majority
of schoolhouses in the county, and no method of keeping the water
in the building other than Open pails and common dippers was pro-
vided. The task of supplying good wells and sanitary coolers was
assumed by the board for the present year. A systematic campaign,
for these and other essentials was carried on in part through a sys-
tem of standardization. Requirements for the diffeienteelasses of
standard school are very moderate, yet progress is being made and
ideals are gradually being instilled: A substantial improvement is
noticeable between those schools standardized and those which are
not. Accomplishments in this regard are shown on the map rind fol-
lowing arcfrequirements for each class of standardized schools:

81.11113i1011.

1. State buildings with two rooms or more employing two teachers.
2. Yard well ketu and all trees on school ground7 whitewashed.
8. Buildings painted.'
4. Plenty of hyloplate blackboaiddecorated.
5. Seated with patent desks. #

6. Library and bookcase.
7. Seine good well-framed pictures on walla in each doom.
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8. Smiltary toilets.
9. Wholesome water supply on schooj grounds.

10. Sanitary drinking, fountains.
1. - School organized into active improvements, war savings or Red Cross

society.
12. Good display of school work on walls.

EXCELLENT.

1. State building, painted.
2. Well-kept yard with trees whitdwashed.
3. Two toilets.
4. Seated with patent desks.

, 5. Library.
6. Hyloplate blackboard, decorated.
7. Individual drinking cups.
8. Good display of school*work on walls.
9. School organizgd for some form of war work.

1. State, building.
2. Well-kept yard.
84111eated with patent desks.
4. Hyloplate blackboard.
5. Individual drinking cups.

1. 'Land not deedeilito the State.
2. No patent desks.
3. No hyloplate blackboard.
4. Yards, poorly kept.

jS:.,No--individual drinking cups.

FAIR.

POOR.

p

tinder the old regime of district control no rec,ords worthy of the
name were kept either by the teachers or superintendent. A splendid
system is now installed for both school and office records. Daily,
monthly, and annual repo5ts are required of the teachers and are
systematically inspected, corrected, and filed. The old idea of pri-
vaie.ownership of school ground's and buildings is being eradicated
gradually and legally recorded deeds are being required by the board.
Plats of school grounds with attached deeds and even the unfortu-
nate loss of school sections within the county is being investigated
with the possihility of recovering some of this now valuable property.

[ruthruetion.Salaries and qualifications of the teachers of the
county are given in the following tables:

Tama 22.Balaries and certiftcates of kacambta County, teachers.

Receiving per month:
846

r

sea-,

'teachers.
88
88

--4 10
27

. 18
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TABLE 22.Sa lalies and certificates of Escambia County teachersContinued.
Grade of certificate: Teachers.

First.. 40
Second.: 46
Third 35
Life 3

Total 124
Classification fon last yeat

First _
Second
Third

29
47
36

Total 112

TABLE 23.Education of teachers in tscambia County.

Years of education boyanclaslementary grades.
Number

6fchtea Cr s
having

6
8
3

11
1

1

11
1

Per cent.

1 year
2 years .,
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 yeara ,8 years

Total teachers reporting

14.6
19.5
7.3

26.8
2.4

26.8
2.4

41 100

Teachers are classified by the county board according to their
qualifications and ability, with salaries of $40, $45, and $50 for
third, second and first class, respectively. These salaries are supple-
mented from funds raised through district taxation and reach a
maximum of $65 with an average of $55 for the county. The school
term is six months. In most cases it is divided into two sections:

The classroom instruction is of the kind described in the preced-
ing chapter and little teaching of a high quality was found by the
committee. It was practically all on'the "lower plane" as distin-
guished by Dr. McMurry, meaning that " it shows that neither
feachers nor supervisors are looking beyond the storing 6f knowl-
edge and the acquisition_ of mechanical skill." Evidences of super-
vision are apparent throughout the county; for example, topographi-
cal maps, drawings, written work, and the like are displayed in
practically all the rooms. However, supervision is not close enough
to influence the methods of teaching to any notable extent, and there
is no evidence of unified aim ankd purpose among the staff. With a
teaching body of 124, more than half of whom are in one-teacher
schools, one supervisor is quite inadequate. This is especially true
when the force is largely untrained, inexperienced, and new to the
work in the particular county and school. Indeed, eyen trained
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teachers easily fall back into routine methods of teaching without
the spur of careful direction and surveillance,

Consolidation of schools.Escambia County has 53 one-teacher,
13 two-teacher, 4 three-teacher, and 4 four-teacher schools. The two
towns, Brewton and Atmore, have five or more teachers. The pre-
vailing type in th,e county is the one-teacher school, of which there are
altogether too many, even allowing for the relatively.unsettled condi-
tion of a large portion of the county and the ever-present road prob-
lem. Consolidation in this-county is not so much a matter of educat-
ing the people to the desire for centralization, as to educating them
to the appreciation of the value of education and the necessity of
paying for it with reasonable liberality. Consolidated school build-
ings cost money and this the people are reluctant to supply. Some
progress is being made, however. The board is in many cases refusing
new buildings until 'consolidation can be effected. People should
also understand that even money value of land is increased by good
school buildings and qualified teachers, as well as the fact that the
progressive citizens needed to develop the clAnty will settle there
only when educational facilities,are /furnished for the children. A
certain citizen who'paid $13,000 for a farm near McCulloch in the
western part of the county is authority for the statement that he
wQuld not have paid more than $6,000 if it were not for the proximity
of the consolidated schnol.

Attendance oil day of visit, Escambia County, Ala.
(Per cent present, 66.83. )

Enrollment : Present. EnrollmentCon. Present. Enrollmo Con. Present.
52 42 92 69 24 22
43 '85 41 25 28 12
44 22 89 51 45 22
50 31 ,24
29 26 41 28 609 403

Escambia County is not poor in land and resources. If it is to be
developed to its fulle4 possibilities it must be peopled by an intelli-
gent citizenry, trained in efficient public schools. Such schools it is
the duty of the county to supply, even if a sacrifice be necessary. The
committee found the county board and superintendent able, broad-
minded, and alert. It is convinced that the money supplied will be
used economically and for the best interests of the children.

Recommendation8.7-(1) More and better buildings and more lib-
eral support for schools must be provided. The assessed valuation of
the county is exceedingly low. It should be raised, and the 3-mill
limit raiged as soon as the legislature makes it possible. A scheme
for consolidation and a systoltic building program for the county

119801°--19---11
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should be inaugurated and consummated at the earliest possible date. ,

The schools stiffer for every month of delay.
(2) Better salaries and longer terms must be established in order

that experienced teachers may be secured.
(3). At least one additional supervisor, preferably a primary super-

visor, should be engaged at once. The amount now paid to the
county agent by the board of education, from which the schools re-
ceive only remote, if any, benefit, if augmented by another $000 or
$700 would probably secure a satisfactory person. Later, other super-
visors should be engaged.

(4) A continuous term of.nine ninths should be established as
soon as funds are available. The division of a short term of six
months into two parts makes efficient work. impossible.

VII. PICKENS COUNTY. .

Pickens. County is selected as an agricultural county in which
progressive methods of farming are not yet followA. In the pro-
portion of white and negro children it is reasonably typical of coun-
ties of this class.

It is situated in the western part of the State and embraces an area
of $75 square.miles, with a population, in 491'0, of 25,055. Of these
51.7 per cent are colored. :

Agriculture is the leading industry, the principal products being
cotton, Corn, and hay; oats, sugar cane, and other crops are grown
on a rather small scale and t the rocal demands only in part.

. xcepe in thetcase of a few 4 th most progressive farmers, present
methods of farming are practically identical with those which have
been in use for years. The greater pant of the country is hilly,
-broken. and rough; other portions are level oriently rolling. The
northern part of the county has much timber, which is being rapidly

. cut away' Lumbering in this section bas attracted many from the
fartiOispecially white laborers.

Financifig the echoolt.The assessed -valuation of Pickens County
is $4,815,080'. As. in other counties, it is only a small fraction of the
teat valtia Farms selling at $50 to $75 an acre are assessed at $10
or $15, 6Wyen less: At a conservative estimate, the assessed vain-
atiort could wellbe 12 millions. 4ere irsa counts tax of 4 mills, the
maximum permitted, but not district tax. Tuition is charged in all
towns in order that the schools may be int passion eight or nine
months. The town of Aliceville, for illustration, charges $5 w month
for the eleventh grade; $13,5f) a month for grades eight, nines and
ten; $8 for grade's four, five, six, seven;. and $2.50 for grades one,
two, and three. Tuition in the eleventh grade is charged during

eifour months; in all other gtades for two months. At Cairollton
0
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there is a matriculation fee of $2.50, a monthly fee of $1 for each -

of the elementary grades, and of $1.50 for each, of the high-school
grades. This and the State funds are entirely hisufficient for sup-
port and buildings. The ,total amount spent for schools for 1918
was $8.28 for each child.

A d ministration and sit pervision Legally the county board of
education acts upon the recommendations of the county superin-
tendent of schools. who nomirmtes all teachers. In many cases how-
ever the district trustees take the initiative. The county .superin-
tendent and the county board mArely ratify the choice of the local
boards. No doubt these boards should be consulted regarding the
selection of teachers, but all nominations should originate with the
county superintendent and appointments made by the board.

The County superintendent can not supervise effectively unless as-
sistants are provided. There are 'so many dies to which he must
attend that he has but little time for the supeTtision of instruction.
He must look after the finances of the-schools; carry out a building
program; keep the people inforthed as to the needs and make plans
for the future; in short, he must be the educational leader of the com-
munity. -Since few teachers have had adequate preparation. they
must he improved in service. This can not be done without assistant
supervisors.

City systenis with better trained teachers and school buildings close
together employ several supervisors for the same number of teachers
as Pickens County has. A supervisor of music should be among those
employed and music should be one of the school subjects. At present
it is not taught at all in the county.

Among the commendable things that the county superintendent is
citing to help teachers grow professionally is organization of
reading circles in several sections of the county ; it these reading
clubs, valuable as they are, do not take the place of nstructiie
icism of classroom teaching. There should be enough superAsion
to see that the teachers make intelligent use of what they read

C on8olidation. of schools.--The county school board until recently
)as been increasing instead of diminishing the nuraer of school dis-
tricts. As a result there has been little consolidation-of schools. The
tendency has been to erect school buildings in every district asking for
one, The consolidation 'of school's has hot been considered seriously
tither by the school offidials or by the patrons of the schools. There is
In the county only one transportation wagon.' One reason consolida-
tion has not been seriously discussed is that the toads are almost im-
passable in winter especially the roads crossing or paralleling the
many..shiggish streams. Yet in spite of poor roads some consolida-
tions Auld be effected. At least, the plan of dividing school districts
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and erecting one-room school buildings could be abandoned. As an
illustration, a new 6ne-room building has been erected about three
miles from Reform, though the child' en attending this school could
well be transported to the school at Reform. Similarly,lother consoli-
dations might be effected. In the northeastern part of the county,
four schoolsNew Hope, Carroll", Cross Roads, and Hargrove
might be consolidated at Shiloh Church. In the eastern part of
the county there was once a school' at the point indicated on the
map where six roads center. This school enrolled 180 pupils, but
new districts were formed and several scholils are attempting to-do
what one good consolidated school could do much better. The schools
that could be consolidated here are Center Springs, May, Flatwoods,
Brannen, and possibly Kenny Hill: Other illustrations could be
given. Consolidation, however, can not be effected until the roads
are improved and there are more funds to transport the children. If
a sentiment for consolidation were created, better roads would result.
The practical plan for Pickens County is to form a good consolidated
school at some point where it will most likely prove successful.
Shiloh Church would probably be the best location. After this school
proves successful other consolidations could be effected. In the mean-
time the school boar:i should district the county, looking forward
to consolidation.

School attendance.The school registers of the county were ex-
amined and it was found that attendance during the compulsory
period was but little better than during the other months of the year.
The attendance during the compulsory period would naturally be
better because it comes during the months when there is no work on
the farms. The poorest attendance is in the fall of the year, when
the crops are being gathered, and in the spring when the crops are
being planted. During these seasons the attendance in many schools
is abut one -}half what it should be. Few of the older children
are in school. As one, goes by farmal the fpring of the year, many
children may be seen in the fields. Data tvere collected from 21
elassioms 'regarding attendance. Of 455 pupils enrolled during
the year, 317 are now (April) enrolled. On 'the day the writer
visited the schools 270 were present. Lhree town schools where the
attendance is better than in the Count/ districts are included. One
school a short distance from Carrolltown which had a total enroll-
ment of 44 now has only 18, of whom 13 were present on the day of
the visit. The total enrollment of white children in the community
up to Marclravas 2,805. At the end of February there were enrolled
2,237. The iberage attendance up to that timp:had been 1,7.33, or
60.7 percent pf the total enrollment.

That a picture might be had of school attendance .in Pickens
County three school registers for the year 1918 were selected at ran-
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PAGE FROM SCHOOL REGISTER,
SHOWING IRREGULARITY °F' ATTENDANCE
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dom and the attendance data for each pupil copied for the months of
January and February. It may be noted that most children were
in school for a few days tind then out for as many days.

Preparation of the teachers. Of the 85 white teachers in Pickens
County, 6 hold life certificates; 15, first grade; 34, second grade f 30,
third grade. Thirteen have been graduated from high school; 12
from normal school, and 6 from college. Three have attended normal
school one year; 6, two years, and 3, three years. Forty-two have had
no schooling beyond the elementary grades or only a year or two of
high-school work. It is evident that the educational qualifications of
teachers in Pickens County are low ; the only way to obtain teachers
of higher qualifications is to pay more salary.

Teachers have been paid on the basis of the kind tf certificate they
hold. The salary of a teacher with a third-grade certificate is $45.00
a month; with a second-grade 'certificate, $55.00, and with a first-
grade certificate, $65.00 a month for a term of six months. Owing
to lack of funds it is impossible to employ many teachers with first-
grade certificates.

School buildings. The school buihUngs in Pickens- County nay
be classed as being in a good .state of repair. There are. of course,
some exceptions, as, for example, the school building at Pickensville,
which should be torn down and a new one erected. Several new and
modern buildings have been erected on the State plan. The funds
for the erection of the new buildings were obtained by subscription.
The movement to provide better buildings is to be commended, but
not the movement to increase the number of districts and school
buildings.

It is to be regretted that there are so few forward-looking move-
ments in Pickens County. The county superintendent, however, is
beginning to suggest the consolidation of some of the schools-and to
'advocate better buildings. The employment of a clerk for part of
the year is to be highly commended. One or two of the districts are
beginning to talk about levying a district tax. .-

Recommendations. (1) The schools of, Pickens County can not
be much improved until more funds are provided, therefore steps to
this end should be taken as soon as possible. (2) The first means the
county board should use to improve instruction is to employ one or
more supervisors to help teachers in service. (3) In order to im-
prove the ghools, thecounty should build good roads, since consoli-
dation will be impossible-with the roads as they are. (4) The
county school board should' district the county with a view to con-
solidation. (5) There should be feWer school districts. A school
district° should not be composed of one school, as 'is now the
CUStOltLaw'
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VIII. ETOWAH COUNTY.

General backgrounds. Etowah County is typical of several small
and thinly populated counties in which coal and mineral are
found, and the resources of which are therefore mining and indus-
trial as well as agricultural. It is situated in about the center of the
northeastern quarter of the State, and embraces an area of 542 square
miles. The population is 39,109, only 17.4 per cent being colored.

Within the county are three small cities, Gadsden, Alabama City,
and Attalla, with a combined population of 17,393, or 44.5 per cent
of the total. There are two other incorporated towns, Altoona with
a population of 1,071, and Walnut Grove with a population of 204.
The remainder of the county is rural. In the cities are cotton mills
and car shops. Coal is mined in the western part of the county,
principally around Altoona.

The assessed valuation of the county, the cities included; is $18,-
500,000. It is estimated that property in the county is assessed on
an average at not'more than 28 per cent of its value. In many in-
stances it is not more than one-tenth of the real value. For illus-
tration: A farm for which $6,600 was refused is assessed at $T00.

,Otier properties that would easily sell for $25,000 are assessed' at
$4,000. Generally there are gwo.entirely different values placed,
upon farms and business propertiesone for the tax assessor and the
other for the .purchaser.

Financing Me school8.-=-Thert is a hree mill county tax, and a
district 'tax in 10 districts. The funds raised by each district are
small, as may' be noted' from the following table:

TA1RLE 24.Amount raised by distfici tax in each of 10 districts.
Glencoe

-. - -- $800
nukes Bluff . 155
Moody 250
Oak Grove Y 85
Ewing '170

MOM 190
value . 375

Beard 150
Mount Zion 825
Alabama City 8, 000

The money raised by local tax is used to help erect new school
buildings, to make improvements and in some cases to add a few
week; to the school term. Though the amount raised by distriCt tax
is not large, if is needed in all districts to take care of school im-
provements and add to the salaries of teachers. If 'evety district in
the county should levy the special tax $40,500 colild be added to pres-
ent income. The county board should first redistrict the county
with future consolidation in mind
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Administration and supervision.The school board of Etowah '

County elects a county superintendent of schools and then holds him
responsible for results. He makes his recommendations to the
board. These are acted upon and the superintendent is directed to
carry out the action of the board. For illustration, the board after
voting to investigate the possibilties of opening schools, for illiter-
ates directed the county superintendent to make a study of the situa-
tion and to report his findings and recommendations regarding the
establishment of such schools. This is a much better plan than that
of appointing a committee composed of several board members.

The county board permits the superintendent to look anywhere
for teachers. Ile may even bring them in from another State, which
he does. The district trustees, while consulted regarding school im-
provements needed; do not take the initiative .in the selection of
teachers. This is as it should be.

One of the needs of the county is more and closer supervision.
The first step would be to employ' a clerk for the superintendent so
that the latter may have all his time free for administrative and
supervisory duties. As it is, he must spend no small part of his time
in clerical work, typewriting letters, compiling data, keeping. books,
etc. It is uneconomical to pay a superintendent $1,800 a year and
then require him to do the work of a clerk who could no doubt attend
to clerical duties better than the superintendent.

In addition to the clerk, assistant supervisors should be employed:
A primary supervisor is most needed and should be appointed at once.

Careful observation was made by a Member of the survey commit-
tee of the teaching in many of the schools of Etowah County. y
most of the teachers are faithful and earnest many need mare elp
than they are receiving. Not a few were falling just short of success
for want of assistance. The county superintendent, it is true, visits
the teachers several times a for short periods, but his visits are
necessarily so few and so brief that he can not follow up the direc-
tions that he gives the teachers. He does not have time to help them
plan lessons. Few of the teachers understand how to teach reading
in the primary grades. Children in the second and third grades read
no better than children should in the thst grader A supervisor
skilled in the teajching of reading could change all this.

School attendance. though the school term in Etowah County
is 7 months long, many, 4 the children enrolled attend but a few
months,. Moat of the older pupils do not enroll until after school has
been:ix aesaion a month or more, and as soon as the time for planting
arrives *az 4rop out of school. The latter part of April, when one

,.4.the sur oonniu-ttee visited the schools, it Iva necessary'..for
the comity superintendent to ordei sevetsl tn,Close beosuse.theagentt
s lord dfropped so low. In the 86 claasroonis visited the enrollment
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had fallen from 1,571 to 992. There were present on the day the
schools were visited only 6561 or 41.7 per cent of the total enrollment,
and-66.1 per cent of the enrollment when the schools were visited.

The total number enrolled in the white schools up to April was
5,360, the number enrolled in the month of March vas 4,082, and the
average attendance up to April was 3,242.

As recommended elsewhere in the report, the compulsory attend-
' ance la* shoUld be in force for the entire school year, but even if it
were, a sentiment for better attendance would need to be aroused.
The necessity of attending school for 7 or more months must be
made evident to the parents, the majority of whom keep their chil-
dren out of school to work on the farms in the fall and spring.
TeaChers can do more than any other persons, if they make school
work interesting, and make personal visits to the homes, explaining
to parents why children should attend school for the full term. In
several schools visited the attendance had been good for the entire
year; few had dropped out for the spring work. The teachers of
these schools were community leaders, the parents had confidence in
them, the children preferred school to farm work.

Teacheresealariee.The salaries of teachers in Etowah County are
based partly upon the kind'of certificate held and upon experience,
but the largest factor is ability in classroom management and in-
struction. The salaries for teachers an principals range from $45
to $125 a month for 7 months, distributed as follows: Thirty-six
teachers at $45 to $55; 42 at $56 to $65; 21 at $66 to $75; 9 over $75.

Preparation of teachers. The qualifications of teachers measured
by the kind of certificates held are low, 36 holding first grade cer-
tificates, 42 second' grade, and 33 third_grade. As soon e supply

teachers with third-grade certificates should The
average teacher in the county has completed an elementary school
course of 7 grades and two or three yeitrs of high-school work. A.
few are normal school graduates. A majority have taught less than
four terms.

Buildinge, grounds, and equipment. There are in the county,
exclusive of the cities, 79 school buildings for whites and 5 buildings
for colored.. Only those egected within the past few years are prop-
erly lighted. About one-h4lf of the older buildings may be rated'
as in a fair state of repair, one-fourth as good, and one-fourth as
poor. Some of the districts are taking pride in keeping the school
buildings in .good condition. This is particularly true of the dis-
triets that have levied the special tax. . .

The -school grqunds average from-1 to 2 term and the play
spiOe from. one-fofti.to ,one=half sere. A few are equipped with
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basket-ball courts. None of the school grounds have school gardens.
About one-fourth of the schools have only one outhouse. Net a few
of these err in a poor state of repair and in poor sanitary condition.
At about two- thirds of the schools there is a spring or well in or
near the school building. A neighbor's well furnishes the drinking
water for one-third of the schools. The drinking water is -kept in
open pails at one-half of the schools and in closed receptacles at the
others.

The desks in three-fourths of the schools are unadjustable double
desks. In a few schools there are adjustable single desks. The
teaching equipment is meager. In most school buildings there is
insufficient blackboai'd space. Maps and other teaching aids are
rarely seen. The school board at a recent meeting, realizing the need
of better teaching equipment, voted upon the recommendation of
the county supeintendent, that the county board would pay one-half
the cost of the teaching equipment recommended by the superin-
tendent provided the ideal 'district would paj, the remainder.

Consolidation of schools.Owing to a hick of funds and to the
mountainous character of the country no attempt has been made to
consolidate schools where transportation is requirrd. A good con-
solidated school has been effected at Bryce by uniting two other
schools with the one at that place. Instead of three poorly equipped
one-room school buildings there is a modern three-room building
with rooms for manual training and home economics, which will
probably be introduced next term.

Consolidation could be effected at several other points in the
county but transportation would be necessary.. It would be well for
the county board to district the county looking toward consolidation
and then at the earliest moment provide transportation for children
attending one-room schools that could be consolidated.

Plans for future.Some plan just adopted or that are likely to
be adopted within a year or even less are: Summer schools for il-
literates, a clerk for the county superintendent of schools, one assist -'
aft supervisor to have supervision of instruction in the primary
grades, the purchase of teaching equipment, the redistricting of the
county, and the introduction of a vocational agricultural school. .

Recommendfition for improvement.All the foregoing plans
should be put into operation at the earliest possible moment..

It is farther recommended that:
(1) The county board should employ assistants to supervise in;

struction in all grades. .

(2) Add the Constitutional one-mill tax so as to make the tax rate
four more mills. This would net the minty about $18,000 extra.

(8). The school board and county superintendent should make
careful study of the loetitieof school buildings and district the
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county with future consolidations in mind. A district tax should
be levied on every district after this has been done.

(4) A campaign for better school attendance in the fall and spring
months should be waged, and the compulsory attendance law enforced.

(5) The county superintendent should not accept a teachers
monthly report until it has been made correctly.

(6) Thb teachers should be required to keep the school buildings
clean, well swept, and dusted. ,

IX. CHAMBERS COUNTY.

General background.qiambers County is situated in the eastern
part of the State and embi-aces an area of 588 square miles. It wat
selected for special study Because it is typical of a good cotton grow -

ipg and manufacturing c(*nity. With the exception of a small sec-
tion in the eastern part, it is largely rural. There are five towns in
this section, all engaged in the manufacture of cotton goods. Lanett,
the largest, is an independent school district. Four others, Shamut,
Langdale, Fairfax, and Riverside, have each a population of less than
2-,000. The other towns in the county are in the farming section.
They are Lafayette, the county seat, Fivepoints, and Milltown.
The principal crop is cotton. As one rides through the county one
sees hundreds of acres under cultivation, broken here and-there. by
small patches of woodland. The soil produces abundantly. Pros-
perity among the farmers may be noted on every hand.

The assessed valuation of the county, which is recognized as one
of the best farming counties in the State, is $9,500,000. The large
cotton mills at the five towns are included in this valuation. From
inquiries made among business men and others it is evident that this
valuation of property is very low.. It could easily be three .to five
times what it is without exceeding the mid value. The population of
the county is 36,050. There are 17,396 white's and 18,660 hegroes, the
negro population being 51.8 per cent of the total population. The
white population is-native born.

Financing the. 8ciwo18.Chambers County has voted the 3mill
county tax in addition'to the 1-mill constitutional tax. None of the
districts have levied the special district tax, but several contemplate
doing so. In order that the schools in several of the districts may be
in session fob 9 months instead of 8, as pkovided by the county board,
and in order to obtain teachers of higher grade ttitin the funds allot-
ted the district permit, several districts supplemeitke county funds
by tuition fees and by donations. The cotton mil lioia is an
example. The company adds $5 to the salary of. "teEcher, and

*pays for an extra month of school. It also provides "i!se. textbooks.
,All the school, buildings in the milLtoln have been erected by the
mill company and are its property. ,
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At Lafayette an incidental fee is chirged each pupil and the city
council makes appropriations for'iin extra month of school. At Five
Points all the money raised for municipal purposes is expended on
the school. Most of this fund, however, is used to pay interest and
to provide a sinking fund for the payment of bdrids issued for the
erection of a new scliool building. A small incidental fee is charged
each pupil.

As in most other counties in the State, there is a lack of funds due
in part to the low tax valuation. If the assessment were doubled
the county would derive $38,000 in addition to what it now doeg.
This would enable tl)e board to employ teachers holding first-grade
certificates. Each district should levy a special tax, which should
be used for building purpo-ses and for upkeep of school property.
In this "way $28,500 more could be expended on the schools in the
county.

Administration and supervision. The school board of Chambers
County wisely places raponsibility upon the county superintendent.
He studies the needs of the schools and reports to the county board,
which acts upon his recommendations. The local trustees are con-
sulted regarding educational matters in their respective districts,
but do not select teachers. The principals at Lafayette and at the
mill towns are consulted when teachers are selected for their re-
spective schools, since they are more familiar with the work of the
teachers under their supervision than is the county superintendent.
The annual budget ,is estimated by the county superintendent. The
writer attended a meeting of the Chambers County board of''educa-
tion when it was discussing the estimates of the county superin-
tendent which were $2,000 more than the funds warranted. The
board directed the superintendent toefind some way to provide the
$2,000 needed, awl to report at a special meeting. He found that by
making certain consolidations $2,000 could be saved. The plan of
placing full responsibility upon the county superintendent can not
be too highly commended. He is employed by the board to manage
the schools. It would be a waste of funds norto permit him to do so.

As in many other counties, the schools of Chambers County are
under-supervised. At present the county superintendent performs
much work of a clerical nature. He should have a full time clerk,.
and as many additional stiperviSors as are necessary to carry out the

-plan-advocated. in this report. One of the county supervisors might
I well be assigned to She schools in the four mill towns provided the

stab' were large enough. All principals should have free time for
supervision,

The.pian.ot having a higlr schoOl in each of the mill towns in
Chalphers Comity entails 4 waste of money and energy, and is less
efficient than one high school for the four towns, which are .under.the

'
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mam.gement and control of the cou-IM board of education. If it is
not feasible t.9 consolidate the high schools in the Rye towns, the
pupils at Shawinut, Langdale, Fairfax, and Riverview should be
sent to some central point. The street-car line throtigh these points
makes transpoftation easy. At present classes are too small for in-
terest or economy. At Riverview there were, oilly 4 pupils in the
eighth grade and 5 in the ninth. The largest high school Itt Fair-
fax enrolls 28 in the eighth grade, 5 inthe pinth, 7 in the tenth, and 4
in the eleventh. "In the month of Peliakfary the. total enrollment in
the high-school gritdes of the four towns veil's 74, and 8 teachers were
employed. If there 'Were one central high school for these pupils,
fewer teachers would suffice. However, the saving in. the number -.
of teachers and in the amount pf ntoney expend0 is of less im-
portance than efficiency. Home economics could be taught more
effectively ; industrial ivory introduced ; a wider range of subjects
offered ; and more interest would be a'rouietiythe school.

Consolidation of schools.One of the be examples of consolida-
tion of rural schools in Alabama is to be found at Five Points, Chant-
bers County. This consolidated school was formed by combining
three country schools with the school.. at Five Points. The school
term at each place had been 7 months. Now the children attend 9
months. The total attendance in all the schools consolidated was 113.
Now there are 190 pupils. Before consolidation tree high-school en- '
rollment was 13, and now it is 52. The increase in enrollment in
the elementary grades has been 68 per cent and in the high school
300 per cent, while the expense of conducting the school has in-,
creased only 50 per cent.

Other consolidations are possible since the roads are in good enough
condition for transportation. Six roads center at Penton where there
are three teachers and 90 children enrolled. Two other schools,
Chapel Hill, which is li miles east, and Red Hill, which is 2,1 miles
west, could be consolidated with the Penton School. There are two
teachers and an enrollment of 40 at Chapel Hill, and two teachers
and an enrollment, of 45 at Red Hill. Only a few of the children -
attending these two schools would need be transported. One good
school with six or seven teachers and an enrollment of, l'' or more
pupils would be possible. La Fayette might well be the center of con-
solidation for Morefield, Hamburg, and Rutledge. Hickory Flat,
Stroud, and Wel si could be consolidated at WelCh for the elementary
grades, while the high -school pupils were transported to Five Points.
Other possibilities` suggest themselves to th6se familiar with'
the county. .

Arrangements have been made to consolidate several negro schools
lo La Fayette, and to provide a training school in connection with this
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consolidated school. In the northern part of the county, three ol-
ored schools will be abandoned, and a consolidated chool established.

Buildings, groundS, and equipments.For several years but fow
repairs were made on the school buildings, and as a result sonic of
them became more or less dilapidated. At present the county board
of education is encouraging the local communities to keep their
school buildings in a good state of repair: Of the rural school
buildings visited in the county. the majority may be ranked as being
in a fair state of repair, many in poor condition, and a few in a good
condition. Most of the buildings could be kept cleaner than they are.
Practically all are swept with a broom Without sweeping mixture.
An exception must be made of the building at La Fayette. since
most of the buildings were erected some years ago, the lighting
arrangement does At meet modern standards. In most buildings
there are cross-lights, the light generally coming from 'both the
right and left and in not a few instances also from the rear.

The school grounds average from one to- two acres with about
three-fourths of an acre additional, on which are often found basket
ball courts, but no' other play equipment. Outside toilet facilities
are usually provided for both girls and boys.. At a few schools, how-
ever, there are no toilet facilities, and at a few others only for girls.
The sanitary condition of most of the toilets should be improved and
should be more carefully inspected, repaired, and cleaned.

P The school desks as a rule are double and stationary. A few of the
newer desks are single. The tesAing equipinent is meager. Here
and there in the rural school a map or globe may be seen. Reading
charts for the primary grades are not provided except in several of
the town schools. There are a number of good libraries. Those of
85 schools are valued at $10,404. Now and then one enters a class-
room mstle attractive, as are those at La Fayette, by well selected
pictures. Teachers in other schools in the county should take the
classrooms at La Fayette as'models in this particular.

School attendance.---Parents in Chambers County hare not yet
realijed that the child that is not kept in school regularly for the full
term can not make satisfactory progress. As in other sections of the
State land work has precedence over school work. The immediate
income of the farm is tangible, while the value to the child of having
his life broadened and enriched by the school is not so near Ilor so
tangible. Qie of the weaknesses of the schools is the poor attendance
in the fall of the year and in the spring. For example; the enroll-
ment in the schools visited was 949 forkthe year. Of this number 707
were enrolled in April. Of the 707 enrolled only ..548 or 56.5 per
lent of the total enrollment were present the day. the schools were
visited. .
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PrepAration of the teachere.A majority of the teachers in Cham-
be4s COunty hold life or first grade certificates; 25 hold life certifi-
cates; 56, first grade; 49, second grade, and 4 third grade. Ofthe
teachers reporting 15 per cent have not attended school beyond ele-
mentary grades except possibly a summer tent or two at a normal or
college. Only 40 per cent have graduated from high school, 10 per #-=--
cent from normal school, and 3 per cent from college.

Teachers are paid according to the -grade of certificate held. e A
teacher holding a first-grade certificate receives $62.50; one holding
a second grade certificate $52.50, and one holding a third grade
$47.50 a month for a. termof eight months. Principals o?graded and
town schools receive from $75 to $150 a.montla..

-Plane for future.The county superintendent and county school
boards are emphasizing the need of better school building's and of
school consolidation. The aim is to eliminate the high-school grades
taught in the one and two teacher schools and to have all children
puisuing high-school sub' is attend the county high school or one 8f
the other high schools 'n the county. A special study of health cone
ditions is tinder way and the school board will adopt such plans as
may be feasible for the improvement of the health of school chil-
dren. Two Negro consolidated schools will be established next term.

Reegnimendatione.-1. The county board of education should em-
ploy a full-time clerk for the county superintendent and several
assistant superintendents or supervisors.

2. The plan of' having a high school in each of the mill towns,.
.ihould be abandoned and one high school established for the children
attending the high 'schools at Shawmut, Langdale,. Fairfax, and
Riverview.

3. A better system of records should be kept. The county super-
intendentshould not accept a teacher's report until she has compiled
all the data required.

4. The county should be redistricted with future consolidation in
view.

S

ti



Chapter IX. .

NEGRO EDUCATION IN RURAL ALABAMA.

Size and distribution of Negro population in the StateAccor,d-'
ing to the census of 1910, the Negro population in Alabama was 908,-
282, forming 43 per cent of the total population'of the State. The
Negro population of Alabama is smaller than that of either Georgia
or Mississippi, and does not constitute so large a portion of the
State's population as it does in the two adjoining States. The pres-
ence of the Negro, however, complicates the educational problem to
the extent that it makes necessary the maintenance of two school sys-
tems, one for each race. But it should be borne .in mind that even
if the entire population of the State were white, it would be necessary
to provide far more teachers and schoolhouses than are now provided
for the white poputation, with a resultant increase in cost to the
State.

The proportibn which the Negroes form of the total population
varies greatly in the counties. There age 21 counties where the
Negroes outnumber the white people. These counties, referred to as
the " black belt," fOrm a block extending across the south central por-
tion of the State. On the other hand, there are eight counties with
less than 500 Negro children of school age, according to the State
biennial census of 1918. With the, exception of Cleburne County,
the "white" countiesthOse with less than 12,E per cent of their
population Negroform a belt across the northern portion of the
State., Numerically,, the Negro population is largely massed in the

N"black belt." The census of 1910 showed that jhe 21 counties where
the Negro population exceeded the white have practically 490,000
Negroes; as against 418,000 in the other* counties; and 90,617 of those
living outside the "black belt" were in Jefferson County.

While the Negroes of Alabama form only 43 per cent of the total
population, they constitute 52.9 per cent of all the persons engaged in
agricultural pursuits in the State. The number of farMs cultivated
by them increased 17.3 per cent between 1900 and 1910. As farmers,
renting and owning land, they have complete charge of 5,083,552
acres; as farm laborers they undoubtedly cultivate a much larger
area. Of the colored persons 10 years of age and over, X40.1 per cent
are illiterate, and 27.5 .per cent of -those 10 to 14 years of age are

176
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A. CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL AT FIVE POINTS.

B. ANOTHER CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL IN ALABAMA.
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A. THE NEW PIKE ROAD CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL. MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

A. TI-OF A6TOMOBILE TRUCKS AT PIKE ROAD CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL.
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illiterate. The death rate among the Negroes'is nearly twice as high
as among the white people. Such a degree of illiteracy and ill
health is certain evidence of extensive waste of economic resources
and human energy.'

No discussion of the Negro population would be complete without
reference to the Negro exodus from Alabama in 1916 Ain Mi. This
movement was due to a combination of causes, both social and eco-
nomic, which are enumerated in Chapter I. The heaviest migra-
tion was from the " black belt ",counties. In the bulletin on " Negro
Migration in 1916-17," published by the United States Department
of Labor, the statement is .made that, "It is from these counties that
Negroes have gone literally by the thousands. Some of them have
lost 25 per cent or more of their total Negro population within the
Last 18 months."2

Both the white and the colored poptifIrtn of Alabama is largely
rural, the percentage being 82.6 for the white and 82.8 for the
Negroes. While it is probable that the 'Negro population is less rural
in character than it was in 1910, due ty the migration referred to
above, the problem of educating the Negroes in Ala4Rma is certainly
a rural rather than an urban problem.

Public-school facilities. Table 25 presents some salient facts con,-
cerning tte public-school facilities for Negroes.

Tneir 2.5.Public school

Negro.

Children 7 to 21 years of aci In 1918 c. 434,178 315,327
Teachers' salaries In public schools in 1018 23,682 311 474,749
Teachers' salaries per child 7 to 21 Sk 10 81.61
Number of Illiterates 10 to 20 sears of age 23,431 St 746
l'er cent illiterates 10 to 20 years of age 7.0 fits
Number of teachers 9,030. 2,716
Enrollment 373, R24 190,760
Pupils enrolled per teacher '1.5 , 70

Figure/1%re taken from tho 1918 report ofthe department of education.

-ad

The public-school teachers of Alabama received $4,157,063 in the
school year ending"September 30, 1918. Of this sum, $3,682,314 was
for the teachers of 454,478 white children and $474,749 for the
teachers of 315,32.7 colored childr .i. On a per capita basis this is
$8.10 for each white child of school age and $1.51 for each colored
child.'

'This statement Is taken from Bulletin of the Bureau of Education, 1918, Nu. 49. p. 27.
The figures are those of the census of 1910.

I P. 06.
These averages were computed by dividing the appropriation for teachers' ea lariat

public schools by the number of children 7 to 21 years of age enumerated by the State
biennial census fb 1918. The salaries were obtained from the report of the State depart-
ment of education, 1918, p. 106, end the school population from p. 155. City systems
are Included.

119801_19-12

71
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It is shown in the Alabama chapter of the publication " Negro
Education," bulletin of the United States Bureau'of Education, 1916,
No. 39, that " The inequalities are greatest in the counties with the
largest proportion of Nggroes. The per capita sums decrease for
white and increase for colored children with considerable regularity
as the proportion of Negroes becomes:smaller." The statement is
also made'that "The high per capita cost for white children in the
t black belt' counties is partly explained by the fact that they are iew
in number and widely scattered. The smaller cost of schools for
colored children. is partly due to the lower wage scale of colored
teachers and partly to the very limited provision for high-sch41
education. It is apparent; however, that these explanations by no
means account for the wide divergencies in the ' black belt ' counties."

In addition to the $3,682,314 appropriated for the public-scilool
teachers of white childi.en, the State appropriated $346,3.15 to main-
tain 42 count)! high schools, 9 district agricultural schools. 6 normal
schools, and 3 institutions of higher learning. To the $471,749 for
the public-school teachers of colored children the State added $16,000
to maintain one normal school, $4,000 for the agricultural and
chanical school, largely maintained by Federal funds, and $4,000 for
Tuskegee Institute, a total of $24,000.

The large variations in the per capita expenditures on white and
colored children in the several counties of Alabama are due to a large
extent to the fact that the State school fund for public elementary
schools is apportioned to the counties on the basis of the total number
of childreh of school age, regardless of race, but the ".apportionment "
o the county's share of the fund in the county is left to the county
board of education. The division of the fund between white and
colored schools is, therefore, a matter wholly in the discretion of the
county board. The black-belt counties draw very" large sums from
the State, in propoOion to the number of white children in these
counties, while other counties, which have comparatively sinall'Negro
populations, re, ivo apportionments almost directly proportional to
the number of white children of school age. The county boards use
their authority in such a way thptjlere are great discrepancies in
some of the counties between t1-4.47nou,nts spent on the white and
colored children. There are also great discrepancies between the
amounts on white children'in the various counties. Table 26 shows
the per capita expenditures for white and colored children- in coun-
ties located in the various sections of the State.
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TABLE 26.Per capita expenditures for while and olor cd children.

Ihnd rot inties

Per capita
expenditure.

The black twit:

White. Negro.

Bullock $20.69 ' $2.48Mont(zomery 15.00 1.46Dallas 17.35 .90The mountain section:
Cleburne.... . ........ . . 3. 68 , 2.56Jackson . 3.2O 1.22Blount... 3.43 . 3.03- The Tennessee Valley:
Colbert_ .. ........ . . . n.44 2.11Madison ;.23 1.86Lauderdale ........ 5.20 1. 12The hill section:
Tallapocosa . . 7. 11 1.51Bibb...... 7.491 1 47Tucc:alocbsa . .. 7.71, 2.48The wire miss or piney woods section:
Covinczton...... . A. 72 2. 14Erambia 7. 70 1.37Dale ...... . , ..... ti. 15 : . in

Local tax has been levied in a number of counties, and this has en-
abled the white " counties to increase their school fund and lesson the
disparity between the " white" counties and 'the " black belt "counties,
as far as the expenditure on white children is 'concerned. The divi-
sion of local tax funds within a county is a matter of interest to that
county only, but when a county receives funds from thek_State,for the
education of Negro children, and uses that money for the education
of white children, the matter is one of State interest. Of the total
amount disbursed during the school' year ending September, 1918,
for tend ers salaries, 89 per cent was paid bo white teac ers.
Obvicm y, however, there is alarge variation in the per capita expen-
ditures n white clii!dren in the several counties. In other wore,'
while ost of the money is' spent on white schools, there is little uni-
for y in the spending of it in the counties.

e of the stock explanations of the poor school facilities for
Negro children, especially in the black belt counties, is that the " Ne-
groes do not pay any taxes," and hence the county can not afford, as
a matter of justice to the,white people, to spend more than a small
fraction of the school fund on Negro schopls. Some of the counties
that show the largot expenditures for white children and the smallest
for colored would be placed in a bad situation if their own argument
were applied to them by the State. This is very clearly showli by
Tab127, vhiclesets. forth the amount b 'which the money received
froth the State treasury for school purposes exceeds that paid infor
10 black-belt comities. These 104-counties are among the first 1 of
those receivifig from the State the gieatest excess from the State
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treasury over the amount paid lii. The figure following the county
denotes its, standing in this respect.

TABLE 27.Excess received from State treasury over'amwint poidn, for 10
black-belt counties.

ExcessCounty. I Rank. Exe6es '.. received. :'
County. Rank. I received.

:

Il. ....._ I
.

Bullock 1 : $30,926 Butler s I 518,871
. ,

Wilcox 2. 19,326 Barbour 9 i 18,644
Piekens 4 : 19,589 ! Hale 10 18,976
Chambers 5 . 19,067 :, Clarke .11 i 18,014
Perry 6 I 191,064 ii Monroe 1.2 . 17,019

The per capita expenditures for while children in these counties
is high as compared with most of the other counties in the State
outside the black belt. The.inap-i,lso shows that the per capita ex-
penditures for While children are large in thel counties named in the
table, as compared with the per capita_expenditures for colored
chi en in thbse counties. It 'Sight be added that six of the eight
co in the State which had not levied the 3-mill local tax when
the 1918' report of tte department of education was issued are black
belt counties, and two of them tiie included in the above table.

According to the census of 1910 the total number of Negro illiter-
ate males of voting age was 92,744, forming 43.4 per cent of the total.
Thelivhiite illiterates of the same age group wore 30,633 in number,
or 10.6 per cent of the total. Vor several years't.he Alabama Illiteracy'
Commission has been working to banish iteracy from the State.
Due to lack of funds*, the commission has been .able to do more
than make a beginning in the work for colored people. The number of
illiterates 10 to 20 years of agN, inclusive, waS published in the report
of the department of educatio in 1918. Tile figures on illiteracy in the
same age group were published by the census in 1910, and these figures
may be-compared with the State figures. The census 'did not report
the illiteracy figures by races, in the case of persons 10 to 20 years of.
age, inclusive.' According to the 1910 census there were 526,505 per-
sons 10 to ,20, years of age in Alabama; of Whom 86,437, or 16.4 per
cent, were illiterate. According to the 1918 report of the department
of education, the total number Of persons 10 to 20 years of age was
581,291, of whom 88,197 were rlliterate. The percentage of illiteracy
Was Mt 7The decreaselin illiteraty was, therefore, only 0.7 per cent.
At thoffresent time the public school facilities for Negroes in Ala-
bama ate so inadequate that no great reduction in Negro illiteracy
an be expected in the near future. -But substantial progress is being

made, as k result of increased interest on the part of county boards
and superintendents, money raised by patrons' to increase tenchers'
salaries and lengthen terms, and by Jeanes industrial supervisors, and

.
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the building of comity training schools and Rosenwald schools. The
factors making the fight against illiteracy a difficult one are short
terms, the lack of good schoolhouses and equipment, and failure to
enforCe the compulsory education law against Negroes in some
counties.

. Schoidlu,u8c8 and grounds.Less than half of the buildings in
hich Negro children are taught are owned by the public. According

to the 1918 report of the State superintendent, the ownership of the
Negro school buildings is as follows:

'ABLE thrnership.of New.° m.hoolhouRcs.

...... ...................... ........

Mato.. Count Ditrict. Chin+.

59$ . 1.40 I ....
SZ

.151 598 1.145 I

Of the 1,854 rural schools, 1,040, or 65.1 per cent, are privately
owned. Of the 4,584 white tura' schools, 3,568, or 77.8 percent, are
owned by the St ate, the county,,or the district.

The fact that such a large. peveentage of Negro school buildings
are privately owned 'explains in. part the poor condition of .iikany
buildings and their unsuitableness for school 'purposes. While not
all the privately owned buildings are churches ail lodge halls, it is
quite a common thing to find a Negro school taught in.a church. Foe
instance,' in Montgomery County 34 of the 69 rural schools are taught
in schoolhouses, and 36 are taught in churches. In Dallas County
half t the. Negro schools are taught in churches. Efficient work
can nitt be done in a school housed in a chtirch or lodge hall. In the
case of the church school,"the seating is very unsatisfactory, as the
church benches ado used, and the children have ho desks to work on.
As in the case of the lodge hall, the lighting is unsatisfactory, althe
windows are not properly placed for school purposes. In church
and lodge hall .schools the blackboard facilities leave much to be
desired. Often no blackboard whatever is provided. The blackboard
in the church school generally consists of several strips of paibted
wood fastened to two uprights and leaned against the wall. A
number of lodge ball schools visited were equipped with patent or
home-made desks, but the teachers reported that after lodge intetings
it was usually necessary to -rearrange the furniture and clean up the
room. \

The Negro iihoolhousesoylin when owned by the public authorities,
are often without proper Beating facilities. Public-owned school-
Dpuses were found with crude benches urea as seats,'even poorer than
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the pews used In many church schools. The State superintendent re*
ports that out of 1,869 rural schools for Negroes, only 229 have pat-
ent desks. Of the 4,584 white )chools, 2,70, or 60.9 per cent,. are
equipped with patent desks'. Thvorresponding figure for the Negro
schools is 12.3 per cent. II

Very few rural schoOls for Negroes, with the exception of the
Rosenwald schools, are properly lighted. In most of the schools
visited the lighting was from both sides, and in many schools the
position of one window was such as to throw the li4it directly into
the eyes of the pupils. The prevailing style of blinding used ex-
clusively for school purposes is the " box-car " type, with the door in
pne end, two or three windows on each side, and one or two windows
In the other end toward which the pupils face. This type of school
building is often found on the grounds of a church. The Negroes
have built these schools in recognition of the fact that a church is
not suitable for a schoolhouse. As the buildings were erected on
private grounds, State- aid was not secured, and the buildingsi4zere
not erected in accordance with any approved plan. /his statement.
also applies to those buildings erected as a combination lodge hall
and school, with the schoolroom on the first floor. The practice of
building; schools of this type has been practically discontinued. The
Negroes are now anxious to secure aid from the State and the Rosen-
wald Fund, and in order to secure such aid, the building must be
erected on a plat of at least 2 acres owned by the public authorities
and the building must be built in accordance with a plan approved
by the State department or by Tuskegee Institute.

The school grounds are almost universally too small. Practically
all the schools visited had grounds of 2 acres or less, except in the
case of two-teacherschools built with State aid, which, according to
law, must be built on a plat of 3 acres or more. The schools on
church grounds have one advantagethe playground is generally
ample in size, though not always level enough to be used as a play-
ground. Very few schools used their grounds for gardellg or agri-
cultural experiments, but this is due in part to the shortness of the
term. Playground apparatus of any kind was lacking in the rural
schools visited, except in the case of some:Jefferson County schools
aided by corporations. The most common source of water supply is
a well on the premises of a family living near the school. The schools
taught in churches or in buildings on church grounds are the schools
that generally have a well on the grounds. However, these wells
are notusedregularly during a large part othe year, and where they
are surface wells, as in the case in Bullock County, the wisdom of
using them. for school purposes iequestionable. Springs are not an
unusual. source of water supply for the schools. In nearly. every
school visited where a spring was used, it was not on the grounds.
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While the spring is4qten inconveniently located, it is a safer source
of water supply than the well on school 'grounds, judging by the
schools visited.

In most ottlie schools visited the wale as kept in-open buckets.
The drinking fountain was found in ye few .schools, usually in
Rosenwald schools, but its use is on the inc se. In Colbert County
the county siiperintendent's4,insistence on 'th use of coolers in.t.be
-chools has resulted in closed receptacles being provided in all tile
schools visited.. The colored teachers deserve to be commended for
their persistence in seeing that the pupils use individual cups, The
extent to which individual cups are used in the Negro schools is
surprising. Trio teachers have insisted on the of the collapsible
aluminum cup, lint when these have not been sOftred or are.left at
home. the use of paper cups is required. Several schools were found
where all the children had drinking cups which were kept at the
schoolall on a shelf provided for the purpose. On account of the
great variety of glasses and cups, it Was easy for each child to dis-
tint,ruisli his own.

The heater found in nearly.every school visited was the unjacketed
stove. Outside of Jefferson County the jacketed stove was not found
except in some of the Rosenwald schools. Wood is used as fuel far
more than coal, outside of the counties wbere coal is at hand. The
common manner of keeping the wood is to pile it in one corner of the
schoolhouse.

the aN'erage colored rural school is sadly deficient in toilet facili-
ties. Many outhouses Were found in such a dilapidated condition
that they could hardly be called toilets. When there is only one out-
house, as was the ease at a fourth of the schools visited, the boys
are expected to " use the woods." All the schools visited in Colbert
County were equipped With two outhouses, as a result of the superin-
tendent's refusal to recognize any school not so equipped. The Rosen-
wald schools are all supplied with two moderniipilets.

It is only fair to say that most of the teachers whose schools wets
visited, especially those teaching in Rosenwald schools and in build-
ings built for school purposes, were making an honest effort to keep
the buildink clam. Often this effort is made under very adverse
conditions. The teacher usually sweeps the building out after school,
or has some of the children do it under her direction. The monitor
system is the one generally used. It is also customary to have sev-
eral pupils sweep the schoolhouse out during the noon recess. The
sprinkling process is not.employed as regularly as could be wished,
in connection with the daily sweeping. According to the &lechers'
statements, Om' floors are scrubbed at least once a term,. and .some-
times twice a month. The condition of the floors bore out the truth
of their Statements.
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2'he Rosenwald schools. The Rosenwald schools furnish a strik-
ing illusttation of what can be accomplished by the cooperation of
private philanthropy, public school funds, and the Negroes them-
selves. Mr. Julius Rosenwald, of Chicago, aids Negro communities
in building rural schools. The funds are administered by the exten-
sion department of Tuskegee Institute. The amount given is limited
to $400 for a one-teacher school and $500 for a two-:teacher school.
An equal or deater amount must be secured from the public authori-
ties or raised by the schoolpatrons. In many instances the Negroes
hale secured aid from both the State and the Rosenwald Fund in
building a school.

To secure %Rosenwald aid, the school must have at least a five
months' term.T'I'CO help can be secured from the. Rosenwald Fund
until. the total amount raised, including the Rosenwald money. is
sufficient to complete and furnish the schoolhouse, but land, labor.
and material may be included in estimating the amount raised by the
community. The plans for the building must be approved.by Tus-

s kegee Instittitc, and whore State aid is secured, by the State depart-
ment of education. The building most be completed within six
months after the Rosenwald aid is secured.

Jeanei industrial supervisors, county agricultural 'agents, and
teachers have been most successful in raising funds The colored
people deserve the highest commendation for the liberal way in which
they have donated money for schoolhouses. The Rosenwald Fund
has an agent who travels over.the State, promoting the building of
modern Schoolhouses.

School consolidation has been promoted by reason of the-fact that
two communities, by combining their schools, can get $800 for the
consolidated school if they raise a like amount. Terms have also
been lengthened and teachers' salaries increased. The Rosenwald
Fund aids communities that have erected new schools in this way: .
In the case of a one-aacher school with a five months' term, the
Rosenwald Fund offers $30 if the patrons raise a like amount, in
order that the school may have a seven-months' term. The term of
a two-teacher school is increased one month by the same plan. Where
the school already has a seven months' term, the money from the
patrons and the Rosenwald Fund is used to increase the teacher's
salary.

The Rosenwald schoolhouses are carefully planned to meet the
needs of a rural school. In the case of a one-teacher school, the
building is provided with a room for industrial work,. cloak rooms,
and, a closet for storing supplies. The two- teacher schoolhouses usu-
Alliy lutve rooms ,for; kitchen and shop,. and a small library. The
buildings are properly, ighted, and equipped with patent desks, and
good blackboards.spEach ,school has two sanitary; toilets.
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To aid in the building of 191 schoolhouses in Alabama, Mr. Rosen-
wpld has given $64,250; the public funds invested in the schools
amount to $49,741; the Negroes have contributed $101,460, and white
people $8,645. Schools have been built in 24 counties. The counties
in which the largest number of schools have tteen built are Russell
And Macon, 15 each; Lee, 14; Lowndes, 13; Chambers, 11 Conecuh
and Hale, 10 each.

School enrollment and attendance. The' following tables compare
enrollment and attendance for the white and colored schools:

TABLE 29. Population and enrollment.

Population 7 to 21 years of age:
Waite 454,478
Negro_ _ 315.327

Enrolled :
White_ 375,824
Negro 190.250

Per cent enrolled :
White_ - 83
Negro- eo

TABLE 30.,Enrollmen1 and attendance

Per sent of attendance.
1..nroisd. A verage

atten dance. enrolled. I Of population.

White. Negro White.
I

Negro. 1 White. Negro. I WA% Negro.
Rural , 317.436 161,861 192.6fat 55,346 1 60.7 52.7
City 511.388 38,369 42,785 17.060 73.3 641
State , 3:3.824 190,2'10 235.303 102.398 62.6 53.8 , 51.8 i 226

In his annual report for 1918, the State supirintendent points out
that the increase in enrollment for 1917-18 over the receding year
was 27,59'7 in the case of the whiterschools, due to the enrollment Of
26225 new pupils in the elementary schools and 1,372 new pupils in
the high schools. In.discussing the Negro enrollment, he says:

The enrollment of Negro children, for 1917-18 was 19050, an increase of
33,521. This increase is accounted for by the fact that 33,474 new 'pupils co-

hered the elementary schools during the year, while the hlgb-school grades sus-
tained a net gain of 47. The perNntage of the Negro school population en-
rolled was approximately 00, as compared with 47 for the preceding year. This
Increase to and of the most.remarkable facts recorded in this report.

From. these figures, it is apparent that while the 'actual number
of new children in the Negro schools exceeded that of the :white, the
increase in the case of higkschool.pupils is negligible, as compared
with the corresponding figure for the whites.

After making due allowance for the number of children of school
a,gewho are in 'school, but not, included in the.above figures, the Mate
superintendent concludes that at least 12 per cent of the white &IA
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25 per cent of the Negro school population were not in school for a
day during the year. He attributes the relatively large increase in
enrollment to the compulsory attendance law which became effec-
tive October 1., 1917.

The figures for increase in average attendance are striking when
compared with those for enrollment. The increase in white attend-
ance was 15,359 over the preceding year, an increase of 7 per cent.
The increase in the case of the Negroes was only 5,014, or 5 per cent
over the preceding year. Due to war conditions there was an acttial
decrease in the average attendance of Negro high-school pupils.
While the increase in enrollment for the Negroes exceeded that of
the white by 5,924, the increase in average attendance for the whites
exceeded that of the Negroes by 10,345.

What are the causes of poor attendance in Negro schools? One
important cause is the fact that Negro children are kept out of
school by their parents to help on the farms. Even when the school
term is only five months, as in the case of Montgomery County.
which has a school term of 100 days for colored schools, many of the
children enter late and many are taken out of school as soon as the
spring planting begins. In counties with a five months' term the
term generally ends 'the middle of April. There are, however, a
number of other causes of poor attendance. It has already been
shown in the discussion of school buildings and gfounds that too
often the school is not an attractive place. If the school is-taught
in a 'church or lodge hall the absence of blackboard facilities and
suitable desks interferes seriously With the work of the pupils, to
say nothing of the poor lighting and other objectionable features.
Even when the school is taught in a buildilid erected for school pur-
poses, properly lighted, and equipped with modern desks and black-
boards, the lack of globes, charts, maps, library books, and other
equipment lessen' the efficiency of the teacher's work. The result
of this lack of equipment is that the so-called teaching process too
often becomes a mere " hearing lessons, ", the pupils reading from
the book and reciting what they Stye memorized from it.

Another cause of irregular attendance that might be mentioned is
the mail attention given tie individual child, due to there being too
many pupils to the teacher.

Vita 81.Number of puptift to- the teacher in the rural districts and ritirx.
for both races.

Muses.
Enrolled: Teseheni. Pupils per teacher.

White. Negro. White. Negro. While. Negro.

817, 486 161,861 7,806 1,271 43 71.
58, EN 21, VW 1, 488 445 39. SS.

-
375,631-- -- 110,350

- - -- 9,060- .- -
3,716

_ 41.5
_

70
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In most of the Negro schools there are entirely too many pupils to
the teacher. The result is that the average pupil gets scant attention,
and his interest in school work lags accordingly. Sometimes the
parents or public authorities employ an assistant teacher during the
months when the attendance is best. Whereas the State has 2,716
teachers, the rural school agent in charge of Negro schools for the
department of education estimates in his 1918 report that 8,000
teachers would be needed to properly handle the elementary pupils if
all attended regularly.' This estimate seems excessive, but assuming
that three-fifths of the Negroes of school age are of elementary grade,
4,729 teachers are needed on the basis of 1 teacher to 40 pupils. The
number of pupils enrolled per teacher varies greatly in the counties.
Table 32 shows how great this variation is, for nine counties.

TABLE 32.Colored pupils per trarherin

Counties.

rertain

C°'° :

!

proles

eminties.

Colored
teachers.

r upf s per
teacher.

A utauge 1,8771 91 49.3Bullock j 4,150 1 45 92.2
Coffee 1,137 ; 27 42.1
Conecub 2,935 41 71.6lied Ism

1 1,919 61 64.2
Marengo 3,353 49 68.4lion tgomary 9,9701 142 70.2Shelby 1,154 29 46.7Walker 1,740 38 48.8

Another cause of irregular attendance is poor teaching. It is im-
possible to secure well trained teachers with forceful personalities for
the salaries that are paid. The saying that " the teacher makes the
school " applies with as much force-to the colored school as it does
to the white school., Tn order to teach Negro children effectively, the'
subject matter should be presented in a concrete way, so that the
child can visualize the ideas in the lesson. A poorly trained teacher
will not use such methods in the classroom! The work in the class-
room is not now related to the child's daily life as it should be, and
hence not adapted to his needs. More emphasis should be put on
handwork and the application of the knowledge gained.

The responsibility for poor attendance, however, does 'not rest
entirely with the public school authorities. The parents do not seem
to realize the importance of regular attendance.. Even in cities,
where the parents do not rely on the children's help as they do in the
country, the attendance is far from being what it should be. As
might be expected, however, the attendanee is better in cities thin
In the rural districts.

The teachers could improve the appearamAel the school buildings
and grounds by putting forth a little-effort milhe right' direction.

'Report of Department of Education, 1918, p.101,

111111111111.111111111.1111111111/1/1111
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I would certainly seem that the teachers could at least secure at-
tractive/Pictures for the schoolroom. At a number of the schools
visited the teacher had secured the help of the patrons and cleared
off the School grounds, provided window shades, and made other

'`improvements.
-/ The following table shows just what the actual attendance was at

20 rural schools ,in Montgomery County.

-

TABLE 33.Attendance of Negro children. in 20 schools, Montgomery County.

Attended Number of
children.

Number ofAttended : children,
1-10 days 50 61-65 days 97.

11-15 days_ 28 66-70 days 72
16-20 days_ 32 71-75 days- 48
21-25 days_ 18 76-80 days_ 138
26-30 days 81-85 days 140
31-35 days 56 86-90 days 106
36-40 days (16 91-95 days 12]
41:45 days 54 96 -1(10 days 1.11
46-50 days__ 57

1,41351-55 days Total
56-60 days 111

Of Negro children enrolled 41 per cent attended less than 60 days.
As a .result of irregular attendance and other factors closely re-

lated to it, Negro children leave school before getting very far in the
grades. The following tables for rural schools and for places of less
than 2,000 inhabitants show this condition. These figures were
gathered by means of a questionnaire mailed to the teachers.

TAH1X 34.Distribution, by grades, of Negro pupils.
.0

t)
COt

Grade

Rural etheele.

children
Number iot

the

Per cent
of total.

Towns with
2,030 inhabitants.

Number in
the grade.

leas than

Per cent
of total.

1 19,465 I.. 42.2 6,762
-

37. 5*
8,07 18.9 2,899 16..1
6,414 13.9 2,356 13.1

4 5,485 11.9 2,183 12.0
5 3,306 7.2 1,580 6.7

1,710 3.7 1,187 6.5

a. 600
413

1.3
.9

674
434

3.7
2.4

Total 46,079 100.0 18,015 100.0_ -
Teachers and county supervision.A large number et the public-

school teachers of Alabama received their training in private institu-
tions. Can the public and private institutions combined meet the
.denind I In this connection the following paragraphs from Bulletin
89,1916, United States Bureau of Education, are illuminati:1w. The -

statements are based on a thorough study nf the private schools for
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Private financial aid.Tbe deficit:vides in public expenditures for the educa-
tion of the colored people largely explain the active campaigns for private
schools since the Civil War. As a result of this activity, the private schools
have a property valuation of $5,457,375, and annualincome of $554,556, and an
attendance of 12.819 pupils, of whom over five-sixths are in elementary grades.
It is sometimes thought that the liberal private Contributions to these schools
make up for the inequalities in the public appropriations for the education of
white and colored'youth. The total sum appropriated for teachers' salaries ip
colored public schools in Alabama, however, together with the income of all
colored private schools, aggregate $926,733, or about a million pnd a half dollars
less than the expenditure for teachers' salaries In white public schools alone.
In addition, there are :10 white private schools which report to the State super-
intendent of education. The aggregate expenditure of these schools is practi-
cally equal to the expenditure for colored private schools.

Teacher training. The most urgent need of the colored schools in Alabama
Is trained teachers: The supply now depends almost entirely upon the sec-
ondary schools, most of which are private institutions. Of these only seven
offer fairly adequate courses in teacher training. Eleven others include one or
two teacher-training subjects in their general course. To supplement these
facilities, an effort has been made to develop county training schools. Through
the cooperation of the Slitter Fund and the General Education Board with the
State department of education, four of these schools are now maintained. As
yet, however, their work is almost entirely of elementary character. They
are county centers at which some secondary and industrial training may b%,
supplied to those who plan to teach in the rural schools. The pupils in the
graduating classes of all the schools offering teacher-training subjects in 1916
numbered only 270, an animal output obviously inadequate to meet the need for
teachers in a State with over 900,000 colored people and 2,350 colored public-
school teachers, of whom 70 per cent are bolding only third-grade certificates.

In the discussion of certification in Chapter''XVIII it is.shown that.
70 per cent of the Negro teachers hold third-grade licenses. The
white teachers are much better prepared for their work than the col-
ored teachers, if the grade of license is taken as a basis of comparison.
Several years ago a law was passed dieing life certificates to all
teachers who had held first-grade certificates for a certain time. Most
of the colored teachers with first-grade certificates thereby secured
Life certificates, and since that time few colored teachers have quali-
fied for first-grade certificates. This explains why there are more
colored teachers holding life certificates than there are holding first-
grade certificates.

. Teets 85.Ralaries of white and colored teachers compared in cities. and mire{
districts.

Rural

Districts.

Total amount at
teachers' salaries.

Whit*.

Average salmi.
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From this table it is apparent that the average salary paid the
Negro rural teacher is too small to attract competent workers to that
field. While the average salary of the city teacher is not large, it is
more than twice that of the rural teacher. There can be no doubt
that some of the money now spent on Negro schools is wasted, as far
as educational results are concerned. The teacher that can be em-.
ployed for $25 or.$35 a month, for a term of frwn three to five
months, is often not worth the salary paid. Obviously she must
follow some other vocation for most of the year, in order to make a
living. Where the teacher dives in the community, her salary is
relatively larger by reason of the fact that she does not have to pay
board. The board paid by teachers ranges from $8 to $15, and
salaries have not begun to keep paCe with the cost of board. In a
number of counties it is customary for the patrons to pay the teacher's
board, or part of it, as well as to " supplement " her salary so as to
add a month to the public school term.

Five years ago, the salaries paid to Negro teachers were much
larger, relatively, than they are now. There are two reasons for
this. The first is the rapid rise in the cost of living that has taken
place. The second is the greatly increased economic opportunity
that has come to the Negro. Five years ago the vocations open to
Negroes were very limited, and most of them were the less desirable
vocations, demanding long hours and disagreeable work for small
pay. As a result of this condition, the positions in the public schools
were very much sought after, and the best class of Negroes was found
in the teaching profession. But to-day conditions are different.
Vocations formerly closed to Negroes are now 44, prhile in those
which have always been open, the wage scale is inag higher. The
positions in the schools are, therefore, far less desirable now than
formerly, as compared with other positions open to colored people.
The Negro' s no longer a stranger in northern industry. And the
number of so-cgiled " race enterprises" has greatly increased.

The result of thisrilhat to-day a large percentage of the com-
petent Negro men and women remain in the profession because of
their interest in education and in their race. This is iirought out in
the questionnaires returned by the colored teachers. One question
asked was: Do you expect to remain in the profession permanently?
Why? Some of the replies are as follows:

" Because I like the work and I feel that I can be a help to my
geople"; ".Love for humanity"; "I feel that I can help those less
fortunate"; "I feel that my race needs all the help I can give";
"There is no better way than this to eliminate illiteracy and to help
the race"; " Because I think I am able to help our race "; " To pro-
mote the general interest and welfare of the race "; " To help build
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up the rape "; " To help boys and girls to live "; " Because I feel that
I can help elevate humanity."

One factor which lessens the efficiency of the colored teachers is
the lack of supervision. The counties in Alabama are large, and
most of them have so many white rural schools that often the county
superintenden all that he can do to supervise the white schools.
There is no doubt, however, that the Negro schools are receiving more
supervision than ever before.. Most of the county superintendents
who have come into office under the 1915 county board law are inter-
ested in the education of all the people, and it is only the pressure
of other demands that prevents them 'from giving more attention to
the colored schools.

The 1918 report of the department of education showed that 4,117
visits to rural colored schools were made by' the county superinten-
dents and. their assistants. Of the total number of visits made,
1,759 were in Jefferson County, 162 in Macon County, and 673 in
Montgomery County, leaving only 1,523 for all the remaining. 81
co5nties of the State. The showing for the State, as a wholp, is
largely due to the effective work of the industrial supervisors in 26
counties, maintained by the counties in cooperation with the Jeanes
Fund, each paying about half of the worker's salary. 'The number
of visits reported in the 1917 State report was 1.794, so that the in-
erese for one year was 2,323, which shows remarkable progress in
school supervision. The colored schools need all the supervision they
can get, as many of the teachers have never had an opportunity to
observe effective teaching, and 70 peiPcent of _them are not well pre-
pared for their work, judging by the grade of license held. Colored
teachers are most responsive to supervision and very willing to carry
out orders and act on suggestions.'

As stated above, the supervision of colored schools is most effective
in Jefferson. Montgomery, and Macon Counties. In Jefferson County
two colored supervisors are employed, and 'the white supetvising prin-
cipals give the Negro schools the same attention that they do the
Nt bite schools. In Montgomery County three colm:ed supervisors are
maintained with the help of the Jeanes Fund, and the General Edu-
cation Board. The three colored supervisors in Madon County are
financed by the county, the Jeanes Fund, and Tuskegee Institute.

For further information on the preparation of teachers the reader
is referred to the chapter on that subject.

Cownty training schoo18.There are 11 of these institutions in
Alabama. They are maintained by the county boards of education,
with the aid of the Slater Fund. The conditions on which the Slater
Fund aids the county school are as follows:

1. That the school property shall belong to the State or county,
thus fixing the school as a Se of the public-school system. -.
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2. That there shall be an tappropriation of at least $750 froiii the
public funds for maintenance.

3. That the teaching shall be carried strictly and honestly through
the eighth grade, including industrial work, and in. the lak year,
some training, however elementary, for the work of teaching.

On these conditions the Slater fund appropriates $300 yearly for
maintenance, and aids in supplying new Buildings or making repairs
the first year, when funds for the same purpose are provided from
other sources.

Seventy-seven such schools are now in operation in as many coun-
ties in the Saudi, and schoolmen are agreed that this tine of school
has come nearer than any other to meeting the feeds of the rural
Negroes. The purpose for which these schools were created was the
training of teachers for a people 80 per cent rural. The idea was to
supply the country schools with teachers Ntlidi had been brought up
in the country and who understood and sympathized with country
life. A large percentage of the teachers from. private, schools rare
city bred, and before the development of the county training schools
all the public institutions of secondary grade, except the State insti-
tutions, were located in cities. The city-bred teachers from the
city high schools can hardly be expected to cope with the problems
of the rural Negro. They may be good teachers, but only in ex-
ceptional cases have they been cgmmunity leaders. In view of these
facts, educators interested in the welf4e of the Negro saw the
necessity of training teachers in their own counties, thereby making
it unnecessary for them to spend several years in'a city in order to
teach

In Alabama the pupils in the county training schools are nearly
' all of elementary grade. During the school year 1917-18, 114 pupils

of secondary grade were enrolled in the training schools. It is prob-
able that this number would hate been twice or three times as large
had it not been for war conditions. It is too much to expect, how-
ever, that these schools should become county normal schools' within
the first Thar years of their existence.

The work of the county training schools has been conspicuous for
two thingsthe thoroughness of the classroom work and the em-
phasis put on industrial work. The schools serve as a model for
the county, and are an ever-present source of inspiration to the rural
teachers. Countyinstitutes are generally held at the training school
in the summer. All the counties with1raining schools have .Testes
industrial supervisors, and. some havIS colored farm,demonstrators.
These workers usually make the school their headquarters. A
teacher of vocational agriculture is maintained at eaoh.ichool,with-
(*leavens& tollie2county,hy cooperation of the State and Federal
governmentsi.Under,the Smith-Hughea Act.
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These schools illustrate in a very striking way what can be accom-
plished by the cooperation of public authorities, northern philan-
thropy, the Negroes, and white people interested in developing
schools adapted to the Negro's needs. The last repok, of the State
department 9f education, referring to these schools, says that " Local
white people have donated money, lumber, and land toward their
erection." The Negroes themselves have given liberally for build-

. ings, equipment, and maintenance.
The Lowndes County Training School is probably a typical train-

ing school in Alabama. It has 7 acres of land, 5 of Which are used
for garden and experAkental plots. and the remaining 2 for play-
ground. There are 3 Mdingsthe school building. teachers' home,
:Ind shop. The value of the buildings and equipment is $4,150. Much
of the labor used in building the school was donated by the patrons,
with a resultant saving in the initial cost. The buildings and equip-
ment represent investment by the county board, the general educa-
tion board, the Slate; Fund, local white people, and Negroes. The
school has five teachers, two men and three women. One man is
principal and the other has charge of the shopwouk and vocational
agriculture. The class work is effective, and the work in tUs. shop
and garden is of immediate value to the pupils and their parents,
and to the whole county. The girls are taught cooking and sewing.
The pupils &re drawn from a very large area, but the school will not
be a real county institution until a dormitory is provided. The
Negroes are now raising money to build one. The effect of the school
on the community has been to make the people do more intelligent
farming and improve theivjlonies. White people hitherto indifferent
to education for the Negro have become interested as a result of in-
specting the school. , The value of such an institution to both races
is apparent to anyone who sees the work that is actually being done.

.1 canes industrial supervisors. Reference has already been made to
the supervising teachers whose work is made possible by the c.o.
operation of the county hoards and the Je.anes Fund. Then are 31
of these teachers, waking in 25 counties. The following qaotation
from Bulletin 38 (p. 165), 1918, United States Bureau of Education,
is a concise description of the work done by These teachers:

These are usually young colored women who visit the public schools of the
counties for the purpose of aiding and encouraging the schools in all phases of
their work. The more important service of these traveling teachers, woKking
under the direction of the county superintendent, is to introduce into the small
country schools simple home industries; to give talks und lessons on sanita-
tion, personal cleanliness, etc.; to encourage the imProement of schoolhouses
and school grounds; anil to conduct gardening clubs and other kinds of clubs
for the betterment of the school and the neighborhood.

1198W-19-48
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The-teachers are appointed by the county staSerintentlent and their work is
supervised by that officer. Effort Is made by the representatives of the Jeanes
Fund to have the county authorities and the colored people undertake as much
as possihre'of the salary and expensescf these teachers.

According to the last published reportSof the Jeanes Foundation,
made when there were only 24 Jeanes teachers in Alabama, the fund
paid the teachers $5,223, and the public-school authorities, $3,805.

These "walking teachers," as the Negroes call them, were origin-
ally Rut in the field in order to vitalize the school work by relating
it to the everyday life of the child. how well they have succeeded is
attested by the superintendent of public instruction for Virginia, in
hi&annual report for 1916-17. The Jeanes workers have-been in Vir-
ginia longer than in any other State, and the value of their work
is very evident there. The af perintendent says:

COLORED SUPERVISORS AND THE LESSON THEY TEACIL

Some of life's best lessoits are taught by the simplest and most obvious illus-
trations, as in the case of the sluggard who was advised to obbrve the un
recognized ant; and so we may.say that if any man will observe work of the
colored demonstrators, or supervising teachersmen and women whose services
have seen almost thrust upon the State by private generosityhe can not hesi-
tate for a moment in deciding what is the next step in the development of our
work among the white children. These colored leaders have increased teachers'
salaries; they have also lengthened the term and have brought into the schools
so many new citilqren tbut the taxpayer bus found the cost per capita mate-
;tally redticed.

The work of the Jeanes teachers is made more effective by the co-
operation of the General Education Board, which pays the salaries of
the teachers in the summer, thereby making them all-year workers.
After the schools are out the Jeanes Izachers form Home-Makers
Clubs and give demonstrations of canning, preserving, cooking nd
proper care of the home. The figures for 1917, from the report o the
Alabama department of education, give it fair idea of the extent of
this work:

Number of clubs organized 582
Number of girls enrolled 0, 774
Number of mothers enrolled 0. 916
Total membership 13, 689
Number of ptfblic demonstrations in canning 937
Number of homes visited 5,290
Number of quarts of fruits and vegetables saved for home use_ 461,787

The work of the Jeanes teachers is supervised by the county super-
intendents, and the funds with which they are paid are handled
through the County superintendent's office.

Table 86 shows in detail the manner in which the Jeanes industrial
.supgrisors are financed in the several counties, and the extent of
tbeir supervision and ;now raising.
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TABLE S6.-W6rk of Jeanes industrial teachers in Alabama in 1917-18.'

Counties. .ti
I

I

James ; County t schools uTmoberta I

fund. fund. visited.
1 visits.

., .

.

.

1

81 50. P0 tl50. 00

oArnimoonunet

raised.

tia111rilfr 180. 00 1 20:00 20 107 6829Bullock' 150. 00 150 00ealboun I 100.00 90.00Colbert'
Chambers

' 175.00 122.50 45 966j 21
i1 150.00 150. 00 i 41 80 1,100Conecuh

' 150. 00 150.00 36 131 700C o o s a
2 1 0 . 0 0 1 9 . 48 848Coffee

I 175. 00 175. 00 '
44

i 111
80

1,454Dallas
872, 150.00 150. Ott ,dreene 2

; 180.00 i 103. 00Henry
24 120 580Houston ,

i 192. 50 I 1 22. 50
, 180. 00 105. 00 18 108 889Jefferson i

I 370. 00 i 270.00 I 40 127 966
Lowndes 330.00

{
26 2 814

50 215
C

Lee 240.00 I 42Macon 330.00 29
1 26 1, 691

Madison
87

162 1.608

Monroe 227. 50 1R5. 00 46 11380737 .' 31, 2004°3687

150. On 150. 00Mobile
38200. 00 200. 00

Montgomery' 240. 00 240.00Perry
a 193.00 150.00 40 126 450

30
1 47 2, 329

Pickens
46180. 00 120. 00Randolph 150.11) 150.00Russell
47

210 ! 3.466
Tal la poosa

44
215318 42,, 05:23

. 175. 00 175. 00
.., 245. 00 105. 00Walker

140. 00 210. 00 20 0 2 24 900

'This table e as furnished by the rural school agent whosupervises the colored schools.1 Report for t his oeunty inoomplete.

State supervision of eeizoole.-Through the cooperation of the Lien-
ecal Education Board a rural school agent connected with the State
department of, education, and working under the4direction of the .

state superintendent of education, gives his entire time to supervising
the Negro public schools of the State. The rural school agent is a
white man of extended experience in school work, and he organizes
and directs the colored svorkers in such a way that efficient work is
done in all parts of the State. There' is also a Jeanes teacher who is
a State worker, supervising the other industrial teachers. AHer sal-
ary and traveling expenses are met in part by the General Education
Board. The State department finances two colored institute conduc-
tors, whose work has been of great value. The Alabama illiteracy
commision has one colored field agent. The Negroes have raised a
large pt of the money used to keep this agent at work.

Work of State imtitutione.-Much of the progress that haebeen
made in Negro education in Alabama is due to the work of three
schools : Tuskegee Institute, the Agricultural and Mechanical College
at Normal, and the State Normal School at Montgomery. The State
appropriates $4,000 toward the maintenance of Tuskegee, a very
small part of that institution's income, but enough to make the school
a quasi-public institution. The Agricultural and Mechanical College
at Normal receives moat of its support from the Federal Government
($22,100). It also receives a State appropriation of $4,000. The
Normal School at Montgomery receives a State appropriation of
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$16,000. The influence of the founders of-these institutions did Mitch
to create sentiment favoring Negro education, and to improve race
relations and bring about a better understanding between the races:
William H. Councill founded the Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege at Normal, and donated the plant to the State when the institu-
tion was given the Morrill Fund and became the land-grant college
for Negroes in Al llhamje William B. Patterson established at Marion
the normal school, which was later moved to Montgomery. The insti- ..C.
tution built by Booker T. Washington' at Tuskegee has had a power-
ful influence in moulding sentiment favorable to Negro education All
these educational leaders believed that education should be adapted*
to the needs of, the people, and the courses given at their respective
institutions have been formulated in accordance with that belief. The
work of these schools has also been influential in destroying prejudice
against vocational education for white people.

At preser the State Normal School at Montgomery is with-
out dormitories, so that students who come from .nut of the city are
forced to board with families in the city. Thib school authorities arc
unable to exercise any supervision over the st,' emits after school
hors. Parents are often unwilling to send thei

li
boys and girls oil

to school under these conditions. The result is that a very large
part of the enrollment is 'from the city of Montgomery, and, the
city school board has not seen the necessity of buiading a high school
for Negro children, when the State institution served the purpose.
The school has only 5 acres, and its work is hampered by this fact.
Due to its location in the city of Montgomery, and the fact that a
large part of its student body is from the city, the atmosphere is
not favorable to the training of ybral leaders. At present the voca-
tional courses for boys, with the .exception of gardening, are not
effective, and some of them have been discontinued. While the
institution is not a trade school, these courses should be required
of men who are preparing to teach, so that they may be prepared
to make their teaching of real value' to their pupils. The school
has a very large elementary enrollment. These children are charged
tuition, and while they are taught without expense to the State,
there is no necessity for having an elementary school larger than
is needed for practice teaching. The classroom work in the second-
ary classes is thorough. Despite the handicaps of the school many
efficient teachers have been sent out to serve the State.

The Agricultural and Mechanical College 'at Normal has been
hampered by limited funds. The Morrill. fund which it receives
frmn the Federal Government can be used only for certain purposes.
To Insure the efficient use of the Federal- appropriation the ich 1.

*al fund.. l'he,Steto.,spoopriation off.KOK has .na, been in . ..

ohould jiaTe..from other, sources an income at least equal to -the F.

. .
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since 1885, while the expenses of the school have increased until at
present there is a debt of $30,000 accumulated during the last 15
years. For many years the school had an unusually strong faculty, v
but the salaries paid are no longer adequate to command the.best '
type of teacher. The school. now 'spends more for coal than the
State appropriates annually for maintenance. The institution is
sadly lacking in dormitorly facities. 'teachers' homes and an aca-
demic building are also very much needed. The State has never
given the schopl a building, nor made any special appropriation.
I lowever, the school has secured several buildings through the gen-
erosity of friends, but on account of the limited income the building
program was discontinued, as the addition of, new, buildings in-
.creased the cost of upkeep. At present a chapel is iiteuse that was
condemned several years ago.

The emphasis at. Normal has been on teacher training, trades,
and agriculture. The school has 2.1.M. graduates. The first four vo-
.'ations represented. ranked according to the number of graduates in
them. are: Hodsekeepers, 408; teachers, including prdeipals, and
supervisors. 480; farmers, 340; trades, 302. While the

shat
got

work has not been neglected, the work of the graduates shows hat
the purposes for which the 'sellciol was founded have been kept in
mind by the president and teacl&s.

The school has never interfered with the dovelopmeni of the public
school in Huntsville. Its. students have been drawn from all parts
of the State, especially from the Tennessee Valley., It is evident,
however, that if the schooLis4so serve the Siike properly, either as a
.rade school, an agricultural school, or a nprmal school, it most be
better supported by the State. 0

The work of Tuskegee Institute is' so well known that it would
seem unnecessary to give an extended account of it' here. It should
be home in mind, however, that while Tuskegee receives an appro-
priation from the State equal to that of the Agrienitural and Me-
rhanical College and has done a magnificent work in the State, it is -..

(\ re lly an institution for South Carolina, Georgia, and the Gulf
St tes, just as Hampton Institute is for the States farther north. In
oth r words, its field is much larger than the State of Alabama. \
Nevertheless, Tuskegee is now regarded as the educational head-
quarters for the colored race in Alabama. Probably the most re-
markable and far-reaching service rendered by Tuskegee has been its
extension work. The following quotation from Bulletin 39; 1916,
United States Bureau of Education, gives a brief account of Tuske-
gee's extension work : *

The extensioudepartipeta provides a large uutnber of activities for the im-
provement of the educational, agricultural, business, home, health, and relish)*
lifer of tho'colored people of the United States. These activities vary trona

lirol........0.0.0.61.......................---b.--
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those limited to the needs of the institute community to those of national
significance. The local organizations include the building and loan association,
home ,building society, women's clubs, health and religigus organizations. In
Tuskegee town a night school is maintained and other activities are carried
on for the improvement of the colored people. County-wide movements include
the supervision and building of rural schools, farms demonstration work, and
health campaigns. The State-wide and national activities are largely the
result of Dr. Washington's influence over the colored people and the esteem
with which he was regarded by white people North and South. The most im-
portant of these are the National Business League, with its State and tom!
organizations, and the State educational tours which Dr. Washington con-
ducted in almost every Southern State.

Probably the most influential of the extension efforts is the Negro Farmers'
Conference held annually at the institute. This conference brings together
thousands of colored farmers from neighboring counties and hundreds from
other parts of the State and neighboring States. In addition, many influential
white and colored people from every part of the county have gone to Tuskegee
to see the assembly guided by Dr. Washington. On the following day the large
meeting, a " workers' conference," is hell This is composed of persons who
are directing all forms of endeavor for the improvement of the Negro race.
Closely connected with this farriers' conference are the farmers' institute and
short course in agriculture. The farmers' institute is a monthly experience
meeting of local farmers, with simple talks on improved methods by Tuskegee
teachers. The short course, consisting of two weeks of study and observation
at the institute, is widely attended by farmers of surrounding counties during
the idle seasons on the farm:

The experiment farm established at Tuskegee in 181)6 by the State legislature
in conducting experiments in soil ,cultivation for the benefit of the colored
farmers of the State.
. The school publications include three regular papers and many valuable
pamphlets. The Tuskegee Student is a bimonthly devoted to the interests of
the pupils, teachers, and graduates. The Souther Letter, a record of the
graduates and former pupils, is issued monthly and sent to persons interested in
Tuskegee. The Negro Farmer and Messenger is a monthly paper devoted to
the agricultural and educational interests of the colored race. The Negro
Year Book is a compendium of valuable facts concerning the Negro in the
United States.

The Slimmer school, with a one-month's session, was attended in 1015 by 437
persons who had been teaching in every section of Alabama and in many neigh-
bOring States: The course includes review of elementary school subjects, in-
&Istria' training, methods, observation, and practice teaching. About 90
teachers were employed.

Summer schools for Negroes. The summer schools have played a
very important roving the work of teachersin service.
The colored chers-deserve.to be commended on their attendance
at summer schoOls. All the teachers interviewed at the schools visited
had attended su*er schoOls, with the exception of those teaching
their first term, id they expressed' an intention to attend some in-
stitution during the summer. 'It is not possible to mention all the
schools that have served the State by providing summer schools for
teachers,. but in addition to Tuskegee Institute, the State Normal

V %,
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School and the Agricultural and Mechanical College, the institutions
that are especially deserving of mention for their good work along
this line are Miles Memorial College, at Birminghaln; Talladega
College, at Talladega; and Selina University, at Selma. '

Importance of training for Negro and type of educabion needed.
In the development of a State it is obvious that it group of people
forming over 40 per cent of the total population can not be disre-
garded. From the standpoint of health_alone the white population
of Alabama must be concerned about the Negro and his welfare.
There are economic considerations, however, that would seem to be
convincing in themselves. As a result of the boll weevil's inroads,
a new type of farming has been developed in Alabama, and the
process i§, a continuing one. The old " cotton farming" has given
way to the raising of diversified crops and stock. The new farming
does not require as much labor as the old, but it requires more in-
telligent labor. The ignorant Negro " hand " that served the
planter's purpose when cotton was king is hardly competent to handle
farm machinery and take care of stock. The problem of the modern
farmer is not the supply of labor, but the supply of efficient labOr.
The readjustment period between the cotton farming and the new
crops threw thousands of Negroes out of work, as is shown by the
following paragraphs from the Alabama chapter on "Negro Migra-
tion in 1910-17," published by the United States Department ofLabor.

A great majority of thei,N vegroes have been N holly dependent for their sub-
sistence on the owners oOterseers of the land. The Negro tenants have always
been accustomed and brave, therefore, always expected to have provisions ad-
vanced to them through many months of the year. This was done either by
the landowner, overseers, or by the nierchants. To Use the common expression,
they expected to be " carried " while the crop of cotton was being made. When
an overage crop was made the result was satisfying both to the landowner
and to the Negro cropper ,or renter. But the evil effects of this system have
been felt most severely during the past four years. For many reasons the
system has proved eeonomictally unsound.

In the first place, it was profitable only for extensive farming, and the fer-
tility of the land has been .constantly lessened. Neither the absentee farmer
nor the Negro tenant, who was at best attached in only a temporary way tothe land which he cultivated, was vitally interested in the improvement of the
soil. As a consequence, some of the most fertile lands have become unpro-
ductive through poor cultivation and the continued planting of a single crop.

Again, the methods of conducting business under this system, by both the
white landowners and the Negro tenants, have been unscientific. Partly be-
cause of the improvident habits of the Negnies and their frequent dipregard
of the binding importance of contracts many landowners have not been emus-(wiled to keep strict accounts or to make strict settlements- with their Negro
tenants. The system was also conducive to idleness. The Negroes were fully
and profitably employed during the eotton planting and picking seasons, but
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went without employment during the other toontba. Diversified farming re-
quires labor in every month of the year, but in the cultivation of cotton the
Negro could spend certain months away from the farm if he chose.

Thus as a farmer the Negro has known how to raise only one crop and that
wider definitely prescribed conditions. Planters and Negro tenants alike stood
powerless before the conditions arising from the coming of the boll weevil.
One of the effects of the weevil has been greatly to reduce the cotton acreage
aneto alter the methods of planting and cultivating it. ,,.It is not unnatural
that the Negroes accepted these facts slowly. Economic pressure alone forcedr a reduCtion in the cotton acreage. They have never been skilled in stock rais-
ing, the growing of grain crops. peanuts, and forage crops. They have yet to
learn hew to prepare the soil for grain crops, how to plant and cultivate them,
and how to harvest them. Everywhere-In the MICR a rema r . -Ns as teat
that the Negro renter " likes to plant cotton." Ile is skeptical of corn, velvet
beans, peanuts, and hay.

For both landowners and tenants the period of transition in farming during
the past two or three years has been one of great uncertainty, Instability, and
unrest. The period was precedrrinttended by two other unfortunate con-
ditions which brought thnuicial ruin to qty planters, merchants, tenants, etc.
One of these was the low price of cotton and the other was the inability to bor-
row money at a reasonable rate of interest. "The exodus," said ono of the most
successful business men of the State, "oriidnated In the low prices paid for
cotton in 1913 and 1914. The farmers have not been prosperous: they have
been exceedingly unprosperous. The present conditions grew out of the failure
of a paying crop."

Oue of the underlying CaUSVS 14 Cie fulwa don, therefore, may be character-
ized as the changed conditions incident to the transition from the old system
of cotton planting to stock raising and the diversification of crops.

Where will the farmer look for this type of labor? Obviously the
development of it on the farm itself will prove expensive, because ma-
chinery and stock represent too much capital to be experimented
with. And the ability to handle farm machinery and tend high-
grade stock presupposes a certain amount of " schooling." The ques-
tion is not, what will the farmer have to pay for such labor? but
where will he find it? Cheap labor often proves the most expensive
in the end, because of the damage to farm land and equipment. Ap-
parently the county training schools are best adapted to meet this
need. It has been shown that these schools give the boys a good
common-school education, with training in vocational , 'agriculture and
in the rudiments of carpentry and blacksmithing. The agricultural
future of Alabama is dependent on a supply of efficient labor.

The influence of good schools in keeping the Negroes satisfied, and
preventing them from migrating to other States, should be men-
tioned in this connection. Instances were found where Negroes had
left me county in the State to go to an adjoining county, due to the
attraction of superior school facilities. The holding power of a
good school is commented on in the bulletin on , Negro Migration
published by the Department of Labor:
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Though Negroes may go from a section in large numbers, as from Lowndes
County, Ala., for example, which was neverly affected by the boll weevil and
the floods, yet few. It any, usually, leave the neighborhood of a good school
In such a locality. About the Calhoun colored school in Lowndes County, Ala.,
there are perhaps a hundred Negro farmers, who, through the Iffstrumentality
of Ill' school, have been able to buy and pay for their lands. Not one of
these men has been attracted awitS by the opportunities In the North; and
other Negroes In this neighborhood, though living underIard conditions on
great plantations, declare that they 'remain on account of the good school for
their children. A number of other similar illustrations could be given.

While A an y an agricti State. it is wonder-
u y rich in mineral resources, notably. coal and iron. An extensive

industrial development seen to be inevitable. But here again .a
supply of skilled labor will necessary, and in industry the labor
will have to be even illed than on the farm. Carpenters,
machinists, blacksmith , and men skilled in various trades will be
essential if Alabama is to develop her natural resources and become
a great industrial center. Forty trades are taught at Tuskegee and
twelve at the agricultural and mechanical school, but these two
schools can not meet the present demand for skilled workers. Schools
like the Indostrial High School in Birmingham will help fo meet
this need, but, nt present the Birmingham school is the only one of
its kind in the State. Unless the State makes an effort to supply
the demand the problem will be left to a chance solution.

The fact that a good school is a commercial asset has been recog-
nized by the indus porations in the Birmingham district.
Some of them have pushed e development of public schools- until
the labor turnover has ceased be e serious problem. In Jefferson
County it is customary for the companies to supplement the pay of
the public-school teachers and at a number of schools visited the
teachers were receiving as much from the company as the county paid
them. A number of the school houses inspected in Jefferson County
were builtty corporations especially for the children of their em-
ployees.

Fear has been expressed in some quarters that the teaching of
trades to Negroes will bring the race into economic competition with
white men and that this may cause trouble. Unless the industrial
development of the State is to be retarded, however, there will be so
much skilled work to do that the possibility of Negro workmen inter-
fering with the opportunities of white workmen wilhbe small indeed.
For some years Negroes have been receiving trade-training, and have
followed their trades in Alabama, and yet no industrial clashes be-
tween the races have occurred. Such troubles have been confined to
the North, where conditions are very different. At the present time
the State is making very little effort to teach trades to white boys,
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and it would seem that some supply of skilled mechanics *mild be
provided. Otherwise it will be necessary to bring in tradesmen from
outside the State. Alabama is better preparedto train her own
skilled workmen at home than she is to compete with wealthier States
in the North for her skilled labor. And the importation of a large
foreign element, unfamiliar with southern conditions, will further
complicate the race problem in Alabama.

Iris evident, then, that both from the standpoint of agriculture
and industry, the education of the Negro along vocational lines is
desirable and necessary. In order to determine just what kind of
education is best adapted to his needs, the occupations now followed
by the breadwinners of the race should be studied. The following
table shows the vocations followed by Negroes in Alabama, accord-
ing to the 1910 census of occupations. These figures are the latest
available, but it should be borne in mind that _since the census of
1910 the number of occupations followed by Negroes has increased,
as a result of changing conditions.

TABLE37.Privcipal.soccuixitions of Negroes 10 years of ago and over.

Occupations.

Males.
. _

Number. Per
cent.

1-----I
Agriculture, forestry, and animal ;

husbandry
1

201,421
Extraction of minerals. 16,170
Manufacturing and mechanical in- 32,596

dustry.
Transportation 14,680
Trade 6,365
Public service. 902
Prolessional ser vice 1,957
Domestic and personal service 8,177
Clerical occupations 761

Total

71.15
-6.71
11.61

5.19
2.25

36
.69

2.89
26

283,127 100.00

Females.

Occupations.
1

1s:umber. rent.

Agriculture 151,1424 1 71.19Manufacturing and mechanical I 2,747 i 1.29
industry.

Transportation 3 .00
Trade 365 .17
Public service 2 .00
Professional service... ... 1,855 .67
Domestic I 66,359 26.43
Clerical 124 .06

Total... ' 213,279 100.00

It will be seen from the table that agriculture and its allied voca-
tions predominate in the case of both men and women. In the case
of the men, manufacturing and thLextraction of minerals come next,
and in the case of women, domestic service and manufacturing.
Practically all the female breadwinners wore reported as engaged

Arlture or domestic service. Transportation, trade, and
ce are important vocations followedby men. It will be
compare these figures with a tabulation-of the occilpa-

ed by the 2,266. graduates of the Agricultural and
College. The 2,266 graduates are divided among the

either in agri
personal ser
interesting
Lions folio
Mechani
departments as follows: Academic, 1,211; agriculture, 118; household
economics, 704; mechanic arts, 227.
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TABLE M.Vocations followed by _graduates
Mcchahical

Principals 163
Teachers in rural schools 290
Principals in high schools 24
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of Alabama Agricultural and
College.

Jeans teachers__ 7
Directors of book establish-

ments_ 2
Teachers in grammar or high Editors and journalists 8

schools 90 Bookkeepers__ 15
Doctors 41 United States farm demon-
Lawyers 5 strators 2
Dentists._ 8 Und'artakers and embalmers___ 6
Pharmacists 3 Contractors and builders 8
Druggists 10 Fa rmers 840
Working al trades 302 Housekeepers 498
Bankers 1 and unaccounted for____
United States Government serv-

ice_ 39 Total 2, 266

These figures show that the State school has made of its graduates
efficient workers in the vocations followed by Negroes in Alabama.
As the skilled worker produces more wealth than the unskilled one,
the Agricultural and Mechanical College has evidently been a paying
investment to the State. Aside from economic considerations, how-
ever, the training of a safe and sane leadership for the colored race
has been of inestimable value to the State.

Spe'cife recommendatiom.The committee makes the following
recommendations on Negro rural schools:

1. That a larger portion of the public school funds be, apportioned
to Negro schools.

2. That salaries of competent Negro teachers be increased to such
an extent as will induce those who have proved their competency to
remain in the service of the schools.

3. That the number of Negro teachers be increased so that there
will be a better ratio of teachers to p. up`ils enrolled.

4. That the compUlsory education laws be applied lo all the chil-
dren of school age, both white and colored.

5. That the course of .tudy in Negro schools be made more practical
and related more closely to the life of the children, so as to meet
their needs.

6. That State aid be provided for county training schools on the
b is of an annual appropriation of $750 to each school, to match the

50 now appropriated by the county board of education to maintain
the school. The sum of $19,500 is enough to aid the 11 schools 'now
in operation, and to encourage the establishment of 15 more that are
badly needed. State aid should be increased when possible, so that
the schools may be better supported.

7. That the State aid counties i>d maintaining supervisors of pri-
mary work.
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8. That the number of county industrial supervisors be increased
to such an extent that their work can be carried on in the 45 counties
having the largest Negro populations. .4

9. That the county boards of education consolidate Negro rural
schools where possible so as to increase the number of two-teacher
schools or three-teacher schools. In many counties the Negro popula-
tion is so large that this can be done without necessitating trans-
portation of pupils. Where practicable a man and his wife should
be employed for the entire year, so that they may be community
leaders as went as teachers.ers.

10: That the Minim m term in colored schools he six months.
11. That the State increase its appropriation to the Agricultural

and Mechanical College to the amount of the Federal Government's

r"-- aid, and provide the school with modern dormitories and an academic
building.

.12. That the State Normal School at Montgomery eventually he
moved out of the city, provided with dormitories, and located on a
tract of at least 100 acres of land. The present building should be
sold to the city of Montgomery for a high school.

13. That if the State find it undesirable to carry out recoLimenda-
tions 10 and 11 the two schools be consolidated, and an agricultural
and mechanical normal- school be established. at such place as will
be most accessible to the large body of the Negro population of the
State. The school should have at least 150 acres of 'good land for

-cultivation, and ample provision for board and lodging of students.
The school should be placed under the same control as the normal
schools for the preparation of white teachers. With the Federal
appropriation for agriculture and mechanic arts and the State ap-
propriation the school should have an income of at least $0,000.



Chapter X.

VILLAGE AND TOWN SCHOOLS.

General baelegrouvd.Alabama has 233 incorporated towns of less
than 2.500 population, with an aggregate population of 164,511.
These comprise 55 places of 1.000 to 2,500 inhabitants Nich, with a
combined population of 84,944; 66 places of 500 to 1,000 inhabitants
each, with a combined population of 45,807; and 112 places of less
than 500 inhabitants each, with a combined population of 33,760.
The number of incorporated towns has been steadily increasing. In
1890 there were only 100 such places; in 1900 there were 173; and.in
1910 there were 233. In 1890 4.7 per cent of the total population
lived in towns of less than 2,500 population; in 1900, 5.8 per cent;
and in 1910, 7.7 per cent. At the same time, the other rural popula-
tion decreased from 85.2 per cent in 1890 and from 82.4 per cent in
IVO°, to 75 per cent in 1910.

Since the school laws of the State ,of Alabama lass all places of
2,000 or more as cities, only the schools of those towns of leas than
2,000 population will be discussed in this section. There are 211 such
towns that are incorporated, or an average of 3 to each county.
These small towns may be divided into the following classes: Mining
towns, mill towns, and agricultural towns.

In the iron and coal mining sections of the State these small towns
are made up of miners, bosses, and superintendtnts and their fam-
ilies. Some of these towns are models of neatness, beauty, and sanita-
tion. The schools in some are very good. Several of the mill towns
are also models. Some of the mining and mill companies are ex-
pending large sums of money to improve social and educational con-
ditions so as to make their employees conten nd to afford them
every opportunity to develop socially an intellectually. In others
the companies take no interest in the liv of the employees and social
and educational conditions are far from ideal.

The larger number of towns are found in the midst of the farthing
section of the State. These towns usually consist of a few stores,
several churches, sometimes a bank, often a gin, a post office serving
as a rural delivery center, and a school.

Administration and supervision of town sohools.As previously
stated the schools in incorporated towns of less than 2,000 popula-
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tion are managed and controlled by the county board of education
as if they were not within the incorporated territory. There is no
board of education in these tiwns except the trustees,appointed by
the county board for the district. This provision is a wise- one. In-
deed, the limit as to population could well be raised. The town school
district is usually larger than the incorporated district. In fact, the
town school district can be made any size the county board sees fit
to make it.

Is a result in Alabama there are few schools within a radius of 2
or 3 miles of the villages. In those States where the village school is
independent of the county or township board it is not unusual to find
a number of one-room schools within sight of the village school-
house. When village schools are under the management of the county
boards, they may bo better classed and controlled as rural schools,
as they are, or should be.

The rural town a center of business life.Most of the villages in
the rural communities of Alabama are the centersk business life of
a considerable community. They are usually-the trading points for
the farmers of the neighborhood, who go to the village to buy and
sell, to have farm implements repaired, to have mules shod, to borrow
money at the bank until the crop is sold, or to deposit money. Some
farmers live in the villages And rent their farms. At any rate, the
village is dependent upon the surrounding country for its existence,
and should be a part, and not independent, of the purely rural com-
munity.

The villager and the countryman must learn to cooper,ate. The
way to bring about cooperation is to associate together and think to-
gether. One school for the entire community will help to bring about
community thinking and community cooperation.

Association of town and country people.The consolidated school
at Five Points, Chambers County, is an illustration of what a com-
munity school will do, not only for the village, but for the oh re com-
munity. Before the establishment of the consolidated school at Five
Points the village and the surrounding country were dead; there was
but little interest in farming. There was no intellectual or social
life. The entire community was becoming " deader " each year.
Finally, through the influence of a few men and women, a consoli-
dated school was organized at Five Points, a village of 300 popula-
tion. What was a dead village with a few stores bejame alive. There
are now in the community six stores, a bank, a Wel, a gin, a black-
smith shop, and two churches.

Before consolidation, the most unattractive building at Five Points
was the school' building. It was weather-beaten and clingy., con9ist-
ing of two classroomsone large with a stage, one smalland a dark
and narrow hall. It was poorly equipped with uncomfortable, home-
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made desks and had painted walls for blackboards!' The absence of
windowpanes reinforced the usual free yentiilation of such an old
building. It was uncomfortable, insanitary, bd uninviting; yet the
children, the most precious product of the village and its most valu-
able asset, were compelled to spend seven hours each day, five days a
week, and seven months each year, in this makeshift of a school
building.

The children living in the country fated even worse, since they
attended one or two teacher schools even poorer than the one at the
village of Five Points. Now, the village children and country chil-
dren living 6 or 7 miles from Five Points attend the same school in
a modern school building. The location of the consolidated school
at Fief Points has proved a blessing dot °illy to the children, but to
the adults. The whole community, country and town, has been or-
ganized into the Five Points Community Association, in which young
and old alike are eligible to membership. This organization holds
meetings biweekly at the school building. The people do not meet
just for the sake of holding a meeting, but to discuss community
problems and current topics. The work of the Community Asso-
ciation is oarried on by committees. A good idea of it may be had
from the following outline:

1., A committee on [Mille sr/tookThe duty of this committee is to improve
and beautify school premises; to increase the supply of school apparatus; to
build up a library; to provide playground equipment; to encourage school'
attendance; to prqvide instruction for the illiterate and others desiring a
common-school education, but who are unable to attend the day school; and to
encourage school visitation by patrons.

2. A committee on health and' community sanitation. It is the duty of this
committee to obtain unifed effort of the community to maintain sanitary con-
ditions; to combat epidemics; to exterminate germ-carrying insects; to provide
for the distribution of health bulletins; and to invite speakers, from time to
time, to discuss health problems before the association.

3. A committed on literary, musical, and social cultio,,.This committee pro-
vides occasional literary and musical entertainments and social gatherings;
has charge of the magazine exchange, arranges educational games; organizes
and conducts a story-tellers' league and a reading circle.

4. A committee on.agriculture and home economies.--Thle important tom-
'-mIttee.cooperates with the county demonstration agent and other agencies
established for the upbuilding of agricuttural interests; improves home-life
facilities in the community; arranges for farmers' educational meetings from
time to time; plans the organization of pig, poultry, and canning clubs; and
introduces approved systems of cooperative industries.

5. A committee on stInances.This committee considers the needs of every
department of work and proposes quarterly budgets for the intelligent guidance
of the association In making appropriations. It devises ways and means of
securing funds for the prosecution of the association's work.

At the biweekly meetings, topics, of general interest are discussed.
first. The session then breaks up into departments, each person.
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going to that in which he is most interested. The attendance of
farmers, business men, and their wives often numbers 200 or more.

This one example shows how a decadent village community may
be made alive by consolidating rural and village schools.

Reorganization on the six, three-and-three plan.The difficulty of
transporting children to school because of bad" roads can be over-
come to some extent by keeping the children of the first six grades
in the school near their homes and transporting the older ones, or
those in grades 7, Eli 9, to some central junior high school in the open
country or villageprcivided such village is rural minded. If it is
not, if it does not cooperate in every way with the purely rural com-
munity, it is no place 'for a consolidated school. If the village school
is small it should not attempt more than junior high-school work,
as some are now doing and failing to do well. Pupils of grades 10,
11, 12 in the smaller villages should attend a senior high school in
one of the larger towIts or the county high school.

The school a community center.The rural village school must. do
more than make individuals intellectually efficient and able to strug-
gle successfully for wealth, power, and influence. The reorganized
village school should be a center for community reconstruction. One
of the evils of rural and village life is monotony and lack of human
'fellowship, and too narrow thinking. The village schools serving
as a center. of community life for the people who naturally congre-
gate at the village for business purposes would break up this isola-
tion and provincialism. In many villages there are few vital topics
of conversation. The village gossip has become ea character in
literature, There is need of some institution to create and conserve
common interest., For this purpose there should be a mutation mti-
ing place where there may be free and open discussion on the great
topics of the day. For illustration, every village community should
discuss local improvements, cooperative methods of buying) and
selling, proposed State legislation, national and even international
problems. There- is but one logical place for such discussions, and
that is the public school, the one building in the community dedi-
cated to democracy. The school buildings should be open not only
for the discussion of public questions, but for purely social purpOses,
especially' for the young people of the community. It is to be re-

Cathat not many village school. buildings in Alabama have
pdlanned with the view of making them community-center build-

ings there often being no auditorium or any other rooms suitable
for holding public inisetings.

..67sinentary sehool course of atwiy.The course of study used in
schools is not adapted to the environment. The same facts

and the same illustrationa are used in the rural towp as in the city
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schools. Arithmetic, for instance, is not given a rural application,
most of the problems solved are of the counting house instead of the
farm. The language lessons are based upon topics remote from the
life and experience of the child instead of upon what is near on the
farm or in the village. Geography is begun not at home but at some
distant point. What little drawing there is is not based upon ma-
terial from die field but upon lessons in books. Nature study has a
very subordinate place and is mostly bookish. Community civics,
hygiene, music, manual training, home economics, and physical train-
ing have not yet found a Pace in most of the small town schools.

A study of the time schedules of six small town schools reveals the
factlithaL the subject of arithmetic is unduly emphasized in the pri-
mary grades, the time ranging from 100 to 400 minutes a week in the
first grade, from 150 to.450 minutes in the second grade, and from 125
to 375 minutes in the third grade. That arithmetidis a fetish in these
schools is evident, since the largest percentage of failures is in that
subject. It is not unusual for a child in the first'grade to fail in
arithmetic. As a formal subject, arithmetic scarcely has a place
below the third grade, at least not below the second grade. About
the only number "work that the child in the primary grades should
have is the use of number facts that arise in his daily work in other
subjects, as in hand work. If formal work is given it should deal
with env combinations. In the upper grades the time allotted to
arithmetic in the small town schools of Alabama is _usually 150 or
200 minutes a week. This is about the average amount throughout
the country. In the primary grades spelling occupies from 75 to
300 minutes a week. It is doubtful whether spelling should be given
as a subject separate and apart from the reading lessons in the pri-
mary grades. At least not more than 75 minutes a week should be
given the subject. Reading naturally takes more time in the lower
grades than any other subject, the time allotment ranging from 150
to 900 minutes in the first grade, from 150 to 750 minutes in the sec-
ond grade, from 150 to 40Q minutes in the third grade. After this
grade the time allotment rapidly diminishes to 150 minutes a week
in the seventh grade. Although the time allotment for reading in
the primary grades is great the results are not what one would ex-
pect. In many instances only one supplementary reader is provided.

. In practice phonics are slighted.
Formal grammar is begun in most of the town schools in the third

or fourth grade. One hundred and fifty minutes a week is the usual
time devoted to it, beginning with the third grade and running
through the seventh. Bu$. little attention is given to oral and written
composition. Grammar as a formal subject should be offered below
the seventh grade.

fr 119801' 19-14
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As previously mentioned, nature study holds a subordinate place
or no place at all. The time usually allotted is 60 minutes a week.
Nature study should lead up to and be included with much of the
geography. The time allotted to geography is usually 150 minutes
a week, beginning with the third or fourth grade and continuing
through the seventh. United States history does not occupy the same
important place as do many of the other subjects, as formal gram-
mar and arithmetic. The usual time allotment for history is 15t
minutes a week for two or three years. This would no doubt be
sufficient for the subject in the elementary schools if it were preceded.
by history stories, biography and the like. Civics when taught is
generally of the = old typean analysis of the constitutioninstead
of a study of community life.

Penmanship is practically neglected. Here and there some little
time is given to the subject. A few more minutes a week could well
be devoted to the subject in drills for movement and form. Music
and drawing with the exception of one or two schools visited receive
but little attention. Manual training and home economics are al-
most unknown in the elementary grades of the small town school.
Physical training, which should have a place in every school pro-
gram, is ecnigned, with a few exceptions, to what exercise may be
had at recess periods without supervision.

High school course of sludy.:---The village high school course of
study is bookish and almost purely academic. Practically all the
small town high schools require English 'tor four years, which is in
accord With modern educational thought. Three years of mathe-
matics are required, algebra two years, and plane geometry one year.
Solid goemetry and algebra are offered in' the senior year. In many
schools three years of history are requiredtwo of European and
one of American. Latin is an electivel. Some schools also offer
French or Spanish. The agriculture tau.eht is of a bookish nature ;
usually there is no demonstration or home-project work. The sciences
are usually taught without sufficient or any laboratory equipment.
As an illustration of the subjects studied and the'number of pupils
studying each subject the course of study of the consolidated school
at Five Points is presented:

Number of
First year : egloVesd.

Number of
Qecond year : pupils

enrolled.
English 19 English 14
Arithmetic., year 19 Algebra 14
Algebrit, year
General science, year
Agriculture, year

19
15

Bookkeeping, 4 year
Commercial law, year
Latin

14
'142.41

6
Latin - 4 Agriculture, year
Domestic science 19 Botany, year.,- 9
Manual training " 19 European history 14
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Number of Number of
Third year: eggele. Fourth year: pupils

enrolled.
English 12 English 5
Physics 12 Solid geometry, 11 year II 5
Latin 4 General review of different
Civics, 4 year 8 subjeas, 4 year 5
Economies, 4 year 8 Chemistry 5
European history 5 U. S. history 5
Spanish 7

At Five Points, as nowhere else in Alabama, one would expect to
find a course of study related to village and rural life, but upon ex-
amination it is found to consist largely of the subjects offered in a.
college preparatory course. In the midst of one of the great farm-
ing sections of Alabama the subject of agriculture has scarcely a
place. Home economics and manual training are given only for one
year. Bookkeeping is that of the counting house insteadtof farm
bookkeeping as it should be. Fairly well-equipped laboratories are
provided for the teaching of physics and chemistry, but these subjects
are% not given a rural application. Botapy could be made a live
subject by relating it to the flora of the region.

,The course of study places too much stress upon algebra and geome,
try which are probably the least important subjects in the whole course
for the average- farm boy or girl. A year of algebra and constructive
geometry might be be required, but to require mathematics for three
years and then to offer it as an elective in the fourth year can not be
defended in a small high school or in fact in any school. The course
of study at, Five Points andikvery rural village in Alabama, should'
be revised and made a farm community course of study.

Improvement of rural awl village course of study.The village
schools hi. Alabama, as well as elsewhere, are weak and are not living
up to their possibilities, because they do not proiide education in
.terms of rural experience. One of ther. fundamental principles in
education is that instruction should begin with that which is simple
and familiar and work out to that which is more complex and remote.
To know things at home is to know the world. If the rural village
schools of Alabama were to follow this fundamental principle, they
would make use of home geography, of problems in arithmetic re-
lated t9 rural life instead. of to city life, of local history, of com-
munity civics; in fact, there is no subject in the elementary school
course that can not be related to rural village life.

Agriculture may be taught in a practical way in a village school.
Grounds suitable for demonstration purposes may be found in or
near every village. Boys living on farms may, by means of home
projects, apply the principles of-agriculture learned in the classroom
and on the school demonstration plat. Science, teaching may have
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rural application. 4);actical application may\ be made of chemistry
in the analysis of soils. Botany, with econtimic applications, is
possible.

The course should include home gardening direCted by the school.
In the villages visited there were many unsightly 'backyards and
vacant lots that could have been made attractive and 'productive if
they had been planted into gardens. It is true that mnny of the
children living in villages cultivate gardens at home, but their efforts
are undirected. If the work were directed by the schools, ma cor-
relattkns of gardening with arithmetic, language, drawing, ma, ual
training, nature study, and other subjects would be possible.

When the materials used in the village schools are drawn largel
from the cities, and the child's attention is continually directed to
city life, he is not taught to appreciate his surroundings nor his
opportunities. He, therefore, goes to the city at the earliest moment
to seek wealth and power, when, in reality, both of these might .be
found in his own village community. It is not advocated that
every rural or village youth remain in a. rural environment, but that
the village course of study be based upon rural life so that more
children may see the many opportunities in their own Community.

Mill and mining town schools. Tho schools in the mill and mining
towns of Alabama, supported by public funds, are much the same as
those of rural villages just described. In Chambers County the
cotton-mill corporation operating the mills at Shawmut and the three
other mill towns in that county add several thousand dollars a year
to the running expenses of each of the schools for salaries, a longer
school term, free textbooks, and other things that the county board
can not provide under the present system of assessing property. The
company has erected modern sanitary school buildings in each of the
towns. A cottage is provided for the principal of each town school,
a teacher cottage is also provided, a charge of $15 a month being
made for room and board. The company also supports a kinder-
garten in each town, paying the teachers, providing supplies, furnish-
ing a building; etc.. Surrounding each school building are large play-
gronnd&well equipped with play apparatus.

In each town there is a night school supported by the company.
The mill workers who desire to become more proficient are given
instruction is such subjects as will aid them to realize their desires.
Most of the night-school students study textiles. Many of the
illiterate are taught to read and write.

The cotton-mill company in Chambers County has already made
plans for part time classes for older boys and girls wbo have dropped
out of school and who are working. They can work half of the day
And attend school the other half..The pupils will have classroom

:k
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instruction regarding, textiles and make the practical application in
the mills. Other subjects, as literature, history, community civics,
personal hygiene, and home economics should have a place in the part-
time courses.

A feature of the educational program of each of the mill towns
is a lyceum course which is offered during the winter months in a
eonimunity building with which each town is provided. Moving
pictures are shown three times a week. The community halls are
used for social and recreational purposes. The next step in the use of
these halls would be to have them open for the discussion of public
questions.

At the mining towns where the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. has
mines may be found schools equal or even superior to those in the
cotton-mill towns of Chambers County. The school buildings are
beautiful and well adapted to school use. The playgrounds ard large
and well equipped. The school gardens are. unexcelled in the State.
The social and recreational life of each community is well provided
for by means of a clubhouse.

The mill town schools iit Chambers County and the mining town
schools supported in part by a private corporation are examples of
what financial support will do for schools. When one goes from
these schools to most other.town schools" in the State it seems like
going from a beautiful well-kept avenue in'a large city to a back alley.

Schdfrit libraries.--tiost of the town schools contain a library, but
in many instances the books are too few in number and not well
selected. A separate room is rarely provided.

The library shduld comprise books to supplement the texts used
in schoolliterature, biography, history, books of travel, and book4

- of science' popularly treated. A number of good books of fiction
should be provi
magazines trea
use of the schoo
and general 'educati
library ,thus equippe
schools. The, library
room.

As an illustration: of the
the library at Langdale are
connected with the school, bein
poration operating at Langdale,
works through the schools. In
library in cinitge of a librarian co

ed for general reading. At least three or four
of the topics of the day should be on file for the
n_ d the public. Several magazines on teaching

al topics should be provided. A village school
would add immensely to the efficiency of the

should be open to the public as a reading

ade of a town:library, data regarding
ted: This library is not directly

upported4by the *ton mill wr-
it it on the school grounds and

n other town a purely school'
d n doubt accomplish
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Data of the library at Langdale.

Year. Books
charged.

Maga- ; Maga-
zines I tiDed

charged. ',received.

Number
of

vbitors.

1913 1,309 613 487 2,474
1914 1,235 860 653 4,973
1915 1,741 1,161 I 503 3,104
1916 2 123 1,160 647 4,405
.1917 1,849 553 814 6,217
1918 2,816 234 I 758 4,627

Total 11,073 4,681 j 3,952 27,301

Retardation and elimination. -Since the elementary school course
in Alabama is seven years in length, the child entering at 7 years of
age and making one grade each year completes the course at 14.
In compiling the data on age and grade children of the first grade
6 and 7 years of age are considered normal; all 8 years of age and
over, over age. In the second grade children under 7 years of age
are considered under age; all 7 and 8 years of age, normal, and all
0 or more years of age, over age, and so on throughout the -grades,
allowing two years for the normal age. This is a liberal allowance
for normality when the fact is taken into consideration that the ages
are taken at the beginning of the term.

TABLE 39.-Distribution of white children by age in towns below 2,000 popu-
lation.
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6
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7

17
29
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217
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fl 1E.

I
II
1:11

IV...
V
VI
VII
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Total (gages..

3

6
4
8

22
61

175

9,2M
5,503
5,083
5,050
4,206
3,734
3.315
2,079

, 352 4,021;4,0313,472 2,639.1,920 996506 27838,232

t.
TABLE 40.-Distribution of town children (white) with reference tonormal ape.

Number in each grade. Per cent In each grade.

Oradea.
Total In

each
i'nder Normal Over grade. Under Normal Over

age. age. age. age. age. ape.

I SOO 4,909 3,934 9,263 3. 9 63. 6 42.5
II 196 2,717 2,561 . 6,503 S. 5 49.6 46.9
III 322 2,177 3,684 5,063 6.3 43 8 50. 9
IV .263 2,077 2,710 6,010 5.2 41. 1 M,7
V. 203 1,760 2,163 4,205 6.9 41.8 51.3
VI 286 1,649 1,899 3,734 7.6 41. 5 60 9
VII.. 190 1,846 1,779 3,316 5.7 40.6 53.7
VIII 148 797 1,134 2,079 7.1 37.8 66.1

T6t441 2,066 17,423 18,764 A3 43.6 40.1
Ills. - 4
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A comparison of these jaUi.with similar data for 62 counties
(schools outside of cities)TnriColorado shows that the rate of retarda-
tion in Alabama towns is large. In the 62 counties of Colorado 10/
per cent of the children are under age, 63 per cent normal, and 27
per cent average.

l'ausee of retardation.Even without comparison with other school
systems it is evident that there are too many overage children in the
town elementary schools. The cause is, in the opinion of the com-
mittee, due to several factors and includes irregular attendance, in-
adequate supervision, uninteresting and ineffective teaching, anuoa
course of study not adapted to needs of children. It is impossible to
say which is the greater factor in causing retardation, but poor teach-
ing and irregular attendance which is conditioned to a certain ex-
tent upon teaching are the chief contributing factors.

7' he problemThe seriousness of retardation has not been realized
by most principals and teachers. It is concerned with the results to
the child himself, the educational loss to the State, and the finan
loss which comes from the added expense of repeating grades:
these the first two are the most important. The,child loses interest
and drifts along or leaves school altogether while the State loses
the possibility of adding to its population an educated citizen. A
majority of the children are OD retarded that they do not go far
enougly in school to acquire the skill, knowledge, and culture which
the school aims to inculcate. Their education is not comprehensive,
and the school impressions are superficial. With a retardation rate
of 49 per cent many children complete only a few grades, thus merely
passing beyond illiteracy. Some of these may, if they have the in-
clination, become fairly well-educated citizens by reading newspapers
and magazines, but the chances are that they will not since they do
not have a background' of knowledge sufficient interpret what they
read.

Education of the teachere.The educational and professional
standard for elementary teachers should be four years high school
and two years normal school work. Measured by this standard the
town schools of Alabama fall short. The amount' of schooling the
teachers of these schools, both elementary and high, have had beyond
the seventh grade averages about three years. Of the teachers re-
porting ,to the survey committee 24 per cent have not attended
school beyond the elementary grades, with the exception of the few
who have attended one or more summer schools. Of those who have
attended high school 8.4 per cent have attended 1 year; 15.7 per cent
2 years; 25.3 per cent 8 years; and 58.6 per cent 4 years.

Of the total number of teachers reporting482.8per cent have at-
tended and 14.8 per cent have graduated from a normal school.
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Many of those who have attended normal school have done so for
only one term. One and two-tenths per cent have graduated from
college, and 15 per cent have attended college a year or more or for
a summer term or two.

It is interesting to compare the preparation of town teachers in
an old State like Alabama with the preparation of rural schoo' teach-
ers in a new State like Arizona: .In Alabama 42.2 per cent of the
town teachers have attended high school for four years, in Arizona
88.4 per cent of the purely rural teachers have attended school four
or more years above eletnentary school, and 68.4 per cent have five
or more years of secondary and higher education.

Teachers' salaries. One reason that the teachers in Arizona are
better prepared than those in Alabama is that the annual salary of
teachers in the one State is two or three times that in the otherall
this in spite of the fact that Arizona is a desert country, only a few
fertile'spots appearing here anithere. In Alabama there is mineral
wealth, the mountains and som7of the plains are coverea. with virgin
forest, nearly every part of cleared land yields cotton and corn, yet
the teachers are not paid salaries such as afford a motive for making
special preparation for teaching.

The prevailing salary for village teachers in Alabama is between
$400 and $500 a year, while for the county at large it is between $500
and $600; in the Middle Atlantic States between $500 and $600,
the Southern States between $400 and $500, in the Central States
between $500 and $6 nd in the Western States between $700 and
$800. The vill school principals in Alabama receive between
$900 and $1 , while for the country at large they are paid from
$1,100 to $1;200.

Village school principals.Though the village schools of the State
of Alabama are under the supervision of the county superintendent,
the principal should do some supervising, especially in the larger
villages. The Chief function of the village school principal, however,
is to be a community leader in the improvement of educational con-
dit ions. In too many instances he is content to close the school build-
ing after the day's work and then to drift along with the current of
village thought on educational subjects. Village community life is
simple, but in most instances the members do not work together. An
organizer and director of social and educational life is needed.
principal of the village school district, whether it embraces 614 the
village proper or the entire community, should-be more than a peda-
gogue. He should be an educator in every sense of the term, a com-
munity leads* not a follower, a guide setting up ideals of accom-
plishment. In too many schools visited in Alabama the principals
do not realize their opportunity as leaders nor have they caugh,t the

C
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vision of better village life and better school facilities for educating
the whole community,unity, young and old.

Specific recommendatiom.-1. Continue the present plan of plac-
ing towns of less than 2,000 population under the control and manage-
ment of the county board of education.

2. Encourage the levy of local taxes in all village and town dis-
tricts so as to enable the board to discontinue the practice of charging
tuition fees.

C. Limit the smaller village to nine grades of work. Organize the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades as junior high school. Organize
the larger village schools, elementary schools (grades 1-6), junior
high school (grades 7, 8, 9), and senior high school (grades 10, 11,
and 12).

4
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Chapter XI.

THE DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS AND COUNTY
HIGH SCHOOLS.

I. DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.

History of their organization.Alabama was the pioneer in bring-
ing into existence a system of congressional district agricultural
schools. This work was begun in Alabama 17 years before a similar
system was established in Georgia, and these States are the only
States which have as a part of their educational system an agricul-
tural school r each congressional district. The Alabama system
of congress district agricultural schools was initiated under the
provisions o bill, approved February 28, 1889, "To establish a
branch agricultural experiment station and branch agricultural
school in North Alabama." Under this act two schools were or-
ganized, one at Athens and the other at Abbeville.

It was provided originally that the board of control for each in-
stitution should consist of the commissioner of agriculture, the di-
rector of the experiment station at Auburn, and five progressive
farmers. The board of control was given the power to elect presi-
dents, teachers, and directors, and to manage the schools and stations
as it should think best. For the first year the State appropriated
$8,000 to each school, and for every year thereafter $2,500, payments
being made quarterly. The board of control was given authority to
purchase land, not exceeding 40 acres for each station, and to con-
struct the necessary buildings and other improvements. It was pro-
vided that experiments should be made at the stations to advance the
interests of scientific agriculture and that chemical analyses should
be made by the State chemist under the supervision of the commis-

, sioner of agriculture.
The act establishing these schools was amended on February 13,

1893, th'e amendment providing that the schools should receive $3,000
annually and the board of control be authorized to purchase 80 acres
of land for each school. Similar acts of the legislature have brought
into existence seven other district agricultural schools, so that at the
present time Alabama maintains nine agricultural schools, which
according to the original plan were located one in each congressional
district, but with the redistricting of the State in 1915, two schools

218
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were included within the limits of the seventh district. It would,
therefore, appear that the State superintendent is correct in his sug-
gestion that the legislature of 1919 should change the names of these
schools by omitting the word " district."

At present each school receives an annual appropriation for main-
tenance of $4,500, with the cocidition that $750 must be used by each
school in the specific work of agriculture. Each school derives ap-
proxitnately $12 a year matriculation fee from each pupil entering
the school. Various acts since 1889 have finally placed the schools
under a board of control consisting of the governor, the superintend-
ent of education, the commissioner of agriculture, and two local mem-
bers appointed by the governor, residing in the congressional district
in which the school is located.

C hanging the original purpose of the school s.There are many
evidences to show that these schools have made in most cases an honest
effort to comply with the purpose of the legislature. They failed to
tic( omplish the primary ptirpose of their establishment, owing to the
fact that the people made theiii serve what they felt was at the time
of their establishment their greatest need irrespective of mere name.
They changed the institutions which were originally intended to serve
a whole congressional district, to purely local schools with a local
patronage and organized them to suit their own needs. In 1900-1901
the total patronage of the schools reached 2,243.

This developffient caused dissatisfaction, and in response to this
feeling there has been a formal effort to bring them nearer the origi-
nal purpose for which they were organized. The superintendent in
his 1912-13 report says:

Last summer at the close of the year's work the board of control of these
schools reorganized completely the course of study, vvith a view to making
agriculture and agricultural Instruction both in theory and practice the para.
molint consideration of every student connected with these institutions. What-
ever criticism the public may have made of these district schools was based
upon the theory that they were not doing the full amount of agricultural work
intended by the law establishing them. The board believes that the complete
reorganization of the course of study upon which these schools love entered
for the year now begun will remove all basis for reasonable complaint of this -

kind.

In further commenting upon these schools the superintendent in
his 1918 report says:

For more than 10 years, however, the agricultural schools have been brought
into rather serious competition with county high schools, and since the latter
are regarded as county institutions and are often able to get appropriations
from the county boards of education and boards of revenue, it has become
increasingly difficult for the agricultural schools to retain their hold upon popu-
lar favor. In fact, they have not infrequently been referrekto as the "fifth
wheel" In our educational system.
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It would appear now that these schools have been given the last
opportunity to function in accordance with the acts establishing them
by complying with the requirementset up for vocational agricultural
instruction by the State board for vocational education.

In keeping with the Federal vocational educational act the State
superintendent says in his 1918 report :

The State board for vocational education arranged with the hoard of con-
trol of the agricultural schools to introduce vocational agriculture in all these
schools for the year beginning July 1, 1919. This has meant the employment
of a specialist in agriculture who gives his entire time to this work. The
school provides equipment to the amount of $300 or more and a maintenance
fund of $100 annually. The general course of study has been revised and a
special course of study has been prepared under ,he direction of the State
superintendent of education in keeping with the Federal requirements, 50 per
cent of the pupils' time being given to vocational agriculture Including super-
vised project study and general instruction in agricultural projects. The re-
maining 50 per cent of the time is devoted to English and kindred subjects,
such as will give culture and good citizenship training.

Teaching staff of the district agricultural schools.Three of the
nine -principals are also the vocational teachers of agriculture. Data
gathered through a questionnaire and by personal visitation to each
of the nine school show that the principal of each school is either
a graduate of the _Alabama Polytechnic Institute, the University of
Alabamak or of an institution of like grade. All the agriculturtd
teachers are graduates of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute except
two--one a graduate of the Mississippi A. & M. College and the
other a graduate of the Peabody College for Teachers. A study of
the preparation of the other teachers in the schools shows that many
of them are graduates of the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, the
University of Alabama, the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, the-
Woman's College at Athens, and other denominational institutions,
as well as a few who are graduktes of only a State normal school.

A discussion of teacher-training in agricultural education will be
found in the chapter relating to the Alabama Polytechnic Institute:
The principals and teachers of vocational agriculture receive salaries
ranging from $1,800 to $2,300 a year. All the agricultural teachers
receive $2,000 a year except in cases where the agricultural teacher
is also principal of the school. There is one exception to this where
the agricultural teacher receives only $1,800.

Student enrollment.The total enrollment for this year is 1,217.
Of this number there are 550 boys and 667 girls. Of these, 258 boys
and 289 girls, respectively, are from farm communities.

Some of these schools are merely local schools and some reasonably
representative. To show this the following figures are presented:
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THIRD DISTRICT AOR/CULTUBAL SCHOOL. Alums" ALA.

1914-15 : 1917-18 :
Barbour 2 Barbour 2
Coffee 2 Dale J

3
Henry es Henry 62

Houston 1
72

68
1915-18 :

Montgomery 1 1918-19 :
Henry 86 Barbour 2

Dale 4
87 Henry ee

1916 -17:
Dale 3
Montgomery
Henry

a

90
111

a

FOURTH' DISTRICT AGRICVLIVRAL SCHOOL, SYLACAUOA, ALA.

1914 -15:
Bibb
Calhoun
Clay
Coosa
Shelby
Talladega
Tallapoosa_ _._

Tuscaloosa

1915 -1a:
Bibb
Calhoun
Clay

. Chilton
Coosa
Elmore
Jefferson'
Shelby
Talladega
Tallapoosa

1910-17:
Bibb
Clay

. Chilton

66

1910-17 :--ContIn tied.
2 Elmore 1
1 Jefferson 2
1 Shelby 2
3 Talladega 120'
3 Tallapoosa 2

123
.. 2 148

2
1917 -18:

137 Bibb 2.
Clay a=
Coosa 5

o Crenshaw 1

( 1 Jefferson , 1
6 Lee 2
1' Shelby _,_ 1
0 Talladega 180
1 r

1485
1

115 1918-19:
1 Calhoun 2

Clay 8
139 Coosa 28

Etowah 1=-_--

Jefferson 1
2 Lee _, 1

.... 10 Talladega 188.
1 Tallapoosa 8

.. . !WM IMMIN... - 5 'Mosta ...--__- .....
Daft'- .. ..1 a MT .
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EIGHTH DISTRICT AGRICULTVRAL SCHOOL, AMIENS, ALA.

[Average for four years.]

1914-18: 1918-19:
Limestone 150 'Limestone 151
Lawrence 5 Lauderdale 2
Lauderdale 4 Morgan 1

Morgan 3 Walker 1

Madison 5
Cullman 2 155

16t)

SIXTH DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL, HAMILTON, ALA.

1914-15: 1916-17:
Marlon 165 Marion 159
Franklin 27 Franklin 29
Fayette 23 Walker 17
Walker 14 Fayette 12
Pickens 7 Tuscaloosa 111- 5
Tuscaloosa 5 Winston 4
Lamar 3 Lamar 7
Jefferson 2 Lauderdale 2
Colbert 1 Colbert 2
Lauderdale 1 Pickens 1

Jefferson 1

248
239=

1915-16: elt =
Marion 105 1917-18:
Franklin 30 Marion 155
Fayette 20 Franklin 124
Walker 16 Walker 11
Lamar 8 Fayette 8
Tuscaloosa 4 Lamar 6
Pickens 2 Tuscaloosa 6
Colbert 2 Jefferson q_ 4

Pickens 1

185 Colbert 1

.1
= Coosa

Marshall 1

318

1Th8T DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL, JACKSON, ALA.

1914-15: 1915-16:
Clarke *54 Clarke 63
Washington 2 Washington 2

Choctaw 1

56 --
66=a

--s.
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FIRST DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL, JACKSON, ALA.continued.

1916-17 : 1918-19 :

Clarke 57 Clarke
Washington 5 Washington
Choctaw 1 Choctaw_

III. Monroeder

63

W17-1918 :

Clarke 60
Washington 7
Chocta NV 6

73

GO

71

A comparative statement concerning the growth in enrollment by
years of the county high schools and the district agricultural schools
is of interest:

Year.
' ictCount y agricul-
turalschools. schools.

Year.
County

high
schools.

11striet
ap !cul-

ture)
schools.

1911 2,3)7 1,004 1916 5,468 1,1571912. 3, 079 1,082 1917 5,887 1,2191913..... 3,697 1,101 1918. 5,617 1,1391914 4, 1K3 1,(M 1919. 1,2171915... 4, 576 1,075

Of the total enrollment of 550 boys in the district agricultural
schools this year only '158 are taking the vocational course in agri-
culture. tIf the enrollment of vocational pupils in agriculture 28
pupils are not from farms, and are depending upon the school farm
to supply them with sufficient facilities for carrying out the six
months' directed or supervised practice in agriculture.

Serious losses of enrollment th,rough elimination. In the. agricul-
tural schools during the past year serious losses are shown in many
instances. The minimum retained in any school is 42 per cent and
the maximum 96 per cent. The average percentage retained in the
agricultural schools is 65 per cent.

In the farming sections where boys are needed in the spring more
elimination would naturally be expected than in those sections where
children are not demanded for work. Another factor which greatly
affects the school attendance this year is that of Spanish influenza.
This presented a very abnormal condition in some sections. Many
local boys, who were required to rerhain at home to assist their fathers
in the spring farm- work, are carrying their required six months'isu-

It
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pervised practical work under the supervision of the vocational
teacher. This would not be true if the b(4ys' home farms were more
than 15 miles distant from the school. Hence, the greater effectiveness
in vocational agricultural instruction with pupils who are living a
reasonable distance from the school rather than with boys who are
boarding, and when returning home before the close of the school to
assist in farm work are beyond reach of supervision by the agricul-
tural teacher.

The number of students living in dormitories and consequently
beyond the immediate influence of the school when at home is a neg-
ligible quantity. This is shown in two ways: (1) By the small rep-
resentation from counties outside of the county in which the school
is located, and (2) by the fact that, only three of the schools provide
dorm itorylaci 1 ities.

Course of study in the district agricultural schools.Only tw.0
courses are offered in the district agricultural schoolsthe general or
science course of four years and the four-year vocational agricaltural
course. These courses are uniform for all the schools and are adhered
to, closely. There is, however;Nm unnecessary repetition of agricul-
tural instruction in that all pupils before reaching these schools are
inquired to take a prescribed general course in agriculture in the./i
seventh grade. Those pupils taking the science course in the first 1r
year are again.required to take a half year of elementaiy principles
in agriculture, using a general textbook of the same' class as that

- Used in the seventh grade. The goys are required to take farm shop
and the girls domestic art twice a week throughout the _year. , The
agricultural work of the first year science course also 'calls for home
and school gardening. This practical work in agriculture, including
farm shop work, parallels the first year's work of the vocational
course in agriculture, where the boys are required to take during their
first year of southern field crops and principles of bookkeeping and
farm accounts.

On examining the character of the agricultural instruction in each
of these courses it has been found that many boys elect the science
conrse,icause they get at least two years' work in agriculture v)ith-
out being required to do any supervised practical work for at h)ast
six Months, and still receive the same school credit, This explains
in a large measure the small percentage of enrollment of boys in the
vocatioxlal course. Latin is taught in some of these schools, but is in
the process of elimination.

ro
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A representative class schedule of one of these schools is follows:

Daily schedule of the fourth district agricultural school.

(tour Williamson Mr. Nicholas Miss Wideman. Miss McNeill. Was Hale.

R 15- 8.30 Devotional
.i.atin

Devotional Devotional DevtRional.'
C.30- 9.10 III

I

Nonvoc, Agr. I,
Dot I.

Chemistry IV English lI Dorn. Arts II.

9.10- 9.50 Nonvoc. Agr. II,
IV:

I I II I English I ')orn. Sc. II.

9 SO-10 30 Physics III Voc. Arr. I Spelling I. Comp. Dom. Eta II.
10.40 -11.20 ; Latin II Voc. Arr. I Geometry IV.... English III Dorn. A rts I.
11 20-12 On ' Latin I Voc Apr. I Geometry II History IV.
12 30- 1.10 . Latin I'' Voc. Arr. II Algebra I history 111story II.

1 10- I ',0 1. oc. Agr. 11 Alrebra II Comp. III
1.50- 2.30 ; Geometry III_ Voc. Arr. II Arlth I Comp. 11 English IV.

There is at each school ,a vocational teacher of agriculture who
devotes three perio.ds daily to each of two classes. The balance of his
time, or about two periods n day, is devoted to teaching nonvocational
agriculture in the science course.

The three years of science in the vocational course is taught by
three different teachers and must of necessity lack coherence and a
proper \correlation with vocational subjects.

Material equipment of the eehoole.-1. Buildings. The school
buildings at. Hamilton, Albertville, Abbeville, and Wetumpka are
quite satisfactory for the purpose intended. The school buildings
at the other places are more or less makeshifts so far as provision
fOr vocational work is concerned.

At least one room has been set aside, for vocational agricultural
instruction at each school. These rooms are of the combination
laboratory and recitation type and are supplied in the majority of
cases with very satisfactory furniture, consisting of flat-top tabled
with drawers, and recently constructed filing cases. All the class-
rooms may be used and are used for laboratory work in soils, farm
crops, and horticulture.

The striking thing in connection with the investigation of the
equipment and facilities for carrying on agricultural instruction is
that prior to this year the schools had provided practically no labora-
tory equipment. There is every evidence that in the past the agri-
cultural instruction in these schools has been of the most bookish'
kind.

Not until this year have the schools been required by the board
of control to set aside any definite amount for the purchase of equip-
ment which would be in any sense adequate to carry on agricultural
instruction. With the introduction of vocational agriculture this
year they have been required to set aside $300 for laboratory equip-
ment and $100 for maintenance. Erniford4 laboratory equipment,

119801 °- 19- -15
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including illustrative materials, -is proyided for in agricultural
schools and in county high schools that. have introduced vocational
departments of agriculture.

The libraries in the sehools at. Hamilton and Blountsville were
burned with the school buildings and have never been replaced. All
general libraries in the other seven schools, with the exception of-
three, might-as well have been burned so far as their daily use is
concerned. This feature of the schools has been woefully neglected.
However, each school has complied with the requirements of the
State board for vocational education.in securing the required ref-
erence books bearing directly upon agriculture. Each school has,
with the exception of three, provided itself with a good supply of
hulletins issued by the State experiment station and the United
States Department of Agriculture. Practically all the schools have
carried out the instructions of the Stata supervisor of agriculture in
cataloguing these bulletins so as to make them readily available for
instructional purposes. Each school has provided the required list
of current agricultural publications. These amount to approxi-
mately six for each school.

Only two schools have made any real provision for science instruc-
tion. In four of the schools there is practically no science laboratory
space, much less any equipment. This feature of the schools is very
poor. Here again, these schools, so far as equipment for science
instruction is concerned, are not on a par with the county high
schools.

Summary need., of material equipment. Libraries, laboratories,
and other classrooms, suitable for the study of agriculture, and the
various sciences related thereto, should be given emphasis in this
type of school. The school should assume the responsibility for a
well-rounded education of the pupil in all Matters pertaining to agri-
culture and country life. Classrooms and laboratories should be

, adapted to the special purposes. of -the school. Equipment for the
classrooms should be selected because of its adaptability to training
in agriculture. Submitted to the test of practical farming much of
the equipment usually found in the science laboratories in these
schools. -would be omitted, and other equipment would lie selected.
Runiling water and gas of some form should be required in all of
these schools,

2. Sohool /arms. The following table will indicate to some extent
the area and use Of the school farm:
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Tama 41.Land ased-1or issstruction.

School.

T,...A I Land
used for

1

owned for In- I .purpaee.117n:hod structice!
(acres. ) (saes).

Wetumpka 80 i

Abbeville. 47 I
Evergreen 8
Jackzon 301
Athens 150 ;
Stountsville 72 i
Albertville 7011.
Sylacauga 40 1
Hamilton 80

9 ! Revenue.
10 Do.
6 I Do.
5: Do.:

10 , Do.'
30 I Do. .
4 I Do;
5 I Do.
6 Do.

I

The answers 'to the question, " Do you require supervised work on
the farm? " are given below :

Wetumpka: No. Only those who have vocational projects on the farm have
supervised practical work there. Formerly all wale pupil's did some practical
agricultural work.

Abbeville: No. Only ,plot experiments and variety tests done by the farm
superintendent under direction and used as a demoastratlon and for note taking_

Evergreen : Yes. This work Is in the construction of fences, poultry houses,
self-feeders for hogs, hotbeds, cold,frames, and garden work. Each boy 'worked
about two periods per week (one and one-half hours all at once) at this. .

Jackson: Yes. First assistant takes bOys two hours each week. General
farm work. r-,'

Athens: Yes. Projects. Each vocational student has one or more projects.
(Note: An error In retutnsy

BlountsvIlle: Yes. We require the vocatibnal boys to have group projects
Which are conducted on: farm and sUpervised by teacher of vocational agri.
culture.

Albertville;Yes. We started in the fall to requite two hours- per week on
the farm from all nonvocntional students (boys). but Influenza and other trou-
bles hindered this program. We have. done whatever farm work was needed,
but not as systematically as I had 'planned.

Sylacauga : No.
Ifamilron: Yes. Three acres crop rotation. Five acres orchard project. One-

eighth acre flower garden. 'One-fourth nero tomato growing.

It is quite evident from the above table that the school firm is
utilized ,to a very limited extent for teaching purposes. It affords, in
sonic cases, an opportunity for landless boys enrolled in the voca-
tional course in agriculture to meet the requirements of the six
months' supervised practical work. Strange to say, these boys as a
rule aro from the neighborhood in which the school is located and
not necessarily boys who are boarding, and therefore from a distance.

In some cases the school is used to give pupils practice in farm
carpentry. In three schools only is the agricultural instruction of
the school to any extent correlated with work on the farm,

1. Olb
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To show the inadequate equipment of these schools for instruction
in live stock, including work in animal husbandry, dairying, and
poultry, the following data are given for each school :

Abbeville: Eighteen Duroc hogs; 2 mules. (Hog pasture being broken at
time of visit and hogs to be sold.)

Wetumpka : Eight Duroc bogs; 2 mules.
Evergreen: One horse; 13 Duroc hogs; 12 head of poultry.
Jackson: Two mules; 9 hogs.
Sylacauga : Two mules; 12 hogs; 14 head of poultry.
Altiertville: Two mules; 2 bulls; 1 calf ; 6 heifers; 5 hogs; 29 small pigs.
Athens: Four mules. (Farm rented.)
Biountsville: One horse ; 1 mule.
Hamilton: Two mules; 1 bull; 2 hogs; 26 head of poultry.

The farm buildings are poor, and very few are suitable for
demonstration purposes. None of the barns have anything about
them of educatioAal value. In most cases they are nothing more than
mere shacks.

At only two schools is there farm machinery which is not com-
monly found on the poorest farms of the distriCt. There are, of
course, reasons for this, chief among which is the character of the
farm ; or in some instances the land is too rough for the employment
of modern machinery. One noticeable thing about the farms is the
lack of care of farm machinery.

Only four out of the nine schools have orchards. This lack of
orchard facilities is a serious handicap to instruction in horticulture.
Eaeh school, however, has prepared different kinds of hotbeds and
cold frames for the purpose of growing sweet potatoes, tomatoes, etc.,
for use on the farm as well as, in some cases, for commercial purposes.
So far as the evidence goes, the hotbed work at the schools is a new
enterprise. This is work that may be carried on successfully in any
school where a qualified teacher of agriculture is provided. At three
of the schools an attempt has been made to set out an orchard and at
others pupils have been given practice in renovating the existing old
orchard on the farm.

Summary on farm practice. The school farm should be as good as
any to,be found in the district and land suited to the various farm
crops and animals whigh can be produced in the district. The reasons
far this are obvious. It should be the. aim of the school to establish
the highest of productionthat is, it should undertake to show pupils
what farming is at its best. Such a policy fits into the home-project
idea of vocational agricultural instruction, because boys whose home
farms are producing inferior crops and animali will have standards
by which their home products may be gangedi and the improvements
they make from year to year may be measured. High standards thus
may beconie not discouraging but encouraging factors in the training
of the pupils.
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The school farm should not be a fancy farma farm where money
is spent and not a farm where money is madethat is to say, the
equipment should be modern and varied, but of the kind that the
most practical farmer would choose. Such buildings as barns and
poultry houses should be of the kind that a farmer with a moderate
amount of capital would wish to erect as parts of a convenient, sari -'
tarY, and practical plant. Quarters for all kinds of live stock suited
to the locality should be provided. The school might or might not
own all of the live stock dealt with in classroom demonstrations. The
best obtainable specimens of the breed studied should be seen and
handled, and proper accommodations for keeping them should make
it easy to borrow or hire animals when needed.

Little opportunity is provided for visiting fancy farms for pur-
poses of observation. It is, .therefore, highly desirable that these
schools should provide the best models of buildings, implements,
machines, and animals for use in economic and profitable production.

Use of school farni.The principal practical use of the school farm
has been to afford facilities for doing practical farm carpentry, such
as making gates, hog houses, poultry houses, concrete forms for
underground drainage, hotbeds, etc. Pupils have been given prac-
tice in pruning and spraying the school orchard, where it existed,
running terraces, and inoculating hogs.. Only in two schools was it
found that the school farm was used for group project work, that is,
where a certain number of pupils arc given the problem of renovat-
ing the school orchard, caring for th(6hogs on the farm, and running
the'bean or tomato project, etc.

Only in those schools where pupils were enrolled in the vocational
course in agriculture and without access to land were pupils given
individual projects on the school farm. Thus, only 85 acres of the
total number of acres in all the school farms have been used for in-
dividual supervised practical -work in agriculture during the year.
The conditions under which the schools are now operating enables
the vocational pupils almoal, without exception to live at home and
carry on their required supervised practical work in agriculture on
the home farm.

With the exception of a very few pupils, all are required to do
some kind of supervised practical work in agriculture on the home
farm for at least six months. The same requirement is made of
pupils in vocational departments in county schools, so that, with the
limited number of landless pupils in the district schools, the school
farms, so far as their use is concerned, are of little educational value.

The same practice is followed in these schools as is followed in the
county high schools in utilizing the teaching materials in the com-
munity for class instruction in ngricultuie. For example, farms in
the immediate vicinity of the school are used to teach pruning `and
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spraying of orchards, running terraces, inoculating hogs and cattle,
building storage pith for sweet potatoes, treating wheat and oats
for smut, etc.

Methods of teaching in the district agricultural schools.All the
schools are using the textbooks prescribed by the State. So far as
agricultural instruction is concerned a seasonal sequence of topics in
the book is followed rather than a logical sequence. The textbooks,
therefore, in all the schools but two, are used mostly as references.

All reference books in agriculture required by the State board for
vocational education and catalogued, bulletins serve to supplement,
the textbook. These are used in connection with a systematic study
of the supervised practical work which is outlined in advance by
I he teacher. The project study outline method of instruction is fol-
lowed by six out of nine schools. This method of instruction com-
pels the pupil to use rather extensively available reference materials.

Although the State board for Vocational education 'has reqUired
each of these schools to secure certain illustrated materials for teach-
ing purposes, it is evident from the inquiries and observations made
that so far little use is made of such materials.

Virtually no attention has been given in the schools by the teachers
to outlining in advance a series of practical laboratory exercises to
be followed by the pupils. Some of the more progressive teachers
have attempted to work out as the classes progress a series of exer-
cises from different laboratory manuals.

Little attention- has been given in these schools to this phase of
instruction. This is probably one of the greatest weaknesses in the
instruction, as planning instruction and practical work in field crops
and soils lend' themselves easily to a study of the biology of plants,
including considerable agricultural botany, injurious insects and
their control, implements and their use, plant foods, and feeding.

In connection with the instruction in animal husbandry splendid
opportunity for correlation is affordb41 in relating the work to the
biology of animals, problems of hygiene, sanitation, buildings. and
equipmentkinds, cost, plans, etc.

All the schools are following the requirements of the State board
for vocational education in keeping certain records, such as-

1. An agreement between the pupil and the parent relative to facilities for
-carrying out at least six months' supervised practical work at home. -

2. Preliminary statement of vocational work, which lists the names of the
boys enrolled in the vocational course, their ages, course of study pursued;
the kind of project engaged in, and its scope.

8. A monthly report of methods of instruction to the State supervisor of
agriculture.

4. Clash anti tabor records used by each pupil carrying op a supervised prac-
tical piece of 'wink.

5.:81lInnitri.ot; financial statement-of the prietteat.work at home.
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These records are kept on file' in good form at the school. Such
records are common not only to the agricultural schools but also to
all ceunty high schools approved for Federal ail.

Summary of instruction.So far as supervised practical instruc-
tion in agriculture is concerned, the methods of instruction by super-
vised visitation of home prgjects are uniform for both agricultural
schools and for county high schools.

Lantern slides and charts, prepared by experts, lending themselves
to vivid prdsentation of facts and principles of vital concern to prac-
tical farming are now available in great abundance. They may be
bought or borrowed by any school; but they are not utilized by
either agricultural schools or county high schools.

The principal of the agricultural school has control over all
teachers and should see to it that methods of instruction are used
which give each pupil a well-knit body of knoWledge through the
closest possible correlation of the subject studied with the interests
and activities of efficient farming and well-balanced country life.

The agricultural school laboratories and shops should offer ad-
vantages superior to those of the county high ,school for group
methods of instruction.

The supreme problem of this type, of school t t6 adopt methods of
instruction which shall insure model farming at the school, and at
the same time make this a means to the best possible fanning by its
pupils at their own homes. In working out this problem the distant
home must have equal consideration with the home that is near.

Extension work in the agricultural schools. The schools have no
organized relationships with the State aglicultural work. The agri-
cultural teacher in almost every school has for a very brief time as-
sisted the county agent in organizing clubs. There is no attempt at
using the agricultural teachers to supervise club work. Asa rule,
the agricultural teachers have a sufficient amount of work in connec-
tion with their regular vocational duties to keep themselves fully
employed. Their work falls into three main divisions, some of which
take on forms of extension work: (1) Regular class and laboratory
instruction; (2) field work for observation and instructional pur-
poses, such as pruning and spraying trees, home mixing of fertilizers,
running terraces, treating cereals for smut, selection of seed; and (3)
responding to demands made upon them by farmers for help in solv-
ing some of their troublesome problems. There seems to be no direct
relationship between the agricultural school and the teaching of agri-
culture in the elementary schools of the county or district.

In two of the nine schools there was practically no cooperation
with the farmers of the community. In the other seven schools the
agricultural teachers have been called upon, more or less, by farmere
to assist them with some of their problem. The school farm is used
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to some extent to carry out practical farm demonstrations in small
grains, cotton, and truck crops. Some of the schools have been
instrumental in bringing about fall plowing, the growing of cover
crops, furnishing the farmers with bulletins, inoculating hogs, buying
fertilizer and seed cooperatively, and renovating orchards. All this
work applies to the immediate community in which the schools are.,
located and is work which any vocational department of agriculture
in a public high school may perform.

In a few places the county agent works through the school in the
promotion of clubs and in their general county-agent work. There is.
however, no organized machinery for systematic cooperative relation-
ships between the school farm, the agricultural teacher, and the
county agent.

In only one school was there any indication of cooperation be-
tween the school and the farmers' organizations, and in this case the
agricultural teacher is president of the Swine Breeders & Live Stock
Association. By this moans the school has been instrumental in in-,
troducing better types and breeds of live stock into the community.'

The broad obligations of the district agricultural schools, with
reference to the work of their agricultural activities, should be as
follows: Members of the school staff and especially the agricultural
teachers, working in cooperation with the county' agents, sl,ould in-

' veltigate farm and market conditions for tit purpose of advising
individuals and organizations with reference to better business
methods among the farmers and more satisfactory methods of mar-
keting farm products. They should also give instruction in the
organization of cooperative enterprises, and should perform any
other work calculated to promote the agricultural or rural develop-
ment of the territory represented by the school. It should be the
duty of the school staff to keep in touch with and to bring to their
assistance all agencies in the State or Nation that would enable them
to utilize the latest and best knowledge in the furtherance of their
work.

Agricultural instructors: Their qualifications.The prevailing
standard qualification for agricultural teachers in these schools is
graduation from a four-year agricultural course in a State agricul-
tural college. In view of the foregoing discussion of the courses of
study and the function of the district agricultural school it will be
evident that its teaching staff should be radically different from the
staff of a county high school. The county high school has a two-
fold aim, in that it admits some pupils whose life purpose is farm-
ing, and other pupils with various other purposes; whereas the
agricultural school should admit only those who desire .to prepare
themselves for better farming. Just here-is where the agricultural
schools and the county high schools are overlapping, as their aim at.;
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the present time is one and the same. Nevertheless, the qualifica-
tions of the vocational teacher of agriculture in a county high school
are of the same general nature as those of the vocational teachers of
agricultural projects and related studies in an agricultural school.

Administration of the agricultural schools. In three of the agri-
cultural schools the principal is also vocational teacher of agricul-
ture. In all nine schools the principal is manager of the school farm.
In six schools the agricultural teacher has no responsibility for the
farm. He acts only in an advisory capacity to the principal. On
the contrary, the principal should be selected because of special quali-
fications for service as adviser to the board of control in the admin-
istration of the type of education the school represents; and the voca-
tional teacher of agriculture should be chosen because of his 'appre-
ciation of the requirements of vocational education, and his special
qualifications for bringing education to bear on the training of
pupils for school and home farth work.

The principal is responsible for all instruction given, and the effi-
cient conduct of the school, and for making the records and reports
required by the board of control as well as for records and reports
required by the State board for vocational education. The latter is
a new requirement.

The State provides a competent State supervisor of vocational agri-
culture. It is the duty of this supervisor to assist teachers to im-
prove their methods of instruction and to organize their material for
teaching purposes. He prepares outlines and publications bearing
directly upon methods and materials on instruction in vocational
agriculture. He also brings the teachers together from time to time
for conferences. The same provision should be made for supervis-
ing nonvocational subjects.

The schools are conducted directly by the execdtive committee of
the State high-school commission. The local people look upon the
schools as State schools and refer to the farms as State farms. With
very few exceptions the local community manifests little interest in
agricultural schools except as schools adapted to furnish general
high-school education. In no case does it appear that the county
superintendent has established any direct relationship with these
schools for educational purposes.

Summary of agriclultural achool.1.There are nine agricultural
schools in Alabama, with two of these schools in the seventh congres-
sional district. The law establishing the schools was passed on Feb-
ruary 28,1889. Entrance is based on completion of a 7-year elemen-
tary school course. All schools admit students from outside of their
respective districts. About 3 per cent of the pupils board at the
school, and are, as a rule, from 1 to 8 years older than pupils in corre-
sponding classes in town high schools. The course of study covers a
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period of 4 years of 9 months each. The schools are coeducational
There is no age limit. for admittance... Each school receives support
from the State in the sum of $4,500 a year. The total in ome for
1918 from all sources was $67,536 for all the schools.

The number of acres used for instruction is approximalely 85.
Farm animals included 17 mules, 2 horses, 6 cows, 67 hogs, 52

fowls, 3 bulls, and 1 calf.
Board, room, light, and heat cost each student from $16 to

$20 a month in private homes, and from $10 to $12 in schools with
dormitory facilities, where the farms supply the dormitories with
farm produce.

Books cost from $10 to $12 a year for each pupil.
Productive labor is not required of pupils except in two schools.

Students, however, find opportunities for work at 15 to 20 cents 4r.
hour.

Military training is not a feature of any of the schools.
Piano instruction is available in practically all of the schools.

Every girl is required to take one year's work in agriculture and
four years' work in home economics.

Little attention is given to purchase of registered stock to improve
the school stock and to service to the farm community.

Few of the schools rely upon their shops for repairing, plumbing,
wiring, carpentry', and concrete construction, and other needed work.
Where the opposite policy is followed the shop work grows primarily
out of the needs of the school and teaches the boys to be self reliant
on their own farms.

Six of the agricultural schools not functioning &n. the State .sys-
tem. -1. At Athens the school is in competition with a private board-
ing school for boys; the farm is rented, and therefore of little prac-
tical use as an educational factor ; the school lacks facilities for cor-
related science work and has not reached the rural people except in
a small way, and that only in the county in which the school is
located.

2. The school at Jackson is in no sense adapted to the needs of
rural people. Investigation shows that time never was when the
people of this district §howed any interest in this school. The equip-
ment is very inadequate for carrying on the work, and in the past the
lOcal people have been opposed to the agricultural teacher working
with the surrounding farming communities.

8. At Abbeville the work is at a very low ebb, due to lack of inter-
est on the part of the town and countryside. It is common talk about
Abbeville that the local people have no interest in this kind of educa-
tion. It was reported that a physician is interested in seeing the work
diecontinited, so that the building might be used as a hospital. An
interview with a patron, and for a long time the agricultural teacher
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in this school, shows that the agricultural side of the school is not
functioning in the promotion of agricultural education in the county
or district.

4. A glance at the course of study offered by the agricultural school
at Sylacauga shows,that the school is not designed to prepare young
people foe rural life. The school is located in makeshift quarters
and in a town sufficiently large and prosperous to have a good high
st hool of its Own, together with a vocational department of agricul-
ture if the local people so desired. There is practically no provision
at the school for correlated science work. The farm equipment, in-
cluding buildings, is very inadequate.

5. The school at Wetumpka is a town school, located geographi-
cally in the wrong place. The school has never been anything but a
local school. There is little excuse for continuing to aid it as an agri-
cultural school, as it is neither congressional in its representation of
studelats, nor agricultural in its organization and-equipment.

6. The school,at Evergreen has a poor plant and only a few acres
of land. The equipment likewise is inaifferent. This school is at the
present time accomplishing good work in spite of these handicaps
because it is in charge of an efficient prificipal. This, however, is
probably a passing condition and may be considered as giving the
school a new lease -on life; but it can not become permanent because
the school lacks all material equipment necessary in a well-equipped
agricultural school.

Three tatiyf actory agricultural nehoo1.9.(1) On the contrary, the
school at Hamilton has been unique in its work among similar schools
in the United States. It has throughout a number of years selected
the most promising boys of the country and set them on their way
to better farming and to higher education in agriculture. This school
has a record which is enviable among schools of this type in the
United States. The school building is evidence of large ffiterests on
the part of this district in this type of educational work. The en-
rollment of boys has been most satisfactory.

(2) The school at Albertville is unique in its location on Sand
Mountain. The enrollment of boys and the provision for instruc-
tion in agriculture in this school,. as well as the interest manifested
in the school by the people, is sufficient reason for this type of work

,in this section of the State.
(3) Investigation shows that no section of the State.is in greater

need of an agricultural school than is the section in which is loettted '

the agricultural school at Blountsville. Although the schoi:d build -
itgs have recently been burned to the ground, the local people of the
district have rallied to its support in a most remarkable way. They-
hays given their personal notes for large sums to replace the school
and to, continue the woik. The spirit ofattie people in this section,

, .
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of the State is of the right kind for the development of an agricul-
tural school of less than college grade.

What the Alabama agricultural schools ought to be.The agricul-
tural schools of Alabama should be planned to meet the real needs
of the people to furnish a practical education to all young people of
whatever degree d preparation for at least a six-months term.
The schools should not be planned as preparatory schools for the
university or the agricultural college. They should be well equipped
and have not less than 150 acres of good agricultural land each.
They should be well stocked with cattle. mules, and horses, and have
such other stock as would meet the needs of the school's particular
section of the State. The schools should plan their work for 12
months of the year, making provision for two six-month terms.
Young men and women of ability should be enabled to pay a
good part of their expenses at these schools by the labor of their
own hands, and so prepare to go back to the land in Alabama with a
technical and practical knowledge of farming, 'Such as is not now
procured in the district agricultural schools.

If the Alabama agricultural schools were reorganized on this new
foundation, they could no longet, as now, be utilized as local high
schools; neither would they in any sense compete with the county
high schools.

The committee is convinced that the State should maintain six
agricultural schools at a cost to the State of not less than $20,000 per
annum for each school. The six schools should be located or re-
located by the present board of control of these schools or the execu-
tive committee of the present agricultural schools. It is understood,
of.course, that the present schools as well as new. sites may be con-
sidered by the locating board. The essential thing is to locate the
six proposed schools at strategic centers over the State.

H. THE COUNTY HIGIT SCHOOLS.

History of organization.Up to the year 1907 there were no public
high schools in the Statd except as attempts had been made to evolve
them here and there as a part of the school system of various cities.
There had been and were then successful high schools in portions of
the State, but they were private or denominational. A boy or girl
living in the country, or in any except a few of the larger towns,
had to secure high-school training in.private schools.

The State Assembly of August 7, 1907, passed a law which made
possible the esablishment of a high school in each county of the
State. Under this law, a high-sChool commission, consisting of the
governor, the State- auditor, and State superintendent of education,
was'appointed to locate,the schools.

The minimum requirement as a condition precedeptr to the estab-
lishment of a county high school has hitherto been five acres of land

tt
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and buildings with a valuation of not less than $10,000. Thege high
schools receive an annual appropriation from the State of $3,000, and
additional funds for maintenance from county boards of revenue
and from an enrollment fee of $2.50 per pupil for each half year.

In order to qualify for Federal aid for vocational agricultural
instruction the State hoard for vocational education has required
each school to make available 10 acres of land for school project work,
to 'provide a classroom with agricultural laboratory equipment worth
$300, and an annual sum of $50 for maintenance. The agricultural.
teacher must meet certain requirements, in training and experience,
and if he devotes his whole time to teaching vocational agriculture
the school is reimbursed for half of hi; salary from Federal funds.

Teaching staff of the county high schools.The minimum number
of teachers employed in any county high school is three; but the
number is largely determined by the income of the given school.
For example, the Jefferson County high school has a staff of 10, all
of whom are college graduates. The returns on the questionnaire
for these schools showed a higher average training of the faculty in
the county high schools than in the agricultural .schools. The sal-
aries of the teachers range from $540 to $2,400. The average salary
of teachers of academic subjects in the county high schools is slightly
above that of the agricultural schools.

Vocational departments of agriculture.This new work of the
county high school enables it to orient its work more definitely with
agriculture, the principal industry of the State. The teacher of voca-
tional agriculture is chosen because of his liking for country life,
his demonstrated ability in practical farming, his salutary influence
upon boys and ,young men 14 to 25 years of age, and his special
qualifications for teaching and supervising practical farm work.

The instructor of agriculture is responsible for the conduct and
efficient agricultural training of the pupils in his department. The
agricultui al instructor at present is permitted to teach two periods
a-day, on an average, of nonagricultural subjects.

The general influence of the vocational department of agriculture
in the county would be materially increased by thy, appointment of
an advisory committee composed of practical farmers from the school
community.

.1
-Enrollment in the county high schools.Anotherepage gives a com-

parative statement of the enrollment in the county high schools and
the district agricultural schools.

These schools are organized as county schools, although in most
cases they draw students from two to five differpt counties. This is
especially true of the county high schools which offer instruction in
vocational agriculture.
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How the county high echople are located.The problem of locating
a county high school is much simpler than the problem of locating
an agricultural school. This will be evident from the following con-
siderations: County high schools have flourished best wherever they
have been most successfully identified with the agricultural interests
of the county and wherever they are easily accessible by reason of
good country roads. The State board for vocational education re-
quires that each county high school provide 10 acres of land in order
to qualify for Federal aid for agricultural instruction. The investi-
gation goes to show that 10 acrTs of land is a handicap or liability
rather than an asset in the development of vocational work. This is
true because 10 acres of land, or 5 acres .of land, is of no value to .
the school unless there are means provided for the operation and
Management of the land. Schools that depend upon local farmers to
assist in the work of the school farm have failed. There is no place

. for a school farm unless the school provides adequate facilities for
working the land.

Under the operation of the Federal act for vocational education
the practical- work in agriculture by pupils may be studied at the
school and put into practice at their own homes orat the homes of
other practical farmers the vicinity of the school. Illustrative
material and practice work may also be found at neighboring farms.

One high school has a poultry plant,, and the agricultural depart:
ment makes good use of it. Another has a greenhouse, which is
operated by the vocational pupils without any assistance from local
farmers.

Equipment of the county high schools.One might expect a rad-
ical difference in the requirements foraquipment in county high
schools4and the agricultural schools; but, as a matter of fact, so fai
as laboratory equipment for vocational work in agriculture is con-
cerned, they are the same.

The school farm.Unless the present 10 acres required by the State
board for vocational education are utilized to better advantage than
at present, tho requirement might just as .well be eliminated alto-
gether. The reasons f6r this are that farm products, methods of pro-
action, farm buildings, and equipment may be studied on farms jn
the vicinity and at the homes of the pupils. Though a high Achool
may have a greenhouse and its agricultural department make good'
use of it, it is quite possible to give excellent instruction'without any
greenhouse at the school, if cooperative relations are established with
owners of greenhouses in a section where market gardening is an
important branch of farming.
I, Practice work under economic conditions is proving better Than

, .practice work under scboO1 conditions, provided the practice work
in the formereafte is givan proper educational value histuily at the
aohool, in' the greenhouses and factors involved sinere
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the production and marketing of greenhouse crops. The same prin-.
ciple applies to growing plants other than those 'grown green-
houses. Efforts are being made at some of the schools to griv fruit
trees on the school premises, in charge of the pupils in the vocational
department. These trees will afford practice work from. season to
season in connection with the various processes of propiigation, prun-
ing, spraying, thinning, picking,' packing, and marketing. Fruit
growers, live-stock growers, and general farmers, however, are will-
ing to cooperate with the agricultural instructors in affording pupils
practice work.

The vocational department of the Walker County high school is
working in cooperation with a project located near the school grounds.
The slim of the project is to grow plaAts for the market. One thou-
sand five hundred bushel of sweet potatoes are0to be bedded this
season by the pupils of 46he high school. From these it is expected to .
grow approximately 12 to 15 million potato plants, which 'will be
pulled and marketed htrgely key the pupils of the school. This
pioject is operated on a commercial scale for the purpose of securing
?finds with which to purchase libraries for the schools in the county.
Similar work will be condUcted in connection with tomatoes, beans,etc,

Jefferson County high school ,is provided with a good farm ana.\---
good equipment. It'lts secured pure-bred live stock from Wiscon-
An and is in a position now to do. creditable instruction in live-
stock management.

^ \The courses .ot 8tudy.The courses of study in the county high
schools have been outlined .briefly by the department of education.
They cover four-year courses in agriculture, Latin, modern languages,
and general science. There has been no attempt at adapting the
four -year course in agriculture to the needs of part-time pupils in
day classes, and to the needs of adults in evening classes. The voca-
tional course in agriculture is identical with the course given in the
agricultural Schools. .

Substitutes for home projects are accepted for boys who have had
no farm experience. These boA, for example, may be employed on
dairy farms, with the privilege of attending dairy classes and keep-
ing records of one or more cows or one or more crops. Dairy
lirojects and substitutes for projects rarely occupy the entife work
time of the pupils.

Farm shop work is rdjuired in the county high schools as well as
in the agricultural schools. Hotbeds, cold frames, farm gates,
poultry houses, and brooders are made. The agricultural instructors
teach the boys a variety 'd projects in farm shop work. The success
of this phase of the pupils' training depends in no small degree on the
mechanical skill and ingenuity of the agricultual instructor.

A. healthy indication that the county high, Ohools are becoming
uinerurel .14h:schools is that the lirgost enrollment of pupils
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is in the science course, with the enrollment-in the vocational course as
second.

The study shows that the county high schools maintain school
gardens in which students of the general science course do all' the
work of preparing the soil, and growing the crops. The school
gardens grow all the common varieties of vegetables and, in some
cases, many varieties of flowers and shrubs. This is real seventh-
grade work. The advantages of the school garden may be briefly
indicated as follows: (1) It offers relief from the routine of the
schoolroom and keeps the pupil in the fresh air and sunlight; (2) it
teaches, in connection with class and laboratory instruction the com-
position and care of soil, the best conditions of plant life, the value
of fertilizers, seed selection, etc.; (3) it develops the sense of owner-
ship and respect for propertyin the care of their own plats pupils
flght,common-plant enemies and learn that a noxious weed and a neg-
lected Mat may make trouble for others; and (4) it promotes a pleas-
ant avenue of communication between the school and the home, relat
ing them in a new and living way; thereby-strengthening the public
interest in the school.

Fo'rrna of community aervice.A limited number of returned ques-
tionnaires indicate the ways in which the agricultural teachers of the
county high schools serve rural communities. They are-

1. Spraying home orchards and pruning trees of plItmus and other farmers.
2. Assisting in planting of cover crops for harvesting, for grazing, and for

green manure.
8. Assisting in enlarging the enrollment of. he school through the agrigul-

tural department
4. Assisting in beautifying the grounds and campus.
5. Assisting in supervising the home project work of his pupils.
6. Advising the farmers of the community with their crops, fertilizers,

insect pests, crop rotations, etc.
7. Cooperating with the farm demonstration agent and the home demonstra-

tion agent.

The county high ,schools are established to care for all the people.
Yet there is little evidence to piove that they ccomplish this end,
outaide of .the vocational instruction in agriculture. The schools
should perform a work broader and more far-reaching than the mere
bearing of recitations. All classes of.citizens should be reached and
served by them in some way. In ord. that these schools might be
made to function as 'real rural high schools for the county they
should engage in one or more of the following extension activities:

1. Social. Without seeming to meddle, the principal can be in-
fluential in procuring the best lectures and entertainments for the
town lyceum course; that wholesome educational pictures are secured
by the local movies; and that no publitiivent shall pass without eery-
ing to promote %pend educational interests of the community.
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2. Vocational. County teachers' meetings may be held at regular
times in the school buildings to promote professional training
The teachers of these schools should pay frequent visits to rural
schools, and give demonstrations of work important to both pupils
and patrons. The entire resources of the school should be used to
improve education in. the county. Such activities as home garden-
ing, milk testing, canning on the home premises, inoculating hogs
against cholera, live stock judging, the spraying of trees, incubating,
and other work with poultry, and supervised work in agriculture
at home will bring school life and home and business life into closer
union. This work can be made more successful by securing the defi-
nite cooperation of rural teachers. One rural school might con-
centrate its activities upon home gardening, another upon farm '
carpentry, another upon domestic science and domestic arts.

3. llealth and sanitation.It is especially suggested that the
county high schools provide the count21 schools with lectures on sqo
topics as Prevention of Diseases, Causes of Typhoid, Care of..the
Teeth, Cleanliness in Home and Town, etc. The class work w sani-
tation should be so practical and the sanitary conditions of the school
grounds should be such that the conditions at home, in public build-
ings, and on the streets would beimproved. , These schools can im-
prove local conditions through clubs, organizations for community
beautification, and general sanitary improvement. An organized
campaign against the house fly, more sanitary stores, streets, and
yards may well start in'one of these schools.

Summary of comments.Attention should be given to strengthen-
ing the course in agriculture given in the seventh grade, where this

'grade is includtd in the county high schools. This may be done by
securing seventh grade teachers who.have had special work in agri-
culture and nature study. The vocational teacher of agriculture will
always be in a position to assist the seventh grade teacher in outlining
the work in nature study and agriculture and to teach, from time to
time, lessons in agriculture And to organize the boys of the seventh
grade into junior home project work. By thus strengthening the
seventh gFadework in agriculture, agriculture can be dropped as a
requirement in the science course, and. all pupili in the county high
school should be required either to take the vocational course in agri-
culture or no agricultUral instruction at all.

In the place of agriculture_ in the sciencecourse as it now stands the
first year should be given to generql science, the second year to biol-
ogy, The third year to physics, and the fourthjesr to chemistry.

The qualifications set by the State Ord for vocational education
for vocationa teachers in county high schools are identical with those
of the vocaTonal teachers in the agricultural schools. All must be

u9e01`-210.--49 Y
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graduates of a four-year college course in agriculture with several
years of farm'experience, together with good requirements in profes-
sional improvement.

Specialization among vocational teachers of agrictilture in county
high schools is only possible where the enrollment is large enough
to require two or more instructors-. As conditions now exist, choice
among candidates rests with the man whb is qualified to teach the
major agricultural subjects in the four-year course as outlined by the
department of education. Experience has proved that it is possible
to find a few capable instructorsof this type. Not college boys but
men of maturity are demanded. Now and then a mature man .who
is riot an agricultural graduate. but who has developed the right kind
of talent, both in the sense of his practical farming and in his powers
of presenting ideas in connection with farming, may qualify for an
instructorship in part-time and evening class work.

For the first time there will be a special summer course this sum-
mer at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute for preparation of agri-
cultural teachers in service. This summer work will include techni-
cal instruction in agriculture and shop work. together with special
courses in methods of teaching vocational agriculture in high schools.
This kind of preparation is probably most heeded by agricultural
teachers in service at the present time. 4P -

Specific recommendatiow.A casual reading of this section shows
that the district agricultural schools are not living up to the specific
worlyfor which they were established. They are, as a matter of fact,
serving in exactly the same capacity as are the county high schools.
It is, therefore, recommended that these schools be disposed of in
the following manner:

1. Maintain hereafter only six agricultural schools of secondary
rank, to be located at strategic centers over the State as a whole,
which location may be at present schools or at new sites.

2. Give these schools an annual State support of not less than
$20,000 per annum for each school and reorganize them as genuine
secondary agricultural schools.

8. The State aid to county high schools should be increased to a
minimum of $4,000, provided that no such school shall hereafter
receive any aid from the State which is not duplicated dollar for
dollar from county or local funds. More than $8,000 a year is
needed to make these schools strong and effective county high schools.

4. While of no immediate bearing on the other State - supported
district agricultural schools and county high schools discussed in
the present chapter, it is recommended here that the annual State
appropriation to the Northeast Alabama Agricultural Institute, at
Lineville, be discontinued and the school property turned' back to
the, local community, This is so recommended becafise the school is

rarely and in no. sense serves the State.



Chapter XII.

TEE CITY SCHOOLS OF ALABAMA.

Defivitfon of city schools.A city in the State of Alabama is an
incorporated town having 2,000 or more inhabitants. It was so de--
fined by the supreme court some years ago, and the definition has
been accepted for the purposes of the State school la. A town may
at any time take its own census to determine whether or not it is
entitled to this classification.

Under this definition there are 46 cities in Alabama. Each one of
these was personally visited and its schools inspected by one or more
members of the survey committee. The cities differ largely in size,
industry, environment, and rate of growth.

Birminglidm for example has 200,000 inhabitants and employs 621
teachers, while Bridgeport, at the entrance to Sequachee Valley, has
but five white teachers and one colored.

The diversity in the rate of growth of these cities IS an element
very materially affecting conditions in the schools. Birmingham led
most of the cities of the country in the percentage of increase in its
population between 1900 and 1910, as shown by the census figures of
those years. In Sheffield, and in Anniston, the population has more
than doubled within the past two years, due largely to governmental
activities during the war, while in several other cities there has been
very rapid growth. Quite naturally, it has been hard for these cities
to increase their school buildings and school revenue in such man-
ner as to keep pace with this rapid increase in population. On the
other hand, the superintendent of schools in one city lives all alone
in a large brick building which a receding boom left without other,
occupants.

It may be observed in passing that there area number of places
in Alabama not classified as cities although they have more inhabi-
tants than many of the places already so classified. Fairfield, for in-
stance, is said to have 9,000 inhabitants. Muscle Shoals has perhaps
10,000 people in its district, but it is organized as a Government ord-
nance reservation, with schools in no way under State control.
Numerous mill and factory districts do not incorporate as cities,
although they have the necessary number of people. In most in-
stances, the object seems to be either to evade taxation or to avoid
Stale control.

it4t
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City school boards.The cities of the State differ as much in the
efficiency and equipment of their schools as they do in size, industries,
environment, or rate of growth. The relation of the cities to the
State in school matters, however, is largely the same. Birmingham,
Mobile, and Montgomery, have largely the same relationship to
the State school system as have Prattville, Bridgeport, or Sylacauga.
In each instance. city school affairs are entrusted to a school board
of five members, appointed by the city commissioners, iftie city is
under the commission form of government, or by the mayor and
aidermenoif that forth of government prevails. They are appointed
from the city at large for a term of fiveqears, the term of one mem-
ber expiring at the end of each year.

While the law in the case is the same for all cities, in practice there
Ilk several modifications. Part of them are caused by special char-
ters and some are merely matters of practice. For instance, the city
of Mobile is by charter coincident in territory with the county of
Mobile, so far as schools are concerned. Its county board and its
city board are one and the same.

Prattville, one of the smallest cities in the State, has the largest
school board, the number of its members being 18. This arises from
the fact that the city school there is an outgrowth of the old acad-

board of 13 members, the places being filled by heredity. When the
building passed into the control of the city, 5 new members were
added. The other 13 continue to hold office with the principle of
heredity still in force. These 18 men are said to meet regularly
twice each year. Similarly, Selma has a self-perpetuating hoard of
11 members. Several cities have a quasi official board of colored
members for their colored schools. Bridgeport, en ,the other hand,
reports no school board at all. School affairs are administered di-
rectly-1)y the city aldermen, with the mayor as president.

Wide diversity exists as to school-board practices. In the larger
places the board meets regularly each month. and keeps systematic

*cords of proceedings. In some smaller places they seldom meet
and appear to keep no minutes whatever.

Under the Alabama Statelaw the city board of education has very
'ttle real-authority. It can elect a superintendent and teachers, and

ate the internal workings of the school if it so desires, but be-
yo d this it can do.little. The course of study is prescribed by the
Sta . Most of the textbooks in the elementary schools are pre-
scribed by the State textbook board, and are uniform thioughout
the State. The city board jets its State and county money from the.
county" board and its city money through the city commissioners.
Ram not buy's school site or erect a school building without obtain-
ing thefonsent of the city commissioners.
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These limitations will be discussed more fully under separate head-
ings. However, the committee very strongly recommends that the
State law should be so changed as to very greatly increase the powers
and duties of city school boards. Specific recommendations on this
subject are made elsewhere.

City school finances. The financial support of city schools in
Alabama conies from the following sources:

I. The State school fund.
2. TIkcounty school fund.
3. The general city tax.
4. The special city school tax.
5. Fees charged for attendance upon st.hool, variously desig-

nated as tuition, matriculation, or incidental .fees.
6. Subscriptions or other gifts made by patrons or other friends

of the schools.
Taking these in their order, the following explanations may be

made:
1. The State school fund consists chiefly of what is known as the

3-mill tax, supplemented by certain miscellaneous funds and by cer-
tain special appropriations made by the State legislature,.amounting
ordinarily to about $500,000 each year. The State superintendent
apportions this fund to the.various county hoards of education upon
a strictly per capita. basis of census enumeration of children, includ-
ing white and black alike. The county boards of education in turn
apportion the money between the county schools and the cities. The
law makes its the duty of these boards to so distribute these funds that
the districts "may have a school term of approximately the same
length."

This leaves\to the county, boards of education considerable latitude
as to this redistribution. As a result, practices differ 4tdely in the
different cou'rkie,s. Some boards distribute these funds on a
capita basis as" hown by the school census enumeration. If they se
fit, they may stribute it upon the basis of total net enrollment in,
the schools, or on the basis of average daily attendance. In some
cases they appear to make merely the best guess they can as to what
distribution will best answer the purposes of the law. It is some
times stated that they "give the county schools what they need or
must have, and the city schools what is left." In Montgomery
County, on the other hand, the county board gives to the city board
the State fund on a per capita basis of census enumeration 11,nd in
addition giVes it half the county fund. The very uncertainty of this
process tends to bring city board and county boaroi into antagonism
and to increase mutual suspicion.

In any event, the distribution is lefto the discretion of the.county
board,. The city board may present its claims and may argue its . '--
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case, but in the end it must take what,the county board gives it.
However greatly the county board may desire to do the best thing,
there is always the possibility that it may change its mind as to what
that is. As a. result, the city board has no way to tell front year to
year whAarnount it will receive from the State. Even when the
time comes tomake contract with the teachers for the coming year,
the city board is still unable to find out even approximately how
much money it will receive from the State. The disadvantages of
this situation are obvious.

2. The county school fund consists of the proceeds of a tax which
may be levied for school purposes by vote of the people on the assessed
valuation of all the property in the county up to 4 mills. Of this
amount, a 1 mill tax may he levied by a three-fifths vote of the
people and a 3 mill tax by majority vote. This sum is supplemented
by poll taxes, dog taxes, and certain other funds. The entire county
school tax goes into the hands of the county school board and is
distributed by them. The distribution of this find is left to the
discretion of the county board, just as is the distribution of the State
fund, and is attended with the same difficulties .and the same degree
of uncertainty.

3. Each city in the State may by vote of its citizens levy a general
city tax up to 5 mills, for general city purposes, including those of
the schools. From this the city commissioners may give to the school
whatever sum they desire to give or feel that they can spare ior
school purposes after the o' her expenses of the city government have
been et. .Gadsden by special charter levies a 10 mill tax, of which
24 mill must be placed to the credit of the school fund.

The fo owing table is based on the State superintendent's report
for the ye r 1917-18 and shows the amount of money which the
cities of, the State .expended upon their city schools, witit the per
capita of such expenditure for every pupil enrolled during the year
and also for each pupil in average daily attendance:

TAME. 42.Expendifure8 by the cities for schools.

Cate.. Total net
enrollment.

Average
attendance.

Total coat
of mainte-

nance.

Cent per
capita on

enrollment.

Cost per
capita based
on average
daily at-

tendance.

Alsbarna a City 1,180 615 810,915 98.64 $16.57
Albny 1,562 974 24,513 15.78 25.26
Alexander City 735 460 9,810 13.35 21.33
Andalusia 720 551 11,231 15.60 20.38
Anniston 3,480 2,410 $8,714 11.12 16.06
Atmore'
Attalla 728 310 8,631 11.86 27.84
Beam& 4.100 2, 624 59,832 14.69 23.70
Birmingham 30,287 A 20, 977 623, 980 20.60 . 29.75
Brewton 578 668 9,063 15.71 16.13
runktanIPINI 860

5(12
143
400

2, 883
$, 0112

17. 87
16.8000 i

19. 30
20.03

Not Med Y eity,1616-11. s limes for 1913-17.
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TA BI.E 42.-B:rpenditureo by ettiro for schools -Con t nued.

247

Decatur

13061 net
enrollmi nt.

717
Cdr

Ot t "'dal"

462

Total erKt Coat per

OfDniu n" c. I enrollment.P8PlI

113.392 1 SI s. 67
O. 1,,", I Is. 92

Cant per
eall:110 hosed

odniiIINseraitr
1 endance.

122.89
22.00

I >cation 1,622 1,012 27,731 17.09 25.40
Ent erprl.e 496 379 5,.500 11.04 14.51
Eufaula 722 400 0, 940 12 39 20.32
Floral a 324 269 6.9,7 13.31 29.96
Elor 1,441 640 16, 995 11.76 2& 55

en
Ard

2,794
679

1,76.
3,6

34,611
10.11S

1 2 33:
14.90

19.57
26.22

,reem,boro 291 213 ',.20:4 17. 07 24.20
:reenv 11 le 437 9,019 1.5. 57 20.634

Runt", ille 1, 748 1,035 21,713 16 95 24.86Jacksonville its 211 i 5,.'42 17.42 26.26Japer 649 402 ' ,719 13.43 21.88LottoI 1,527 1.101 ; 22.165 4. "1 141, 78
Marion 324 222 6,993 11 60 31.52
Mobile 7.3311 5.390 3 209,100 20.49 38.79
Mont turnery 6,151 4,710 127.270 20.69 27.02
Opelika 902 629 , 16,461 1.23 26.17
Ozark 634 4,0 7,705 12.15 18.03
Phoenix 341 6,702 13.29 19.66Piedmont 430 23:5 6,489 14.42 22.77Prattville 672 5612: 6,452 9.60 11.48
Roanoke 929 576 11.907 12.81 20.67
Russellville .3119 219 : 4,017 13.04 1834
Selma 2,221 1,708 ' 45,769 20.60 26.79
Sheffield 1,002 716 : 10,648 10.83 15.15Sylacauga 478 278 5, 35.1 11.20 19.25
Talladega 1,155 793 16,599 14.36 2643Troy 1,250 726 22,662 18.13 31.21
TIL4c111b0S3 2,363 1,411 39,195 16.58 27.78Tuscurnhda 761 597 11.279 14.44 1/4. $9
TlIsh(Vee 342 216 5,110 14.9.5 23.66Union Springs 497 348 I 11,372 22.88 32.87

Total 86,956 61, 687 I 1,589,104 18.27 24.74

Includes a bond of about $50,000.

4. Each city may byvote of its citizens levy a special city tax up
to 3 mills to be used exclusively for city school purposes. This,
however, can not be done until after the county has already voted
upon itself a county school tax of 3 mills. The purpose of this latter
restriction is evident. It was designed to prevent a wealthy district
in the county from voting upon itself a tax adequate to support 'its
own schools and then voting down the county tax in which the rural
schools would share. It would be quite possible, however, for a city
to vote for the county tax and yet have this tax defeated by the
voters . of the rural districts. ,In Autauga County this actually
happened. In such an event the city is deprived of the privilego of
taxing itself'for the support of its own schools. Incidentally, it may
be noted that when a city desires to vote upon taxing itself for school
purposes, it is the county boardorrevenue that must call the election.

Accordinglo records in the office of the State superintendent of
education up to October 1,1918, only 6 out of the 46 cities in the State
have availed themselves of this privilege of levying a special city
school tax. Some others have voted the tax since that time, and a
few others have called elections. The smallness of this number is
significant. Some reasons for it will be discussed later. .
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5. It is the common practice in the smaller cities of Alabama to
charge the children who attend the schools certain fees for that
privilege, variously known as matriculation, incidental, or tuition
fees. These names appear to designate differences in amount rather
than differences in principle. Some cities distinguish between that
portion of the school year known as the " free term" and that 'known
as the "pay term." For the former they charge "matriculation
fees" and for the latter " tuition fees." The term incidental fee
seems to signify that, while no charge is made for the instruction,
there is a charge for the supplies, the janitor service, etc. Some-
times the fees charged apply only to high-school pupils, but usually
to all pupils. Sometimes they apply to only a portion of the term,
but more frequently to the entire term, including the period of com-
pulsory attendance. These fees range in amount from the " nominal
fee" of $1 per term to the considerable amount of $5 per month
charged in some high schools.

Table '2 shows the total amount received by each city in 'Alabama
during the school year 1917-18, as shown in the State superintendent's
annual report for that year, with the amount of..tuition fees collected
by the school, and the percentage of such amount upon the total
school receipts for the year.

TABLE 43.-Total anunints receired b/, cifirn for school purposes-Tuition fees.

Cities.
Reecipls

Totitl j from
receipts.

tuilicn,

Alabama City
Albany

sin, its
24,98R el, 052

Alexander City-- 10,702 3,148
Andalusia 12,371 1,663
Anniston 39,564 5,416
Atmore
Attu la 9, :68 2,370
Bessemer RC, 918 381
131i ighaM 67'2, 918

9,031
2,400
2,000

Bridgeport r 3.433
Cullman 8,152 1,171
Decatur 15,737 1,240
Demoralla 10,135 435
Dsthan 27,731 11,677
Fntercrise 5,500 2,300
Eufaula 9,025 1,500
Florida 7,295 937
Fioreme 17,213 2,473
rivisden 86,442 1,491
I hard 10,115 1,537
.reensboro 5,2011 1,11118

Greenville 9,039 1 2,314

Rollo of
tulden to

101,1
rreelpte.

Cl, les. Total
°cc 1pt s.

127, 735
- 5.542

5,754
V,68,5
6,998

215,310

Receipts
from

to len.

4,190
642

3,214

972
10,611

Ratio of
tuition to

toln 1
receipts.

Fn rnt
15
12
38

14
5

Per cent.

36
29
13

14

Huntsville
Jaelermville
Jastuu
Lanett
Marl -11
M-hlie.

ZS Xfontg mery 145,139 567 .4
:44 0110116 15,461 3,271 20

22
.37 (hark

Pheonix
7,775
6.702

3.400
2,070

44
31

Fiedm-nt 6,489 77n 12
14 Prattil e 6,452 1, S54 24

Itsanokc 14,071 5,011 35
Russell, 1 le 4,017 1,617 40

42 Selma 45.881 7,480 16
42
17

Sheffield
kvIseanos

11,690
5,353

R7
1,897

35.75

13 Talladega 16,715
14 Troy 60,162
4 Tanaloose 40,209 10,109 25

IS Tusaambia 11,879
In 5,110 1,190 23
25 SpringsSprings 11,409

Not listed as city In 1917-11. 1 Data for 1918-17.

6. ,Sometimes when public funds are not available in .sufficient
quantities, the people interested in the school_will make' eubitoriptione
of money to be used in supplementing the public funds. In some

. instances, buildings have been erected through the genercisity of
individuals or, corporations. 8o long as private funds are used
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wholly for public purposes, and so long as they are not depended
upon to take the place of public funds, but only to supplement them,
they are actually helpful to the educational interests of the com-
munity.

Some underlying principles.Whatever differences of :opinion
there may be in regard to the best method of distributing. public
funds for public schools, the following general principles would
seem to be self-evident :

1. All children, whether in city or country, should have equal
opportunity for education.

2. State or National aid should be apportioned to communities in
such a way as to encourage the communities to do as much 't4 they
can for themselves. It should not be applied in such a way as to
pauperize the community or to penalize it for helping itself.

3. There should be at least a reasonable degree of certainty in re-
gard to the distribution of school funds. It is better to have a
definite, eien though a small amount of money, than to have the
mere possibility of obtaining a larger' sum.

4. Every child of school age in the State is entitled to receive free
of any charge such instruction as is suited to his age and develop-
ment.

5. The State.should adopt a definite policy with reference to the
education of Negro children and the apportionment of funds for
them.

Application of these pthwiples.While these general principles
would seem to be so clear as to he self-evident, the application of
them in a just and equitable manner may not be so clear. The fol-
lowing suggestions are made by way of application of these princi-
ples:

1. The method of apportioning State school funds is a State-wide
question and is dealt with elsewhere. The method of distribution
should in the first place bo definite and clear-cut and should not be
left merely to the judgment of the county board or any other official
body, no matter how honest or how intelligent.

2. As to the principle that State or National aid should be applied
in such a way as to encourage communities to do the most they can
for themselves, it is obvious that in many instances the present prac-
tice works in exactly the opposite way. The real reason why only
6 out of the 46 cities of the State had last October availed themselves
of the privilege of taxing themseliels for the special support of their
schools was that in some instances cities. feared that if they taxed
themselves the amount of State and county -money received would
be reduced or withIlrawn altogether. Whether or not their fears.
were well grounded, it if; at least undeniable that county boards could
reduce or withdraw these funds should they see it to do so. This
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is now done in one case. In other words, a city progressive enough
to tax itself for the support of its own schools was ealized by hav-
ing State and county aid withdrawn or reduced. -

.
B. tAs to the matter of uncertainty concerning the amount of school

funds available, it may be pointed out that there is absolutely not
one dollar which the city board of eilucation inay count upon as avail-
able for miffing its schools without first appealing -to sonic other
official body. The city school board receives froin State and count j
school funds only such mount as the county boards see fit or deem
wise to give. Before they can usq the;gerfeial city fund they must
ask for and obtain it from the city commissioners. The spe(iial
city school tax can not be levied unless the county hasbalready taxed'
itself 3 mills for school purposes, and not iri excess of the rate levied,
by the county. Even then the county board of revenue must be
asked to call this election. The collection of tuition fees is impossible
-unless the patrons see fit to pay them.

his situation makes it absolutely impossiblelor a city school board
V', conduct its affairs in a really systematic Or businesslike way. No
individual.can properly plan his expenditures or business firms op-
erate its business intelligently without some, idea of its probable
revenues. The only way in which it is possibliiif-oconduct a business
successful is to have a budget available for expenditure anal then to
expend it in the best and most systematic manner possflAe. One can
not plan any expenditure intelligently without having at least some
idea as to his income; yet this is exactly what city school boards in
Alabama under present conditions are required to undertake.

4. The .fact that every child of school age is entitled to attend
school without any charge carries with it its own obvious suggestion.
Needless-to say no school can properly be clifssed as a free, school or
public school if there is any money charge whatever for admittance
or attenclance. While the practice of charging fees islnore common
in the smaller cities, it is sometimes found among cities_ndt so small.
It is commonly said by way of justification that these lees are not
charged when the money can be obtained from any other source, and
that it is better to charge fees- than to close the schools, However,
when a city has not taxed itself as far as the law allows' '4, can not
truly be_said to have done ally it can to provide free schools for its
children. It is quite commonly recognized Oat the charging of fees
for attendance upon free schools-is contrary it least to the spirit of
the hi*.s,aithough certain Alabami courts have held thatShe charging
of an incidental fee does not violate the leter if expended for inci-
dentals. The fact that most schools chargifig such fees keep what is
known as a " free list" or "'charity list" nif children supposedly too
poor to pay for their own schiroling would seem, if anything, tonitike
matters worse. It tends to degrade the idea of a publicwhool W
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that of a charitable institution, and to ,keep alive the idea of what was
formerly known as the pauper school in certain of the States. Public;
schools fonahe poor. only are certainly not democratic and are not in
keeping with the ideals of the twentieth century. Communities
should provide from public funds the money necgssary for the sup-
port of their schools, and the collection of fees for attendance upon
public schools, i f not now -a violation of law, should be made one by
plain unequivocal legislative enactment.

5. The consideration of a distant financial policy in the matter of
Negro children opens up a very large subject and involves many ques-
tions. Th'e State is spending far less money per capita for its Negro'
children than for- its white children. So long as this policy is con-
tinued there will be differences of opinion as to the distribution of
State and county _fuirds for Negro children. As one citizen of Ma:'
baron expressad it'," WI ought not to give a city money .for its Negro
children tnless it is going to expend that money n educating them."
The whole question orNegro education in the So th is a complicated
one. It will be discussed further on in this repo t, under a separate
heagtig. . .

That the city schools of Alabama are not as a rule receiving the
financial support which they should is shown by the following table.
It gips the nmounienfinoney spent on the scheds of various cities in
the Union bn the per cif,ita basis of AI net enrollment, and also
upon that of average daily attendance in the schools. Night school
enrollment and expenditure are excluded from the totals given. The
cities used are taken from various portions of the Union for purposes
of comparison :
TABLE 44.-Enrollment, attendancy, aro expenditure for public) schools for year

Cities.

1917-18.t.
Total net

Population, enrollment,
1910. 1917 -18..

Average

attendance.

°Maim, Nebr 150,355 80,505 24,933
Birmingham, Ala 132,685 30,948 21,302
Scranton, Pa 120,867 24,984 18,897
Cambridge Mass 104,880 15,359 13,652
Akron, Ohio 69,067 26,633 , Ara

'Peoria, Ill 86,960 12,528 9,313
Terre Haute, Ind /18,157 12,885 9,955
Mobile, AM 51, 521 7,878 5,640
Topeka, Kang 48,684 8,406 6,501
McKeesport, Pt 42,604 8,488 6, IN
Berkeley, Calif 40,434 10,611 7,330
Montgomery, Ala 38,136 6,151 4.447
Woonsocket, R. I 88,125 4,745 3,626
Oshkosh, WU
Atlanta, pa
San ATA0410, Tat

83062
164,,1?39
95,815

5,208

281423, ,

4,118
25,563
15,531

259,000 30,141 22,757

I Not 106111ding :tight schools.

Total cre,rt
capita'
based Cost

averagtettcurrent e
expenses. dailyenrollment. ;attend e.

21,697,215 , 849.41
638,178 1 20.62 i
882,351 I 35.48 :

767,203 1 49.95 '
878,049 : 32.99
4%1,481 38. 35
495,861_1 38.48

1176,811 22. 44"
357,004 1 47.23
307,521 1 36.23 '

' 533, 981 I 50.32
119,220 19.88
159, 842.4 83.64

916,000
674,083

182,990
2.

84. 54
32.03 ,
26.88 ;

987,880 , 3177 1

-

800. 45
29.96
44. 38
58. 20

' 3&
51.20
49.81
81.82
61.07
44.67
72. 79

"26.81
44.03
41. 44
35.80
43.44
43.41

The significance of this table is obvious. If Omaha, Neba., finds it
riecessary to pay $53.48 for each pupil in its elementary schools and

'
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$86.64 for each pupil in. its high school, or $60.45 for each pupil in
all its schools, surely-Birmingham, Ala., of approximately the saie
population as Omaha, must need more money for its schools wh:sn
it is only expending $25.63 for pupils in its elementary schools, $59.21
or each pupil in its high school, and $29.96 for each pupil in all
itsschools.

, After all. .however, the question of the exact. method of apliortion-
ing money, unportant.though it is, is of distinctly secondary impor-
tance in trying to solve the fiTtncial problem of the city schools... The
really sil.,rnificarit fact is that there is not in the aggregate enough
money to go around. In such a case the best possible method of dis-
tribution will still fail to make a little money do the work of more.

If Topeka., Kans., finds it necessary to pay $36.65 for every pupil in
wit's elementary schools, $71.30 for every pupil in its high schools, and

$61.07 for every pupil in all its schools, then certainly. Mobile. Ala.,
with approximately the satrid population, needs more money its
schools, when it is only expending $25.46 for every pupil in its ele-
mentary schools, $40.51 for every pupil in its high school, and $31.32
for every pupil throughout its schools.

An extreme of contrast is shown when we notice that Berkeley.
Calif., expends $63.54 for every elementary school pupil, $108.6g1 for
every high-school pupil, and $72.72 for every pupil in the schools;

:While Montgomery, Ala., a city of approximately the same popula-
tion, only expends $21.51 On every elementary school pupil, $49.31
on every high-school pupil, and $26.81 on every pupil ,throughout
the. schools. Certainly these 'figures show that Montgomery needs to
spend more money for its schools.

All the figures above quoted are based upon average daily attend-
ance. A comparative study of the entire table given will certainly
strengthen the belief that the city schools of Alabama are not receiv-
ing anything like as much financial support as 60' should receive.
or aa other cities of similar size elsewhere are receiving.

Recommendations for increasing _appropriations for school pur-
poses.As to the 'way in which Alabama cities may secure more
money for theikschools, your committee submits the.following recom-
mendations:

1. Every Alabama city that really desires good schools should
avail itself to the utmost of those sources of financial support which
are now open under the law. In other words, every such city that
has not already done so shodd tax itself t9 the full extent of the S
Mills allowed by law as a special. city school tax. If conditions can
beso changed that in voting for such a tax a city will feel that it.
does not run the, risk of being penalized by having its State and
county funds reduced or withdrawn, it is believed that a general
campaign for special city taw will be made in the cities of Alabama.
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2. If the full amount allowed by law will not suffice to give the .

cities as much money as is needed for the support of their schools,
or as much 'as is being expended by similar cities elsewhere, then
steps ought to be taken to provide more.

This is a State-wide problem and is treated elsewhere. The con-
stitution of Alabama provides that all property, shall he taxed at a
fair estimate of its cash value, while a legislative enactment pro-
vides that it shall be taxed at 604per cent of its value, and statistics
show that it is actually taxed at about 22 per cent of its taxable
value.

To raise more than twa and one-half times as much money for the
schools as is now being raised, it would be' necessary merely to follow
the State law, and to raise four and one-half times as much, it would
only be necessary to follow the constitutional provision.

The miperintentlent of city schools, Each city school board .elects
a superintendent of city schools. In the 'smaller, cities where there .

is perhaps only.one building for white pupils and one for colored, the .

superintendent usually teaches one or more classes and is in reality
merely a supervising principal. In the very smallest cities-he ftually -

teaches the entire school day and is merely a kind of head teacher;
'Salaries paid to city superintendents vary. from $850 to $5,000. In

the largest city of the State, the superintendent is paid $5,000 a
year. In Mobile the superintendent of city and cotinty jointly is .
paid $3,300. In the third city in the State, the superintendent is
paid $3,000. One city oit moderate size last year raised e salary of
its superintendent from $1,800 to $2,400. The lowest alary quoted
in the State superintendent's report' for 1917-18, $85 per year, is
paid -to the superintendent in a town employing 10 white and 5
colored teachers.

The State school law has very little to say by way of defining the
duties of the Superintendent .of schools. Section 1354 reads as
follows:

It shall be the duty, of the board. of education to elect a superintendent of
schools,'fix his term of °Rice and salary, and prescribe his powers and duties.
The superintendent shall be required to give'bond for the faithful performance
of his duties, which shall be payable to said city, in a sum to be fixed by the
board, not less than n,000, with surety or sureties to be approved by the presi-
dent of the board, the bond to be tiled with the clerk f the city or town. The
superintendent may.be elected clerk of the board of cation, and if so elected
his bond shall stand as security for the faithful pe ormance of his duties as
.clerk as well as superintendentlosvever condition . It shall be the duty of
the clerk of the board of education to keep lull and correct detailed accOuntiof
all money received and expended. The superintendent ghatl attend to the
taking of the school census, which shall be taken in the month of April of each
odd year, and it shall be his duty to make eoroplete and accurate reports of
the same to the superintendent of eitcation of the State.
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From the above it will be seen that the only duties specifically
assigned to til'e superintendent of city schools by the statute are the
duty of taking the census and certain strictly clerical lines of work.
Asa matter of actual practice, however, 'executive duties are dele-
gFitedto the superintendent of schools. In most df the larger places
of the State'the superintendent is recognized as having the right to
nominate teachers; and in general to manage the internal affairs of
the schools. In fact, in all matters other than financial the superin-
tendent of city schools in Alabama seems to have about as much of
authority and of nisponsibility as have most men holding similar
places in other States of the Union.

With reference to the selection. of teachers, the chief limitation
upon his authority seems to be the somewhat general dominance of
the " home talent " idea.

In financial matters the influence of the city' superintendent. is
purely of an advisory nature. In many instances, though not in all,
he prepares for the school board a tentative budget itif expenses for
the. schools for the ensuing year. Owing, licrwever, to the uncertain-
ties concerning the income of the city schools caused by the present
method of apportionment. it is a difficult matter for the superin-
tendent to figure intelligently from year 41 year as to what can be
dorle in the. way of increasing salaries, employing additional teachers,
and making needed extensions of school work.

Somesuperintendtents assume their measure of responsibility in the
matter of securing needed funds fo-r the schools. Others seem to
have swine measure of timidit-41 of of indifference, in the matter of
Finances. Certainly, until anY city ho gone to the full extent
allowed by law in the matter -of taxing itselikfor the support of its
schools; the superintendent should feel it his duty to leave no stone
unturned to arouse, the enlightenedconscience of his community on
the. subject of school finances. The-tuperintendent.should stand in
Ms ciiiimUni.ty as a leader in respect to acquainting tho Public with
the work 9f thli schools and their needs. ,.He should lose no oppor-
tunity toenlist the active interest of the 'patrons in concrete plans and
projects f bet* niaintentnce.

In ham there is an assistant, superintendent of schools and
also a sta .of eight special supervisors,. In 'Mobile there are four
supervisors, and in Montgomery tlitkv are two. In three of the other
cities of the State there is one special.snperviior to each city. In the
remaining cities, however, ,there is practically iit supervision other
than. that which is given by the superintendent. This work of help-
ing, directing, and inspiring -teachers is.bne of the most impoitant
phapes of the taterifitendent'a woilt.. It is the observation of the
,00mmittee that, due in some ipitadoes tb thelaet.that the superin-
tendent igAesehing for Most or all of his time and in some tnatanoto
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to failure to recognize his opportunity, this important field of use-
fulnes$Pis frequently neglected.

In man!' cities of the State the superintendent is'eiected for a term
of one year. In 111ont'gomerY. ,Gadsden, and some other cities the
term is two years. In a few instances it is three years. In actual
practice, the tenure of office of the city superintendent of schools in
Alabama appearS'to be more Stable than in most States. 'Birmingham
has had the same superintendent for more than 80 years. Mobile an,d
Montgomery have each had one change within that time. In Green-
ville there has been no'change fori26 years. All things considered,
it appears that the city superintendent of schools in Alabama is
rather less subject to change on account of political pressure than are
superintendents in most States.

The ei4y teachers. According to the report cf lhe State superin-
tendent for 1917-18, there were in the schools of the 46 cities of the
State of Alabama during that year 160 male albite teachers. 1,328
female white' teachers, 62 male colored teachers, and 383 female
colored teachers; a total of 1.483 white teachers and 445 colored

.. teachers.
Practically all of these were certified under the State law. While

theoretically the cities of the State still have the right to require
their own examinations for certificates for their teacheis, they have
practically all ceased to do and are recognizing those granted by
the State, except in the casd of certain special subjects. A detailed
statement alto the requirements for the various grades of State cer-
tificates Will be found elge'where in this surveil. A comparative state-
ment showing the kihds of certificates of city and rural .districti
during'the year 1917-181s as follows:

, certificates of eili/ and rural dialiclx vow 1)-04. .

Teacher. .
Life.

457
713

Whita.

First. ,Second.

511 374
1,561' 2,909

Third. 'Life.

54 46
2,191 I 74

Crilored. ."

F rst-iSecond.1

City teachers
Rural teachers.

21
21

240
417

I A
1,682

From the abovie it will be seen that although a much higher per-
eehtage of certificates of the upper grades is to be found among the
teachers of city than aincaig those of the rural districts, the percentage
is nevertheless not partiCularly, high. In other words, the story told
by the record of certificates is that there is by ho means a uniformly

, high standard of requirements for either the academic or the profes-
sional training of city tsachepi. Incidentally, it also shows a much
lower requirement for colored. teachers than for white.

The Alloying bible Nisei) upon questionnaires sent to teachers in
the city edhools for 1911-19 throws.still fUrther light upon the/subject':
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Teachera' 8crlaries.According to the report of the State superin-
tendent of schools for 1917-18, the average yearly salaries paid to

'city teachers and rural teachers in the State during that year -were
as follows :

Salaries of city and runat teacher,' rompared.

White.

Male.

Colored.

Female. I Male. I Female.
_ .

City teacher;
$1,347 $575 I ¶476 9315Rural teachers

377 321 167 139

These figures reveal that, although the amounts paid to city school
teachers in Alabama are somewhat larger than those paid to rural
teachers, they are still pitiably small. The amounts paid to male
teachers undoubtedly include those paid to superintendents and prin-
cipals in the larger cities. Furthermore, it must be remembered that
the largo city of Birmingham reported for that year 611 teachers
out of 1,933, or almost one-third of all the city teachers in the State.
The cities of Birmingham, Mobile, and Montgomery, with more than
one-half of *11 the city teachers in the State, raise the average to a
considerable extent. The salaries in the smaller cities were decidedly
less.

I lowever, even on the basis of the figures above givens it is evident
that if the amount were distributed through the 12 months of the
year, the average salary paid to a ;white man teacher in the city
schools of Alabama was $112.25 per month, the average snlary paid
to a white woman teacher was slightly less than $48 per month, the
average salary paid to a colored man teacher was exactly $38 per

'month, and the average salary paid to a colored woman teacher was
exactly $26.25 for each month of the year. These figures include
high-school teachers as well as teachers in the grades.

It is useless to expect the very highest kihd of services pr of ability
for such salaries. It the quality of the teaching in the schoolrooms
of Alabatna is not as high as it ought to be it is eloubtless worth at
least all that is paid for it.

In mot of the smaller cities $0 a month is the maximum paid to
grade teachers in the white schools. In some places-it is $60 a month.
High-school teachers ,are paid slightly more than grade-school
teachers. Nevertheless, in the wailer cities of Alabama a high- school

`leacher who receives as much as $90 a month for nine months may
consider herself fortunate. Teachers. are not only paid less than
stenogr(phers; bookkeepers, and others engaged in commercial lines;
they are paid lire than teachers in similar cities is other States. It

119so1 -10 17
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would seem to be hopeless to try to raise the standard of teaching
in Alabama cities very much above what it is at present until it be-
comes possible to pay the teachers more nearly in accordance with the
value of the services expected of them. .

-

The maximum salaries paid to grade teachers in the white s400ls
'in several representative Alabama cities during the year 1918-19 are
as fellows:

Maximum salaries grad!: leacher.' ins white sehoolx in 1918-19.

C sties.

Per
month
for 9

months.
Per year.

1311nlagham 9100.00 $900.00
Mobile 1 67.50 I 743.75
Montgomery, 90.00 f 810.00
Selma 80 00 I 720.00

Sheffield 75.00 ; 675.00

For al months.

Salaries in the colored schools are still lower. The average colored
male teacher in the city schools reee4ves slightly more than a third
of the salary paid to the white male teacher: the colored female
teacher in the city schools receives about 55 per cent of the salary
paid to the white woman teacher in city schools. These salaries will
be discus.sed further Under the separate topic of the education of

the Negro in city schools.
It is encouraging to point out that in many cities in Alabama there

is a distinct upward tendency in teachers' salaries. In one city where
the maximum for grade teachers is now $70, it was stated that two
years ago the maximum was $50. Similar increases are noted in
other cities. At best, however, these increases have not. nearly 'n\et
the increase in the cost of living.

Conditions during the present year have been made even worse than
usual on account .of the openings for workers caused by the war
activities of the Government. The Alabama cities,..as well as cities
elsewhere, have this year lost many teachers who have gone into more
remunerative Government clerkships, or who have taken positions
left vacant by men who entered the Army. The pievalence of in-
fluenza during the early part of the present schpoi term added to the
difficulties. As a result, one superintendent of a school with 14
teachers reported thht only 2 of those tea iers were with him during
the preceding year. Op supervisor wit 6 teachers under her
direction reported that p this number 68. re new to the school
system and a majority were teaching- or their first year. In one
'high 'gchool the present teacher of science is the thirteenth, in a
periodf five months. In one 'grade School, the ninth teacher so far
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this year was just entering upon her work in a given room. All these
difficulties merely throw additional emphasis upon the necessity for
paying better salaries to teachers in Alabama cities.

In many cities the prevailing price for board is given at from $25
to $35 per month. One small town reports that board can be secured
for $15.

One factor which undoubtedly has its influence both upon the
quality of teaching and upon the salaries paid is what is sometimes
known as the "home talent'' idea. In many cities the percentage of
teachers who live in the city is very high. In one fairly good-sized
city it is estimated that 90 per cent of the teachers were local people.

Within certain limitations, the teacher who was born and reared
in a given community, and is consequently in touch with its ideals
and needs, undoubtedly has it in her power by that very fact to ren-
der more service to the schools of her city than could any other
teacher who has not had superior training or superior qualifications
of some kind. On the other hand, it is equally true that if all or
practically all tilts teachers in a given school system come from any
one source, there is great danger that their horizon will be narrowed
and' their ideals lowered. No one city or schdol has a monopoly of
alb the things worth having. An ocdasional change of point of view

any individualrny An
infusion of new blood may be helpful. Inbreeding is as bad for
schools as it ,is for live stock or for human beings. The wider the
field open for the selection of teacher4; the greater the opportunity
for the' selection of good material. The smaller also becomes the
likelihood of the bringing to bear of political or social pressure for
the selection -or the retention of incgmpetents.

It should be observed in. passing that in many of the city schools
of Alabama there seems to be a commendable school spick. Tfie
teachers recognize that they are underpaid, but they are not sullen

. in regard to it There is a- spirit of cheerfal, uncomplaining, loyal
service which is in most instances wholry'out of keeping with the
smati salaries they are receiving. This spirit simply makes it al
the more urgent that ttese teachers should be better paid. It fol
lows that better tlay will demand better. preparation on the part
the teachers.

In addition to providing for large increases in salaries school
employees, it might be well for the cities of Alabama begin to
consider thp matter of retirement funds for the chers. ' The
city teachers' association of Mobile has made a ning in this
direction.

All grades of certificates issued by the State nay beobtained by
examination. Many students who are still in high school can ad do'
pass those upon which second or third grade certificates are issued.
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If the holders are 18 years of age all conditions fov teaching are met.
In consequence many teachers in the schools of the State have not
had the equivalent of a full high-school course. Despite these low
standards of qualification, nearly all of the cities are finding it in-
creasingly difficult to fill vacancies in their corps. The prospect for
the future in this respect is not bright, for in the annual State ex-
amination folvteachers recently held the nurirber of applicants-for
certificates has fallen off.nearly one-half. This falling off is greatest

.among those applying for certificates of highest rank. In the entire
State, on this occasion, only 65 applied for permission to take the
examination for first-grade certificates and only 50 for life certifi-
cates. In Greene County no one applied. for any certificate higher
than third grade, and only five for this. The reason for this discon-
certing decline in the number applying for teachers' certificates is
that salaries fail to advance in proportion to the rise in living costs.

It is clear that, in the cities, as well as iar the country districts,
Alabama is facing a teacher shortage which is serious. The solution
rests primarily upon securing funds to veny markedly increase salary
schedules.. Furthermore, along with this, provision must be made
whereby young people of ability may better receive a more sat is-
factory training than now obtains. Plans for securing this training
are discussed elsewhere in this report.

After teachers have entered service much can be done to improve
their work. Teachers' meetings, held by superintendent, supervisor,
or principal summer schools and classes organized for teachers;
university-extension classes offering work along educational lines;
teachers' reading circles; the county and city institute; provision for
hearing talks by inspirational educatorg; these are seeking t6t6t;-----
prove their teaching corps. It is clear, however, that math 4411
remains to be done along this line even among the best city school
systems.. It may be added that there are some cities in the State in
which the committee failed to find evidence that any attempt is being
made consciously to improve the work of the teachers as a 'group.

School buildingt.--Qttite naturally the war and its attendant con-
ditions have had a. tendency to retard the erecting of city school
buildings in Alabama. Very few of the cities hate erected any new
school buildings within the past two years. There are, however, a
few notable exceNons.

Sheffield; Troy, and %dike have or are completing new build-
ings. Selma has the 'largest percentage of new school buildings in
any city of the State.

The city of Birmingham is at the immediate present in an unfor-
Innate and somewhat. peculiar condition with reference to its school

li.er Central High School building burned down about
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year ago, and since that time the pupils have been housed in the
buildings formerly occupied oby a medical college. The city has
issued $2,000,000 in bonds for the erection of new elementary-school
buildings, and $1,000,000 in bonds for the erection of new high,
schools. However, owing to financial conditions brought about by'
the war, the city has not yet been able to sell either of these issues,
and consequently has not yet been able to erect buildings. The city
is badly ita need of better buildings and more of them, but has taken
steps to remedy the conditions.

The high school in Mobile, the second city of the State, is known
as Barton Academy. erected ,in 1853 and remodeled in 1915 at an
expense. of $30,000. It is a modern, up-to-date high-school building.'

Mobile issued. $150.000 in bonds for school buildings in 1915-
With this amount the high school was remodeled and three ele-
mentary-school buildings were erected. The most !xpensive school
building for eleMentary purposes in Mobile cost $38,000 and contains
rooms for 14.teachers and their classes.

The city of Montgomery has ft comparatively new high-school
building. It was erected in 1909-1911 at a cost of $138,467. Her ele-
mentary schools also are in better condition than most of the cities
of the State. Montgomery 'probably has the best buildings for
colored people to be found in the State.

In several of the smaller cities comparatively new and good school
buildings are to be found. In most instances, however, the city
school buildings are old, inadequate, and poorly constructed. Some
of therh were erected before the Civil War.
-.. In many of the cities the buildings are poorly lighted, poorly ven-
tilated. and most unattractive in appearance. Some lack rooms
or blackboards. There is not one singleeleme pi school
building in any city in the State which is thoron fire-Vroof and.
cost as much as $100,000. When we realize that only recently the
city of Buffalo, N. Y., issued bonds to the extent of $8,000,000 for the
purpose, of erecting 18" new school buildings, at an average cost of
$500,000, we obtain some standard of comparison as to what really
modern school buildings cost. High-school buildings costing half a
zi lion dollars, and eleMentary-school buildings costing over $100,000'
are not unusual in cities of even moderate size.- In 1917,-18 there
were in all the cities of Alabama 135 buildings owned by the ciites
and valued at $4,545,717, with their 'grounds, or $33,672 each; and

'colored school buildings to the number of 53, valued with .their
grounds at $351,465, or less than $7,000 each.

In the city of Selma, the newest and best school building erected'
,,is of the ode-story type. This type of construction is not unusual as
many .States and would. seem .to be well adapted .to the.climate of

4
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Alabama. It has the advantage of reducing the fire risk, eliminating
the stair-climbing and simplifying the problems of light tiled venti-
lationYIt .lends itself readily to the unit idea of. construction and
hence is elastic. Many of the school buildings erected by the Tennes-
see Coal & Iron Co. are of this type. In addition to the. other ad-
vantages which it possesses. this type of building costs l9s to con-
struct than the conventional type. .

In most instances the grounds for city schools are too small, usually
less than one full block in area, even in the smaller cities. In_ sonic
cases the building covers fully half of the ground available. In ,this
day, when physical education is receiving increasing attention. and
when games and athletic sports are becoming recognized as a legiti-
mate and beneficial part of the modern school curriculum, certainly
our school grounds should be largehtnough to afford room for health-
ful physical activities on the part of the children. Five acres is none
too much for the elementary school, and 10 acres none too much for
a high school; a full eitylalock should be the absolute minimum size
for the grounds of any city school.

All the above statements concerning conditions observed refer pri-
marily to schools for white children. The situation with reference to
buildings for colored children is'far worse. In many instances, these

'buildings are neither safe nor decent. They will be discussed under a
separate heading.

There is a wide range of difference in the degree of care that is
given to city school buildings in the State. Many of them are clean
and well cared for. On the other hand, there are many that can
only he described as filthy. During the.past year, it has been difficult ;
to secure competent janitors at the wages available for this purpose.
It may ordinarily be noticed that the smaller the wages paid to the
janItor, the poorer is the service obtained from him. On one occa-
sion, in a building that was noticeably frithythe yisitor asked the
superintendent what was paid to the janitor and was told that it was
$6 per week. The visitor was just about to suggest that better wages'

4iniglit perhaps secure better results when ;he superintendent stopped
him with the observation that the reason the wages were so low was
because there was really so little to be done.

The janitor is a highly important factor in the adminfkration of
any systen of city schools. It pays to pay him enough money to se-
cure adequate .service. from him. The Elan which Bessemer hits
adopted of employing a schoot.custodien fOr the supervision of jani-
tors is one to be recommended tothe larger cities.

Schoolruipmeni.There is as ;mich diversity in the seating and
othei equipnignt of the buildings as, there is in the buildings them-.

...selves. In mans itistantrqke seats ace good, modern school desks.
In some instances they aisMjustable. In other instances, hoivever,

-.Ai
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the desks are old and out of date. In Some cases there are double
desks and in others long benches with crude pine desks are used.
These latter are the customary seating equipment in motet of the
Negro schools. No movable chairs and tables were observed in any of
the primary schoolrooms of the State. Superintendents should col;t-
sider the matter of giving them a trial. Desk chairs and other types
of movable seating equipment were found in a few of the high-school
rooms. They could with advantage be used still more frequently.

In the. larger high-school buildings there is comparatively good
laboratory equipment for the teaching of such subjects as chemis ,

physics. and biology. Sitch is also the case in a few of the high
schools in cities of mediuni size. However, in the,high schools of the
majority of the cities tiler' is practically no laboratory equipment for
the teaching of these sul:Octs. In a number of such instances the
superintendent reported that college-entrance credit is accorded the
work done by his high school in these subjects, despite the -obvious
lack of equipment. There is a generttl lack of library material and
likewise of teacher's help3, such as maps, globes, charts, handwork
material, etc. The value of the equipment in all the schools of the 46
cities of the State, including seating equipment and all the rest, in
1917-18 is.given by the State superintendent as $406,157 for white
schools and $47,420 for colored schools. t,

School textbooks.As has been quoted from the State law, it is
made the duty of the city school board to select textbooks " so far as
can be done without. interfering with the 'State Uniform Textbook
Law and the work of the State Textbook Board." However, this re-.
striction practically takes away's]] authority from the local school
except with reference to high-school subjects. A uniform State text-T,
book law is, within certain limits, helpful in many respects.. How-
ever, in order that the list-of textbooksetnay be as helpful as possible,
it should not only provide for uniformity but it should also leave-room
for flexibility. The State of Alabama has as good a ligt,of textbooks

9 in most instances as could be selected with a view to mbeting all of '
the wide diversities of interests and of need4 of the State.

Birmingham furnishes free textbooks. to the children in the first
five grades. Phoenix city furnishes free books to all her children..
A few cities in which fees are charged furnish fred textbooks and
all school sdpplies, paying for them out of these fees.

7'he course of study. There is a uniform courA of study made out
by the State superintendent of schools for use.in all the schools of
the State that are directly under the Control of the State- superin-
tendent's office. The cities of the State, however, Are not'required to
follow this course of study, except that they are required to use the
State-adopted. uniform textbooks in_ of their elementart schools..
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As a matter of f the schools in most of the smalleA cities follow
the course rather closely.

With very few exceptions, the course of study in the city schools
of the State is inclined to be narrow, academic, and conventional. In
the grades below the high school there is practically no variety.
Birmingham gives manual training. to the boys, and cooking and
sewing to the girls of its upper intermediate grades. Mobile teaches
cooking and sewing to the girls in\tbe upper grades as well as in the
high school. Montgomery has doinestic science In the grades o&two
schools in its mill district; also domestic science and manual training
in its high school. In few other cities in the State is there any form
of industrial work in the grades below the high school.

Mobile is at present the only city in the State with a system of
kindergartens maintained at public expense. There are seven kinder-

.' gartens in the Mobile public-school system with approximately 600
pupils enrolled, costing approximately $7,000 per year. When the
financial situation in the Mobile schOols is. considered, it appears
that this is a fairly liberal approPiiation for kindergarten work.
Birmingham formerly had a system of kindergartens, tut has tem-
porarily discontinued them for financial reasons. In several filaces
in the State there are kindergartens maintained from private funds
witls more or less of connection with the public-school system. Among
these places are Lanett, Florence, Opelika, and Tuscaloosa.

In most' of the high schools in the larger cities, cooking and sewing
are offered to the girls, and woodwork and mechanical drawing to
the boys. Birmingham is the only city offering forging or imichine
shopwork. Cooking and sewing are offered to the girls in the high
schools in more cases than manual training to the boys.

Commercial courses are offered onlz in the larger cities.

V Four cities in the State within the plst year took advantage of the
Smith - Hughes fund in giving vocational work. Most of this work
was done in Birmingham., Mobile had some classes in radio-buzzer

- during the \var. Dothan received help from this fund to the extent
of $6,000 for work in vocational home. econchnics. Lanett received
some of these funds fos evening work and for partttime work.

In few cities in the State is any industrial work whatever taught
to the Negroes. The Negro high school in Birmingham is organized
largely along industrial lines and is in many respects one of the most

--impressive-pieces of educational work to be found in any of the city
schools of the State., In Selma, cooking and sewing are taught to
Negro girls in sixth, seventh, and eighth grades,

In several.cities no city high school is maintained, the work of gfi-
ing instrvotion in the high-school subjects being turned over to the
county high school located at these cities. The committee believe
that this arrangement is a disadpultage to the high-school interests
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of the city, because it relieves the city ("any financial responsibility
for its own children of high-school grade. The county highschool
doubtless has its Nage in the educational system of the State, but that
place is to educate The children of the rural district:2)J the county.
Certainly it is. not the place of the county high school to relievel the
city of the necessity for caring for its own high-school children when
the city is large enough to maintain a high sctiodl itself.

In practically all the cities the course of study is organized on the
basis of seven grade4-elow the high sch061unti four,years,in the high
school. This system.prevails even inZItie.s,in which Aldren are
allowed to enter the first grade at 6 years of age, though-in\most
cities they are not allowed to enter until 7.

There is only one school in the State wlpich is referred to as a junior
high school. This is found in Birmingham, and, as tht superintend-
ent of schools there explains,4it is really not, a junior high school at all.
It is merely a building which or purpoSeS of,convenience is attended
by pupils of seventh grades from certain adjacent elementary schools,
and by overflow pupils from the first year of the Central High School.
It is organized on this basis merely for convenience and net from
principle.

The survey committee believes that it would be *distinctly advan-
tageous for the entire State couite of study to be reorganized upon
the six, threes and three plan, provided that before this is done the
legal school age in the State be lowered so that pupils can be regti-
larly admitted to the first grade at 6 years of age instead of 7 as at
present provided by law.

The committee further believes that in all the larger high schools
of the State strong industrial courses should be organized to correlate'
closely with the industrial interests of the community. Birmingham
is already planning such industrial work as will bring her schoo. ls
closely into contact with the great steel and iron industry which is
the backbone of the city, and has some such work already going,
Mobile should organize courses which will correlate with the ship-
building industries. In some cities the lumber industry is the /ire-
dominant one and should be recognized in the course of study: In
cotton mill 'towns, courses in textiles should be given, with theicooper-
ation of the mills if possible. In many cities, agriculture 'is the sup-
port and the dominant interest of the community. Strong courses in
agriculture should e provided in these schools. In practically every
city in the State, the e sholild be some variation from the conventional
course of. study, for he purpose of meeting the special needs of the
community. The most marked variation of all should be in the case
of the colored schools.' In the upper grades of these schools, the
industrial note should be the predoniinant one.

-
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In most cities promotions are macitinually and are based largely
upon the results of written examinations given at stated times. They
should be made semiannually or oftener, and considerations other..
than formal examinations should be taken into account. Promotions
in high schools should be made by subjects and not by grades.

The committee has observed that the enrollment in the fourth year
of many of the high schools in the smaller cities of the State is unduly
small. Upon inquiry as to the reason for this, the answer has been
given in a number of instances that this situation is due to the fact
that the institutions of higher learning accept high-school students
with but 12 units of credit, which may be obtained in three years' of
high-school Work. Your committee feels that whatever may have
been the justification for the practice in the past, the time Inis'been
reached when it should be discontinued.

No city in the State has a. special room for the education of deaf,
blind, or subnormal childrerr. In one .place we found an ungraded
class for retarded pupils. Birmingham has two parental schools, one
for whites and one for colored children, in conjunction with the
juvenile court.

Health work.In a few of the larger cities in the State, there is
some form of medical instruction for which the city pays. Some of
the others are
enforced. Even in some of the larger cities, however, no effort is
made ti enforce compulsory vaccination. In' one such city, a well;
developed case of smallpox was Jound in one of the colored schools
on the day the survey committee visited thht school. It was stated
that a large number of the pupils in that school had probably never
been Vaccinated.

Only three.citi6 spend money for the specific purpose of physical
training. In several others there was some form of physical exercise
given certain rooms by the regular. grade teachers. In many, -how-
ever, the subject of physicaj edilcation was ignored in the curriculum
and in actual practice. In a few cities, some playground apparatus
has been provided by outside agencies. In a number of the high
scheols encouragement of some nature is given to athletic games and'
sports.

In Mobile the Natiemal Government is furnishing play supervisors
to the schools in certain districts. They visit the various buildings
in turn at recess. In most cities, however;there-appears to be noth-
ing in the way of supervised play.

In several of the cities there are lunch rooms for the children, op-
erated at cost either by the school 'hoard, the school improvement
association, or the teachers. These lunch rooms appeared to & doing,

* .a good work ,for.the health of the chihlren by furnishing nutritious
lunches at a minimum cost. The city of Selma seems. to have this
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plan parlicularl well worked out. Children unable to pay. are pro-,
vidk with the lunches without cost to them.

Opelika has the only sw.iniming pool to he found in connection
with tuly school system in the State. This was built without expense
to the school board, by selling family tickets id advance at $10 each.
These permit free access to the pool. Members of other families pay
a small charge barely sufficient to cover the cost of operating the
pool. Opelika is also one of the cities with playground apparatui
in some of its school yards.

In many cases the.toilet fixtures are of the most modern and sani-
tary kind. In some instances there were outdoor toilets hitking pro-
vision for even decent privacy. In a very few instances there were
no toilets at all. In the Negro schools, in most instances, toilet
facilities were neither adequate, decent, nor sanitary. In a number
of instances, both in white and colored schools, even where toilet
facilities arc of modern character they are permitted.to remain in'
a filty condition.

, School attendance la the general' school laws of the
State, provision is mac e for a compulsory school attendance of 80
days each year. However, any city or county that desires to do so
may reduce this term to GO days. Among the 46 cities there is a

in the strictness with which this law is being enforced.
In a fa' instances there seems to be an earnest effort made to enforce
jt. In many instances city superintendents frankly stated that they
hero ignoring it. 'The prevailing attitude probably was that ex- )
pressed by one superintendent when he said that in his city the corn-
pulSory attendance law was being enforced "rather lightly." The
reason given for this is tltt, if every pupil were to attend, there
would not be school facilities to accommodate them. Particularly is
this true concerning the Negro.

The fact that in many cities a fee of some kind is charged for
school attendance makes it seem unreasonable to expect the compul-
sory law to be enforced there. It is hard enough at best to compel
a man to send his child to school when he does not wish to. It is .

practically imiiossihke to compel him to pay. for the privilege of
sending. The compulsory education law in Alabati-la is, however,
only in its second' year. The fact that an earnest effort to enforce
it is leing made with reasonable degree of success in ,een, few
the cities shows progress and shows the growth of public ientiment.
The child labor laws of the State are gradually being enfoiCed
more fully; awl, tend* this fact to make easier the enforcement of

. the compulsw education law. The committee recommends thit
the period of compulsory attendance should be extended to cover the
entire school year, inn' that the.law be enforced.
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School extension.Birmingham is the only city in the Stale re-
porting the operation of night schools at the expense of the city. I
There are, a few other places where night schools are maintained
by mill owners for their employees. ThiN problem of Americaniza-
tion is not so serious in Alabama as in many other States, owing to
the-small percentage of foreign-born populaticin in the State. How-
ever, the existence of a very large amount of adult illiteracy in cer-
tain sections would suggest the desirability of establishing .night
schools there. In these cities where there is an auditorium in the
school building it is used to a considerable extent for community
purposes. In a few cities the Community center idea is recognized.'

. One of the most interesting and most helpful 'features connected
with the city schools of Alabama is the work done by what is known
as the School Improvement Association. This is an organization of
friends and patrons of the schools. It works .along lines similar to
those of the organization known as mothers' clubs, school patrons'
leagues, or parent-teacher associritions in other parts of the country.
As will be seen by the name, the emphasis is laid upon the improve-
ment of the school. Generally this refers to the improvement of the
physical conditions.- If there is a piano, a victrola, or a sanitary
drinking fountain tote purchased, anti the school'board has np money
available for the purpose, the School ImprovertieV Association fin.:
nishes it. It is Undoubtedly a very helpful factor in the, public school
work of the cities of the State. The only thing to be guarded against
is the danger that the cities inky:come to depend upon this organiza-
tion for things xvlich they ought themselves to provide.

During the year 1917 -18 this organiOion is credited with having .'
expended $11,007 in betterments foi the white schools in the cities
of the State and $11,540 in betterments for the colored school&of the '
State.

In Ilirminghaln the School Improvement Association has a con-
stitutien- and by-lawS that have been formAr, recognized by the
board of edilcation. The association itself is giteii quasi-official recog.
nition by thaboard. In Andalusia IL, siniihir 'work is done by thii'
-school committee of the Ladies' Ci44'Sciekety. This organization
provided the money to furnish the domestic-science equipment in the
high schtiOl."

SomeAttstanding educational object-lemon43.--Im addition to the
excellantvOrk being done in many of its cities, there areinthe State
rbf Alabania at least two concrete instances which are well worthy of
study by cities interested ib seeing the beat type of school buildings

a.broad and well-developed system of school activities: One of
theie is tbe systym which the United-States Government is develop-
ing on its Ordnance Reservation at.)fuscle Shoals. The other is the
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,ystems of schools established by the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. for
its employees in a number of places in the State.

The buildings for these schools are not expensive, but they are
models in their way. They are one story in height and are constructed
with reference to the most modern ideas of heating, lighting, and
ventilation. The company furnishes medical and dental inspection.
It giyes* systematic physical training, furnishes churches to be used
in turn by the various denominations, club houses to be used by its`
white employees and their families, and " fraternal halls" for the
colored employees.

The committee believes that it would be well for every school super-
intendent in Alabama who has not already done so to make a study of
the school plant and the school activities in these schools. When due
publicity is given and the people of the various communities begin to
recognize the type of work which their schools ought to do, their edu-
cational vision will be broadened and the first steps will be taken
toward securing the additional money needed.

Negro seloola in the cities. No observant visitor of the city schools
of the State can fail to be impressed with the fact that in reality he is
seeing two systems of schools instead of one. It is therefore neces-
sary to consider the question of the education of the Negro-separately.

The first place where the distinction arises is in the distribution of
funds. As before stated, the State superintendent of schools dis-
tributes State school funds on a strictly per capita basis. It may be
added, however, that the only place in the State school system where
white and colored children are counted together on a per capita basis is
in the State su perintenclent's office.

When the money reaches the county board,. the matter of the fur-
ther distribution of it is left to the discretion of that board. In a few
instances this is done on a per capita basis between the cities and the
county districts,,but in most it is not. It is the question of the Negro
children which has much to do with making the further distribution
uncertain. It is argued, not without some show of reason, that if a
city has a large percentage of Negroes, it is not worth while to give
them their per capita share of the money, since it will not be expended
upon the Negroes, but upon the white children of the city. It would
certainly sound reasonable that if a city or other district is not pro-
posing to educate'the Negroes it is not entitled to receive its full share
of the money which the State apportions for educating them.

With a view.to meeting this condition the committee has elsewhere
recommended that the State, in the distribution of its funds, should
adopt some definite policy in regard to the education 4 the Negro
children. Every city in the State that has any Negro.population is
making some effort to educate Negro children, but in no city is this
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satisfactory to school officials or citizens. This situation seems to rise
not so much from any desire to deprive the Negro of the education
which he should receive as from the fact that there are not funds
enough to meet the school needs. The principle is generally accepted
of prOviding first for the needs of the white children and then giving
the Negro What is left. Ordinarily what is left is very little. The
very worst school for white childrenji with few exceptions better than
the best school for Negroes.

The Negro school building is ordinarily a dilapidated wooden
building, a fire trap, frequently looking as if it were in danger of
falling down. Seldom are there decent and sanitary toilets. The
rooms are frequently filthy and overcrowded. In a few cities the
superintendent did not know where the Negro school was located.

In one prosperous little city of the State there was an expenditure
of some $20 per capita on the 350 white children enrolled. In the
same city there were two colored teachers in a ranted building with
175 children enrolled. The only contribution which the city made
to this colored school was the payment of $50 a month to one of the
teachers for seven months. The Negroes themselves by fees and from
other souree,s paid the other teacher, the rent of the building, and in-
cidental expenses. The $350 paid by the city for the education of
these 175 children made a per capita expenditure of exactly $2 yearly
on its colored schools, as opposed. to $20 per capita on its white
schools. In still anoth r city, the principal was paid $50 a month,
and out of this sum was .xpected to pay the rent for his school build-
ing. The other teacher "as paid by tuition fees, if at all.

In one of the medium ized cities of the State, Negro schools were
actually run at.a financi profit to the city. There.were 446 children
enrolled in this,school, ught by six teachers, of whom five were
paid by the city, and one by the Negroes themselves. The principal
of the school holds a degr e from the University of Chicago and was
paid $100 per month. Th first-grade teacher had an average attend-
ance of 115 pupils, which e taught in two shifts of half a day each.
She was paid $40 a month The fourth and fifth grade teacher had
75 pupils enrolled and rece ved $40 a month. These pupils receAd
three months of school free, 'list as did the white children of the city.
During this tin-ie the'city m .t the pay roll of t.eiLeliers, amounting to
$260 a month, or $780 for th (months. To provide this amount, it
received from the State of labama $2.96 per capita on the 674
Negro children enumerated its census, or $1,995.04 in' all. After
expending $780 for its three onths of free term, there was a profit
of $1,215.04 remaining from t e transaction. For the remaining six

,

months of the teA, the Negis,: paid tuition fees ranging front 50
cents a month in the lower gra' es to $1.50 in the tipper grades. An ,
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average tuition fee of 75 cents a month would more than pay the full
cost of salaries for the teachers, leaving the city a small profit on
this portion of the term also. .

The Negro citizens of this same community have raised $3,000 in
cash to build an annex to reliele their greatly overcrowded building.
The city commission had granted them permission to erect this build-
ing by the use of these funds.

In a number of cities the Negroes are engaged in raising funds for
the erection of their own buildings. In one place, they started out
to raise $20,000 for the erection of a high-school building and have
already secured practically one-third of that amount. The money
has been raised chiefly by entertainments.

A few cities are doing more for their Negroes. Montgomery prob-_
ably has better. more substantial, and cleaner buildings for its Negro
schools than has any other of the larger cities of the State,. These
are for the most part equipped with good desks, some of them adjust-
able. Selma has recently erected a good brick building for its Negro
schools. Opelika has a school building above the average for Negroes.

' Mobile has one brick building for Negroes, Birmingham has one and
, 'is planning to have more when the proceeds of her recent bond issue

become available.
Birmingham in the only city in the State that is undertaking to do

anything adequate for its Negro' children, along lines of industrial
training. Its Negro high-school is doing one of the most interesting
pieces of educational work in the State. The equipment is the most
meager. That) are a number of wooden buildings, built somewhat on
the cottage order. The boys of the school built some of these and
Rainted them under the direction of their teachers. Every particle of
the equipment is utilized. There is work in carpentry, painting,
bricklaying, shoemaking, gardening, tailoring, dyeing, suit-pressing,
shoe-shining, and many other lines of practical value. The girls in
the printing shop furnished some visiting cards to the visitors on
short notice. There is work in cooking, sewing, millinery, and home-
nursing for the girls. During the recent influenza epidemic the girls
from the home-nursing department of this school were a considerable
factor in helping the physicians of the city and the surrounding
country, to handle the situation. As a result Of the favorable atten-
tion which their services attracted, a company Which is putting in a
large private hospital in the city is planning to use the services of
graduatetotthis school and to give them such further training that
they will rank as professionilly trained nurses.

The leading hotels of the city call or the trained boys and girls of
this school to help serve at special banquets and receptions. For this. .
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work they receive suitable pay. The principal of the school only
sends on such occasions such 'boys and girls as have made passing
grades in all their subjects. In the Council Elementary Colored
School of the same city an effort is being made to work out the
elementary course for colored pupils along similar industrial lines.

Your cofnmittee very strongly recommends industrial work of this
kind for colored high schools and to some extent colored elementary
schools all over the State. The industrial ideas of Booker T. Wash-.
ington are embodied in the great school for negroes at Tuskegee, and
aregood ideas to consider in 'any scheme for Negro education. It is
of course understood that, if a system of education is to be a vital
thing, it must be rooted in the life and the ideals of the people for
whose benefit it is intended and upon whose support it is deicident.
No system of education, however commendable, would live perma-
nently if it were imposed upon a people by an outside power, contrary
to their thought and their ideals.

Theoretically, it might be argued that the same amount per capita
should be expended by the cities of Alabama upon their Negro schools
as upon their white schools. Practically, however, such is not the
case and may not be the case for a long time. There are, however,
certain principles that may suggest a certain minimum of undert ak-
ing which would be in accordance both with humanity and with ow'
lightened self- interest:

1. It may be recognized, to begin with, that ho system of education
is likely to be worth a great deal more than it costs.

So long as the city expends only $2 per capita on the education of
its Negro children, it is not likely to secure. from that expenditure
very much of educational retJrn. To-do anything adequate for the
Negro will mune more money than hls been expended on his edu-
cation.

2. It may be recognized in the second' place that the Negro is indus-
trially an asset to the South, but may become a liability. To make
the asset reach its full value and to decrease the likelihood. of its
becoming a liability will require an intelligent, well conceived, and
bell executed system of industrial education. The recent exodus of
Negroes from tt# South was caused partly by the scale of wages paid
elsewhere and partly by the better schools obtainable elsewhere. The
exodus went to the extent of causing the South to feel to some extent
the shortage of Negro labor. This labor can never be of the greatest
value to the South until the Negro receives in the schools such indus-
trial training and such education in the iundameptals'as will bring
him to his highest capacity for service.

8. It should be recognized, in the third place, that the physical
. welfare of tfie city Negro has almost an immediate effect, upon the
physical welfare of the white inhabitants of thecity. A case of small-
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pox in the Negro schools may be transmitted to the children of the
white schools. A case of smallpox in the home of the Negro washer-
woman may be carried home in the clothes to the finest residence dis-
trict of the city.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING CITY SCHOOLS

The connuittee recommends:
1. That the scope and power of city hoards of education be enlarged 113 general,

and With specific reference to the following powers:
(a) To call elections for the issuance of school bonds.
(b) To call elections for the levying of school taxes.
1c) To purchase school sites, approve building plans, and erect buildings.

2. That whatever money may hefurnished by the State to the city schools
should be

ta) Sent directly to the city school boards.
(b) Apportioned on some definite basis so that the city may have some

idea from year to year as.to tlaastnt of financial help It will
receive from the State.

:t. That every city which has not already done so should tax Itself to the full'
legal limit for the support of its schools.

4. That the proper steps be taken to provide for the increase of propertyassess-
nients until they shall at least reach the percentage of valtie prided for in the
statute on the subject

rt. That the practice of charging tuition fees for attendance upon the public
schools be abolished by law.

6. That tgirsalaries of teachers In every city in the State be greatly increased.
7. That greater freedom be allowed to citlei3 In the selection of textbooks.
S. That all public-school buildings in cities should be -

(a) Built as nearly fireproof as Is practicable.
(6) Built with reference to the best and most malern ideas of heating,

lighting, and ventilation.
(c) Built with auditoriums or assembly rooms.
(d ) Built on the unit type, so they can'he added to as need arises.
(e) Constructed with due reference to (tie widest possible use by the

community as a whole.
(1) Situated an 5 acres of school ground in the case of nu elementary

school, or on 10 acres in case of a high school; and in no case on
less than a full city block.

(g) Made as attractive as possible by desIg4, by careful keeping, and by
such devices as flowers, window boxes, etc.

(h) Designed -after cOnsitleration has liwn given to the one-story type
of school architect for elementary. schools.

(i) Equipped with movable ts' les and chairs in tirstgrade rooms and:.
with movable desk chairs in high schools.

9. That the course of study should provide
(a) A greater amount of physicgi training.
(b) Greater stres on education on health subjects.
(c) ()seater flexib lity to meet the demands of the individual child.
(d) Greater flexib ity to meet the needs of different communities.
(c) More industria work, preferably In copperatiod with wills or other

predominant oval Industries.
1198016-191---18
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10. That pupils be promoted
(a) Semiannually or oftener, instea4 of annually'.
(b) Upon a basis includidg more than mere ittanding upon written

examinations:
(c) In high schools, by subjecti instead of by grades.

11. That the pOriod of compulsory attendance be extended ,in the -cities to
cover the entire school year, and that the law on the subject tie better enforced.

12. That there be better and more provision for activities along school ex-
tension lines, including night sehools, afternoon classes, part-time schools, etc.

13. That the legal entrance age be lowered from 7 to 6 years.
14. That the State course of study be reorganized upon the six and three and

three basis.
15. That schools -for Negroes should

(a) Have a term of not less thiin 6 months.
(b) Be housed in buildings that are safe, decent, sanitary, clean, com-

fortable, and sufficient in number.
(c) Provide adequate instruction in reading, writing, and aritlfme-

tic, and in such of tile industries as the pupils have the
opportunity to engage in advantageously In after fife../

(d) Pay their teachers enough to Induce them to make proper prepare-
tion for their work.

16. That legal provision be made for greater uniformity in the wonstitution
of city boards of education. It is suggested That these boards shall consist of
seven members, each appointed or elected fsom the city at large. If not elected
by the people, members of these boards should be appointed by the mayor and ,

confirmed by the board of aldermen. They should hold office for a term of
seven years, the term of one member expiring each year. Members of boards
should be so selected as to make sere that that all classes of citizens awl all
the main industrial and professional -Interests are represented.
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Chapter XIII.
INSTITUTIONS FOR DEFECTIVE, DELINQUENT, AND

SUBNORMAL CHILDREN.

The survey committee has made no attempt to study the child-
caring institutions of the State in detail because they have already
*been covered sufficiently in two excellent reports; the Qne, entitled
" Child Welfare in Alabama, being an- inquiry by. the National
Child Labor Committee under the auspices and with the cooperation
of the University of Alabama.; the other, entitled " SocCal Problems
of Alabama," being' a report by the Russell Sage Foundation made
at the request of Gov. Charles IIenderson. These reports list 2,191
children in 26 institutions, of which 341 are defectives iii 3 State
institutions, 1,103 tlre dependents in 16 -municipal and private insti-
tutions, and 747 are delinquents in 7 State and municipal institutions.

The present section limits its discussion to the child-caring institu-
lions maintained, by _the' State and treats them in their primary
aspects as supplements of .the public-school system of the, State, to
which they must be joined if their educational fupctions are mot to
be wholly lost sight of in the present ptiblic demand to have these
schools become self supporting through the labor of the children.

Underlying preinises.It is difficult for the geneFal public to think
of these institutions as educational. PartiCularly is this true of the
industrial schools which are ditectly descended from the old pri'son

.system and have unfortunately retained manic of the prison prac-
tices. The schools for the deaf and dumb lie, in the popular mind,
much closer to the public schools, .because expert educators are needed
to manage their wards. In the correctional schools the purely educa-
tional uhases of institutional life are too often subordinated to ther
purely disciplinary and workaday life.

Purpo8e8 of the industrial tchool.The reform school, or indus-
trial school, exists for the training of children who have become way-
ward to the point :where the dome can no longer control them. The
school must', therefore, stand in loco parenti4 and provide them with
all forms of educationphysical, intellectual; vocational, and moral,
until strh time as the inmates may be intrusted with liberty and in
time become useful.citizens.) :

(a) Physica Eclitoati<m..-1These-chiklren need the best form 4f
Physical education under the direction. of expel to because by reabon

.416...4

27b
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of bad environment and general neglect most of them 'at the time
of commitment are in a poor physical condition. Their success in
life, after leaving school, will depend largely on the equipment of
health,.strength, and good habits acquired in the,sclmol.

(b) Cultural Education.Children committed to industrial
schools are far behind other children of similar age in the common-
school subjects. Thus of the 311 white boys in the e4irentary school
of Alabama I3oys' Industrial School (as may be seen in Table 40.
only 1 child was ahead of normal public age grade, '9 were of normal
age grade, and 301 were below normal age grade.

TABLE 4(.- -Age grade of pupilx.

22":6

trades.
o t- 2.52

.t 0
*

g
0 0 o7--

1.- kr, o 4 3 4 5
II 0 3 1

HT 0 8- i 3

IV ` 10 0
V

VI
0 0

0 0 0
VII.,. 0 0 0 0 1

VIII 0

Total of age, 0
ai rt 1

j

g,4 gc
to.,-

L.

1"2
O. 0.

0tt°!r°
.0

2 ; 2

8 7

9 3
7; 4

0 000 , 0

7 6 i 9 29 18 36 : 60 311

Industrial schools have .sometimes attempted to follow the tradi-
tional system of public schobls, usually v& unsatisfaCtory results.
This is true of the Alabama industrial schools for white children.
These institutions should adapt their study programs so far as possi-
ble to the character and prospective lives of the inmates. According
to a leading authority t the course may .properly include oral and
written English, drawing, arithmetic,'and simple accounts, and should
be administered directly in connection with the vocational pursuits
of the inmates.

(c) Social Education. The industrial school should be organized
in such a way that it can combine the influenced of the home and the
religious institutions. The, best modern practice utilizes the Cottage
plan of living at these schools instead of the large dormitory system
Such as is used now in Alabama. The life and work of the institution
should be centered about this cottage life and " so conducted as to
lead to the formation of a body of useful habits." It imimportant
to classify the children so that the relatively uncontaminated shall
he kept safe from contamination. This can be accomplished by using
the cottagikplan.

<4.
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12 11 1 ; 1 1
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7 4 4 , 2
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42 I 25 10 3
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54
50
5.5

41
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13

Do44ba and Bnedden, AdminIstration'of Public Education in the United States, p. 45'i.

t.
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(d) Vocational Ediwation. Many ildustriarshools have failed
in their educational purposes because they have attempted to make
the school more or less self-supporting through' the labor of the chil-
dren. At the present there is a demand in some quarters of Alabama.
that the State's child-caring institutions be placed on. a,self-support-
ing basis. It would be well for the advocates of this policy to Study
j-arefully the experiences of other institutions of a similar kind before
committing the State to this questionable policy.

The best institutions have given up productive, labor except so far
as teaching the inmates trades and vocations that can be followed
for self-support after leaving the school.

Purpose of the school for defectives. The school for deaf mutes,
for ths blind, or feeble-minded, is organized for the custody and
education of unfbrtunates who have inherited or acquired a variety
of physical or mental defects.. The State has taken upon itself to do
what the home is unable to do for these children, namely, to prepare
them for self-support, or at least, make an attempt toward develop-
ing them as useful members of. society. To teach the deaf mute and
blind requires the highest skill of experts. Their education must
combine -all phases of physical, intellectual, social, and vocational
educa.tipn. Although, of course, in quite a different combination, it
is phy$cal and mental defectiveness rather than waywardness that
must b considered and overcome.

Edu tional needs of the Alabama industrial seho61.9.Little need
be said on this subject as,it has been well treated in the reports re-
ferred' o above. However, this much may be added

(1) he Alabama Boys' Industrial School is hampered in its
vocatio al work for lack of equipment, most of what is now called
equipm nt being mere junk. ,What is worse, low salaries have forced
the voc tional instructors out bf the school. This must be remedied.
The o inary school work of the institution is in no wise correlated..
in the ocationartvork of the school and follows the old-Jim dis-
ciplinaiy order of things with too frequent and unnecessary resort
to corporal punishment. -The .administration of the school is efficient,
but:is much haipered by useof cheap, unskilled labor: This school
receives an appropriation of $12.50'per month for each inmate? whiCh
is very low in comparison with what is paid in many other States.
The appropriation should not be less than .$20 per month for each
inmate.

(2) The State Training School for Girls.This institution hasre-
cently been moved from Birmingham 'to a 500 -acre farm some 15
milesaway from the city. The.echool is under excellent mabagement
but, like the school at Eastlake, is in urgent need of buildings. and
eqqapinent. This school, too, would do well tc, adopt the cottage plan
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of organization at once and to reorganize its curriculum as suggested
above, on the plan of correlating the cultural subfecth with the voca-
tional Work of the school and thus eliminating much of the old pub-

lic school course. i
This school likewise receives $12.50 per month for each inmate.

Its amount should be increased to $20,per month, and special appro-
priations should be voted for cottages and new equipment.

(3) The Reform School for Juvenile Negro Lawbreakers. Much
praise could be given- the plan and management of thip school, which
does its work in a genuinely industrial spirit, but the school is too
meagerly supported 'to acconiplish as much as it could do if properly
supported. The institution draws $7 per child, with an additional
allowance of $2 per month for salaries. 'Because of this indifferent-
support real educational worislargely los in an effort to make ends
meet economically. The agricultural work is ceptionally good, but
little has been ,done in the trades because t school has practiciilly
no equipment for this type of work. The purely cultiral education
is very limited. The school has no classroom facilitief ; the school's
auditorium, provided with opera chairs, is used in lieu of a regular
classroom. Of educational equipment, there is practically none.
Worse yet, one teacher only (and this one loaned to the school by
Montgomery County). endeavors to teach the 300 children the rudi-
ments of English, writing, arithmetic, etc. It is, of coutse, humanly

-impossible to do anything liktr`effective teaching under such condi-
tions. This industrial school is worthy of the best kin5d of support.
The amount invested by the State ought to be .increased to at least
$15 per month for each inmate; inclusive of sidaries.

(4) School$ for defective children. The Alabama School for the
Deaf and the Alabama School for the Blind are both located at Thl-
ladega, as is also the Alabama School for the Negro Deaf and Blind.
The schools are all under one central administration and appear to
be efficiently managed. Because of the increased cost of jiving and
the necessity for expert teaching, these schools are now 7tampered
under increasing difficulties. The present appropriation is $230 per
year for'each pupil. Out of this amount must come funds for re-
pairs, equipment, and possible new buildings. On the basis of 4hat
many other States invest in this type of education, Alabama should(
appropriate about,$400 per year for each pupil. An additional ap-
propriation should be made to take tare of urgently needed repairs
and equipmeut.

A school for the feeble-minded,---Alabamahas no provisiOn for the
care of those unfortunates who are commonly known as feeble-
minded. Feeble-minded children can be found in some of t4e public
Achools, in the industrial schools,, in the almshouses, in the insane
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afiylum, and in homes where there are no facilities for their proper
care. This deplorable condition requires inimediate remedy. The'
survey committee accordingly earnestly, reco ends that the present
legislature take the necessary steps to org e such an-institution
and to make liberal provision for its main ce.

Administration of the child-caring institute V.-A II of'the above-
mentioned institutions are in a broad way educ onal ; but they par-
take also of many social features which lie beyond the ordinary ex-
periences and practices of the professional educator. To leave their
administration wholly to the educators would be unwise, as has also
proved the case where the schools have been managed wholly by the
so-cal)ed social experts. The best type of administration calls for
cooperation of the two. All these institutions in the State, public
and private, should, the committee believes, be placed under a State
board of social welfare,.as has also been recommended by the national
welfare committee in its report, but with the definite modification
that the purely educational work in the schools shall be directed by
the State board of education (if created) through its executive
official, the State superintendent of education,, who shall also be a
member of the said State board of social welfare. To this end, there
should be maintained in the departmeht of education a division_ of
education for exceptional children, whose director shOuld-have imme-
diate charge of education in the above mentioned schools.

Sncifie recommendations.The survc committee makes the fol-
lowing specific recommendations for the ilhprovement of the State's
child-caring institutions:

1. Organization of a State board of social welfare to have charge
of all child-caring institutions in Alabama.

2. Direction of all the educational work of the child-caring institu-
tions to be under the management of the State board of education
or 'State department of education, which shall maintain a specific
division for this purpose.

3. Immediate establishment of a school for feeble-minded children.
4. Large increase in per capita support hf all these institutions and

liberal funds for enlargement and repairs.

1

A
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Chapter XIV.

ILLITERACY AND ITS ERADICATION.

The prevalence of illiteracy in many States is a poor commentary
on the efficiency of the Nation's school.system and on the watchful-
ness of democracy in safeguarding is own fliture through an edu-
cated citizenry. If the public schools had been administered at a
100 per cent efficiency for the past generation, all persons of voting
age would be classed as literate now; similarly, there would be no
serious Americanization problem now, as night schools and similar
educational facilities would have been utilized to blot out adult illit-
eracy and ignorance of our spoken and written tongue, and history
and government, among natives and aliens alike. Never was theref
a time in history when this policy of indifference and lassaiz faire'
for the education of this large group of neglected Americans has
seemed se near criminal as to-day, when all the human and economic
resources of the world are needed for the coming reconstruction in
human affairs.

Conditions over the country at large,The,United States, with a
population upwards of 110,000,000 people, has nearly 6,00(1,000 per-
sons over.10 years of age who are unable to read and write, and many
Who can not speak the English tongue. Of this large army of unfor-
tunates 58 per cent are white persons. Of these 28 per cent are native-
born whites and'.30 per cent foreign-born whites; 40 per cent arc
Negroes; the rest-2 per centare Indians, Chinese, Japanese, etc.

More than two-thirds of all the illiterates come from rural coin'-
munities. These illiterates are hot limited to any race or to any one
section of the country. The colored illiteracy of the South is almost
balanced by the ignorant aliens of theNorth, and the white illiteracy
of the great south Atlantic highlands is scarcely greater than the
illiteracy in parts of the northern Awalachians.

The illiterates fall naturally into two groupsthose of school age
and those beyond school age; or, roughly speaking, persons between
10 and 20 years inclusive, and persons 21 years of age and over. For
the former group the public schools are directly responsible; for the
latter they can not be held altogether responsibre, as, in the North
at least, many of this gilttp are of alien birth who have never come
under the influence of the American public schools. The Nation':
duty to its illiterates is twofold.

11004
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1. To force every illiterate person of school age into the public
schools to remain there in regular day session, or in night school, or

-`,..ki`part-time school until this illiteracy has been removed, and they
acquired at least the equivalent of a fourth or fifth grade educa-

tion; and
2. To plaCe at the disposal of all illiterates above 21 years of age

educational facilities that will make it possible for all of them who
desire to acquire the rudiments of learning, and thereby be lifted out
of the deadening materialism and indifference for country and fellow
men that now so 4.en overwhelms them.

Conditions in Alabanza,The State has an excessive amount of
illiteracy. The 1910 census ranks Alabama as the forty-sixth State
on the basis of largest number of illiterate persons 10 years of age
and over. The Federal census and the Alabama biennial school
census contain some enlightening data. There are in the State
841,168 persons between 10 and 20 years inclusive, of whom 96,406,

,or 15-per cent, are illiterate; there are 1,015,070 persons 21 years of
age and over, of whom 266,273, or 26 per cent, are wholly illiterate.
Of theak31,661 are males of voting age who are unable to cast their
ballotthout assistance. In Alabama, also, most of the illiterates
live in rural communities. According to the 1910 census the rate of
white illiterates dwelling in the city was 2.5 per cent, and in the
country 11.5 per cent.

Quite naturally illiteracy is most excessive among the Negro popu-
lation. Of all-the illiteracy in the State 75.4 per cent is among the
colored, and 24.6 per cent among the 'white population. They are
grouped by sex, age, and race as follows :
White :

Children, 10 to 20 years of age 26, 259
Males, 21 years of age and over_ 31, 661
Females, 21 years of age and over 1 33, 765

Colored :
Childten, 10 to 20 years of age .70, 247
Males, 21 years of age and over_ 92,744
Females, 21 years of age and over 111 108,103

Figure 19 is a graphic commentary on this deplorable situation.
The persons in the row with their backs turned can neither read
nor write. Against them are shut the doors to literary knowledge
and the precious stores of literary treasures that are the common
inheritance of all mankind because they do not possess the " open
sesame" of school education.

Startling number olilliterates of school age.The average man
has assumed that illiteracy must be limited wholly, or almost wholly,
to certain unfortunates who have grown up remote from school, or
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under conditions of grinding poverty v. nich has made school at-
tendancOmpossible. This is incorrect, although illiteracy, no doubt,
has had its inception in just such surroundings. Illiteracy in Ala-
bama is not limited to the poor, nor to the remote sections with
poor schogl facilities. The survey committee found plantation
owners of good means who were neglecting to send their children to
school. These people can not excuse themselves on the ground that
there were no schools within reach of them, as the contrary is the
fact. One well-to-do planter expressed it thus wise: "I have got
along without any book learning myself, so I guess the children can
too; besides, if I sent the youngsters to school, they might come to

-TOTP)L-NUM5tR''OF-
10-TO- 21YEP)R5-

.1918

11 iF,eitt
TOT^ LwsiTes 454,418'

nn ,art
TOTAL - COLOREV .3153397.

volarii.t.ilutivre 431-

no. 19.

iNfiitttit
COLORED.1 LLITTRAT f 44, 'PK

look down on their old ' pap." Such delerfied individuals need
one's sympathy, but for the sake of future generations they should
be dealt with firmly and be made to realize that what they consider
their personal rights is no more than'perverted license.

A startling number of all the illiterates are of school age,'i. e.,
from 10 to 20 years of age. Table 47 shows this at a glance. Every
person of school age should be able to read and write at 10 years of
age, yet 19 per cent of all the white children of this age yin 1914, and
49 per cent of all the colored, could do neither.. This per cent gradu-
ally decreases up through the 'years, but it is very high throughout.
Figures for 1918 and 1918 show a slight improvement, but it is clear
to see that the school authorities in the State have a stupendous task
ahead of theni to remove this menace from the schools of the State.
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TABLE 47.--Per cent of illiteratea o$ achoo1 age in Alabama, by cenaut periods.

Age of illiterates.

1914 1916

,
.

Per cent Per cent Per cent . Per cent

1918

Per cent j Per cent
white.

19
14 I

11
8.5 .

6
5.75.
5
4.8
4

colored.

49
41
8.5

'' 29
24
22
19
19
19

1 white. colored.

I

I 19 1 47
, 13.5 i 40

11 I 38
9 I 28
5.5 ; 24
5 I 21
5 . 19.5
4.9; 19.2
4 I 19

white.
I

colored.

.

18.4 47
14 I 41

' 11.21 36.2

5 9

28
23.5

5 I 21
4.9 I 19
4.7; 18.T
4 18.5

10 years
years

12 years
13 years
14 years
15 years:4
16 years
17 years
18 years

Adult illiterates of draft age.The country as a whole was
astounded at the facts brought to light by the recent war draft. In
the registrations for persons between 21 and 31. years of age sere
found 700,000 young men who were wholly illiterate. These men
were unable to read the posted orders of the day or to profit by the
printed manuals placed at their disposal by the Government. When
called to their country's standard they found themselves handicapped
on every hand. From their own testimony they were often hurt and
humiliated when they were brought into, contrast and competition
with other more fortunate fellow soldiers. One young Alabamian.
who later learned to read and write during the special drive against
illiteracy among men of draft age, 4rites twthis strain:

I am very sorry to say that I dident get any further than a praivate but that
.wasnot my fait. There was many thenses [chances] to advense but I culdnot
get aney and the risen [reason] was bourse [because] I culdnot read or write.
Everybody. should be made tern to read and write.

These lemons from the camps and the trenches have probably gone
borne to the people as fio other lesson has. Several Statestave already
passed stringent Americanization ldifit tope with this situation, and
many others are contemplating similar action.

0, The average number of draft illiterates betwee1.21 and 31 years of
age, for the United States as a whole, was placed at 7 in each 100
drafted perSbns. In Alabama it was 17 in flactil90 drafted persons.

Work of the Alabama illiteracy colnmisaion.A vigorous campaign
which has been carried for.iiard in the State for some time by-the
State department of education, the State Teachers' Association, and
Other bodies t citizens culminated in the creation of the Alabama
illiteracy commission. This law was enacted in 1915. T.tie commis-
sion socilaierfected a State-wide organization which has ckrried on a
vivoroueand successful campaign for the last four years. Much
effective work has teen accomplished, particularly among adult illit-
eratie and in special drivelikalhst illite> Cy among men of draft
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But the State evidently has not yet fully grasped its great oppor-
tunity and responsibility in regard to this vital question. This is
evident in the fact that the State has been willing to throw the burden ,
of financial 'support for the illiteracy work on the public-spirited
people of the State, and has Jeft the whole matter of education for
illiterates as wholly optional and voluntary. While good results have
been secured, it is nevertheless very doubtful if illiteracy can ever be
eradicated unless the State invests liberal funds in the work and
places it on a compulsory basis.

String ent.legislation and liberal appropriation.The present legis-
lature would do well 'to take the following steps in a final effort to
blot out illiteracy in the State. The survey committee specifically
recommend; that such action be taken :

1. Strengthening the compulsory attendance law in accordance
with recommendations in Chapter VI.

2. Enactment of legisint% to promote Americanization by re-
quiring school attendance of all persons above compulsory attend-
ance age and below 21 years, who do not now speak, read, and write
the English language, equivalent to the requirements for comple-
tion of the fourth grade of the .public schools; providing for the
establishment and maintenance of evening schools and part-time
schools for this purpose, which, schools shall be under the direct
supervision of the State department of education.

3. Enactment of legislation to encourage effective illiteracy work
among adults. under direction of the State deportment of education,
and. maintained by funds voted by the legislature.

4. Appropriation of not less than $25,000 annually for the next
quadrennium for the purpose of making such legislation effective.



Chapter XV.

SPECIAL PHASES OF HOME ECONOMICS TEACHING IN
ALABAMA.

Home economics courses needed in the schools.Nowhere are
changing industrial conditions felt more keenly than in Alabama.
The Negro servant is rapidly disappearing, from the home in many
parts of the State, and where still. available asks a wage so high
that the average housekeeper must forego her services. Moreover.
for many years the Negro servant has been so poorly trained in
household activities that her services have not been an asset to the
home. As Negro help has grown more scarce and inefficient ener-
getic housekeepers have undertaken to do most of the work of house-
keeping themselves. They have begun to take a keen interest in its
many-sided problems and to desire for their daughters the oppor-
tunity to prepare for the responsibilities of the home intelligently,
whether it be to perform the household tasks skillfully themselves
or to direct others to perform them worthily. To-day all women
feel their responsibilities more keenly than ever before, because of
the services which they have been called upon to render during the
war. Home making is universally regarded as a profession for
which conscientious preparation is absolutely ry. If the
schools are not offering girls the opportunity for preparation
their work is inadequate and must be revised upon lines that will
measure up to the demands of the hour. For several years home
economics courses have had a place in many of the schools of Ala-
bama. It was to study the adequacy of these courses and to deter-
'nixie means of increasing their effectiveness that this part of this
survey was undertaken.

Home economics courses established in State schools. The teach-
ing of home economics became a requirement in the nine district
agricultural schools of the State in 1903. Courses in hone economics
were required in the county high schools in 1907. Montevallo In-
dustrial and Technical Institute for girls has offered courses in home
economics ever since its establishment ip 1896. Home economics
courses have been required or elective in the six State normal schools
for a number of years. Four elective courses in home economics were
introduced into the University of Alabama in 1917-18. Summer-
school courses in home-economics have been given at the State alai-

286
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versity, at Montevallo, at the Alabama Polytechnic, as well as at the
State normal schools for five years. There are no State records of
what has been done in home economics teaching in Alabama in the
past aside from the regulations outlined in the courses of study for
the State normal schools, th-e district agricultural schools, and the
county high schools.

State regulations affecting home economies.The State issues
special courses of study fdr the State normal schools, the district
agricultural schools, and the county high schools. These courses
designate what phase of home economics is to be studied during the
term such study is required, and names the textbook to be followed in-
each case, with the exception Of the State normal schools, in which
case choice is left to the several teachers. This is the only responsi-
bility or authority the State has assRmed in regard to home econom-
ics teaching aside from approving the appointment of the special
teacher of home economics. Such a teacher must have a certificate
as for regular teaching. In addition to this she must have had, in
theory, at least, a special home economics course in normal school
or college.4 Instances have been numerous in the past in which home
economics teachers have pursued only brief courses in home economics
and have had no normal training whatsoever in the subject. This
condition arose because of the great scarcity of teachers of the sub-
ject when home economics first became a requirement in the State
high schools. A similar condition has obtained through the past
year, as war demands have drawn home economics teachers into
other lines of activity.

Home economics teaching in the State normol schools.The train-
ing of teachers in home economics has received very little attention
in Alabama. Courses in this subject are required of all women stu-
dents in the State normal schools, but so short a time is allOwed for
these courses that they can not be regarded as teacher training courses.
They are planned to give some insight, into the purpose of home
economics in the schools, and the students who have finished the
courses are expected to be able to handle sewing,classes or the school
lunch in the rural elementary school. However, as there are no en-
trance requirements maintained and most of the girls have had no
previous training in home economics, the courses do not rank any
higher than the courses given in the high schools. Brief summer
courses in home economics have been offered at all the State normal
schools, at the State University, Auburn, and Montevallo. As these
have been only six weeks in length, they have been even more inade-
quate to serve as ,a. means of teacher training. The State normal
school at Florence offers one additional year of home economics
which is planned as a special course for teacher training. In spite of
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the additional year; the time allotment is still scant for the prepare-.
tion of home economics teacOrs, but in a State where the supply of
teachers ofhome economic* has been so limited it. has no doubt served

a purpose in the past. .

The Alabama Girl..<' 7'ei,hxical Institute.---The only 4State institu-

tion which is frankly engaged in the preparation of teachers of home
economics is the Girls' Industrial and Technical Institute. at Monte-

vallo. The excellentry equipped home economics building offers
'splendid facilities for the development -of this work, but unless the
work is supported by science courses of adequate strength and sal-
aries are sufficient to retain teachers of highest standing, the needs of
the State will not be met. At the present. time courses are under-

going a process of development, due to the introduction of the teach-
ers' training course under the Federal Board for Vocational Educa-
tion. This course has already been lengthened from a two-year course
to-a three-year course and promises to insure the type of teacher
training that is absolutely necessary to the proper, maintenance of the

-courses in the elementary and secondary schools.'
The Negro normal Rehool8.The status of home economics in the

three Negro norinal.schools of Alabama parallels that in the other
State schools in several respects. Salaries of the teachers are ex-

equipment is not
adequate; and courses are poorly planned. owing to the teachers'
lack of preparation.

In the State normal, located in Montgomery, adequate time is given
to the sewing courses. but difficulties are experienced in securing ma-
terialq, for the necessary practical work. As a consequence, much

repetition of problems that have no educational value is permitted.

Coutses are not sufficiently progressive. While the girls acquire
skill of a sort, they do not prwress as they should, nor do they obtain
the thorough knowledge of clothing and textiles that a well-planned
course should give. This is due in part to a lack of appreciation
on the teacher's part of what is Most worth while; and in part to a
weak yielding-.to the temptation to provide the children with work
which will give them the most pleasure. No facilities are afforded
for the study of general housework.

The State Agricultural and Mechanical School at Huntsville is
seriously handicapped by lack of funds for the provision of materials.

and it has not so big a market for sales of articles prepared in the sew-

ing classes as has the Montgomery normal. However, it has the ad-
vantage of supervised housework in the dormitory, and at the present
time the teachers are planning an apartment in wlich.housework
is to be taught. The cooking classes suffer seriously from the lack

the redotanlendation in Chapter X/I relating to the Smith-ltugbee wore in the .

training of teachers of boon economic..
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of funds for the provision of materials and have not qs full an equip-
ment as will insure thorough practice.

Tuskegee is much better equipped and more amply provided with
materials than is either of the other two schools, but it still lacks, as
they do, adequate courses in teacher training. This is being in part
remedied at Tuskegee this year by the introduction of teacher train-
ing classes under the vocational board, and thus promise is given
of a better condition in the future. Superyised housework in the
dormitories and well-organized work in a practice cottage give the
work at Tuskegee an added strength. Tuskegee is also doing much
to keep in touch with State conditions and knows the needs of the
rural schools where the majority of the graduates will teach.

Wise supervision by one who understands the needs of the State
and who has opportunity to see what graduates of these schools are
doing in the field is necessary to the future development of the
work in the Negro normal schools. The good technical work must be
continued. It must be carefully planned and graded. In addition
to that, adequate teacher training courses must be developed. Sal-
aries ranging from $160 to $400, as the majority of those in the
Negro normal schools do range, are not sufficient to §ecure teachers
of ability who will remain from year to year and who.will develop
into stronger and better teachers by devoting time _And continued
study.

The responsibility for the development of a better type of home
life among the Negroes of the State rests very largely upon the
normal schools, where the teachers are trained. As the Negro chil-
dren are taught the essentials of housekeeping, the future welfare of
the State will become permanently assured. Therefore, well-equipped
home economics departments and well-trained teachers receiving ade-
quate salaries are of jital importante.

Home economics in secondary schools. Study of conditions as they
exist in county high schools and district agricultural schools reveals
the following:

(1) Salaries of teachp's are extremely low ; $630 to $810 per year;
average, $702. Almost without exception the tenure of office of teach-
ers has been very brief, from one year to six moths; in several cases
even less. Reports received from 39 schools indicate that 30 teachers
have been in their present positions only since September, 1918; 5 for
even a shorter period of time; and only 4 a longer period. As is to
be expeettd under these conditions, permanent courses have not been
established. The adj6stment of the teacher to the situation is only
partially accomplished, if at all. The courses are not contributing to
the permanent upbuilding of the school and the community. Courses
are quite Ungraded and students are frequently required to repeat

1198016 719
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under one teacher what they have already studied with another.
,Interest in and enthusiasm for the work is at a low ebb.

(2) The special teacher of home economics is required to teach a
full program of any subject or combination of subjects made necessary,
because of the smallness of theforce of higtschool teachers. Thirty-
eight teachers repo'rting teach an average of four other subjects, 11 of
them teaching more than four subjects. An average indicates that
only 6 hours a week are given to home-economics teaching, while 21
hours are given-to other subjects. For many of these subjects the
teacher may have little or no aptitude and be entirely without prepa
ration. The burden of preparing for these lessons will be such as
to ietract seriously from her strength for carrying on the home-
economics courses to which she should contribute much of her time
at'd her ability if they are to be successfully conducted. Moreover,
she should come to know theteds of the community and the extent
to which the girls are being prepared to meet these needs in their
homes. This she will not have the time to do when she must prepare
for eight or nine periods of teaching a day, especially if She is teach-
ing a variety of subjects.

(3)The equipment in almost all of the State high schools visited
is meager. ,In most of them it is in bad condition. Good working
tables, cupboards, and- machines are lacking. Teachers report the
lack of care of school property and the necessity for replenishing
equipment each year. There is little or no provision for janitor
service, and conditions are such as to lead to discouragement on
he part of the new teacher, particularly when her time is very fully

upied with teaching.
( Home economics ranks only as a minor in the course and no

cutside reparation of lessons is demanded. This does not tend to
give it th6 dignity and rank of other subjects in the curriculum, Ivor
does it permit of the teacher accomplishing that which is necessary

P to give the girls an adequate appreciation,of the principles under-
lying home makin

(5) Standards of induct in home economics classes are not high
in a majoritynf the schi.ils. The subject is not recognized nor is it
presented as requiring sere. s study, and the girls are permitted to
enjoy themselves." Studious ppliostion and a high standard of ac-
complishment ariS seldom found.

(6) Library reference works are alinost entirely lacking in the
schools. The most energetic teacheM.supply this need in part by
putting their own books at the disposal o their classes, but this by
no means furnishes adequate reference reading.

(7) That home economies" courses Are not functioning in the. life
of the schools by apparent from the bad condition in which most of
the solleols are found. .The home economics department should be
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tlx center from .which better housekeeping for the entire school
radiates. This was found to be true in one or two cases. In one
school visited the members of the home economics classes are given
the responsibility of dusting the principal's office-. looking After the
condition of the toilet rooms, seeing to the order of the cloakrooms,
and arranging and caring for flowers as they- are brought into the
moms for decoration. In another school visited the home economics
classes were preparing muslin covers for hotbeds cared for by the
classes in agriculture, preparing noon lunches for the children,. and
serving the teachers during the meeting of the monthly institute.
Such activities should not lie the exception, but should be considered
a 1egiimate part of the work of the department if the teacher is
allotted a sufficient time to carry on her work properly and if stu-
dents are required to do the work of a full credit course.

Located as ninny of the county high schools are, the children must
carry lunches for their noon meal. Only two teachers report that
they superintend a lunch that is served regularly to the student&
Five report that such a lunch is served occasionally in their schools.
The teachers' of home economics lose a valuable opportunity for
teaching food values and inculcating right habits of eating when
they do not assume some responsibility in connection with the school
lunch. The members of their classes may not always be able to
prepare the lunch, but the teacher can nevertheless supervise its
prtiparation and serving. _-

(8) Observation of lessons taught revealed the fact
very

the major-
ity of teachers in the Alabama schools have been very poorly- pre-
pared. Of 35 teachers reporting, only 11 report special training in
home economics; 9 have been to normal school; 14 have been to col-
lege; and 8 have been to both normal school and college. Three have
had only a high-school education. Their teaching indicates that
they have not grasped the real significance of the home economics
course; and they fail to give their students an insight into the possi-
bilities of better living. They hare not mastered the arts of cooking
and sewing, nor have they an appreciation of the necessity for a
knowledge of food values and textiles. Lessons are carelessly pre
dented, Adequately supervised, and left without summary or deduc-
tions. Standards are so low that the mothers of students must seri-
ously question the value of the work-garments badly designed, stitches
carelessly taken, and fitting and finishing poorly done.

(9) Few home economics teachers report 'tiny requirement for
study or practical work in the. home. However, a sufficient number
rep:id the interest with'which the occasional pupil voluntarily prac-
tices at home to convince one of the desirability of-making that prim-.
tice a 'requirement. Skill can not be secured without practice, nor
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can the school adequately teach home making unaided by the facilities
which the home itself offers.

(10) In spite of the small salaries the teachers receive, 50 per cent
report attendance upon summer school, study. in correspondence
courses, or other efforts for self-improvement. This is no doubt the
result of the high standards which the State has set in this respect
and speaks well for...the ambition of the teachers, an ambition which
should be more generously recognized and encouraged by the salaries
paid.

As might be expected, such conditions have not tended to the
building up of strong home economics courses in the schools. A
majority of the teachers report that their work suffers from lack of
equipment; at least 50 per cent feel that not enough time is allowed
for the work; 25 per cent deplore the lack of funds for carrying on
the lessons. Teachers are discouraged, and frankly state that they
do not plan t% continue to specialize in home economics teaching.
Principals are urgently demanding teachers with special normal
training in home economics. They say that at present the schools are
" playing at" home economics and that the lht-- two years of the
course are practically wasted, since the teachers live not sufficient
prep/ration to give so long a course.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE FOREGOING STUDY.

1. State supervision.The schools in Alabama Iolild have well-
organized 'courses in home economics in charge of a competent and
well-paid State supervisory whose duty it should be to establish
standards for home econotflics teaching, send out constructive plans
for carrying on graded' courses, visit the schools, pass upon the
equipment and teaching, and in eYry wayerid the teachers of home
economics. Those counties which employ 12 or more teachers of.
home economics may desire to have a county supdrvisor of home
economics as well as the State supervisor. A State supervisor should
have had a thorough fundamental education and extensive training
in home economics education; she should have followed closely mod-
ern educational movements; she should have had experience both as a
teacher and an administrator; and she should be thoroughly con-

/ versant with the needs, of the home and the best methods of conduct-
ing the household.

2. Salaries. Adequate salaries should be paid the special teachers
of home economics, so that the best young women of the State will
prepare themseNes to carry .on the work that is so vital to the tiqmes.
Salaries should be sufficient to make .it possible for girls to continue
their studies in summer schools and special courses, so that they .may
keep abreast of all that develops in educational methods and sclera'
research.
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3. Quaification of teachers. The standard for the selection of
the teacher should be sufficiently rigid to bar all those who have not
had at least two years of special nerinal training in home economics.
Just as soon as conditions in the State made it possible, the high-
school teachers of home econornics should all be required to have
had a complete college course, at ]fast two years of which have been
devoted to special training in'hon e economics:

4. Du.ties of the tea- chers.The home economics teacher should not
be required to teach many other subjects in addition to Home eco-
nomics, for should be allowed time for preparation and for super-
vision of students' work. It may be necessary for her to supervise
the school lunch and to take charge of extension covrses as well.
This shoulil be considered when planning her schedule.

:-). Course of study.There should be a course of study so definitely
outlined that it will insure continuity in the work of the school even
when a change in teachers is necessary. A' State course of study may
be made to answer this purpose if local adaptations are worked out.
In counties in which a county supervisor is employed, a county course
of study following the outline of the State course may be worked
out to meet local conditions. The completion of the course of study
should stand for some definite ikhievement on the part of the stu-
dents. For example, the first course in foods and cooking should
train the members of the class to prepare simple meals attractively,
using proper food combinations. The first course in sewing should
give the girls the ability to prepare all negieSsary undergarments,
using all the simple stitches and the machine attachments, at the same
time giving them a knowledge of choice, cost, and durability of thip
textiles used. Lack of ability to perform airy of the tasks outlined
in the course should very definitely disqualify the student for credit
and promotion. .

School equipment. :1 sphool should not be permitted to introduce
a course in. home economics unless it is prepared to install an ade-

L\ q te equipment that shall meet the approval of the State supervisor.

o,
'' Wile. .a. fine type of equipment does not insure good teaching, and

s0 very good teaching may be done with poor equipment, that
school is not fair to the teacher that does not-provide her with tools
for the work. Poor equipment too often works to the discouragement
of the teacher and the breaking down of her ideals. Four hundred
dollars should be regarded as a minimum sum.to spend for the initial
equipment in. a modern high school. This equipment may vary in
type according to the needs and size of the school, but it should be
something that is easily cared for and that will furnish, in every way, .
high standards .for household furnishings. Its arrangement and caret .
should. in themselves be object lessons to the students. A few loom!.
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tials should be part of the permanent equipment. Lockers for aprons
and good cupboards for supplies and utensils are a necessary part of
the equipment. These should all be so arranged that they can be
kept locked when necessary. There should be a good stove or stoves
and adequate plumbing arrangements to supply water for cooking,
washing and scrubbing, and to carry off all waste. Blackboard fa-
cilities should be supplied and shelves for books and bulletins with
cases for filing records. Class records and, if possible, individual
'records of work pursued should be kept on file in every school, so
that the time of the pupil`may not be wasted if change of teacher
or of policy brings about a 'change in courses.

7. Better maintenance.Each school which desires to establish a
course should be able to give assurance of a definite sum for its
future maintenance for the teachers' salary, necessary replacement
of ecjuipment, provision of supplies to be used in practice, etc.
This sum should be sufficient to obviate the necessity of imposing a
personal fee for the laboratory work of the pupils and should re-
lieve the teacher of all responsibility of resorting to glles.and other
expedients for supporting the department. The preparation and
sale of school lunches may be legitimate part of the courser and if
carried on should be self-supporting, but must not bedepended upon
to finance the entire course,

8. Reference library.Good reference books' and magazines treat-
ing of home economics subjects should be provided in every school
where home economics is taught. These should include stanuard
cookbooks, commercial geographies, textbooks treating of hygiene
and food chemistry, work on textiles, vocations for women, etc.

9. Length, of laboratory periods.very school should be required
to allow laboratory periods of adequate lengththat is, from 90 to
120 minutes. A cooking or sewing period of shorter duration, oven
though more frequent, means an immense amount of wasted time in
the purely mechanical processes of getting ready for work and in
putting work away. The laboratory periods should not be put after
school hours, nor should they always occur at the end of the school
day. If the earlier hours of the day have their advantage for some
types of studies, they certainly have for home economics lessons in
which both mental and bodily activities are required.

Home economies dames in elementary echool3.In a ftivi of the
communities visited the attendance at high school is very small,
many of the girls leaving school before they reach high-school grade.
In such communities it is mat desirable that these girls be given the
opportunity to study home making in the lower grades. This could
be made possible if the teacher of home economics in the high school
could devote-her entire time to the subject of home economics, hav-
ing classes in the grades as well as in high school. These courses
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should not be introduced until the schools are able to finance them
adequately, providing good quipment, 'assuring sufficient supplies,
and paying an adequate sum for the servic6s of the teacher.

Length of courses in horn economics. Until more thoroughly
qualified teachers of home economics are prepared in the State, it
would seem well to limit the courses in the State high schools to two
years. Because of the number of girls who drop out after the ninth
grade, these courses should be required in the eighth and ninth
grades. The courses required should be full credit courses, five hours
per week (three laboratory periods, two lecture periods) demand.
ing outside preparation and practice. The course offered in the
eighth grade (first-year high school) should include cooking and
housewifery,. The course for the second year should take up the
subjects of clothing and house furnishing and management. When
the schools are organized on the six and six plan, home exercises
may well be given in the three years of the junior high school.

At such time as the State shall be able to provide teachers of
sufficient training, courses in home economics extending through two
additional years should be offered in the high schools. These courses
should be optional, but they should be full credit courses.

The high schools of the State should hesitate to introduce courses
in home economics which meet the Smith-Hughes requirements unless
they are sure these courses are to reach all the girls or that they can
furnish teachers for those who are not in the special vocational
classes as well as for those who are.

Normal school coursesaiThe normal scliools of the State do well
to include a course in h economics for all the women in the nor-
mal course, but this course should he made so intensive as to be of real
value to the student. Since many young women have entered the
normal schools without the previous- high-school courses in home
economics, the normal courses have not ranked higher than these sec-
ondary courses. As high ichools give better courses in home econom-
ics, and these courses are more general, the normal course shOuld treat
the subject from the standpoint of the teacher, placing emphasis upon
the educational value of the subject, the m hods of presentation, and
the'relation of home economics other s bjects in the curriculum.

Courses at Montevallo.The tee nictvi ourses in home economics
carried on at Montevallo for so man years shOuld be continued and
should offer to all young women the eparation necessary for intelli-
gent home making. These courses sh uld continue to be correlated
with the courses ingeneral science in o er to rriake that preparation
as broad as possible. .

Since Montevallo has been provided with excellent facilities for
teaching home economics and has a plant of sufficient size to develop
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normal courses as well as to carry on the goneral preparation fot
home making, the work there should be strengthened in every way.
The choice of teachers should. not be limited by small salaries; the
courses in science and other related subjects should be built up ; suffi-
cient opportunities for practice teaching should be maintained under
close supervision; and State needs should ever be kept in mind.
TeaChers of home economics should be prepared for grade schools,
for county high schools, and for district agricultural schools, and the
demands that schools of that type make upon the teachers should be
constantly considered.

Colima at the State univeraity.The home economics courses
offered at the university should be based upon the high-school courses.
The students who enter these courses should have completed the
courses which the high schools offer in home economics and be pre-
pared to enter upon college courses in the subject. These courses
should deal with the scientific, economic, and social phases of the sub-
ject, and should offer opportunity for experimental work.'

For recommendations regarding the establishment of a division of home economics
at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, see Chapter XXI.



Chapter XVI,

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

Introductory statement.Nearly every one ,knoWs that the selec"-
Live draft rejected aboitt one-third of the men as physically unfit for
Army service: not so many know why they were rejected; fewer still
know how to remedy the defect. An analysis of the causes of rejec-
tion shows clearly two things:

1. In most cases the causes of rejection were not recently acquired
defects or disabilities, but rather defects and disabilities dating back
to childhood.

2. The majority of the defects and disabilities should have been pre-
vented or remedied by proper attention during school life.

A significant reduction in man power is the price the Nation pays
for indifference to the physical upbuilding of its children during
school life.

In addition to this complete loss through defectives, there is the
further fact brought out in the training camps that comparatively
few of the men were well trained physically. Much time that was
needed for military training had to be devbted to physical develop-
ment that should have been taken care of during school life.

Comparison of the records of rejection in the different States show
that Alabama does not vary markedly from the average. The com-
bined figures of the local boards and the camp surgeons show that
25.79 pet cent of Mabama's examined men were rejected as totally
unfit for military service. Most of the States run between 20 and 30
per cent, a majority showing under 25 per cent. Alabama also had
8.92 per cent fit only for limited service. Therefore 34.71 per cent of
her offered men were unfit for full military service.

It is the purpose of this study of health and physical education in
Alabama to point the way, as well as may be, by which the schools
may contribute effectively to the physical unbuilding of the children.

It was realized from the first that it is essentially a rural problem.
Consequently, it was necessary to.concentrate the studies upon rural
conditions and-rural work as affecting health and phlsical education.

But it was early found that practically no work along lines of
health and physical education was going on in rural Alabama, so that
there was no available source from which to draw the facts. It was
accordingly necessary to go into the field and gather the facts at
first hand.
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Methods of procedure. Two methods were adopted. One was to
have a number of children examined in each county, the examina-
tions being conducted by the county superintendenU of education,
assisted by the local physicians. It was planned to have about 150
children examined in each county, a third of whom were to be colored.
April-8 was set for the examination day, and was generally observed.

The examination was reduced to its simplest form, and included
only teeth, tonsils, glands, anemia, hookworm suspects, and time lost
from school on account of illness. The results are shown in figure 20.

The other method adopted was to select a single county, as nearly
typical as possible, and here put on a more intensive gtridy. Cham-
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20.These are the results of a health examination of the children in three rural
and village schools-2 white and 1 colored -in each county in the State.

bers County was selected for this purpose, and under the auspices
of the county board of education, an expert was engaged for three
months as school health supervisor.

I. HEALTH SUPERVISION.

Child conservation involves three phasesthe sch6b1, the preschool,
and the prenatal. It involves the acute communicable diseases, which
include measles, mumps,. chicken pox, etc.; and the chronic endemic
diseases, as malaria ; the intestinal diseases, as typhoid And hook-
worms; the social diseases, as tuberculosis; the diseases. of heredity
and neglect, as errors of refraction, faulty dentition, diseases of the
skin, scalp, etc.; and over and above all of that, it involves not only
the sickness side, but the health side as well, the means and methods
of promoting positive health and vigor. A large array of consider-
ations this, the importance of which is quite generally recognized.
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It is not only a large array of considerations, but striking at them
from various angles is an almost equally large array. of agencies, of
one kind and another, endeavoring to meet the needs. Among these
agencies which are now operating in Alabama, or have operated in
the recent past, or expect to be operating in the near future, may be
mentioned boards of education, boards of health, tuberculosis asso-
ciations, woman's committee of the council of national defense,
Woman's clubs, dental associations, industrial organizations, and
private philanthropy. But chief among these agencies are the boards
of education and the boards of health. ,

Specific health functions of boards of education and boards of
health. From the evidence in hand, these two agencies are both
hampered in the performance of their p/4r functions by not having
their respective duties and responsibilities in the matter of child
conservation clearly defined. While cooperation between the board
of education and board of health is at all times desirable, it should
be remembered that each has its proper health function. to perform
in the schoolroom, and that neither can shift. the responsibility to
the other. The diseases of heredity and neglect belong strictly to
the school, and the responsibility can not be shifted. The health
department may point out defective teeth, but it is the teacher who
has to get the defects corrected and create the spirit of emulation for
good, sound, clean teeth. The doctor or the nurse may point- out
drooping shoulders, but it is the teacher who has to brace them up
and keep them braced up from day to day, till, a habit is formed.
In fact, the health department, except in the cities where they have
an adequate corps of nurses and doctors, depends upon the teachers.
for the " follow-up-work," and properly so, for it is not the work
of an hour or a day ; it is the work of school life to form proper
habits.

The hest all-round health conservation work in the State, exclusive
of the Tuskeegee Collegiate Institute work, is in Birmingham. Here
the board of health and board of education have "had it out" and
have agreed upon their respective duties and responsibilities. The
board of health; it is recognized, has entree to the schools to carry out
its own particular functions, namelyto control the communicable
diseases. The board of education, on the other hand, has supervision
of th diseases of heredity and neglect, though not defined in so many
wo s. Stated in parallel the line of cleavage in Birmingham is, and
should be generally, about as follows:

BOARD OF EDUCATION. BOARD OF HEALTH.
The diseases of heredity and neglect, as

errors of refraction, decayed teeth, accumu-
lations of tartar leading to diseased gums,
and pyorrhea; accumulations of was in the
ears ; ditty teeth, skin, nails, and scalp ;

The acute communicable diseases, as
diphtheria, measles, mumps, scarlet fever,
whooping cough, smallpox, cldcken pox,
rabies, cerebrospinal meningitis, infantile
paralysis, and no on.
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skin parasites, as pedicul%sls, scabies, ring-
worm ; malnutrition, due to errors of diet,
including kind, quantity, and preparation ;
and errors of habit, as too little sleep, too
great activity, etc., postural defects, AP
drooping shoulders, loose and slovenly gait,
etc.

Nor is it enough to suppress disease
positive health should be promoted
strength, endurance, resilience should be
wrought into the fiber of the pupils. To
this end physical environments should be
considered, such as buildings, including
lighting, heating, ventilation, seating, facili-
ties for °cleaning, ett.; grounds Including
else, condition of drainage, grading, condi-
tions of upkeep; playingas apparatus,
organisation, supervision, etc.

Nor Is that all. Actual practice shows
that physical defects run In families, so
that health supervision can not progress
very far before the supervisor and the
teachers and pupils, as well as parents,
come to think In " family units" and
"heredity." It is probable that errors or'.
refraction are generally due to the else and
shape of the eyea purely hereditary trait.
Drooping shoulders is not always a matter
of habit. Even the oft-quoted high arch
and deflected septum may not always be a
matter of adenoids.

Again, no sooner do we begin to think
of family traits than we take into account
mental traits, noting that in some families
most or all of the children are particularly
bright, in others they are particularly dull,
ih °there they are problem cases of one
kind or another. So that it is impossible
to separate physical traits and mental
traits and heredity.

4

Tin; chronic endemic diseases, as malaria.
The diseases of intestinal origin, as

typhoid, hookworms, cholera.
The social diseases, as tuberculosis. the

venereal diseases, etc.

The above croups are those that belong
strictly to the health organization. It will
be noted, however, that this line of cleav-
age leaves unplaced that phase of child
conservation extending from conception to
entrance into the schools. It is this period
that covers the most critical time of
existence and calls for prenatal supervision,
as in the training of midwives, providing
literature for expectant mothers, and pre-
school supervision covering the six tender
Nears in which the death rate is hIghstst
and when disease resistance is lowest. This
phase logically belongs to a children's
bureau, either independent or as a sub-
division of the State board of health.

It will be noted that the groups are fundamentally different; that
the board of health group affects masses. The board of education
group affects individuals and families. Effective control of the one
is basically a restraining process, of the other a training and breeding
process. The one has to do more with prevention, the other with
correction and instruction. The one involves intermittent pressure
activities, alternately high and low, while the other involves eternally
high-pressure activities to achieve the best results.

Present health status in the State.It would be foreign to the
purposes of this report to enter into the workings of the State and
local boards of health further than is necessary to make clear the
proper relationships between the educational and health organiza-
tions; and to make equally clear the line of cleavage between the two.

Efficient health organizations are products of the dense aggrega-
tions of population of the cities. In rural communities they are
exotics, difficult to get started, and difficult to keep alive. In the
State of Alabama, the three counties, Jefferson, Montgomery, and
Mobile, with their contained cities, constitute about one-sixth of the
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population, but they pay for public health purposes six times a.,r
much as the 52 rural counties with part-time health officers, and with
an aggregate population of over a million and a half. Two-thirds
of the population of the State do not have any practical working
health organization. And that, let it be borne in mind, is the very
portion of the population (the rural) that this study intends to reach.
It is patent that if these counties are to have any health supervision
in their schools at all, it must be under the auspices of the board of
education.

The board of health is proceeding as rapidly as it can with the
funds at its disposal, in organizing county health units. About a
dozen counties are-already organized, or in the process of organiza-
tion: But that they have a big task awaiting them to control com-
municable disease is shown by the following brief "summary of the
status of a few more/Common communicable diseases.

Malaria. According to recent estimates furnished by the United
States Public Health Service, there are, in the State of Alabama.
157,000 cases of malaria a year, and each one is sick upon average one
month. This is over 13,000 years of illness. Compute, if you can, the
cost of taking care of 13,000 persons.sick with malaria, year in and
year out. In computing the cost to the State, not only doctors and
medicines, and patent medicines, must be taken into account, but the
loss of time. The loss of time alone is over a half million days. It
is true that not all the cases are within the laboring age, but many of
these require the tare of some that are. The disease causes the loss
of time, not only of the sick, but also of the attendants. Reduce this
last item to its money value and it will be seen that malariaone
disease alone is costing Alabama more merely in lost time than the
State is paying for all its health protection. This means the com-
bined appropriations for the State board of health; for Montgomery,
Birmingham, Mobile, and all other cities that have boards of health;
for the health units of Colbert, Lauderdale, Madison, Calhoun, and
Talladega Counties; for the whole time health officers of Walker,,
Elmore, and. Pike Counties; and all of the part-time health officers
of the rest of the State!

Typhoid fever.The typhoid death rate in the United States has
gradually decreased -.7ith the application of public health measures.
In 1900 the death rate was in the registration area,' about 35 per
100,000 of population. This has gradually come down, until in 1916
it was only 13.3 per 100,000 population.

'The term " registration area " of the United States embrace% such States as are get-
fang 90 per cent or more of all deaths properly reported, -according to State laws:. sad
and cities in other States known as "nol registration States" as conform to the
same regnirements.but under city law.. The registration area embraces (1910)70.2
per cent of the whole population, and 44 per cent of the area. The State of Alabama
L not in the registration area, but the cities of Montgomery, Mobile, and Birmingham are.
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In 1917 the death rate from typhoid fever was ;8.2 per 100,000,
which is a little higher than the death rate in the registration area
of the United States 19 years ago, and nearl/ three times as high
as it Was in 1916 (the latest available report).

By the application of well-known laws of sanitation, the death
rate from typhoid fever in the United States registration area has
been reduced from 35 to 13.3, or about 63 per cent. It is not too
much to expect that a similar reduction can be realized in Alabama.

Hookworms.The hookworm belts the earth in a zone about 80
degrees wide. Alabama is contained wholly within this zone. How
pre'ralent it is may be estimated from the records of the Rockefeller
Sanitary Commission which operated in this State from 1910 to 1915;
and from the Army records of natives of Alabama who served on the
MexicA bbrder; and from the recent State-wide examination. In
this State-wide examination some 5,000 children were examined,
and the local physicians rated as suspects 27 per cent. Of those that
served on the Mexican border, according to fiL,ures quoted by Dr.
McCormick, of Mobile, 60 per cent were infected. The RoCkefeller
Sanitary Commission examined microscopically 53,643 persons, of
whom 23,403 were found to be infected. These examinations were
made in all counties in the State except Coffee, Conecuh, Escambia,
Perry, and Pike. The Army records, coming as they do from every
walk of life, and repx4esenting the ages chiefly between 21 and 31,
ought to giv2 a fair average of its prevalence at that age. But it
should be reMembered that hookworm infection is a disease of bare-
footfoot age; that the infection reaches its maximum of intensity some-.41
where between 10 and 15 years of age; and that after the habit' of
constantly wearing shoes becomes established there is an automatic
tendency to recover; and it should be remembered, further, that these
men in the Army had long since bee inducted into shoes. The evi-
dence, therefore, is that the rate of licidence among the soldiers is
considerably less than among the children and youths. Upon tie
whole, it seems more than conservative to estimate that one out of
every four children of school age in the State is infected. From
which it is seen that there are some 140,000 children of school age
suffering from hookworms in some degree oi other.

The hookworm disease, like typhoid fever, is preventable, and like
typhoid fever is prevented by proper disposal bf human waste.

Tuberculosis. Tuberculosis may be called a social disease. It is
probably the best yardstick we have for measuring general social
conditions. Its death rate is influenced by poverty, housing condi-
tions, alcoholism, nutrition, industrial environment, occupations, the
communicable diseases, such as measles, pneumonia, whooping cough,
and chronic endemic diseases, such as malaria, and above all, by that
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group of troubles which may be roughly classified as diseases of
heredity and neglect.

The death rate from this disease in Alabama in 1917 was 147; for
the registration area of the United States in 1916 it was 141. It is
to be noted in this connection that Alabama is not a tuberculosis
health resort, as are some other States, e. g., Arizona, California.
Colorado, and New Mexico. Many people gravitate to these health
resorts and die every wear, and their deaths are charged to the city
or State in which death occurs. The death rate for Alabama is prob-
ably actually lowered by this gravitation to health resorts. These
facts, taken together, would seem to indicate that the general condi-
tions that make for tuberculosis are rather worse in Alabama than
in the registration area for the United States..

Venereal di8ease.i.---The number of cases of venereal disease in
Alabama is unknown. 'he most reliable estimate is based upon fig-
ures from the Army. lose figures were obtained .as follows: It will

4
be remembered that the local boards rejected the halt, the lame, and
the blind (this 'was the custom at first), accepting only those that
were locally ride(' as " fit." After the culling process had been com-
pleted, those accepted were sent to camp. Here these select men were
examined, and it was found that the venereal disease rate of the men
from Alabama was S.68 per cent, second highest in the United States.
being.surpassed only by Florida. (See ballet issued by the U. S.
Public Health Service.) ,

Repononendations concerning the State hoard of health.It is
. obvious from this summary that the State and county, health boards

have a gigantic task in the control of these and other communicable
diseases. It is equally obvious that there can he no full and adequate
control of the health of school children until the State and country--
health authorities are financed in a way to enable them to control
effectively the communicatle diseases. It is this fact that justifies
this survey in making this brief recommendation relative to the State
board of health. The recommendations for the State board of health
are more of intensity than kind. One of the chief functions of the
board is to foster local health organizations. This it is doing as
thoroughly and rapidly- as its funds will permit. , The appropria-
tion that the board is asking for, $150,000, though it is a great ad-
vance over its present appropriation, A very modest when compared
iith the needs and with what'some of its neighboring States are
doing. Florida, for instances, with only one-third the population of
Alabama, devotes $1°50,000 to public health. It is to be hoped that
the legislature will see its way clear to give the State board of health
financial support commensurate with the importance of this bran&
of govailunent. And here is work in plenty for the health organiza-
tione, even when they attain their full vigor., .
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.The work in Chambers County.Before proceeding to a considers-
ti'on of diseases of heredity and neglect, it is needful to review the
findings in Chambers County, for it is upon them that much of the
information rests. The first school check up was the Lafayette
school. It was found that, physically, the children rated especially
well. So well, in fact,- that it seemed more than accident. See
figures 21 and 22, comparing heights and weights of the Lafayette
children with the norm. In making this first comparison, the sexes
were not separated and the.norm here referred to was arrived at by
taking the mean between the sexes of the norm: _,-npiled by the
Childiker's Bureau. In later studies, the sexes were separated, but
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the mass results were not changed. Seeking the cause of the
physic:,1 superiority of the children of Lafayette, it was recalled
that the manager of the cotton mills at Lanett had said that his help
was recruited from the farms; that it is the less prosperous farmers
that gravitate to the mills; that the prosperous farmers remain on
the -farm, while those, that find the farm too rocky a road are the
Ones that decide to try the mills. Was this physical superiority.of
the Lafayette children due to this process of segregation? Had the
_less fit gravitated, to the mills and left only the stronger at La-
fayette? Inquiry was instituted and it was learned that there are
few or no white tenant farmers in the Lafayette region. Further
inquiry elicited the fact that the white people in that section are

110801'- 1a- -2U
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generally prosperous and substantial. One man who had been in
business there for two years stated that this was the only place he
had ever seen where he would be willing to take any white man's
note.

If this process of segregation was the true explanation of the
physical superiority of the Lafayette children, it necessarily fol-
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lowed that there would be found a corresponding physical inferiority
at the mills. The Shawmut mill, built in 1918, was next examined.
The differences in weight are too pronounced and uniform to be
accidental. The same scales were used, and, age for age, the childier
of Shawmut are,not so heavy as those of Lafayette. Their heights
were also compared. The conclusion is obviousthe children of
Shawmut are not so tall as those of Lafayette.
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Comparison of La Fayette children wit.h Shaw nut children, as to weight and
height.

a Average weight, In Averagleeight, in
pounds.

Ages of children.

La Fayette.. Shawinut. La Fayette. Shuvrinut.

Ten years of age 63.7 1 59.4 i 51. AO 50.50Eleven years of ago 73.0 1 71.4 ; 54.55 52.4pTwelve years of age 79.7 73.4 I, 50.58 55.45Thirteen years of age 90.4 i 81.0 ; 58.6i4 50.40Fourteen years of age 100.5 95.0 I 61.48 : 58.80

That there is physical inferiority of the mill population has been
generally recognized. The cause of it has been ascribed, by com-
mon consent and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to the
deleterious influence of the mills. Dr. Foght has shown, in tilt case
of certain mills studied in South Carolina Btelletin, 1919, No. 6,1
that the inferiority existed prior to coming to the mills. Dr. Foglit's
method of study was by individual inquiry and tracing the cases back
tcsi their previous homes. These observations in Chambers County
were made without- knowledge 'of these studies, and were based upon
a study of averages, rather than by individual inquiry ; and yet the
same conclusions were reached, namely, that this inferiority existed
prior to coming to the mills. The conclusion is therefore irresistible
that the mill did not produce the underweightness and underheight-
ness of the children.

With the fact of physical inferiority before coining to the mills
dispited of, it is pertinent to inquire what actual effect the mill
environment has upon these children. Is their physical condition
further impifired ; does it remain stationary; or does it improve after
a few years or a generation? Fortune favored the investigation in
that there are mills of several ages. The Shawmut mill above re-
ferred to was built in 1908. Its population is not so stabilized as
the older Mills. The Lanett mill, built in 1893, is now 26 years old.
The population is fairly well stabilized, not more than 10 per cent
at the present time being of the floating type. The Langdale mill
is the oldest of the group, but it is small and does not lend itself well
to the study of averages.

It should be noted that the children here studied have never worked
in a cotton mill, and that among them are, a negligible few whose
parents are not even connected with the cotton mills. It should be
noted further that above 14 years old complicating factors arise, such
as untimely dropping out of school. Accordingly, comparisons are
based upon the 5-ye'ar group including 10 to 14 years of age, where

1A Hatt.time Sabot. By H. W. Foght. Whittington, GovernInent Printing Mots1919. (U. it Duman at Hilueition. Bulletin, 1919, No. 6.)
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numbers are largest and where comparisons can be made with most
uniformity. The Lanett school, 26 years old, was next examined,
and the results compared with Shawmut as follows: At 10 years old.
the average height of the children at Lanett, the older mill. is 'nearly
24 inches greater than the children at Shawmut, and this difference
is maintained with a fair degree of uniformity to 14 years of age,
(See figure 23.) Weights : At 10 years old, the children of the
older mill, Lanett, average 1 pound heavier than the children of the
nevionill. They practically come together at 11; at 12 the older
minhildren are again the heavier; at 13. there is over 4 pounds dif-
ference, and at 14 there is over a pound difference, all in favor of the
older mill. (See figure 24.)
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Separating the sexes and eliminating extreines did not in a single
instance change the results. The mass facts are, first, that the chil-
dren of LaFayette, year by year, are taller and heavier than the
norm; second, that the children of Shawmut (the new mill) year by
year), are not so tall and not so heavy as the norm; third, that the
children of Lanett, the older mill, are taller and heavier than the
cnildren of Shawmut, the newer mill.

Comparingnow the two old mills, Langdale 'and Lanett (see figures
25 and 26), it is interesting to not that, in spite of the erratic
curve of Langdale (the smaller school), there is no essential differ-
ence in height and weight., and that both bf them play round and
over the norm. All of which, taken together, suggests that the limit
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of improvement under present conditions has been approached if
not indeed reached, and that no further improvement in height and
weight can be expected till some new factor has been introduced.

Diseases of heredity and negleet.Paeing now to the " diseases of
heredity and neglect" let us take the eyes. Of the total number of
Army rejections we loam that 21 per cent of the rejections in the first
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draft were based upon eye troubles. Ther.tiital. rejections were, it
will be remembered, about one-third. Twanty-onc per cent of these./
rejected for eye deviations of one kind or another 'would mean that ,

7per cent of our population is suffering frotit some form of eyetrouble I
of sufficient seriousness to disqualify them for military duty. These
deviations from the normal consist mostly of errors of refraction.
These 447.0111 of refraction " consist of ne:rytedness, far-sighted-
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ness, astigmatism, and so on. Translated into common Englisif-they
mean that the pupil can not see as well as he should. Sometimes it
is one eye, sometimes both. If one eyels fairly good and the other.
eye out of " kelter " the good eye does the work, while the other liter-
ally goes to sleep on the job. Actual blindness of one eye frequently
comes from disuse, owing to an " error in refraction." Many chil-
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dren examined in Chambers County have actually lost the vision of
one eye through disuse. Some have not quite lost it, but almost,
visual acuity ranging around 2-20 to 8-20. Another point not gen-
erally understood; when a person loses the vision of one eye, so that
there is nothing to give it direction, it is likely to go " crossed." I Most
cross -eyed persons are blind or nearly so in one eye. If these cases

Men crossing is due to inequality of muscular tension. vision may or may not b.
Iswolnd.
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are taken in hand early, and proper glasses adjusted, the defective
eye will be brought into useoand"the vision preserved and ultimate
crossing averted.

The only statistical records of eye defects available in Alabama are
those collected in Chambers County during the survey. -These cover
1,639 cases, tested with the Snellen test type.'

This test, is admittedly faulty, in that it takes no account of ac-
commodation. A slight error of refraction therefrom will not be de-
tected. On the other hand severe cases will be detected.
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Children that tested 20/20 in both eyes were known ail Class I,
those testing 16/20 in the worst eye were known as Class II. Those
testing 12/20 or worse in the worst eye, were known as Class III.

Class I. Class IL Class III. Total
714 009 316 1, 639

43.6 per cent 37.1 per cent 19.2 per cent ,

From the above it is seen that practically one out of every five
children has an error of refraction so great that accommodation will
not overcome it, so great that an oculist should be consulted'

This test Is based upon the arcomption that the normal eye reacts to light from an
Wert equal In she to a 5- minute arc of a circle. The letters are &rouged in various
shes from a 26-mionts arc (at 25 feet) up to 50-minute arc. The Bard is hung on the
wall where It is well lighted, and the pupil stood at a measured distance of 20 feet.
while the eyes are tested one at time, the other betas covered. but not closed. If the
pupil can accurately read the letters of the 5-minute else at 20 feet, his visual acuity
Is rated 20/20. It on the other hand he can not see the letters of that dee, but can see
the larger letters, say of 10-minute she, then his visual acuity toasted at 10/20. and so on.

'This does not differ widely from the Army rejection flares, 21 per cent. Examination
of several million children in all civilised Countries shows about 20 per cent needingiizrrective treatment.
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And this is a county where, as will be seen later, the superior vision
of the children of the older mills actually reduces the incidence rate.
If this is a county where, as will be seen later, the superior vision of
the children of the older mills actually reduce the incident rate. If
this is a fair index fur the State, then there are over 150,000 children
of school age with vision needing attention. Here is work for
school health supervision.

The above classification, it will be noted, is based upon 1,639 ex-
aminations in Chambers County.

Comparison of the eyes of the mill children compared with those of
La Fayette shows the following results:

Le Fayette. Shawmut Lanett.
Class I II III I II III I II III
Per cent 48 44 14 23 53 24 46 38 16

In .charting Classes I (perfect vision according to test) and II
(needing the attention of an oculist), the results are vary striking..
The examiner was prepared to find the vision of the mill rat-
ing lower than La Fayette, but not to find the mill environments actu-
ally improving vision.'

Teeth.The teeth are another feature of heredity and neglect of
great importance. Eight per cent of the Army rejections were on ac-
count of teeth. It is now known that many cases of obscure origin,
roughly classed as rheumatism and chronic malaria, are tooth intolti-
cations. Dr. Horn, o neon Springs, Ala., in a paper before the
State Medical cation of Alabama, says:

Our exam( lone show that 90 per cent of these (the school) children have
decayed teeth. Half of the decayed teeth are the first molars, the six -year per-
manent teeth, and the keystone to the dental arch, frequently decayed beyond
repair, while the parents are considering these important teeth as temporary
and unworthy of attention. In 20 per cent Me find pus pouring from one or
more abscessed teeth.

In Chambers County these general conditions are reflected. Not
only the teeth, but the gums are attacked. First there is a deposit of
tartar on the teeth at the rnot, and this spreading follows the tooth
into the gums. The gums are eaten away before it, so to speak, and
it is a characteristic of gum tissue that once gone it does not replace

The following Is a suggested explanation: Errors of retraction are due to'deilatIons
fromthe normal In use and shape of the eye. And these It would seem are, hltary
traits, lust as the color of the eye is hereditary. Certainly, Improvement In health and
strength and bodily vigor can not affect the site and shape of the eye. But it is
conceivable that such improvement might affect the accommodation. Accommodation is
affected by moans of muscles. It these are given more tone along with the other muscles
of the body, acilmmodation could be correspondingly improved. Now, if accommodation
Is improved, when relying upon the Snellen test, the eyes will appear improved. In
actual practice tt is found that eyes show up better in the morning than the afternoon.
the reason being that In the afternoon the muscles of accommodation are tired.v,
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itself. A typical case is a decay-on one side, say the six-year molar.
On account of the decay, the child ceases to chew on that.side. Chew-
ing is nature's process of tooth-cleaning. Hence the teeth on that
side become foul, tartar begins to accumulate, the gums are then in-
vaded, they turn red at the margins, and bleed easily, the breath be-
comes foul, and this is the beginning of that condition known as
Riggs disease, or pyorrhea. It is easily prevented, but infinitely diffi-
cult to cure or arrest. And once it becomes established each year

-finds it a little worse, even with the most painstaking care, while if it
is neglected, it immediately takes a new start. Ultimately the teeth
loosen and come out.

Our knowledge of teeth in Alabama rests upon the studies at Union
Springs, Birmingham, and in Chambers County.'

Dr. Horn quotes statistics showing the proportion' of children
with defective teeth as follows:

Cities.
Number of

persons
examined.'

Per cent
with decayed

teeth.

iltrminghiun 3,830 90
Detroit 56,000 76
Cleveland 4,734 97
Cincinnati 38,411 99
Average 90

Comparing these statistics with Lafayette, and remembering that
the general superiority here is a case of segregation, it is not sur-
prising to find this superiority rotflected also in the teeth. One is
prepared to find 20 per cent of the Lafayette children with perfect
teeth, notwithstanding only 10 per cent with perfect teeth are to be
found in the cities quoted by Dr. Hoi.n.

But comparing Lafayette with the mill, one is rather surprised
at the effect of the mill environment upon the children's teeth as
revealed in figure 27. This will again be referred to under nutrition.

Nutrition.Probably the most fundamental thing in connection
with the general well-being of children, particularly in their grow-
ing period, is nutrition. Even among adults it figures largely in both
the causation and correction of disease. Beriberi and pellagra are
two notable instances where the weight of evidence goes to show the
trouble is at bottom one of diet. In both cases the disease is cor-
rected by correcting the diet. In children, rickets is a well-known
disease of malnutrition.

There are undoubtedly other cases in which undernourishment
plays an important but more obscure role. As has been seen, the

'In the State surrey only the grosser detects seem to have been taken into account.
But to Union Springs, Birmingham, and Chambers County. minute examinations were
made.
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children in the cotton-mill villages of Chambers County have teeth
that are superior to the less fortunate children of the towns and
cities. And this superiority increases with the age of the mill from
the newest to the oldest., where it reaches its maximum. The only
reasonable explanation of this phenomenon is that it is a question of
nutrition during early childhood, when the teeth are in their forma-
tive stages. At this time it is unquestionably important for the child
not only to be well nourished, but'to be getting in its food all the
chemical elements necessary for the building up of chemically per.-
feet teeth, hard, flinty, and able to resist decay. Evidence turns up
here and there that strongly suggests that a given child was not
properly nourished at that time of life, as chalky teeth, for instance,
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that are too brittle to even carry fillings well. Recently a boy was
found with a distinct seamliko line across the outer surface of all his
teeth except the eyeteeth, which were later coming. The most prob-
able explanation is that there was some nutritional disturbance when
this line was laid down.

A natural question is: How did the mill operate to improve these
children? There are three ways in which it might effect physical
improvement in. its population:

1. It litts been noted that the mill population comes from the less
prosperous element on the farm; this is the stratum of society in
which hookworms are most prevalent. And again, that hookworms do
not multiply in the body ; that each hookworm has individually been
introduced from without. So that if a child suffering from hook-
worms be removed to a hookworm-free environment he ceases to get

AP wawall
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any new worms. Then the old ones gradually die out, and in the
course of time he automatically recovers. Perhaps the life of the
hookworm does not exceed six or seven years. In that case the
children automatically recover in that time. The mina offer a hook-
worm-free environment.

2. Through the pay check the mill operatives get good wages and
have little to spend it for beyond simple apparel and "eats." Many
of them save money. A banker at West Point told me that they have
3,000 live bank accounts, and this in a total population of 18,000
people. Some of the mill operatives, he said, have as high as $10,000
on deposit. When the Victory Loan Drive opened, the mills shut
down and all got together and went "over the top" in 45 minutes.
Some of these people save money and then go back to the farm. These
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are only fragments of evidence of the general prosper ity of the mill
operatives, but tho state of nutrition and the increasing height and
weight of the children are unquestionably proofs that they do feed
well.

3. The mill brings them together and furnishes congenial associa-
tions with their kind, whiel increases the happiness and contributes
to their general well-being. There are probably other ways, but
them are unquestionable.

These brief studies justify these suggestions:
1. That the physical inferiority of the mill population was acquired

before coming to the mills.
2. That it is a case of segregation, the effects of which are reflected

not only in the physical inferiority of the mill group but also in the
physical superiority of the population left behind.
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3. That this physical inferiority, reflected in the premill age where
the studies have been made, is, a priori, to be expected.

4. That the mill environments react upon the premill population
in a favorable way, as is shown by improvement in height, weight,
condition of teeth, and vision.

Further investigation along lines herein suggested will yield results
of the first magnitude.

A working plan.The general plan of school health supervision
that has given best results originated in Florida. It is in successful
operation in Palm Beach County and other counties in dna State.
The county board of education employs a health supervisor upon a
12-month basis, furnishes a Ford, with its upkeep, and turns her loose.
(Experience has shown that for the successful prosecution of the
work a car is absolutely necessary ; so much so that in counties 6.
where the condition of the roads do not permit the use of a car
the work is not recommended.) This presuppos?s that the health
supervisor shall have certain qualifications and training to be dis-
cussed later.

The first step in working out the plan was to change from the
medical inspection viewpoint, and from the public health nursing
viewpoint to the teaching viewpoint. To this end a teacher was em-
ployed the
original plikn in Florida, and the plan followed in this survey in
Chambers County, the results of which are partly incorporated in this
report and/speak for themselves.

The direction.It was not seen from the beginning the direction
that this idea when put into practice would take, the lines along which
it would evolve. Turning the idea loose and following its lead, it
soon established the line of cleavage between the functions of the
board of education and the board of health.

For instance, it is noted that physical traits run in f arnilies. In one
family the children will have especially beautiful dental arches; in
another the arches will be uniformly high. In one family there will
be found especially good eyes; in another there will be a large number
of cases of eye trouble of one kind or another. In one family the chil-
dren will be straight; in another, drooping, etc. Gradually the idea let
loose and its lead followed separated the health conservation prob-
lems into two groups: Those diseases for which our neighbors are pri-
marily responsible, and which we. call communicable; and those for
which we and our parents are primarily responsible, and which we
call the diseases of heredity and neglect.

But the idea did not stop here. It was constantly and insistently
noted that, among family traits, special mental characteristics are as
common as physical. Mental, like physical, deficiencies, may be even
classified as those of heredity and neglect; e. g., feeble-mindedness
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is an instance of hereditary mental deficiency; illiteracy in the other-
wise sound mind is an instance of mental deficiency due to neglect.
Thus it is noted that both groups, physical and mental, have their
roots in heredity and neglect. The idea has step by step drawn to-
gether the deficiencies of heredity and neglect, both physical and
mental.

Pari passu the idea indicated the special training that the health
supervisor should have indicated that she should know how to use
" eyes, scales, and a tapeline," and make an intelligence test, and
should know something of the fundamentals of heredity.

The results ach\eved in Chambers County, where the method was
introduced for the purpose of this study, will'inditate something of
its practical working value. Only it should be borne in mind that
these results were achieved in five weeks, and that only a portion of the
actual achievements have been incorporated in the report; that the
great end results are that neart,004,children in the county have had
a due inventory of their deficiencies taken, in which they themselves
have helped do the work; and that now they are busily engaged in
having the remediable deficiencies corrected.

The procedure has been received by the people of the county with
the utmost appreciation. In our last interview, Supt. Barnett stated
that it was-his program to continue the work, even if he has to reduce
the length of school term, say, three days to meet the financial obliga-
tions it incurs.

The plan of procedure here propoSed has several features to com-
mend it, the following of which may be mentioned :

1. Simplicity. It involves no new legislation. The county boards
of education have as ample authority to engage a health teacher as a
teacher of mathethatics.

2. It harmonizes with the general school organization. Its intro-
ductjon is without riction, without a jar of any kind. .

3. It harmoniz with the board of health.' The line of cleavage
shows where the duties and responsibilities of the .two government

' units meet. It disposes ,ef duplication of :dork, and leaves each to
develop along its own lines, each unhampered by the otherthe one
developing the teacher idea, the other the policing idea.

4. It provides at once a workable method for taking advantage of
the recent Army developments in intelligence testing, the importance
of which can not be overestimated.

5. In providing a State-wide standardized program it will.enable
the findings in one part of the State to be compared with findings else-
where, and will thus lay the foundation for the final solution of some
of our social problems. The findings in the cotton mills during this
brief period hint at what lies beyond.

N

.1
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Raumi of recommendations. -1. That the line of cleavage herein
proposed be established as defining the recognized functions of the
boards of education and health, respectively.

2. That each county board of education employ a school health
supervisor upon a 12 months' basis, and furnish her a car with its
upkeep.

3. That the State department of education engage the services of a
State school health supervisor to organize, supervise, and direct the
work in the several counties. He should have a broad medical knowl-
edge, with a sociological turn of mind and a pioneering spirit of
investigation in order to get best results.

DO THE RURAL ^"° VILLAGE SCHOOLS
OF ALABAMA NEED HEALTH DI RECTORS
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The preceding pages have dealt with the problems of preventing
and remedying disease and defect. Quite as significant is the positive
work of physical educatiorr, the aim of which may be defined as:

More fully and thoroughly to prepare the bays and girls of the Nation for the
duties and responsibilities of, citizenship through the development of bodily
vigor and endurance, muscular strength and skill, bodily and mental poise, and
such deslrnlle moral and social qualities as courage, self-control, self-subordi-
nation and obedience to authority, cooperation under leadership, and disciplined
initiative!

The essentials are: Systematic course of physical training activities
adapted to the age and strength of the children ; skilled and compe-
tent direction by teachers and supervisors; adequate material facili-
ties in the way of playgrounds, athletic fields, and equipment. In-
door gymnasiums are necessary only where and when climatic condi-
tions make out-door exercise impracticable, or in cities where out-
door space can not be had.

It must be understood that "physical- training activities" it4ide
calisthenics, gymnastics, marching exercises, and organized play
games and athletics. No greater mistake can be made than to iden-
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tify these things with "recreation," in the sense of diversion and
ainusement. They are the solid substance of physical education as
defined below.

It was unnecessary to make .extensive investigation of physical'
education in this survey.. The ground wan sufficiently covered in the
survey of Child Welfare ill, Alabama 1 conducted by the National
Child Labor Committee in 1918.

In the section on playgpounds and play equipment in the chapter
on education (pp. 81, 82), it is stated that the grounds and equip-
ment for organized games and athletics both in urbah and rural
schools are wholly inadequate, and that supervisors are rarely em-
ployed. The sole exceptions are the schools supported in whole or in
part by the large corporations.

The matter is more. extensively treated in the chapter on recreation,
but with no modification of the conclusion stated above.

Recommendations. There should be enacted a modern physical
education law for the State. During the past four years 13 States'
have enacted laws providing for State-wide physical education. The
following summary of the legislative provisions necessary for an.
effective system' of physical education is based upon this recent
legislation :

1. A clear statement of the purpose and subject of the law.' (See
N. Y ., N. J., Calif., R. I.)

2. Provision of administrative machinery in the State department
of education sufficient for the effective administration of the law:-
This provision should be broad and flexible Two things are essential :

(a) State direction and supervision. The best plan is a State
director of physical. education with the rank of deputy
or assistant State superintendent. His powers and duties
must not he narrowly defined. (N. Y., Calif., Md.)

' (b) Sufficient financial resources to insure the effective administra-
tion of this office, either by specific appropriation or by
authorizing the State department to make adequate ppro-
priation for this purpose out of the general school funds.

3. Provision for the continuous physical education of all children
and youth of school age (6-18) in the State:

(a) All children in all grades and departn7ents of the public
schools.

(b) All children in institutional and private schools. (N. Y.,
R. I.)

(a) All student? in normal schools and other schools in which
teachers are trained. ('N. J., Calif.)

Child Welfare In Alabama. An inquiry by the National Child Labor Committee,
under the Auspices and with the Cooperation of the University of Alabama. &Wait N.
Clapper. Published by National Child Labor Committee, New York, 1918,

I See Bs. of Edo. Bel, 1918, No. 40.' Recent State Education for Physical leducation.
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(d) All boys and girls of school age in industry. This may be
secured by extending the continuati9n school program so as
to make physical education obligatory up to 18; or it nay be
secured by recognizing and crediting such agencies as mu-
nicipal playgrounds, Boy Scouts,. Young Men's Christian
Association. Attempts at precise definition in the law

should be avoided. It should be left es an administrative
problem under general authorization. (N. Y.)

4. A: minimum time requirement for physical education of one
hour each day. It should be explicit that this is the minimum and
that school authorities are encouraged to increase the time devoted

to play, recreation, and athletics outside the regular school hours.
For children in the higher grades and in industry, activities that
are approved-by the State director of physical education as equiva-
lent to prescribed courses in physical education should be accepted
as fulfilling, in whole or in part, the time and quality requirements in
physical education.

5. There should be a carefully drawn provision authorizing and
requiring the employment of suPervisors and special teachers under
specified conditions and in harmony with the administrative organ.
zation of the State. A State with a county unit organization would
require .county supervisors; one with supervisory districts would
require'district supervision. City systems would require both suter-
Visors and special teachersthe latter for intermediate and high
schools at least. By specified conditions is meant that a supervisor
shopld be required for a given unit of school population, the size of
the unit to depend upon density of population.

6. Provision forState aid to county and local authorities in part
payment of the salaries of supervisors and special teachers. (N. Y.,

Nev.)
7. Provision requiring the S tate department of educatibn to fix

qualifications of supervisors and special teachers and to issue special

licenses for the same.
8. Provision for adequate physical education in the preparation, of

all teachers, both for the.secondary and the elementary school.
essential requirements of this part of the teachers' education should
be prescribed by the State authorities.

9. Special provision for training regular class teachers already in
the service in order that they may do their essential part in the
program of ?hysical education. (N. Y., N. J.)

10: Provision,requiring that pupils be graded in physical education

as in other school subjects and exercises and ilia satisfactory prwress
in physical education beercondition to promotion and graduation.
(N. Calif.).
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11. Effective provision for coordinating medical and sanitary su-
pervision of schools with the ,physical education. Otherwise such es-
sential factors in a complete program of physical education as detec-
tion and correction of defects and sanitary conditions of grounds,
buildings, and equipment will be neglected. Most States having
medical inspection laws will need to revise and extend. them. In
States having no such laws the enactment of medical inspection and
physical education laws should be worked out sp as to insure effective
coordination.

'12. Hots in some of the laws already enacted, reference is made
to military training, the interrelations should be clearnecognized.
A system of physical education worthy the name must include all
the essentials of premilitary training; development of sound physical
condition, training in care of one's physical self, training in coopera-
tion, respect for discipline. Drill in tactics and the manual of arms
can not be accepted as a substitute or equivalent for the course in
physical education. If military training is authorized in the law,
then the State director of physical 4ducation should be authorized
and required to pass upon the value of any proposed plan of military
training and to accept it as substitute for physical education only in
so far as it includes the health, vigor, and endurance-producing fea-
tures of the physical education program.

The items in this program of most immediate importance in Ala-
bama are those relating to State direction and supervisionSection
2 (a) and (b) . A 'competent State supervisor will work out' the
details of legislation_needed in the State. The Salary must be suffi-
cient to command a broadly educated and experienced man; $3,500 a
year should be the minimum.

1111801.--19----21



Chapter XVII.

HOME AND SCHOOL GARDENING.

Productive educative employment for town children.About one-
fourth of the children of Alabama live in the 46 cities listed as hav-
ing a population of 2,000 or more, and a considerable per cent in the
remaining 231 incorporated communities and mining and mill vill-
ages in which many of the features of urban life are found. For
these children especially it is desirable to know of their out-of-school
occupations.

Present occupation of the child.To determine what occupations
of the city and town school children have taken the place of those
of the rural districts, teachers of the four upper grades of grammar
schools were asked to make a tabulated list of the occupations, earn-
ings, and home employment of the children, both during out-of-
school hours and in vacation. These lists were compiled very care-
fully and fully by the teachers. For purposes of comparision, the
cities which reported are divided into groups as follows:

L Cities of over 25,000 population-8.
2. Cities of 10,000-25,000 populatton-4.
8. Cities of 5,000 - 10,000 population-5.
4. Cities of 2,000-5,000 population-24.
5. Cities under 2,000 population-62.

Summaries of the reports of children for each class of cities are
discussed in the following sections. For the convenience of the
reader the figures have been reduced to percentages.

The school year.In the cities and towns of Alabama the white
schools are in session (school year 1917-18) 178 -days, and the colored
schools 171 clays. This leaves, excluding Sundays, a total of 135
days when the white children are not in school and 142 vacation days
for the colored children:

Th.; school day.The city schools are in session on an average of
about five hours per day. On school days at least three additional
hours might be used for educative occupations, and five hours of
vacation days, and yet enough tijne be left for home work, home
study, and play. Occupations interesting and educative are in them-
selves recreational.

Vocational and avocation. osoppations.Tit school system of
, Alabama, had its biception at a time when nearly all of the people
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were engaged in agricultural pursuits. The Saturday holidays and
the longer summer vacations were planned that the children might
help with the planting, cultivation, and harvesting of the farm crops.
When the child who lives on the farm is not in school there are al-
ways purposeful duties that form habits of industry, and from which
knowledge may be constantly gained. With the rise of the cities
the same general school plan was continued, except that the city
schools are in session a slightly larger number of days each year.

Summary of employment of school children, away from home. The
teachers of the cities and towns of Alabama reported on the occupa-
tions of 27,555 school children in the four upper grades of the gram-
mar school. Of the total reported, 23,579, or 85.5 per cent, do not
have any gainful occupation away from home during out-of-school
hours; and 22,349, or 81.1 per cent, are not engaged in such occupa-
tions during the summer vacation. The number of employed in the
larger cities is much greater, but the per cent of employment does
not vary markedly in the different sited cities, as shown by the fol-
lowing percentages:

Per rent of school children with employment.

Cities.
In In

out-of-school elkliti011.
hours. 1

In cities of over 23,000
11.3 19.4In cities from 10,000 to 21,000 17.8 ZI.In cities from 3,000 to 10,000 24.8 21. 3In cities from ZOM to 6,000

Loolties with under 2,000 v 23.1
810

14. 8
20.3

The average amount of money earned per week is independent of
the size of.the city. The average earnings of colored children are
about the same as those of the white children. For the total number
of children employed an averageof $2.741 per week is earned during
the out-of-school hours and an average of $4.881 in vacation.

Occupation of white girls away from home (Table 48).Avery
small number ,of whith girls are employed in gainful occupation out-
side the home. Of the 11,447 reporting, only 299 are so employed in
the out-of-school hours and 418 during vacation. The size of the
city seems to make little difference in the per cent employed. The
average earnings per week of the girls employed sway from home
ranges from $1.80 to $2.85 during out-of-school hours, and from
$8.52 to $5.89 in vacation. The average amounts received per week
are slightly less in the smaller cities than in the larger cities.

White girls at home (Table 4P).The comparatively small number
of white girls employed in regular home duties is, without doubt,'

&Ayer's* of averages.
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due to the employment of negro servants in the home. Of the 11,447
white girls reported, 3,877 have home duties. The per cent em-
ployed in home work decreases with the increase in the size of the
city. The range of percentage employed is from 16.9 per cent in
cities of over 25,000 to 76.1 per cent in towns of less than 2,000
population; the per cent of girls paid for home work decreases as
the cities decrease in size.

TABLE 48.-Occupation of white Viritt in gainful employment outside the home.

Population of cities.
Total

number Number
em

ployed.

Per cent
em-

ployed.

Average
earning!Iper wee.
of those

pleoTed.

umbeN r

ployed.

Per cent
em-

played.

Average

=43L
or those
em-

ployed.

Over 24000 5,941 163 2. 6 83.62 195 3.3 34.76
From 10,000 to 000. 1,294 . 19 1.6 2.65 56 4.5 5.32
From 6,000 to 10
Pram 2,000 to

...A..
7

067
006

_ n 1

1.7
2.40 57
1.80 SS

5.4
2.6

5. ea
3.62

Lees than' 3,000 1,042 3.4 1.80 55 3.52

Total 11,447 299 7.75 418 4.66

Tides 49:-.--Qcpe on of white,' Dirk.. at home.

Population Mettles.

.

1
Total

numberret'
,

Number
Turdngregular
home

p .
°teen.. '
a'''

Average
number
dhow's.

Number
who

Votive
DAMS

114.7.

Percent-

Astl.

Over 24. 030.
From 10,000 to
Prom av000 to .

From 2,000 to
1419 than 2,000

Tank

..,
..,
......,"

. *..

6,911
1,290
1,067
2,098
1,048

1 004
Liu
625

1,191
794

16.9
27.9
19.9
56 7
701

. 7.4
7.4
7.0,

, 8.6
7.2

784le
253
541

:Nan

700
66,4
47.9
414n.:

14447 5,577
. ,,..,.,. 2 ,050'

Colima 9i.r4:t404* fromAosis 470)-..7.-Of the 8,468 oolired..
reported, 487.**e.enzployed during the ent-,of-school hours

679 in vacatiori. Pre, per bent of. colored girls engaged in employment'
outside:the home iiicresseiliyith, the decree* the4ise of Ale city.
The percentage for skies, of it*liii-44,906 Pottillatsk9A 18'"Well g eater
then for any othir olVii'vS.cittiiii-,although the tunpber ipgirlkre-
ported is too amill,for tliietieliig of &Alit° conclusion.. Tlit:amotint
otmioney-iikried ranges, train 4$9 ick0,99 per weeir..durinfOutTof-,
school houis,,Snd 99,88* .9fa6 'The anionnt ofk,*Okey

44011E41 isusualli aliglitly leis in tlie'Aitll ales. *.
Colored &IA at horns vet small peF, cent (4'0,0.:

colored glitAi..plehe to havii,regniSr horse duties. UV?, anirage
pii3kiigec.doei!*.var* grieati. y.,Art.cities of irk MM. R*13!4etion, but',
dearnioit*Onez*tq ass towns 6tpulei4;00.C.0904449i3- The, . ,

lit,ixqter 0.,hip4rit!, '.1aselr that Colored. girls ereengaged. kt(: home
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duties is about double the number of hours that white girls work at.
home. In the large cities a Much larger per cent of colkwed girls are
paid for home work than in the towns. This per cent decreases with
the decrease in population except in the case of cities of from 10,000
to 25,000 population, when it is slightly larger than in cities of over
25,000 population.

TABLE 50.- Occupation of colored girls in gainful occupation outside the home.

Population of cities. Total
number
nsport-

Over 25,000 1,958 -

From 10,000 to 25.000 457
From 6,000 to 10,000 190 !
From 2,000 to 5,030 729
Lees than 2,003 129 j

Total 3,4831

After school. In vacation.
. 1

1

Average I Average
Numberum.......r Per cent ' earlthil Number Per Met

per--- em- of those °"'
, , per wee (M-

ployed. ployed. 1 1 ployed. ployed. of those
tal-

143
62
64

158
70

1

plo1yed.,.' played.

1

7.81 2.22 286 14.5
13.5 I 3.00 108 23.6
78.4 1.71 55 28.9
21.6 ' 1.47 WO 21.9
56.2 ; 1.30 71 56.0

487 1.95 679

3.48
2.91
2.38
4.06
2.38

3.03

TABLE 51,-Occupation of colored girls at home.

Population of cities.

Over %%PM
From 10,000 to
From 5,006 to 10,

. From 2,000 to 5,000
Less then 2,000. .

ck,al

Total
number
report-

Log.

1,968
467
190
729
129

Number
having
regular
home
work.

i

AveragePercent- number
age% of hours.

'Number
nit o Percent-

receive age
home pad.

1:567
406
183
661

44

80.0
88.8
96.3
89.3
34.1

7.0
11.2
19.8
13.1
12.6

628 33.6
162 37.4
42 23.9
82 12.5
0 .0

3, 463 2,861 834

Occupation of White boys away from home (Table 62).-Reports
were received on the gainful .occupations of 10,402 white boys, of ,..

'.; :.which number 2,427 Were eisployed away from home, after school
and on Saturday, and 3,142 diming vacation. The perCentage of em-
ployed does not vary greatly'with the gee of the city, although the

Cetiemployeid 1i3 slightly smaller in the nnaller cities. Twenty-
three'out,Of eao 100 is the number employed during out-of-school
hours, and in vscation. chirecter of the work of boys varies
With the size :4 the city, In the laiger cities there is a larger per-
.tentage of octipetiona tit* take the bills lenadistances from home,
ssUch 118 selling newspaPetpt on the street,Viesiesgers, and helPers in
*tee, In the smaller towns these employ,ttients ate engaged in by.;

:N fait children, Oeie of ,horses aqd cievsohe mowing of
-`1Nwris-.iMd. running of 10114iddlor neighbori
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The average amount of money earned per week by each boy varies
from $2.70 to $3.69 in the out-of-school houis, and $3.52 to $5.85 in
vacation. The amount earned per week is slightly less in cities of
less than 5,000 population.

White boys at home (Table 63).-The reports on the employment
of boys at home are much more significant. There is a constant de-
crease in the per cent employed with the increase in the size of the
city. In cities of over 25,000 population, 23.7 per cent of the boys
have home duties, while 76.1 per cent have regular home work in
cities of under 2,000. The number of hours of employment per week,
however, varies only slightly. The per cent of children paid by
parents for home work decreases with the decrease in the size of
the cities.

TABLE 52.-Occupation of white 1)0118 in gainful employment outside the home.

After school.

Population Mettles.
Total

number
report-Number

ing. QM-
ployed.

5.320 1,276

Per cent
em-

ployed.

oy.s25,ono 23.9
From 10,000 to 25,000 1,191 ' 320 26.8
From s,000 to 1000° 977 271 27.7

a From 2,000 to 6,000 1, f487 37 8 20.0
14115 than 2,030 1, 027 182 17.7

Tots/ 10, 402 2, 427

Average
earnings
per week
of those

em-
ployed.

In vacation.

Number r Per cent
em- em-

ployed. ployed.

113.69 1, 742
3.62 384
3.11 811
2.95 487
2.70 218

32.8
32. 2
31.8
25.
21.2

Average
earning

per week
of those

em-
ployed.

$6.06
6.37
5.66
8.62
4. 19

3.21 A, 142 4.80

TABut 53.-Uccupation of white bowl at home.

Population of
Total

number
report-

ing.

Number
hater
home
work,

Over 25,000 5, 320 1,266
From 10,000 to 23.000 1, 191 228
From 5,60D to 10,000 977 491
From 2,000 to 6,000 1, 887 1,074
Lees than 2,000 1,027 WO

Total 10, 402 8,940

Percent-
age.

23. 7
27.5
602
66.9
76.1

Number
Average who Percent-
number receive
of hours. home

Day.

7.6
9.0
7.0
& 0
400

847
184
228
478
201

67.0
56.0
46.6
44.5
26.7

1.938

Colored boys away from home (Table 64). -Of the 2,248 colored
boys reported, 763 are employed during out-of-school hours and 967
in vacation. The average per cent employed increases with the de-
crease in the size of the cities, although the average per cent does
not vary greatly in the cities with between 5,000 and 25,000 popula-
tion. The average amount of money earned per week ranges from
$2.61 to $4.68 during the out-of-school hours and from $4.28 to
$6.82 in vacation.
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Colored bow dt home (Tableab).-The record of employment of
2243 colored school boys was reported, of which number 671 were
employed in regular duties at home. The percentage of such em-
ployment increases, with the decrease in the, sizebf the cities, as was
also the case with white boys. The number of boys paid for work
at home decreases with the decrease in the size of cities.

TABLE 54.-0m-ovation of colored boys at home.

Population of cities.
Total , Number

slumber having
report. I

regular
ing. , home

work.

1river 25,000 1,279 : 250
From 10,000 to 25,000 267 I 79
From 5,003 to 10,000 102 j 47
From 2,000 to 5,000 529 260Less than 2,000 66 1 35

Total 2,343 671

Percent
age.

Number
Average who re-
number ceivo pay
of hours. for home

work_

Percent-
age

paid.

19.6 12.3
29.6: 8.4
46.0 , 14.3
49.1 11.9
53.0 - 16

68
23
9

24
0

124

27.3
29.1
19. 1
9.2
.0

TABLE 55.-Occupation of colored boys in painful employment outside the home.

After sehooL In nation.

Population of cities.
Total

number
report-

102.
Number Per oent

em- em-ployed. ployed.

Average
linga I Numberweek ;

of those em-
, ployed.

played.

Over 25,000 1,279 420 32.8 3.35 .From 10 000 to 25,000 267 123 46.0 4.68 150From 5000 to 1%000... ... 102 47 , 46.0 2.61 48From 2,,000 to 5,000 629 286 54.0 2.83 288Less than 2,000 66 37 j 66.0 4.30 30
Total 1,243 763 , 8.63 967

l'eroent
em-ployed.

Avenge

perils=
of those

ployed-

43.0
66.1
47.0
64.4
59.0

4.48
8.O$
4.2$
4.51
5.33

4.93

Employment at home.-Of the 27,565 children reported, 16,216, or
58.8 per cent, do not have occupations at home. The amount of home
employment increases with the decrease in the size of the city in all
cases except that of colored. girls. The following comparison of
classes of cities shows the comparison of percentages for all children:

Percentage
employed.

In cities of over 25,000 35.0
.In cities of from 10,000 to 25,000 48.4
In cities of from 5,000 to 10,000 60.4
In cities of from 2,000 to 5,000 63.0
In cities under 2,000 59.8

Personal investigation shows that much of the home work of chil-
dren is indefinite and irregular. White children are employed on an
average of about one hour per day and the colored girls and boys
for two hours. In the larger cities the parents often stated that they
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desired to have their children employed for a part of the time, but
that they were unable to find purposeful occupations suite:1 to the
age of the child. The amount of home work not only increases in
the smaller towns, but also the duties become more regularduties
that must be done at a certain time and in a definite way. Although
the amount of 'work and definiteness of the duties increase in the
smaller towns; the percentage of children encouraged by being paid
or given a project of their own, from which money may be made,
decreases in the smaller towns, especially in those under 2,000 popu-
lation.

Percentage
receiving pay.

In cities of over 25,000 51. 4
In cities of from 10,000 to 25,00b 47. 7
In cities of from 5,000 to 10,000_ 34. 1
In cities of from 2,000 to 5,000 27.
In cities under 2,000 13. 5

Manual training and domestic science.Manual training and do-
mestic science have been introduced into some of the city schools.
When introduced, however, these subjects have taken the time for-
merry given to the teaching of academic subjects and the school day
has not been lengthened. The shops, kitchens, and sewing rooms are
not open during out-of-school hours nor in vacation, and with the
excliption of a few mining camps and mill vmages, no attempt has
been made to interest children in shop or domestic science work at
the home. So far as could be learned, the introduction of these sub-
jects has done little to furnish any gainful occupation for out-of-
school hours by which the child can become an economic factor in
the home.

Teaching of agriculture The Alabama State law requires the
teaching of agriculture in all of the schools.
" Legal Provision for Instruction in Agriculture In the Alabama Public Schools,"

1747. Teaching agriculture in public schools.In addition to the branches
now taught in the public schools, instruction shall be given in the elementary
principles of agriculture, and said subject shall be taught as regularly as other
branches are taught in such schools, by the use of a textbook in the hands of
the pupils,, and such instruction shall be given in all public schools of the
State.

-Under the law, however, instruction in agriculture has not made
the progress in the practical direction hoped for by the legislators.
Textbooks on agriculture have been adopted by the State and class
lessons-in agriculture are given as a part of the regular program
in many schools. The school superintendents are unaninious in the
opinion that the textbook work can only reach its greatest value when
it is supplemented by practical school and home occUpation, which
should constitute the major pert of the work. To combine classroom

We
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teaching with practical home and school at,rricuitural projects would-
vitalize all. of the work of the schools. In many of the cities and
towns the teaching of agriculture has been largely abandoned because
no plan has been worked out to make it practical. As taught at pres-
,ent. agriculture does not furnish city children any definite occupa-
tion during the school hour, after school, Saturday, or during the
summer vacation.

The Walker County vocational educational bill.By special act of
the legislature in 1915, boards of education of cities and towns in
Walker County may establish and maintain vocational and industrial
departments in the elementary and high schools. The law states that
the city boards of education may furnish equipment and employ
special teachers for this work. Principals and teachers are then held
responsible for the carrying out of practical vocational employments
in a definite way. Each child electing to take up studies in the voca-
tional department is required to perform and report on a definite
project. Pupils who select agricultural employment are required
to produce for home consumption or for market products which will,
in value, represent at current prices, according to their respective
ages. as follows:

value of
products.

Boys 10 to 12 years of age $10.00
Boys 12 to 14 years of age 20. 00
Boys 14 to 16 years of age__, 30.00
Boys over 16 years of age 40.00
Girls 10 to 12 years of age 5.00
Girls 12 to 14 years of age 10.00
Girls 14 to 16 years of age 20.00
Girls over 16 years of age 25.00

Several schools in Walker County are now being operated in accord
with this act, and some very satisfactory results have been obtained.
A longer period of experimentation, however, will be required before
the merits of the plan are completely demonstrated. The law has
many points that commend it as a State-wide plan.

Playgrounds.At present no adequate provisions are made by the
schools or other agencies in the cities of Alabama for educative occu-
pation for out-of-school hours of children. As suggested, such activi-
ties, rightly directed, may become recreation, and yet every child
should have a certain amount of time for play. The playground space
and play equipment in the cities and towns is very meager, as shown
by the following report taken from " Child Welfare in Alabama":

The grounds devoted to play in the cities and incorporated towns .are, with
few exceptions, wholly inadequate. This is especially true in most of the schools
of the larger cities. It is only recently that the attention of school authorities
has been directed to this important matter.
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A number of schools in the cities of the first class are located convenient to
city playgrounds and parks, but such substitutes for school grounds have not
proven altogether satisfactory.

One acre of ground is a liberal estimate of the average area of playgrounds in
the city and town schools of the State.

Play equipment in urban schools is, as a general rule, as meager as the play-
ground is restricted. Most of these schools are provided with basketball courts
and baseball diamonds and equipment for playing these games. There are,
however, very few instances on record where the equipment was purchased with
any funds secured either directly or Indirectly from the school. The purchase
money was obtained by subscription from the citizens of the town interested In
the school children, and through assessments made by the children on themselves.

A few schools In Birmingham and Mobile have been supplied with the minimum
outdoor-play equipment for use of the smaller children. This is true, on a small-
scale, In a few of the cities of the second class, as Gadsden, etc.

Boys' and girls' agricultural clubs.Boys' and girls' agricultural
clubs of Alabama are conducted as a division of the department tif
extension of the Agricultural College, Alabama Polytechnic Insti-
tute, Auburn, Ala. The boys' and girls' club and demonstration
work with women is under the direction of a superintendent of
junior and home economics extension. The boys' club work is super-
vised by five assistant Stateclub agents, and the work in each county
is under the direction of the county agricultural agent, who is also
responsible for farm demonstrations. These agenr are so busy
with the demonstration work with farmers that juvenile clubs are
often neglected unless the county superintendent of schools and his
teachers give active support. In the agricultural club work for girls
the superintendent is assisted by a State home demonstration agent
and four assistant State home demonstration agents. Women dem-
onstration agents are employed in most of the counties and are
held responsible for the carrying out of the work planned for women.
and girls by the State agents. The State superintendent .of junior
and home economics extension states that about 70 per cent of the
time of these county demonstration agents is given to the organiza-
tion of girls' clubs. In 35 of the counties the county board of educa-
tion pay a part of the salary of the demonstration agents. When
thus employeththe agents must hold a teacher's certificate. Even
when employed by, the county school department, demonstration
agents do not work under the direction of the county superintendent
and are not considered an organic part of the education system. In

. most cases, however, there is a mutual spirit of cooperation.
. On May 8, 1918, 21,358children were enrolled in the boys' and
girls' agricultural clubs. Several thousand additional enrollments
had been listed on March 1, 1919. The city superintendents of
schools report that 346 school girls are enrolled in agricultural clubs,
228 of these are in cities and towns of under 2,000 population. In
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the public schools 377 boys are enrolled in agricultural clubs, 228 of
whom are in cities and towns of under 2,000 population.

Considering only the number of children of the four upper grades
of the grammar school who are reported in this survey, about 8.4 per
cent of these children are enrolled in agricultural clubs and in cities
of over 2,000 population ; enrollment in such clubs is 1.2 per cent.
This small 'percentage is to be expected, as the Federal " Smith
Lever" funds are restricted by law to use in the rural districts, al-
though during the war a part of the "Emergency fund" was ap-
plied to the organization of clubs in urban communities.

Agricultural and home-makers clubs among 'the Negroes.The
Negro farm demonstration agents and home demonstration agepts
work from Tuskegee in the central and southern part of the State and
from the Agricultural and Mechanical College in the northern part
of the State in organizing boys' and girls' clubs in rural districts.
In addition, home-makers clubs for Negro girls and their mothers have
been organized under the direction of the county superintendents of
education. This work is made possible by money given by the Gen-
eral Education Board and expended through public school officials.
In the summer of 1917 the following clubs were organized :

Number of clubs organized 582
Number of girls enrolled 6, 774
Number of mothers enrolled 6, 915
Total membership 13, 689
Number of public demonstrations in canning 937
Number of homes visited 5, 290
Number of quarts of fruits and vegetables saved for home use__ 461, 787

Through the Jeanes fund the counties are enabled to employ spe-
cial industrial supervising teachers during the school year. In the
school year 1917-18 thirty such teachers were employed in 26 counties.
These teachers visit rural schools, teach elementary indusVoial sub-
jects, help the teachers with their work, and hold meetings of school
patrons to stimulate interest in better schools. These supervising
teachers organize and supervise boys' and girls' clubs.

All of the work under the General Education Board and Jeanes
funds is supervised by one of the rural school agents of the State
department of education and a colored assistant, who .are paid jointly
by these funds. As is the case with the white children, practically
all of the industrial work with the colored children, through the na-
tional, State, and Private funds, is devoted to rural communities.

United States school- garden army. Since October, 191.8, the
United States Bureau of Education in cooperation with the State'
Department of Education of Alabama has furnished a part-time
worker 6 assist in organizing school-directed home gardening in the
cities and towns of the State. SincaMarch.1 this worker has given
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full time to the State of Alabaina. Up to May 1, 1919, 20,200 chil-
dren have enrolled in this out-of-school-hour garden employment.
and now it seems that the work for the present season will be highly
successful.

So far as could be learned, this is the only State-wide work organ-
ized to promote industrial occupation for city and town children. The
salary of this worker is paid wholly by the United States Bureau of
Education from the National Security and Defense fund. As this
fund is available only until July 1, 1919, it is probable that the work
will have to be discontinued unless funds are furnished by Congress
or the State Legislature of Alabama.

In the cities where this work is being conducted the salaries of the
garden teachers are paid by the local boards of education or by local
philanthropic agencies that turn the organization and direction of
the gardening over to the school authorities.

Relation of idleness to juvenile offenses. The juvenile court is
largely a city institution. While there are cases -of dependency and
.delinquency in country districts, these cases are so few that rural coun-
ties ,seldom establish such courts, the work being handled by the
probate judge. Of- the 67 counties in the State, only 12 have taken
advantage of the State law and appointed an advisory board to assist
the probate or juvenile court judge and in only 5 counties have proba-
tion officers been appointed. The 5 counties in which probation offi-
cers have been appointed contain the 5- largest cities in the State, and ,
7 of the 12 advisory boards havebeen appointed in the 7 counties con-
taining cities of over 10,000 population.

It is true that there are dependent and delinquent children in rural
districts that sadly need the care of some protective agency. It is a
fact, however, that the majority of these cases are found in the city.
The juvenile court judge of Jefferson County stated that, of all the
Mee before his court, not over 2 per cent came from the strictly rural
districts.

The fact that children, on the farm have definite occupations under
the direction of the parents, when not in school, and are thus economic
factors to the home, undoubtedly has a direct bearing on the number
of cases of delinquency and perhaps of dependency. The lack of pro-
ductive educative occupation often leads to offenses on the part of
the child. The child without regular duties is often " the father of
the man without a job." The inability of adults to earn a good living
lesIs to social unrest, plastic material for the molding of I. W. W.
and Bolshevistic agitators.

The juvenile court records of Montgomery County were studied
for the calendar year 1918 and for Jefferson County 'for 24 months
beginning with April, MT, and ending with March, 1919. The fol-
ktiag Words' for 'Montgomery County are taken from the Runnel
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report of the chief probation officer, and for Jefferson County they
were copies from the well-kept records of the juvenile court judge.

I

Juvenile court records, Montgomery Courrty, January 1 to Decent-.
ber 31, 1918:

Delinquent white boys 161

Delinquent Negro boys 277

Delinquent white girls 31

Delinquent Negro girls

Total 525

Delinquent cases continued on probation for the year 1917. 59

Total 584

Charges against delinquents:
Petty larceny 185

Grand larceny 34

Disorderly conduct 234

Immorality 39

Truancy 59

Vagrancy 15

All other charges 28

Total 584

During the year the numbea of eases of dependent children
handled was 159

Continued from previous year 37

Total 196

Jefferson County court record from April 1, 1917, to March 31,
1919 :

Number of dependent cases_ 672
Number of delinquent eases 1,750

2,422
Nationality of delinquents and dependents:

Am,rlean
Mule 905

Female 485
Negro

Male 831,
. Female sh. 124

Foreign
Male 64
Female_ 13

Total 2, 422
Age of delinquents and deptmdents:

Infants of two years 168
Three to six years 192

.Seven to thirteen years 1,268
Fourteen to eighteen years_ 804

Total 2422
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Employment of children:
Between ages of 7 and 13 195
Between ages of 14 and 18 335
Not employed (birth to seventh year, 355 ; from 7 to 18, 1,537 )_ I, 892

Total 2, 422
School attendance:

Regular 713
Irregular 043
Do not attend 579

Total 1, 935

From these tables several conclusions may be drawn. The number
of. boys before' both courts is much larger than the number of girls. ,
In the Montgomery County court, of the charges against delinquents,
71.8 per cent are for petfy larceny (31.8 per cent). and disorderly
conduct (40 per cer1t). The ages' of children were not given in the
JSIOntgornery court record, but in Jefferson County 52.1 per cent of
the offenders were between the ages of 7 and 13.. Many of the records
of these offenses 'were examined and in most cases they were minor
offenses that grew out of the play instinct that in the city found no
other means of expression., Of the 1,537 cases of children between
7 and 18 years of age, 1,0107 dig not have any regular employment.
From the children's own statements in regard to school attendance,
1,222 either did not attend at all or were irregular in school attend-
ance. With 1,007 children Rho do not have any employment and
1,222 who are in school a very small part of the time or not at all,
is it any wonder that these children commit enough disturbance in
the community to bring them to the juvenile court? What group of
normal children would not?

Schooi- directed home gardening.Ae of the permanent State
agencies engaged in promoting industrial education (agricultural and
home makers clubs) for children are workitig in the rural districts.
The lack of occupation and meager play facilities on the part of a
larger per cent of town children makes it imperative that the State
should furnish money for educational occupations adapted to the
cities and towns. It is the duty of the State to furnish to all its
children equal advantages. Under city conditions the problem is to
furnish practical employments of educational value. One such oc-
cupation that has proven' its worth in several Alabama cities and
many cities in other parts of the country is school-directed home
gardeding.

Available land.Practically all of the cities pf Alabama have been
planned on a generous scale and the'congested tenement areas found.
in many northern cities are not present. In few of the cities are the
lots as small as 25 by 100 het. In the suburban section and in the

7_4



teachers state that enough land is available in back yards and vacant

smaller cities and towns, average house lots range from 50 by 150 feet
to an acre or more. In all the cities, the school lirincipals and
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lots so that garden spots can be found for all of the children. In a
few of the colored sections the house lots are small, but in many cases
the Negro settlements are near the edge of town where there are
large tracts of vacant-land. Of the total number of white childrop
(21,849 reported) 2,282 live in apartments, tenements, and flats where.
the yard must be used by two or more families. Of the 5,706 colored
children reported, 642 live in flats, tenements, and apartments.

Table 56 shows the number of children who could have plats 20 by
20 feet, 20 by 40 feet, and 50 by 50 feet, or mope.

TARLF. 56.-Pnarribtlitir14

jPopulatIon of cities.

of schtiol-directed

.1, WHITE CHILDREN.

i

hiving
Number InineaOnV

of -; flats orchildren. tn,e_
menta.

I

11,261 1 1,417
2, 489 1 4

, 2,044 ; 11
3,985 199
2,070 69

Can
have

garden

23stacey 20

?tome

Can
have

garden

2(1%y 40

gardening.

Can
have

garden

. 51:5/%6760

Total
who can
have a
home-
garden
plat.

Per cent
who can

have
bomb-

garden
plat.

Over 25,000
From 10,000 to 25,000
From 5,000 to 10,1100

Laellthan 2,000

Total

1,506
631
475
418
134

1,101
338
174

1,066 6,578
702 1,671
842 1,511

1,786 3,008
1,112 1,706

49.6
67.1
78.9
76.4
32.4

21, 849 2, 283 4,166 2,980 6,418 13,564 ..........

Over 25 MO
From 164r to 25,000
From 5, to 10,000
From 2,000 to 5,000
Len than 2,000

'raw

COLORED CHILDREN.

3, 237.. . 490
72.4 i 81
292 ; 3

1, 258 ! 78
195 '

: 631
115

21
29e

1 16

'17113

; 338
i . 41

03
I 427

181

216
42
74

142

-
1,156

892
145
701
158

_

31 6
40.3

. 49.11
613
81.0

5, 706 642 . 888 675 2,838

As W. ould be eapected,.the per cent of children who have large
home - garden plat's increases with the decrease ifs the size of the city.

The economic' value of ichoohdirected .home gcirdens.-A large
percentage of the children in the cities and towns of Alabama do not,
at present, have any useful employment for their energies. In these
cities there are enough unused back yards and vacant lots for every
child to have a garden plat. To utilize these two unused assets would
have a large economic asiwell \as educative value. It would not be
difficult for each child to grow $20 worth of vegetables at present
prices. For the 27,555 reported this would 'mean an aggregate value.
of over half a million dollars for the cities and towns of the State. ,

The public-school teachers were asked to estimate the average cost
of vegetables, both canned and fresh and includikig potatoes, for

kw,
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average family of five persons for one year. No attempt has been
made to check these figures by studying grocers' accounts and con-
sulting housewives, as has been done in other surveys. The average
of the Alabama-teachers' estimates are listed below and compared
with results in other cities of the same class where the problem has
been studied.

Cost of vegetable foods for a family of five for one year.

Population bf

Over 25,000
From 10 000 to 25 000
From 5,600 to 10 600. ...
From VW to 5,600
Las, than 2,000

Alabama cake. Atlanta, Ga.

White. I Colored. White. Colored.
Obi°,

white.

Rich.
mond,
Ind.,

white

Ran
Fran-
cisco.

Calif.,
white.

sue ss I $73.15 $123.27 i slca 52
136.82 79.06 8133.57 $138 88
131.55

1

I 63.01
114.46 . i

86.36
i

53.97
40. 50 I I

$57.79

The plan.To put the plan of. school- directed home gardening
into practice, it will be necessary to pay regular grade teachers an
extra salary for work after school hours, on Saturday, and during
the summer vacation. In the average school of seven grades (40 to a
grade or 160 in the upper grades) only one such teacher will be
needed. During the spring planting season, when the work is
heaviest and time is limited, it will be an Advantage to have two
teachers for every 150 or 200 children wlao have gardens. These
teachers should spend their time during out-of-school hours visiting
the homes of pupils and teaching them to make back-yard and
vacant jot gardens. The teachers should interest the parents to co-
operate with the children and to encourage them by paying for their
products. Incidetitally this hotne visiting of the teachers will bring ;
about a better understanding between the school and the home.

The cost.To put this plan into practice in all the cities of Ala-
bama between 400 and 500 teachers trained in practical gardening
will by needed. In a number of cities where the school-directed
garden plan is being followed, the teachers are paid $10 per month
for the extra work during the school year and $50 per month during
the vacation. At this rate the total cost in Alabama for the garden
season will be about $200 per teacher, or from $80,000 to $100,000 for
all the cities of the Stite. If, as an incentive to the cities, the State
should' provide an appropriation to pay half the salary for the
garden work, a total appropriation of from $40,000 to'$50,000 will
be needed. For teacher training and administration of the work by
the -State department of education, $10,000 additional should be
provide&

1;14
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If by this means the children should supply half the vegetables now
used by the several millions of dollars would be saved to
the city homes. Children could remain in school and yet be producers
instead of consumers, as at present. In the age-grade tables (Chap-
ter IV) 21,868 children are given as enrolled in the fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh grades in cities and towns below 2,000 population, and
26.955 in cities of over 2,000 population, or a total of 48,833 children.
As the reports were not received froth all towns of under 2,000 popu-
lation, it is safe to estimate that there are at least 50,000 children
enrolled in the four upper grades of the grammar schools of the cities
and -towns of Alabama. If each of these children produces only $20
worth of vegetables, the total value to the homes would be $1,000,000.
This is a very low estimate and might be easily increased to an average
of $50 per child, a total of $2,500,000.

The geirdeiteacher.The teachers suggested for employment dur-
ing out-of-school hours are designated.as garden teachers, so that
very definite and practical duties may be assigned. The services of
these teachers t6 the child should, be of a much broader scope. Every
teacher is aware of the fact that the child back of the book Ind
apparently very much absorbed is dreaming of many things not in
the book. He looks at the book, but does not see: In the life of every
child there are periods of dominant interests. He is the rancher, the
gardener, the Mechanic, and the great political and financial leader.
His interest at that moment stirs to ambition of great and useful
employment. These dominant periods of interest are the opportuni:
ties to be seized by the school and used to develop the highest type of
useful individual. To give every child an opportunity to taste and
weigh the 'value of his interests as they arise is real vocational guid-
ance. The teacher raps on the desk, the child awakes from his dream
with a start. He is in the schoolroom, but he does not find in the
school a connecting link between himielf and his dream, the ambition

\ of his present interest.
The garden teacher will be a beginning in connecting the life of

the child with the school. The height of the garden interest period
is about the twelfth year. These teachers should also interest them-
selves in the' many interests of children. They should be close to the
life of the children and encourage them to come to them with their
interests.

Teacher training. The city superintendents of schools report 103
teachers now in service who are trained to teach practical gardening.
To provide the trained teachers that will be needed for this work,
one or more of the State normal schools or departments in State
institutions delf gated to train elementary teachers should be desig-

119801, 22
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toitt,4--etitablish special, departments for the, training of garden
teichera. Of the White' schools with nornial training departments,
the .klal;ama Girls' Technical Institute at Montevallo is best equipped
for this. work. Tuskegee and the Agricultural and ,Mechanical Col-
lege forsNegroes are the two institutions beet equipped for the train,
ing of colored garden teachers. Both this school and the Alabama
Pol,ytechnic Institute should prepare teachers of this'subject.

the above cliticuittiatta tunOnariaecl.-1. Thousands of children in-
the citieS and towns of Alabanin do not have any employment during
the time they are out of school.

2. Bectuie of lack of employment these 'children form habits of
idleness rather than of industry.

8. Many children, because of lack of employment, commit offenses
against-the laws and-peace of the State;

4.. There tre'.'many distinct- agencies 'working, through or outside
of the schoq1a, to promote otitof School employment of rural children;
but at present there are no pertnatient_agencies working to promote

40' eduCational occupational employment of city children.
SOioOl-directed home gardening offers a ost practical educa-

tional employment for city children.
6. There is, much land;availahle for gardening in the 'cities and

towns of Alabsina.
7. It wouldr, be practicable to employ part -time chars pro-

mote occupitional employment for children during out-of-school
houre.

8.. The of such' teachiri woad' be small as compared with the
money value' of the proditet, and the educational value would be

incalculable.
Since the occupational employmentwOf children are-educative.

.

their dijection is a function of the public schools.
10., The 'normal departmentS of the' Alabtma Girls' Technical In-

stitute an the Alabama Polytechnie Institute should train white
garden teachers; and Tuakegeo and:the AgriOltural and Mechanical
callege for Negroes should train colored, garden teachers.

11. In" the interest of ifileierici and economy, all occupational em-
ployments (chili work, home aemonStration Work, and cily .garden-
ing) 'should. be an organic part of the educational .syStem of:the
State:-.

12: All of the agencies. now engaged:in the,promotion of out -of-
school employment activities, both city and rural, should be put under
the direction of one peraon who shOilld coordinate his work with
other divisions. of the State department of education as directed by
the State superintendent of education.
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Specific recornmendatione.The survey committee recommends,
that steps be taken to enact legislation or to formulate achninistra-
tive regulations for-

1. the administration of the educative employments of
children, both city and rural, under a single State" supervisor. who
shall be an official of the, State department of- education, and who.
shall be given such associates as may prove to be necessary.

. 2. Holding the State department of eduoation responsible for the
organization of the out-of-school employments of school children.

3. Providing funds -to pay the assistant supervisor of 'educational
employment in cities, and half the extra salary of part-titne teachers
of school-directed gardening in cities and towns. .



A Chapter XVIII.

THE TEACHERS OF ALABAMA AND THEIR
CERTIFICATION.

Effect (4 the war on the teacher supply.Alabamacan not have a
satisfactory system of schools without well-prepared teachers. How
to p 'tovide an ample supply of professional teachers has always been

'difficult problem. In this respect Alabama is-not different from
other States. The country at large faces the same difficulty ; largely,
no doubt, because in the United States the teaching profession has not
been held in the high esteem that is its due. The average American is
inclined to judge people by their money incomes instead of by the
type of service they render. Because teachers are so poorly paid, they
seldom hold in the community that high social position that is their
due by right of the importance of their service to the public. Inade-
quate salaries and indifferent social status have kept many capable
persons out of the profession.

Low salaries generally result in correspondingly low professional,
preparation. Almost any kind of amateur can gain admittance to the
profession by the easy examination route, and thereby discourage
more ambitious persons from entering the professional schools and
taking expensive training.

Even before the war it was difficult to procure and retain well-pre-
paied teachers. After the country's entrance into the war the prob-
lem became greatly intensified. Now is the time, therefore, to drive
home to the people what as necessary before better things can be ob-
tained in the field of professional teaching. The public will have to

,.....become fully aware of their responsibility toward the teacbeis; they
have to make the schools and housing conditions more attractive

than they now are and in other ways make feasible long, well-paid
tenures in the same community. The State must by legal enactment

feguard the profession and offer special inducements to all teachers
t equip themselves well for their life work. With this as a basis the
teir.hers will be more willing to strive for higher professional
gandards.

Teaching rewards should bear a definite relation to the experience
and time incurred in securing the teaching certificate and the pro-
fessional knowledge and skill which come from successful experience.

340
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Salaries ought, accordingly, be based on the type of certificate held.
There should in every State be a legal minimum salary for each grade
of certificate. Similarly a second year in the same school community
ought to be awarded with a State grant of a definite sum; a third year
with double the above sum; and the fourth and each subsequent year
with treble the first sum. These bonuses should always be in addition
to the salaries paid by the school community or counly board.

Paradoxical as it, may seem at first thought, the remedy for an
ample supply of well-prepared teachers should be sought in gradually
increased professional requirements of all teachers. While during
the war period it was impracticable to legislate against admission
to the teaching ranks by the ordinary examination route, the present
is probably the right time to look forward to ending this practice
as soon as possible. The teacher in the effective community school of
the future may be expected to come into service from the profes-
sional teacher training schools only. This, together with increased
salaries and improved living conditions, will help to dignify the pro-
fession and place it on the higher level which it should always have
held, but which in recent years seems to have been largely lost to the
American teacher.

.

Who. the Alabama teachers are.Before going deeper into the
subject of remedial suggestions it is well to know more about the
teachers who are entrusted with the education of the children in
Alabama. Who are they? How many are they? What is their
preparation for teaching? What is their social status? Are they
permanent teachers or .mere makeshifts?

Alabama is it..large State and requires quite an army of teachers
to " man " the 41,712 white, and 2,007 colored schools. The teaching
staff consists (1918) of 11,766 teachers, of whom 9,050 are white and
2,716 are colore . The compulsory attendance law has altinidy had
some effect on in reasing the number of children in school, as may be
.seen from the felt that the white teachers increased from 8,351 in
1917 to 9,050 in 118. But during the year the number of white male
teachers decreased from 2,359 to 2,025. This loss is largely attributable
to conditions occasioned by the war, but it makes the situation none
the less serious when one realizes that the number of women em-
ployed " was already in excess of a reasonable proportion." Alabama
is in real danger of having its schools feminized.

The schools for colored children have increased in number from
2,572 in 1917 to 2,716 in 1918. The small increase in number of
schooli is probably because the effects of the compulsory attendance
were practically neutralized by the continued loss in colored popula-
tion due to the northward migration.

Married and single teachers. Twenty -seven per cent of the,rural
and village teachers reporting are married. This number is some-

_ . ... -.....
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what larger than for the United States as a whole. The latter Weing
18 per cent of the whole number employed, according to a recent study
made by the Bureau of Education. The married teachers are mostly
older meitand not of the type of young and enthusiastic instructor,
Hell prepared and understanding the needs of modern education.
The latter type of male teacher and his family can not be attracted
to the rural or village school unless permanent community schools
with good housing facilities are established for them.

A few of the married teachers are women whose husbands are in
. Government service. Some of them have proved themselves able

teachers. It would be worth while, the committee is inclined to believe,
to induce married women one -time teacherswith grown families to
take a short professional course and reenter the profession. A mar-
ried woman who-has gong through the experience of rearing a family

WHERE 3,648 ALABAMA TEACHERS
MAKE THEIR HOMES

.865 oF Autft ab
TEACHERS

.131 OF ALL
TEACHERS

.074 OF ALL
TEACHERS

'Lot

ArAI Lag

ttirref

lisp]

NMI YES = NO
Flo. 80.

rift

LIVE IN
DISTRICT

LIVE OUTSIDE
OF DISTRICT

LIVE IN
TEACHERAGES'

can be counted on to understand children at leastand this is more
than can be said for some of the young teachers now in the schools.

Residence of the teachere.Of the 3,648 rural and village teachers
answering the questionnaires only 271, or about 7.5 per cent, live in.
homes provided by the community ; 3,170 board and lodge in the
school districts; and 478 spend the school day only in the district,
living elsewhere. A' tea0.er who devotes only 6 or 7 hours daily
for five days in thesweek to his school community can mean nothing

a local community leader. Fortunately, this group is small. The
aleachers. who reside in the district throughout the school term are

more numewus. But many, of them spend the week-end in town
for which it is hard to blame themat the very. time they are needed
for the Friday evening literiiry society or ,the Saturday evening
farmers' club and the Sunday Bible class. But the small group of
teachers' who are provided with permanent homes are better' off.
They are strategically situated for community leadership, and if
they fail in this implatant educational work, it is because of in-
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capacity and unfitness to hold the important teaching office. Every
section of Alabama should be encouraged to erkt homes on the
school premises for their school principal and his helpers.

Lack of pernzawnee in the teachhig profession.Teaching as ft
profession needs stabilizing, and the opportunities in teaching must
be made the equal of opportunities in other callings-. Without this
neither Alabama nor any other State can expect any large number

PFRMANENT AND MAKESHIFT TEACHERS.
(3,64E3 TEACHERS)

519
Flo. 81.

of well prepared, experienced men and women to go into the teach-
ing profession and remain there.

Figure 31 is a graphic illustration of the truth of this statement. It
is based on answers from 3,648 rural and village teachers. Of these
teachers 26.7 per cent declare frankly that they do not, intend to make
teaching their life work. , And why Of this.number 51.9 per cent
pronounce the pay wholly inadequate, so much so that they can not
make end!' meet; .8.7 per cent haYemPaired their health in the
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sanitary schools in which they have been obliged to work; 6.9 per cent
find themselves poorly prepared for teaching and wisely enough ha'ie
concluded to quit ; while 10.9 per cent declare a dislike for teaching
quite likely fostered by the unwholesome surroundings, poor build-
ings, lack of equipment, etc., in the midst of which they have been
obliged to struggle along from day to day. Sixteen and three:tenths

TEACHERS EXPERIENCE IN YEARS
Fia. 82. White teachers.

per cent are attracted to more lucrative employment and, finally, 5.3
per cent expect to marry soon.

Two and eight-tenths per cent of the teachers are undecided and
may or may not continue to teachdepending somewhat on circum-
stances. On the other hand, 70.5 per cent of the whole number assert
that they intend to remain permanently in teaching. This is really
a larger number of so-called permanent teachers than is usually
hund in the average State. Thus, a- survey recently made by the
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Bureau of Education of South Dakota discloses the .fact that only
42.7 per cent of the teachers interviewed class themselves as perma-
nent. This, at first glance, shows a more serious condition than in
Alabama. However, the Alabama study includes both white and
colored teachers. It. is striking to know that while only 57 per cent
of the white teachers declare their &sire to pursue teaching per-

TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SAME LOCALITY
88.White teachers. -

manently, nearly 90 per cent of the colored teachers express their
eagerness to make teaching their life work. This brings Alabama's
average for permanent teachers to .70.5 per cent. The explanation
of the large per cent of the permantmt teachers among the colored is
evidently in the limited professional field open to colored persons of
culture and learning. -

Seventy-one and foul-tenths per cent of the teachers wish to follow
the calling for love of the work; 17.4 per cent havp nothing better
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to do, and.11.2 per cent appear to have the missionary motive and
desire to help their fellow mien. Especially do they 'semi eager t4:::
her!) rid Alabama of illiteracy.

.

Many additional reasons are given for dissatisfaction, many of
them leading the teachers ultimately to give up USaching. Eleven
hundred teachers complain of their living conditions; lack of modern

Two yea Three/
799e 7596

One year
/1,2

SAX or more/tors
458 96

TEACHERS' EXPERIENCE IN YEARS
, Fto. 84.Colored teachers.,

_conveniences, insanitary, unheated rooms, lack of privacy, poor
cooking,Joneliness, and want of wholesome social attractions. These
and other reasons enumerated am sufficient to, explain why teachers
do not look forivard to long permanent tlires in the schools of
Alabama.

Length of tenure.How 14rys are the Bashing "live" of the
Alabama teachers and how long do they remain in the same school
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- community 4 Of 3,648 rural and village teachers reporting, 17.6
per cent were in their first year, 19.9 per cent in their second year
which also marks the high point numericallyand 17.4 per cent were
in their third year. From here onward, the decline, in years was
rapid. Thirteen and four-tenths per cent were in pie fourth year,
9 per cent in the fifth, 6.5 per cent in the sixth, 5.5 per cent in the -

It

TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SAME LOCALITY
Flo. Z.Colored ttaehers.

seventh, 4 per cent in the eighth, and 6.8 per Cent, all told, above
eight years.

More complete figures are gleaned from the enrollment cards of the
State institute for the current year. They place the average teaching
experience at nearly six years, and the average teaching experience in
the same.community at two years. These figures include city teachers
who are inuch better stabilized than the rural ant village teachers

- . .
and conseepebtly help to "raise the averages both in total tenure and

.. length oftenure in the same place.
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.11Academic and professional preparation.This paragraph limits the
discussion to rural and village teachers. The preparation of city
teachers is given in detail in Chapter XII. Some pages of that chap-
ter might well be studied in conjunction with the present paragraph
to convey to the reader the difference in qualifications required of city
teachers .and rural and villap, eachers. Yet why should the State

PER GENT OF AIdtBANA. EACHERS WITH HIGH SCHOOL
OR COLLEGE ATTENDANCE WITH YEARS
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require less preparation of the -teachers who instruct in the open
country and in the rural villages where the educational problems are
both more numerous and more iliffiCult than in the cities? The answer

. is this: The State is certain, tb continue to be satisfied with lower
qualificatious id these places until the people realize the importance
of rural and village schools to the life of the State, and are willing
to pay for this service what it is worththen, and not before, will it,
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be possible to procure strong teachers; then will the time be at hand
for educational requirements to be increased largely.

In the group of 3,648 rural and village teachers reporting to the
committee fully 16 per cent have completed only the elementary school
course, and have slipped into the profession by the examination route.
Ten and one-sixth per cent of the teachers have spent one year in high
school, 17.2 per cent have spent two years in high school, 18 per cent
three years, and 38 per cent four years. This includes both white and
colored teachers. Twenty per cent of the teachers have had college or
university attendance ranging from one to four years-4.7 per cent
completing fort' -year courses and graduating. Many1eachers report-
ing have pa,se,d from the elementary school direct to the normal schools
or other teacher-training institutions. However, 63.6 per cent of the
whole,umber report no professional preparation whatever. If due
allowance were made for the large number of purely academic students
in the normal schoOls and other schools designated in the question-
naires, it is quite certain to appear that less than.20 per cent of the
whole number have really pursued professional studies, and only about
S per cent have actually graduated from teacher-training institutions.
This is a much smaller number thin is credited with professional at-
tenJance and graduation in the annual report of the State department
of education. But the report includes the whole number of city teach-
ers. This raises the average percentage considerably. It can not be
far from correct, thereforto assert that not pore than 10 per cent of
the teachers now teaching in Alabama are professiOnally prepared
teachers.

Teachers' salaries.It would need no mathematician tl figure out
why so few teachers in Alabama spend their time and money on
professional preparation. The salaries paid are so low as to offer
neither incentive to professional preparation nor encouragement to
long tnure. Alabania ranks in,the next to loweA- tier of States
with an average salary of $344 per year. The State superinten-
dent's report for 1918 shows very slight increases in salary, if
any, during the last biennium. It gives the average annual salary
of white male teachers at $437 as compared with $431 for the
preceding year. The average salary of white women teachers
was $367 as compared with $363 in 1916-17. In the case of

-teachers in rural white schools the average salary for men was
$377 and for women $321 as compared with $367 and $304, respec-
tively, for the preceding year. In urban schools there was a de-
crease from $1,348 to $1,347 and from $595 to $575, respectively;
for men and women. Colored teachers were paid much keit.

Figure 88 gives the salaries of 8,885 rural and village teachers.
Ofthese teachers 20.9 per cent weive the paltry sum of $100 to $250
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WHERE SOME ALABAMA TEACHERS
ACQUIRED THEIR PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

3,648 TEACHERS ATTENDED
0 lo38/. 0.176, v
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per annum; 36.8 per centthe largest number in any one group get
from $po to $400. It can not now be expected that qualified persons
will continue' to teach or that capable persons will prepare for teach-
ing unless radical and sweeping changes are made in the salary scales.

TEACHERS 'SALARIES BY GROUPS
( 3, 648 TEACHERS)
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The cost of living in the United Stites has inereased at a startling
rate 'since 1913, as is indicated in the following increases:

Pep tent
Food gr4
Clot,hIng .. o 106
Drugs 103
Fuel A .
House-furnishing goods

7 *. 75. .

This shows that it costs the teacher about twig al much to lire in
11U9 as in 1913. During this six-year period Alabama teachers have
averaged an increase in salary not exceeding 11 per cent!

What the leachers save.on their incomes.Figurt140 tells a graphic
story. of what the teachers save. In the questionnaires 51.4 per cent
declaratitat they save abeolutely nothing, and a small number in the

t .

53
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group " have to borrow money to get through the summer "; 40.9 per
cent save " very little "; anti4.7 per cent enough to span over the va-
cation." Finally 3 per cent of the whole number of rural and village
teachers save some portion of their salariesand what these few save
is only from 10 to 20 per cent of their incomes.

The teachers, underpaid as they are, often have one or more per-
sons depending on them for support. Some have dependent parents,
others are trying to educate brothers or sisters, while others are

WHAT ALABAMA TEACHERS SAVE
FROM THEIR ANKIAL SALARIES

( 3,648 TEACHERS

flik 40.

married and have their family responsibilities. Olthese teachers
16.2 per cent have one dependent; 15.1 per cent have two; 17.2 per
cent have three, and 7.8 per cent have more than three.

Importance of an effective certification tritern.The time. is long
since past when the American pub& could afford to intrust the edu-
cation of their children to the uneducated and untrained as has been

i done in the past. Educational quackery is just as bad as medical
quackery, and should be as lift]. tolerateo;I. The demand for pro-
fessional preparatiorr of teachers. is well put bythe late J. Sterling . .
Morton, of Nebraska, as follows: -

We demand professionally trained teachers, men and women of Irreproachable
character and wen- ted abilities. We demand from our le4islature laws rale-

lima° 1929, : . t
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ing the standard of the profession and exalting the office of the teacher. As 41
the doctor of medicine or the practitioner at law is only admitted within the
pale of his calling upon the production of his parchment or certificates, so
the applicant for the position of instructor in our primary and other schools
should be required by law to first produce his diploma, his authority to teach,
from the normal schools.

We call no uneducated quack or charlatan to perform surgery lira the
bodies of our children lest they may he deformed, crippled, and maimed physi,
cally all their lives. Let us take equal care that we intrust the development
of the mental faculties to skilled instructors of magnanimous character that
the mentalities of our children may not be mutilated, deformed, and crippled
to halt and limp through all the centuries of their, never-ending lives. The
deformed body will die and be forever put out. of sight under the ground, but
a mind made monstrous by bad teaching dies not, but stalks forever among
the ages, an immortal mockery of the divine image.

The ultimate aim in every State should be-
1. To limit candidates for teaching credentials to graduatio- from

standard teecher- training institutions or the full equivalent thereof.
2. To vest the power of certification exclusively in the State depart-

ment of education.
3. To issue differentiated certificates for elementary, secondary,

and special subject teachers.
4. To adjust all basal salaries to the kind of certificate held by the

teacher. -

The Alabama system of certification.The system of certification
used in this State is fundamentally sound. All regular certificates
are issued by the State department of education through its State
board of examiners which is composed of the State superintendent as
ex officio president and two appointive members. Under the law the
State board of examiners is authorized (1) to issue certificates on
graduation to accredited schools and on direct examination ; (2) to
extend the life of certificates already issued ; and (3) to validate
credentials and certificates from other States.,

. The board of examiners issues certificates on the basis of gradua-.
tion without examination to the- four class A normal schools, the
Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, schools of other States with
similar standards, and also to graduates 9f standard institutions of
Alabama and other States who have completed at least 14 semester
hours of professional study prescribed by the board of examiners.
The following higher institutions of learning in Alabama are rated
as standard institutions -(it. tr, four years of college work above fciur
years' high school with adequate instruction in professional subjects).
and arigranted certificate without eximination: University of Ala-
bama, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Alabama Girl's' Technical In-
stitute, Howard College, "Birmingham-Southern College, Women's
College, Judson College, Athens College, and the four class A normal
schools at. Florence, Jacksonville, Troy, and Livingston. Talladega

-
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College,, a higher institution for colored students, has also recently
been accredited for certification without examination. This is the
-only Negro institution in Alabama on the accredited ,list.

The State grants four regular certficates. They are:
1. Life certificate.Granted to teachers of high degree of proficiency and

professional attainments on the hnsis of tirc-ear teaching experience..
2. First pradc.Granted on examination had on graduation; valid for six

years; examination in all subjects required for second-grade certificate and In
addition thereto, algebra, geometry, physics, elementary psychology, the school
laws of Alabama, and advanced English.

3. Second gradc.Granted on exalulnation; valid for four years. Exami-
nation in ail subjects required for third-grade certificate and in addition thereto
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advanced requireMents in arithmetic, history of Alabama, English grammar and'
literature, intermediate geography, United States history and civics, and clam
management.

4. Third grade.Granted pn examinalton; vaiid'for two years; examination
in arithmetic, rending, penmanship, grammar, practical arithmetic, United
States history, geography, elementary principles of physiology and hygieneand
agriculture, and theory and practice of teaching.

Under the present law every grade of certificate (except life) may -

be extended for one year at a time for a total of nqt more than four
consecutive years, provided the holder of such certificate has pur-
sued professional study approved by the board for as much as six
weeks in some standard educational institution within the 12 months
immediately preceding the expiration of the applicant's certificate.

The total number of applicants for certifies tv in 1917 -18 was
10,160. Of these 4,852 applicants failed to pass 'their examination.
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The 5,798 who received certificates were grouped as follows: Life
certificate; 90; first grade, 803; second grade, 1,679; third grade,-8-426.

Only 431 teachers were certificated upon graduation from teacher-
traiiiing institutions. This is a startling commentary on the present
inadequacy of the teacher-training institutions of The State, or more
correctly Speaking, on the regrettable failure of the would-be teacher
to utilize these schools as a means of entrance to the,profession.
Alabama needs about 2,300 new teachers annually.. If only 430 come
from the professional schools, 1,870 must be recruited from the ele-
mentary and secondary schools, immature and inexperienced and
with no professional preparation whatever. Here lies the most
serious wealtness in the whole school system.

Specific reconvmendatian.e.Alabama has a long way to go before
its teachers are professionalized. The chief responsibility rests on
the people and the. legislature of the Stateilnd not on the teachers.
Let the public become fully aware of its responsibility in the matter
and the teachers quickly enough re,spotd. Let the public make
the school plants and housing facilities more wholesome and invit-
ing; offer the teachersbetter inducements by way of long, secure
tenures, -and satisfactory salaries; and provide the means of prepara-
tion. Capable young men and women will then be ready to invest
their time and money in preparation for teaching.

To these ends the survey committee makes the.following specific
recommendations:

1. Improve teaching conditions by
(a) Establishing reasonable minimum salaries for all teachers.
(b) Scaling all teachers' salaries to the grade of certificate held,

thus placing a premium on special preparation.
2. Require higher teaching qualifications by
(a) Increasing, gradually, the entrance requirements of the .State

normal schools and lengthening their study courses.
(b) 'Discontinuing the issue of certificates on examination as soon

as the normal schools, the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, the
school, of gducation in the University of Alabama, and department
of education of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and other teacher-
training institutions have become fully equipped to supply all the
professional! teachers required..

(c) Placi4,the minimum requirement for permission to teach 4
graduationfrom an accredited four-year high school, or its equiva-
lent, and, in addition, at least one year's professional study ac-
quired at a professional school for teachers. The standard to go
into effect not before September, 1923.

3. Increase the supply of professional teachers by:,
(a) Organizing -teacher-training departments in the county high

schools and'ather accredited high schools which meet the requite-
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ments of the State departmtt of education; the schools to receive .1

State aid.
(b) Establishing well-equipped departments for rural Teachers at

all the normal schools.
(c) Enlarging the facilities of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute

to prepare teachers of general agriculture and teachers of vocational
agriculture and home economics.

(d) Granting State bonuses to teachers as rewards for long serv-
ice' in a single school community.

(e) Establishing a retirement fund for teachers.

7

.



Chapter XIX.

PREPARATION OF PUBLIC-SCHOOL TEACHERS,IN' THE
STATE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

General covdition8. The problems of teacher training in Alabama
do not differ greatly from the problems in many other States. As in
other SOlithern States it is complicated somewhat by the dual sys-
tem of schools required for the white and colored races. As was
shown in the yreceding chapter,eapproximately 10 per cent of the
white teachers are normal graduates-or the equivalent, and an addi-
tional 10 percent had Nolo professional training. Eighty per cent
of the white teachers of the State and over'95 per cent of the colored
teachers. have had no special training for their work. This grave.
situation needs careful examination with a view to providing reme-
dies.

Among the reasons for this unfortunate situation two may be
restated here:

1. The certification law and system which at present exist permit
wholly unprepared persons to enter the teaching ranks.

2. Although a number of improvements have been made in the
State normal schools in recent years, the provisions for the training
of teachers are still wholly inadequate,

At present there are two routes in Alabama to the teacher's desk:
L A prospective teacher may complete the ninth grade of the

public sehoolsystem and Chen take a four-year course at a State nor-
mal school or other standard teacfier-trairiing school or comolete the
eleventh grade and take a two-year professional course. This plan

,leads to a first-grade certificate.
2 The prospective teacher may avoid the long and exPensive

course of preparation and by a little cramming pass examinations in
a few subjects and secure a teacher's certificate... Why,should an
ambitious fOung person finish a high-school course and then spend
two years tai a State normal school when with a very small amount of
high-gehool preparatiip and ft little spogial review she can reach
her goal by taking an examination? if the ncrmnl graduate get'sft
slightly larger salary it. is because she has demonstrated that slie is
a better teacher. Ahe is given no initial advantage in the way bf
higher remuneration.
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It N not contended that all the teachers ;vho have had no special
professional training are poor teachers. This would be far froth the
truth. Neither is it contended that professional training will make a
good teacher out of every person. It can not be gainsaid, however,
that the skill acquired by practicing untried methods on little chil-,
dren and experimenting on them is acquired by a slow method and a
criminally wasteful one. If each blacksmith had to learn the arts of
his, craft by unguided practice, long, indeed, would be his apprentice-.
ship, and much of the skill of one generation would not be passed on
tO the next.

Those who criticize the normal schOols of Alabama as not fulfilling
their functions because they turn out only about one-tenth of the new
teachers needed each year forget the.f act that these schools are doing
a wonderful work in supplying such a large percentage of-teachers
as they do, considering the fact that there are gaping doors to the
teacher's desk on this side of the normal school. The teacher-train-
ing situation in Alabama is in much the same position as that of
medical training a generation or two ago. At that time almost no
professional training was reheired as a prerequisite to the practice of
medicine. The medical schools had meager equipment, short courses,
and few students. Would it have been fair under such circumstances
to criticize the medical sthools for not furnishing n sufficient.supply
of trained physicians? Would it be reasonable to hope that by im-
proving the medical schools, raising. standards 'for admission, and
lengthening their courses there would be a very material increase in
the supply of'professionally-trained physicians.? Was. not, the plan
followed the most sensible one, namely, a requirement of professional
training as a prerequisite to a license to practice medicine? If the
people of Alabama are to have trained teachers for their children,
they must require professional training of all applicants for teach-..
ers' certificates.

The methods to be employed in making such. a requirement and yet
not working an injustice to the many excellent teachers now in serv-
tee, and also to avoid-a teacher shortage, have.ilready been pointed
out in this report. Briefly, the recommendation is that after July"1.
1921, rio new teachers' certificates shall be issued without satisfactory
evidence of academic and professional training on the part of the
applicants, the amount to be increased gradually year by year.
Closely relalecito this is the recommendation that increased remun-
eration shall be given the professionally-trained telacher The sue-
cess with which similar plans have been worked dut in other States
warrants the committee in urging this as one of the most important
considerations devolving, upon the present legislature.
In addition to the. four normal 'Schools of 91ase A and the accredited
colleges enuniere'ted in chapter 1.8, the falle*ingnonaccredited %boob.
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are engaged in tether- training work : The two class B normal schools
at Moundville and Daphne, Tuskeegee Institute (colored), the nor-
mal school at Montgomery (colored), and the Agricultural and Me-
chanical College at Normal (colored).

The logical division of work among the State teacher-training in-
stitutions of Alabaina for the present and probably for some time to
come is is follows: The State University should train teachers of aca-
demic subjects in high school, superintendents, principals and super-
visors for city and county school systems, and teacheri of vocational
industries as at present arranged ; the Alabama Polytechnic Institute
and the Agricultural and Mechanical Arts College should train teach-
ers of agriculture and of closely allied subjects; the normal schools
should train teachers for the elementary schools; the Alabama Girls'
Technical Institute' should train elementary and secondary teachers
and supervisors of home economics.

With minor exceptions this is the division of work as now carried
on, and the management at each instution. seems to recognize this
natural and logical program. There' are many anomalies in the situ-
ation, such as the State maintaining several normal schools and not
accrediting them and legally certificating their graduates, the main-
tenance of summer schools for elementary teachers at the State Uni-
versity and Polytechnic Institute and admitting students to them who
could not qualify for entrance, the partial duplication of teacher
training in technical and vocational subjects at the two major institu-
tions of collegiate rank, etc. Geographic, industrial, social, and his-
toric conditiOns seam -to justify most of these anomalies. If thb pro-
gram is carried out for creating the standard of professional training
which the committee proposes some readjustments will gradually be
made. Great demands will be made upon the normal schools and
their functions will naturally expandtlas will those of other teacher-
training institutions.

I. NORMAL SCHOOLS OF CLASS A.

The State normal schools at Florence, Jacksonville, Livingston,
and Troy have been 'very wisely classified as the major training
schools of the State for preparing white teachers for the elementary
schools. The plan of accrediting institutions for the training of
teachers on bazis of the ,equipinent, faculty, course of study, and

----chars:der-of -work done, is excellent. The State is to be congratu-
lated upon the courageous actions of the board of trustees of the
State normal schools in rigidly delimiting the scope and functions
of these schools The ?worts of the board show a clear conception
at the.tepher training problems of the State. The committee would
repoljxd ithe board that swab courageous work is still to be done to
raise these schools to the highest 'standard.
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Location of schools and distribution of students.While the
schools are not located in the larger cities of the State and do not
have 11S good railway facilities as might be desired, an inspection of
the Maps showing the distribution of their students during the cur-
rent school year shows that each school has a good distribution

-within its own particular territory and that there is a very equitable
representation from over the State as a whole. An examination of
the maps shows that each school receives a majority of its students
from within a radius not to exceed 75 Miles. There is nothing un-
usual in this fact because a statement approximating this may be
made for even the greatest educational institutions of this country.
Oddly enough, the school at Florence, in spite of its location in an
extreme corner of the State, has the widest distribution of stuiepts,
the' average mileage of these students_ probably being greater 'Than
even that of the stuants at the State university.

The map showing the total distribution of students at 'the. four
normal schools is worthy of careful study. Itshows that there is a
teacher-training influence permeating the entire State and that these
institutions are splendidly serving the Commonwealth. It would in-
dicate, too, that the question which has often been raised of ahniish-
ing these schools and establishing a single teacher training in-t it ut inn
is not well taken. If these normal schools are given adequate. support
they will render a State-wide service which could not he given by a
.ingle institution. A proposjtion has been made to remove the State
normal school now located at Livingston to Santa. The arguments
in favor of this, and there are many, woulctnot affect the general
proposition that the State of Alabama needs four well-maintained
normal schools.

Control.These.normal schools are wisely placed under a single
board of control. This insures their treatment as State institutions
rather than as local schools. Elsewhere in this report, will be found
recommendations as to some changes' 'nt the plan for the control of
these and other State educational institutions. ,While there seems to,
be no evidence of any. unfortunate effects resulting from the bi'ea-
sional appointment which has been made of resident members of the
boarf, the committee believes'it to be especially important that each
ichool.be legally safeguarded against the appointment of local or
resident members of .the board.

Ruildings and equipment.Eactiof the four State normal schools
has a good dormitory for women, with reasonably adequate e1ptip-
ments for bbarding departments. These dormitories have been re-
cently built, and while not of mocterie fireproof

cases
they

are all in a good state of repair Ad in neatly all cases are kept neat
and clean. Each school has another fair-sized brick-bitilding used for
general purposes, including training school. .These buildings are all

M
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in a very dilapidated condition, due in large part to the fact that the
funds pf the schools have not been sufficient for upkeep and repairs/
In some cases the rooms present a very unkempt and untidy condition.
which betokens an unpardonable weakness of administration.

The equipment in each of the schools is wofully inadequate.
Nearly all the meager equipment at each of the schools was.provided
without any financial aid from the State, hence the greater obligation
of the State to make more adequate provisions for these needs. The
laboratoriei and libraries in some cases are hardly adequate for the
needs of the smallest accredited high school in the State. The State
should immediately establish funds for the upkeep and repair of
buildings and for apparatus and libraries.

Grounds.In all of the normal schools, excepting the one at Jack-
sonville, there is pressing need for additional land. These needs will

should be secured looking to the future.
Inventory and costa. Considering the relatively small amounts

be severally discussed in connection with each institution. It. is im-
perative that steps be taken at once to secure the land needed before
the inevitable advance in prices which is imminent. At least options

of money which the State has invested in the, normal schools the re-
turns in service have been very large indeed. In considering the re-
turns which the State receives from its investAnt in teacher
it should not be forgotten that no institution renders a more valuable
indirect return in home training. Tilt great majority of normal
students and graduates are young women whose normal lot after
teaching a few years is to marry and rear families. No better prepa-
ration for the duties of the mother and home maker is given in any
institution than in the .normal school, where young women study
child nature and receive training in the nurture, The instruction, and
the development of the child. This indirect return to the State can
not well be shown in graphs or statistics but it is invaluable.

Inventory and budget.Table 57 shows a summary of the inven-
tory of capital outlay of each school and a summary of its budget for
the fiscal year from July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1918,

(1) .Inventory : This is designed to consist of an estimate of the
fair cash value of the property of the school...

(2) Income: By this is meant all revenues, excepting from dormi-
tories or boarding departments, which are to be considered as self-
sustaining rather than revenue producing.

(8) Expenditures:
(a) Capital outlIty. The expenditures in capital outlay should

include all that are intended to enlarge the matetal equipment of the
school or add to its efficiency in a relatively perm ent way.
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(1) Land and land improvements.
(2) Buildings and betterments.
(3) All kinds of new permanent equipment, such as machinery, fixtures,.

furniture, apparatus, tools, additions to the library and museum, but
not ordinary repairs or replacements.

(b) The expenditures for maintenance should include all outlayintended to keep the plant ups 100 per cent of its former efficiency.Here belong all expenditures for repairs, replacements or equipmentof every sort, insurance, and the service of watchman or others who
would be-employed-even if the plant were not in use.

If the risk is carried by the State instead of by an insurance com-
pany, the cost of such insurance, according to current rates, should be
charged to the maintenance account. Corresponding credit should begiven receipts even though no actual outlay is made to the school.

(c) Operation. The cost of operation may be classified under thefollowing heads:
(1) Administration : (8) Instruction:

Salaries of officers and clerks. Teachers' salaries.
Printing, stationery, office sup- Textbooks.

plies. Light and power for instruc-
Postage, telephone, and tele- Lion.

graph. Educational supplies.
Express, freight, and drayage. Librarians' salaries.
Traveling expenses. Newspapers and magazines.

(2) Physical plant : Library supplies.
Salaries of engineers, janitors, (-4) Student welfare:

and yardmen. Student health.
Fuel, oil, light and power, and Lectures, concerts.

water. At hleties.
Janitor's supplies, Student organizations.

Students in the normal schools.Data were obtained at regular
chapel assemblies at the four class A normal schools from the stu-
dents themselves. These are published in Table 58. In no case does
this represent all of the students enrolled. In all of the schools. ex-
cept Troy, some students were engaged in practice teaching at the
time of the chapel assembly and in the case of Jacksonville attend-
ance was optional. The data, however, may be considered fairly
representative.

It will be noted that the farming populition furnishes 68 per cent.of the normal students. nevertheless, only 27 per cent of the total
expect to teach in rural schools as they now are conducted. It is
very clearly not the fault of the normal school that so few of its stu-
dents desire to teach in rural schools, as is shown by the fact that 58
per cent say t>ey would make rurta teaching their life work if living
and teaching conditions in rural schools were satisfactory.
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TABLE 57.Inventory and budget summary.

1. Inventory' of capital outlay:
(a ) band and land improvements
(5) Buillingi
(e) Machinery
(d) Fixtures

) Furniture and lurnishings
(1) Apparatus

g) Library
(h) af ustum

Total
Indebtedness

2. Income for fiscal year July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1918:
(a) Appropriation
(5) Fees

Total ,

.3. Expenditures for fiscal year 1917-18:
(a) Capital outlay

r) Land and land improvements
2) Buildings and building additions
3) Added permanent equipment

(5) Maintenance
(c) Operation%

1) AdWalstration
2) Physical plant

51
Instruction

4 Student welfare
" Other obJecita"

Florence.

320,000. 00
160,000. 00

950.00
1,500.00

24, 000.03
: 5,100. 00
: 8, 000.00

1,500.00

221, 050.00
37,859. 00 1.

Jackson-
ville.

315,000. 00
125, 000. 00

2, 000. 00
000.00

10, 000. 00
2, 000.06
3,000. 00'

1i vi ng-
non. Troy.

819, 000. 00
100,000. 00

400.00
200.00

2,500.00
1,000. 00
5, 000.00

310,000. 00
105,000.00

2,000.00
, 4, 000. 00
. 7,000. 00

500.00
' 3, 500.00

157, 600.00 132, 000.00 129,100. 00
12,000. 00 800.00 0

20, 000. 00 I
8, 537.00.

20,000. 00 20,000. 00 20,000. 00
6, 115. 49 9, 447030 11,435. 87

28,537. 00 1 26, 115.49 29,447. 00 31,435. 87

II.

0 :
700. 00 '

1,932.73 I

4, 327. 00 1
2,050.49 i

18, 527.27
859. 48 1

200.00
1, 000. 00

200.00
1, 744.16

5,875. 07
1,808. 91

20, 102.20
57.80

0 1 0

367.00
836.00

1, 086.95
1

4, 736. 00 6,870. OD
2, 326.00 1 1,939.50

19,995.00 ; 19,803.00
1

187.88
1,382. 56

28, 396.97 30,988.14 28, 759.00 ' 30,269.98

The 94.5 per cent of students who intend to teach is very gratify-
ing, indeed. It amply demonstrates the fact that these schools are
thoroughly devoted to the main purpose of their existence, namely,

the training of teachers. Everything considered, the showing as to
high-school preparation is also gratifying. The model preparation
is shown to be four years oi high-school wbrk, the median prepara-
tion being 3.15 years. Many a normal school in States having better
established high schools will not make a better showing. The rela-
tive maturity may be closely related to the general over-age condition
found throughout the sclioels of the State, in spite of the fact that
the elementary school is supposed to be completed in seven years.

Normal mhool faculties.Data concerning the faculties of these
schools sha a relatively low standard of academic and professional
training but a relatively long experience in teaching. Less than half
life members of the faculties have completed college or university
courses,leading to academic or professional degrees. The foregoing
statement applies to the faculties taken not only collectively, but also
severally except for one school, but in this case the median attend-
ance of facuky members, beyond the seventh grade is but seven years,
and several members possess degrees obtained from only four to six
years of attendance beyond the seventh grade. In,several of the
schools a considerable number of the faculties have followed the
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commendable practice of attending. some of the best summer schools
in the country. While this does not make a strong showing in point
of time, it reveals a marked interest in professional advancement.

TABLE 58.Data pertaining to students in normal schools.

Jackson- Living-Florence.; villa. stop.

Birthplace:
The !arm 79 , ft.
In town (lass than 3,0000 32 ; 15
In city . 22 7

Guardian's occupation'.
Farmer 69 34
Business 37 . 1

Professional 12 "Artisan 12 1.... .. .

Do you liftend to teach?
Yes 130 MO

Intend to make teaching permanent occupation
107

9No. 2

Yes (13

j No. 25 IS
Where do you expect to teach?

In country 37 Zi
In
In city 18 11

town74 43

Kind of teaching preferred:
Rdral (all trades) 27 13
Elementary in town or city 40 24
Intermediate in town or city :II 25
Hie, school a 2S 17

Supervisor 2 2
Vocational subject. 4 : 4

Desire to make rural teaching life woik?

Desire to make rural teaching lifework if living and
No. 102 f 13
Yes 25 11

teaching conditions satisfactory?
Yes 90 4U

No 38 29
Years beyond seventh grade when entering normal:

None 9 II

I
2

4.

6..'
Age at time of completing present course:

Less than 15
.15.
16.
17. A.

IS.
19
20.
21.
22.
23..
24.
25.
26.
2I.
2$..n
30.
Over 30

s

I

I

.

:

j

3111
21
15
SO

,

1

,

1

1

5
17
18
30

3
A

4
5

II
I
I

, 21
"
I

3

181 1

19 1

' 10 :

I 29
3 ,
4 ,

1

1

I
2

1 10 j

20
23

5
8
4,
3 6
9'

I I .

I

I

1 j

"

.

it

Troy Total.

l26 140 419
53 49 149
11 5 45

IV 111 390
39 1 55 132
IS 15 79
8 1 4 24

175 109 94
15 10 34

14) 115 432
31 31 109

47 !

14 13 56i

117)21 213
In113 30

;

25 61 126
.19 t',4 197
As 36 127
34 16 92

4 11

310 17 !

144

'...11190'561

40 76

145117
62 60 18A

9 4

57
32. 31 1?

, 53 150
47 49 121

1 9
32 60 171

22
4 2 11-

'',
...

1 2
1 3

6 8 21
39 33 96
42 '50 130
52 57 161
l3 1 23 44
16: 14 46
1 1 . .8 20
4 I 3 15
4 ; 2 15
31 2 7

I i 2 1

1 ' 2 A

I

1 3
2 1 7

I

A brief survey of the personnel of several of the faculties gives
the impression that provision should at once be made for emeritus
positions for those who have had long and honorable careers in the
service of the State and who are now being subjected to the strain of
overloaded programs. As a specific case, in point one teacher who
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has had 28 years' experience in public school teaching and 30 years'
teaching in normal school is now carrying 16 teaching periods per
week with a teaching load of 512 student clock hours. Surely" no
argument is necessary. A. few thousand dollars per year would cover
these needs and would be but 'a meager recognition of faithful
services.

Teacher load. An attempt was made to cotnpute the teacher load
in each of the faculties, but some difficulty was experienced in evaluat-
ing the time which departmental tea hers devoted supervising the
teaching of their respective subjects in the training school. Even
when giving this a very low estimate,. it was found that the teacher
load exceeds the standard generally accepted.for normal schools.

costa. An examination of the educational .adminis-
tation of any institution involves a study of the distribution of the
work and of the funds apportioned to instruction. The distribution
in the class A normal schools of Alabama is shown in t(Tms of
costs per 1,000 " student clock hours " and does not include training
school costs.

By a student clock' hour is meant a period of 50 minutes in the
clear for one student. In a class of 30 stttdents reciting 4t' minutes

recitationthere will be 27, student clock hours for each 45 30=27.
50

A laboratory or shop hour is treated as representing two-thirds of a
recitation hour.

In estimating the work of the teacher due allowance is made for
distinctively administrative duties, but no allowance is made for
many hours spent by faithful teachers in giving iiidividual assistance
to students, counseling with,them regarding student organizations,

(1 other schoo work not directly connected with classroom in-
st uction.

S

TABLE 70.--I1nstructionia eimts, per 1,000 Ntudent Imam.

Mathematics

Subject. Florence. ; Jacksonville

$77. C10 ft40. 110

Livingston,

$86.00

'rroy.

$104.00
Arts 30.0n' P40.00 75.00 ; 77. 00
English 70.00 110.00 72.00 75.00$cience
History

. 78.00
50. 00

113 on
no

110. 00
5.5.00

121.00
81.00

Education nn .10. 00 .54.00 86. 00

As the attendance and budgets at the four class A normal schools do
not fry greatly and the courstks of stud are identical, a comparison
of unit costs may fairly bsi tide. It will be noted from Table 594hat
considerableevariatioif occurs. 'he facts that education is th© tiost,
important departm ent in a normal school and that the instructional
S
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cost in that department is one of the lowest in these lists suggest a
careful study of the situation in each school. The explanation of the
disparity of relative costs in the same school is, found partly in the
fact that elective academic subjects of'college grade are Mt in great
demand, the classes are small, and the unit costs are consequently
high. It is partly found, however, in the fact that the classes in edu-
cation are altogether too large, one school reporting the work of the
head of that department as comprising the teaching of four classes
having 108, 75, 70, and 70 students, respectively.

Space does not permit B, discussion of methods of instruction, but it.
should be pointed out that modern pedagogy prescribes other forms
of procedure than recitation lesson types. Although it is necessary
for administrative purposes to continue much instructional work
by means of formal recitations, the normal schools should lead not
only in utilizing the various recitation types, but should also lead in
the employment of organic, socialized processes. The latter forms of
procedure require additions to equipment and teaching force in which
the department of education may claim precedence over other de-
partments in a normal school.

The relatively mature students who are studying the learning
processes with a view of equipping themselves to direct these proc-
esses in the public schools should have every opportunity to study
awn under most favorable conditions. Sincetlearning proceeds by
trial sand erkpr, directed learning is necessarily a laboratory pro-
endure, using The term laboratory in a broad sense. Any course in
education, therefore, demands facilitieititor experimental studies. not
necessarily expensive eqytipment, but rooms, materials, teachers, and
helpers. To conduct a large class in a study of the technique of teach-
ing by t'he textbook method is in the same pedagogical class with
teaching chemistry or physics by the textbook method. It is far
from being valueless but it is also far from being the best method.

From the fact that the unit costs for instruction in education are
low it should not INS inferred that the tosts for academic subjects are
too high. The latter costs are on a very-low basis and it is to be hoped ,
that the State will find means to enlarge and increase the efficiency
of the departments of education without lowering the standards in
any other departments, all of which seem to be at an irreducible
minimum.

Occupation of the normal school graduates.An important ques-
tion is raised when we ask the occupation of' the graduates of the
normal schools. Data furnished for the classes of 1918 show that
nearly all' of these graduates at once engaged in teaching or entered
into wikr or other Government services. This is certainly an excel-
lent record.
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TABLE 6O. Occupation of graduates. classes of 1918.

Occupation. Florence I Jackson-silk..
LIvidg-
ston. Troy. Total.

. Teaching:
(o) Rural 50 13 34 ' 43 140
(b) Village 16 ao 16 7 50
(e) City

2. Attending school
24 . 2 4 I 12 44

2 1 I3. Home work .
4. Married 1 1

5. Enlisted In Army \ 3 4 0 18
6. tloyenunent service 3, 3 2
7. Deceased
s. Unknown 5 5

Total 101 62 70 281

Sheir salaries.An inspection of the salary lists shows that the
members of the faculty are greatly underpaid. The recent. advance.
Tii teachers' salaries has placed many high-school teachers in advance

of the salaries of many of these trained and experienced teachers.
When the great importance of their work is considered, and also the
material advance in stilary which would be required to replace manf

them, it is readily seen that. appreciable advances should-be made
at once. This applies with equal force to the salaries of the presi-
dents of the schools.,

The average salaries of faculty members; not including the presi-
dents and a few student assistants and part-time teachers. are as
follows for the regular school year of nine months: Florence. $1,252.4
Livingston, $1,021; Jacksonville, $1,173; Troy, $1,38;1.

Too much emphasis should not be replaced upon a simple average
of salaries, but the variation in any one school, everything considered,
is not excessive. However, if compared with averages for other nor-
mal schools surveyed by the Bureau of Education, they prove to be
very low, as appears in the following figures, which were all taken
before the recenPincrease in salaries:

Ellensburg (wash.) $1, 700 Flagstaff (Ariz.) $1, 555
(limey ( Wash.) 1, 695 Regina, Canada 1,.915
PellIngbam (Wash.) 1,71$ Sasketoon, Canada 2,880
Tempe ( Ariz:) 1, 794

Training school facilities.Th training school facilities ai the
four class A normal schools are quite similar and have similar merits
and defects. The normal school at Florence is the only one which has
anything approaching adequate training facilities. Even here, where
a good near-by city school building of modern type supplements the
locally maintained training school, this department is seriously handi-
capped for lack of a good training school building and a sufficient
number of supervisors. `"frectying building need of each of the nor-

&al schools, aftsr some plastering, kalsowining, painting, and repairs
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have been made to the main building, is the erection of a good elemen-
tary school building. This would relieve the congestion now obtain-
ing in all of the main buildings of these, institutions and afford room
for laboratories and many oder purposes.

The prospective teacher should have an op, ortunity to participate
in public school work which is oarrie4 on in a normal way. The
teaching of small groups of from-3 to 10 children, the observation by
student teachers of the teaching of other student teachers, the scrappy
teaching of a single period per day by a studer teacher, and the
demonstration or illustrative lesson are all by no means to be under-
estimated. Directed teaching in a school which is conducted pri-
marily for the training of the children whoattend itand which is
conducted in tile normal fashion, in which the prospective teacher
will actually be called upoti to conduct one, is of inestimable value.
To this end a normal school should be provided with means whereby
its practice facilities may he enlarged to include studenti,teacher
service rendered to public schools in the city where the institution is
located, in near-by towns and cities, and in rural schools, particularly
in consolidated rural schools of the modern type.

A model consolidated rural school with a set of model buildings
for home and farm should be provided for each of the normal schools.
This would render a great service to the State in many ways, besides
training rural teachers and inspiring teachers to take up rural
teaching.

Sanitary conditions of the normal schools. The location of each of
the State normal schools of class A is satisfactory from the point of
view of sanitation. Good water and sewer facilities are provided.
Great improvements could be made in toilet facilities. Excepting in
the ladies' dormitories an adequate' number of lavatories with'plenty
of soap and towels were not available at any school. Children can
.not possibly be taught the most simple lessons of personal sanitation
without these inexpensive facilities. A standard commonly accepted
as good is one seat and one lavatory for every 15 gir and one seat
and one urinal for every 25 boys, with a lavatory for every 15 boys.
Although the walls and floors were in great need of repair not a case
of obscene markings was observed.

Extension departments and bureaus of research.Tke work of the
normal school shoup not be limited to the training of prospective
teachers. Teachers in service need much aid which teacher-training
institutions should be equipped to give. This will be especially true
if the State carries out the proposed plan of making professional
training a prerequisite to certification. Many lines of extension
service are carried on by teaeher-training institutions and a great
field awaits the normal. schools of Alabama when means are placed
at' heir disposal for -fulfilling their complete function.
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In recent years instrumentalities have been devised for evaluating
educational achievements and methods of'teaching. hi the standard
tests and measurements now available teacher or supervisor has
means for diagnosing -educational situ ns and finding remedies
for discovered defeets. A great field of perimental education has
been opened up and 4 teacher's prof onal prepatation is com-
plete without a knowledgeeof these instru ents and the possession
of skill in their uses. Normal schools which are not familiarizing
their students with these experimental, studies and helping them to
acquire skill in using their results are failing in a very important
function. The State, however, can not expect the teacher-training
schools to make researches or render public service in these experi-
mental and scientific ways without providing the necessary equip-
ment and helpers. As the total expenses of such a bureau are
relatively small and much of the statistical work will be gladly done
by students itutraining, it is to be hoped that means may soon be pro-
vided by w1Kch the normal schools of Alabama may render valuable
service to schools and teachers in making diagnoses for them and
offering their services through these means.

7'/u normal school. at Florence.--The State normal school at
Florence, is the Oldest in the State, having been founded in 1873.
While its geographical location would apifean from the map to
disadvantageous, the statistics of its attendance tell a very favorable
story. This school is in great need of land. It has an excellent and
comprehensive buildihg plan, which, if carried out, and if adequate
means be placed at its disposal, will make of this school one of the
best of its kind, not only in the South, but in the entire country.
Similar statements may be Dade concerning each of the other class A
normal schools.

There are enough public-school children and schools in Florence
tind the neighboring city of Sheffield to furnish the best of practice.
facilities for a large teacher-training school A splendid spirit of
cooperation exists befween the school and ire community as evi-
deuced by the facts that a large modern public school has recently
been built, near the normal- school campus and practice'facilities are
freely offered, ;rider proper safeguards, for the normal school.

Among other evidences of cooperation between the school and the
community are two well-built dormitories which the people of the city
have erected for the use of students and teachers of the school.

The most urgent financial need of the school is an appropriation
of $10,000 for repairs, furniture, and equipment for the mlin build-
ing. Much new plastering is needed, some new floors and Aodwork,
considerable additions to the toilets and much painting and kale°.
mining. These statements apply with more or less force to the main
bixildings of each -.of.the.class A normal itchoolia
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A. good training school shiarld be piovided at once for reasons al-.
ready given. A suitable building could be built and equipped for
from $40,000 to $50,000. It is estimated that the land needs of the
school could be met for $30,000. Unhappily, this school is struggling
under the handicap of an interest-bearing indebtedness of $37,859.
This should be promptly liquidated by the State as a matter of sound
business management.

A model consolidated rural school with other suitable buildings
f.hould be provided.

A good gymnasium, a school hospital, and a president's home are
greatly needed.

To advance the salaries even moderately, to employ some addi-
tibnal teachers, and to provide proper upkeep and repair of build-
ings an increase of at least $10,000 should be made to the annual
appropriations of this school.

The normal school at Jacksonville. There is no pressing need for
much additional land for this school, as the site is reasonably ade-
quate and the school is fortunate in possessing a valuable farm.
This farm is of great -value in the demonstration of different farm-
ing methods and of various home, sanitation, and other rural con-
ditions. It is also of economic value to the school in supplying
products for the dormitory tables.

All that was said concerning the building needs of Florence appWs
with equal force to Jacksonville. No utilization of .local public
schools is made for practice teaching. Such arrangements are needed
at the present time, and as the school grows larger student-teacher
seryices should be rendered not only in the local schools but in neigh-
boring cities. The establishment of a model consolidated rural school,
as suggested for Florence, is needed here also. Sonic increase's should
nt once be made in salaries and-a few additional teachers employed.

The normal school at Livingston.The visitor to this school is Ot
once favorably impressed with the extreme neatness manifested
throughout all of the buildings, arid the shrewd business management
shown in adding to the school's properties and in conserving its re-
sources. The school possesses a number of wooden buildings which.
while not adding to the attractiveness of the school plant nor lessen-

- ing the fire hazard, aevertheless render a valuable service tb the school.
The grounds of the school need very appreciable enlargement, and
considerable acreage should be added to the small fatming property
of the school.

The practice facilities at this school are more limited than those at
the other class A normal schools. This, however, is owing entirely
to the fact that the school is located in a small town. 'Excellent local

. cooperation exists, and the community has placeil all ofthe public
schools at theitrvice of the normal school. As the school growq
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larger this limitatiop will be felt, but there are near-by villages and
not distant cities where student-teacher service may be rendered which
will prove mutually advantageous. The immediate handicap to the
establishment of amicable and mutually advantageous Cooperation of
this kind is the lack of good roads in this vicinity. There is every
reason to believe, however, that the good-roads movement will pro-
gress at a rate commensurate with the growth of the school. In the
meantime the good train service existing may be taken, advantage of
in reaching these towns and cities. The development of good roads
will also facilitate rural teacher - training plans which need to be
worked out here as elsewhere.

All that has been said concerning building and budgetary needs
at Florence apply to Livingston excepting that the main building
seems to be in a slightly better state of repair.

The normal school at Troy.-This school suffers a severe handicap.
in its location in annoying proximity to a railroad over which many
trains pass daily. The grounds are also greatly cramped. It is im-
perative that the campus be enlarged and plans be adopted for build-
ings to house the training school and most classes at places more
remote from the din of railway traffic.

The main building is in a state of even greater dilapidation than
any other normal buildings in the State. The State can kafford to
permit its public buildings to deteriorate to the condition of this
building. An appropriation of $15,000 should at once be made to
put this building into suitable condition.

Summar.c/ of financial need8. -As the needs of the class A norm
schools are very extensive and the legislature does not have the means
at- its disposal to supply all'of fr,hese needs at once, the following
program of appropriations 'is proposed for the following quad-
renn i um :

TABLE 61.-Proposed program of appoPriatiow.

Appropriation for 1010-80:
For operation
For maintenance
For capital outlay-

Training school

Indebtedness
Appropriation for 1920 -21:

Foe operation
For maintenance
Fora pital outlay

Appropriation for 1911-72:
For operation
For maintsanos
For ital

es
ont

A pproplOon for IM-X:
FFor operstion..

ar maintenance.
Fos capital outlay

Florence. Jackscaiville. Uvingoton. Troy.

.

$25,00D ,

10,000

40,000 ',

20,000
as,coo

825,000
10,000

40,000
10,000

30,000 !

5,000
15,000 :

10,000 1
8,0130

40,000 I

8,000 .. 13,cool ,

828,000 125,000
8,000 16,000

44,6
4°'16,"001:1ibi000

3o, 1 30,000
5, 5,010

%I5, 15,000

40,000 40,000
8,000

foioca - 40,,:100

4,000.1
8,000 /1,000

05,000 Ace

$0,010
5,000

16,000

0,000
8.,C0)

10,K0

2*
--: ii,oco
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While the training school as at present constituted is not adequate
for the present needs of the school, there are public school facilities
immediately available in the community, if mutually advantageous
cooperative plans are adopted, to serve the needs of the school for
some time to come. As is the case at the other normal schools, fa-
cilities for rural school training should be provided, and for this
purpose the means at the disposal of the school should be increased.
The general building and budgetary needs are very similar to those

. of the other class A normal schools.
Normal - school course of study. The present courses of study for

the class A normal schools have been worked out very carefully and
follow generally accepted principles. Only a few suggestions occul-
t° the committee as sufficiently important to be mentioned in this
'connection. In the four-year courses for those who enter with two
years of high-school credit there are courses in solid geometry and
trigonometry required of all students. This does not conform to the
best practice in State normal schools, nor is it a requirement .based
Upon modern conceptions of education and professional training.
In place of these academic requirements it is suggested that the
students be permitted to make elections. As tlfe attendance increases
and the faculty and facilities of the schools permit the offering of
additional courses, it is suggested that they be grbuped on the basis
of the kind of teaching for which-file student is training, such as
rural schbols, primary, kindergarten, intermediate grades, etc., rather
than a grouping on an academic basis, such as scientific, mathematics,
history, civics, etc.

When training for departmentalized fea6hing can be offered, differ-
entiation in the way of academic electives or academic groupings
might well be offered in a course for training departmental teachers.
The present prim of combining courses'on a basis of subject matter
and on basis of teaching positions to be filled doubtless works out
satisfactorily.

II. NORMAL SIHOOLS OF CLASS B.

Two normal schools are not accredited and are designated as class
B normal schools. The State appropriates only $5,000 annually for
each of these schools and there are almost no other resources availabh

, for their maintenance and operation. With the stigma of being desig-
nated as nonaccredited second-class schoolsfor this is the practical
effect of the classificationand the lack of means to carry out any
attractive -programs of work, these schools- have most serious handi-
caps. These facts should be borne in mind by those who unjustly
criticize the schools.

Normal school at Daphne.This school is located on a most beauti-
ful site overlooking Mobile Bay. There is probably no place in the
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State having a more delightful climate. This fact is evidenced in the
numbers of tourists who frequent this section from the North in
winter and from the South in summer.

Theoretically, the location is ideal for a fifth State normal school.
It is 135 miles by air line from Troy aril 182 miles from.Livingston.
The school is easily reached from Mobile by a boat ride across the bay.
As a matter of fact, however, so far as actual travel is concerned, it is
located at a place little frequented, save by tourists, as is us al with
places off the railroad and not along lines of commercial tray:. The
problem of adequate practice facilities, which is serious eno h at
some of the other normal schools, is almqst an unsolvable one, the
community is very small.

By heroic efforts the management of the school has provided
practice facilities and some dormitory accommodations, and has ma
some needed improvements, and the school has had a better attendance
and rendered a better service to the State than the State has any right
to expect from its pitifully small financial support.

Normal school at Mowndville.This school is much less fortunate in
its location than is Daphne. It is only 43 miles by air line from Liv-
ingston and only 14 miles from Tuscaloosa, the seat of the State uni-
versity. The same statements which were made concerning the school
at Daphne may be made regarding this school, so far as concerns prac-
tice facilities, the vigorous efforts of the management, and the service
rendered to the State under such serious handicaps.

Specific recommendations relative to disposition. of the class B
normal schools. The surrey committee can- find no possible alterna-
tive recommendations for these two schools than that they be con-
verted-at once into county high schools according to the terms of the
present law. This will' give them funds far more adequate for the
purposes of a high school. If. the State wishes to add more normal
schools, they should be located at such g(rategic centers as Selma,
Montgomery, or Birmingham. The wisdom of adding any more
normal schools at the present time or in the near future is certainly
very questionable.

III. COLORED NORMAL SCHOOLS.

The State has made provision for training colored teachers at the
State Normal School at Montgomery, at Tuskegee Institute, and the
Agricultural and Mechanical Arts College at Normal. In addition to
these there are several private colored schools, such as Talledega Col-
lege, Burrell Normal School, etc. Of these schools Talladega College
is the only one that is accredited.

While it is commendable to hold the same standards for the colored
as for whites, the survey committee is convinced that a larger recog-
nitionpahould be accorded these schools. Since none of the non-
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accredited schools have courses extending beyond the eleventh grade.
the same scholastic rating that is accorded the class A normal schools
could not be granted ; nor is it expected or desired by the manage-
ment of these schools or by the colored people, who insist most logi-
cally and properly that no lower standards be setup for them than
for the white people. On this principle all are agreed, and it should
be applied as far as possible. However, because rating of these
schools can not be granted on a par with class A normal schools until
the school work measures up to the same standard, it does not follow
that there is no middle ground. There would be no violation of the
established principle or lowering of any standards Of such schools
if the State Normal School at Montgomery and Tuskegee Institute
should be accredited and their graduates granted second-grade certifi-
cates. It is the recommendation of the committee that this action
be taken at once. It would be a great encouragement to the young
people who are planning to teach to attend these schools and to con-
tinue their attendance until they are graduated.

Normal school at M endgame r y.The State normal at Montgomery
is fortunate in being located at the capital of the State. A. better
site might have been chosen, but With the addition of land recently
acquired there is room for a very considerable growth. The school
should have a farm both for the purpose of education and demonstra-
tion purposes and for food supplies for a boarding department.

As the city of Montgomery does not maintain a colored high school,
the colored youth of the city who finish the seventh grade and who
wish to continue their education attend this school. Criticism is
occasionally heard because of the fact that the city takes advantage of
the presence of this State institution to escape taxation for a colored
high school. Whatever defects may exist in this regard should not
in any way militate against the school. The fact is, that the majority
of the students attending the school have a bona fide intention of
teaching and the State becomes the benefiegury by reason of local
attendance.

The fact that from the point of view of attendance the school is
largely a local institution is not altogether due to the failure of the
city to maintain a colored high school. The State has made no pro-
vision in the way of dormitories for housing out-of-town students.
An appropriation for a suitable dormitory for young women should
be made at once if the school is to remain in MontgoTery.

The survey committee urgently recommends that adequate facili-
ties fin industrial and agricultural training he at once provided.
The facilities at hand permit only a little elementary cabinetmaking
and a limited amount or home economics and handicraft work.
While this has its value it should be remembered that the school
world has long since come to a .far-reaching conception of education j
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through industrial and vocational preparation and functioning. If

. , Al,

this kind of program is suitable for the white race, there can certainly
be no arguments against its need for the colored race. Not only
should these facilities be provided for the sake of the young people
who attend the school, but even more so for the benefit of the children
in the schools taught by the graduates and students. of this normal
school.

With a splendid institution like Tuskegee Institnte only 40 miles
away it might not be necessary for the State to build a great plant
at. or near Montgomery for teacher training. The broad and far-
reaching conception of the imperative needs of the colored race of
which Thskegee is the exponent should be borne in mind in making
provisions for other schools, and the method whereby better types
of training can be brought about should not be so completely wanting
at the State normal achtiol at Montgomery by reason of lack of
equipment and funds. The State of Alabama can make no better
investment than in providing a suitable type of industrial teacher
training for colored teachers. Had these paragraphs been presented
without amendment and qualification a few years ago some citicisms
wo have been offered on the ground that they imply that the only
ed

ttlItikli
nal needs of the colored race are physical and economic.

Happily, no disputes now arise over the conception of the school
in terms of linking up education with life, of motivating its pro-
cesses by the solution of actual rather than artificial problems; in
short, of 'conceiving education as cross- sectioning life rather than
constituting a separate strand of it. It is with this view of educa-
tion in mind that the committee conceives an adequate school equip-
ment to include much more than rooms with seats to be used by
students in classes which meet to recite from books.

The survey committee earnestly recommends that the appropria-
tion for the maintenance and operation of this school be increased
by 50 per cent as a minimum.

Tu8kegee Norma and Industrial Ineitute.This splendid insti-
tution is widely and favorably known throughout the educational
world and the committee gladly confirms the excellent reports con-
cerning it. The school is almost entirely maintained from endow-
ment and other private funds, receiving only $4,000 annually .from
the State. ,

That the State could wisely expend many times this sum in further-
ing teacher training at this school goes without saying. The corn:
mittee gladly recommends that a substantial increase be made, but
only on condition that its expenditure be under the direct supervision
of the State. The committee has no criticism on the present manage-
null otthe school as e private corporation under a self-perpetuating

,board; hut as a principle of public policy it is not advisable for the
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State to appropriate any considerable funds to such an institution
without exercising a direct control over their expenditure. On the
other hand it should be borne in mind that Tuskegee Institute is in
a sense a national institution, has considerable endowments which are
growing year by year and it may be seriously questioned whether the
State could as well administer such an institution as is done under
the present arrangements. A considerable appropriation by the State
might have the unfortunate effect of cutting off larger benefactions
from other sources. The complete control by the State might inter-
fere with the prosecution of certain types of service to the colored
race which transcend State bounds. The committee is in full accord
with the ideals of the administration of the school and believes the
legislature is like minded on this subject. It may well be that the
best policy for the State to adopt is that which has been consistently
followed of keeping its hands off the administration of the school, byt
of rendering sti,ch financial aid as sill not in any way act ks a de-
terrent to private contributions and of exercising only a nominal
control over such expenditures. The committee believes that the
present annilal appropriation of $4,500 might be doubled, but seri-
ously questions the advisability of doing more at the present time.

The recommendations as to the accrediting of the school are again-
can other than

ing and promotive effect.
Summary of recommendations. -1. That professional training be

required as a prerequisite to the issuance of teachers' certificates, the
standard being gradually raised to avoid teachergOioq.age and protec-
tion being afforded experienced and skilled teachetokow in service.

2. A requirement that members of boards of control of an institu-
tion be not residents of the county in which the institution is located.

3. That a pension and emeritus system be established for teachers.
4. What the program of appropriations recommended be adopted

'for buildings, repaltiroacl equipment, and increases for maintenance
tind operation of State normal schools.

5. That minor changes be made in the courses of study as indicated.
6. That the class B normal schools be converted into county high

schools.
7. The accrediting of the State normal school (colored) at Mont-

gomery and Tuskegee Institute, the addition of a school farm, build-
ings and equipment for the former and increased appropriations
for both.



Chapter XX.

HIGHER EDUCATION IN ALABAMA.

In Chapter I it was pointed out that Alabama is a State of ip-
inenst?, latent resources. It belongs to the very small group of States
that combine three wholly different varieties of natural wealth. It is
a great agricultural State, with a wide range of soil and climate
capable of growing agricultural 'products of the utmost diversity.
It is a great mineral State. Its vast deposits of coal, iron, marble,
graphite. and limestone give it potential rank among the foremost
mineral producing States. -in the Union. Moreover, Alabama pos-
sesses an abundance of water power, so located, for the most part, as
to be accessible for manufacturing, mining, and the operation of pub-
lic utilities. This unusual conjunction of native resources is rounded
out and made complete by a series of navigable rivers which tap both

areas carry the
products of these areas either into the Ohio Basin or to the State's
own important seaport on the Gulf.

And, yet, Alabama is poor. It is an almost incredible paradox,
but nevertheless an undeniable fact. The State has not enough money
to give its employees appropriate compensation or to support its insti-
tutions of public welfare, its ptiblic schools, and its agencies for
higher education. The legislature has been liberal, especially to edu-
cation. Within the limits of its ability it has made generous appro-
priations. especially to the higher educational institutions. On at
leak, two occasions it has even appropriated more money than it had.
But in spite of this the institutions have starved. 'They have starved
in the midst of plenty, because the State is poor. Certain citizens
of the State are rich. Citizens of other States are rich and growing
richer from Alabama's wealth, but the State languishes and lags be-
hind the rest of the Union for the want of a few million dollars a
year.

The outside investigator confronting this curious paradox natu-
rally seeks the reason. Why should a State with boundless resources,
most of which (tre already being 'developed, be unable to finance
those essential activities upon which its true prosperity depends?
The reason lies clear to view. Only an insignificant fraction of the
State's real wealth is taxed. The State levies what taxes it collects=

383
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and the rate is not exorliitanton a small percentage of the true
value of property. There are no income taxes, no excess profits taxes,
no inheritance taxes.

In Alabama the large individual property holder and the big in-
dustrial corporation find a sanctuary safe and secure. They enjoy a
happy immunity from the distasteful obligation of contributing to the
public welfare that.reasonable proportion of their wealth ihich most
other States demand. The smaller property holder appears to enjoy
equal immunity. In any event, both large and small owners unite
to preserve the status quo. Past attempts to alter the revenue system
of the State have, with few excepions, been clefeated. There has
been bred and fostered in the public mind a superstitious dread of
taxation which permeates all parts of the body politic' and is shareil
even by those who .have nothing to tax. Thus, we have the extra-
ordinary spectacle of a State that deliberately keeps itself in poverty
in order that a few may reap rich profits; that neglects to develop
that human material on which its very strength depends; that allows
its mighty stores of natural wealth either to lie idle or to pass into
the hands of outsiders and colonists.

These matters 'are discussed in detail later in the report. (See
Chapter XXIII.) They are touched upon here because of their par-
ticular bearing on higher education. The State's agencies for higher
education are not what they should be. They are not adequateto meet.
the State's urgent and immediate need4 In range of instruction and
capacity to accommodate students they do not cogipare favorably with
those of other States of similar population. Relatively they are not
wet/ equipped. Moreover, there are no strong private colleges or uni-
versities within the Stete to supplement the deficiencies of the public
institutions. These facts will presently by shown in some detail.
They are no secret, howet4r. Nor do they constitute any reflection
on the officers of the State's higher schools. In the face of almost un-
precedented handicaps, at the cost of great personal sacrifices, the fac-
ulties of thesti institutions have succeeded in furnishing,a sound and
worthy training to those few who could resort to them, and in preserv-
ing in some measure the educational reputation of the State.

Alabama can repair the deficiencies in higher education in just c.le
way, namely, through the reform of the system of taxation. Unless
the recommendations made in Chapter XXIII are adopted, or unless
by some other means substantially equal sums are secured for general
appropriations, the State must coptinue to starve its higher insti-
tutions. It must reconcile itself to a position of educational isk-

feriority. There is absolutely no other method of providing these
institutions with the support which they need and which the State
needs them to have. If the steps advised are not taken, the legislature
may, to be sure, from time tetime increase the appropriations to one
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or all of the higher schools by slight amounts. Far example, it may
even find the money to meet their present very modest budgets. But
this would be- a palliative, not a remedy. It would not insure their
cotitipus development in accordance with the demands of the
state. The recommendation relating to the increase of taxation is
therefore basic to this report. On its acceptance all others depend.
'nless it is adopted, the survey, as far as it concerns the higher insti-

tutions, will have slight value, or none at all.
The committee is persuaded. however, that the recommendation

will he adopted. It can conceive of no justification for the expendi-
ture of the considerable sum of money the present investigation has
cost, the summoning of numerous advisors from without the State,
the large sacrifice of time and strength by a group of the State's
most. distinguished citizens, except that the State intends to abide
by the conclusions. The people. of Alabama are justly proud of their
Fast. Their ancestors have made significant contributions to Ameri-
can history. Ever Alice its foundation the State has furnished some
of the foremost leaders of the South and of the Nation. In the crisis
through which the country has just passed Alabama has given a
rare demonstration of patriotism. It has freely spent its treasure and
the more precious lives of its sons in the national defense. It has a
high and luporabie record among the States. It now faces a more
prosaic., and hence more difficult task. It must continue to make
present financial sacrifice in order to meet its obligations to its
future citizens and leaders. The Committee is confident that the
people of Alabama will respond with equal cheerfulness to this new
appeal to their patriotft. On the strength of this confidence it
offers the following analysis ofthe State's higher educational prob-
lems, with.recommendations as to their solution.

'Higher educational needs of Alabama and the relation of existing
institutions to thim.The development of State higher institutions
and the character of the instructicai that they offer are conditioned .
by the social neeizisinf the State in which they are located and by the
facilities for secondary training which the State affords. Swne

,State universities and colleges meet the State's needs for higher pro-
. fessional and general 'training adequately. Some, through lack of

insight or lack of'support, fail to do so. What are the real needs of
Alabama in die field of higher eduCationl The committee has found
them singularly hard to determine. There are several reasons for the
difficulty; namely (1) the fact that it is 10 years since census material
was collected, and in the interval the State hai undergone great eco-
ngmic changes; (8) the apparent failure of civic and professional'
bodies to study the question; and (8) the .poVerty-stricken condition-
of the university and the polytechnic institute which has prevented
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them from making those inquiries into the needs of their constitu-
encies which might suggest the desirability of costly expansions. But
even without reliable statistical information, certain of the State's
needs are obvious.

AGRICULTURE.

According to the last census approximately 89 per cent of Ala-
bama's population lived in mill communities. There were over 20
million acres of land in farms and over 262 thousand farmers. The
total value of crops was over 144 million dollars. The estimated
value of the crop in 1918 was 358 million dollars. These figures are
l4rge absolutely, but small in relation to what they Might be. But
a fraction of Alabama's productive land is now under cultivation.
Very little of that which id cultivated has been brought to its maxi-
mum productivity. Moreover, the State is ravaged by destructive
pests which make constant inroads on its most valuable crops. It is
clear that in addition to the need already discussed for agricultural
instruction of secondary grade (see Chapter XI), the State's vital
interests demand the maintenance of a strong agricultural college,
with ample provision both for teaching and experimentation. Such
a college should turn out hundreds of young men a year equipped
with the most modern scientific knowledge, prepared to be the leaders
in this the State's-most important industry. It should be the center
for research into all those problems of agricultural production which
particularly affects4.1abama. . .

Has the State such a college? The Alabama Polytechnic Insti-
tute, the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts for whites,
established in 1872, has maintained courses in agriculture for ap---
proximately 46 years.. At the beginning of this period instruction
in agriculture was not of college grade anywhere in the Whited
States. The science of agriculture had been gradually developed
by the agricultural colleges and experiment stations. The organize-
tion of it into genuine collegiate curricula has taken place within
the past 20 years. For reasons which it is not pertinent here to dis-
cuss, the Alabama Polytechnic Institute was somewhat slower than
its sister institutions in other sections of the country in placing its
agricultural courses on a definite collegiate basis. Only within the
past decade could these courses be rated as truly college courses.
During the past 10 years the college has graduated 184 men whose
present occupation is agriculture. If there be added to these the
small number now engaged in teaching agriculture, the yearly aver-
age output 'of the institution is still less than 20. Veterinary medi-
cine may be counted as allied to agriculture. If the 122 graduates in ,

vslwrisary medicine, during the past 10 years are included rn the
total number of college-trained men that this institution has turned
into the agricultural industry in a.decade, the annual average is but
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slightly over 30.' Of the last two graduating classes, 44 and 45
men, respectively, received degrees in agriculture, and 23 and 17 in
veterinary medicine. The total enrollment in agricultural curricula
during the past academic year was 206. The college has also had, of
course, a considerable number of students in these curricula who did
not graduate.

Could the college care for more students in agriculture?. Probably
a few. It is patent that the emphilsis has always been laid on training
in the mechanic arts rather than on training in agriculture. This is
due to a variety of reasons. For many years agriculture was regarded
throughout the country as a less respectable and worthy calling. This
attitude toward it still prevails in parts of the South, perhaps particu-
larly in Alabama, although happily it has largely disappeared else-
where. Colleges are in part products of their environments. But if
they fulfill their true functions, they also mold their envirqnments.
They lead the minds of the people. They alter public opinion. They
reveal to a community its potentialities and its obligations. The Ala-
bama Polytechnic Institute can not escape a certain share of respon-
sibility for the failure of the State to provide adequate training
facilities for its principal industry. If the college had had the
vision, undoubtedly the State would by now have caught a dim
reflection of it.

But omelets can not be made without eggs to break. A glance at
the State's contributions for the support of the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute shows how little the college could have done, no mat-
ter what its convictions and irVitions. It also shows that the
financial situation of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute is in one re-
spect absolutely unique. The college has notreceived a dollar of direct
appropriations solely for purposes of agricultural instruction. Every
item of the State's appropriations is in compensation for services actu-
ally performed which furnish the State an immense monetary return.
As a revelation of parsimony and short-sightedness this situation.is
impressive enough. But consider Rhat it means in the management
of anaducational institution. A lAge proportion of the institution's
departments have as their first obligation,something other than in-
struction. The inspection and analysis of agricultural materials or
products for the benefit of the State must be attended to before the
college may proceed with its regular business. Teaching is recluced to
the level of a by-product. The committee will shortly make specific
recommendations covering the State's future policy in this matter.
At this point it is sufficient to make note of the fact and of its bearing
on the development of the State agricultural college.

Many of these men are, of course, no longer residents of Alabama, . State institutions
alwaga train many who practice their professions elsewhere. This wastage is to be
wanted oa. The! . majority of graduates of the State inatlhitiona small, remain is the
brina Agate. .
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What about provisions for research and experimentation ? For-
tunately for Alabama the Federal Government supports by an an-
nual appropriation of $80,000 an experiment station in connection
with each agricultural and mechanical college. In most States which
are predominantly agricultural this basic sum is supplemented by
large State appropriations. It has been frequently' and abundantly io
demonstrated that for every dollar spent in agricultural research(

. .hundreds or thousands of dollars are returned to the State in in-
creased production. Alabama, however, has been content to let the
Federal Government fight the boll weevil and discover ,the proper
types of crops for each of its many diversified regions largely unaided
by State contributions. The State's appropriations for agricultural
experimentation have been insignificant. In spite of the excep-
tional ability of the investigating staff of the Alabama Polytechnic
Instittiteability which is recognized throughout the-Nationprog-
ress has been disheartingly slow. Problems that are crying for solu-
tion must remain untouched from year to yele ar for want f men and
means to solve them.

.

Certain conclusions present themselves. 04 a fraction of the
gtate's needs in professional agricultural training and in agricultural
research are now met. It would be absurd to consider a small in-
crease in the size and scope of the agricultural college. If the college
were trebled or quadrupled in size it would stilt fall far short of the
service which the State absolutely requires. The State must enlarge
its whole concept of higher agricultural training. It must put stuns
of money into the equipment and maintenance of this institution
which by comparison will make its previous contributions look like
the widow's mite. And it muss see that they are spent for agricul-
tural edudation and experimentation: The college, on the other hand,
should revise its attitude toward agriculture. It. should recognize
that in the near future, if its true obligations are to be fulfilled, the
supreme emphasis must be laid on training leaders in the field of
scientific agricultural production and rural life.

ENGINEERING. .-

But the State of Alabama Is experiencing that shifting of the
seder of gravity from the country to the city which has taken place
all over the United States. The change has come late, but it promises
to be rapid. Probably the next census will show an increase of at
least 10 per eent in the urban population. The reason is the sudden
development of mining and manufacturing. Already Alabama.
stands "third among the States in the production of iron, and ore,
fourth in the production of- pig iron, sixth in the produtio of
coal." The great Birmingham district is, apparently just a e .

beginning of its growth It .requires no stretch of the imagine - ..

to picture it as one of the leading industrial centers of the country.
_ _,.......__________
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At the same time the rise of the shipbuilding industry and large port
developments- are taking place at Mobile. The sources of water
power are being exploited and utilized in these centers and in build-
ing up the milling industry in places of lesser magnitude.

These facts point unmistakably to another great need in profes-
sional education. Alabama needs engineers. It will need ever greater
numbers of engineers. Not only the industrial development just men-
tioned, but also the whole exPrrience of the United States iu the war

.combine to raise engineering to the first rank among the professions
afor which State such as this must train men. Engimiering science

is apparent4Ljust on the eve of a tremendous development. New ap-
plications of it to the whole process of production are just about to be
made. it is entering the field of industrial organizat ion and even the
field of busines. The term engineering has alread'y ceased to rep-
resent 'a narrow specialty or a eombination of narrow specialties. .

instead; it is coming to signify- a,inet hod of handling the complex
problems of production and Imman-organization. This evolution has
been greatly stimulated by the war. The war as a whole, vas a gigantic
enginerieg undertaking. A large percentage of its component enter-
prises were engineering pure and simple. It furnished an impressive
object lesson of the wide applicability of the et igineeri tig.inethod. Not
the least part of that lesson vas the demonstration of the similarity
of the factors which make for success in all operations involving the
mastery of materials, whether in war or ifoupeace. It is nut surprising,
therefore, that engineering has. cast its spccll over young men and
that larger numbers than ever before arsj apparently going to seek
this type of training, -whatever their Altimate professional goads.
That a State like Alabama in a time like that upon which the country
is entering needs extensive agencies for engineering education isTelf-
evident.

What agencies has it? There, are twothe Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, which is the State College of Agriculture -and Mechanic
Arts,. and has cultivated engineering since its establishment in 1872,
and the-University of Alabama, which has offered engineering courses

Icontinuously since 1881.. Such courses had, however, beet? offered
'sporadically since 1861. Of the graduates of the lust 10 years the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute reports 351 now engaged in engineer-
ing, the University of Alabama 52. The total enrollment in engineer-
ing curricula at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute for the last
academic year was 386, at the University of Alabama 115. Both in-
stitutions, but particularly the Alabama Polytechnic Institute be-
cense of its larger numbers, have sent engineering graduates all over
the country, many of whom occupy distinguished tosit ions in the pro.
fession. Whether the numbers now in training in engineering at
these two institutions are sufficient to meet the needs of the Stalte4-

7cOunting on the emigration to'other States of a certain consid%able
rcentage-=the committee is unable to say To deterMine. this'quee-
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-tion with any degree f accuracy would necessitate a long investiga-
tion, for which the mmittee had neither the time nor the facilities.
If it might judge by he casual testimony it receivedand there was a
good deal of itth irmingham district alone could absorb, and is
eager to absorb, a uch larger number than is annually available.
The committee conludes, therefore, in spite of the fact that the State
maintai two en .4 nearing schools, it is not oversupplying its present
needs an must tly increase the output of engineers before it can
meet its ture n: to s.

TABLE 62.Enroll ents in engineering at the Unireretty of Alabama and the
Alabama Pol, echoic Institute for the 20-year period from 1899-1918.
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But with this conclusion the problem of the State's policy with

reference to .engineering education isby no means settled. Only a
single superficial aspect of it is touched upon. The .most serious
phase of the problem lies in the existence of two State-supported
engineering schools. The existence of two schools'ineam; d it ision
of the State's effort, with a consequent losstemporarily, at leastof
efficiency. It means rivalry before the legislature for appropria-'
tions, competition for students, expensive duplication Of high-class
men and equipment, institutional jealousy and misunderstanding,
and all the wretched chapter of discord which is the present lot of
nearly every State where similar conditions prevail. Escape from
these evils seems well-nigh impossible as long as the two schools have
approxhately equal support or may pretend to approximately equal
standing. At any rate, no State which divides its engineering effort
has been able altogether to escape them. The only clean-cut solution
appears to be the abandonment of engineering at one institution and
the concentration of it at the other. In two of the five cases where
the Bureau of Education has been called upon to arbitrate this ques-
tion it has suggested this solution. It may be noted that the-officers
and partisans of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute would favor
this solution in Alabama provided, of course, that engineering were
concentrated at the institute; and that the officers and partisans of
the University of Alabama would be equally ready for it, provided
engineering were concentrated at the university. Probably all would
agree that if the State gave no engineering education and were
establish it now fche first time it had better' be centered in o e
institution.

Is such concentration no\v possible or desirable? The commit
believes not. The bases of 'ts belief are worth setting forth. The
reasons for not concentratin all engineering education at the Ala-
bama Polytechnic Intitute a e (1) the disastrous effect which this
step would probably have up the development of the university
and (2) the 'unfavorible locat on of the Alabami Polytechnic In-
situte for certain typ.s of engineering instruction. The reasons for
not concentrating all engineering education at the university are (1)
the fact that engineerini is closely allied to modern agriculture and
that adequ,te instruction in the latter field is impossible without
some facilitie.: for training in certain of the engineering branches;
(2) the traditional position of engineering as a coordinate part of the
work .0; land-grant colleges; and (3)- the admirable record of the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute as a training school for engineers.
Several of these reason.s.shiluld be discussed in greater detail.

The University of Alabama more than many state universitittfr,
needs applied science. The conithittee is very little impressed by the
argument frequently prasentectto it, that if engineering were re.
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moved from the university the prestige of the institution would be
lowered and in consequence of this humiliation its morale under.-
mined. There is no personal or institutional rebuke involved in re-
adjustments of the State's educational system which are advantageous
to the State. It is for a wholly different reason that the University

of Alabama needs engineering. The might of Nadition is the strong-
est influence in the life of an old institution. Tradition is unques-
tionably a most precious possession, but there are attendant dangers.
The force of institutional tradition is generally against innovation.
It would preserve unaltered the standards and practices of the past.
It is blind to the new demands of a changed social environment. which
must. be met by other educational methods. Now the peculiar obliga-
tion of a State university is the obligation to keep constantly abreast
of the. social needs of the State; constantly to adapt.the training it
purveys to those needs; to he the interpreter of both the present and
the future as well as of the past. Privately supported institutions
may stand pat if they choose, and if they dat:e. A State university
Must ever be moving on, ever changing ground. The set of tradition
at the University of Alabama, as at many old institutions North and
South, is, unless the committee has been misled. in the direction of a
literary and bookish training. The university has consequently had

"to combat a sentiment in the State that it is devoted to the interests
of a limited class, and that it is remote from the life of the people.
Engineering is the most vital bond with the life of the State. Both
for-the sake of its contacts with the State and for the sake of its own
inner balance, it is therefore essential that the university conduct
!ourses in the applications of science.

The second reason for the retention of engineering instruction at
the university is the location of that institution. It is on the edge
of the great mining and industrial district and relatively close to
river-development projects and to sources of water power. Short
of location in the immediate neighborhood of Birmingham itself.
the university could scarcely be better situated for conducting engi-
neering education. If the Industrial area grows as is anticipated.
it will inevitably become a center of higher technical training. It
is appropriate that a State institution should become the chief agency
for such training. The university is already in the field and may
nroperly be that agency. Auburn, on the other hand, is remote from
any industrial community. Its immediate environs offer no oppor-
tunities for engineering students either to observe or to participate in
engineering practice except as it applies to agriculture Engineering
instruction is coining to be associated more and more with actual engi-
neering operations.. Factories, shopi, arid mines are coining to be
for the engineering student,what hospital Clinics are for the medical
itUdiuit. A inedieit e.hocil'esti.nee exist without elinies. The enm-.
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mittee ventures to predict that before long engineering schools will
find industrial clinics as nearly indispensable to their existence, hi
its laboratories 1.. engineering school is of course able to produce the
ttential conditions of scientific practice necessary to reenforce theo-
retical instruction. But it js the supplementing of the laboratory
by the shop that is on the eve of general adoption,. Incidentally this
tendency will relieve engineering schools of a ,great burden of ex-
pense. The engineering school therefore which is located within an
industrial district has the keys to the future.

To remove engineering instruction from a land -grant college is
legally possible. The courts have several times affirmed the legal
right of the State to redistribnte the land-grant fund at its pleasure.
It is, however, a practical impossibility to remove engineering from
any well established land-grant college. Again the force of tradi-
tion comes into play. Sixty years of possession of the engineering
field have given the land-grant colleges what is regarded as a vested
right to engineering, training. All efforts of their opponents to
prove that Congress in 1862 did not intend to include engineering
by the texii "mechanic arts" have failed to shake their position.
And it is fortunate for the country that this has been the case. The
contribution of the land-grant colleges to the development of engi-
neering education has been of inestimable value. But even if it were
practicable to remove engineering from the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, it would, in the committees judgment, be unwise. The
interrelations of agriculture and ettgaieering are growing constantly
closer. The single land-grant institution which was established
solely as an agricultural college has recently been obliged to introduce
certain courses in engineering. If the forecast of the coming devel-
opment of engineering science made at the beginning of this section
is correct, engineering can no more be dissociated from agriculture
in the future than from any other productive industry.

A contributory factor, although not by itself a determinative one,
is the extraordinary line of distinguished engineers that have received
their professional education at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
It would violate the sense of fitness of every unprejudiced person in
the State if an institution with such a record were to be shorn of ita
pcipal activity for the sake of promoting regularity in the State
scheme of higher education.

Is the 'result then a complete impanet If the officers of the two
institutions will resolutely face the facts and will consent to treat the
problem of engineering training as a tState problem in which the insti-
tutions are but instruments and not the principal beneficiaries, a
reasonable solution is possible. That the question has not been ap.-.

,proached in this wsy is indicated by the present Organization of. the
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work of engineering instruction. The catalogues of the 'two institu-
tions announce the following degree curricula in engineering:

41.
Alabama Polytechnic Institute: University of Alabama:

Civil engineering. Civil and highway engineering.
Electrical engineering. Electrical engineering.
Mechanical engineering. Mechanical engineering.
Chemical engineering. Chemical engineering.
Mining engineering. Mining engineering.
Architectural engineering.
Chemistry and metallurgy.

In addition the Alabama Polytechnic Institute gives two-year
courses in electricity, mining, and architecture and one-year courses
in road construction and wireless telegraphy. The University of
Alabama offers two-year technical courses designed to fit men for
various vocations in the general field of engineering.

The most obvious characteristic of these offerings is their simi-
larity. Duplication is as complete as possible, taking into account
the fact that one institution offers only five degree curricula, while
the other offers seven. A certain amount of duplication is inevitable
if there are to be two schools of engineering. Duplication in engi-
neering education is expensive and it entails other undesirable con-
sequences. But the committee has already registered, the opinion
that it is less undesirable in Alabama than the concentration of
engineering at one institution, which would put an end to it for
all time.

Granting this, it is clear that the area of duplication should be
reduced as much as possible. The experts in engineering education
that the committee has consulted agree that some work in the four
basic branches of engineering science, namely, civil, electrical,
mechanical, and chemical engineering, should be carried forward in
any institution which grants engineering degrees. Radical differen.
tiation of the work of the Alabama institutions in thesefieldn would
probably not be feasible, at least in the immediate future. The com-
mittee conceives such differentiation to be possible within limits,
however, as time goes on. For example, it may turn out that one
institution is better equipped and better located to give thorough
work in mechanical engineering than the other, and that therefore
students desiring to fit themselves as mechttnical engineers should be
referred to it. But for the present duplication in the four branches
must be-accepted as one of the burdens the State must carry for hav-
ing failed earlier in its history to organize its program of higher
training more wisely.

The Bureau of Education's investigations hi other -States show
that there is no more expensive form of duplicationunless it be in

ldical educationthan duplication in mining engineering. The
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cost per student clock hour of instruction in mining engineering is
generally nearly double that in any other engineering department.
Duplication is also wholly unnecessary. There is no State that needs
two schools of mining engineering. No mining school in the country
has a large enrollment. There are indeed, probably more mining
schools in the United States than likely to be needed for many
years to produce an adequate supp y of mining engineers. That
Alabama with its meager funds for higher education should attempt
to maintain two full-fledged degree-granting departments of mining
engineering is a manifest absurdity, which is rendered still more
patent by a consideration of the enrollments at the two institutions.
Neither has ever enrolled more tha andful in this branch. In the
last academic year the Alabama 11Slytechnic Institute reported six
students in mining engineering, the university none. Here is one
place where concentration can be effected with obvious benefit to the
State.

The canunittee recommends that henceforth instruction in mining
engineering be c ducted at the university alone and that with it be
associated the egree curricula in chemistry and metallurgy which the
demands of t e State warrant. It bases its recommendation on two
grounds: Th first is, the location of the university in the mining
distr'ict. The second is its slightly superior equipment for this work.
Iti spite of the fact that the hitiversity has been less successful in the
past in attracting mining students, the committee is convinced that the
logic of the situation irresistibly designates' it as the place where the
State should center its effort in mining education.

Whether the State is 'justified in maintaining degree curricula in
architecture and architectural engineering the committee is unable to
say. It notes that this work and the plans for its development at the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute are unanimously indorsed by the Ala-
boina chapter of the American Institute of Architects. It records its
doubts, however, and suggests that before any considerable effort in
this direction is undertaken the needs of the State for architects and
architectural engineers be studied by the State council of education,
and weighed against the needs in other fields of engineering.

The baleful effects of unregulated institutional competition on the

training
of a wise and far-sighted State policy in professional

training are strikingly exemplified in the present situation of these
two engineering colleges. The field of engineering as defined by the
State's productive industries is little more than half occupied by both
together, but it appears to the outside observer that neither has had
sufficient power of detachment from the absorbing preoccupations
of 'institutional rivalry to explore it with a view to efficient State
service. There are at least four lines of engineering which the com-
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mittee believes are essential to the future development of industrial
production and whic errand the attention of Alabama institutions
if the latter are fill their obligations to the State's productive
interests. They (1) agricultural engineering, (2) sanitary engi-
neering, (3) textile engineering, and (4) industrial and commercial
engineering. The committee is persuaded that investigation will
show a well-defined need for intelligent leadership and training in all
these lines.

The general outlines of a program for the future conduct of these
two engirfeering institutions. a program which will not, to he sure.
end unnecessary duplication at once but which will lead gradually
to a definite differentiation. may easily he sketched. The first fea-
ture of it concerns intention and emphasis. The university should
make the service of the mining and industrial district in which it is
located its guide in the field of engineering education. a) It should
emphasize mining engineering and those other phases of engineering
education which are contributory to it and which grow out of it.
(b) It should develop hydraulic engineering and should serve as
the State's principal agency for the solution of problems connected
with the exploitation of water-poNter and for the traininz of experts
in this field. (c) The university should develop as its nrNins permit

of engineering science to industrial Organi-
zation and management which have been referretd to and which the
Birmingham district demands. (d) It should apply itself also to
the large scientific and economic problems connected with sanitation
and to the training of sanitary engineers.

The field is large enough to tax the resources of an institution
10 times as well supported as the university. To cover it small.seg-
ment of it thoroughly and effectively would be vastly more creditable
than to stake off the whole area and to leave part of it unworked.
If the objection should be raised that a fractional enterprise in

.....- engineering education is unworthy the attention of a first-class insti-
tution, the example of Stevens Institute of Technology may be cited. .
which devotes itself to a single engineering specialty and has won
international distinction. A reorientation in its point of view toward
engineering education is what the university need. If the con-
trolling factor in its program were the service of the State in this
group of engineering enterprises and not the traditional con-
ception o; an orthodox engineering school, it would be in a position
to make a far-reaching contribition to the development of the State
and also to work out a valuable and distinctive effort in engineering
education; one, moreover, that would' probably not be duplicated by
any other institutiorh
-: The application of the same principle and point of view to engi-

nearing at the.Alabama Polytechnic Institute would result likewise
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in a general differentiation of its effort from that of the university.
The Alabama Polytechnic Institute is, or should be. the State's chief
agency for intelligent leadership in the organization al. 1 regenera-
tion of the agricultural, textile, and highway interests of he State.
The committee suggests that it make these obligations its gt.Je. If
its future policy in the organization of engineering training were
shaped primarily by the demands of the State for highway con §truc
tion, for increased agricultural, lumber, and live-stock production,
and for the development of mill towns and the milling industry, it
too would be able to make a unique contribution both to the State's
industrial output and to its own educational strength.

Of course the success of such a program as has been outlined would
depend in the first place upon a careful and impartial study of the
State's needs in the field of engineering education, and in the second
lilac! upon a genuine effort by the two institutions to cooperate in
meeting these needs. The first requisite will be provided for if the
State accepts the committee's recommendations for a State Council
of Education. The second can not be secured by legislative action, or
indeed by exhortation. It may be furthered by the work of t1 State
Council of Education, which will tend to emphasize the unity of the
State's effort in higher education and the subordination of the inter-
ests of any institution to the interests of that effort as a whole. But
the substitution of a spirit of cooperation for a Writ of competition
and antagonism entails a rebirth. The issue is of importance. The
State is justified in using any means however drastic to bring it to
pass.

Before leaving this aspect of thetubject there are a few ghosts that
should be laid. Much time and effort have been spent by each insti-
tution in attempts to prove priority in the engineering field, and thus
to shift to the other the burden of the sin of duplication. The ques-
tion is as indefinitely debatable as the question of Hamlet's sanity
and the settlement of it just about as important. It has no bearing
whatever on,present and future policies, which must be determined
solely on the basis of the State's advantage.

The doctrine has been assiduously foste certain quarters that
there is an asential distinction betw n the engineering training
offered by the university and that provided by the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute. According to this doctrine the university is the
home of professional engineering, whereas the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute gives a kind of denatured trade training which masquerades
in the garments of engineering education. As far as the committee
can discover the only basis of fact for, this rumor les in the past elas-
ticity of the entrance standards of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
The committee will have something to say about these later: Here
it desires merely to note that they seem of recent years to have had
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little effect upon the quality of the *engineering curricula. These
are standard in scope. On the other hand, the long list of promi-
nent engineering alumni indicates that the authorities of the Ala-
bama Polytechnic Institute have been unusually successful, in spite
of the remoteness of the college from centers of production, in making
the work in engineering vital and practical. The Alabama Poly-
technic Institute has served the engineering needs of the State with
conspicuous success.

The university's past achievements in this line are far less impres-
sive. In spite of large equipment it has graduated an average of less
than four engineers a year. and never more than eight. That is a
very small output to offset the cost of this division of the university.
( See Table 624 The intimate relationships of the institution with
the Birmingham district are made much of by the university officers.
Thus fat, however, these relationships have not been realized in prac-
tice. The committee was amazed that an institution so situated had
made so little actual use of its extraordinary advantages. It has done
little to develop the modern form of engineering education, which de-
pends upon the establishment of close contacts with the industries, and
involves the interplay of school and shop. The university, however,
needs engineering as d means of binding its activities to the life
of the State. If it grasps this conception and its implications, it can

, still render important service in this field.
The development of a genuinely effective State program of engi-

neering education comes back finally to the question of. support.. The
*Mounts appropriated to the Alabama Polytechnic institute in the
last decade are all in payment of services rendered, largely in the agri-
cultural field. Out of them and the small Federal appropriations the
institute has' had to carry on its whole teaching cffort. The State
has made nq specific appropriations for engineering education, except
the small appropriations for buildings. The Alabama Polytechnic
Institute is badly handicapped for equipmeht and has not space
enough. It is inconceivable that it can much longer be expected to do
creditable work in the engineering field without large additions to
its resources. The present budget does not approximately cover its
needs. The university, since the large appropriations which were
used for an engineering building in 1907, has had no direct grants fOr
engineering education. The engineering college has been supported
out of the income from its endowment fun& That this has been
sufficient to carry the college thus far is due to the small enrollment.
If the State means to put the training for this, its second most im-
portant wofessign, on a firm foundation, it will have to adopt a far
more liberal policy toward both institutions than it has ever practiced
in-the past.

11141
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TEACHER TRAINING.

'The State of Alabama has 151i high schools for whites, employ-
ing approximately 500 teachers. The turnover in the teaching
profession is rapid. There are annually about 200 vacancies to be
filled in the field of high-school teaching and administration for the
white race alone. In no other profession is it possible to determine so
aceurately the number of practitioners needed. The determination
in tlf case of teaching is reduced to a' mathematical certainty,

'although the committee has been unable to assemble the exact figures.
Knowledge of th'e, kind of professional eqtkipment which high-school
teachers should have is almost as definite. Courses for the prepara-
tiril of high-school teachers and administrators are well developed
all 'over the United States. There is general agreement as to the
indispensable requirements in the way of preparation and experience
which should be demanded of high-school teachers in order to secure
a.well-served State system of high schools. The fundamental require-.
ments are (1) graduation from a standard college, (2) study in-the
field of education and psychology in a collegiate institution, (3) ex-
periencein actual teaching or in practice teaching, and (4) special
familiarity with the subjects to be taught. These represent minimum
ronirements, which are likely to be advanced as time goes on.

It is probably unnecessary to argue the importance to the State
of adequate provision to meet these easily demonstrable needs. With
out strong hikh schools the whole educational system of the State
breaks down. Not:only are the children who can avail themselves
of secondary education defrauded of their right to educational ad-
vancement, but a gap is created between the common schools and the
higher institutions. The popular mgthod of bridging the gap is for
the colleges to move down to the high-school level. When they do so
the prospect of genuine professional training is lost. The colleges
become hybrid institutions, neither secondary nor higher. Alabama
has had experience enough with this condition to realize its serious-
ness. Its high-school system is largely a product of the last decade
and a half. Before its existence thecolleges were obliged to main-
tain preparatory departments, their standards of college training
were low, and their graduates were not accepted as of equal rank
with those of institutions in other parts of the country. The estab-
lishment of high schools throughout the State, the strengthening of
their work, and the raising of the majority of the colleges to a col-
legiate level are largely the result of stimulus applied by the Uni-
versity of Alabama.' Through the activities of the university's pro-
fessors of secondary education and as a result of the university's
leadership in the formation of the Association of Alabama Colleges,

%



in accord with the demands of the times.

the high schools have been born and nursed, colleges have been led11
into paths of academic righteousness, and the foundations have been
laid for a State system of secondary and higher education which is
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Bet it is necessary to build still further-upon these foundation,.
The mere existence of high schools is not sufficient without properly
qualified teachers to serve then). The State must maintain adequate
agenciei for training high-school teachers. What are the existing
agencies? How far do they go toward supplying the annual va-
cancies in the teaching staffs of the high schools?

The school of education of the University of Alabama, thy sclioat
of agricultural education of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and
the Alabama 'Girls' Technical Institute are the regularly constituted

- agencies for the kraining of high-school teachers. In the last aca-
demic year the nt iversity school of education sent into the teaching
profession approximately 30, the school of agricultural education of
the Alabaina Polytechnic Institute 10, the Alabama Girls' Technical
Institute 61, about half of whom entered the field.of elementary edu-
cation. The output of the last year was everywhere affected by the
war. The total enrollment in education curricula is therefore more
significant of the scope of ,these, institutions as teacher-training
agencies. The university enrolled 188, the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute 49 in education curricula in 1917-1S. The Alabama Girls'
Technical Institute reports 116 of the present enrollment as intending
to teach. Of these, but 56 expect to enter the high-school field. In
addition, a small number of the graduates of private colleges in the
State engage in high-school teaching. A liberal estimate of the pos-
sible product of all of these sources indicates that the State Can count
on recruiting from the teacher-training agencies within its borders
approximately 80 high-school teachers a year.

The discrepancy between 80 and 200, the number of high-school
teachers needed annually, must be met somehow. How? In many
other States where there are shortages of home-trained teachers the
deficits are largely made good by employing teachers from other
States. With rare exceptions this source of supply is phictically
closed to Alabama. The State pays such low salaries that it can not
attract teachers from other communities. Since the schools must
run, the remedy which has been perforce adopted is the employment
of improperly prepared teachersgraduates of the state normal
schools and teachers from the elementary ranks who have had no col-

,lege training. The schools suffer.
In order to rescue itself from this situation the committee judges

that the State must take three steps: (1) It must increase the salaries
Of high-school teachers. This will be necessary both to induce
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bama students to enter the teaching profession and to supply the
State's deficiencies from other sources. (2) It must insist upon ade-
quate professional preparation before it grants even a temporary
license to high-school teachers. .(3) It must strengthen its training
agencies.
' The necessity for a general large increase a salaries has already
been argued. The State has also already taken the first steps toward
the establishment of proper standards for high-school teachers' li-
censes. It has wisely clefined by statute the function of the normal
schools as being the preparation of elementafy teachers. The blur-
pOlg of the line of demarcation between the normal schools and the
high schools, common in many States, is thus here happily avoided.
Through the action of the State high-school commission the State has
established college graduation as a prerequisite for the first-grade
certificate. Up to the present, however, it has not made due provi-
sion for The support of the recognized trainillg, agencies for high-
school teachers. In tfie following paragraphs I he present scope and
future necessities of these agencies are discussed.

The school of education of the University of Alabama.This divi-
sion of the university is served by four professors of education, It
shares the services of those members of the general university faculty
whose departments lie within the range of subjects ordinarily taught
by high schools. Only one of the four professors' of education is
supported wholly by the State. Of the others, one is paid by the
General Education Board, one'by the income from the Peabody fund,
and one in part by the Federal funds for vocational education and
in part by the State appropriations required to match these funds.
The work of the professor supported by the General Education Board,
is largely in the field of high-school inspection. It represents a con-
tribution made to the State department of education and the other
colleges of the State quiie A much as to the university. It relieves
the State department of the burden of high- school inspection. But
a fraction of this professor's time is devoted to instruction.' The
employment of a professor from the income of the Peabody fund is
a temporary arrangement allowed by the trustees of the fund until
such time as the educational building for which the fund was given
may be needed. This time is already in sight. The professor of
vocational education must devote himself exclusi-ely to the training

. of teachers in trades and industries. His energies can not be diverted
to the general preparation of high-school teachers.

The committee has indicated that one of the indispensable require-
ments for properly trained high-school teachers is actual teaching

'For recommendations covering the future administration of high-school Inspection.
?ass Chapters IV and XI.
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experience, or tixperience in practice teaching. Since possession of
the former is largely a matter of accident, it follows that every well-
organized institution for the preparation of teachers must have fa-
cilities for practice teaching. These may be provided either in a
practice school, under the direction of the training institution, or
through the services of the students as practice teachers in regular
public schools. Institutions located in or near large cities may profit
ably secure practice-teaching facilities by cooperative arranment
with the public-school authorities. Otherwise the practice school is
a tfecessity. The University of Alabama has no practice-teaching
facilities at present. The committee understands that arrangements
are on the point of completion which will enable it to use the TtAca-
loosa high school for this purpose. The committee doubts, however.
whether the privileges of the local public school will in the near
future be sufficient for the university's needs. .

(3 school of education of the university should be in a position
turn from 100 to 150 graduates into the field of high-school teaching

annually, if it is to fulfill its part of the great task of providing the
...1._ State with the well-trained secondary school staff which it needs. The..

State should therefore place the school on a more substantial footing '
withota delay. It should make adequate appropriations for a suffi-
cient faculty. should release the income of the fund and
supplement it i.o provide a building. It should establish a prat:Lice
school under the control of the university.

,The committee assumes that the preparation of vocational teachers
in trades and industries, now partially subsidized by Smith-gughes

, funds, will continue to be done at the University of Alabama.
The school of agricultural education of .the Alabama Polytechnic.

Institute. The effort of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute in the
field of teacher-training has of latelieen limited to the preparation of
teachers of agriculture. The work is now in part subsidized by Fed-
eral funds for vocational education. The committee commends the
wisdom of this limitation. The State has made- extensive provision
for agricultural instruction in the public schools. In.consequent.-
there is a large demand for teachers of agriculture. If the AlabanA
Polytechnic Institute is enabled to occupy this field fully, it will ren-

2
der its most appropriate contribution in the preparation of teachers.'
The committee has examined Ind is general indorses the plans of the
school for the development of broader oourses in, agriculture and
country life as preparation for rural leaders. Like the school of edu-
cation of the university, however, the school of agricultural education
needs facilities for practice teaching. The committee judges that in
view of th'e peculiar purposes of the school it is preferable to arrange
for these in connection with the work of rural'- gh schools. The be-
ginnings of these contact* have already been mid& Such arrange-
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ments have entailed considerable supervision and provisions for
travel. The State should recognize these needs by suitalie appro-
priations.

The committee is unable to see the necessity or the desirability of
a separate inspection of high schools by the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute. The existence up to the present year of this enterprise it
regards as a sheer waste of time and money. The undertaking also,
has the added disadvantage of emphasizing the competition between
the institute and the university.'

Summer schools. Both the university and the AlalSama Poly-
technic Institute maintain slimmer' schools primarily for the benefit
of teachers. The university receives $5,000 a year for the support
of its summer school, the Alabama Polytechnic Institute nothing.
The advantages of summer schools as instruments krdr the profes-
sional preparation and advancement of the teaching body have al-
ready been discussed. (See Chapter XIX.) It is here sufficient to

k note that in the summer schools of these two institutions there ap-
pears the single inconsistency in the organization of the State's sys-
tem of teacher training. The summer schools of both the university
and the Alabama Polytechnic Institute cater largely to elementary
teachers. Almost an even half of the students at the last session of
the university summer school' were not of college rank. The majority
of these. were elementary school teachers. A similar situation has
prevailed at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute. The committee is
elsewhere recommendin! the strengthening of the summer schools
maintained in connection with the normal schools. It judges that
when the normal schools are in a position to accommodate the ele-
mentary school teachers the university and the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute should limit enrollment in their summer schools to teachers
above elementary-school grade, and college students. This is not
likely to be possible, however, in the near futuie.

One of the principal advantages offered by summer schools in other
States is the opportunity to hear and come in contact with the leaders
in fhe profession. Universities and State colleges make special
efforts to engage as instructors for periods of from one to six weeks
theimen and women who have achieved a national 'reputation in their
respective fields. Owing to the inadequacy; of their support, the
Alabama summer schools have been able to follow this practice only
to a very slight extent. Unless the grant to the university summer
school were at least doubled, and unless the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute were supplied with equal resources, the committee can not
see how their offerings can 'be expected to -.compare favorably with
those of the summer schools of other. State ipititutionS.

For the committee's recommendations on high-school inspection, lee Chapters IV
and XI.
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The Alabama Girls' Technical Institute. The preparation of
high-school teachers is a by-product of the work of the Alabama
Girls' Technical Institute. As a result of the extraordinarily effective
training in home economics offered by this institution, its graduates
have been in increasing demand as teachers and supervisors of this
subject. Incidentally they have taught other subjects in the school
curriculum. The Alabama Girls' Technical Institute- does not, how-
ever, and in the committee's opinion should not in the future, devote
ari ltvery large part of its resources to the specific task of training
high-school teachers. It has a distinctive function to fulfill in the
State's scheme of higher education. What the committee conceives
this function to be is discussed later. The committee favors the
continued recognition of the institute's graduates in home economics
and also in music and commercial branches by the appointing
authorities as candidates for high-school positions in this subject.

MEDICINE.

That a State containing approximately 2 per cent of the total
population of the United States, a State, moreover, with pecu-

. liarly complex problems in, the domain of sanitation and public
health, needs medical service is axiomatic. Does the obligation rest
upon the State to supply its own needs by the maintenance of pro-
fessional training agencies? A categorical answer to this question cah
not perhaps be given. Bitt it should be noted that the united effort of the
medical professionprobably the best organized of all professions
and the one which has devoted most attention to the raising of pro-
fessional standardshas been toward the development of medical
education on national rather than on State lines. The conditions
requisite for medical education in the modern sense can not be met
everywhere. Modern. medical education, especially in the clinical
years, can be carried on successfully only in large centers of popula-
tion. It always demands costly equipment. It is the most expensive
type of professional training. While no pbpulous State therefore
may_neglect provision for an adequate supply of medical service, it
is quite possible that its needs may, and should be, met without the
maintenance of a four-year medical school. Indeed, if the anainte-
nance of such a school would interfere with the support of other
kinds of training that must be furnished by the State, it is clear that
the claims of the medical school are of secondary importaace. There
exist numerous well equipped and generously endowed schools in
various parts of the Country which are judged to be able to supply
the national 'needs in medical education for some years to come.'

.
The committee points out that It might be much cheaper for a State to support

stadebts of medicine in ealstitg schools outside its borders than to maintain Its on
Misting laititution. This b InguestlosabIT the prment dtuntion In Alabama. ;The
yolk le* at the balsa:MO of Alabama 'drat bar out this statsmaqt.
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The problem of medical education in Alabama has been a vexed.
one for some years. The committee has devoted to its solution a.
disproportionate part of the time allowed it for.the whole investiga-
tion. Finally, at the urgent suggestion of persons both inside and
outside the University of Alabama, it sought expert medical advice.
Tile committee invited one of the leading authorities on medical
'education. Lieut. Col. Horace D. Arnold, of the office of the Surgeon
General, formerly dean of the graduate school of medicine of Har-
vard University and former chairman of the Council on Medical
Education of the American Medical Association, to render . an
opinion. The opinion, in which the committee wholly c&ncurs, is
submitted herewith:

" The object of the educational survey is to present facts as they
are and to advise a sound educational policy adapted to relatively
limited financial resources. The consideration of personal feelings
or local pride should not weigh in such judgment.

" A short statement in regard to standards in medical education
will be pertinent. TheCouncil on Medical Education of the American
Medical Association is the recognized standardizing agency and au-
thority for medical schools in America. Schools are classed as
A, B, or C. Class A, the highest group, is a broad one, including
not only those which closely approach the ideal in medical education,
but all those whose graduates, in the opinion of the council, should be
adlitted to examination for licensure in medicine before the State
boarils of medicine. A bare inclusion above the lower line of class
A can not be regarded as a satisfactory position by any institution
that wishes to maintain high educational standards, and should not
be satisfactory 1.o any State university.

" Education in medicine is not a necessary part of a State educa-
tional system, nor is a medical department an essential part of a uni-
versity. If a State, through its State university, undertakes to train
men to become physicians, its chief object is presumably to furnish
well-trained physicians for its citizens. It should not be satisfied
with anything less than a broad, thorough training, which will not
only enable' them to be satisfactory practitioners according to pres-
ent standards, but will enable them to keep up with the advance in
medical science throughout their professional careers, so as to bring
the advantages of such advance to the people of the State. Nothing
less than the most thorough training to-day will fulfill this require-
ment.

" It should be the duty of the State to protect its citizens, through
the licensure of physicians, from incompetent practitioners. But the
protection at present afforded by State examining boards in medicine
is in general inadequate,and Alabama is no exception to this general
rule. Therefore the success of graduates of a school in pa,ssing State
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boards is not in itself a safe basis on which to estimate the excellence
of a school in matters of education. It is but one of a number of
points that must be considered. The reports for the year 1918 show
that of 13 graduates from the school of medicine of the University of
Alabama examined by State boards during the year only one failed
to pass, and he was graduated more than five years ago. The impor-
tance of this apparently favorable showing is lessened by the fact
that 11 of the 12 who passed were examined by the State board of
Alabama,. and the other in Mississippi. There comes about a natural
adjustment in the matter of examinations on the part of a State
board and a medical school in the same State, which lessens the value
of favorable statistics of graduates of a medical school before the
home board of the school. I do not imply any collusion, or improper
favoritism, but a favorable standing before the home State board is
so common a phenomenon as to be discounte'd as a test of educational
excellence.

"Up to the present time this school has been placed in class A by
the Council on Medical Education. While this standing is more
creditable than a lower rating, it should not be accepted as evidence
of the attainment of a satisfactory educational standard. It should
be remembered that the council has graded medical schools with great
leniency in an effort to retain and to encourage all those schools
which seemed capable of development to reach the desired standard.
Educational conditions a few years ago were such as to justify spe-
cial leniency in judging medical schools in the South, and those
schools which were affiliated with universities gave the best promise
for advancement and therefore justified liberal consideration. It'
was only on this basis that the medical school at Mobile was given a
rating in class A and was retained in this class. Conditions have now
changed. The weaker schools have now been given a sufficient time
for development; it is time for the council to reinspect and to re-
classify medical schools. The council will not be justified in extending
the same leniency as in the former classification, and I believe that it
will feel obliged to adopt a standard for class A that would leave
out the medical department of the University of Alabama as it
stands to-day.

"As a member of the Council on Medical Education, I participated
in an ` inspection of this school January 13, 1914. The report noted
that many improvements had recently been made in the institution,
but added: " Nevertheless, this is another instance where so much
was needed that much still remains to 'be done. It is to be hoped
that the energy which has been shown in the improvements already
brought about will not lag until the weaknesses still apparent are
offset." The continuance of the school at that time in class A was
booed %per on this hope than on a cold judgment olf the conditions.
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My present inspection was on April 21, 1919. While it. is true that
some improvements have been made in the interval of five years, they
have not been sufficient to essentially change the preyious situation.
In the meantime progressive schools with sufficient means have forged
ahead, and it is my opinion that this school holds a relatively weaker
position to-day than it did in 1914. Furthermore, the outlook is just
so much worse, because the school has been given this opportunity
to get in line with present-day requirements and has failed to make
good. The council would have no justification now for leniency in
judgment on the basis of expected improvement, as was the case five
years ago. In making this statement I am making due allowance for
the effects of the war as an explanation of present conditions.

It is not my purpose to make a detailed report of the deficiencies,
as would be done in an inspection by the council for the purpose of
classification, but rather to treat the subject on broad lines.
has the school failed to make the progress hoped for five years
I think there are two main reasonslack of sufficient financial sup-
port, and the lack on the part of the authorities of the school
of a sufficient understanding of what an up-to-date medical school
should be.

The report of the council it 1914 stated:
Ahost all, the college needs more money. It should have available $40,000

or $50,000 per year, in addition to students' fees. This is needed for the satis-
factory mainteoance of the school and should be in addition to any sums ex-
pended for added buildings or equipment. The sums mentioned, meanwhile,
only refer to what is very essential at the present time. Within the next five
or six years it is very probable that to keep up with the progress being made
In other institutions a still larger annual income should be provided.

" I believe that thisfinancial estimate at that time waA a very con-
servative one; that it covered only the most essential points that
needed improvement; and that it represented the minimum amount
on which the school could hope to make anything approaching to
satisfactory improvement. One of the chief reasons for the lack of
progress lies in the fact that for this piriod the total receipts from
State, county, and city have averaged well under $20,000 annually,
and that part of these funds had to be devoted to repairs, develop-
ment, and equipment not contemplated in the above estimates.

"Physically speaking, the school has housing accommodations that
could satisfactorily accommodate 100 students. Its equipment, how-
ever, is inadequate for 50 students. Its clinical facilities, if properly
developed, would be barely satisfactory for 50 students, and there is
no good prospect of satisfactory clinical opportunities for a larger
number of students. t

"Even more serious, in my opinion, than the lack of financial re-
sources and physical equipment, and the limitation of clinical oppor-

Ii16-____
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tunities, is the lack of appreciation on the part of the school authorities
of what modern medical education should be. say this regretfully
with a full appreciation of the genuine devotion and loyalty of
these men to the school and the personal sacrifices made by malty
in its behalf. ".heir fundamental conception, however, is too near to
that of the old-time medical schoolmodified to some extent by the
published requirements of the council but lacking in the spirit of
modern medical teaching, whidh alone can put life into the physical
frameivork. It is clear that the authorities have tried, with the
limited means at command, to meet the advanced requirements as
stated on paper.

"This point may be illustrated by the requirement for "all- time"
teachers. The authorities have secured some " all-time " teachers,
and it is their wish to secure the number required by the council.
But an "all -time" teacher is not merely one who does not give his
time to other outside work, and the title and an adequate salary do
not constitute an " " teacher in the sense meant by the
council. To fulfill the function of such a position satisfactorily, he
must have equipment, assistants, and financial provision that
enable him, in addition to his teaching, to carry on research, investi-
gation, and self-improvement that will keep him abreast of his
branch of to himself and to
his students. One of the disheartening things about this school is
the absence of evidence of such activitypartly, to be sure, because
of limited means, put partly, I think, due to the lack of appreciation
of how essential such work is in. modern medical education.

" I have stated that the clinical facilities might be considered ade-
quate for the present number of students if properly utilized. By
this I mean that there is a sufficient number of beds for this purpose..
in the city hospital, if they are ordinarily well filled with a variety
of cases. But the system of records and the study of cases are not
satisfactory for a modern teaching hospital. I do not mean that the
hospital care and professional treatment of patients may not be as
good as in the average hospital of this kind, but the proper training
of medical students requires much more careful study of cases than
that. The absence of up-to-date methods in this respect at the hos-
pital, yet the great satisfaction felt by the school authorities with the
existing clinical opportunities, again illustrates what Itmean by
their lack of appreciation of the needs of modern medicll education.
The same thing is shown in the entirely inadequate estimates made
in the proposed budget for the maintenance of the school laboratories
and for fhe teaching at the hospital.

"The deficiencies of the school will not be remedied merely by mak-
ing larger appropriations. It is my opinion that the aMo nt of
money necessary to develop a first-class medical school at Mobile is
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far greater than has been estimated; that the expenditure of that
amount for this purpose is not .justified in the present, or immediately
expected, financial position of the State of Alabama; and that the
attempt to build up this school to a satisfactory position should be
abandoned.

" Under the circumstances it would seem wiser for the University of
Alabama to abandon the attempt to conduct a four-year medical
school, and to confine its efforts in undergraduate medical education
for, the present to the development of a really first-class medical
school which gives the training of the first two years of the medical
course. Such a plan has already been adopted in a number of States,
as the best contribution that the State university can make under
present conditions for medical education. A notable example of the
successful development of this plan is the medical department of
the_ University of Wisconsin. This plan could be satisfactorily
carried out at the university at Tuscaloosa, and there are obvious
AbEi-vintages in undertaking this work there instead ot at Mobile.

"If now or later the State of Alabama can devote additional funds
beyond the needs of such a medical school for the medical benefit of
its citizens, the medical plant at Mobile might well be utilized for the
instruction and further training of the physicians of the State. The
demonstration of the need of such postgraduate training for the aver-
age physician in practice is one of the (lessons of the war, and may
well receive serious consideration by the authorities of the State.

" My study of the conditions of medical education in Alabama in-
chided also an examination of the situation at Birmingham. This
at present much larger center of population, with its manufntur-
ing industries, its present hospital and medical school buildings, and
the opportunities for further development, offers attractive possi-
bilities. However, the outlay for the development of a satisfactory
medical school at Birmingham is greater than the university or the
State should at present undertake. The university is wise in retain-
ing its control of the situation through its plan for postgraduate
teaching, and this may well be developed through financial support
from the State, as suggested above for the utilization of the medical
plant at Mobile. There are obvious advantages in haying two such
centers in the State for the convenience of the medical profession, and
the outlay for the establishment of useful courses of instruction for
practitioners is relatively smallfar less than that necessary for the
systematic instruction of undergraduates.

" In my opinion the wisest plan for medical training by the State of
Alabama would be the abandonment of undergraduate medical teach-
ing at Mobile; the establishMent of a two-year medical school at the
State University at Tuscaloosa; the continuance of postgraduate
medical teaching at Birmingham; and the establishment of a similar
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center for postgraduate medical teaching at Mobile. Both of these
postgraduate centers should be under full control of the University
of Alabama. Laterprobably some years laterif the finances of
the State or of the university warrant it, the reestablighment of a
four-year course in medicine may be considered. The clinical oppor-
tunities at Tuscaloosa would be insufficient for this purpose, and the
new school would naturally be-located either at Mobile or at Birming-
ham. The choice of location may well be left to be decided later. The
choice should take into account the size of these centers of population
as they then exist, the hospital and other clinical opportunities that
are developed, and the success in teaching shown in the meantime at
each of the two centers for postgraduate teaching.

" So far I have considered this matter solely from the educational
'point of view. There is, however, a serious legal difficulty, which will
prevent the immediate adoption of this plan unless the statutes are
changed. On February 15, 1915, an act was approved to amend sec-
tion 188 the code of Alabama as follows:

Be it d by the legislature of Alabama:
SEcTiori 1. That section 1889 of the code be amended so as to read as follows:
" Src. 1889. Medical department 01 the University of Alabama : The corpora-

tion styled the Medical College of Alabama is dissolved, and the institution
heretofore known as the Medical College of Alabama is constituted the medical

management, ownership, and control of the board of trustees of the University
of Alabama, provided that the said medical department shall remain at Mobile
so long as it can be maintained in that city as a class A school of medicine as
defined by the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Associa-
tion. Whenever the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical
Aisociation informs the trustees of the university that it proposes to lower the
classification of said medical department, said trustees shall order the removal
of the said medical department to Tuscaloosa or elsewhere that may offer the
best advantages and inducements, to be conducted in such manner as the trus-
tees of the University of Alabama may elect, provided that the courses offered
shall conform to recognized standards. All appropriations of moneys which
have heretofore been made to said college (or department) or which may here-
after be made in aid of said medical department of the University of Alabama
shall be paid to the trustees of the University of Alabama, to be used In such
manner as they may from time to time direct." s.,

Sac. 2. That all laws and parts of laws In conflict with the provisions of this
act be and the same hereby are repealed.

"It would appear from this act that the University of Alabama is
bound to maintain its medical department at Mobile " so long as it
can be maintained in that city as a class A school of medicine as
defined by the Council on Medical Education of the American Medi-
cal Association," and that it can not forthwith abandon the medical
school at Mobile even if it wished to do so. Under these conditions
I would recommend that the legislature make as liberal an appro-
priation as it can for medical education; that the university expend

*F.
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this money this year chiefly in strengthening the first two years of
the medical school at Mobile, by securing a sufficient number of com-
petent "all- time" teachers, increasing the equipment of the labora-
tories, and making provision for research in the laboratory subjects;
and that it request the Council on Medical Education of the Ameri-
an Medical Association to !flake an inspection of the school in the

'all, as early as practicable after the session opens, and to report to
the trustees of the university its decision as to the classification of the
school. If the school is then rated in class A, the university would
be justified educationallyas well as compelled legallyto continue
the development of the medical school at Mobile.

Incidentally it would in that case be shown that my estimate and
forecast of the situation was too low. Perhaps it is wise that the
chool should thus be given the benefit of any doubt in this matter.

If the school should fail to receive a rating in class A, then the plan
suggested above could be carried out. In that case there we ald have
been very little waste of money, since it would have been spent chiefly
for equipment, and personnel' which could be transported to Tusca-
loosa. The determination of the classification of the school early in
the fall would enable the university to complete plans for the trans-
fer of the two lower classes to Tuscaloosa at the beginning of the
second semester, if the school failed to maintain its 'standing
claSs A.

" A few other details should receive consideration. Students enter-
ing the school this fall should be informed of the possibility of the
change to a two:gear basis, and the university should not obligate
itself to furnish these students more than two years of medical in-
struction. A legal opinion should be obtained as to the obligation of
the university to complete the four-year course in the case of the
stidents who are already enrolled in the school. The plans for con-
tinuing clinical undergraduate teaching at Mobile after the next
school year would depend upon this decision. The university should
at least continue through the next school year at Mobile the clinical
teaching f-: students of the two upper classes.

" It may be well to make it clear that I am making this report
merely as an authority on medical education, and entirely independ-
ently from the Council on Medical Education of the American Medi-
cal Association. I resigned from the council last fall, because of my
duties in military service, in directing matters relating to medical
education at the Surgeon General's Office. It follows that I shall
have no voice in the decision of the council as to the neat classifica-
tion of this medical school, and the Council on Medical Education
may be relied upon to make its decision as to the rating of the school
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in a fair and unprejudiced manner. The council also is bound in no
way by my recommendations, as I have come to my conclusions with-
out consultation with the council."'

PHARMACY.

If the committee's recommendations made in the preceding section
are adopted, it is understood that the course in pharmacy maintained
in connection with the medical school at Mobile will be abandoned.
There is duplication in the field of pharmaceutical education which
the committee judOs to be unnecessary. Although apparently no
effort has been made by either the university or the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute to ascertain definitely the number of trained phar-
macists needed in the'State, the combined enrollments in pharmacy
at the two institutions do not now and never have amounted to more'
than can easily be accommodated in a single department. The pres-
ent enrollment at the medical school is 6, at the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute 44.

There -are obvious reasons why instruction in pharmacy may well
he associated with instruction in medicine. The desirability of this
association is the only justification for the maintenance of pharmacy
as an offshoot of the university's effort in medical education. On
the other hand, the basic sources in medical science with which the
work in pharmacy is primarily related are given in connection with
veterinary medicine at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute. More-
over, the department Of pharmacy at the institute is much stronger
than that at the medical school. It is a member of the American Con-
ference of Pharmaceutical Faculties. It offers the three recognized
curricula in pharmacy, namely, the two-year curriculum open to two-
year high-school students and leacliiig to the degree of Ph. G., a three-
year curriculum lending to the degree of Ph. C., and a four-year
curriculum leading to the degree of B. S. in pharmacy, admission to
the last two curricula being based on 14 high-school units. The uni-
versity, on the other hand, offers but a single subcollegiatc two-year
curriculum leading to the degree of Ph. G. All of these facts reen-
force the committee's decision that the State's effort in pharmaceutical
education should in the immediate future be centered at the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute.

VETERINARY MEDICINE.

The need fbr a much larger number of trained v'eterinarians in
. the United States was demonstrated clearly during the World

War. For a time those concerned with the national aspects of the
care and production of live stock were alarmed by the dangers latent
in the shortage of veterinary service. Facilities for education in
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veterinary medicine, like those for education in human medicine:,
have developed independently of State lines. The field of veterinary
.medicine, however, is less well supplied. Indeed, the science of
veterinary medicine is just beginning to receive due recognition.
The Department of Agriculture has recently attempted to further
this movement by defining, in cooperation with veterinary colleges,
standards -of education in veterinary medicine and by preparing a
list of accredited veterinary colleges. The college of veterinary
medicine of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute is listed by the de-
partment in class A. The committee is of the opinion that the con-.
tinuance of dill division of the institute, witii sueh increases and sup-
port as are necessary, is a self-evident obligation for the State. (The
most immediate necessity is in the direction of physical equipment.)
Not only does the college of veterinary medicine sctve one of the
State's own major interests,but.4t exercises a general leadership in
this field throughout a large pareof the South.

LAW.

The pract;ce of the low has always made a potent appeal to
brilliant young men throughout the South and indeed throughout the
Nation. - The profession has been perhaps especially popular in Ala-
bama. It offers attractive opportunities for a dignified career and
for large influence in public hie. .Indeed, there is probably no other
profession in which the rewards for talent aid enterprise are so con-
spicuous under the present form of social organization. The law
will probably continue to attract a considerable percentage of young
men of ambition and initiative. The profession touches the corporate
life of the State more closely than any other. Lawyers constitute
a dominant pro ortion of the State's Overning bodies and of its
various adminis ative boards. Whether this should be the case or
not, the fact re ins. There is no indicatitm that it will be altered
in the near future. It is of supreme interest to the State that its
laws should be well made and wisely interpreted and administered.
The quality of the legal profession is therefore a matter of intimate
concern to the State as a corporate entity and to every one of its
citizens. The State can determine what the quality. of the profes-
sion shall be. By its requirements for admission to the bar and by
the agencies for legal education that it supports, it has complete
control of the professional supply.

The committee is informedalthough it has had no opportunities
to verify the informationthat the State bar requirements are not
rigid enough to exclude from practice men with insufficient training,
and that consequently the State is overstockqd with lawyers of in-
ferior education. If these statements are correct, there was in the

11610...L_Li...._.' -, .,,
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past a certain measure of justlfieation for trhe'conditions they reveal.
In the days of political and industrial individualism it was im-
portant that there should be many starters in the race for pro-
fessional leadership. The strain or competition inevitably eliminated
the weaklings and the unfit. The State as a regulatory and directive
agency entered relatively little into the life of the average citizen.
Whether for weal.or woe, that timehas now gone. A new type of
social organization has developed. Every year sees an enlargement
of the State's participation in the business, the education, the health.
and the conduct of its citizens. The primary instruments of its par-
ticipation are its laws. The provision that the State makes for the

gorging and wielding of these instruments is a public interest second
to none other.

The State maintains a law school at the University of Alabama.
It would be more correct to say, "allows to exist," rather than main-
tains.. The law school maintains itself. It lives off its fees. Its
present condition is not one in which the State can take Fide, although
it can not escape responsibility. There are law schools connected
with 35 State universities. Thirty-one of these require three years of
study for the LL. B. degree. The university law Schools of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama require but two
years. Graduates of the Alabama law school, however, are admitted
without examination to the Alabama bar. Standardization of law
schools has not proceedid very far, but a beginning has been made by
the Association of American Law Schools. This association recog-
nizes only those schools requiring three years of instruction for gradu-
ation and having a law library of at least 5,000 volumes. These are
minimum and admittedly temporary requirements. They by no
means represent what are commqnly regarded as the desirable pre-.
requisites for institutions that give training in so influential a pro-
fession. Indeed, several law schools admit only college graduates;
others require at least one yetir of collegiate study for entrance. The
University of Alabama law school does not meet either of the two
minimum requirements of the Association of American Law Schools.

There is no excuse for the State to continue as a part of its State
university a nonstandard law school. Nothing could be more preju-
dicial to the reputation of the institution throughout the country.
Nothing will more certainly drive away from the State the young
men of energy and promise who seek a legal education. In the end
nothing will react more unfavorably on the quality of the service
which the State receives from the members of its legal profession.
The committee does not imply that the officers and teachdrs of the
university law school are in pny sense-to blame for the present dm-

' dition of the school. They have, in fact, constantly advocated its
elevation to standard rank. Within the limitation itnposed by. meager
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equipment and lack of financial support, they have succeeded in ren-
dering valuable service to the State.

The. committee recommends that the university law school ilnme-
diately be placed upon a standard basis. This entails the provision
of funds for the increase and maintenance of the library and for
additional instrudtors7 The $7,500 a year asked for by the university
for these purposek is evidently not nearly sufficient.

COMMERCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.

The increasing urbanization of the population means a relative in-
crease in business and commercial organization. This has already be-
come highly complicated in cities such as Birmingham and Mobile. It
is a thing of numerous potential ramifications. ,Alabama is also one
of the gateways of foreign trade. To relate the industries of the
State to foreign markets, to exploit these, and to stimulate the growth
of the State's commercial enterprise with a view to meeting thb con-
ditions of these markets, are projects vital to the State's material
progress. Modern business administration rests on the application
of science fo business problems. The best school for acquiring knowl-
edge of it is no longer the school of experience. Business,administra-
tion is a tiniversity subject. The more progressive universities have
recognized this fact and have provided spatial professional schools
to give training in the sciences which underlie commerce andbusi-
ness. As yet the.higher institutions of Alabama have been able to do
nothing in this directiqn. The committee is convinced that a -State
which includes 2 per cent of the total population of the United States,
a State which possesses-the great commercial prospects which have
been indicated, can no longer afford to neglect this field of profes-
sional training.

Obviously the appropriate place for its development is at1he
versity of Alabama. The ultimate extent of the undertaking can not
be determined without preliminary investigation. Such investigation
it will be the provinceof the State council of education to make. On
the basis of its findings the program of the university can be modi-
fied from time to time. A modest and safe beginning can be made,
however, even in advance of the council's inquiries. The committee
judges that the budgetary requests of the university for the establish-
ment of work in commerce should receive favorable action.

FORESTRY.

Even the casual traveler through the State can scarcely fail
to be impressed with the value of Alabama's forests to tha/publie
welfare. According to an estimate of the United States Forest
Service, .A.labanik is exceeded only by 10 States with respect to the
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quantity and value of its standing timber. The amount is estimated
at 50 billion feet. The present value of this standing timber, figur-
ing on the conservative basis of $4 per thousand, is $200,000,000.
The Bureau of Crop Estimates of the United States Department of-
Agriculture places the 1918 production of firewood at 5,158,000 cords,
with a total value of. $13,927,000. The United States census report
for 1919 places Alabama third among the Stiites in the quantity and
value of its turpentine and rosin products. The production of these
commodities in 1909 was valued at $2,471,999. From these figures
it is apparent that Alabama's forests represent one of its chief
resources.

In view of the economic importance of Alabama's forests it is re-
markable j,hat the State has no educational program to insure their
proper development and conservation and a ;vise utilization of their
products. An industry which means so much to the State deserves
attention in the State's educational scheme. Not only is it necessary
to familiarize the public with the value of forests and with the
principles governing their conservation and utilization, but provision
should be made for investigion and for the training of forestry
specialists to insure proper development of the forestry industry and
the industries relating to forestry.

Except for a two-hour course in farm forestry extending through!
12 wteks, offered by the Polytechnic Institute, the higher institutions
are doing nothing to meet the needs in forestry training. On ac-
count of its close relationship with agriculture, the work logically

.a function of the Polytechnic Institute. The State should provide
money for this purpose. The amount should be sureient at first to
establish a strong department with at least two full-time instructora.
and later, as experience dictates, to establish a separate division
coordinate with the other divisions of the institute.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION OF WOMEN.

The previous discussion of the professional needs of Alabama and
the relation of the existing training agencies to them has involv d no
special reference to gex. In several of the callings and profes\'IUm
mentioned, particularly teaching, women as well as men engage: In
less degree, but increasingly, it is true of medicint, pharmacy, and
law. Theils are other activities, however, of which a State educa-
tional System must take account that are almost exclusively the sphere
of women. The chief of these are home economics, cornitterclal and
sebetarial service, music, and art.

At present practically all of the 'train& offered by the State in
these .1bAs is centere44t the Alabama Girls' technical Institute.'

*Certalh eer4lee course. in home economies are also given at the ljalvetslt; of
Alabama.
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In this institute the State possesses a school which bears a certain
gi3neric resemblance to other schools of similar designation in other'
States, but which by'reason of its wise leadership and of the char-
acter of the clientele which it serves is almost unique. The general
purpose of the school is a double one, namely, to instruct young
women in the arts and sciences that underlie home .making, and to
give training in the various arts and industries whereby women make

.a living. It has been unusually successful in accomplishing both
ends. 'Its success has been largely due to empirical methods. Instead
of establishing a series of traditional curricula and fitting the. student
to these in procrustean fashion, it has studied the field which it was
designed to serve and has adapted its instruction to the practical
duties that its graduates ikould be called upon to perform. The tech-
nical work, however, is based upon a solid substratum of liberal
training.

The institute now gives courses of study in home economics, com-
mercial practice, music, and art. Naturally a considerable percent-
age of its graduates have gone into teaching, because teaching offers
the most immediate chance to become self-supporting, and there is
a large deipand for teachers of the special subjects in which the in-
stitute gives training. But the majority of the graduates of the
school have become home makers. That this is the case is, in the
committee's opinion, the most conclusive testimony of the complete-
ness with which the school has fulfilled its functions.

In,the past few years the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute has
been subjected to influences which threaten to subvert its distinctive
character and to jeopardize its future. The influences arise from
two sources. The firsts the State requirement of college gradiation
for the first-grade certificate; the second is the large Federal grant
for the development of home economics. Since 1917 the training of
teachers in home economics provided for by the Smith-Hughes funds
has been centered at the Girls' Technical Institute. This disposition
of the federally supported work in home economics has been made
because the Alabama Polytechnic Institute has not developed a de-
partment of home economics. Undoubtedly it was a reasonable ar-
rangement, in view of existing conditions. It has had two conse-
quences, however, which are unfortunate: It has emphasized, on the
one hand, what may be characterized as the normal school aspect of
the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute. On the other, it has ex-
erted pressure on the institute tending to change it into a four-year
college. The continuance of the work supported by the Smith-
Hughes funds is indeed dependent upon/the conversion of the in-
stitute into a, standard college. The pressure exerted by the Smith-.
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Hughes requirements is teinforced by*the State requirement men-
tioned above.

Now the committee regards both of these tendencies as undesir-
able, not only from an institutional, but also from a State point of
view. The training of teachers ought to be a secondary and inci-
dental function of the institute. It can not be wholly neglected.
But if the recommendations for the development of the normal
schools are accepted, there .will be no need of creating a specialized
.normal school at Montevallo. The conversion of the institute into
a standard college would be a genuine - calamity. It can not be ac-
complished without submerging the valuable and effective work by
which the institute has won distinction. Moreover, it would in-
evitably introduce a new element of competition into a State system
of higher education already sufficiently complicated by competitive
difficulties.

The solution which the committee proposes is the most radical of
its recommendations bearing on higher education. It advises the
establishment of a well-equipped division of home economics at the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute and the transfer to that institution of
all the Smith-Lever extension work in home economics and the
Smith-Hughes work in the training of home economics teachers.
A necessary corollary is the provision of dormitories or adequately
supervised residence houses for women at Auburn. In effect, then.
the Alabama Polytechnic Institute would become what the land-
grant colleges of most other States already are, the professional col-
lege for women in the sciences relating to agriculture and home mak-
ing. This provision, if adopted, would entail the expansion of the
work of the School of Agricultural Education of the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute-to cover the training of teachers in lime economics.
It would also reinforce the program of that school for the training
of rural life leaders of both sexes.

Until this development is consummated the Alabama Girls' Tech-
nical Institute will of course remain the State's principal agency for
training teachers of home economics. It should continue its three-
year curriculum for that purpose. The committee has already recom-
mended the recognition for high-school teaching positions of its
graduates in this subject..

The effect of the proposed action on the Alabama Girls' Technical
Institute would be to free it for the work which it alone of existing
State institutions is qualified to perform. Until the population of
Alabama undergoes essential changes, there will be large need, both
quantitative and qualitative, for the kind of training which the Ala-
bama Girls' Ttchrtical Instit te has given with such conspicuous
success. In the committee's opinion this represents a higher mission
than joining the already numerous company of four-year colleges.
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-On the ground of present expense to the State there is little to
choose between the two courses indicated. The establishment of a
women's division at Auburn would hardly cost more than the
thoroughgoing reorganization necessary to convert the Alabatha...
Girls' Technical Institute into a college. The faculty of the institute
is not a collegiate faculty in point of training, nor is it large enough
in numbers to offer the kind of college education for which the State
would be willing to stand sponsor. (See Ch. XXI.) The scientific
equipment of the institute would also have to be very greatly in-
creased in the event of the changing of the school to collegiate status.

LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES.

The extent of the facilities which a State needs for education in
the arts and sciences is probably more difficult to estimate than the
necessary provisions for training in any professional or technical
occupation. From the point of view of the ideal a State needs
sufficient facilities of this character to provide a liberal education
to everyone who is mentally capable of profiting thereby. Economic
invitations begin to operate, however, long before the zone of mental
limitations is- reached. Practically, therefore, the extent of a.State't
needs in facilities for liberal education is determined by the number
who can make use of them. Most.States are oversupplied with col-
leges of liberal arts, viewing the matter from a purely practical
standpoint; i. el most States have within their borders more col-
leges than can be. adequately supported or properly filled with stu-
dents. States have generally accepted the obligation to furnish in
publicly supported institutions liberal education to all those who care
to resort to such institutions, regardless of the existence of privata,
or denominational colleges. Assuming this policy to be sound, the
question to be asked in any investigation of State provisions for
higher education is: Are the facilities for higher,liberal education
adequate in scope and in quality to meet the demands of the-young
people who seek general training under State auspices?

The State now maintain_ s one full-fledged college of arts and
sciences, namely the college of arts and sciences of the University of
Alabama. In addition, three years of general liberal education are
offered by the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, and the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute offers a so-oalled general course which i9 sub-
stantially the equivalent of a liberal curriculum, with a strong'
scientifit emphasis. The enrollment in the college of arts and
sciences of the University of Alabama was for the last academic
year 568, or almost an even two-thirds of the total enrollment of the
university. The enrollment in liberal arts at the Alabama Girls'
Technical Institute was insignifiqint. The enrollment in the general
course at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute was 86. .
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The committee has already recommended that the movement to
make the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute a college be abandoned.
If this recommendation is accepted, the liberal arts subjects given at
the institute would be conceived merely as service subjects; i. e.,
subjects which are necessary component parts of the technical cur-
ricula, but not subjects which might be developed sufficiently to
lead in combination to a liberal arts degree.

The general course at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute is inci-
dental to the technical work of that college. The subjects out of
which this curriculum is compounded are all subjects in which the
institute must give instruction in connection with the several technical

.specialties. The offering of general science curricula is the common
practice of separate land-grant colleges. The practice is only open to
criticism when Ithe curricula are so organized or the entrance require-
ments so administered as to bring the land-grant college into direct

.::'competition for.students with the college of liberal arts of the State
:university. The general course at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute
is heavily weighted with scientific requirements. (See Ch. XXII.)
The committee can not see that it is likely to attract students who
properly belong in the college of liberal arts of the university if the
same entrance requirements are enforced. The committee has se-
cured no information tending to indicate whether many -of the im-
perfectly prepared students that the Alabama Polytechnic Institute
admits are enrolled in the general course. It is later shown that
the Alabama Polytechnic Institute admits a larger percentage of
ill-prepared students than the university does. As a special safe-
guard against the suspicion of competitive intention it recommends
that henceforth the Alabama Polytechnic Institute admit only such
students to the general course as meet the full entrance requirements
without conditions. In any event, the committee judges that the
general course is only justified so long as it can be main$ained as a
genuine incidental, without encroaching on the too limited funds of
the institute. If its not to entail extra expense, the enrollment in it
must always be small.

With the carrying qut of the suggested provisions the University
of Alabama will beas indeed it already is to all practical intents
the only State-supported agency for general education in the arts
and sciences. Does the University of Alabama offer facilities for
higher liberal education adequate in scope and .quality to meet the
demands of the young people who seek general training under State
auspices1 No. The principal present defect of the college of arts
and omen at the University of Alabama is the fact that it is under-
staffed. T re are two unavoidable results of thin condition: The
professors a overloaded with teaching, and it is impossible to offer
advanced wor many of the; departments. Confirmation of the
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first of these statements is given in Chapter XXI. In no State
university which the bureau has investigated are the professors
so overburdened with student clock hours, or so extensively rein-
forced by immature student assistants. A review of the university
catalogue shows that in several departments the barest minimum of
courses is offered. These conditions are reflected from another angle
in the per capita costs of instruction. These are lower at the Uni-
versity of Alabama than at any other State university of which the
Bureau of Education has record.

These facts are no discredit to the officers and professors of the
university. On the contrary they reflect great credit upon the
university authorities. The teachers, sustained by a great: hope,
have been willing to do double duty on less than sufficient salaries.
They have had the courage to confine the;' offerings of their several
departments to suchlourses as they could give, with due regard to
the standards of serious scholarship. The administration has pared
expenses to the lowest possible limit. But there is such a thing as
cutting to the quick. The committee is of the opinion that the ex-
coriation of the university has just about reached this point. If the
institution is to hold the honorable position it has won in the
academic world, it must have immediate relief. At the very least it
must raise instructional costs by 50 per cent. This does not take
into account the legitimate expectations of growth. The growth of
the college of arts and sciences that may confidently he forecast is
roughly indicated by extending tie curve of enrollment for a period
of years. Since the legislature of the State meets but once in four
years, allowance for the additional expenses involved in the normal
increase of the enrollment must be included in the appropriations.
In the opinion of.the committee the present budget does not make
such allowance. The State must also provide housing facilities for
the increasing numbers of women.

RESEARCH.

A modern State system of education has three fundamental
functions: It must give liberal and vocational instruction, through
the medium of organized curricula, for students in residence; it
must assist in the solution of the problems relating to the life and
activities of the State and add to the sum of human knowledge
through, research; it must carry to communities and individuals who
can not come to it for formal teaching information and instruction,
through the medium of an extension service. .

As yet the higher educational institutions of Alabama have been
able to Uo practically nothing toward the fulfillment of the second
of these functions. The only field inivhich a respectable beginning
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of a research program has been made is the field of agriculture.
Research in agriculture, as has been stated, is supported largely
by Federal funds. Outside of this the State has made no provision
for research at either of its two principal higher institutions.

Ordinarily the amount and quality of research done at a State.
institution is in almost direct proportion to the presence on the
faculty of men of scientific training who are true.to their scholarly
obligations. The scantiness of research work done by members of
the faculties of the university and the Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
does not, however, indicate that the scholarly equipment of these
staffs is low. The faculty of the university includes, indeed, an
unusually high percentage of men of advanced academic training.
That of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute compares favorably in
point of scientific training with the faculties of other institutions of
its type. The failure of both these groups to be normally productive
is due primarily to the tact that they are overloaded with other.
duties.'

It is undoubtedly appropriate that in a State where so much that
is fundamental to the creation of a system of higher education re-
mains to be done the research projects undertaken in the near future
should be intensely practical. A large proportion of them should
relate themselves directly to the. present industrial problems of the
State. The immediate industrial benefit of such research projects
as have already been undertaken in the field of agriculture should
be sufficient earnest of the material return that may be expected.
However, a State university or a State system is hardly worthy the
name unless it stands for the promotion of scientific inquiry. There
is a large class of investigations totally unrelated to material ad-
vantages the, results of which have in intangible ways enriched
human living and contributed to the progress of civilization. The
prosecution of these must depend largely on college and university
scholars.

Research is a costly enterprise. Especially in the sciences, expen-
sive equipment is often needed. Always there is involved the re-
lease of certain highly trained individuals from other duties. These
facts must be faced. But the obligation resting on the higher edu-
cational system to promote research can not be avoided. It is part
of the burden which the State accepts when it undertakes to subsi-

' dize colleges. ' The committee recommends therefore the development
of definite programs of research by both the university and the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and the inclusion of, estimates to
cover these programs in their budgets.

There are, of course, a few members of both staffs who have made noteworthy
contributions In the tied of research. It is the aggregate record of the facultiee that
Is here under dlotewision.
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EXTENSION.

42s

Great ohanges have taken place in agriculture in Alabama during
the past decade and a large share of the, credit for this phenomenal
development undoubtedly belongs to the extension service of the Ala-
bama Polytechnic Institute. During this period, as a result of the
campaign for a more divAsified system of farming, according to in-
formation obtained through the United States Department of Agri-
culture, `:the cotton acreage has been reduced from 3,730,482 acres to
2,500,000 acres. This means a change from 18 acres per farm to 10
acres per farm on an average. At the same time the corn acreage has
increased from 2,572,968 acres to 4,636,000 acres, which is an increase
from less than 10 acres to 18 acres per farm. The acreage in peanuts
has increased from 100.609 acres to 747,000 acres and the production
from 1,573,796 bushels to 17,470.000 bushels. Velvet beans were prac-
tically unknown in 1909 and the present acreage is 927,000 acres.
The acreage in cowpeas has increased from 85,000 to 537,000. The
total hay and forage acreage in 1909 was 238,656 acres, or less than
1 acre per farm. In 1908 the acreage was 1;596,000, or a trifle over
6 acres per farm. The acreage in sugar cane hits doubled, while the
amount of sirup made is more than doublegil. The acreage in sor-
ghum has increased nearly seven times, while the production in gal-
lons of sirup has Increased more than ten times. The acreage in
Irish potatoes has increased four times, while the sweet-potato acre-
age has increased two and one-third times. The acreage in oats has
not quite doubled, while that in wheat has increased more than ten
times. The number of horses has increased 14 per cent; the number
of mules 23 per cent; the number of milch cows 26 per cent, which
includes an increase of 40,000 in the last year. The number of other
cattle has increased 57.6 per cent, an increase of almost 10D,000 last
year. The increase in the number of hogs is 75.5 per cent, which,
excepting for Mississippi and Florida, is the largest percentage of
increase of any State in the Union. In 1909 the number of hogs
slaughtered and sold was 704,700, valued at $7,747,000; in 1918 the
number slaughtered and sold was1,405,800, valued at $33,735,000."

And yet the field is barely scratched. The acreage devoted to the
crops mentioned above represents only an insignificant part of the
total tillable land of the State. The possibilities for development
are enormous. These relate not only to the matter of agricultural
production, but the whole field of country life abounds with opportu-
nities for service. Much effort is still needed to change public opin-
ion toward farming as an occupation and to place it on a higher level
in the minds of the people of Alabama. Progress in this direction is
dependent to a large eXtent upon making farming profitable for the
farmers who live on small acres and who depend mainly upon their
own labor and that of their families. To make such efforts profitable
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ALABAMA EXTENSION SERVICE
Map showing FARM DEMONSTRATION AGENTS in ALABAMA
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necessitates localization of certain agricultural interests and the de-
velopment of cooperative methods.

The support of the agricultural extension Torogram in Alabama has
been fairly liberal in comparison with other Southern States, but the
conspicuous weakness of the undertaking is found in the fact that the
salaries offered are not sufficient to attract the best talent. The fol-
lowing statement shows the maximum, minimum, and average sala-
ries paid to county agents and home demonstration agents in the
Southern States as for December, 1917

TABLE 63.-Counly agricultural agents.

AverageStates. salary.
Highest Lowest
salary. salary.

Alabama $1,512.88 82,902.00 $850.00
Arkansas 1,815.23 , 2,449.92 700.00
Florida 1,514.23 2,400.00 900.00
Georgia 1,595.93 2,250.00 1,000.013
Kentucky 1,629.87 2,000.00 1,020.00
Louisiana 1,482.22 : 2,712.00 1,200.00
Maryland 1,940.95 1 2,400.00 1,204.03
Mississippi 1,851.33 1 3,000.00 900.00
North Carolina 1,485.14 ; 1,860.00 540.00
Oklahoma 1,888.24 ! 2,040.00 1,340.00
South Carolina 1,509.35 2,090.00 1,000.00
Tennessee 1,482.35 2,100.00 1,020.00
Texas : 1,739.91 4,030.00 1,200.00
Virginia 1,405.58 2,000.00 391.01
West Virginia 1,731.72 2,299.92 949.92

." Average 1,620.54

TABLE 134.-County home demonstration agents.

States. Average
salary.

$858.24

I ilighest
, salary.

Lowest
Salary.

Alabama 41,200.00 3495.90
Arkansas
Florida

949.50: 1,580.00
1,142.7 1,801.00

800.00
600.00

Georgia 919.90 1,200.00 490.00
Kentucky 850.21 1,500.00 500.00
Louisiana 1,145.58 1,320.00 900.00
Maryland 1,050.61 1,500.00 800.00
NfiSSISSippi 1,020.42 1,740.00 500.00
North Carolina 888.0) 1,170.40 280.00
Oklahoma 1,065.79 1,280.00 960.00
South Carolina. 9861.18 1,128.38 825.00
Tennessee 907.21 1,792.00 450.00
Texas 952.84 1,752.00 825.00
Virginia 790.96 1,100.00 360.00
West Virginia 729.20 1,200.00 115.00

Avefige 941.40

Tliere are many well recognized defects in the social life of the
farming people. This is true throughout the whole country, but it
is especially true in the Southern States. Uncomfortable living con-
ditions and the lack of social opportunities drive many people from
the country to the town. The allurements of the city may be greatly
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diminished by reducing the contrast between the living conditions of
the city and those of the country. The nature of the extension serv-
ice requires, and the prospective result is sufficient to attract, the best
talent availablemen and women with vision, ability, and enthu-
siasm.

From these figures it may be seen that Alabama is neither among
the lowest nor the highest States in the matter of salaries paid to
agricultural and home demonstration agents. It is apparent, how-
ever, that the salaries paid.are hot high enough in view of the quality
of service demanded. The State should recognize the magnitude and
the possibilities of the undertaking and be prepared to support it
accordingly. It should assume an ever-increasing proportion of the
responsibility for its financial support. The State can not afford to
neglect the support of ft program which means so much to its eco-
nomic prosperity and to the social welfare of all its citizens.

Aside from financial support, the extension program needs careful
organization and administration. As suggested in Chapter XXI,
the program is large enough to demand the undivided attention of
the director of the division. The necessity for assigning the full time
of an administrative officer to `the extension service will be the more
imperative if the scope of the work is extended te, include all lines of
effort represented within the scope of the institution, including the
various phases of engineering which will comprehend activities con-
nected with the social conditions of industrial workers. The unde-
sirability of the present arrangement is reflected in a general feeling
of unrest among extension workers. There is a feeling also that
while very effective work is being done in several lines, the program
as a whole is not well coordinated. The workers in one department
are unfamiliar with the work of other departments. They express
the desire for move frequent general and individual conferences with
the director.

AN EDUCATIONAL STUDY OIT ALABAMA.

UNIVER$ITY EXTENSION.

There is a great need in the State of Alabama for the general uni-
versity extension service contemplated by the University of Alabama.
The amount of money recommended in its budget is insufficient to do
very much. However, it may be all that the University can hope to
secure at this time, and it is better to make a beginning so as to
demonstrate sufficiently.to the people of Alabama the value of exten-
sion work possible through their university. To time the extension
division at the university should have a large number of practical
courses in engineering and commercial subjects, as important to the
industrial life of the State of AlabAma as agricultural extension is
to the 5gricultural interests of the State. It is equally importantr
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that the extension work of the University of Alabama contribute in-
formation and training in the cultural subjects and social sciences.

HIGHER EDUCATION OF NEGROES.

The touchstone of the State's needs.should be applied to the prob-
lem of the higher education of negroes. The application of it would,
in the committee's opinion, reveal certain striking facts. It would
show first of all that there is within the confines of the State a segre-
gated social group numbering 1,023,231. Its members live a life in
many ways distinct from that of the whites. They have practically no
part in public affairs. The point of contact is chiefly in the domain
of labor and business, using these words in their broadest sense.AEven
in these domains the contacts are limited. Under these limitations ,t
the colored group commands only to a very slight extent the pro-
fessional services of the specially trained whites. The State of Ala-
ban% is therefore in a sense two States, the geographical boundaries
of which coincide. There is the white State of Alabama, a com-
munity of 1.356,374 inhabitants, and The colored State of Alabama,
with a population of 1,023,231.

Attempt has been made to summarize tile higher educational needs
of the first of these. What of the other? The committee assumes
that the colored population is in tutelage. To promote its develop-
ment the State maintains inadequate elementary schools and makes
very limited provision for normal training. Under the influence of
these the general level of intelligence of the colored race is being
gradually raised. There is evolving a vast community (a community
larger, for example, than the State of Oregon, the State of South
Dakota, the State of Minnesota), with fundamental interests not
essentially dissimilar from those of the white community. It is self-
evident that such a community needs enlightened lea hip. By
reason of its segregation from the white community, thiT leadership
must come from within the colored race itself. Elementary consid-
erations of public interest demand that provision be made to train
competent colored leaders.

What are the present provisions for the training_ of colored
leaders? Aside from )the limited provision for normal training the
State assumes a partial' responsibility for the Agricultural and, Me-
chanical College for Negies. A large portion of the work of this
institutionindeed all of it that is above secondary gradeis also
in the field of teacher-training. At the present time the State main-'
tains no agency in which qualified members of the colored race can
secure collegiate training in agriculture, in the mechanic arts, or in
liberal arts.
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The most thoughtful and sympathetic students of Negro education
agree that the best interests of the race demand the development
first of all of facilities for training in productive activity. Not until
a majority of the race is economically efficient is it desirable to en-
courage the establishment of many institutions devoted to higher
liberal traiping. For a State which supports neither technical col-
leges nor liberal colleges for Negroes' obviously the provision for
technical education should be.made first.

Now the State of Alabama is under an obligation more compelling
even than that of self-interest to provide for the higher technical
training of its colored citizens. It is under a moral obligation. It
has accepted the Federal funds for the support of the land-grant
colleges, and in so doing has pledged itself to carry out the purpose
for which these funds are granted. It has divided the'funds, as is
the custom of the Southern States, and has assigned that portion of
the Agricultural and Mechanical College for Negroes to which the
college is entitled on the ground of the ratio of colored to white in
the total population. But it has not carried out the implied terms
of the contract. The Stags treatment of its Agricultural and Me-
chanical College for whites has been parsimonious enough ; neverthe-
less, it has enabled that institution to meet the Federal requirements.
The Agricultural and Mechanical College for Negroes has received
but $4,000 a year from the State since 1885. No special appropria-
tions have beea-niade to it. There has teen no increase in the regu-
lar appropriation to meet the growth in enrollment and the advancing
cost of maintenance. There have been two results highly discredit-
able to the State, results for which the officers of the institution
are in no wise to blame : The college has been obliged to violate the_
regulations governing the expenditure of the Morrill funds, and it
has run into debt. The Bureau of Education has treated the viola-

, tions of its regulations with the ntmost leniency, realizing the in-
superable difficulties which the institution has had to face and be-
lieving that the continuance of the college was more important than
exact conformity to the general requirements. The time is at
hand, however, when the bureau can no longer continue this policy.
The failure of the bureau to certify the college to the Secretary of the
Treasury would force it to close its doors.

. The Agricultural and Mechanical College for Negroes is not now
'a collegiate institution. It could not advantageously become one in
the near future. The 'committee is of the opinion that the develop-
ment of it into a genuine college should be a matter of very gradual.
growth. Not until it can provide for the soundktraining in practical
agriculture and the mechanic arts of all those who choose to resort
to it, should the addition of technical courses of collegiate grade be
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considered. The committee believes that the institution should be
encouraged and enabled to develbp along lines similar to those 'fol-
lowed by the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute. This en-
tails large provisions for farm training and trade training. A re-
spectable beginning could hardly be made for less money than is
asked for in the present bttdget of the institution.

STATE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION.

The foregoing discussion is predicated upon the self-evident needs
of the State ok Alabama for various types of higher education.
The determinati& of the future educational policy of the State
should rest upon careful and continuous study

not

these needs. In
the past the development of higher education, not only in Alabama,
but more or-less throughout the country, has not been based upon
such study. It has proceeded largely by guesswork. The inter-
ests of the State in a unified and economical prograin have been sub-
ordinated to institutional ambitions and to political pressures wholly
unrelated to education. Both of these distorting and costly influences,
can be eliminated. A simple and inexpensive device will serve the
purpose.

The committee has already tecommended the establishment of a
State council of education composed of two meinVers of the State
board of education and the State superintendent of public instruc-
tion, one member of the governing board of each of the three highet
institutions for whites, and the president of each of these institutions.
The council's major task would be the coordination of the educational
efforts of the State. Coordination must rest upon a clear comprehen-
sion Of the ends to be sought. The State council should therefore be,
required by law to investigate the major fields of productive activity
and to report on both the numbers.of workers required in each field
find the 4,nds'of training necessary to fit them for their several tasks.
Such information would enable the schoolsithin limits to direct the
flow of students to the vocations with the largest opportunities and
to adapt training progressively to the specific demands of each call-
ing. Probably the first of the council's investigatisiris should be in
those unexplored fields of professional practice which have been dis-
'Cussed in this chapter. .

On the basis of its findings. the council would be in a position to
allocate wisely among the existing agencies the different portions of
the task of training in harmony with their legally prescribed limita-
tions and the division of the educational field stnong them. It should
be empowered to do so.

The exOriences of the war have furnished a new Understanding of
the importance of the cooperation of nonofficial civic agencies in
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determining State and National policies in whatever field. The com-
mittee thereforwsuggests that there be associated with the State coun-
cil of education two advisory boards; one composed of delegates from
The central State bodies representing agriculture, commerce, trans-
portation, manufacturing, and labor; the other composed of repre-
sentatives of educational interests such as the State Teachers' Associ-
ation, the State Association of Colleges, etc. The advisory board rep -
resenting productive interests would gssist in determining the se-
quence and range of the council's investigations and would enlist the
cooperation of the industries. The educational advisory board would
aid in devising methods of instruction and in interpreting to.'the
schools the purposes_ underlying the work of the council.



, Chapter XXI.

ADMINISTRATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN ALABAMA.

I. GOVERNMENT.

Form, and character of governing board8.1n common with many
of'the earlier-settled Stip tes Alabama has provided for higher educa-
tion in idnre than one institution. The three institutions of higher
learning in this Sttfte were established at different times and were
placed under separate boards of control. The board in each case
includes the governor and the State superintendent of education as

$ex- officio members and a representative from each of the 10 congres-
sional districts. The boards of the university and the Polytechnic
Institute 'lave an additional member from the district in which each
is located,, making a total of '13 members. The board of the Girls'
Technical Institute comprises two additional members from the State
at large, making a total of 14 members. The members of.the uni-
versity and the' Polytechnic Institute boards hold office for 12
years, while those of the Girls' Technical Institute hold office for
8 years.

The appointments of the several boards are made in such manner
as to provide for a continuation in service of a majority of the

*members. In the case of the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, as
explained elsewhere, this does not always hold true. The members

. of the uniyersity board Are nominated'by the remaining members of
the board, while those of the other two institutions are nominated
by the governor. The nominations in all three cases are. contingent
upOn the approval of the senate at the first succeeding session of the
legislature, but the nominees serve from the date of nomination.

It will be noted that die method of appointment of the university
board is quite different from that of the other boards. It is gen-
erallY believed that at, board appointed by the governor is more di-
rectlyresponsible to the people, but in Alabama there seems to have
been very little objection to the self-appointed board. In this case
it is claimed that the interests of the people are fairly well safe-
guarded by the piovision that the nominations must bn ikkproved by
the senate. On the other hand, it is frequently asserted tha he self-
appointed board. is able either to maintain to change pol Ili of
administration by...,the selection of men of Obvin opinions.

481
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Both in the institutions affected and throughout the State there
seems to be complete satisfaction with the governor- appointed boards.
The appointees, during recent years, have been men of good standing
and generally have performed their duties to the entirt satisfaction
of the people. In most States trustees of State universities are ap-
pointed by the governor. Of the 43 State universities of the country,
35 are appointed-31 by the governor, 3 by the legislature, and 1 by
the State board of education. Five are elected by the people and
three are self-perpetuated. Besides that of the University of Ala-
bama the, self-perpetuating boards are those of the State university
of New Jersey (Rutgers) and Cornell University. In both of these
cases the interests of the people are safeguarded by special provisions.
In the case of New Jersey, a State hoard of visitors, appointed by
Qv governor, is provided. The board of Cornell comprises 40 mem-
bers; only 15 of whom are self-perpetuating. Of the remainder, 5
are appointed by the governor, 10 by the alumni, 1 by the State
grange, 1 by bequest, and 8 are exofficio members.

It may be seen that the University of Alabama stands practically
alone among State universities in the method by which its board of
control is provided. The concensus of opinion both within the State
and throughout the country is strongly in favor of the governor-
irppointed board and in view of the general approval of the principle
as applied to the other Alabama State boards, there seems to be no
reason for questioning its adaptability to the university.

The following table shows from the standpoint of occupation the
composition of each boar:raid of the all three boards combined. The
cicada:, members are not included :

TABLE 65.-*--Oecupation of board members.

Occupation.

1=ar
Farmer
Housewife
Lawyer
Manufacturer
Marehant

ysician
PPbublicearvice

Atate Poly- Gina'
Unica- technic Technical

city. last itute. Institute.

Com-
bined

boards.

2 2
I1

I

2 1
1

1
8
1

1 g 1 t6 t6 20
1 i I 2

3 a
I I
1 .1

--:;---
I One of this number operates a farm.

Thus it appears that out of a total of 34 appointed members con-
stituting the three, boards, 20 are drawn from the legal prpfession
and only 14 from all other occupatiow. In connection with the com-
position of these boards the objection has been raised to such a strong
preponderanci4 lawyers and such a meager representation of this'
dominent interests of the State. It jaratherrejnerisahAs that more
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farmers, merchants, and manufacturers have not been &elec. ted, but
this is not necessarily a proof of weakness. It is an indication, how-
ever, that men with political aspirations ha.ve been selected rather
than those who may be better qualified but who must be urged to
accept public offices. In the nomination of men for representation
upon boards of control, the representation of special interests or
classes is not the chief consideration, but rather to select men with
breadth of vision and with deep public spirit. The evidence collected
shows that in general men of this type have been selected during
recent years. Lack of interest manifested by nonattendance at meet-
ings is the most serious charge that may be laid against the members .

comprising the boards of the past few years and this charge must
be restricted to a small proportion.

Although the three higher institutions admit women, the appoint-
ment this year of women to the board of trustees of the Alabama
Girls' Technical Institute marks the first case in which a woman has
been selected for any of the boards. It would seem that the board
of each institution where women are enrolled should include at
least one woman.

In size the Alabama boards are larger than the average and some-
what larger than is generally believed to be the most appropriate size
from the standpoint of expenditious legislation. The number of
members comprising each board, however, is not objectionally large
and for Alabama is to some extent an advantage in that all sections
of the State may be represented.

The committee 'commends Alabama's practice in appointing its
board members on a fr:actional basis. This practice generally renders
it difficult for any administration to appoint a controlling fraction.
In the case of the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, however, the
practiCe is to appoint one-half of the board at alternating sessions of
the legislature. This frequently enables the administration in power
to appoint a majority of the members. 'Of the present board 7 out of
the 12 appointed members were nominated by the present governor.

The eonupittee commends also Alabama's practice of appointing
members for long terms. Such practice lends dignity to the office, re-
sulting generally in attracting better mejr to fill vacancies. It is the
belief of the committee, however, that the board of the -Uabaxpa
Girls' Technical Institute should be appointed for 12 years in har-
mony with the other two boards.:

The committee commends also the practice of remunerating mem-.
bers only for expenses incurred upon attendance at meetings. Experi-
ence hasdown that a better type of board member generally may
be obtained on a gratutitous basis than when the position carries a
salary. The rasps for this is that the salaries usually offered are
not adequate to'attract the men and women who should be ippointed.
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Powers and duties of boards of control.The powers and duties of
the boards of the university, the Polytechnic Institute and the Girls'
Technical Institute are descyibed in articles 21, 24, and 25, respec-
tively, of chapter 41 of the Code of 1907. These may be summarized
as follows:

1. The State University.
(a) (Section 1869.) "To carry into effect the purposes and intent of the

Congress of the United States in the grant of lands by the act of April 20, 1818,
and of the act of March 2, 1819, to this,State, to be by it held and administered
for the benefit of a seminary of learning."

(b) (Section 1870.) General powers, duties, and liabilities of suchcorpora
lion. .

(a) (Section 1871.) Power of holding and disposing of property.
(d) (Section 1875.) To organize the university by the appointment of in-

structors and officers; and to fix their salaries and to increase and reduce the
same.

(a) To institute, regulate, alter or modify the government of the institution.
(f) To prescribe courses of instruction, rates of tuition, price of board, and

regulate the necessary expenses of students.
(p) To confer such academic and honorary degrees as are usually conferred

by literary institutions.
(h) To delegate powers to faculty.
(i) (Section 1876.) To elect by secret ballot bOard memht-rs to fill vacancies.
(5) (Section 1878.) Shall meet at least once in enalirsear:
(k) (Section 1879.) Proceedings must he recorded.
(I) (Section 1880.) Shall make a full report of transactions at each meeting

of the legislature.
(m) (Section 1886.) May sell, lease, or make other disposition of lands,

selected under act of Congress of April 23, 1884.
(n) (Sections 1887 and 1888.) May create an executive committee of board

members upon which may be conferred full power in the leasing, selling, or
conveying of university lands. c

2. The Alabama Polytechnic Institute. The powers and duties of the boardgeeof this institution similar to those of the university board, differing mainly
in the followin articulars: 1

(a) It is charged with the duty to carry out the provisions of the Federal
act of 1862 instead of those of 1818 and 1819.

(b) It is empowered to confer such academic and honorary degrees as are
usually conferred by institutions of similar character.

(c) The board is not given the power to fill vacancies on the board itself.
(d) No power is specifically indicated for the disposition of property, for

the delegation of authority to faculty, nor for the creation of an executive com-
mittee with the full authority of the hoard, but in a blanket provision the
board may do whatever else they may deem beat for promoting the Interests
of the institute.

8. The Alabama Girls' Technical Institute. The powers and duties of the
board of this institution are somewhat different from those bestowed upon
the boards of the other higher institutions of the State. '

(a) (Sections 1912 and 1913.) General corporate powers.
(b) (Section 1914.) To provide for instruction in the liberal arts and sd-

ences ; 63 provide for the establishmeot of the following academic departments:
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(1) English, (2) mathematics, (3) history and political economy, (4) psy-
chology and ethication, (5) ancient languages, (6) modern languages, (71
chemistry and geology ; (8) physics and astronomy. (9) biologybotany,
floriculture, and horticulture; and to provide for the, establishment of the
following industrial departments: (1) a rt---drawitig, painting, and designing;
(2) vocal music ; (3) instrumental music; (4) commercial bookkeeping,. sten-
ography, typewriting, telegraphy; (51 domestic art; (6) domestic economy;
(7) dairying; (8) physieal culttre; (9) manual training.

(c) (Section 1915.) To confer regular and honorary degrees and to grant
diplomas or certificates.

(d) (Section 1916.) Shall elect a president with specific qualifications and
fix the salary of the office.

(c) (Section 1917.) Shall establish such additional departments in the
school as they deedi necessary and proper and fix the salary or compensation
to be paid to the professors, directors, and instructors therein. Officers of
instruction shall be appointed by the board upon nomination of the president
of the institute.

(f) (Section 1918.) Shall elect a secretary and fix the compensation and
prescribe the duties of such officer.

(g) (Section 1919.) Shall elect a treasurer and fix compensation.
(h) (Section' 1920.) Power to remove treasurer in case the institutional

funds are irr danger of being lost, and appoint a temporary custodian.
(i) (Section 1928.) Power to condemn property needed by the institute.
(i) (Section 1930.) Upon the approval of the governor, may sell or convey

lands granted by Congress to the State of Alabama`for the use of the institute.

These prescriptions -of- the powers and duties of the governing
boards are not radically different from those of boards of higher in-
stitutions in many other States, and have resulted in little or no con-
fusion, at least during ,recent years. The chief deficiencies of these
prescriptions are found in the failure to restrict the powers and
duties rather than to broaden their scope. For example, practically
unlimited power in the establishment of departments is conveyed
by the failure to restrict the scope of each institution. The only re-
striction on the board of the university in this respect is found under
"g," which gives the power to confer such academic and honorary
degrees as are usually conferred by literary institutions. The term
"literary institutions" is not defined and the board has not limited
the institution to the conferring of degrees for literary achievement.

With regard to the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute the board
is given definite powers concerning the scope of the instruction. This
definition of the scope, however, loses some of its force in a later
provision authorizing the board to " establish such additional de-
partments in the school as they deem necessary and proper."

In the prescribed powers and duties of the 'board of the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute the only suggestion limit'n the ecope of, the
institution is that contained in the article of incorporation (lection
1899, of the Code of 1907) which provides fOn the establishment of
a board of trustees " to carry into effect the purpose and intent of

1111...L
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the Congress of the United States in the grant of lands by the act of
July 2, 1862." Such act provides that the Ptoceeds from the sale of
lands donated by the Federal Government shall constitute a per-
petual fund4he interest from which shall be appropriated by the
State "to tr-e endowment, support, and maintenance" of a college.
"where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific
and classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and.the mechanic
arts."

It is to the credit of the board of the Polytechnic Institute that
the purpose and intent of this act has been fairly interpreted and
executed. The institute, in 1884, ceased to offer a curriculum lead-

, ing to the A. B. degree. It has continued up to the present time to
offer a "general course" leading to the degree .of B. S. This cur-
riculum constitutes a combination of general service courses all of
which, with the exception of Latin, are required in the technical .
curricula offered to agricultural and engineering students. Latin
is required of pharmacy students. This curriculum, therefore, may
be regarded as an incidental item in the institution's program and
the same is true of the premedical curriculum recently offered. The
latter, however, has a definite aim and since it duplicates the work
of the university may be regarded as a radical departure from the
institution's long-established policy.

Furthermore, there is little in these, prescriptions that littits the
functions of the several boards. Aside from, certain unusual or
specified functions, the sphere of a governing board generally 'is
limited, either by legislative action or agreement, to three main
activities; namely, (1) The determination of the general policies

. of the institution under its control, in consultation with the executive
officers; (2) the appropriation of moneys, or the approval of the
allotments made by pliblic appropriating bodies; and (3) the ap-
pointment of institutional employees on the recommendation of the
institutional, executive officers. From the information at hand it
is appa;ent that the governing boards in question have generally
acted in harmony with these principles.

Centralised control.--While many States probably have profited
from the promotion of higher education through a single institu-
tion, the practice has not always proved satisfactory, especially
\the S'outhern States. It would seem, therefore, that in the light
the experience of some of the neighboring States, Alabama has p
ited from maintaining at least 'two distinct institutions of l her
learningthe State University and thq Polytechnic Institute. In
the years following the passage of the land -grant act of 1862 and the
establishment of the older colleges under its provisions, agricultural
Odtfcation, and in' a lesser degree, industrial` education,, were rela-

,.
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tively unpopular and there was little available knowledge upon
which to base, courses of study. Furthermore, the- increasing de-
mand for training in the liberal arts and in the higher professions
resulted in the swelling of the enrollments and consequently in
greatly increasing the operating expenses. Under such conditions
the funds for agricultural and industrial education, in States where

. the land-grant college was associated with the university, were often
more or less submerged in the general funds of the university.

In some States the land-grant college has been completely de-
tached from the university after a period of combined administra-
tion. In Georgia the separation was not so complete, but it was

A found desirable to place the land-grant college under a board which,
although subordinate to the university board, is quite distinct in ad-
ministrative control.

The following statement shows in a general way how the several
States have organized their higher education :

(1) States having all higher education consolidated in a single
university, comprehending all departments provided in the State,
with centralized administration and under a single board of control:
Arizona, Arkansas, California, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Tennessee, Vermont,
West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.

(2) States having a single college (commonly a land-grant col-
lege for agriculture and the mechanic arts) and not providing other
firms of higher education in a Stat institution:1 Connectictit, Dela-
ware, Mariland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode
Island; Pennsylvania.

(3) States having two State institutions (unless otherwise indi-
cated- a university and a land-grant college for africulture and
the mechani arts) : Alabama, Florida (State University, State Col-
lege for Wo en), Indiana (Indiana University, Purdue University),
Kansas, Mi4igan, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon,' Utah,
Washington.

(4)-*States having three or more State institutions: Colorado,
Georgia, Iowa, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, New York, Ohio,

'Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia.
Thus it appears that 25 States provide in one institution whatever

-higher education is afforded; 10 States maintain two separate insti-
- tutions, and 13 States maintain three or more higher institutions:

Eight of the States maintaining two or mere institutions, Viorida,
Georgia,' Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Montaria, North Dakota, and

A number of States partially support higher education In one or more institutions
over which they have no control. Such inetitutions are not regarded here as State
institutions.

The University of Georgia comprises several Quite independent units, each with a
distinct board, but all are subordinate to the university board.
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SOuth Dakota have consolidated higher education under a centralized
board of control.

WI* conditions existing in Alabama during the early develop-
ment of the higher institutions probably justified the promotion of
higher edudation in three distinct institutions, it is very doubtful
whether, either from the viewpoints of economy or efficiency, such an
arrangement should be continued. However, the experience of other
States shows that on account of regional pride and attachment the
abandonment or the removal of a long-established institution is al-
most impossible. The best that can be expected is that the fields of
the several institutions he so defined and restricted as to prevent
wasteful duplication.

Assuming that the three higher institutions are to be maintained,
the chief problems in. higher education from the viewpoint of ad-
ministrative control are the following:

1. What provision can be made to insure proper development in
all needed branches of higher education and at the same time to
prevent wasteful duplicati9n and unjustifiable expansion ?

2. How may the three institutions be administered so 'as to pre-
vent sectional and institutional competition for students and financial
support?

3. How may the work of the higher institutions be coordinated
with that of the public school system ?

It is obvious that the solution of all three of these problems turns
upon the consideration of the programs of higher education in the
State as a single program. This point' of view has already been
emphasized in Chapter XX. In that chapter and in Chapter IV
the creation of a State council of education has been recommended
and certain of its functions discussed. In addition to what has
already been said it should here be sufficient to note that the
council is expected to make recommendations to its constituent
boards concerning all matters affecting two or more institutions or
affecting the relations of the higher institutions with the public
school system in general. Matters of policy may originate either
with the separate boards or with the council, but in general such mat-
ter would originate with the separate boards.

II. INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION.

The University.The university' comprises five coordinate major
divisions, as follows: College of arts and science, college of engi-
neering, school of education, school of law, and school of iedicine.
The dean in charge of each of these divisions is responsible to the
dean of the university who in turn is responsible to the president of
the university. All deans, however, report directly to the president
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concerning financial matters relating to their respective divisions.
Two other administrative officersthe treasurer and the dean ,of
womenreport directly to the president. The librarian and the
director of the museum are directly responsible to the dean. The
administrative relationships differ from those in some State univer-
sities in that the deans of the several divisions have no direct ad-
ministrative relationship with the president. Such an arrangement
relieves the president of much administrative.detail and enables him
to 'ovote more time to the larger problems of the university.

The dean of women acts largely as an advisor and as an officer of
discipline.

The present treasurer serves as purchasing agent for the institu-
tion and gives some instruction in engineering. Since all financial
matters must pass through the office of either the dean of the uni-
versity or the president. the several divisions and departments have
no direct connection with the treasurer's office.

The functions of the deans of the several divisions are similar to
those of deans in other State universities. The dean of the college
of arts and sciences is also dean of the university and serves as head
of the department of English. In additibn to the regular duties of
these positions he is responsible for the registration and classification
of students in all divisions.

The dean of the school of education, in addition to his duties as
dean, is responsible for the inspection of high schools and serves as
professor of education and director of the summer school. He is also
responsible for the special training of teachers of trades and indus-
triesunder the provisions of the Smith-Hughes act.

The dean of the college of engineering serves also as head of the
department of civil engineering.

The dean of the school of medicine, wit() maintains a private prac-
tice in the city of Mobile, serves also as professor of obstetrics iind
has general supervision of the department of pharmacy 'which is
associated with the school of medicine.

The dean of the 'sdhool of law, likewise, serves as professor of law.
The legislative body of the university is the university faculty

comprising all professors, associate professors, assistant professors,
and instructors. The institution has provided for an advisory coun-
cil comprising seven faculty members. This body "designed to dis-
cuss questions of importande that arise from time to time between
faculty meetings * * * . No action, however, is taken by the
council that is not subject to review by the faculty."

Faculty committees are provided for matters concerning (a) ad-
mission, (b) instruction (a separate committee for- each division),
(o) library, (d) athletics, (e) student pnblications, (f) university
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publications, (g) student organizations, (h) affiliated schools, (i)
recommendation of teachers, (j) graduate study, and (k) exam-
inations. .

. The Alabama Geological Survey, although not organically con-
nected with it, is closely related to the university. The director
the survey is emeritus professor of geology and director of the uni
versity museum.

The Polytechnic Institute. The institute as now organized com-b
prises seven major divisions as follow : (1) College of agricultural
sciences, (2) college of engineering and mines, (3) college of. vet-
erinary medicine and surgery, (4) academic departments, (5) summer
school, (6) agricultural extension service, (7) agricultural experiment
station. Each of the first four divisions is in charge of a dean and
each of the latter three is in charge of a director. The deans and
directors are directly responsible to the president. In addition to
the above-mentioned divisions, there is a group of separate depart-
ments including education, physical training, and library, the heads
of which are also directly responsible to the president. Among the
departments of the college of agricultural sciences ig the department
of pharmacy.

The functions of the office of dean are somewhat different from
those of such an office in most institutions and the administrative
authority of the office is more limited than is usually the case. The
following extracts from the " General Regulations " of the institu-

. tion will show the tendency to handle in the office of the president
many matters that are generally handled in the offices of the respec-
tive deans:

Section 37. If a student repeatedly absents himself from recitations, whether
on account of sickness, or other cause, or manifests a Continued want of appli-
cation or capacity, the instructor will promptly submit the matter to the presi-
dent.

Section 54. Excuses -must be made to the president at thee`first office hour,
either orally or in writing, as he may require.

Section 62. Students compelled to be absent from any recitation shall apply
for leave to the professor; to leave the college, to the president; to be excused
from military duty, to the commandant.

Furthermore the lines of demarkation between the divisions are
not well *lolled. The limits of the jurisdiction of the dean of aca-
demic departments; for example, have never been defined and seem
to vary according to the nature of the matter under consideration.
Considerable confusion and loss of initiative have resulted from this.'
loose scheme of organization.

The dean of agricultural sciences serves also as professor of gen-
eral add agricultural chemistry and as State chemist in charge of the
analysis of fertilizers, oils, feeds, etc. The dean of the college of en,
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gineering and mines is also professor of mechaniCal enginetring and
director of the laboratories for the testing of fuels, gases, and lubri-
cants. The dean of the college of veterinary medicine and surgery
is.also professor of physiology and veterinary science and State vet-
erinarian in charge of hog-cholera control. The dean of the academic
departments serves also as professor of history and Latin .andis re-
sponsible for the classification of students in all divisions.

The director of the summer school is also head of the department
of education, which, in the catalogue, is listed as the" school of agri-
cultural education" and which is distinct from the other adminis-
trative divisions.

The director of the agricultural extension service serves also as
director of the agricultural experiment station and head of the de-
partment of agronomy.

In business or financial matters the relationship is a direct One be-
tween the president and the several department heads. The president
assumes the responsibility for the, allotment of funds and approves
all expenditures. Such a procedure multiplies the administrative
duties of the president's office, and even with the assiatance of the
executive secretary, renders it difficult for the president to give ap-
propriate attention to the larger problems of administration. The
executive secretary serves as registrar and without any definite de-
tail of authority assists the. president in various administrative
matters.

Committees are provided for the handling of matters relating to
(a) discipline, (b) entrance examinations,' (c) examination of special

students, (d) public lectures, (e) liberary, (/) athletic, (g) grounds
and buildings, and (h) allanni appointments. There is no committee
on courses of study.

Many administrative complications have arisen also as a result of
attempting to promote three, or four lines of service through a sin-
gle specialist. In other words, certain members of the faculty are
also members of the experiment station staff, the extension force and
the police-control work of the State and their salaries come from
various sources. ()lie individual, for example, serves as professor
of horticulture, horticulturist of the experintent station, extension
specialist in horticulture, and State horticulturist in charge of
nursery inspection throughout.the State. While them are few such
cases as this, there are many .cases where two and three offices are
corhbined. The shortage of funds of course is responsible for the
eXistance of such a "condition. The deleterious effect of such disper-
sion of effort is quite Obvious. .

It will be obseded, therefore, that the institution is organized both
from the standpoint of subject.and kind of service. That is, the
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stitution-performs four distinct lines of serviceresident instruction,
extension instruction, research, and police control or inspection.

Eqch line of service is separately financed, each forms a distinct pro-
gram, and each requires a different type of personnel. These four
kinds of service therefore form a logical basis for a division of
responsibility. It is obvious that an institution performing 'four
distinct lines of service should be organized differently. from one
performing but one function.

Furthermore, since each of these 'lines pi, service is concerned with
the same subjects, it is natural that each should be organized from the
standpoint of subject matter in about the same way. The division
responsible for resident instruction, it scorns, shoulebe organized or
subdivided in about the same manner as a college or university with
the single fUnction of resident ipstfuction.

The officers of the institution recognize these four lines of service,
aid they also recognize the four organic divisions based upon sub:

ject matteragriculture, engineeering, 'veterinary medicine, and
academic subjects. Confusion has arisen, as in other similar cqlleges,
from an attempt to administer the former divisions as parallel with
the latter. In reality the lines of administrtkive control pass trans-
versely through the various subject-matter divisions. Failure to
recogniA this fah renders it _difficult to understand ad4inistrative
relationships.

There is a growing tendency among the land-grant colleges to
bring about a more distinct organization for each line- of service.
This is,particularly true with regard to the extension and control
phases. While 'in the main a distinct staff of specialists is recom-
mended for each line' of .qerlice, there is ft common belief that the
specialists in one line may profitably undertake a limited amount of
work in one or more other lines. Where the work is placed.On'the
project basis, and where a definite time is indicated for each project,
such an arrangement is not difficult to provide for. There are grave
dangers, however, in requiring specialists to contribute to more than
two lines 'of service. The difficulty in prorating salaries and the loss
in efficiency from diversification are intensified in propbttion to the
humbey of lines of service participated in by the several members of
the staff.

The more cothplete separation of the lines of service does not mean,
necessarily, that the specialists engaged in a common subject should
be separated: The consensus of opinion isistrongly in favor of bring-
ing together in a common department all specialists engaged in a
common subject, regardless of whether they are specialists in teach-
brig, in extension, in researk, or in inspection.
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The Girls' Technical Institute.the organization of the Alabama
Girls' T4eclmical Institute is a simple one, comprising 13 depart-
ments, the heads, of which are responsible directly to the president.
The professor of mathematics serves also as dean, which office is

maintained largely for purposes of discipline: The professor of -his-
tory serves also Is purchasing agent.

III. CONCLUSIONS CON'aRNING ORGANIZATION AND
ADMINISTRATION.

Considering the digadvantages under which the State is .pro-
.

molting higher'eclucation, especially by reason of having to conduit
the work in three institutions, the administrative organization, in
Many respects. is commendable. Only in a few respects are irioitifi-
cations suggested

1: The constitution should be modified t provide for the ap-
pointment by the governor of members of the university board of
.stees..

2. The constitution should he modified to provide for lengthening
the tenure of office of themembers of the board of truetees of the
Girls' Tech-Meal Institute in conformity with that of the members of
the boards of tilt other higher instit2tions of the State.

in5. That the Allibaa Polytechnic Institute may be reorganized in
such manner as will distribute the administrative. bold, the following
plan is suggested:

The institution may be divided primarily into four administrative
unitsone for each kind of service: resident teaching, extension
teaching, research, and control. Each of these divisions should be
in charge of a.director, who shall be responsible to the president.
Each should be subdivided in about the same manner as colleges

. performing a single service, that of . resident teaching. This sec-
ondary subdivision is based wholly upon subject-matter relation-
ships and provides for agriculture, engineering,, home economics,

' veterinary science, and general service subjects. This plan contem-
plates also, as shown in the accompanying' diagram (fig. 42), that
all specialists working on a common subject will be grouped together
.regardless of the kind of service performed.

The powers and functions of the several officers provided for in
this plan may be stated. briefly as follows: .

.,(1) The heads of the several subject-matter departments act.
mainlyas chairmen of their respective groups. They, in consulta-
tion with the other members of the group concerned, initiate projects
and.recommend them to their respective death.

(2) The several deans serve as coordinating officers between the
several departments within their respective divisioni The projects
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initiated in their respective divisions, after proper coordination and
after being approved by the president, are transmitted to the di-
rector of the ,adrninistrative division concerned with the project-in

'question.
SUGGESTED PLAN OF OR.GANIZATION

.FOR ILLABAMA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
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(3) The director of instruct on, 'in consultation with the deans,
the heads of the departments; and 'the individuals concerned, out-
lines the several curricula offered by the institution. He also pro-
vides for efficiency in teaching in so far as it is possible for an ad-
ministrative officer to do so.

(4) The director of extension teaching, in consultation with the
deans, the heath of departments, and the several specialists concerned,
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approves all projects concerning extension and develops them into
the general extension program.

(5) The director of research, in consultation with the deans, the
heads of departmenets, and the specialists concerned, approves all re-
search projects and develops them into the general research program.

(6) The director of the regulatory service is responsible for car--
rying out the provisions of the laws concerning the.varioui forms of
regulatory work assigned to tilt institution.

(7) The president is the coordinating officer for both subject mat-
ter and administration. He employs all specialists on the recom-
mendation of the directors and deans concerned.

The four directors have no authority over subject matter. In like
manner the deans and the heads of the several departments have no
authority over either of the four administrative programs.

Two or more offices may appropriately be combined, but-in suct
cases the functions should be kept distinct. The office of president,
for example; may be combined with that of director of the regula-
tory service; the director of research may serve as head of one of the
departmepts; the head of oneof the departments may serve, as di-
rector of instruction; or the dean ofthe division of agriculture may
serve as head of one of the agricultural departments. There are cer-
tain combinations, however, that are not advisablees, for example,
the combining of the office of extension director with any other of-
fice. The character a d magnitude of the duties of ch office de-
mand the full attention of one man.

6. The "school of agricultural echicatien" at the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute should be regarded as a departmen in the general
service division.. The general courses in education may be given by
this department, and the work in special methods should be given in
the respective subject-matter departments. The responsibility for the
coordination of the teacher-training curricula, as with other curricula,
rests with the director of instruction, provided for under the pre-.
ceding recommendation.

THE FACULTIES.

1. TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE OF FACULTY MEMBERS.-

1n view of the many * iinvolvedtors invoed it s difficult to estimate,
even roughly, the quality of instruction provided by the higher in-
stitutions.- For obvious reasons no attempt was made to compare the
teaching methods of faculty members. The only available evidence
bearing upon the subject is that which pertains to the profesSional
preparation, the experience in college teaching, and the professional
activities, and achievements of the individual faculty members.

The university. The folibwing table, prepared under the direo:
tion of .the president, shoWe the academic training, the experience .
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in college teaching, and the publications- of the several members of
the university faculty:

TABLE 66.Training, experience, and publications of the teaching staff of the
univertity.'

Title. Department.

Professor and university English
dean.

Professor and dean
Do
Do

Professor emeritus
Professor

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Professor and treasurer
Professor

Do
Do...,
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

6o
Associate professor

Do
Assists. professor

Do
Do

AelJunot professor
.Associate professor
Instructor

Academic training.

Highest Institution.drree.

Education
Civil engineering
Law
Geology
History

Latin
y

Romance languages
'German
Physics and electrical

en Wig.
E
Geo
Secondary eduction
Economics
Philosophy

ehematics
Mechanical engineering
Chemistry an4 metal-

lurgy.
Vocational education
Chemistry
English
Romarice
Idathemati
Physics
English
Greek and Latin
Home economics

Publi-
College cations

teaching. last two
years.

P.,.., I
i, rz t.

SI ja
5-. ;: l.- - III.n

1

Pb. D...4, Harvard 20 1 . 27 0

A. M....1 Columbia
.

12 i 20 2
C. E . Cornell 7 , 15 0

A. ..1
Ph. D...' Munich ..... .1 22 22

0Ph. D...1 Johns Hopkin3I. 20 ' 21-
Ph. D. do . 20 1 20 1 1

17 . Mel 0A. M Alabama

A. M
eidalbdo

- ;,1 22 1 0
Ph. D. 1 H:rg 4461 :

,

46

0°6

41 i

*E. E , Case 1 5 ! 0

C. E . I Alabama 8 I 8 0
Ph. D...1 Johns Hopkins 13 13 1 8
A. M Milhgan 7 12 3
A. 11 N.1eVirsOnia 6 , 1t 0A. B.. ' Southwestern 1 1 1 12 1 2

.61-
0J. D Michigan

Ph. D... Harvard 1* 6 8
0

M. E.. Virginia 7 4 11 0
Ph. D... Chicago 10 3 ' 13 6

'B. El. . 1 14 1 16 1 3
l'h. D 8 8 I 18 1 2
A. M.. 15 0115 o

h. D... 3 1 4 1 0.
5 0 1 5 1 0

1 T1* do
4 4 1 4' 0.*s h' 2 2 , 4 2

; Ph. D 13 0 ! 13 I 0 0
I A. B. 1 Indiana 1 0 1 1 1 0 o .

I School of mOicine excluded.. .
.Tssioz 67.6-4ummary of data concerning training, experience, and publications

Columbia
Virginia
Harvard

Alabo

ama

of the teaching staff of the university.

Rank.

I

'highest de-
gree held.

College triChlnit experlonce In
years.

.1

a.

4

0
0

O

?scissors Fts
Assistant and easOciate.ro

tumors I 7
Issisuctoes

2

2
1

10

2
0

9

3
0 4

1

3

.0
0

8

2
0

2

0

a
0
0

17.7

6.7
1.0.

Tatal
I +Is 6 3 10 4 3 11.0

Publications during last
two years.

Number of
=Aram-
t10111.

Number of
contribu-
tors.

10

2 4

7--

i. 2

13 ss
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Prom the data presented here the following deductions may bemade:'
1. Out of a total of 29 memlierspf the teaching staff 28 are of pro-

fessional rank and 21 of these are full professors. There is a con-'
spicuous lack of balance between the number of men of high and of
low rank. The explanation for this is probably found in the inade-
quacy of _financial support, which has made it necessary for the 'uni-
versity to maintain alarge number of departments with but one mem-
ber and to depend upon advanc#d students for assistance in labora-
tory and outside work. Undoubtedly this has been the most prudent
procedure under the circumstances, but such practice can not fail to
affect seriously the quality of instruction. The detrimental effects
are felt not only in the generally inferior type of service rendered by
student assistants, but more particularly in the necessity for organ-
izing classes,into large sections.

2. A large proportion,.82 per cent, of the instructing staff have
received professional preparation equivalent to that represented by a
master's degree, and 41 per cent have received the equivalent of a
doctor's degree. Tt is of interest to note also that a large proportion
of the instructors have received their degrees from institutions other
than that with which they are now connected.

3. The instructing staff is composed mainly of men who have had
much experience in college teaching. The average amount per person
is 15 yeah, and excluding those below the rank of professor it is
nearly 18 years. The experience in college teaching of 10 members of
the staff is limited td that at the University of Alabama.

4. Only 13 members of the teaching fiTculty havermade professional
contributions during the past two years, and the contribiktions of only
6 represent the result of research. The total contri tion of allmem-
hers during the rriod amountsto 41 publications, o which 12'repre-
sent the- product of research. Only 11 members of t faculty out of
29 ha.% made any research contribution since entering upon their
career. In view of the heavy loads carried by the faculty meuktlers it

'is not, surprising that they have not been more active in research and
more conspicuous in productive scholarship.

The Polyteernie Inetitute.The following table, prepared' under
the direction of the president, shows the braining, experience in col-
lege teaching, and number of publications of the teaching staft.

4'
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TABLE 68.Traininp, experience, and publications of the teaching staff of the
Polytechnic Institute.

I

Title. Department.

!

Aoademic training. . College teach-Lions in
ing.

past two
years.

1

Highest
degree.

g

Institution.
,;-;

1 , Tj

iaae
>

edS;
E ;

3 6
g

1
i

0
3

01

1
0
0:

0:
1

7

01
1

01
0

0

3
21
0I

0

o

0
0,
3
2

O

1

0

0
0

0

0

O -

a

0

0

1

4

6
1

0
1 0

3

0
i 0

0
0

5

1

0
0

a-

. 0
o

0
' 9

0
0
0
2

o
0

11

0

0
0

0

0

Professor and dean I

Do

Do

Do
Professor and director
Professor

Do
Do

Pb

Do
Professor and maliager

Professor
Do

Do

Do
Do
Do

Professor and registrar

Professor
Profossor and director

a i ....
Professor

D9
Do
Do
Do
Do

DoDo

Animists professor

Do

AssIstant professor
Do 'ter
Do

Do

Latin and history...
Chemistry

Mechanical elle-
nearing.

Vbterinary medicine.
Agronomy
Electrical engi-

peering.

Mathematics
Entomology and so-

ology.

Machine design and
drawing.

Physical chemistry.
E 1 ctri ca 1 e n gl -

Deering and power
plant.

Mathematics
Physical training

and mathematics
English

Animal husbandry
Pharmacy
Qualitative chemis-

try. i

Mathematics and
administration.

Agronomy
Agricultural educa

tiros and summer
session.

architecture
llortiature
Botany
English
Research laboratory
Civil englneeging

do
Agricultural educa-

tion.
Horticulture

Machine design andMamie

Chernatry
Veterinary medicine

echanIcal engi-
neering.

Entomology and w-
oke.

11,0tanr' r

Ph. D...

M. E.

D. V. M.
M. S....
M. E....

M. F
Ph. D

M. E

M. A.
E. & M.

E .

Ph. D
A. B

M.

B. S
B. S
M.

C.

M. 13.
A

.M. 8
B.
Ph. Er".
M. A
Ph. D.

Ph. 13.

B.

U.S .
M. D. V.

B

Y. A

A. X.

Johns Hopkins..1
Alabama l'oly-

technic insti-
tute.

Purdue

Iowa State
Miss. A. &
Alabama Poly-

technic Insft-
lute.

do
Massachusetts

Agricultu r a I
College.

Alabama Poly-
technic InsU-
tutc.

Michigan
Alabama Poly-

technic Insti-
tute.

Itihns Hopkins
Yale

Alabama Poly-
technic Insti-
tute.

Missouri
Michigan
Alabama Poly-

technic Insti-
tute.

do

Wisconsin
(Completed

wore Ph. D.
Columbia).

'..ThrotagV a

Howard
Minnesota
Union Univer-

sity.

IoTrowlihate

Virginia Poly-
technilf Insti-
tute.

Alabama poly-
technio

. do
MoXillip's et-

ertnarz, Col-

Alligeno4oli-
tesetnio inm-
4uts.

Ohio State....
do

30
25

31

27
23
20

26
11

26
19

9
15

15

5
6

15

12

10
4

3
2
2
3

16
1

10

15

7
12

12

OM 1,

1

3

2

3
4
5

1

0

0

I
0

4
0

0

2
6
0

0

0
2

10
6
3
0
4

10

0

a

0

0
2

0

30 !
32

I

311
. .

30
27
25,

27 .

11

24

27 !
19

13
15

15

7
6

15

12

12
0

t3
tt
5
3

20
11

13

15

7
14

12

3
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TABLE 68.Training experience, and publications of the teaching staff of the
Polytechnic Institute.

Title. Department.

Instructor

Do

Do

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Do 15

Academic training. College teach-
ing.

Publica-
tions in

past two
years.

Highest
degree. Institution.

Mechanical engi- M. E....j Alabama PUly- 16 1 0 16
nearing and draw- I technic Insti-
bag. tuts.

Veterinary medicine. D. V. M. Chicago Veteri- 6 0 6
nary College.

History and Latin Alabama l'oly- 6
technic Insn
tuts.

I
1

Chemistry M. 8. do 5 0 .5Veterinary medicine D. V. If do ...........I 3 1 0 3do D. V. M do... 1 21 0 2History and Latin... Id ..A.. Ching°
I

4 1 0 4Animal husbapdry.. B. B..... Alababa P I . 1 : 0 1
. technic lnsti-

Lute. I I
Mathematics, Spari- M. E ...do.

isle, and drawing. .
3 0 3

Q
55

g=
0.
o

m 0

o 0
0 0
0 0
1 . 0
01 0

0 0

TABLE 69.Summary of data concerning training, experience, and publications
of the teaching s(aff of the Polytethnic Institute.

Rank.

5

3

Highest de-
grees held.

Gl

College teaching experience in 1 Publications during last
years. two years.

O a
..r

Number of
oontribu-

tams.

Number of
oontribn-

urs.

. I I 4, .g g
! 5' 1 voi

1 A
0 < I a 1 114

2 2 7 16.1., 26 32 1 11

0 0 0 9.7 2 11 21. 0 .0. 5.1 1 1 0 1

111' 3 2 7 12.8 29., 43 II

do

0

Professors 28 7 I 16 5 6 6 9 9Assistant and associate pro-.
1

fosaorst 7 1 1 6 0 2 1 4 1Instnntets. 94,506 2 0 0' "4
1---Total 44 12 27 5 11 8 13 10

L

From the obove tables the following deductians may be drawn:
1. A relatively large proportion, 35 out of 44, of the members of '

the teaching staff ails of professional rank and 28 of these are of the' ..
rank of full professor. This 'condition is .similar- tu, that in the., -,

university and may be .attributed to the same causeinadequate sup-
ports At this institution, however, some men are employed with the
rank of instfuaor. Here again a larger numbed of student assistants
are employed to make up for the inadequate supply of- full-time
instructors.

=Nor 10---20
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2. Of a total of 44 instructors, 32 have received professional train-
ing sufficient to give them a master's degree or its equivalent. Five
of these haveyeceiv&I a doctor's degree. .

3. Forty:three per cent of the instructors have received thifir high-
est degree from the institution with which they are now engaged.
Even among the instructors of professional rank 34 per cent have
received their highest degree from the Polytechnic Institute. This
condition is an indication of a tendency toward educational inbreed-
ing. Additional evidence of this tendency is found in the fact that
nearly half of the instructing staff have had-no college teaching ex-
perience other than that obtained at the Polytechnic Institute.

4. On the whole the members of the teaching staff have abundant
teaching experience, averaging nearly 13 years. The average for
the full professors is over 16 years. A conspicuous feature of the
faculty of this institution is the long tenure of office of many of its
members. Ten members, including the president, have been connected
with the institution for more than 20 years, and over half of them
have held their-positions for more than 10 years.

5. During the past two years the activity of the.faculty in produc-
tive scholarships, as measured by their publications, has not been
conspicuous, although professional contriblitions have been made by
19 members of whom 14 have made research contributions. In view
of the amount of teaching and other duties required, this may be
regarded as a good showing, but there is a conspieumis lack of ac-
tivity in this direction among several important departments.

The Girls' Technical Institute.The following table contains data
concerning the training, experience, and publications of the Girls'
Technical Institute:
Tsai* 70.Stonmary of data concerning training, experience, and publications

of the teaching staff of the Girls' Technical Institute.

Rank.

Professors
assistant and mandate: pro

femora
kstruotora

Total
S.

Righait degrees ! College teaching expe-
held. I dem* in years.

b

4E2

Is

2

37

5

13
1

6

7
1

19 14

2

2
0

4

AI
0

0
0

17
2

O
O

9
0

4

3
0

I

0---i

0 23 7. I

9.0

0 3.6
0 1.0

1 6.6

Publications during last
two years.

Numbertof I Number of
coot ribu- contribu-

lions. tors.

O

0

0
0

0

0 0

0

0
0

0

0

9

0
0

9

the above tables it is clear that the faculty of the girls!
*cal institute comprises many individuals who are conspicuously
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lakking in training and experience. There are a number of notable
exceptions, however, and there are a few individualswhose qualifica-
tions probably are much strongerthan the tabulated statement seems
to indicate. From the evidence the survey committee has been able
to secure there is every reason to believe that the institution is meet-
ing its obligations in a fitting manner. De5pite the apparent de-
ficiency in academic training on the part of several members of the
faculty, the qualifications of the teaching staff fairly meet the re-
quirements of a technical institute. In this respect, however, there
it little to commend the present movement toward the creation of a
standard college with fOur years of collegiate work.

2. THE WORK OF TIIE FACULTY MEMBERS.

On account of the variable service performed by faculty members
it is difficult to establish,any just basis upon which to measure their
work. The duties of some may be limited mainly to those rendered
in classroom and laboratory, while those of others may include such
activities as service on committees, consultation with students, ad-
ministration, and extension teaching. Furthermore. there is great
variation in the activity of faculty members concerning productive
scholarship and professional improvement. In the time at the dis-
posal of the survey committee it has seemed impraeticable. to 'at-
tempt the,collection of .evidence bearing upon the nonteaching duties.

' of faculty members.
The measurement of the actual amount of time devoted to class-

zoom orvlaboratory work is not so difficult, but here again many
variable facfors present themselves and complicate comparisons.
The energe and time required of the several instructors in connec-
tion with the work of instruction differ in many ways, more:par-
ticularly in (a) the number of students under instruction, (b) the
character atid amount of preparation necessary for each class pr
section, and (c) the labor entailed 'in the correction of papers;
themes, reports, etc. It is obvious, therefore, that no single meas-
ure can give a fair grid complete indication of the services rendered
by the various instructors.

In measuring the instructional work of fadulty members' two
methods may be employed. One of these consists in the ugd of the
number of hOurs spent by the instructor in the classroom or labora-
tory, assuming that two hours of work in the laboratory are approx-
imately equivalent to one hour in the classroom. Such a unit of
measurement is essentially the same asthe credithour commonly em-
ployed by colleges. This basis of measurrent is faulty, for the
reason that it does not take into consideration the variable amotuxt
of outside labor required for classes of clliferent sizes.
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The second method available for the measurement of instructors'
teaching loads is that which has come to be known as the "student
clock -hour method." The unit of measurement, in this method is the
student clock hour, which is the instruction of one student during one
50-minute period per week for one semester in either classroom or
laboratory. The instructional load represented by an,y course there-
fore may -be determined by multiplying the number of students 1.ak-
ing the course by the number of 501minute periods in which the in-
struction is given. The teaching load'carried by any instructor is
determined by adding together the instructional loads of the scvei al
courses given. This basis of measurement although superior to the
semester hour method, is not faultless. The chief defect is in the
assumption that time spent in laboratory instruction is as burden-
soMe as classroom instruction or that am instructor whose time is
spent mainly in laboratory work is carrying as heavy a load as one
who gives dilly classroom courses. It iedefective also in that it does
not take into consideration the difference in courses with regard to
the nerve energy required or to the amount a outside preparation
needed.

The use of either, one of these methods by itself.,might lead to
grossly distorted estimates of the services performed by different

-instructors: Either may be used to support the other and both in
actual practice may well be supplemented by the -addition of all
available inforniation concerning nontoaching service. Figures con-
cerning,both methods have been collected, but since such a large pro-
portion of the instructors, especially those at the Polytechnic Insti-
tute, divide their time between two 9r more kinds of service, complgir
son is impracticable. From the information at hand, lioaleer, cer-
tain general deductions concerning teaching loads may he made:

The university.(1) The average number of semester hours car-
ried by instructors is approximately 15, but the teaching load a
many individuals exceeds this by three or four hours. This repre-
sents a much heavier teaching load than is carried by the instructor
of similar institutions.

. (2) The average number of student clock hours per week carried
by instructors is 372. This is a somewhat heavier burden than thal,
carried by,instructors of other institutions and yet it does not rep-
resent the condition§ to be as serious as they really are., The average
load in many depinments exceeds 600 student clock 'hours per week.
The average is brought down by certain low-average departments.
For example, the average for the engineering departments the
yeitr 1916-17 is 261 student clock hours. This may be accou ted for
in the large nember of small classes in engineering, as sho n under
another hold. It is apparent.therefore that there is variation

teaching loads as represehted by student clock hoirs.
-
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(3) If the university expects its faculty members to carry on re-
search work, as all university men should, and to keep professionally
alart, it must provide relief from the heavy teaching burdens under
which most.of its instructors are serving.

The Polytechnic Institute.(1) Of a total of 44 members of the
faculty, 32 have duties other than teaching. As pointed out in an-
other section, many devote their time to two, three, or four kinds
of service and receive their remuneration from various funds. Under
such conditions it is difficult to compare teaching loads, and with a
more accurate knowledge of the nonteaching activities it is difficult
to make comparisons of the total service rendered by the several
faculty members.

(2) From 'the information available it is, apparent that the in-
structors are carrying heavy teaching loads in proportion to the divi-
sion of time allotted for teaching. Considering only the fractions of
the time allotted for teaching the average teaching load for the whole
institution is approximately 15 semester hours per week.

(3) In certain cases where the time of instructors is undivided the
number of semester hours carried is conspicuously high. For ex-
amples, the average load of the professor of architecture is 31 hours
per week; that of the assistant professor of mechanical engineering,
21 hours; the professor of pharmacy, 25 hours; the professor of
mathematics, 20 hours; and the professor of Mining engineering, 24
hours.

The Girls' Technical Institute. (1) The teaching load of faculty
members at this institution is pot excessively high considering the
fact that much of the instruction is of subcollegiate grade. The
loads in tilt departments of mathenjajcs and RomaiWanguages
are especially high. The average number celludenriNbck hours
carried per week is 300. .

8. SIZE OF CLASS SECTIONS AT THE TliREE HIGHER INSTITUTIONS.

As shown elsewhere, thqre is a direct relationship between the size
of the class sections and the cost of instruction. In general the
larger the sections the lower the cost, but there is a generally recog-.
nized limit to the size from the standpoint of efficiency of instruction.
The limit,varies, however, according to the nature of the instruction.
In the case of a lecture course there is no limit within the range of
the instructor's yoke, but in recitations or quizzes the limits generally
is believed to be in the neighborhood df 30 students, and in labora-
tory cqurses about half that number. In the higher.institutions of
AlabaMa the size of the sections run to camps in numerous cases.
On account of large enrollments and relatively small nuthber of
instructors, there *has been a tendency at all three institutions to_ .
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offer a large number of lecture courses, some of which are given
intolasses of over 250 students. On the other hand, tivere are many
sections enrolling very small numbers and these are' responsible for
raising the average cost of instruction. Obviously it is necessary to
offer a certain number of courses for which there will be a limited
demand, but few institutions can afford to offer such frlarge propor-
tion of small enrollment courses as are given at the higher institu-
tions of Alabama.

The university.Table 71 shows the number of class sections
with various enrollments at the university for the years 1916-17
and.1917-18:.

Tenit 71.Distribution of class sections at the University of Alabama accord -
ing to the number of studentaregistered in each, 1916-17 and 1917-18.'

1916-17 1917-18

Oh
Size of sections.

:

'

'

First . Second .

SAMOS- SAMOS-
tor. tor.

24 21
.1. 11 18I

. 20 ' 18
10 13 I

12 20
ft ; 11

' 12
2 I 4

11 8

A 1

Both
SAMOS-
tem.

I

Per,,,,,-st--
18.3 ';

11., ,

15 1

it 4
13.1
12.2 1
9.8 ,
2.5 I
7.8 ,

First Second 1
settles- semes-

tor.
I

ter. I

- 5 , 5
9 15

12 I 26
11 . 14
11 ; 18
12 ; 9
8 ! 5
6 1 2
8 I 6

Both
some,-
tern.

10
24
47
25
27
21
11
8

14

Per
cent.

6.4
12.9
25.1
13.3
14.4
11.2
5.9
4.3
7.5

1-5 students
6-10 students
11-20
21410 students
31-40 students
41-50 students
51-60 students
61-70 students
Over 70 students

Total

45
29

I38
23 i
32 ,

30
24
6 1

19

121 125 246 100.0 I 89 98 187 100.0

Exclusive of the medical school.

Axondition almost as serious 'as that shown by the large number
of small sections is that found in the practice of giving instruction
in very -large classes. The most serious condition in this respect is
found in departments of biology, ehemistry,,English..ohistory, eco-
nomics, mathematics, and physics, all of which give instruction in
classes of 100 students or ov,er.

It will be observed that during the year 1916-17, lAfore enroll-
ments were affected by the war, the university conducted 45 classes
with not more than 5 students and 74 classes with not more than 10
students. In other words, 30 per cent of the class sections enrolled
not mere than 10 students. Twenty-six out of 51 engineering courses
given were given in classes of not More than 5 students and 38 in
classes of not more than; 10 students. In the 51 courses theli was a
gross registrtition of 434 students, or an average of 8.5 Rer course.
A very large proportion of the small sections, there. fore, Are in en-
gin- emir% courses.
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TABLE 72.-Distribution of class sections at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute
according to the number of students registered in each, 1916-17 and 1917-18.

Size of sections.

1

Number of classes.

1916-17 1917-1s

First Second Third
term. term. term.

1-9 students 23 24
6-10 students 29
11-20 students 31

21-30 students 37
31-40 students
41-5 290 students

41 7'i

51-60 students . S

61-70 students.
Over 70 students 11

.". 14
1

Total 213 2t72

22
2.3

47
46
40
23

6
9

Per
All cent First

terms of term.
total.

69
77

117
113
139

21

31

10.9
11.7
17.6
17.2
21.2
11. 4

3. 2
2.3
4.7

27
37
66
27
31

4
10

Per
Second Third All dent
term. term. tornie. ; of

'total.

42 I 40 1 119
23

34.
1 AT

48 1 53 1 167
34 34 , 93
32 31 ' 94
19 13 I 43

7 6 j 21
4 3 : 11

11 8 1 29

11.9
18.1
25.4
14.5
14.3
6.5
3.2
1.7
4.4

222 637 100.0 222 221 214 j 657 100.0

The Polytechnic Instilute.2-As §hown in Table 72 the proportion
of small sections at the Polytechnic Institute is somewhat smaller
than at the university. but even here it is probably larger than it
should be from thd standpoint of-economy. During the year 1916-17,
22 per cent of the classes were in sections of not more than 10.
The smidler sections are distributed quite evenly among the several
divisions. The most conspicuous department with respCct to small
sections is that of architecture in the diviion of engineering. The
engineering division as a whole, however, shows that 59 sections, out
of a total of 126 failed to register more than 10 students. It should
be noted that many of these small classes were composed of graduate
students. Among the 126 classes in' engineering there was a grys
registration of 3.911, or an average of 31 students per section.

The most serious condition at this institution with regard to the
size' of sections is the number of sections with large registrations.
For- the year 1916-17 there were 31 sections each with over 70 stu-
dents, and in 1917-18 there were 29 such sections. In'several depart,
ments courses were given in classes of over 100 students.

The Girls' Technical Institute.--table 73 shows the number of the
classes with various registrations at the GirlS' Technical Institute for
the year 1918-19.

TABLE 73.i--Dtstribution of the number of class sections at the Alabama Girls'
Technical institute for the year118-15.

She of sections.
Number
through-
out the

year

Percent
of total. She of sections.

20 14.6
0-10 72 15.9
11-93
113-30

4 40
26

29.1 0 80.

31-40 1$ .13.0

Number
through- Per cent
out the of total.
year.

10 7.9
2 1.6

138 100.0
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Since the cries run through the whole session,. it is necessary in
making comparisons with the other institutions to multiply the num-
ber of sections by two in the case of the university and by thrte in
the case of the Polytechnic Institute. The total number of sections
here shown, horever, may be compared with d single term of either
of the other.institutions. Of a total of 138 sections 42, or 30 per cent,
represent registrations of not mere than 10 students.

I.V. COURSES OFFERED AND COURSES GIVEN.

It is customary among colleges and universities to offer seyeral
courses.which are seldom or never given. Such a practice is justified
if the offerings ttpresent a conscientious attempt to anticipate the
needs of students, and if the institution is in a position to support
adequately the courses that are in constant demand. It should be
regarded as the duty of the State to support instruction in courses
for which there is a general demand and at the same time to provide
for legitimate expansion in anticipation of the needs. The condi-
tions with regard to the number of courses offered and the number
given at the three higher institutions are shown in the following
tabulated statement:
Tinue-14.Couracs offered and courses given at the three higher institutions in

Alabama for the year 1917-18.

Departments.

University.1 Polytechnic
Institute.

courses
offered.

Courses
given.

Courses,..
given.

_ .

1
5
0

17
2
3

1

2
3
2

2

27

5
3
2

2

6
2
2
1

1

1

1

Girl
Institute.

Courses
offered.

Techn

Courses
f ivon.

7
2

4

7
4
6
1

5
23

7

4.
7
4

10

A

eat
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gr,.'"e`n.

-1
co
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5
2
7
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0
2
3

0
1
0

11

Courses
offered..

6
18
6
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8
3
4
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3
5
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7
6
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5

?
6
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2
3
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2
5
5
2
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,
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not
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2
5
0
0
1
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3
6
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0
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1

4
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7
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Biology
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English
Geology
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Ch eek
History
Latin
Mathematics
Physics
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Education and psychology
Philosoph
Civil enemy a:WS )Drawing
Electrical engineering
lieohanicarengineering
Mining engineering
Law
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CommerclaLAn.

11
20

I
27

9
9

10
5

rg

9

39

21
15
22
28
8

13
8

10
14
14
25

.

7
15

1

10
7
6

9
3
5
3

7

12

16
12
20
27

6

,.
17
11
1
9
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13..
24

8
2,
6

12
6

13
1

6
25
10

....

4
8
4

21

....

Musk
Architecture
Agronomy

ZWItual engineeting
my

Animal husbandry
Mummy.,

mediedne

,OW 900 119 71 249 254 96 125 91 84

Cotirs4j111 medicine not Included.
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The data presented in the alive table may be summarized as
follows:

I institution.
-

C sesCourses courses our
offered. given. 1 11°t'

1 given.

1

Percent-
age of

COUned
not

given.

University 200 1 129 , 71 35.5
Polytechnic institute 349 1 254 ; 95 27.2
Girls' Technical Institute 125 91 34 27.2

All Institutions
...v.'

1374'', e 474 1 200 , 29.7

N_

. Thus it appeais that nearly 30 pet cent of the courseoffered by
the three higher institutions in 1917-18 were not given. The propoi--
tion not given by the university mounts to -3i1.5 per cent and for
each of the other two institutions 27.2 per cent. The failure to give

wsome of these conrs NTS probably' due to the shrinkage of enroll-
ment following the outbreak of the war. The figures for the uni-
university do not include many courses listed but not offered for the
yeaf under consideration.

The committee commends the practice of the university in offering
certain of the less popular courses.in alternate years. The practice
might well be extended t4:1 include many of the small enrollment

scourses now offered every year. The other institutions also would*
do well.to adopt the practice for many of then.: less popular courses.

V. SALARIES OF FACULTY MEMBERS.

Quality of instruction is the chief factor in determining the suc-
cess of any educational institution, and quality of instruction is
dependent to a very large extent. upon the salaries paid instructors.
It is true that institutional -iittitchment- and other special considera-
tions frequently hold instructors at lower salaries than they may ob-
tain elsewhere, but the fact remains that teaching ability generally
is subject to the law of supply and demand.

In only six States is the maximum salary of State university pro-
fessors-so low as that of the University of Alabama, which. at present
is $2,400 per year. Thirty-three State universities maintain a maxi-
mum in excess of this amount and among these the malimum ranges
as high as $6,000. The conditions in the Polytechnic -Institute, in
'comparison with other land-grant colleges, are similar to those
prevailing at he university. In only five such institutions is the
maximum sal4y so. low, while in. 26 eases a higher maximum is in
fort*:

The maximum salary for deans in the university is $3,200 and in
the Polytechnic Institute $8,000. Forty State-supported colleges and
universities maintain a maximum salary fOr deans in excess of the
larger figure offered by Alabama.
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The university and Polytechnic Institute have been fortunate in
retaining in service for many years a large proportion of their in-
structors. The Girls' Technical Institute, however, has not bees so
fortunate and the salary problem at the institution has reached a
critical stage. The average annual salary there is barely more-than
$1,000; and, since it is a younger institution, it has not yet surrounded
itself, as have the other institutions, with a large group of profes-
sors whose attachments to it are deep rooted. The fact that out of
36 faculty members listed in the 1917-18 catalogue only 19 are now con-
nected with the institution is ample proof that the salary scale must
be promptly raised if present standards are to be maintained.

The spirit of attachment and devotion is remarkably strong in the
university and the Polytechnic Institute and it is a notewotfhy fact
that many of th0 instructors are serving at salaries trApch lower than
could be obtained elsewhere. Solely from the viewpoint of justice,
to the individuals involved the State should be more liberal in the
matter Of salaries, but the State's chief concern is after all the
maintenance of a sound educational policy. For this reason it must
face the problem with a full realization that the law of supply and
demand makes it necessary to pay salaries approximately equal to
those of similar institutions in other States. No institution can depend
indefinitely upon the spirit of devotion to maintain its standards of
efficiency. New men must be employed to fill vacancies and to pre-
tide for developments, and men of the best qualifications are not
easily attracted to institution, with low 'salary scales. The raising
of salaries, therefore, should not be regarded by the State as disinter-
ested benevolence to college instructors, but rather as a service to
itself in the interests of efficiency.

VI. STANDARDS OF COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

A characteristic feature of college admisisioti'siangards in Alabama
until recent years has 13een the lack of a. well regulated scheme of
articulation between the high schools and the State's
ions. For many years a dual standard of entrance requirements has
existed,,caused largely by the rivalry of the State University aq$ the
PolyteChnic Institu. This rivalry has partially disappear et as a .
result of the of the Association of Alabama Colleges,
which includes, besides the university, nearly alt of the leading pri-
vately eridoyeed colleges of the State. This association, ty a wise
policy of affiliation with a large but selected group of State-inspected
public high schools, has raised th%State standard of college entrance

. requirements. The requirements now imposed by the members of the
association coincide with those presciibed by the Association 'of
Colleges-and Secondary Schools of 4he Southern'States.
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The indirect result has been the raising of entrance standards at the
1 -Alabama Polytechnic Institute, whose requireMents for entrance to
regular collegiate work are now essentially on a par with those Of 't.be
university: Nevertheless, the past policy of the Alabama Polytechni.
Institute with respect to entrance standings and its present refusal
to join the college association have subjected it to criticism, just or,
unjust, throughout the entire State.

The committee recognizes that the.institute as a land-grant oollege
is under obligations to admit a comparatively large group of students
to special or noricallegiate courses, on a lower basis of entrance stand-
ards than is required for collegiate work. But the tstitute should-
so safeguard the entrance from these courses to the regular college
courses that it may he under no suspicion of laxness in administering
its collegiate standards. It should also so classify its students as to
make their actual status unmistakably plain.

The committee urges that all State higher institutions come to-
gether on a common platform of college entrance standards sulih as
that of the Alabama Associationof Colleges. There is no excuse,. for
oven fife, appearance of a dual system of entrance requirements in the
State of Alabama. As long as the present uncertainty as to the
position of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute exists, the weaker
high schools of the State will readily find an excuse for not reaching
the standards agreed to by the leading higher institutions.

Another important aspect of this problem relates to the 'possibility
of entrance to'both institutions on 12 units of high school work. ,As
long as students leave four-year high schools the year before gradu-
ation and enter directl' upon their college work at a State institu-
tion it will be dittcult for the local high schools to obtain the support
necessary to maintain standards required in the fourth year. The
State institutions of higher learning are competing with the fourth
year of the high school. ,

From Table 75 it is evident that it is time for a more concerted
action on the part Of all institutions within 'the State, both public
and private, in insisting that this type of student should remain at
the four-year hilgh school until he has cempleted, at least 14 units.

.Out of 341 students admitted to the University of Alabama in
.1916-17, 15, or 4.3 per cent, were admitted with 12 'ts of prepara-
tion from standard four-year high schools of t e Site. Tbe uni-
versity also received seven students with 12 ynits rom standard
three-year high schools, or 1.7 per cent, making a total of 22 students
admitted with 12 units, or about 6 per cent of the total 'number' of
entrahtsel Some of the endowed private institutions of the State
unfortunately have accepted much larger numbers of 12,unit .stu- .
dents .from standard four-year high schools, as Shown by the Apra
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of the Birmingham College an, the Athens College for Young
Women. Out of 301 students admitted to the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute in 1916-17, 23, or 7 pet; cent, were admitted with 12 units
of preparation from four-year high schools; 9 students, approxi-
mately 3 per cent, were admitted from three-year high schools, mak-
ing a total of about 10 per cent of the entire enrollment for 1916-17.

It is likely that the disturbed conditions brought about by the
war account for the larger percentage of 12-unit students admitted
by both institutions in 1917 -18.

TABLE 75.- Number of stugrents entering college with 12 units from 3 year and
4 year high schools; including institutions of Alabama Association of Col-
leges, and Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

uns-17.

Institution.

Admit-
ted

with 12
Total units

number from
admit- stand-

tad. and
4-year
high

school.

Athens Young Wbmen
Birmingham C ege / /.

Howard
Judson College
Southirn Unirer,10.. ''
Women s College dt.Alitorrmt
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Total

22
50

57 .

51 '

113
341 1

301

4
17

0
3
5

15
23

1,021 75

1917-18. 4,

Athens College for Young Women
Birmingham College
Howard College
Judson Collpge
Southern University.,
Women's College of Alabama
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
ALABAMANPOLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Total

1

7
8

.0
3
6
11
32

68

Per
cent

Adtnit
ted

with 12
units
from

stand-
ard

3-year
high

school.

Per
cent.

Total
admit -' Per
with 12, cent.
units.

18.1 2 10.0 ! 28.0
34.0 1 2.0 ! 18 38.0
9.3 3 3.5 11 12.0
0 3 5.2' 3' 5.2
5.8 0 0 3 b.0
4.4 1 2 8 7.0

.3
22 6.0

7.0/ 9 32 10.0

7.3 28 3.0 103 10.0

4.1 4.1 2 8.0
25.0 3.6 8 28.0
12.6 0 8. 12.0
0 1.: 7 1 ; ).7
8.5 0 3! 9.0

12.0 0 61 13.0
2.6 b. 6 30 . 7.0

11.0 2.7 40 1 13.0

7.0 801 3.0 981 10.0

Some aspects of collegiate stasidards.--The study of the duplica-
tion of curriiula in the two leading State higher institutions neces-
sarily involves an investigation of the alleged competition between
the bachelor of arts and the bachelor of science curricula of the
State University and the bachelor of science curriculum-the general
course-at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute. A careful study of
the accompanying graphs shows that the alleged competition be-
ttiteen these min ula is laigely imaginary.

The A. B. an B.'S. curricula at the university compare favorably
general eon t and quality with similar curricula in the leading
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higher institutions of the United States, it being clearly understood
that the aims of these curricula are purely cultural.

The B. S. (general course) at Auburn is a curriculum sui-generic.
It approaches more nearly in content and quantity to the typical en-
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gineering course, except that it exceeds the average engineering.
course by at least 40 semester hours in total requirements, and liker
wise exceeds the A. B. and B. S. requirement in most, universities by
at least 60 semester hours. Aside from the work in history, the cur-
riculum combines strongly professionalized courses in seience7with,

IV/,4
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large opportunities for election of subjects in the applied sciences
such as agriculture and engineering.

The courses in engineering. The committee has discovered. evi-
dence of the existence of the opinion that the courses or the curricula
in engineering in the land-grant colleges are not of the same char-.
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acter as the courses and curricula in engineering in the State uni-
versities or in privately endowed institutions. Thi4 is an old super-.
stition. Figures 43 and 44 clearly indicate that the degree curricula
in engineering at. Auburn are fundamentally equivalent in content
and more..than equivalent in quantity 'to the degree, ethwicula in
engineering at the university.
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The reader's attention is called to the enrollments in Tuscaloosa,
Jefferson, Dallas, Montgomery, Lee, and Mobile Counties.
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university, those below to the Polytechnic Institute.)
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Attention is called to the engineering enrollments in 1)usca.loosa,
Jefferson, -Dallas, Montgomery, Lee, and Mobile Counties.
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MAP 17.- Enrollments in engineering at the university
and the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, by counties.
1917-18.

(Numbers above the name of the county refer to the
university, those below to the Polytechnic Institute.)



Chapter XXII.

STATE SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

COMPARISON OF ALABAMA WITH OTHER STATES.

In 1913, Alabama ranked twenty-third among the States with re'.
spect to the amount expended for higher education for each $1,000.
of wealth. The amount was 65 cents, according to Ti 76. The
"lowing Southern States exceeded that figure: Tennessee spent 80
cents: Mississippi, 87 centsr North Carolina, 94 cents; South Caro-
lina, $1.21; and Virginia, $1.30. The last-named State spent 110 per
cent more thy the corresponding expenditure made by Alabama.

TABLE 76.-Amount expended for higher education for each $1,000 of ibealth In
order of rank, by States, 1b13-14.

1. pelaware
2. New Hampshire
3. Massachusetts
4. Virginia..

$3.88

1. 47
1. 37

26. Georgia SO. 6.1
Vermont 60

28. New Mexleo .60
.29. Ohio .56

5. Wisconsin L 27 j 30. ode Island 58
6. Connecticut 1.25 31. yoming se
7. Arizona 1. 23 Louisiana 55
8. South Carolina 1.21 Pennsylvania 54
9. Maryland 95 /4. Kansas_. 53

10. North Carolina 94 35. Iowa 51
11. Maine 92 36. Nebraska 51
12. Mississippi 37. Kentucky _ .50
13. Tennessee 38. Colorado .50
14.. Minnesota 79 39 Texas 49
15. New York 4 40. Montana .48
16.. Michigan . 73 41. Nev'ada .47
17. South Dakota . 72 42. Florida .44
18. Idaho . 71 43. Indiana _ .42
19. Utah . 70 44. Missouri .42
20. California 68 45. West Virginia _ .g9
21. Illinois_ as 46. New Jersey .39
22. Oregon .67 47. Arkansas .80
23. ALABAMA 65. 48. OkItthoma .18
24. Washington 64
25. North Dakota . 61 Average for United States- .78

The average expenditure of the 48 States of the Unioin was 78 cents
for each $1,000 of wealth. The average of the followinggroup of
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Southern states- Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Missis-
sippi, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana. Florida, and Texas-
was 79 cents. Alabama suffers in both comparisons.

Per capita receipts of higher institut;ons.--According to Table 77,

Alabamtk ranked forty-fourth among the States in 1913 with respect
to the apportionment of the receipts of higher institutions per capita
among the population. Its higher institutions received 57 cents per
capita of the population. Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee, Loui-
siana, ,North Carolina, Texas, South Carolina, and Virginia sur-
passed Alabama to the extent of from 5 to 135 per cent. The per
capita apportionment in Virginia was $1.45. Compared with the
average apportionment of all the States in the Union-$3.22, or the
median, $1.65 -the. showing of Alabama is very poor.

TABLE 77.-Rank of States as to per mpita receipts of higher educational
institutions, including normal schools, 1913-14.

1. Delaware $5.65 20. Wyoming L $1. 32

2. Arizona 2 S4 27. Idaho 1.27

3. New Hampshire 2.62 28. Maine 1.27

4. Nevada 2.53 29. South Carolina 1.04

5. Massachusetts _ 2.51 30. Ohio 1.01

6. Connecticut 2.43 31. Pennsylvania 1.00

7. Wisconsin 2.33 32. Rhode Island 93

8. California 2.30 New Mexico 92

9.'North Dakota 2.17 34. Texas 2v 83

10. Minnesota 1.$9 35. New Jersey__ .81

11. Oregon_ _._ 1. g3 38. Indiana _ .77

12. New York 1.77 37. North Carolina . 75

13. Illinois' 1.76 38. West Virginia .71

14: Iowa 1.71 39. Missouri . 70

15. Washington 1.71 40. Louisiana 08

16. South Dakota. 1.64 41. Tennessee .67

17. Nebraska 1.54 42. Mississippi . es

18. Maryland 1.46 4$. Florida . 60

19. Virginia 1.45 44. ALABAMA . 57

20. Montana 1.44 45. Georgia .54

21. Colorado 1.43 46. Oklahoma . 51

22. Kansas 1. 88 47. Kentucky .47

28. Utah
24. Vermont

1.38
1.35

48. Arkansas_

25. Michigan 1.35 Average for United*States_ 3. 22

The Bureau of Education is aware that the data upon. which these
observations are founded are somewhat antiquated. Later data just
collected give fair evidence that similar tabulAioni for the year 19p,
which are now in preparation, will vary but slightly front those heat
presented,- leaving the State of Alabama in relatively. the same
position.. The expenditures for all the higher institutions, public and
;winter, within the several States &iv covered in the foregoing tables.
The expenditures for normal schools are also iticluded;
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In Tables 78 and 79 which follow. similar data are presented with
respect to theState collegiate institutions, excluding normal schools.
These figures are for the year 1918.

TABLE 78.-Amount expended for State - supported higher education for each
$1.000 of wealth, by Staler. 1918, excluding normal achools.

1. Wyoming
2. Arizona ______ ___

$0.82
____ .78

26. Indiana ___
27. Texas

$0. 32
32,

3. Idaho ______ __ 74 28. Virginia .31
4. New Mexico .69 29. Maine .29
5. Utah 139 30. Iowa .28
6. South Dakota _ 56 31. North Carolina , .28
7. Michigan_ .53 32. Ohio .25
8. Montana .53 33. Georgia 22
9. Tennessee__. .53 34. Kentucky_0 .22

10.,Delaare .51 35. North Dakota ... .22
11. Vermont .50 36. Oklahoma ., .21.12. Wisconsin .48. 37. West Virginia 20
13. New Hampshire .46 38. ALABAMA_ .17
14. Nevada .43 39. Connecticut_ , ' .15
15. Colorado .39 40. 11110018 .16
16. Minnesota .38 4L Maryland ____ .15
17. Mississippi_ 37 42. *Missouri .15
18. Oregon .37 43. Arkansas ... .14
19. South Carolina*t_ .37 44. Rhode Island .14
20. Massachusetts__' .34 45. New York, .10
21. Florida .33 46. New.Jersey 00
22. Kansas I_ ' .33 47. Pennsylvania .06
23. Nebraska .33 4E. Louisiana 05
24. Washington .33
25. California__.___ _ __ _______ .32 Average for United States_ .36

According to Table 78, the position of Alabama is again exceed-
ingly low. It ranks thirty-eighth. The expenditure for the uni-
versity, the Polytechnic Institute, and Montevallo was only 17 cents

. for each $1,000 of State wealth. Nine Southern States have exceeded
this expenditure, conspicuous among them being Virginia with 31
cents ; Mississippi, 37 cents ; and Tennesse4, 53 cents. If comparison
be made with the leading States in othersections of the United States.
the position of Alabama suffers accordingly. It should be explained
that one of the, principal reasons for the relatively low position of
Connecticut. Illinois, Maryland, Rhode Island, New York, Missouri,
New J'ersey, and Pennsylvania in this table is that these States are ,
Op seats of a large number of very wealthy privately endowed in-
stitutions, many of which ere well established before the formation
klf the States. , In most of tliese.State.s it will be found that the State-
supportid higher institutions are, on the whole, receiving a ejpat deal
more poneys than the State-supported institutions or'Alaban;ia.
Compared with the aver* of 34 ants for all the Stated of tl'e Union,
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Alabama is giving just 50 per cent less, or 17 cents. The group of
Southern- States previously mentioned expended, in 1918. 29 cents ,

or 41 per cent more An Alabama.

TABLE 79.-Rank of States as to per capita receipts of higher educational insti-
tutions supported by tke State, normal schools not included.

1. Nevada $2.43 27. Tennessee. $0. 58

2. Arizona _ 1.90 28. Florida _ .55
8. Wyoming 1.62' 29. Ohio_ . 53

4. Montana 1.80 30. Illinois .48

5. Utah 1.55 81. Maine__ . _ .48

6. South Dakota 1.522 32. West Virginia . .48
7. Iowa 1.88 33. South Carolina _ .43

8. Idaho 1.83 34. Virginia_ .43
9. ,Nebraska 1.83 35. Connecticut .35

10. Colorado 1.28 38. Mississippi! .34

11. California_ 1.21 37. Missouri _ _ .33
12. Michigan 1.20 38. Maryland . .30

18. Minnesota 1.20 39. New York_ .29
14. Oregon 1.19 40. North Carolina .29

15. Kansas _ 1.14 41.- Kentucky .28

16. Wisconsin_ 1.08 42. Rhode Island_ .25

17. New Mexico 1.04 43. Georgia__ . .24

18. Washington _ 99 44. ALABAMA. _ .21

10. North It akoth .92 45. Arkansas .20

20. Verthont 89 46. New Jersey- . 15

21a1Pelaware_ .87 41. Pennsylvania _ _ . 12

22,1Ww Hampshitle .77 48. Louisiana _ .09

23. Texas .70
24. Indiana_ 68 Ateroge for the United

25. Oklahoma 66 States_ - -- .8()

20. Massachusetts .65

NoTr..-In Tables 78 to 79, the amounts appropriated for buildings and ',er-e
manent improvements are included.

The apportionment per capita of the. receipts of State higher in-

stitutions for 1918 is given in Table 79. Alabama again ranks very
low, being forty-fourth, with a per capita apportionment of only 21

cents. The Southern States which surpass Alabama in this respect
are Georgia with 24 c nts per capita of the population, Kentucky
with 26 cents, North arolina with 29 cents, Mississippi with 31
cents, Virginia and So Carolina each with 43 cents, Florida with
66 cents, Tennessee with 58 dents, and Texas with 70 cents. Alabama
surpasses only Arkansas and Louisiana in tliti South, although it
should be borne in mind that Louisiana, relatively poor as her show
ing is, supports indirectly Tulane University, a large privately en-
dowed institution, in addition to the SyLte university. New jiffIri
and Pennsylvania show smaller per capita receipts for the State
scipported higttei institutions, but this apparent deficiency is offset
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by the very generous support given-the many privately endowed
universities and colleges of these States.

Analysis of ,the property and income of State-supported institu-
tions of h.igher education in certain States.The property and in-
come of State-supported universities and colleges in Nevada, Ari-
zona, South Dakota, Florida, Washington, South Carolina, Lou-
isiana, Mississippi, Virginia, Iowa, Tennessee, Minnesota, North
Carolina, Georgia, California, and Texas will now be discussed. The
situation in Alabama will be compared with that in these States.

This group has been selected because it includes the most com-
parable Southern States. It includes typical States of the North and
West. It also includes those States whose institutions of higher
learning have been surveyed by the Bureau of Education. The
bureau's studies relate to Arizona, Washington, Iowa, and South
Dakota.

Tables 81 to 84 and figure 45 show the property of State higher in-
stitutions of learning, also the income from the State, the income from
the United States, the income from all other sources, and the total
income. From these tables appropriations for buildings and per-
manent improvements have been excluded. The tables give the 17
States according to rank of poptilation. The data are compiled for
the years 1910, 1917, and 1918, the average of the last two years
mentioned being given also.

The proportion of white and colored population in these States is
given in Table 80, in order to facilitate comparison between the white
populations of the various States. With respect to total population,
Alabama may be consistently compared with Georgia, North Caro-
lina, Minnesota, Tennessee,' Iowa, and Virginia. With respect to
white population only, Alabama may be compared with Georgia,
worth Carolina, Tennessee,'Virginia, Washington, and Mississippi.
mins 80.Rank in total population of the 17 States discussed in this survey,

including population of whites and Negroes.---, ,

States In rank of populatiqn.
1

I

i

1411V

1

per
cent

white.

Per
centnot

white.
White.

3, 751,623
2,970,561
1,601,716
1, 006,139
1,306,374
2,310,236
1,811,033
2,209,397
1,498,659

800,200
1,064,523

740:126
1, 581,747

547,243
701,512
mate

' Ka,*

Colored.
Total

tr1P:to.
1,1918.

1. Texas
2. California...,
3. (lea&
4. North Carolina
5. ALABAMA
6. Mbinesoia.
7. Tennessee,
8. Iowa
9. Virginia

10. Mississippi
11. Louisiana
12. South Carolina
IS. W11411130011
14. Blonds
ISMSouth Dakota
66.. Aqui*

IinnaL

...

. !S. ,,, - .....

82
'95

55
68
57
99
78
91
67
44
57
48
97
M
97
ea
fa

18.......
45
32
42

22

83
66
43
56

41
.e.

,I4......

806, 878
183,712

1,313,994
784,064

1,023,281
18,800

501,908
15,347

724,868
1,019,818

805,343
911,801
47,20

380,289
24,11M
MAO
18,716

4,558,351
3,074,223
2,915,7710
2,450,093
2,379,605
2,828,865
I, 286, 128
2,224,771
2, 223, lel
1,980,018
1,870,860
1,6E2,069
1,1101,900

087,531
724101
11S7 111
u4tai
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From the standpoint of total population, based upOi the estimates
made for January 1, 1918, Alabama, ranks fifth in the group of,17
States given. but ranks seventh with respect to property of State
higher institutions, being surpassed by Washington, Minnesota, and
Iowa, in the North, and by Texas and Virginia in the South. (See
Tables' 80 and 81.)

TABLE 81.--ral of State higher inthitioual property for 1910 and arerarle
for 1917 and 1918.

, States in rank of population.

1. California
2. Minnesota
3. Iowa
4. Washington

1910 States Inrank of population.

Average
during the
two years
1917 and
. 1914.

$19,301,311
12,506,018
10,394.036
10;378, 789

514,027,011 1. California
7, 42n, 790 2. Minnesota

L 7,808, 20 3. Washington
7 7, 436, 249 4. Iowa

5. Tirenexas.. ., I 5,298,4M 5. Texas 7,409,899
6. V la I 5,409,004 ' 6. Virginia 0,780,586
7. ALABAMA 12,395,73' 7. ALABAMA,

'5,944,351
5. Georgia I 2,248,712 ' R. South Carolina 3,434, ikilt

9. South Carolina 2, 952, 730 9. Mississippi . 3,342,512
10, Mississippi 1,873,494 10. Georgia 2,821,541
11. North Carolina 1,845,870 11. North Carolina 2,599,837
12. South Dakota 1,713,718 12. South Dakota 1,917,093

1$. Tennessee 1, 289,121 13. Tennessee 1,477, 38.5

14. Louisiana 1,151,380 14. 1..811'BI:tint 1,509,287
15. Florida
16. Nevada 1

870 071 15. Nevada
681,971 I 16. Florida

1,151,734
1,150,650

17. Arizona 359,3,f 44 . 17. Arizona 499,821

1 Boos not Include Montevallo. Includes Montevallo.

The most siinificant comparisons are thoSe which may be made
with States where conditions are nearly the same, as in Virginia, Mis-
sissippi, Louisiana, North Carolina, and Georgia. The value of the
State higher institutional property of Alabatna for the year 1917-18
is given at $3,925,508. In Virginia the value of university property
for the same year vas $6,753,0V, or nearly twice as much; and in
Texas for the samliperiod it was $8,211,810. If we compare Alabama
with the NortherallEitate,s with about the ame white population, we
find Iowa. and Washington with over $10,000,0Q0 invested in
State institutions of higher learning, while Minnesota has invested
over $12,000,000. It is evident from all viewpoints? that Ala-.
barna is Jagging., far &hind in the appropriation' of sufficient.
funds for the proper endowment and the maintenance of first-class
educational plants compared with other States of,similar population.
Comparing Alabana with small States like Nevada and Arizona,
with scarcely a tenth,,or less than a tenth of the population of Ala-
bama, it appears that these States have invested in proportion fully
three times as much in university property.

Thome of State-supported higher institutioas.-The State higher
institutions of Alabama receive their income from the State, the
United States, and from miscellaneous sources. First in importance
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is State support. According to figure 45 we find that Alabama for
th year 1910 ranked fourteenth in the list Of 17 States, the State
s rt for State higher institutions having reached $106,000.

tention is especially called to the Sate support of State uni-
ver ties and colleges of North Carolina, $150,000; of Virginia,
$225,. 6 ; of South Carolina, $248,335; and.2f Texas, $375,900. For
the years 1917 and 1918 the position of Alabama has not improved.

3

4

5

7

a

9

/0

12

if

15

17

AMOUNT OF INCOME GRANTED 115 STATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNINfi IN
A SELECTED GROUP OF 17 STATES.

YEARS 1910-11, AND AVERAGE OF I916 -I8 NORMAL SCHOOLS NOT INCLUDED. NEITHER'
APPROPATIONS FOR BUILDINGS AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.

1910-11

MINNESOTA,* 929,662

10414,179004 p

CALIFORNIA .1790.0h
1

WASHINGTON, *591.079
1

TEUS.1575,900

scum
1

CAROUNA I 284,335

VIRGINIA, I 225. 4.95
1

MISSiSSiPIN, 012,321
1

SOUTH DAKOTA .11 67,9 79
1

moan' mower,. $150.000

GEORGIA,* i40,000
3
LOUISUJIA,8124.0oo

smisk.$111,565

ALatuletos.000

FLOINCIA,167.000

TESINE1SIE.158,7411

A8E01104t,030

AVERAGE FOR TWO YEARS 191617AND1917-18.

lowk29 n9.412

CALIMPTIIA,S1,g19,3,41

TOMS. LOSAEM

MINNESOTA, $1,Sp1,91.3

wASMINSTON,11970,1111
1

SOUTH CAROLINA, 11576,021
1

GE,PRGIA,I MM US
1

SOUTPIOARITTA,*441,350

VI RSINIA. 133.749

1

1

MISSISSIPPI 1321,931

summi CAROLINA. I 329.651
1

A1212011A,1221.90
1

FL1311404.* MASS

airAMA,1175.2111

LDUISMA0114.50(1

NEVA0A,41411.1534

TENNESSEE.1110.5115

Although it still maintains its rank as fourteenth in the same group.
of States, the average income of the State university and other State
colleges of Alabama ftr these years was only $175,285. Among the
several States which have greatly. increased the support of their -

higher institutions of learning may be mentioned North Carolina,
Mississippi, Virginia, Georgia. and South Carolina. These, in Ulm,
kre Surpassed by Texas, which granted an average of $1,636,992 dur-
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ing the years 1917 and 1918. Compared wjth Iowa and .California,
the income given the higher institutions by the State of, Alabama is
insignificant. It is not more than 8 per cent of that which is granted
by the State of Iowa, and about 10 per cent of that which is granted
by the State of California. , Five of the leading Southern States, two
of which are contiguous to Alabama, granted nearly double the
amount of support to State institutions of higher learning in the
same years.

We will next consider support given by the United States to in-
. stitutions of higher learning in the same group of 17' States.

TABLE 82.- Amount of United States support to State higher institutions of
learning.

State In rank of population. 1910 state in rank of population.
Average
for years
1917 and

1918.

1. Arbon 175,000 I. Texas $158,499
2. Nevada 46,000 2. Iowa 149,709
.8. WashingtonDak 75,000 8. South Carolina 139,535
4. 75,000 4. Tennessee 125, 702
6. Iowa 76,000 5. North Carolina 125,013
6. 'Tennessee 75,000 6. Minnesota, 123,523
7. California 75,000 7. V 116,695
8. Minnesota 73,000 8. ALABAMA 116,535
11. Tams 68,760 9. California. 114,834

10. North Carolina 493,160 10. Washington 101,076
Ii. Vi is 60,000 11. South Dakota 103,875
12. Lo 54,917 131. Mississippi 101,222
13. ALA AMA 54,628 II. Louisiana 100,685
14. Mississippi._ 52,820 14. Georgia 99,978
16. Florida 62,600 16. Arizona 93, 859
16. South Carolina 52,400 16. Nevada 91,847
17. Georgia. 30,000 17. Florida 79,596

According to Table 82, Alabama ranke4 tliastpieth in 1910, having
received $54,628 from the Federal Government. In the years 1917
and 1918 the State received on an average more than double the
amount received in 1910. Its relative rank had advanced from thir-
teenth to eighth. This is due primarily to the progressive increase ...

of the Federal funds since 1914. In that respect Alabama institu-
tions show a gain in support from the Federal Government which
stands in favorable contrast to the relatiye decline of State support
during the same period.

The third source bf income includes that received elsewhere than
from the State or the United States. An income of this character
can not be expected tb show the same stability as may be expected of
the income received from public sources. Nevertheless, the interest'
that the public has in State institutions may be gauged 'considerably
by the amount which is obtaiped through private benefactions, alumni
associations, and the like. According to Table 88, Alabama, in 1910,
received $148,972 from various sources. Its rank in the group of 1
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States was sixth. Alabama was surpassed by Texas, with $230,370,
and by Viiginia with $303,872, as well as by three northern States..

TABLE 83.-Income Of State institutions of higher /farming from sources other
than the State and the United States.

States in rank.of population. 1910 States in rank of population.
Average
for years
1917-18.

1. California. 8568,073 1. California 81, 245,000

2. Iowa 397,744 2. Texas 1,128,082
3. Virginia 303,871 I 8. low; 867,738

4. 283,138 4. Minnesota 745,370tirrnesota
5. ass 230,370 ' 5. Virginia 565, 973

'8. ALABAMA 143,973 6. Washington 398,449

7. North Carolina 138,096 7 Mississippi 213,309
8. Mississippi 132,036 & ALABAMA 183,256

9. Washington 111,509 9. South Dakota 169,119

10. Tennessee . 96,384 10. North Carolina 158,862
11. South Dakota 94,683 11. Arizona. 121,784

iR Georea 77,958 12. Louisiana 121,134

18. South Carolina 47,707 13. Tennessee 106,105

14. Louisiana 35,310 14. Gerogla 90,006
15. Florida 23,920 15. South Carolina 70,711

lb. Nevada 13,538 16. Florida 87,311

17. Arizona 10,998 I 17. Nevada 38,918

Notwithstanding the relatively good position of Alabama in this
respect during 1910 there has been in succeeding years a considerable
falling off in the income received from " other sources." The State
in 1917 and 1918 ragiced eighth in the list of 17 States with respect
to such income. In the years 1917 and 1918 Alabama institutions
averaged $188,258 from other sources, being surpassed by those of
Mississippi with $293,309; by those of Virginia with $565,978; and
by those of Texas with $1,126,682, as well as by. those of four
Nofthern States. It is evident that the interest of the citizens of
Alabama in the higher institutions of the State as expressed through
private benefactions has not grown to the extent that it has irimany
other States. Although there has been a slight increase in income
from " other sources" during the period between 1910 and 1918,
nevertheless, it has been very insinificant compared with the in-
crease shown in Mississippi, Washington, Iowa, Texas, and Cali-
fornia.

If the entire income of the State higher institutions is considered
by States, excluding the appropriations for buildings and permanent
improvements, we find, according to Table 84, that for the years 1917
and 1918 Alabama stood twelfth in the list of 17 States, being sur-
passed by Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Mississippi,
Virginia, and Texas of the Southern States, and by South Dakota,...
Washington, Minnesota, California, and Iowa of the' North and
West.

e
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Teams 84.Average total income for years 1917-18.
1. Iowa $3, 138,380
2. California 3, 180, 221
3. Texas 2, 922,109
4. Minnesota _ 2. 479, 218
b. Washington 1, 473, 406
6. Virginia 1, 016, 418*
7. Mississippi 728, 513
S. South Dakota 622, 445
9. North Carolina 609, 853

10. South Carolina 588, 277
1L Georgia 559, 329
12. ALABAMA 475, 075
13. Arizona 424, 700
14. Louisiana 388, 816

Tennesee 383,450
18. Florida t 340, 624
17. Nevada 268,.740

The institutions of the neighboring State of Mississippi received
nearly 75 per cent more, those of Virginia considerably over twice
as much, while those of Texas received during the same period nearly
six times as much.

The question of support of State institutions may properly be
treated by institutions as well as by States. According to Table 85
there are 14 State universities in the group of 17 States which have
been used for. comparisons. The average annual income of these
State universities from 1913 to 1918 was as follows:

TABTA1V5.Avenwe total income of State universities in the 17 States compared.

1. University of California $4 37$, 485
2. University of Minnesota 2, 645,169
3. Iywa 'State University 1, 240, 780
4. University of Washington 732,867
5. University of Tennespee 517,961
6. University of Virginia 444,143
7. University of Arizona 392, 968
8. University of Georgia 348, 882
9. Louisiana State University 288, 505

10. University of Nevada 258, 488
11. University of Florida 186, 981
12. UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 187,169
18. University of South Carolina 189, 920
14. University of Mississippi 189,881

According to this table the University of Alabama ranks twelfth.
Attention is called to the fact that in Tables 85 and 88 the appropria-
tions for buildings and other permanent improvements are included.

The income of the independent land-grant colleges in these same
States was u follows:"
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'fAstz 86.Average totO income of land-grant colleges in the 17 States
compared.

1. Iowa State College
2. Washington State College
3. Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi
4. Virginia Polytechnit Institute
5. Clemson Agricultural College
6. ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
7. Georgia School of Technology

.$1, 479, 8Z2
592,862
480, 855
389,968
362,475
255,094
222,019

PERCENT INCREASE DURING THE PAST 10 YEARS IN STUDENT ENROLLMENT
TEACHING FORCE, AND INCOME FROM STATE AND PRODUCTIVE FUNDS;APPROMA
TID NA,FOR BUILDINGS EXCLUDED.
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In this group of seven institutions,ftlabeme Polytechnic Institute
ranks in the amotmt of support. from all sources, surpassing only
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the Georgia School of Technology. The comparison is not entirely
fair, owing to the fact that the University of Georgia includes the
college of agriculture and receives the $50,000 of the Federal land-
grant fund.

Increase of State euppori of higher education. Perhaps the most
striking evidence of the inadequacy of State support for State higher
educational institutions is found in the accompanying figures. Ac-

_cording to figures 46 and 47 the student enrollment and teaching
force-of the university and of the Polytechnic Institute hasincreased

PERMIT INCREASE CORING THE PAST 10 YEARS IN STUDENT ENROLL MENT,TEACHiNG FORCE ,ANO INCOME
FROMM% STATE ANO PRODUCTIVE FUNOS, A PPRORRIATIONS FOR BUILDINGS EXCLUDED.
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n8 trUCtiOn02 CO8t8 at Alabama State higher institutions. -Since
1915 the Bureau of Education has ascertained the per capita cost
of instruction in the State higher institutions of Washington, Iowa,
Nevada, Arizona, and South Dakota. These costs may properly be
compared with those of the Alabama State institutions.

In Table 87 the per capita costs of instruction in the institutions
surveyed by the Bureau of Education are given in minimum-maxi-
mum order, the figure's being in most cases for two successive years.

TABLE 87.-Pe capita costs of instruction in the institutions surveyed by the
Bureau of Education, in minimum-maximum order.

1. ALABA11A GIRLS' TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, 1918-17_ 9103.54
2. ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 1918-17 140.19
3. ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 1917-18 153.88
4. UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, 1916-17_ 155.09
5. ALABAMA GIRLS' TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, 1917-18 184.74
6. Iowa State Tetichers' College, 1913-14 168.00
7. Iowa State Teachers' College, 1914-16 170.00
8. UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, 1917-18 186.30
9. Washington State University, 1914-15 192.77

10. Washington State University, 1913-14 223.49
11. South Dakota State University, 1918-17 241.29
12. Iowa State College, 1913-14 270.00
13. Iowa State College, 1914-15 271.00
14. South Dakota State University, 1915-18_ 271.30
15. Iowa State University, 1914-15 274.60
18. Ioult State University, 1913-14 275.00
17. Washington State College, 1914-15 289.79
18. Smith Dakota State School of Mines, 1918-17 350.12
19. Washington State College, 1913-14 358.37
20. Arizona State University, 1915-18 400.78
21.. South Dakota State College, 1915-18 441.21
22. Nevada State University, 1914-15 443.18
28. South Dakota State College, 1918-17 468.85
24. Nevada State University, 1015-18 522.77
25. South Dnkotu State School of Mines, 1915-10 564.32

In Table 88 the same data are tabulated for the average pf the two
years included in the survey:
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TABIZ 88.-The per capita cost, based on the average of he two years included,
in each survey.

1. Alabterna Girls' Technical Institute, 1916-1918 $134. 14
2. Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1916-1918 147.02
3. Iowa State Teachers' College, 1913-1915 169.00
4. University of Alabama, 1916-1918 _ 170.69
5. Washington State University, 1913-1915_ 208,13
6. South Dakota State University, 1915-1917 256. 29
7. Iowa State College, 1913-1915_ 270.50
8. Iowa State University, 1913-1915_ 274. 75
9. Washington State College, 1913-1915 324.08

10. Arizona State University, 1915-16 ' 400.73
11. South Dakota State College, 1915-1917 454.78
12. South Dakota State School of Mines, 1915-4917_ 457. 22
13. Nevada State University, 1914-1916 482.97

Table 89 gives in detail the enrollment, average attendance, total
operating expenses, excluding those of the summer school, a*d the
cost per student based on the average for two successive,yearst

Teats 89.-Comparative table of the per capita cost of higher edUcation in the
States of Washington, Iowa, Nevada, Arizona, South Dakota, and Alabama.

tVashlogion.

State
l'ni-

versit y.

Iowa.
Nevada Arizona,
State Stale
l'nl- Uni-

versity. versir..

1914 -15 1915-16

It !to
N.,esii

I 1913-14

state
'College.
1

,

Stale ' Teachers'
College. ; College.

1

191314
er

Number of studeteld)
t Med the first te 2, 263 947 2,34.3 2,292 f 11,297

1 1,348 310 403

Number of students en-
rolled the second sem-
ester 2,373 972 2,235 2,207 1,245 318

Total enrollment .. 4,636 1,919 4,580 I 4, 559, 3, 926 626
Ai stage attandanee for

the year 2, 318 959.5 2, 290 i 2, 279 1,308 313 1 413

$617, 605 1343, 865

,===.
$629,069.24 $616, 654.33 $220,018. 22 1138,717.96 $165,510. 90

Totatoparat Ina expenses
occluding summer
school

Cott per student of aver-
age attendance .... $223.49 $358.37 $71300 $270.00 $168.00 $443.18 $409 73

1914-15 1914-15 1915-16

Number of students en-
toile! flat aempter, ...

I
t 1,013 2,416 2,822

11,406
1,486 328

Number of students en-
tailed second semester . 2,645 956 2,303 2,467 1,366 331

Total enrollment... 8,3e9 1,969 . 4,719 4,993 4,267 659
Average attendance for

the year 2, 684.5 984.5 1,960 '2,495 1,410 329.5

Total operatingespenaest excluding summer
school 8517,505 266,299 1648,195 77,140. 68 18241,007.53 $172,254.23

Cost per student of aver-
age attendance- ...... $192. 77 $2e0.79 1274.50 1271 00 117600 $572.77

I Arizona Includes one year's report only. 'Tetras. I Estimate of registrar.
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TABLE 89.--Co4aratire table of the per capita cost of higher education in the
States of Washington, bora, Nevada, .tri:oria: South Dakota. and A la-
barna rant

South : akota. Alabama.

.

1 .

,
. t ;iris

Stet!
, State School of State !Polytechnic Poly-Un
1 College. Mints. , Institute. technic

versit y. . vtllity. 1

110StflUte.

1916-16

I 1-Number of students enrolled the
first semester 558 67

Number of students enrolled the
second semester r 505 62

Tots I e nrollment 1,063 129
Average attendance for the year .. 531i 3.58 65

Total opet sting expenses sxclud I .

ing summer school 1144,078 07 836,680. 5111158,955.00
Cast per student of average at-

tendance I $271. 30 1 $441.21 I 1564.32

1916-17

Number of students enrolled I

first semester 631 116
Number of students enrolled

second semester s 622 78

Total enrollment 1,251 194
Average attendance for the yeur.. 026 865 97

Total operatingexpenses,exelud.
log summer school ,1151,069. 00 $170,947.71 $33,961.57

Cost per student of average at- 1
tendance $24L29 $468 35 $350. 12

1916 -17

731

1113,369.17

3155. (SA

831 566g
850 491-

150. 69 149,801. 31

$140.19 Ufa 64

1917-18

418

1115,878 02 6110,010.47 637.82

$186.30 $153.86 $164.74

Terms.

Basis of comparing costs. Previous investigations by the bureau
have led to the conclusion that before the war a per capita cost 'of
$275 represented a fair estimate for a State university. It was as-
sunied that the per capita cost, of a State agricultural and mechanical
college would exceed this figure owing to the larger outlay iequired
for maintaining the extensive laboratory and farm equipment.

Present costs of Alabama State institutions compared with pre-
war costa of State higher institutions of Washington, Nevada, Iowa,
Arizona, and South Dakota.Using Table 88 for this comparison,
we find that the per capita costs of the Alabama Polytechnic Insti-
tute and the Alabama Girls' Technical institute are the lowest of the
13 institutions compared. The costs of the University of .Alabama
are lower with one exception than those of any other institution listed
in the table, excluding the two other institutions from Alabama.
The per capita cost at the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, 1916-
.1918, was 49 per cent of the per capita cost at the Iowa State Uni-
versity for 1918 -1915. The per capita cost at Alabama Polytechnic.
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Institute was 53 per cent and that at the University of Alabama was
65 per cent of the per capita cost at the Iowa State University.

If the per capita costs in Alabtuna were compared With the 1918
estimates of per capita cost for a June 'ersity of recognized standards
the comparison would be still trio 3 unfavorable. Recent inquiries

show that the expenses involved in roviding higher education have
increased anywhere from 30 to 50 per cent throughout the United

States. But assuming conservatively that the present. average per
capita cost of instruction in a standard college or university may be
estimated at a minimum of $300, the following comparisons may

safely be made:
1. If the average cost of instruction per student at the University

of Alabama had been $300, the expenditures for the last academic
year.would have been $23,903. They were $138,820.

2. If the average cost per student at the Alabama Polytechnic In-
stitute had been $300 the expenditures for the same year would have
been $220,020. They were $110,010.

3. The per capita cost of instruction at an institution like the
Alabama Girls' Technical Institute is not expected to be so high as
that of the State University. If we assume that $250 represents a
fair per capita cost for an institution of this type then the Alabama
Girls' Technical Institute should have received

$4537.
Inadequacy of Present budgets. A study of the budgets of the

State University, the Polytechnic Institute, and the Girls' Technical
Institute, in the light of the discussion in the preceding section,
points to the need of an immediate revision of the annual estimates
for instruction, admiftistration, and tmaintenance. It is evident
that the requests of the administrators of the three institutions
mentioned have been extremely moderate. E'en if the requests were
granted, the institutions could not be expected to maintain the stand-
ards which would be creditable to a State of the wealth and impor-

tance of Alabama. In the past, the State institutions harte been
. voted certain conditional appropriations. Only a portion of these

have materialized. Attention should be called to the fact that it is
impossible to budget these Jonditional appropriations in a satiSfac-,

tory manner.
The present plan of budgeting is also subject to another criticism.

The estimates given are on the basis of an average aniu4 for each

of the next four years. Sufficient calculation has riot been made for
the necessary annual increase in expenditures. It is the opinion of
the committee that in calculating the budget for the next-quadren-

' nium, provision should be made to increase the annual amounts in
harmony with the per cent of the growth of expenditures as indi-
cated by the figures shown during the last five years.

$103,863 instead of
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The support of the Alabama A. & M. College for .Vegross.The
support of the Alabama AgricultUral and Mechanical College for
Negroes merits consideration.. According to- Table 90 there are 17
colored land-grant institutions which receive a portion of the Morrill
funds. The principal sources of income for Negro land-grant 'col-
leges are the Federal Government and Stated. Among the 17 colored
agiictilturtil and mechanical colleges in the '*ountry that of Alabama
ranks fourth in the amount received from the Federal Government,
the sum being $22,100. Considering the racial division in the State
of Alabama, this is an entirely equitable apportionment. Neverthe-

ess, the Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College for Negroes
is seriously handicapped on account of the lack of State support.
According to Table 91, the State of Alabama ranks fourteenth in the
list with respect to support of Negro agricultural and mechanical
colleges, the, sum annually granted being $1,000. The appropria-
tions to the Negro agricultural and mechanical colleges in Missis-
sippi, Georgia., and Florida are at least twice as much; in South
Carolina and Louisiana, three times as much ; in Tennessee, nearly six
times as much al those made to the similar institution in Alabama.
The amount granted to the Negro land-grant college at Prairie View
Tex., is $61,255. The position of Alabama is really lower in this
scale than it wald appear, owing to the fact-that Arkansas has con-
siderably less population and wealth than Alabama, and Delaware
very much smaller in populatil and wealth. Yet both States give
nearly as much as Alabama. Hampton Institute, Virginia, is .pri-
marily a privately endowed institution, iceiving very ample support
from its endowments. Its status is only quasi-public.

TABLE 90.Federal approprItztions to Negro land-grant colleges, 1916 -17.

Institutions.
Morrill. Other
Nelson Federal Total.
fund. i funds.

I. Alcorn Agrioultural and Mechanical College, Missisalppi ....... J .. 337,259. 812403 139, 862
2. Florida Aviculture' and Mechanical Collmt for Nerved 25, 000
3. Colored Marina', Industrial, Agricultural, and Mechanical College,

Soh Carolina 25, MO
4. STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE

5, 745 30,7M

FOR NEGROES, ALABAMA 22,100
5. Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical liege, Lou.

!slam - 21,144
15,8576. Georgia State Industrial CoU

7. Hampton jIormsl and Agri lurid In.stitute, 111,606607 . 10, 329 213,236
8. Negro (cultural and Technical College, NotYtil=lina
9. Branch Normal College, Arkansas 13: ex I

10, Pnilrie View State Normal and Industrial College, Texas

nesse', .. -1122,0006130

11. Agit/cultural and Industrial State Normal School for Negroes, Ten.

12, State College for Colored Students, Delaware .. 10,000 ;
13. Princess Anne Academy, Maryland 10,000
14. West Weals Collegiate Institute 10,000 j
15. Kentucky- Normal and Industrial Institute for Colored Persons l 7,939 1, 3$6 8,505
16. Colored Atrial/tura! and Normal University, Oklahoma , - 5,0M

3,13517. LL000ln Institute, Missouri
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'tom 91.State appropriations to Negro land-grant colleges, 1916-17. Funds
for building and permanent improvement excluded.

$ Prairie View State Normal and. Industrial College, Texas $61, 255
2. Lincoln Institute, Missouri 51, 974
3. Colored Agriculturalnd Normal University, Oklahoma 46,000
4. West Virginia Collegiate Institute_ 33, 500
5. Agricultural and Industrial State Normal School for Negroes,

Tennessee 23, 931
6. Kentcky Normal and Industrial Institute for Colored Persons 18, 25¢
7. Negro Agricultural and Technical College, North Carolina 15; 000
8. Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical College,

Louisiana 12. 500
9. Colored Normal, Industrial, Agricultural, and Mechanical College.

South Carolina 11, 500
10. Florida Agricultural and Mechanical CMIege for Negroes 9, 000
11. Georgia State Industrial College 8, 000
12. Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, Mississippi 8, 000
13. Princess Anne Academy, Maryland_ 4,436
14. STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE FOR

NEGROES, ALABAMA 4,000
16. State College for Colored Students, Delaware 3, 500
16. Branch Normal College, Arkansas 3.000
17. Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Virginia 600

TABLE 92.Total income, Negro land-gralit colleges. Funds for building and
permanent improventen$ excluded.

1. Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College, Texas.: $323, 749
2. Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, Virginia 307, 444
a Agricultural and Industrial State Normal School for Negroes,

Tennessee 137;025
4. Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, Mississippi 79,635
5. Colored Agricultural araLNormal University, Oklahoma 74.870
6. Colored Normal, IndustrThl, Agricultural, and Mechanical College,

South Carolina 73,114
/. West Virginia Collegiate Instltuti 72, 473
R. Lincoln Institute. Missouri 58, 879
9. Negro Agricultural and Technical College, North Carolina 55, 445

10. Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College for Negroes 55,254
11. Southern University and Agricultural

_
andMieianIcal.1 College,

Louisiana 53, an
12. Kentucky Normal and Industrial Institute for Colored Persons 38,901
13. STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE FOR

NEGROES, ALABAMA
it Princess Anne Academy, Maryland
15. Georgia State Industrial College
18. Branch Normal College, Arkansas___
17. State College for Colored Students, Delaware

29, 932
27, 200
24, 867

n 19,705
17, 909

Considering the, total income of Negro land-grant colleges, exclud-
ing the. appropriations for buildings and permanent improvements,
the Alabameitgricultund incltechanical College for Negroes ranks
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thirteenth among the 17 State institutions compart,d, having a total
income of $29,932. (See Table 92.) Compared with the Negro land -
grunt colleges in neighboring States, the income of the Alabama
Agriculturlil and Mechanical College for Negroes exceeds that of the
(ieorgin institution only.

The conditions upon which the Federal funds are appropriated
make it impossible that these moneys be expended for administration
and general maintenance. It is therefore essential to the successful
working of any Negro land-grant institution in the South, receiving
a part of the Morrill fimd, that the State. appropriate the necessary.
sums for administration, general equipment., and development of the
institution.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO HIGHER
EDUCATION.

1. The reform of the revenue system, as outlined in Chapter
XXIII.

2. A large increase in the appropriations for the College of Agri-
culture of the Alabama Pglytechnic Institute.

3. Emphasis by the Alabama Polytechnic Institute on the training
of leaders in scientific agriculture and ruJ life.

1. The gradual differentiation of the prof ams of engineering edu-
cation of the University of Alabama and Ale Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, as follows: (a) Both institutions to continue to (lifer civil,
chemical, electrical,,and mechanicarengineering. (b) The Univer-
sity of Alabama to relate its work directly to the'neeg of the mining
and industrial districts, and to develop commercial and industrial
engineering. hydraulic engineering. and sanitary engineering. (c)'
The Alabama Polytechnic Institute to emplasize investigations and
training in highway engineering, -agricult144.al engineering, and tex-
tile engineering.

5. The determination by the State council of education Of the ad=
visability of continuing degree curricula in architecture and archi-
tectural engineering.

6. Increased appropriations for the support of engineering educa-
tion at both the Alabama Polytechnic Institute and the University
of Arigthama. .-

7. A-large increase in the appropriations for the school of educa-
tion of the University of Alabama to prbvide additional instructors.

8. The release of the Peabody fund and'the supplementing of it
by an amount sufficient to provide an educational building.

9. Provision. for the establishment of a practice school under. the
direction of the school of education of the University of Alabama.
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10. An increase in the support of the school of agricultural educa-
tion at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, to cover practice-teaching
facilities and additional instructors.

11. The appropriation of at least $10,000 a year to both the Uni-
versity of Alabama and the Ala lama Polytechnic Institute for the
maintenance of summer school's.

12. The continued recogmitiott of the graduates in home economics.
music, and commercial branches of the Alabama . Girl's Technical.
Institute as candidates for high-school positions in these subjects.

18. The early alPandonment of the attempt to tetinue for the
present a four-year medical school in connection with the University
of Alabama, and the transfer of the first two years of medical educa-
tion from Mobile to Tuscaloosa. . ,

14. Pending the time when the Mobile school can be legally dis-
continued, the strengthening of the first two years of its work only.

15. Tho.maintenance of two center's of postgraduate teaching in
medic one at Mobile and one at Birmingham, and the proper sup-
port of t e centers.

16. Theltoncentration of education in pharmacy for the present
at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

17. Adequate appropriations for the support of the College of
Veterinar4 Medicine at the Alabama- Polytechnic Institute.

18. The placing of the college of law of the University, of Ala-
bama on a standard basis, and the appropriation of sufficient money
for its suppoit. .

19. The approval of the estimates for work' in commerce at the
University of Alabama and a study of the needs in higher commercial
training by the State council of education.

20. The establishment of a department of forestry at Cie Alabama
Polytechnic Institute.

21. The establishment of a division of home economics at the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute and the transfer-to that institution of
the Smith-Hughes work in the &pin l g of teachers in home eco-
nomics, and the consequent expanion the school of agricultural
education tq include the training of teachers in home economics.

22. The abandonment of the plan to develop the Alabama Girls'
Technical Institute into a four-year college of liberal arts for women,
and the rehabilitation of its original program as a technical institute.

23, The admission to the general course at the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute-of only such students as meet the full entrance requirements
without conditions. .

24. Appropriations su' ffi tit Co cover an immediate increase of at
least 50 .per cent in 41st 'opal costs at the college of arts and
sciences of the University o Alabama; together with'provision for

ire11.111.1104
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continuing support to keep pace with anticipated growth in en-
rollments.'

25. The development of definite programs of research by the Uni-
versity of Alabama and the Alabama Poktechnic Institute and the
inclusion of estimates to cover these programs in their future budgets.

26. The assumption by the State of 'a larger fintlin,:;itil responsibility
for the program of agricultural extension, of the Alabama Polytech-
Mc Institute than is required to meet the terms of the Smith-Lever
Act.

27. The approval of the estimate for university extension in the
present budget. of the University of Alabama.

The apptuval of the present budget of.the A. & M. Collegi for
Negroes. and continued appropriations to enable it to develop effec-
tive training in agriculture and Mechanic arts.

29. The creation of a State council of education. as recommended
in Chapter IV. the future determination by it of State needs in the
fichd of professidnal training, and the allocation of the different
portions of the tasks of professional trainiqg among the several
higher institutions in harmony with the foregoing definition of the
spheres of those institutions.

30. The modification of the constitution to provide for the appoint-

men by the governor of members of the board of trustees of the
University of Alabama.

31. The modification of the constitution to provide for lengthening
the /inure of office of the members of the board of trustees of the
Alabama Girls' Technical Institute to coincide with the tenure of
the members of the govertfing boards of other State higher insti-
tutions.

32. The reorganization of the plan of internal administration of
the 'Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

33. A redistribution of the ratio of professors to instructors at
the university and the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

34. The establishment of safeguards against faculty inbreeding
at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

35. The reduction of teaching and administrative loads of faculty
members at the university and the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

36. Reduction in the size of certain sections at the university and
the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

37. Elimination as far as possible of very small classes at the
university and the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

38. The establishment of 15, teaching hours ap the maximum for
a full-time instructor, and of 250 to 300 student clock hours as the
normal average load.
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39. The establishment of temporary average maximum salaries
for deans at $3,500, for full professors at $3,000, and for assoeiate
and assistant prossors at $2,500..

40. The exclusion from admission to degree curricula of students
from four-year high schools who present only 12 units.

41. The enforcement by the State higher institutions of a uniform
system of entrance requirements in harmony with the standards of
the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern
States.

42. The publication by the higher institutions of such classifications
of students as will show plainly which are enrolled in special: irreg-
ular or noncollegiate curricula as differentiated from those pursuing
regular curricula.



Chapter XXIII.

FINANCING THE SCHOOLS: WHAT THE STATE INVESTS
IN PUBLIC EDUCATION.

%...

Ample funds, the fundamentalproblem.How well or ow poorly
the State 'supports its public schools is the most fupdamental
problem of the entire survey. For this reason its discussion has been
deferred until all other-questions could be disposed of. u ation
costs money, and, if it is to be a good educationthe kind n rY
in a democracy like oursit requires a liberal amount of one A
cheap, shoddy school system is the most expensive system bo

immediate results and in lasting effects on the people. That
has not invested enough funds in its schools is undeniable face of

chapters. The schlools have"
failed to reach all the people of the §tate. They have nit, to any
appreciable degree, influenced blialth conditions in the State. They
have scarcely yet made the be flings of organizing study bourses to

meet the real occupational nee of the population. The school plants
are generally inadequate and eagerly equipped. The teacher-train-
ing institutions are poorly supported and teachers' sala4eS are so
low that teaching as a profession in Alabama is becoming,seriously
jeopardized. The State's higher educational institutions are, in con-
trast-with similar schoolS in other States, very meagerly supported.

Now, just what does Alabama invest in the ethicational system
described above! Are the returns commensurate with the investment

made? If the present investment is wholly inadequate, how will it

be posiible to supply the necessary funds? Can the present tax laws
and methods 1,n use for: enforcing these laws be improved so' as to

supply this increased revenue without working undue hardship to
the people? These and similar questions will be considered in the

-.-
following paragraphs: 0

What the pr aent mom of revenue are.Alabama utilizes Staie,
county, and di4rict taxes for maintenance of its schools. Of these,

the State appr*riates the proceeds frOm certain permanent funds, a

constitutional inillage
1

tax, and direct legislative appropriations.

1

. - ter.
4

1116....
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These several sources are known as the " General educational fund."
The count funds are derived from millage taxes, a State-wide poll
tax apporti&aed to the county school funds, and certain " other
sources." The local school district support rmes from millage taxes,
" donations " from municipal revenues, tuition fees, and similar
sources.

The State constitution and successive legislative enactments con-
tain the following provisions pertaining to public-school mainte-
nance. These are exclusive of the higav educational institutions.
special schools and secondary schools:

1. The annual interest at 6 per cent on all sums of money which have hereto-
fore been or which may hereafter be received by the State as the proceeds of
sales of lands granted or entrusted by(the United States to the State, or to the
several townships thereof, the valueless sixteenth section fund, and the school
indemnity fund for school purposes.

2. The annual interest at 4 per cent on that part of the surplus revenue of
the United States deposited with the State under the act of Congress approved
June 23, 1836.

3. All annual rents, Incomes and profits or interest arising from the proceeds
of sales of all such land as may hereafter be given by the limited States, or by
this State, or by individulas, for the support of the public schools of the State.

4. All such sums as may accrue to the State as escheats, the same to be ap-
plied to the support of the public schools during the scholastic year next
ensuing the receipt in the State treasury.

5. The net amount of poll tax that may be collected In the State; poll tax col-
lected in every county to be retained therein for the support of the public
schools thereof.

6. Licenses which are by Jaw required to be paid into the school fund of any
county to be promptly paid by the judge of probate or other person collecting
the same to the county _superintendent of education, and to be expended for
the benefit of the public acheols of each county.

7. A further sum of $500,000 annually for every scholastic year, provided,
however, that there is hereby appropriated the additional sum of $100,000
annually, if in the judgment of the governor of Alabama the financial condi-
tion of the State treasury will permit of such additional appropriation. Pro-
vided, that the sum of $250.000 per annum shall be paid only on the approval
of the governor, who may approve the same in whole or in part from time to
time.'

8. That any county in the State and any school district now existing or
hereafter foflned in any county, may levy and collect a special tax for public-
school purposes, not exceeding 30 cents on each $100 worth of taxable property
in such, county And in such district.'

What these sources of revenue produce for educational invest-
ment.The general educational fund for the scholastic year 1917-18
was made up from items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 in the above enumeration,

.Thts $250,000 has never been released by the governor.
'This 1s In addition to an old 1 mill county tax legalized In 1901, and special taxes

in Ave counties.
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together with a small balance on hand and examination fees, and in-
cluded thejollowing sums:
Unapportioned balance $8, 383. 03
'Constitution& 3-mill tax ( net ) 1, 890, 588. 70
Special school tax, land redemptions 7, 391.23
Special school tax, former years 3, 072. 47
Fees. examination of teachers. (net ) 78.08
Escheats 8, 612. 04
Interest on

Sixteenth section lands 126, 426. 47
Valueless sixteenth section lands 5, 825. 47

School indemnity lands 10, 221.72
Surplus revenue 26, 763. 47
James Wallace fund, Lawrence County, under act approved

Feb. 28, 1911 275. 25
Legislative appropriation_ 350. 000. oo

2, 437, 637. 93

This total, except the annual appropriation of $350,000, must, under
law, be used for the payment of salaries of teachers, principals, and
supervising officials. From the legislative appropriation of $350,000
must be deducted $112.000 for normal school maintenance, $67,000
for the erection, repair, and equipment of schoolhouses, and $6,500
for the teachers' institute fund, leaving in all in this fund $161,500.
The above sum, $2,437,637.93, comprised the general educational
fund for the year and after deducting the State appropriations indi-
cated above was apportioned to the several counties on a per capita
basis, as provided for in the State constitution. This is the only fund
available for public school purposes, unless county and district taxes
are voted, or supplements, fees, etc., are added locally.

The county fund for 1917-18 received in addition to the constitu-
tional 3-mill State tax and other State taxes approximately $1,855,000
from the county mill tax, $188,950 from poll taxes, and $131,000 for
bonuses and dog taxes.

Local district taxes are not yet utilized to any great extent, 109
44,14 school districts, all told, voting them. In no case Way a district tax

be voted until after the county tax has been levied. The reason. for
this ieself-evident.

To supplement the school funds in tow
city councils may make dii.ect appro

is and cities, the town and
iations from the regular

municipal levy--e plan that has proved wholly unsatisfactory, since
it throws the school authorities wholly upon the mercy ,of the city
council which has absolute control of the budget.

IncidentaL fees and popular subscriptions are also utilized to in-
crease the funds with which to maintain the schools. These features
are objectionable and clearly indicate the newness and incompleteness
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of taxation for public education in Alabama. Fortunately, this prac-
tice is being rapidly discontinued.

The higher institutions of learningthe county high schools, and
special schools of all kinds are excluded from the above statement
but receive, instead, direct legislative and other appropriations. The
following table gives the total summarized expenditures of all classes
of schools in the State for 1917-18:

TABLE 93..4 B10110 opted for 8010018.

Public schools $5, 725, 772

County high schools
agricultural schools

240,
62,

524
764

"Normal schools_ 614, 826

University of Alabama 194.733

Alabama Polytechnic Institute 138, 805

Alabama Girls' Technical Institute 64, 909

Alabama School for Deaf and Blind 88, 220

'Alabama Boys' Industrial School 57, 443

Northeast Alabama Agricultural and Industrial Institute 8, 732

Private and denominational schools 1, 124, 836

Alabama Reform School for Juvenile Negro Lawbreakers 19, 498

State Training School for Girls 34, 575

Total 8, 375, 637

How this investment compare. with expenditures in other States.

Are the expenditures summarized above really commensurate with
the needs of a great State like Alabama? This query has already
been answered in the negative. But how, then, do they compare
with the school investment of the oountry as a whole and with other

Southern States? Three maps hkve been prepared to furnish this

comparison. The first of these (Map 19) shows graphically the
amount spent for education in each State per capita of total popula-
tion. On this'ba8is Alabama ranks as the forty-seventh State, Mis- .

sissippi alone making a poorer showing.
The second map (Map 20) tells the same story on the basis of

schuol populatiOn, 5 to 18 year§ of, age. Here Alabama ranks forty-
sixth, Mississippi and South Carolina only standing lower.

Finally, the third map (Map 21) gives the total investment per
child. 5 to 18 years of age. This included the total value of all school
property in the United States used for school purposes. Here Ala-
bama ranks lower than any other State in. the country. Alabama is
richerThan many of the States that are investing much larger sums in
education. Not only must the State exert itself to keep abreast of
others in this matter, but it must plan to invest ever-increasing stuns
on public education, which is in no sense a money-saving process. The
present conditions in the United States demand a much larger ex-
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penditure than heretofore, in order to obtain the efficiency in school
service required for the period of after-war reconstruction.

TARLE 94.-Per capita investment on the basis of total school population, 1918.
1. Mobile
2. Jefferson
3. Baldwin_

$14.62
14.41
13.52

35. Tallapoosa
36. Butler
37. Lee

$5.99
5.98
5.81

4. Chambers 11. 25 38. Fayette 5. 79
5. Escambta 10.87 89. Crenshaw _ 5. 72
6. Lauderdale 9. 78 4A Dekalb 5. 59
7. Montgomery 9.69 41. Coosa 5.50
8. Pike 9. 58 42. Cullman 5.46
9. St. Clair 9.13 43. Lamar 5.43

10. Walker 9.01 44. Marshall . _ 5.43
11. Morgan 8.89 45. Clarke _ 5.21
12. Etowah 8. 74 48. Coffee 5.19
13. Houston 8.73 47. Blount _ 5.09
14. Monroe 8. 64 48. Lawrence 5. 06
15. Madison 8. 44 49. Dallas 4.95
16. Shelby 8. 44 50. Marlon 4. 80
17. Talladega 7. 76 51. Marengo 4.78
18. Covington 7. 70 52. Henry 4.68
19. Washington 7.61 53. Anti uga 4.67
20. Chilton 7.44 54. Choctaw 4. 61
2L Franklin 7. 33 55. Macon _ 4. 59
22. Calhoun 7. 20 56. Cherokee 4. 50
23. Colbert 7. 19 67. Cleburne 4.99
24. Bibb 7. 14 68 Perry 4.30
25. Geneva 7.08 59 Hale 4.28
2C 'Elmore 6.98 60. Jackson 4.27
27:' Tuscaloosa 6.98 81. Wilcox 4. 17
MI.-limestone 6.90 62. Bulloctk 4.10
20., Conecuh 6.80 63 Barbour 4.09
30. Randolph 6.76 64. Greene 4.09
81. Pickens 8.67 65. Russell 3.96
82. Clay 6.51 GO. Lowndes 3. 54
83. Dale 6.50 87. Sumter _ _ _ . _ 3.26
34. Winston 6.35

A closer analysis of the taxing system.-With the one exception
of Montana, Alabama has depended more completely than any other
State on State taxation for the maintenance of its schools. Even
at the present time, with all except eight counties voting a county
tax,-Alabama makes less use of local taxation than any other State
in the Union, although it should in justice be said that county and
district taxes are now increasing at quite a remarkable rate.

Without going any further into the matter of tax equalization at
/this juncture, it is deemed desirable to make a closer study.of the

several sources from which the funds 'are derived.
1. The- permanent school fond, depleted through bad trustee-

ship.-Perhaps the darkest page in Alabama educational history
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is the lamentable story of how the State has discharged its trustee-
ship of the vast acreage of school lands granted by the Federal Gov-
ernment, the leaseof sale of which .'Iould be "invested in some
productive fund, the proceeds of which all be forever applied for
the use and support of the schoolsdor wi ',11 they were originally
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reserved and set apart, and for no other purpose whatsoever." The ,
details of thisstewardship have been told above (see Chapter III)
and need only the briefest mention here.

The Federal Government gianted Alabamay in common with`
other States organized prior to 1836, the sixteenth section of land
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in each township in the State for sch'ool purposes. Whenever this
section had already been disposed of, the State was.given the right
to select in lien thereof other unoccupied lands--the so-called " in-
demnity lands." This great domain amounted in all -to 1,006,080
acres. Later on the State received upward of 100,000 acres " for use

in schools in those townships where the sixteenth sections are com-
paratively valueless."

It is noticeable from he chart that Alabama derived more than
one-half of its school revenues from State and permanent funds.

Beginning in 1825; the State authorized the sale or lease of the
school lands, the proceeds to be invested in the United States Bank



rill'or the/State Bank of Alabama, the interest on Which only should be
used for school purposes. The State bank had' collected more than
one million dollars and it or its branch banks held nearly one-half
million of land notes, when it went into receivership in 184S. T e
State thus lost practically the entire school fund accumulated u
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to that time; and instead of promulgating plans that might eventu-
ally have restored the fund, it obligated itselfwhich means that the
State shifted the burden to the ultimate taxpayerto pay 6 per cent
" in all perpetuity " on a paper fund, the equivalent of wilt had
been lost.
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It is true that an attempt was made, ender act of 1881, to accumu-
, late all future sales and settlements on outstanding obligations as a

new permanent fund. Thirty-nine thousand five hundred dollars of
State bonds were actually purchased for the fund ; but, unfortunately,
this act was repealed in 1889, from which time to the present all pro-
ceeds from the school lands have been turned into the State treasury
and used for miscellaneous expenses, the perpetual paper fund being
increased by these amounts.

But the bad stewardship did not cease with the early failures.
Through bad management down through the years the lands were
frittered away. Some lands were sold Ad never fully paid for;
others that-bad never been sold had gone into the possession of pri
vats and corporate interests, which have generally succeeded in secur-
ing title through action of the statute of limitations. To-day the
State has clear title to only about 135,000 acres of school land ; 118,000
of this being sixteenth sections, and mo of the rest, indemnity land.

Much of the 16,000 acres of indem ity land now owned by the
State, is valuable coal lairds. Some sm l areas of marketable timber
have also been spared to the State. In addition, rentals of consider-
able consequence could be collected from school lands now under cul-
tivation, but of which no record is being kept.

While much has been lost, it is not yet too late for the State to dis-
charge the trust imposed in it, in relation to the land funds. The
$2,800,000 now in the paper fund, and the surplus revenue fund
(1886) amounting to $670,000, also changed into interest-bearing'
notes, if converted into productive funds, together with the incomes
from sales, rents, and royalties on the lands still intact, could, in
time, produce for the schools of the State an endowment of consider-
able importance.

It is the conviction of the survey committee that the Legislature
of Alabama should take the necessary steps to clear up this obliga-
tion without delay, by setting aside annually for a period of years
a certain sum of money from the general treasury or other source,
until the obligation is fully liquidatedthese funds to be adminis-
tered anti invested in gilt -edge State and .Federal securities by a
State board, of which the State superintendent of education shall be
the chairman.

2. Legislative appropriations.Under section 260 of Article XIV
of the constitution of Alabama, "it shall be the duty of the.legis-
lature to increase the public - school fund from time to times as the
necessity therefor and the ,condition of the treasury and the re-
sources of the State may justify." In accordance herewith the legis-
lature has provided a possible $600,000 for this purpose, of which
$850,000 has been appropriated. As soon as the State adopts a
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full 60 per cent tax basis, there will be no difficulty about releasing
all of this fund, and, if it shall be deemed advisable, to increase it
substantially.

3. The constitutional 3-mill tax.This tax has been the chief
source of revenue for the public schools froth the time the State
school system was established. The estimated income from this tax
for 1919-20 is $1,950,000 in a total of $2,479,588 for the entire general
education fund. The constitution further stipulates that this
fund must be used for the payment of salaries of teachers, prin-
cipals, supervisors, and superintendents of schools. This mandate
was wholly sound at the time the constitution was adopted, because
salaries of instructors are the chief source of outlay in operating a
school system; but with the adoption of the county and district
millage taxes, conditions are becoming materially changed in this
respect, as set forth in a succeeding paragraph, and the time will
probably soon be here when this paragraph of the constitution can
be modified so as to place the main burden of school maintenance on
the county and district, which would release much of 'the State fund
(particularly the legislative appropriation) to be used .for awarding
exceptional educational enterprise and lielping poor districts.

4. County and district millage taxes.The greatest single forward'
stride in the Alabama school system has resulted from the adoption
of the amendment to the constitution vdted'in November, 1916. It.
is now possible to vote a county tax not exceedjpg 4 mills and a dis-
trict tax of not exceeding 3 mills on the dollar. While it would hate
been highly desirable not to have placed so low a maximum on this
tax, it is felt that with a fair legal assessment and normal increase
from year to year in the State's resources, this tax will help im-
mensely, in establishing the school system.on a firm footing and in
adding the local initiative that has been long wanting.

During the years 1917 and 1918, 54 counties have voted the county
tax and a large number of local districts have accepted a similar obli-
gation. This is the best evidence that the people of the State have
fully accepted the principle of equal responsibility in the education
of all the children of the Commonwealth. It is well to observe
again that no district tax may be levied until after a county millage
tax has been voted. This is to safeguard the poorer sectiong of the
county and give them the benefit., of sharing in the wealth of richer*
corporate'and other interests, all of which is eminently fair. The
total county millage tax for 1917-18 was $1,854,119.72.

The plan for equalising taxation over the State eminently fair.
lt is a well - established principle in American democracy that the
entire wealth of the State should be utilized to equalizd educational
advantages among all the children of the Commohwealth: ' Ignorance

119801*-114---82
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or inefficiency in the local community is reflected on the entire Com-
monwealth and eventually levies a heavy burden on it for penal and
corrective institutions. Inthis respect, Alabama has done well, as
the 3-mill constitutional tax is levied on city and country alike for
the benefit of all the people wheresoever they may dwell in the State.
But the method in vogue for apportioning the State tax is, unfor-
tunately, neither democratic$or equable, as will appear later.

In a similar way, it is agreed by thoughtful leaders in the educa-
tionalprofession that-local taxation is absolutely necessary to foster
and keep alive local interest in school affairs, and to develop local
initiative and independence. I.pcal taxation is new in the State, and
former want of this kind of support has unquestionably done more
to retard the policy of education at public expense than all other
factors combined. '

It is'generally agreed, and it is an accepted principle of the United
States Bureau of Education, that the Stte should provide funds
equivalent to about one-third of the required funds, to be used for
general maintenance, and particularly as an award to encourage the
community to greater efficiency in education; that the county taxes
should be usul Chiefly for general school maintenance; and the dis-
trict taxes for such extraordinary outlays as new sites, buildings,
equipment, etc. .

The survey committee believes that, in Alabama, the present State
three-mill tax may well continue to be used for general maintenance.
although the legislative appropriations 'should be placed at the im-

'mediate' disposal of the State department of education (or State
board of education) to be used solely to encourage outstanding edu-
cational endeavor, such as organizing the right type of consolidated
sishools and rural high schools, teacher-training institutions for white
teachers, and county training schools fOr colored teachers, and similar
forward-looking educational work.

How the State general fund is apportioned.The method of ap-
portioning the State general fund is, in practice, wholly unfair. The
constitution provides that "the public-school fund shall be appor-
tioned to the several counties in proportion to the number of school
children of school age therein, and shall be f3o apportioned to the
schools in the districts or townships in the county as sto provide, as
nearly as practicable, school terms of equal duration in such school
districts or townships." This well-intentioned section of the State's
constitution has failed wholly inAts purpose and has in the end
militated as strongly against the white school childrenwhich it
was intended to protectas against the colored children.

1. It is Biped on school population, which in Alabama means all
persons over 7- years of age and under 21 yearsmany of whom are
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beyond reach of the schools and should not be included as a basis
of apportionment.

2. It has fp.;led to provide terms of equal duration in the several
eounties and districts, for either white or colored children.

3. It has made it possible for county boards of education in the
black-belt counties to utilize these funds locally in such a manner as to
make county and district taxation ainnecessary, thereby, to all prac-
tical purposes, obliging (a) the white population in other counties-
to maintain the white schools in the black-belt counties, while
(b) the colored schools in the same counties were being discriminated
against in a most flagrant manner.

These method a explained in greater Distribution of
State school funds should always be based on the principle that
educational achieven-At in a given school community, as an example
for emulation, is deserving of genuine encouragement and reward.
Thus to distribute the State funds on the arbitrary basis ot so-
called school populationpersons between 7 and 21 years of age;
whether they are in school or notis a doubtful practice; but to
make the apportionment on the basis of actual school attendance
would be to reward effort in a worthy way. For example, of what
profit is it to Alabama to maintain a comparatively expensive school
plant and teaching force when only 69 per cent of the school popula-
tion arc enrolled in these schools, and only 37 per cent of the school
population actually attend these schools regularly? Under these
conditions, why should the State distribute its bounties on a popula-
tion basis, only 37 per cent of which make use of the schools?

A much more satisfactory basis would be to place the apportion-
ment in part,qk the aggregate daily attendance in all the schools in a
county and in part on the number of teachers employedthe former,
because this would induce people to send their children to school so
that the community might reap the benefit; the latter, because ths
chief cost of a school system is proportioned directly on the number
of teachers employed.

2. A casual glance at the school attendance table demonstrates
emphatically that the present system of apportioning the State
funds has failed "to provide terms of equal duration, in the several
counties and districts; " chiefly because the State surrender's control
of. the funds the moment they are turned over to the county boards
of education.

Barbour, Bullock, Dallas, Lowndes, and Sumter Counties have not
yet voted the new 3-mill county tax, and Cleburne and Tallapeosa get
along with the one 1-mill county tax. Table 94 further shows graphi-
cally that every one of these counties expends less than $5 per capita
on its school population. Still, most of them rank quite high in the
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Dividing State and county .istids between county and city board*
of education.It is wholly just that all the property within the
bounds of the county shall be used for the education of all its
children, regardless whether they live in city or open country. In
counties with large industrial centers of great wealth, these cities
invariably pay into the county funds more than they get back ; but
this, too, is eminently just, when one takes into consideration that the
cities are always built at the expense of the open country whose best
blood they draw upon and whose ability to produce wealth they
thereby reduce. Again, if the cities use a portion of their wealth to
aid in educating the rural population, they will ultimately profit by
receiving from the country a more\intelligent citizenship.

But the present system, or lack o System followed in dividing. the
State and county taxes between con ty and city schools, is not satis-
fictory and should be remedied by aw. The county boards of edu-
cation may now use their own discretion as to how the funds shall be
divided. It is, of course, a matter of \personal judgment largely, and
based on actual needs of the school communities, under consideration/.

s whose school affairs are managed y
But the average county board has no exact knowledge of the actu
needs of the incorporated cities
local boards appointed by the city council. This has led to a bad
practice. In some counties the funds have been divided on the half-

. and-half plan, which clearly gives the large city more than its share.
In other places, there have been gentlenien's agreementsaf the boirds
that the division shall be on the basis of school populaffon. This is
a reasonable method of sharing, until i more equable plan can be
initiated, which method would be the aggregate attendance-teacher
basis outlined above. Finally, in some places, particularly in the
towns and villages under county control, e present practice tends to
discourage the people from voting local district taxes. There ark)
many instances on record to show that t e county boards have ac-
tually penalized such progressive Comm nities by reducing their
quota 'of county taxes immediately upon having voted a local tax
to supplement this county portion,

The survey committee is convinced that
tied through legislative enactment

)..,To direct county boards of education
pass through their hands with tcities of `mo
having. separate school boards on the basis o
such time as an equable aggregate attends
realized.

2. To safeguard local 'cation from pe alization by directing
the county boards in eve way to award an encourage local taxi -,
tion by increasing or at 1 maintaining t e rates of distribution
in vogue at the time of voti the local tax. l
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TAR= 95.-Amounts reoeived by counties from State for education, etc.

N.

into
,

Counties. '

Amount paid' Amount county receives from State
the Btate I for educational purposes.

treasury by I
Exoess of

amount re-
calved over

amount paid 1
into State
treasury.

Excess of
amount

P'm
county und
3-m1.11 oonsti- ,.,te
tutionI tax -
for education. priatZnPr°-. Bonus. Total.

Autauga 812,829.88 819,356. 48 $1,000 820,356.48 87,526.80
Baldwin 23,897. 45 33,043. 78 3,000 23,943. 78 46.33
Barbour 17,734. 22 1 36,279.10 36, 279.10 18,544.88
Bibb 15,327.64 I 24,135.54 3,000 77,135.54 11,737.90
Blomt. 14,678.31 24,864.84 1,000 25,884.84 11,186.53
Bullock 15,012.63 35,938. 76 35,938. 76 20,926.13
Butler 17,818.34 -45,689.01 1,000 38, 089.01 VI, 871.60
Calhoun. 46,706.85 44,561. 66 3,000 17, 561.66 865.01
Clambers 24, 651.34 40, 729.28 3,000 43, 729.93 19,067.92

Mt°441'
11,751.13
18,023. 04

20,097. 22
23, 569.26 3, MO

20,097. 22
26, 589.26

8,346.09
10,646.52

0

Cbootew 12,536.82 21,650. 20 1,000 22,650.20 10,113.88
Clarke 14,473. 91 31,488.60 1,000 32,40.60 18,014.89

Marne
12,014.80
7,993.34

21,807.50
13,953.94

1,000
1,000

22,807.50
14,953.94

10,792.70
6,961.60

Codes 15,408.73 29,026.14 1,000 30,020.14 14,619. 41
Colbert 31,361. 79 27,181.44 3,000 30,181.44 8,819.66
Commit 14,612.0 23,186.02 3,000 26,185.02 11,543.84
Coos 8,038.12 17,975.10 1,000 18,975.10 10,938.98
Covington 24,280.63 87,806.34 8,000 40,806.84 16,525.71
Crenshaw 11,179.17 23,783.76 1,000 24,783.76 13,664.50
Cullman 71,200.09 31,538.64 31,528.64 10,328.55
Dale 16,143.45 23,200.32 1,000 24,200.82 9,057.87
Danes 41,724.81 56,240.90 65,240:90 13,516. 09
Dekelb 18,640. 67 31, 886.12 31,886.13 13,225. 45
Elmore 16,624.88 m 230.20 3,000 38,230.20 16,606.87
Eseembla 21,427. 58 22,06101 8,000 26,062.04 8,634.46 ...
Etowah 3. 37,781. 98 89,673.93 8,000 42,673.92 4,891. 81
Fayette 10,763.59 19,989.92 1,000 30,039.32 10,174.33
Pranklbo 13,017. 21 19, 485.18 3,000 251,4018 9, 467. 01
Comm. 15,553.45 28, 737.28 3,000 81.117.28 16,183.81
Orme 11,30 74 18,504.20 18, . 30 7,01.443
Bye 12,730.71 30,796.48 80,796.48 18,076.213

10,9023 21,703.98 21,703.93 10,715.65
23,056.36 33,889.32 1,000 34,889.33 11,332.96

Jackson 23,037. 26 83,898.28 33, 898.28 10,361.02
Iegersort 462,714.71 215,835. 62 3,000 218,833.63 1243,879.00
Lamer 11 718.71 20 062.90 1,000 21,062.90 9,344. 19

18,686.88 34,4174.64 3,000 37,674.84 18,987.96
Leorenoe . 12,000.98 23, 143.81 1,000 24,143. 81 12,142.83
Lee 26,508.10 33,650.76 83,650.76 7,653.06
Limestone 79,708.07 38,811.64 3,000 31,811.64 9,608.62
Lowndta 13, M. 113 30,1544.80 80,564.80 16,647.44
Mateo 14,40.76 26,074.62 1,000 77,074.62 12,610.96
Madison. 39,912.09 44,730.40 3,000 47, 730.40 7,817.71
Marengo 21,051.10 86,810.56 1,000 37,810.56 16,269.36
Marlon 12,177.06 21,707.40 1,000 22,707.40 10,00.34
Marshall 15,473.0 82,446.70 3,000 35,446.70 19,973.06
Wine 135,726.50 70,898.90 3,000 73,198.90 62,827.60
Monroe. 16,679.20 27,899.10 3,000 80,699.10 17,019.81
Montgomery 108,10.89 84,129.76 3,000 87,129.76 16,003.93
Mogen 63,0213.58 64,03.20 1,000 35,520.0 2,491.62
Perry i 13,40.14 32, 547.54 . ,.. 32,647. 64 19,064.40Mos 12,740.21 29,3M 30 S.,000. 32,329.30 19, 580. CS
Pub 21, 997.10 i 32, 04I. 58 , ."

..1;00111.
32,040.58 10,103.28

; Eandotph 13,230.03 25,618.02 27, 618.02 14,058.00
Bilmeli. 13,735.96 29,335.06 29,366.04 15,500. 09
Stsgby 76,985.86 26,061.74 11,000 39,061.74 2,065.00
BR Clair 19,946.64 24,307.14 3,000 27,307.14 7,360.50
Sumter 17 769. 16 34,217.04 34,217.01 16,447. 79
Ealikfai 117; 634.94 19,13624 1,000 40,136.24 2,301.30
-Tailap0ms..... 30, 656.33 0,464.86 1,000 34,464.86 13,801633
Easoelooen 47,05.77 46,981.22 1,000 '47,981.22 536.45
Welker 38,614.12 35,136.66 3, 000 41,12663 2,612.64
Wask1ngtost.5 11,9094 13,679.88 8,000 16,679.38 4,735. 44
Wilcox. 14349.62 83,576.40 33,576.40 19,326. 73
Winston 7;000 14,911. 14 3,000 17,911.24 10,830.56

Total. 1,925,961.23 2,232,865.87 104,000 2,336,96687 733,116.26 05, WO. 62
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T321.11 96.- ,School population, enrollment, and expenditures by 00Untiee.

Counties.

Autanga
Baldwin
Brbour
Bibab
Blount
Bullock.
Butler
Calhoun
Chambers
Cherokee
Chilton
Choctaw

Clay
Cleburne
Colin;
Colbert
Conecuh
Coma
Covington
Crenshaw
Cullman
Dale
Da Bas
De Kalb . r ,
Elmore I
&ramble
Etowah
Fayette
Franklin
Geneva
Graeae
Bale.

a
Jackson
Jefferson
Lamar
Lauderdale,
Lawrence
Lee
Limestone
LowndeS
Macon
Madbon
Marengo
Marion
Marshall
Mobile
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Pear
Pickeyns
Pike
Rrusdolph
Russell
Shelby
St. Clair
Sumter
Talladep
Tellamong
Tuscsloosh
Walker
Washington ge.
Wilcox
Masted

School Number
population. enrolled.

6,824
6,915

12,028
7, 737
8,964

11,071
10,065
16,919
14, 592
7,218
7,635
7, ON
9,450
7,728
4,654

10, 430
10,038
8, 408
5,127

11,873
8

11,8+5
9,930
8,058

14, 263
5,957
7,201
9, 778
5, 607
9,324
7,061

11,166
11,856
89,1354
6,507

14,516
7,827

10,771
10,373
9,655
8, 649

15, 522
12,360
7, 503

11,249
23,033
9,430

27,219
12,057
9,310
9, 350

10,484
9,627
9, 319

8,
8, 590

203
12,039
12,684
10,230
16,024
14, 278
5,065

10, 845
4,947

8,855
5,139
6,408
5,873
7, 247
5 312
7: ro
9,976
9,844
5,516
8,a

. 4,
5, e04
6,351
3,912
7,743
6,926
6, 706
4,345
9, 946
5,720
9, 204
5,328
9,374
9,130
6,810
6,044

'11,301
5,525
5,244
9,677
2,228
5,064 ;

4,856
10,590 ;

Total I Average
expenditure i per pupil

for ell of school
ulapurposes. , pop lion.

332,010
81,639
49,230
55,311
45, 663

122,960
60, 317
45,432

164,185
32, 548
56, 822
32, 621
49,279
50, 341
20,924
54, 144
72,190
57,257
28,219
92,428
47,650
61,967
51,351
93,348
66, 229
69,109
K1,589

124,668
34,507
52, 852
69,252
72,948
39,972
33,035

8,348 50,, 646
89, 711 1, 281, 239-

10,675 142,048
,

6,177 9,606
6 690666

556 !1:2:91:
4,100 34795
5,721 39,651

12,142 136,016
6,916 59,088
6,961 36,016
9,161 61,100

15,334 ' 336,940
6,883 81,612

15,781 263,817
9,364 107,266

. 6,066 49,090
7544 62438
9,,213 100,

,
479

8,166 65,103
2,600 38,962
6.636 72, 664
6,776 75,905
4,227 39,297

10,771 99,630
10,157 61,340
12,267 111,929
12,931 128,776

3,616 38,664
4,483 45,236
2,439 31,409

Alabama's ability to
Hon unchallenged.-It
above gist Alabama's
the two words-school

Average
per pupil
enrolled.

$67
13:52
4.09
7. 14
5.09
4. 10
S. 98
7.20

11.25
4.50
7.44
4.61
5.21
651
449
5. 19
7.19
6,80
5.50
7.70
6.72
£ 46 '
6.50
4.95
£ 59
6.96

10.37
8.74

79
7.33
7.08
4.09
4.28
4.68
8.73
4.27

14.41
5. 43
9.78
5.06
& 81
690
3.64
4.59
8.44
4.78
4.80
£ 43

14. 62
8,64

69
8.89
4.30
6.87
9.68
6.76
8.96
8.44
613
1 26
7.76
6.90
6.98
9.01

4.17
7.61

4.

$8. 30
18.20
7.68
9.41
6. 15
8.56
7.86

12.32
16. 67
5.90
9.31
6.56
& 79
7.92
5.09
6.99

10.57
8.53
6.49
9.29
& 33
6.73
9.63
8.78
7.25

10.14
13.88
11.03
6.24

10.07
7.15

10.29
7.88
6.80
9.20
6.59

21.46
6.94

13.43
6.41

10.09
9.47
7.46
6.93

11.20
10.02
6.17
& 66

21.22
11.85
17.35
1L46
6.62
6.14

10.90
7.98

14.23
10 61
11.20
9.29
9.24
6.03
213
9.91

10.67
10.09
13.98

est nuoo Mentally in public school educa-
is quite evident from all that has been said
greatest educational problem is written in

support. While some headway is being made
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in school, support, public- school taxation is, comparatively speaking,
so new in the State that many of the publicparticularly those per-
sons who have been educated in private institutionshardly yet

A a, ..5BED- VALUAT IONOFALLTAXABLt PRoPERTY-
IN ALABAMA. 1918

. > 470, /78,cX)0.

E5TIMATEDTRUE-vALUATION OF - ALL- TAXA5 Lt
PROPERTY- IN A L ABAMA- 19 18-

3,000000, 000.

36.45
OR

.v * 010,534% ro 55)

MOUN'T. OF STAT E - .M I L erT,P4)(

63.-¢`0
OR

43,389, 444. C6ROS5)
POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL 3MILL TAX UNDER TRUE VALUA

Fio. 48.

-Nol-uSED1=1

realize their full responsibility and opportunity in this matter. In
such counties as Jefferson, Mobile, and Montgomery, with sufficient
funds at their disposal, f'ural as well as urban schools are being re-'
bulk and are becoming as excellent as can be found anywhere. These
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schools are already reacting favorably on the agricultural and indus-
trial prosperity of their several communities. Other counties are
less well situated, because they lack ample funds for such progres-
sive enterprises.

Alabama is just passing from an old order of things, and is only
just beginning to utilize the abundant riches lying latent in its soil,
and rock and water. The first step toward full utilization of this
wealth must he a liberal investment in training for leadership in
these several fields of activity. That Alabama is amply able to do
more for education was shown in, Chapter I. Only the briefest
reference to its financial 'ability is therefore necessary.

The following table gives the true and assessed valuation of Ala-
bama property by decades since 1880:

TABLE 97.True and assessed valuation of .4 la banitt property.'

Year.

rEstimated true
j value of ail tax- Sane

a 14e v.fiorteorl

States Census tent.
Bureau.

i

1880 1 1428.000,000 1339

1890 , 622,1100.000 411

1900 7:4,790.000 451

1910 1,825.000, 000 J. PM
1912 -,
1918...; I 8 3,000,000,000 1,250

I Social problems In Alabama. New York, 11 uasell Sage Foundation, p. 7.
I Estimate based on the increase from 1900 to 1912.

Assessed
Assessed 'valuation.

value of all What
taxable , per cent

property. of true
value.

$122,867,000 28
238.980,000 42
420,000,000 54
420,000,000 23
658,807,000 31
870,178,000

The Russell Sage Foundation in a special study of Alabama social
problems shows that the United States taxes have increased in the
State from $463,000 in 1914 to approximately $30,000,000 in 1919.
"If Alabama," continues the report, " Could cheerfully meet the in-
crease of taxes for Uncle Sam sixtyfold in four years, she can cer-
tainly make some increase for her own people now that national
taxes are to be reduced." Certainly, Alabama is able to pay its
own way and pay it well.

Alabama's social interests jeopardized' It is not overstating facts
to §ay that unless substantial financial relief is soon extended to
education, this State will suffer great impairment though a lowering
of standards and quality of school work. Conditions were bad
enough before the world war; but they have become increasingly
serious since then. The administrative and teaching staffs of the
State's higher educational institutions, and the -instructors of the
teacher-training institutions and the public schools of every kind
have struggled along on salaries that are wholly inadequate, and
which are actually forcing many of Alabama's Most efficient teachers
to seek other employment or to accept teaching positions, in other
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States. The public schools need several thousand more trained
teachers. Thousands of teachers have left the profession because
they literally could not make financial ends meet. Much of the
public-school plant is worn out and insanitary ; the higher institu-
tions are in need of equipment and money for urgently needed ex-
pansion. The State can not afford to permit the work that has
resulted from years-of planning and building in the educational life

< of Alabama to be endangered for lack of such funds as can be pro-
vided if the legislature will apply the remedies that are available.

How to remedy the situation. A serious effort to reorganize the
school finances should consider the following factors as essential to
a just and democratic solution:

1. Enforcement of section 9 of the revenue code.
2. Legal enactment to place the assessment of all property in the

hands of the State government.
to. 3. Provision for equable inheritance and income taxes.

4. Legal enactment to provide for a searching study of the entire
subject of taxation by experts.

The constitution of Alabama states specifically that " the income
arising from the sixteenth section trust fund, the surplus revenue
fund, until it is called for by the United States Government, and the
funds enumerated in section 258 of this constitution, together with
a special annual tax of 30 cents on each $100 of taxable property in
the State, which the legislature shall levy, shall be applied to the sup-
port and maintenance of the public schools." This seems to mean
full value assessment. A law was, however, later enacted basing
the assessment of 60 per cent of a fUll and fair valuation. This law
has been upheld as constitutional. But it is clearly evident from what
has been shown elsewhere in this discussion that even the 60 per cent
valuation clause is not enforced. If the suggestions made by the
survey committee should be adopted the available revenue for educa-
tion would be increased between two and three fold. This would
satisfy every educational need in the State for years to come.

To this end, it would be necessary to reorganize the present agen-
cies intrusted with the important task of property assessment. This
would be made primarily a State function, under immediate direc-
tion of the governor of the State. Local property assessment should
be directed by State assessors, and no local assessor should be an
inhabitant of the county or community to be assessed by him. Suit-
able penalties should be provided to insure strict compliance with the
law. Such tax commissions have already demonstrated 'in many
States that it is possible to enforce a fair and equable system of taxa-
tion on rich and poor alike, instead of the unfair and undemocratic
system now utilized in Alabama.



ig---- Income and inheritance taxes have already proved a most satis-
factory measure at the hands of the Federal Government and cer-
tain
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tain State governments, for equalizing the tax burdens of ,the
people. Most of the large incomes in the State'are amassed from the
riches of the public domain, as coal and iron, and water power.
These and similar income-producing agencies should be taxed liber-
ally in justice to the State at large.

Inheritances should also be taxed. Perhaps the most important of
these in Alabama are inherited landed estates. Thousands of such
large plantations lie practically fallowheld for speculative pur-
poses. These great areas should be forced into productivity by plac-
ing upon them a "speculative lands' tax " similar to that of an act
recently passed by the legislature of North Dakota, and, in addition
thereto, an inheritance tax, if the land falls in this class.

The survey commission's attention has been called to many in-
stances of flagrant abuke of the tax law, chiefly in relation to assess-
ment of values. Coal and iron lands that are bonded for millions of
dollars are known to have been assessed as'agricultural lands at the
paltry valuation of a few thousand dollars. Farms that were recently
sold at a good price are listed on the tax books at less than one-tenth
of this value. Such cases, unfortunately, are not isolated instances
of a vicious practice, but are part of a common system. It is accord-
ingly recommended that It scientific study of the whole field of taxa-
tion be made by experts who shall propose to the State an equable
basis for listing and assessing property and apportioning the tax
;urden among all its citizens.

The recommendations sitmanarized.The survey committee is con-
vinced that the stability and future growth of the public school sys-
tem in Alabama demand certain definite modifications in the pre-
vailing system of school support.. To this end it recommends:

1. The reestablishment of a permanent productive educational
fund, through the conversion of the accumulated paper obligations,
by setting aside annually for a period of years a certain sum of
money from the general treasury of the State or other source, until
the obligation -is fully liquidated. To this shall be -added from time
to time all incomes from rents, sales, royalties, etc., on the unsold
lands now belonging to the schools of the State. These funds shall
be administered and invested in State and Federal securities by a
State board of which the State superintendent of education shall be
the chairman.

2. The releise of the $250,000 withheld from the present legislative
appropriation of $600,000, at the earliest moment that the condition
of the treasury will justify.

.
,

8. The passage of an amendment to the State constitution to pro-
vide a new basis on which to distribute the general educational fund,
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as follows: (a) One-half of the entire fund to be apportioned to the
several counties, two-thirds of this one-half on the basis of aggregate

' daily attendance in all the schools of thecounty, figured on the at-
tendance records for the year last preceding, and one-third of this
one-half on the total number of teachers employed in the county ;
and (b) the remaining one -half of the fund to be entrusted to the
State department of education (State board of education) for ap-
Bortionment among the schools of the State as awards for good Work.
ind as direct aid to needy school districts.

4. The reapportionment of all State and county schocil funds by
the county boards of education between county and iity schools.
on the principle of aggregate daily attendance and the number of
teachers employed, and in no other way whatever; provided, that
the basis of total school population shall be used in case the legis-
lature fails to pass on the attendance principle.

5. The dicontinuance of the nine district agricultural schools and
the establishment in their stead of six new agricultural schools of
secondary rank, to receive State support to the amount of not less
than $20,000 per annum.

6. The passage of the necessary legislation to permit all incor-
porated school districts of 1,000 population and over to issue bonds
for extraordinary school purposes. .

. 7. The adoption, by constitutional amendment, of a permanent
millage tax for the maintenance of the University of Alabama, the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, the Alabama Girls' Technical Insti-
tute, the four class A normal schools, and such other normal schools
as may hereafter be established, and the A. & M. College for Ne-
groeg--to be apportioned according to the needs of each institution,
to supplant the present legislative appropriationsall of w 'eh, how-
ever, shall be in addition to all incomes on endowments, tr st funds,
eta, which may now form a definite part of the support of ne or all
of these schools.

8. The increase of the annual State appropriation to county high
schools from $3,000 to a minimum of $4,000, provided thatino such
school shall hereafter receive any State aid whatever unless file State
money is duplicated dollar for dollar from county funds.

9. The increase of State support for the colored normal schools,
and direct State support for county training schools for colored
teachers. , .

10. The reorganization of the school finances by (a) strict enforce-
ment of section 9 of the Revenue Code; (b) legal enactment to place
the assessment of all property under direct control of the State gov-
ernment; (a) provision for equable income and inheritance taxes,
and (d) provisions for a searching study of the entire subject of
taxationin the State.



Chapter XXIV.

SUMMARY or THE MOST IMPORTANT RECOMMENDA-
TIONS CONTAINED IN THE FOREGOING CHAPTERS.

The outstanding needs of the Alabama school system may be sum-
marized under three heads:

1. Greatly increased school support.
2. More efficient instructional and supervisory staff.
3. Better adjustment of all teaching agencies.
The general plans for improvement of the school system are em-

bodied in the following legislative and administrative recommenda-
tions concerning:

1. State School Organization and Administration.
a) Organization of a State Board of Education to have full

charge and control of all public elementary schools
and such other schools ,es are included in the
sions of the foregoing chapters, except the Univer6ty
of Alabama-, the Alabama Polytechnie-Institute, and
the Alabama Girls' Technical Institute.

(b) Appointment of the State Superintendent of EdUcation
by the new State board of educatitm.

(c) Enlargement of the powers and duties of the State super-
intendent and State board of education in agreement
with the .:tails set forth in foregoing chapters.

s(d) Organization of a State Council of Education to consist
of members from the State board of education and of
the faculties of the State's higher institutions of learn-
ing, with powers and duties as prescribed in foregoing
chapters.

(e) Passage of such amendments to the constitution of Ala-
bama as may be necessary to consummate the changes
prescribed in foregoing chapters.

2. County Supervision.of Schools.
(a) Requirement that all candidates for county superintend-

. ent, not including the present incumbents, shall hold
at the time of the appointment to office a professional
county superintendent's certificate. Such certificates
shall be issued by the State department of schools on

500
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2. County Supervision of Schools Continued.
the basis of minimum academic and professional quali-
fications equivalent to graduation from the standard
(class \A) normal schools of the State, and at least
three years' successful experience as teacher or suptr-
visor in this or other States; ample evidence that the
candidate (1) is an able administrator, (2) has%stfong
personality and good character, (3) and has excep-
tional professional spirit.

(b) Requirement that no person shall hereafter be appointed
as assistant superintendent or subject supervisor who
does, not hold a State profesional certificate, valid. in
Alabama.

(c) Appointment of an assistant county superintendent in
each county employing 100 or more teachers, and a sub-
ject suilervisor in each county for every 40 teachers or
fraction thereof.

(d) Maintenance of high standards among the county superin-
tendents and their assistants

(1) By holding an annual " school lof one week's
duration under charge of the State superin-
tendent for all the county superintendents; at-
tendance to be made mandatory and all travel-
ing and living expenses to be defrayed from
county educational fonds.

(2) By granting county superintendents and their
assistants leave at fnll pay to admit summer

- schopl every second or third year.
(3) By furnishing atState expense each county su-

pepintendent for his own use, or the use of his
assistants, one-half dozen or more of the lead-
ing educational books of the year.

(e) Amendment of the present county board law to provide
for separate boards of education in towns and cities
of more than 1,000 population, not already provided
for; and the right of such places to issue bonds for
extraordinary educatiodal purposes.

3. School Population, Enrollment, and Attendance.
(a) Legal school age to include all children between 6 and 18

years, inclusive, but no person older than 18 years should
be excludul from school. .

(b) School entrance agu to be changed from 7 years-to 6 years.
(o) Provision for apportioning the State school fund on some

basis other than the school population.
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3. School Population, Enrollment, and AttendanceContinued.
(d) Provision for a thief attendance officer as member of the

State department of education.
(e) Changes in the compulsory attendance law.ls follows:

(1) Removal of the 80-day and 60-day attendance
minimum and requirement that normal chil-
dren attend school throughout the regularly
pro aided school term.

(2) Issuance of wOrk permits only to pupils who
have completed the fourth grade and can fur-
nish satisfactory evidence thereof.

(3) The safeguarding of the law by limiting its
exemptions ks prescribed in Chapter VI.

( f) The perfection and use of a system of records by the State
department of, education -for transferring pupils from
community to community to make evasion of school at-
tendance impossible.

(g) The lengthening of the school year for white children Nto
9 months and for colored children to a minimum of 6
months.' .-

(h) The gradual reorganization of all schools as "all- year;'
schools in charge of professional teachers.

4. Rural Schools.
(a) School consolidation encouraged through State aid.
(b) Employment of assistants to the county superintendent

in the superv'tsion of rural schools. A State bonus from
the State for each supervisor provided not exceeding
one-third of the total salary, the 'remainder to be paid
by the county board of education.

(c) Minimum qualifications for teachers, educational and pro-
fessional, to be established through the enactment of the
minimum salary law recommended in chapter 18.

(d) Approval of all school sites, size of grounds, kind of
building and equipment by the State school architect
appointed by and acting under the direction of the State
board of education.

(e) The reorganization by the State board of education of the.,
school system on the 6-3-3 plan.

5. Negro Education in Rural Sections..
(a) Apportionment of a larger share of the public school

funds to Negro schools.
(b) Such increaw of salaries of Negro teachers as will en-

courage persons of ability to enter and remain in the'
service of the schools.
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5. Negro Education in Ru1al SectionsContinued.
(c) Increase.in the number of Vegro teachers to secure a better

ratio of teachers to pupils.
(d) The enforcement of the compulsory education laws to

apply to all children of school age, both white and
colored.

(e) Provision of State aid for county training schools on the
basis of $750 for each sehOol to match the $750 appro-
priated by the county board of education for mainte-
nance of this kind of school.

(f) Increase of State appropriation to the Agricultural and
Mechanical College to the amount of the Federal Gov-
ernment's aid, and provision for modern dormitories
and an academic building.

(g) Provision for the eventdal removal of the State normal
school at Montgomery, and its relocation on a tract of
at least 150 acres of land.

(h) If the State finds it undesirable to arry out recommen-
dations (f) and (g), the two schools to be consolidated
and an agricultur*and mechanical normal school to
be established. instad at such place as will be most
accessible to the large body of the Negro population
of the State; the school to have at least 150 acres of
good agricultural land and ample provision for board-
ing and lodging these students.

8. Village and Town Schools.
(a) Continuance of the present plan of placing towns of less

than 2,000 population under the control and manage-.
ment of tlo county board of education.

(b) Encouragement of the levy of local taxes in all village
and town districts to enable the school board to dis-
continue the practice of charging tuition fees.

(c) Limiting the nailer village to 9 grades of school work.
Orginization (\f the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades
as junior high. school. Organization of the larger
biton schools on the 6-3-3 plan.

7. District Agricultural Schools and County High Schools.
(a) Discontinuance of State appropriations to the schools at

Jackson, Abbeville, Sylacauga, Athens, and Wetumpka,
and return of the property of these schools to the local
authorities; or

(b) Maintenance hereafter of only four agricultural schools
of secondary rank to be located' ciethe. present sites of,
the district agricultural, schools st Hamilton, Albert-"
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District Agricultural Schools and County High SchoolsContd.
ville, Blountsville, and Evergreen, or their relocation
on bids from suitable communities from the State
at:large.

(c) Provision of a State appropriation for each of these
schools of not less than $20,000 per annum.

(d) The increase of Stateaid to county high schools to a
minimum of $4,000 per annum, provided that no such
school shall receive any aid from the State which is not
duplicated dollar for dollar ftlim county or local funds.

(e) The discontinuance of the State appropriation now made
to. the Northeast Alabama Agricultural Institute at
Lineville, with provision for turning the School prop-

.

erty over to the local community.
8. City Schools.

(a) Such enlargements of the scope and power of city boards
of education as will enable theth--
(1) To call elections for the issuance of school bondik

and the levying of local taxes.
(2) To purchase school sites, approve building plans,

and erect buildings.
Provision by which money furnished by dui state

city schools shall be
. (1) Sent, directly to then city school boards.

(2) Apportioned on SOMQ definite basis, in order that
the city may have a clear idea from year to year
regarding the amount of financial help it will
receive from the State.

(o) Taxation to the legal limit for school support in all cities
which have not already reached this limit

(d) Provision for the increase of property assessments until'
they shall at least reach the percentage of value pro-
vided for in the statute on that subject.

(e) The abolition by law'of the praCtice of charging fees for
attendance at public schools.

(f) Substantial increase in the salaries of teachers in every
city of the State.

(g) Greater freedom to city boards in the matter of selecting
textboo-lcs suited to the special- needs of citylchools.

(A) Provision that all public school buildings in oicies shallbe -

(1) Built as nearly fireproof as is practicable.
(2) Built with refprence to the best and most modern
' ideas of heating, lighting, antl ventilation.
(8). iuilt with auditoriums or assembly rooms.

111901.-49---88
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8. City SchoolsContinued.
(h) Provision that all public school buildings in cities shall

beContinued. ,
(4) Built on the unit type, so that they can be added to

as need arises.
(5) Constructed with due reference to the widest pos-

sible use by the community as a whole.
(6) Situated on 5 acres of school ground, in the case

of an elementary school, or on 10 acres in case of
a high school, and in no case on less than a full
city block.

(7) Made as attractive as possible by design, by careful
upkeep, and by such devices as flowers, window-
boxes, etc.

(8) Designed after consideration has been given to the
one-story type of school architecture for ele-
mentary schook

(9) Equipped with nilivable tableS and chairs in first-
grade rooms and with rgovable desk chairs in
high schOols. .

(i) Provision in the course of study for:
(1) A greater amount of physical training. .

(2) Greater stress on education in health subjects.
(3) Greater flexibility'to meet the demands thethe in-

dividual child.
(4) Greater flexibility to meet the needs of different

- communities.
(5) More industrial work, preferejAy in cooperation

with mills,. or other predominant local indus-
tries. .

(j) Promotion,
(1) Semiannually or oftener.
(2) Upon, a basis including more tharI"rnere standing

upon written examinations.
(3) In high schools, by subjects instead of by grades.

(k) Extension of the compulsory-attendance period to cover
the entire school year, alid.better enforcement of the
law.

(I) Better and more provisiou for activities along school ex-
tension lines, including night schools,iafternoon classes,
part-time schools, etc.

(ni.) Lowering of the legal entrance age from 7-to 6 years,
(n) Bee4inization of the State conrse of study upon the

644 basis.
t.,,
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8. City Schools Continued.
(o) Provision that schools for Negroes should:

(1) Have a term of not less than six months.
(2) Be housed in buildings that are safe, decent, sanitary,

clean, comfortable, and sufficient in number.
(3) Provide adequate instruction in reading, writing,'

and arithmetic, and in such of the industries as the
pupils will have the opportunity to engage in
advantageously in after life.

(4) Pay their teachers enough to ind'Uce them to make
proper preparatiOn 'tor their work.

(p) Legal provision for greater uniformity in the constitu-
tion of city boards of education. It is suggested that
these bards shall consist of 7 members, each appointed
or selected from the city at large. If not elected by the
People, members of these boards should be appointed by
the mayor and confirmed, by the board of aldermen.
They should hold office for a term of 7 years, the term of
1 member expiring each year. Members of boards should
be so selected as toinake sure that all classes of citizens
and all the main industrial and professional interests
are represented..

9. Schools for Defectives and Delinquents.
(a) Organization of a State Board of Social Welfare to have

charge of all child-caring institutions in Alabama;
(b) Direction of all the educational work of the child-caring

institutions to be under the management of the State
board of education, or State department of education,
which shall, maintain a specific division for this purpose.

(o) Immediate establishment of a school for feeble-minded
children.-

(d) Substantial increase in per capita support of all these in-
stitutions. and liberal fulls for enlargement and repairs.

.10. Eradication of Illiteracy.
(a) Strengthening the compulsory attendance law in liceord-

ante with recommendations in Chapter VI;
(b) Enactment of legislation to promote Americanization by

requiring school attendance of all persons above com-
pulsory attendance age, and below 21 years, who do not
now spealt, read, and write the English language, until
completion of the fourth grade of the .public schools or
aniquivalent .requirement.
t -(1Y Provisioit,for the establishment and maintenance

of evening schools and part-time schools for,
this purpose under the direct supervision., of
psi State department of education.
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10. Eradication of IlliteracyContinued.
(c) Enactment of legislation to encourage effective illiteracy

work among adults under direction of the State depart-
ment of education, and maintained by funds voted by
the legislature.

. (d) Appropriation of not less than. $25,000 annually for the
next quadrennitun for the purpose of making such leg-
islation effective.

11. Health and Physical Education.
(a) Establishment of distinct fields of activities defining and

recognizing the functions of the boards of education
and health, respectively.

(b) Employment of a school health supervisor by each
county board of education upon a 12 months' basis.

(o) The organization, supervision, and direction of health and
physical education in the several counties by. a State
health supervisor, working under the direction of the
State board of education.

(d) The enactment of a modern physical education law for
the State in accordance with suggestive legislation out-
lined in Chapter XVI.

12. School and Ho Inc Gardening.
18. Teachers and Their Certification.

(a) Improvement of teaching conditions by
(1) Establishing reasonabL minimum salaries for all

teachers;
(2) Scaling all teachers' salaries to the grade of cer-

tificate held,, thus placing a premium on special
preparation.

(b) Requirement of higher teaching qualifications by
(1) Licreasing gradually the entrance requirements

of the State normal schools and lengthenipg
their study courses;

(2) Discontinuing the issue of certificates on exami-
nation assoon as the normal schools, the Ala-
bama Girls' Technical Institute, the school of
education in the University of Alabama, de-
partment of education of the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute, and other, teacher-training

..- institutions have become fully equipped to sup-
ply all the professional teachers required;

Placing the minimum requirement for permis-
sion to teach at graduation from an accredited
four-year high school, or its equivalent, and, in

(8)
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13. Teachers and Their CertificationContinued.
(b) Requirement of higher teaching qualifications by Contd.

addition, at least one year's professional study,
acquired at a professional school for teachers.
The standard to go into effect not before Sep-
terrier, 1923.

(c) Increase the supply of professional teachers by
(1) Organizing teacher-training departments in the

county high schools and other accredited high
schools which meet the requirements of the
State. department of education ; the schools to
receive Stkte aid.

(2) Establishing well-equipped departments for rural
teachers at all the normal schools.

(3) Enlarging the facilities of the Alabama Poly-
technic Institute to prepare teachers of general
agriculture and teachers of vocational agricul-
ture and home economics.

(4) Granting State bonuses to teachers as rewards
for long service in a single school community;

(5) Establishing a retirement fund for teachers.
14. Preparation of Public School Teachers.

.(a) Requirement of professional training as a prerequisite to
the issuance of teacher certificates, the standard to be
raised gradually to avoid teacher shortage, and protec-
tion to be afforded experienced and skilled teacheri now
in service.

(b) Requirements that members of boards of control of an in-
stitution be not residents of the county in which the in-,
stitution is located.

(e) The establishment of a pension and emeritus system for all
teachers.

(d) The discontinuance of the class B normal schools, ihich
may profitably be converted into county high schools.

(e) The accrediting of the State normal_school (colored) at
Montgomery and Tuskegee Institute, the addition of a
school, farm buildings, and equipment for the former,
and increased appropriations for both.

15. Higher Education.
(a) A large increase in the appropriations for the college of

agriculture of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
(b) Emphasis by the Alabama Polytechnic Institute on the

training of leaders in scientific agriculture and rural
life.
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15. Higher EducationContinued.
(c) The gradual differentiation-of the programs of engineer-

ing education of the University of Alabama and the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute as follows:

1. Both institutions to continue to offer chemical;.
civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering.

2. The University of Alabama to relate its work di-
rectly to the needs of the mining and industrial
district, and to develop commercial and industrial
engineering, hydraulic engineering, and sanitary
engineering.

3. The Alabama Polytechnic Institute to emphasize
investigation and training in highway engineer-
ing, agricultural engineering, and textile engi-
neering.

4. The State council of education to determine the
advisability of continuing degree curricula in
architecture and architectural engineering.

(d) Increased appropriations for tlle support of engineering
education at both the Alabama Polytechnic Institute
and the University of Alabama.

(e) A large increase in the appropriations for the school of
education of the University of Alabama, to provide
additional instructors; the provision of an educational
building; the provision of a practice school under the
direction of .the school of education ; and the continu-
ance of teacher training in trades and industries under
the direction of this school.

(f) An increase in the support of the school of agricultural
education at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, to cover
practice-teaching facilities and additional instructors.

(q) The appropriation of at least $10,000 a year to both the
University of Alabama and the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute for the maintenance of summer schools.

(A) The continued recognition of the graduates in home eco-
nomics, music, and commercial branches of the Alabama
Girls' Technical Institute as candidates for high-school
positions in these subjects.

(i) (1) The early abandonment of the attempt to continue
for the present a four-year medical school in connection
with the Uniyersity .9tAlabama, and the transfer of
the -first two years of Medical education from Mobile to
Tuscaloosa. (2) Pending the time when the Mobile
schoi3.1 can be degalty discontinued, the strengthening of

I
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15. Higher EducationContinued.
the first three years of its work only.. (3) The main-

' tenance of two centers of postgraduate teaching in med-
icine, one at Mobile and one at Birmingham, and the
proper support of these centers.

(j) The concentration of education in pharmacy for the pres-
ent at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

(k) Adequate appropriations for the support of the college
of veterinary medicine at the Alabama Polytechnic In-
stitute.

(1) The placing of the college of law of the University of
Alabama on a standard basis, and the appropriation
of sufficient money for its support.

( ). The approval of the estimates for work in commerce at
the University of Alabama-, and a study of the needs in
higher commercial training by the State council of
education.

71.) The establishment of a department of forestry, at the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

(p) 41) The establishment of a division of home economics
at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and the ,trans-

training of teachers of home economics and the con .
sequent expanSion of the school of agricultural educa-
tion to include the training of teachers, in home eco-
nomics. (2) The abandonment of the plan to develop.
the Alabama Girls' -Technical Institute'into a four-year
college of liberal art for women, and the rehabilitationt,
of its original program as a technical institute.

(p) The-Admission to the general course atthe Alabamk Poly-
technic Institute of only such students as meet the full '-
entwine requirements without conditions.

(q) Appropriations sufficient to cover -an immediate. increase
of at least 50 per cent in instfuCtional cost:Kat the Col
lege of arts and sciences of tivi University of
together with provision for continuedalpport to keep`
pace with-anticipated growth in enroliments:.:-..-

(r) The deVelopment of ilefinite.progrant of msearch by the
University of Alabama.; and the- Alabama Polytechnta
InStitutt, and tluf inclusion of i.:siiinate$ to cover these
prograftiS in their future budgets.'-: -

(o)', ' Tlieasswription by tlits'4tate af a larger financial rishoh-,
*sibilitx: far the proiiitti= of; aAricurti14.1, 6stension of
the Alabauta Institutel than if; ro4uire4- to. --:".
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15. Higher EducationContinued.
meet the terms of the Smith-Lever Act; and the ap-

- proval of the estimate for university extension in the
present budget of the University of Alabama.

(t) The approval of th present budget of the Agricultural
and Mechanical College for Negroes, and continued
appropriations to enable it to develop effective training
in agriculture and mechanic arts.

(u) The creation of a State council of education; the future
determination by it of State needs in the field of pro-
fessional training, and the allocation of the different
portions of the tasks of professional training among
the several higher institutions in harmony with the
foregoing definition of the spheres of these institutions.

(v) The modification of the constitution to provide:
(1) For the appointment by the goVernor of mem-

bers of the board of trustees of the University
of Alabama.

(2) For lengthening the tenure of office of the mem-
bers of the board of trustees of the Alabama
Girls' Technical Institute to coincide with the
tenure of the members of the goVerning boards
of other State higher institutions.

(to) (1) The reorganization of the plan of internal adminis-
tration. of the Alabama Polytechnic. Institute. (2) The
establishment of safeguard.% against, faculty inbreeding
at the klahatita -Polytechnic Institute.

(w) At both the University of Alabama and the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute:

1. A redistribution- of the ratio. of professors to in-
structors.

2. The reduction of teaching and administrative loids
of faculty members.'

8. The-reduction in size of certain sections..
4.- The elimination as far, as possible of very small

classes. .

5. -The establishment.. of 15 teaching hOurs* as the
maximum ;fora full-time instructor; and of 250

--,t4x000 student 1*ek hours as- the normal average

-6. The'estehtishment of temporary. aVeraga salaries
for.deani.at $11,500.rfur full professors at $3,000;

for mate 'snd.aiOsiant professors. ats'
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15. Higher EducationContinued.
(a) At both the University of Alabama and the Alabama

Polytechnic InstitoteContinued.
7. The exclusion from admission to degree curricula

of students from four-year high schools who pre-
sent only 12 units.

(y) The enforcement by the State higher institutions of a
uniform system of entrance requirements in harmony
with the standards of the Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools of the Southern States; and the pub-
lication by the higher institutions of such classifications
of students as will show plainly which are enrolled in
special, irregular, or noncollegiate curricula, as differ-
entiated from those pursuing regular curricula.

16. Financing the Public Schools.
(a) The reestablishment of a permanent productive educa-

tional fund, through the conversion of the accumulated
paper obligations, by setting aside annually for a period
of years a certain sum of money from the general treas-
ury of the State or other source,-until the obligitionis
fully liquidated. To this shall be added from time to
time all incomes from rents, sales, royalties, etc., on the
unsold lands now begging to the schools of the State.
The funds shall be administered and invested in State
and Federal securities by a State board of which the
State superintendent of education shall be the chairman.

(b) The release of the $250,000, withheld from the present
legislative appropriation of $600,000, at the earliest
moment that the condition of the treasury will justify.

(a) The passage of an amendment to the State Constitution
to provide a new basis on which to distribute the Gen-
eral Educational Fund, as follows: (1) one-half of the
entire fund to be apportioned to the several counties,
two-thirds of . this one-half on the basis of aggregate
daily attendance in all the schools of the county, fig-
ured on the attendance records for the year last pre-
ceding,,and one-third of this one-half on the total num-,
ber of teashers employed,-in the county; and (2) the
Tidal-fling one-half of the fund to be entrusted to. the

\ State department of edtication (State board of educa
tion) for apportionnient among the schools of the State,
as awards for good work, an& as direct aid to needy
school districts. ;
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16. Financing the Public SchoolsContinued.
(d) The reapportionment of all State and county school funds

by the county boards of education between county and
city schools, on the principle of aggregate daily attend-
ance and the number of teachers employed, and in no
other way whatever; provided, that the basis of total
school population shall be used in case the legislature
fails to pass on the attendance principle.

(e) 'l'he withdrawal of State support from the five poorly
functioning district agricultural schools and apportion-
ment of these funds among the remaining four schools ;
or the withdrawal of State support from all the nine
district agricultural schools and the reapportionment
of these fund* among the county high schools on the
conditions outlined in Chapter xq.

(f) The adoption, by constitutional amendment, pf a perma-
nent millage tax for the maintenance of the University
of Alabatna, the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, the
Alabama Girls' Technical Institute, the four class A
pormal schools, and such other normal schools as may
hereafter be established, and the Agricultural and Me-
chanical College for Negroesto be apportioned accord-
ing to the needs of each institution and to supplant the
present legislative appropriationsall of which, how-

. ever, shall be in addition to all incomes on endowments,
trust funds, etc., which may now form a definite part of
the support of one or all of these schools.

(g) The increase of the annual State appropriations to county
. high schools from $8,000 to $4,000, provided that no

such school shall hereafter receive any State aid what-
ever unless the State money is duplicated dollar for
dollar .from county *funds.

(h) The increase of State support for the colored normal
schools and direct State support for county training

. schools for colored teachers, as outlined in Chapters
XI and XIII.

(1) The reorganization of the scbool finances by (1) strict
enforcement of section 9 of the revenue code; (2) legal

Anactment to place the assessment of all property under
r. direct control of the State government; (3) provision
,`,, .-.; for equable income and inheritance taxes; and (4) pro-

vision for a searching study of the satire subject of tax-
ation in the State.,
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